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A generalized notion of a "sample space" is developed which allows for the simultaneous representation of the 
outcomes of a set of related "random experiments." Affiliated with each such generalized sample space is a 
so-called "logic," the elements of which are propositions that can be confirmed or refuted by observing the 
outcomes of the random experiments. Stochastic models for the experimental situation represented by a given 
sample space are introduced, and it is shown that such stochastic models induce generalized probability mea
sures on the logic of this sample space. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the series of papers here begun is to 
erect a new mathematical foundation for an opera
tional theory of probability and statistics based upon 
a generalization of the conventional notion of a sample 
space. In subsequent papers, we shall formally estab
lish on this foundation the notion of a "physical sys
tem" and an affiliated "theory of measurement." This 
latter generalized theory of measurement should 
prove to be particularly useful in the developing be
havioral sciences and in addition shed some light on 
the difficulties that surround the measuring process 
in quantum mechanics'! In other papers in this series, 
the matter of statistical inference will be considered 
in this nonclassical framework. In particular, it will 
be shown that the Bayesian inference strategy ex
tends naturally to this more general situation. As a 
consequence of these conSiderations, four of the prin
cipal types of "probability" (frequency, credibility, 
rational betting and logical) put in an appearance and 
prove to be naturally and coherently related. Further
more, the customary mathematical representation of 
the notion of conditioning resolves into a spectrum of 
such representations, thus formally exposing a variety 
of conditioning concepts. 

In the present paper, we shall introduce our general
ized sample spaces and show that there is a hier
archy of "propositional systems" affiliated with each 
such generalized sample space. Complete" stochastic 
models" for the empirical situation represented by a 
generalized sample space will be formally introduced 
as so- called weight functions, and it will be shown 
that these weight functions can be used to induce gen
eralized probability measures (states) on the affili
ated propositional systems. 

The distinguishing feature of the empirical sciences 
is that propositions pertinent to such sciences are 

confirmed and refuted solely in terms of evidence 
secured as a consequence of the execution of physical 
operations. In this regard, we shall by no means re
strict the term physical operation to apply only to 
traditional laboratory procedures. We are prepared, 
for instance, to regard test procedures on an assem
bly line, data gathering processes (such as opinion 
polling), pencil and paper operations (such as execut
ing computational algorithms), and even procedures 
involving subjective approvals or disapprovals as 
bona fide physical operations. 

Let us make our definition of a physical operation 
official: By a physical operation, we shall mean in
structions that describe a well-defined, physically 
realizable, reproducible procedure and furthermore 
that specify what must be observed and recorded. In 
particular a physical operation must require that, as 
a consequence of each execution of the instructions, 
one and only one symbol from a specified set R be 
recorded as the result of that realization of the 
operation. 2 Carefully note, if we delete or add details 
to the instructions for a physical operation, and, in 
particular, if we modify the result set R in any way, 
we thereby define a new physical operation. 

Since the early 1930's, when Kolmogorov laid the 
foundations for probability and statistics as we know 
them today,3 it has become traditional to refer to the 
result set R for a physical operation :D as its samPle 
space. A subset D of R is called an event for the 
operation :D and certain of these events-but not neces
sarily all of them-are decreed to be observable 
events. One usually assumes that the collection 3' of 
all observable events forms a a-field of subsets of 
the sample space R. The physical operation :D is 
then regarded as being mathematically represented 
by the ordered pair (R, 3'). 
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Suppose that the physical operation ~ is represented, 
as above, by the ordered pair (R, 5'). One normally 
associates with each event D .s; R a proposition p(D) 
asserting that a result d E: D was obtained as a con
sequence of executing ~. In this way, the results 
d E: D are regarded as confirm ing the proposition 
pW), while the results in R\D, the set-theoretic com
plement of D in R, are regarded as refuting the pro
positionp(D). Thus,p(R\D) plays the role of the 
negation or denial of the proposition p(D). If Dl and 
D2 are events with Dl .s D2, one naturally says that 
the proposition P(D 1 ) implies the proposition P(D 2 ), 

since any result that confirms P(D 1 ) will automati
cally confirm p(D2 ). In this way, the set £ of all pro
positions of the form p(D), D .s R, forms a proposition 
system isomorphic to the Boolean algebra CP(R} of all 
subsets of R. The set £0 of all propositions of the 
form pW), DE: 5', forms a subsystem of £ that is 
isomorphic to the Boolean a-algebra 5'. In this way, 
the observable events are made to correspond to 
those propositions that we regard as being opera
tionally meaningful, Le., the propositions in the sys
tem £0' Stochastic models for the experimental situ
ation at hand are now traditionally introduced as 
normed measures on 5', or-what amounts to the same 
thing-on the propositional system £0' 

Suppose thatD 1,D2,D3,'" is a sequence of disjoint 
observable events for the operation ~ such that R = 
D1 U D2 U D3 U •••• Using this sequence, we can 
describe a "coarsened version" ~ * of the physical 
operation ~ as follows: To execute ~ *, we execute 
:D, but we record the result of :D * as that unique 
observable event Dn that contains the result r obtain
ed from our execution of ~. If 5'* denotes the a-field 
generated in R by Dl>D2 ,D3," '., then 5'* is a a-sub
field of 5'. By a slight abuse of notation, one can re
gard the coarsened operation ~ * as being mathe
matically represented by the pair (R, 5'*). 1f:D * is a 
coarsened version of ~ in the above sense, we say 
that ~ is a refinement of:D *. 
In the empirical arts and sciences, a well-founded 
study is frequently concerned not with a single physi
cal operation, but rather with some coherent collec
tion mt of physical operations-usually complete or 
exhaustive in some sense. We shall refer to such a 
collection mt of physical operations as a manual, since 
we might imagine it to be a manual or catalog of pro
cedures. How might the Kolmogorov representation 
be extended to account for such a situation? 

A traditional, and often implicit, answer to this ques
tion has been to presume that there exists a suitable 
"grand canonical operation" ~ that simultaneously 
refines all of the operations in the manual mt. The 
manual mt can then be represented by the appropriate 
collection of a-subfields of the a-field representing 
~. Perhaps the prototype for all such ~ is the "grand 
canonical measurement" of classical mechanics. 
This "in principle" operation permits one to deter
mine simultaneously the location and the momentum 
of all the particles of a physical system. It is essen
tial for the determinism claimed for classical 
mechanics. 

In quantum mechaniCS, the celebrated Heisenberg 
commutation rules reject both determinism and even 
an in principle possibility of a grand canonical mea
surement. Thus, in quantum mechaniCS, we are denied 
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the convenience of a single classical sample space in 
terms of which we are always able to confirm or re
fute the propositions concerning the measurements of 
quantum mechanical observables. 

Therefore, an extension of the Kolmogorov represen
tation to any manual of physical operations by means 
of a grand canonical operation is prohibited by the 
tenets of quantum physiCS. The irredUCible uncer
tainties commonly arising in the descriptive sciences 
would also suggest the absence of such a grand can
onical operation. Incidentally, the existence of such a 
grand canonical operation is often implicit in the use 
of "mathematical models." 

We are now ready to formulate our generalized de
finition of a sample space. Suppose that we have a 
given manual mt of physical operations. For ~ E: mt 
we let RD be the result set corresponding to :D. In 
general, the various result sets RD will not be dis
joint because of the accidental representation of dif
ferent results corresponding to different operations 
by the same symbol. To obviate this difficulty, we 
introduce the notion of an outcome of a physical opera
tion. Outcomes will presently be defined so as to 
satisfy certain axioms, and so our preliminary defini
tion is only intended to be suggestive. Roughly, an out
come is a result so labeled or so constituted that the 
physical operation (or operations) capable of produc
ing it can be discerned. [For instance, a result r of 
the physical operation :D could be converted into an 
outcome by replacing it by the ordered pair (:D, r).] 

We are going to assume that the various result sets 
RD for the physical operations ~ in the manual mt are 
actually outcome sets. We can now be quite specific 
about what we mean by this, namely, we are going to 
require that if :D, ~ E: mt and if RD S; RIj!, then :D = ~ 
and R D = R'lJ. In particular, this requirement implies 
a one-to-one correspondence :D H RD between physi
cal operations in the manual mt and their outcome 
sets. We are accordingly entitled to identify a given 
physical operation ~ with its outcome set RD, and it 
will prove to be mathematically convenient to do just 
that. Thus, we shall refer to a set of the form RD, 
~ E: mt, as an operation (dropping the adjective "physi
cal "). We denote by a the set of all such operations; 
thus, a is our mathematical representation for the 
manual mt of physical operations. Accordingly, we 
shall refer to a as our manual of operations. 

Let X denote the set-theoretic union of all of the 
operations in the manual, a, X = U {E lEE: a}. Thus, 
X is the set of all possible outcomes of all operations 
in our manual. We define a binary relation.L on the 
set X as follows: For x,Y E: X, x.L y means that 
there exists an operation E E: a such that both x and 
y belong to E, but x .... y. Intuitively, x .L y means that 
the outcome x operationally rejects the outcome y in 
the sense that there exists an operation E E: a for 
which x and yare mutually exclusive outcomes, Le., 
if E was executed and x was obtained as the outcome, 
then y was not obtained as the outcome of this execu
tion of E. (For an alternate interpretation of .L, see 
Ref. 4.) 

If E E: a is an operation, we call a subset D of E an 
event jor E. A subset D of X will be called an event 
provided that it is an event for some operation E E a. 
An orthogonal set is defined to be a subset K of X 
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such that x 1. y holds for aU x,Y E K with x ~ y. Evi
dently, every event is an orthogonal set. In general, 
there may be orthogonal sets that are not events. 
However, we have found that it is mathematically con
venient to make the following assumption, which we 
call the axiom of coherence: If D is an orthogonal 
subset of X and if there exist two operations E, FE 
tt such that D S E U F, then D is an event. It is not 
easy to provide the heuristics for the axiom of co
herence at this stage of the game. Suffice it to say 
that all of the generalized sample spaces which we 
construct in the sequel will satisfy this axiom and 
that, without it, severe mathematical difficulties seem 
to arise. Roughly, the coherence axiom stipulates the 
existence of a "sufficient number of coherently re
lated operations." 

We summarize the above in the following definition: 
A generalized sample space is a triple (X, 1., tt) con
sisting of a non empty set X, a symmetric relation 1. 

on X such that x 1. y implies x ~ y, and a collection (t 

of subsets of X satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) X= u{EIE E Cl} (covering condition). 
(ii) If E E Cl,and if x,y E E with x ~ y,then x 1. Y 
(orthogonality condition). 
(iii) If E, FE Cl, and if E ~ F, then E = F (irredun
dancy condition). 
(iv) If E,FE Cl, if D ~ E U F, and if x 1. Y holds for 
all x,y E D with x ~ y, then there exists G E (t such 
that D ~ G (coherence condition). 

If (X, 1. , tt) is such a generalized sample space, we 
refer to the sets E belonging to the collection (t as 
operations and we refer to (t as the manual of opera
tions. A subset D of X such that D ~ E for some 
operation E E (t is called an event. A subsetK of X 
such that x 1. y holds for all x, y E K with x ~ Y is 
called an orthogonal set. Elements x E X are called 
outcomes. Outcomes x and y with x 1. yare said to 
be orthogonal or to operationally reject each other. 

Let ~ be a single physical operation with result set 
R. Clearly, the generalized sample space corres
ponding to the manual;m = {~} consisting just of the 
single physical operation ~ is (X, 1., (t)1 where X = R, 
1. is the relation of inequality, and (t = tR} is the col
lection consisting just of the single set R. 

More generally, if (X,1., (t) is the generalized sample 
space corresponding to a certain "empirical domain 
of discourse," then the operations E E (t and the 
manner in which they intertwine constitute a mathe
matical description of the pertinent physical opera
tions and the manner in which they are related. 

2. PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED SAMPLE 
SPACES 

In what follows, we shall refer to generalized sample 
spaces simply as sample spaces. Thus, let (X, 1. , (t) 

be a sample space. 

Lemma 1: If D is an orthogonal subset of X and if 
E 1 , E 2 , ••• , En is a finite sequence of operations in (t, 

then D S; E1 U E2 U ... U En implies that D is an 
event. 

The proof of Lemma 1 is an easy exercise in mathe
matical induction making use of the coherence con
dition. A consequence of Lemma 1 and the covering 
condition is that every finite orthogonal subset of X is 

an event. In particular, using the orthogonality con
dition and the latter remark, we see that for x,y EX, 
X 1. Y if and only if x ~ y and there exists an operation 
E E (t such that x,y E E. 

If Dl and D2 are events, we shall say that D1 and D2 
are compatible if there exists an operation E E (t 

such that Dl U D2 S E. 

Lemma 2: Let Dl'D2, .. . ,Dn be a finite sequence 
of pairwise compatible events. Then Dl U D2 U ... U 
Dn is an event. 

Proof: Put D = D1 U D2 U ... U Dn' For each i = 
1,2, ... ,n, choose an operation Ei with Di S; E i• Then, 
D S; E 1 U E 2 U ... U En' By Lemma 1, it will be 
sufficient to show that D is an orthogonal set. Thus, 
let x,Y E D with x ~ y. Say x E Di and y E Di , 1:::;: i, 
j:::;: n. By the assumption of pairwise compatibility, 
DiU D. is an event, so that x 1. y holds and the proof 
is com~lete. 

Lemma 3: Every operation E E (t is a maximal 
orthogonal set. 

Proof: Suppose that E E (t, but that E is not a 
maximal orthogonal set. Then, there exists x E X 
with x rI- E such that E U {x} is an orthogonal set. By 
the covering condition, there exists an operation F E 

tt with x E F. Thus,E U {x} S; E U F. By the co
herence condition, E U {x} is an event; hence, there 
exists an operation G E A with E U {x} ~ G. In par
ticular, E S; G, so the irredundancy condition forces 
E = G. This yields the contradiction x E E and 
proves the lemma. 

The converse of Lemma 3 need not hold, as we now 
show by an example. Suppose that we have a counting 
device the output of which is a nonnegative integer. 
For each integer n = 0,1,2, " " we describe a physi
cal operation ~n as follows: To execute ~n' read the 
output r of the counting device and record r as the 
result of ~n if r :::;: n. On the other hand, if r> n, 
record the result of ~n as en' Thus, the result set for 
~n isRn ={0,1,2, ..• ,n,en}· ClearlY'~n+l isare
finement of ~n' since, if we know the result of ~n +1' 

then we automatically know the result of ~n' We now 
build a sample space (X,1., Cl) corresponding to the 
manual ;m = {~n In = 0, 1,2, ... } of physical opera
tions by setting (t = {Rn In = 0,1,2,"'}, X = U:oRn' 
and defining x 1. y for x, y E X by the condition that 
x ~ y and there exist a nonnegative integer n with 
x,Y ERn' The set E = {O, 1,2, ... } of all nonnegative 
integers is a maximal orthogonal subset of X, but it 
does not appear as an operation in (t. Intuitively, E 
corresponds to the physical operation ~oo of reading 
the counter and recording the output r E E. However, 
we did not include ~oo in our manual ;m of physical 
operations. 

The above example shows that a maximal orthogonal 
subset E of a sample space (X, 1. , (t) which is not an 
operation in (t might be construed as an "in principle" 
or as an "idealized" operation which, in some sense, 
is a "limiting case" of the operations available in the 
manual (t. If D is an orthogonal subset of X which is 
not an event, then, by Zorn's lemma,D can be extend
ed to a maximal orthogonal set E which cannot be an 
operation. It is natural to regard such a D as an 
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idealized event for the idealized operation E. This 
will be precisely our point of view in the sequel. 

Lemma 1 suggests the following definition: The 
sample space (X, 1.., a) will be called a-coherent pro
vided that every orthogonal set D that is contained in 
the union of a countable sequence of operations is an 
event. If every orthogonal set is an event, so that there 
are no idealized operations, then we shall call the 
sample space (X,1.., a) completely coherent. A slight 
extension of the argument in Lemma 2 shows that, in 
a a- coherent sample space, the union of a countable 
sequence of pairwise compatible events is again an 
event. 

An arbitrary subset A of the sample space (X,1.., a) 
will be called an evidence set. If a physical operation 
corresponding to an operation E E a is executed and 
an outcome e E E is obtained as a consequence, then 
we shall say that the evidence A has been secured 
preCisely when e EA. We denote by A 1. the set of all 
outcomes x E X which operationally reject all of the 
outcomes e E A in terms of which the evidence A 
could be secured. In symbols, then, A 1. = {x E X I x 1.. a 
for all a E A}. We define A 1.1. = (A 1.) L, A 1.1.1. = (A 1.1.)1., 
etc. In the following lemma, we collect the basic 
facts about A 1.. The proof is quite straightforward, 
using only the facts that 1.. is symmetric and that x 1.. 
y implies x;C. y. 

Lemma 4: Let A and B be evidence sets for the 
sample space (X, 1.., a). Then: 

(i) A n A 1. = C/J (C/J denotes the empty set). 
(ii) A r:; B implies B1. r:; A.1. 
(iii) A r:; A H. 

(iv) A.1 = A .1H. 

(v) C/J1. = X and X 1. = C/J. 
(vi) If ~ is a collection of subsets of X, then 
(u {CIC E ~})1. = n {C1.IC E ~}. 

If C is an evidence set such that C = C H, we say that 
C is a closed evidence set. Using part (v) of Lemma 
4 we see that C is closed if and only if there is an 
e~dence set B with C = B.1. From this and part (iv) 
of Lemma 4, it follows that the set-theoretic inter
section of an arbitrary collection of closed evidence 
sets is again closed. 

If A and B are evidence sets and if A 5; B1., we shall 
say that A and B are orthogonal to each other and 
write A 1.. B. Note that A 1.. B means that every out
come x in terms of which the evidence A could be 
secured operationally rejects every outcome y in 
terms of which the evidence B could be secured. 
Evidently, two events are orthogonal if and only if they 
are compatible and disjoint. 

3. OPERATIONAL PROPOSITIONS 

Sample spaces, as defined above, must be the source 
of the evidence in terms of which the propositions of 
empirical science are to be confirmed and refuted. 
In this connection, let us reaffirm our view regarding 
propositions as set forth in Ref. 2: A proposition is 
well defined if and only if the exact conditions under 
which it is regarded as being confirmed, as well as 
those under which it is regarded as being refuted, are 
stipulated in terms of admissible evidence. 

Let (X,1.., a) be a given sample space. In keeping with 
the above doctrine concerning propositions, we define 
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an operational proposition over (X, 1.., a) to be an 
ordered pair (A,B) of evidence sets A,B 5; X, with 
the understanding that the proposition (A,B) is con
fivrned exactly when the evidence A is secured and 
refuted exactly when the evidence B is secured. Thus, 
an operational proposition (A, B) can be confirmed or 
refuted only by the expedient of executing an opera
tion E E a, recording its outcome e E E, and checking 
to see if e E A or if e E B. If e E A, then the opera
tional proposition (A, B) is confirmed by this execu
tion of E, while if e E B, then it is refuted by this 
execution of E. If neither e E A nor e E B, then the 
operational proposition (A, B) is neither confirmed 
nor refuted by this execution of E. 

We define II x to be the set of all operational proposi
tions over (X, 1.., a). The negation of an operational 
proposition (A, B) is naturally defined to be the opera
tional proposition (A,B)' = (B,A). If (A,B), (C,D) E 
fix, we say that (A,B) implies (C,D) and we write 
(A, B) ::::: (C, D) if and only if A r:; C and D r:; B. Thus, 
(A, B) ::::: (C, D) means that every outcome confirming 
(A,B) confirms (C,D) and every outcome refuting 
(C,D) refutes (A,B). We say that the operational pro
positions (A,B) and (C,D) are disjoint in case An 
C =C/J, that is, (A,B) and (C,D) can never be simul
taneously confirmed by any outcome x E X. An opera
tional proposition (A, B) that is disjoint from its 
negation (A, B)' is said to be self-consistent. Thus, 
the self-consistent operational propositions are pre
cisely those that can never be simultaneously con
firmed and refuted by an outcome x E X. If (A,B), 
(C, D) E fix are such that A 1.. C, then we say that 
(A,B) is orthogonal to (C,D) and write (A,B) 1.. (C,D). 
Evidently, (A,B) 1.. (C,D) means that every outcome 
x E X that confirms (A, B) operationally rejects every 
outcome y EX that could confirm (C,D) and conver
sely. If the operational proposition (A, B) is ortho
gonal to its negation (A, B)' , that is, if A 1.. B, then we 
say that (A, B) is orthoconsistent. 

Obviously, the system (fix,:::::) is a complete lattice and 
the negation map ': fix --) fix is an anti-automorphism 
of period two on this lattice. The proposition system 
(fix,S ,1.., ') will be called the generalize~ ope~ational 
logic over (X, 1.. ,a). An operation E E a IS saId to 
test the operational proposition (A, B) in II x if and 
only if E r:; A U B; that is, E tests (A, B) precisely 
when every execution of E yields an outcome e E E 
which confirms or refutes (A,B). We say that (A,B)E 
fix is testable if there exists an operation E E a that 
tests (A, B). A collection of operational propositions 
is said to be simultaneously testable if there exists a 
single operation E E a that tests every operational 
proposition in the collection. 

Let (A,B) be an operational proposition. We say that 
an outcome x E X virtually confivms (A,B) if it opera
tionally rejects every outcome that could refute (A, B), 
that is, if x E B 1.. Similarly, if x E A \ that is, if x 
operationally rejects every outcome that could con
firm (A, B), then we say that x virtually refutes (A, B). 
Notice that (A, B) is orthoconsistent if and only if 
every outcome that confirms (A, B) also virtually con
firms (A, B). We define the virtual negation of the 
propOSition (A,B) E fix by (A,B)1.::= (A1.,B1.). Thus, 
the virtual negation of (A,B) is that operational pro
position which is confirmed by those outcomes that 
virtually refute (A,B) and is refuted by those out
comes that virtually confirm (A,B). If (A,B)1. = 
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(A,B)', then we say that (A,B) is a closed operational 
proposition. Note that (A,B) is closed if and only if 
A is a closed evidence set and B = A.1, Clearly, every 
closed operational proposition is orthoconsistent and 
every orthoconsistent operational proposition is self
consistent. However, a closed operational proposition 
need not be testable. It can be shown that our deci
sions concerning the confirmation and refutation of 
the propositions associated with events in the non
classical sample space constructed in Ref. 2 lead to 
closed and testable operational propositions, 

Consider, for a moment, the classical situation in 
which only a single physical operation :D with outcome 
set R is under consideration. The corresponding 
sample space is (R, "", a), where a = {R} is the collec
tion consisting of the single set R. Clearly, a testable 
operational proposition over (R, "" , a) must be of the 
form (A, B), where R = A U B. The operational pro
position (A,B) is self-consistent if and only if it is 
orthoconsistent, and it is orthoconsistent if and only 
if A n B = 0. Thus, the testable, orthoconsistent 
operational propositions-in this classical case-are 
precisely those of the form (D,R\D), where D is an 
event. Note that (D, R\D) is automatically closed. 
Under such circumstances, the customary association 
of an event D with a proposition p(D) = (D,R\D) is 
quite natural-so much so, in fact, that such an event 
and proposition are rarely distinguished. Although it 
is less transparent in the general case, there is a 
reasonable extension of this correspondence between 
events and operational propositions to the situation 
represented by a generalized sample space, 
Let (X, ~, a) be any (generalized) sample space and 
set D be an event for this sample space. Our purpose 
is to associate with D an operational propOSition 
p(D) = (A,B) over (X, ~,a) in such a way that the 
most salient features of the above classical corres
pondence are preserved. Naturally, we wish to have 
D .<; A so that any outcome d E D will confirm p(D). 
Also, if e is an outcome that operationally rejects 
every outcome d E D, that is, if e E Dol, then we wish 
to require that e refutes p(D). Finally, we wish to 
stipulate that p(D) be a closed operational proposition. 
This requires that A = A.L.L and that B = A.1. 

Lemma 5: Let D be an event for the sample space 
(X,~, a) and let (A,B) be an operational proposition 
over (X, ~,a) such that D .<; A, D.1 .<; B, A = A.L.L and 
B = A.1, Then A = D.L.L, B = D.1 and, if E E a is any 
operation with D S; E, then E tests (A,B). 

Proof: U sing the facts in Lemma 4, we compute as 
follows: Since D.s::. A, then A.1 S D.1, so D.L.L S A.1.1 = A. 
Since D.1 r;;. B = A ol, then A = A.L.L S D.L.L. Thus we 
have A = D.1.1 and B A.1 = D.1.1.1 = D \ as required. 
Suppose that D S; E E a. Since E is an orthogonal set, 
then E\D S D.1 = B, so E = D U (E\D) S DUB SA U 
B, that is,E tests (A,B). The proof is complete. 

It follows from Lemma 5 that there is only one de
finition of p(D) compatible with our requirements, 
namely p(D) = (D.L.L,D.1). Furthermore, if D is any 
event and if we define p(D) in this fashion, then 
Lemma 5 shows that p(D) is a testable closed opera
tional proposition. It is convenient to extend the 
above definition of P(D) in such a way that a closed 
operational proposition peA) will be affiliated with 
every evidence set A ~ X. Thus, we make the follow-

ing definition: For A ~ X ,peA) E n x is defined by 
peA) = (A.L.L,A.1). 

4. COMPLETE STOCHASTIC MODELS 

Let (X,~, a) be a sample space. We begin heuristi
cally to introduce the notion of a "complete stochastic 
model" for the empirical situation represented by 
(X, ~,a). If x E X, denote by w(x), 0 s w(x) s 1, the 
"long-run relative frequency" of the occurrence of 
the outcome x as a consequence of the execution of an 
operation E for which x E E. Implicit in this des
cription of w(x) is the supposition that this "long-run 
relative frequency" is independent of the choice of the 
operation E, provided only that x E E. If, in a given 
experimental situation, such independence does not 
seem to obtain, the indication would be that the sample 
space (X, ~ , a) was incorrectly chosen and that it 
should be replaced by a more realistiC sample space. 
Naturally, the above stipulations require that, for any 
operation E E a, 6eEEw(e) = 1. 

The above considerations lead us to the following 
formal definition: Bya weight function for the sample 
space (X, ~, a), we mean a real-valued function w de
fined on X such that 0 s w(x) s 1 for all x E X and 
such that 6eEEw(e) = 1 holds for all E E a. We shall 
denote by n(X, ~, a) the set of all weight functions for 
the sample space (X, ~,a). If w E n(x, ~,a) and if D 
is an event for (X,~, a),we define weD) = 6dEDW(d). 
Clearly,O s weD) s 1, and weD) can be interpreted as 
the long- run relative frequency with which the evi
dence D will be secured as a consequence of the exe
cution of operations E E a for which D S; E. 

Now let w E n(X, ~, a}, let E E a, and let (A, B) E fIx. 
We define wE(A,B) = weE nA),noting that E nA is an 
event. Thus, wE(A,B) can be interpreted as the long
run relative frequency with which the operational pro
position (A, B) will be confirmed as a consequence of 
executions of the operation E. 

Theorem 1; Let w E n(x,~, a); let E, F E a; let 
(A, B) be an orthoconsistent operational proposition 
over (X, ~ , a) and suppose that both E and F test 
(A,B). Then wE(A,B) = wF(A,B). 

Pyoof: Since A ~ B, then A n B =:; cjJ. Since F S 
AU B, then F = (F n A) U (F nB), where the sets F n 
A and F n B are disjoint events. It follows that 1 = 
w(F) = w(F n A) + w(F n B). Put D = (E n A) U 
(F nB). Since A ~ B and since E and F are orthogonal 
sets, it follows that D is an orthogonal set. Since D S 
E U F, the coherence condition implies the existence 
of an operation G E a such that D r;;. G. It follows that 
weD) s w(G) = 1. Since A and B are disjoint, then 
(E n A) and (F n B) are disjoint events; hence, weE n 
A) + w(F n B) = weD) s 1 = w(F) = w(F n A) + w(F n 
B). Consequently, weE n A) s w(F n A). A symmetric 
argument shows that w(F n A) s weE n A), and proves 
the theorem. 

Let w E n(x,~, a) and let (A,B) be any orthoconsis
tent testable operational proposition over (X, ~, a). 
We define w(A,B) by w(A,B) = wE(A,B), where E is 
any test operation in a for (A,B). By Theorem 1, 
w(A,B) is well defined. Intuitively, w(A,B) is the long
run relative frequency with which (A,B) will be con
firmed as a consequence of the execution of test 
operations for (A,B). In particular, if D is any event, 
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then p(D) = (D.Ll., D.L) is a testable orthoconsistent 
operational propOSition, so that w(p(D» is defined. 

Corollary 1: Let WE o (X, 1., a) and let D be an 
event for the sample space (X,1., a). Then, w(p(D» = 
w(D). 

Proof: Since D is an event, there exists an opera
tion E E a with D ~ E. By Lemma 5, E tests p(D) == 
(D.L.l,D.L). Hence, w(p(D» = wE(D.L.l,D.L) = w(D.L.l n 
E) = w(D), since D.L.L n E = DH n (D U (E\D» == D. 
The corollary is proved. 

We denote by n(x, 1., a) the set of all operational pro
positions of the form p(D), where D is an event for 
(X,1.,a). The system (n(X,1.,a),::::;,1.) will be called 
the logic of the sample space (X, 1., a). If w E 
o (X, 1., a) is any weight function, then w induces a 
real-valued function defined on n(x, 1. , a) by w(p(D» 
= w(D) for every event D (Corollary 1). The use of 
the same symbol w to denote both the weight function 
and the induced function on n(X,1.,a} should cause no 
confusion-one can always tell from the context what 
is meant. A function induced on n(X, 1., a) in this 
manner will be called a regular slate on the logic 
n(X,1.,a). 

Let D1 and D2 be events for the sample space 
(X, 1., a). Clearly,D l 1. D2 if and only if p(D I ) 1. p(D2) 
in the logic n(X,1., a). Thus, if P(D 1 ) 1. p(D 2), the co
herence condition implies that DI U D2 is again an 
event for (X, 1., a); hence, p(D I U D 2 ) E n(x, 1., a). 
Since D1 ~ DI U D 2 , then, using part (ii) of Lemma 4 
twice, we haveDt.L ~ (DI U D2).L.L. Similarly,D~.L ~ 
(DI U D2).L.L. This implies thatp(D I U D2) is an 
upper bound in the partially ordered set (n(X, 1., a},::::;) 
for P(D!) andp(D2)' Suppose thatD 3 is an event for 
(X,1., a) and thatp(D3) is also an upper bound for 
P(Dl) andp(D2)' Then we haveDt.L ~D~.L andD~.L ~ 
Dj.L; hence D1 U D2 ~ Dt.L U D~.L ~ D;k\ and so 
(D! U D2).L.L ~D~.L.L.L=D~"\ that is,p(Dl U D2)::::; p(D3 ). 

This goes to show that p(D I U D2) is the least upper 
bound in (n(x, 1. , a),::::;) for p(D 1) and P(D2)' 

The above considerations lead us to define P(Dl) ED 
P(D2} = P(D l U D2) whenever P(D l ) 1. P(D 2) in the 
logic n(X,1., a). By an easy induction, based upon the 
above arguments, we see that if p(D l ),p(D2), ••• , 
P(Dn) is a finite sequence of pairwise orthogonal pro
positions in the logic n(X, 1. , a), then p(D 1 U D 2 U ..• 
U Dn) belongs to n(x, 1., (1) and is effective as the 
least upper bound in n(X, 1., a) of the original se
quence. Thus, we define P(Dl) EEl P(D 2) EEl ... ED P(Dn} == 
P(D l U D2 U ••• U Dn)' 

Lemma 6: Let w be a regular state on the logic 
n(x, 1. , (1). For each p(D) E n(x, 1., a), w(P(D» is a 
real number between 0 and 1. If E E a, then w(p(E» = 
1. Also, w(p(¢» = O. Finally, if P(Dl),p(D 2 ), ••• , 

P(Dn) is a finite sequence of pairwise orthogonal pro
positions in the logic n(x, 1. ,a), then w(p(D l ) EEl 
P(D2) EEl ... EEl P(Dn» = w(P(D 1» + w(P(D2» + ... + 
w(P(Dn»' 

We omit the easy proof of Lemma 6. If the sample 
space (X,.L, a) is a-COherent, all of the above con
siderations can easily be extended to countably in
finite sequences of mutually orthogonal propOSitions 
in the logic n (X, 1. , a) and, in particular, regular 
states are countably additive over orthogonal sequences 
of propOSitions in this logic. 
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Lemma 7: Let w be a regular state on the logic 
n(x, 1. , a) and let D l ,D2 be events for (X, 1., a) such 
that P(D l ) ::::; P(D 2 ). Then, w(P(D l »::::; W(P(D2»' 

Proof: Since P(Dl) ::::; P(D2)' then DtJ. ~ D~.L; hence, 
D~.L.l S; Dt.L.l, that is,D~ ~ Dt. Since D2 is an event, 
there exists an operation E E a such that D2 S; E. 
Since E is an orthogonal set, it follows that E\D 2 ~ 
D~ S; Dt, that is,D l and E\D2 are orthogonal events. 
By the coherence condition, there exists an operation 
FE a such thatD I U (E\D 2 ) ~ F. It follows that 
w(D l } + w(E\D 2) = w(D l ) + wee) - w(D 2 ) ::::; w(F). 
Since wee) = w(F) = 1, the lemma is proved. 

Suppose that a is a set of regular states on the logic 
n (X, 1. , a). We shall say that a is a full set of regular 
states if the following condition holds: If P(Dl.)' 
P(D2) E n(x, 1., a) are such that W(P(Dl» ::::;w{p(D2 » 
holds for every w E a, then p(Dl ) ::::; p(D 2). ThUS, to 
say that a is a full set of regular states on n(x, 1., (1) 
is to say that the implication relation::::; on n(X, 1., a) 
can be recaptured merely from a knowledge of a. 

Theorem 2: Let a be a set of regular states on the 
logic n(X, 1. ,(1) of the sample space (X, 1. , (1). Then a 
is a full set of regular states if and only if the follow
ing condition holds: Regarding a as a set of weight 
functions on (X, 1., a), if x, y E X and if the condition 
x 1. y fails, then there exists W E a such that w(x) + 
w(y) > 1. 

Proof: Suppose first that the given condition holds, 
but that a is not full. Then, there exist events D 1 and 
D2 such that w(D l ) ::::; weD ) holds for all w E a, but 
P(D l ) $- P(D2). Since P(D l1 $- p(D 2 ), we cannot have 
D~ ~ Dt; hence, there exists x E D~ and there exists 
Y E Dl with x rt {y}.L. By hypotheSis, then, there exists 
w Easuchthatw(x)+w(y» 1. Now,w(y):sw(D l )::::; 
weD 2)' Since xED~, then {x} and D 2 are orthogonal 
events, so that the coherence condition implies the 
existence of an operation E with {x} U D2 S; E. It 
follows that w(x) + weD 2) :s 1 < w(x) + w( Y ); hence, 
w(D2 ) < w(y). Since y E Dv this yields the contra
diction w(y) ::::; w(D 1 )::::; W(D2) < w(y). 

Conversely, suppose that a is full, but that the given 
condition fails. Then, there exist x,y E X such that 
x ri {y}.L, but w(x) + w(y) ::::; 1 holds for all w E a. 
Choose an operation E E a such that y E E and let B 
denote the event B = E\{Y}. We have w(x) + w(y) :s 
1 = wee) == weB) + w(y}; hence, w(x) ::::; weB) holds for 
all WE a. Since a is full, it follows that P({x}) ::; PCB}, 
that is,{x}.L.L ~ B.LJ.,B.L ~ {x}.L. Since y E BJ., then 
y E {x} \ contradicting x rt {y} .L and proving the 
theorem. 

We shall call a sample space (X, 1., a) a Dacey Space 4 

if it has the followin~ property: If E E a, if x,Y EX, 
and If E ~ {X}.L U {yj J., then x 1. y. 

Theorem 3: Suppose that the logic n(X,1., a) of 
the sample space (X, 1. , a) admits a full set of regular 
states a. Then (X, 1., a) is a Dacey space. 

Proof: Suppose that E E a, that x,y E X, and that 
E ~ {x}.L U {y}.L. Define events Band D by B = En 
{x} J.,D = E\B. Now E is the disjoint union of Band 
D; hence, 1 = wee) = weB) + w(D) holds for all w E a. 
Clearly, B ~ {x} .L and D ~ {y} .L; hence, by the co-
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herence condition, there exist operations F, G E a 
with B U {x} S; F and D U {y} S; G. Thus, for all w E 

A, weB) + w(x) ::::; w(F) = 1 and weD) + w(y)::::; w(G) = 
1. Adding the latter inequalities gives 1 + Gl)(x) + 
w(y) = weB) + weD) + w(x) + w(y) :s 2, that is, w(x) + 
w(y) :s 1 for all w E A. Theorem 2 now implies x 1. y 
and completes the proof. 

The converse of Theorem 3 is false. Greechie5 has 
given examples of finite Dacey spaces (X, 1., <i), whose 
logics are even orthomodular lattices,6 but whose 
logics do not admit any regular states whatsoever! 

Theorem 4: Let (X, 1., a) be a Dacey space. Then, 
if p(D) E n(X, 1., <i), it follows that (p(D»1. = (p(D), E 
n(x, 1. , a). In particular, if the logic n(x, 1., a) 
carries a full set of regular states, then it is closed 
under the negation mapping p(D) t-7 (p(D))'. 

Proof: Let D be an event for (X, 1., <i). We must 
find an eventB such that (D1.,D1..L) = (B1..L,B1.), that is, 
such that B l.1. = D 1.. Since D is an event, there exists 
an operation E E a such that D S; E. Put B = E\D. 
Since E is an orthogonal set, then B S; D 1.. By Lemma 
4, B 1..L .s;. D 1.1..L = D 1.. It remains to show that D 1. S; 
B l.1.. ThUS, let xED J., y E B 1.. It will suffice to show 
that x 1. :yo Since x E D1., then by Lemma 4, D.s;. 
D1.1. ~ {xI 1.. Similarly,B S; {yf 1.. Since E = DUB S; 
{x}1. U {y}J., the hypothesis that (X, 1. ,<i) is a Dacey 
space implies x 1. y, and the theorem is proved. 

Current research in "quantum logic" often requires 
that the set of admissible states be not only full, but 
also strong. 7 ThUS, we define a set A of regular states 
on the logic n(x, 1. , a) to be strong provided that 
whenever p(Dl ) and P(D2) are propositions in n(x,1.,<i) 
such that, for every w E A, w(p(D 1» = 1 implies 
w(P(D 2» = 1, then p(D l ) :S p(D2). Clearly, every 
strong set of regular states on n (X, 1., a) is auto
matically full. By an argument similar to that used 
to prove Theorem 2, one can prove the following 
theorem: 

Theorem 5: Let A be a set of regular states on 
the logic n (X, 1. , a). Then A is strong if and only if 
the following condition holds: Regarding A as a set of 
weight functions on (X, 1. , <i), if x, y E X with x ¢. {y} \ 
there exists w E A such that w(x) = 1 and w(y) ~ O. 

5. THREE EXAMPLES 

We now give three examples to show that our tech
niques can handle not only classical probability 
theory, but the probabilities arising in quantum logics 
as well. 

Example I 

Let ~ denote a single physical operation with result 
set R. Let 5' be a given a-field of subsets of R, the 
elements of 5' being though of as observable events 
for :D in the usual sense. It will be convenient (al
though it is not necessary) for us to assume that if 
x E R, then the set {x} consisting of the single result 
x is an observable event. Let E = {M 11M 2' •.• } de
note a finite or countably infinite partition of R into 
pairwise diSjoint nonempty elements M 11M 2' ••• of 
the a-field 5'. With each such E, we associate a 
coarsened version :DE of the physical operation ~ as 
follows: To execute ~E' execute ~, but record the 

result of ~E as the unique setMn , n = 1,2, "', that 
contains the result of ~ thereby obtained. We define 
a to be the collection of all such partitions E of R 
with the understanding that each E E <i is to be inter
preted as the outcome set of the corresponding 
physical operation ~E' 

LetX = U {EIE E a}, so that X = {AI E 5' 1M ~ 0}. 
For M,N EX, we defineM 1. N if and only ifM n N = 
0. Thus,M 1. N if and only if there exists E E <i with 
M,N E E and M ~ N. One easily verifies that 
(X, 1., a) is a a-coherent sample space. Let C" = 
{{x} I x E R}, noting that C is a maximal orthogonal 
subset of X, but that-unless R is countable-C is not 
an operation in a. Thus, if R is uncountable, then C 
is an idealized operation for the sample space 
(X, 1., a). Of course, the idealized operation G corres
ponds to the original physical operation ~. In an 
obvious sense, the idealized operation G is a "limiting 
case" of the operations E E a. 
Clearly, the events for the sample space (X, 1. , <i) are 
precisely the subsets D of X of the form D = {M l' 
M 2' ••• } where M 11M 2' '" is a finite or countably 
infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint nonempty ele
ments of the a-field 5'. If N E X, then, evidently N E 
D 1. if and only if N is disjoint from U {M 1M ED} and 
N E Dl.1. if and only if N is a subset of U {MIM ED}. 

Let G = {{x} Ix E R} be the (possibly) idealized 
operation in (X, 1., <i) corresponding to the physical 
operation ~. Note that, for any event D for (X, 1. , <i), 
G tests p(D) in the sense that G S D 1.1. U D 1.. In this 
sense, all of the propositions in the logic n (X, 1. , <i) 
are-at least "in principle"-simultaneously testable. 

Define a mapping f: n (X, 1., <i) --? 5' by j(p(D) = 
U {MIM ED} for eachp(D) E n(x, 1. , a). One shows 
easily thatf is an isomorphism of the logic n(X, 1., <i) 
onto the Boolean a-algebra 5'. In particular, for p(D 1)' 
p(DJ,) E n (X, 1., <i),P(Dl ) :S p(D2) if and only if 
j(P~Dl) c f(P(D 2» and P(D l ) 1. P(D2) if and only if 
f(p(D l ) is disjoint from f(P(D 2). Also, if P(D l ), 
p(D 2 ), ••• is a sequence of pairwise orthogonal pro
pOSitions in n(x, 1. , (i), then j{p(D 1) EB P(D2) ffi ... ) = 
j{p(D l ) U f(p(D 2» U .... 

Suppose now that (R, 5', /J.) is a probability space, that 
is, suppose that /J. is a normed measure defined on the 
a-field 5'. Define a weight function w = w(/J.) on the 
sample space (X, 1. , a) by w{llf) = jJ.{lIf) for all M EX. 
As always, the weight function w induces a regular 
state-also denoted by w-on the logic n(X, 1., <i). 
Clearly, for p(D) E n(x, 1., <i), we have w(p(D) = 
/J.(j{p(D)). It is easy to see that, in this way, one can 
set up a one-to-one correspondence w ~ /J. between 
regular states w on the logic n (X, 1. , a) and probability 
measures /J. defined on the a-field 5'. 

Thus, classical probability theory can be subsUllled 
by our theory of (generalized) sample spaces by the 
simple trick of promoting the classical observable 
events to the status of outcomes. 

Example n 
Quantum logic was born in 1936 with the publication 
of Birkhoff and von Neumann's ground breaking 
paper. s The appearance in 1963 of Mackey's book on 
the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics9 

generated renewed interest in the study of abstract 
quantum logics. Mackey has shown1o that a system 
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satisfying his Axioms 11 I-VI is mathematically equi
valent to an orthocomplemented partially ordered set 
£, closed under the formation of countable orthogonal 
suprema and equipped with a full strongly convex 
family of probability measures rs. Let (£, rs) be any 
such system and denote the orthocomplementation on 
£ by e H e'. Let X = {e E £ I e ~ o} and define two 
elements e,j E X to be orthogonal, in symbols e ..L f, 
provided that e ::s 1'. Let a denote the family of all 
countable maximal orthogonal subsets E of X. Then 
(X,..L, a) is a a-coherent sample space. Let a E S 
and define a weight function wa on (X, -L, a) by wa(e) = 
a (e) for all e EX. Denote by t.. the set of all such 
weight functions wa as a runs through IS. Then t.. is a 
full set of regular states on the logic II (X, -L, a). 
Given any e E £, define an operational proposition 
q(e) E IIxby q(e) =({f E Xlf::se},{g EX Ig::s e'}). It 
is not difficult to verify that the operational proposi
tion q(e) so defined actually belongs to the logic 
II (X, -L, a) and that the mapping q: £ ~ II (X, -L, a} is 
an isomorphism of £ onto the logic II (X, 1. , a). 
Furthermore, we have a(e) = wa(q(e)) for all e E £. 

Conversely, let (X,..L, a) be any a-coherent sample 
space and let t.. be any set of weight functions on 
(X,..L, a) which is closed under the formation of point
wise countable convex combinations. Suppose, further, 
that t.. is a full set or regular states on the logic 
II(X, -L, a). It follows readily from the considerations 
in Sec. 4 of the present paper that, with £ = II (X,..L, a) 
and rs = t.., we obtain a system satisfying Mackey's 
conditions. In this way, we see that quantum logic can 
be subsumed by our theory of (generalized) sample 
spaces. 

We now give a specific mathematical example per
tinent to non relativistic quantum mechanics. Let X 

b 

a 

p( {a})' 

p({a}) 

FIG.!. 
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denote a separable infinite-dimensional complex 
Hilbert space. Denote by X the set of all normalized 
vectors lJt E X. Say that two vectors lJt and <p in X are 
orthogonal, in symbols lJt..L <p, if the inner product 
(lJt I <p) vanishes. Let a denote the collection of all 
maximal orthogonal subsets of X. Then (X,..L , a) is a 
a-coherent sample space. An event D for (X, -L, a) is 
simply an orthogonal set of normalized vectors in X. 
lf D is such an event, define PD to be the orthogonal 
projection onto the closed linear span of the vectors 
in D. One proves easily that if A and B are events for 
(X,..L, a), then p(A) ::s p(B) in the logic II (X, -L, a) if and 
only if P = PAPB • Also,p(A) = p(B}' in the logic 
II(X,..L, a') if and only if PA = 1- PB • Hence, the logic 
II (X, 1. , a) is isomorphic to the complete orthocomple
mented lattice of all orthogonal projection operators 
on the Hilbert space X. This is especially interesting 
in view of von Neumann's interpretation12 of ortho
gonal projection operators as quantum mechanical 
propositions. Using Gleason's theorem,13 one can 
show that the weight functions on (X,..L, a)-or, what is 
the same thing, the regular states on II (X, 1., a)-are 
in one-to-one correspondence with the von Neumann 
density operators on the Hilbert space X. 

Example ill 

Suppose we have a device that, from time to time, 
emits a particle and projects it along a linear scale. 
We consider two physical operations ~l and ~ 2 de
fined as follows: To execute ~l> we look to see if 
there is a particle present. If there is not, we record 
the outcome of ~1 as the symbol n. If there is, we 
measure its position coordinate x. If x 2: 1, we record 
the outcome of :1)1 as the symbol a, while if x < 1, we 
record the outcome of ~l as the symbol b. Thus, the 
outcome of set :1)1 is Rl = {n, a, b}. To execute ~2' 
we look to see if there is a particle present. If there 
is not, we record the outcome of :1)2 as the symbol n . 
If there is, we measure the x-component Px of its 
momentum, recording the symbol c as the outcome of 
~2 if Px 2: 1 and the symbol d as the outcome of :1)2 if 
Px < 1. Thus, the outcome set for ~2 is R2 = {n, c,d}. 
(The reason for our identification of the outcome n of 
~l with the outcome n of ~2 should be clear to the 
reader.) 

We now build a sample space (X,..L, a) reflecting the 
empirical "universe of discourse" represented by the 
manual {:D1, ~2} of physical operations. We take a = 
{R 1 ,R 2} and X = Rl U R2 = {a,b,n, c,d}. We define 
1. as usual, by specifying that, for x,Y E X, X..L Y 
means x ~ y, but there exists E E A such that x,Y E E. 
Thus, for example, a 1. b, but it is false that a..L c. 
The orthogonality relation..L on X can conveniently be 
depicted by the graph in Fig. 1. In this graph, the 
various outcomes x E X are represented by the nodes, 
and two nodes representing two orthogonal outcomes 
are ·connected by a line segment. Note that the opera
tions Rl and R2 in the manual a appear as maximal 
orthogonal sets. 

There are exactly fourteen different events for the 
sample space (X,..L,a). However,sincep(R 1) =p(R 2 ) 

and since p({a, b}) = P({c, d}), there are only twelve 
different propositions in the logic n(x,..L, a). Clearly, 
the proposition P = P({ a, b}) = p({ c, d}) is confirmed 
precisely when a particle has been observed in the 
course of an execution of either ~1 or :D2. The pro
position p(R 1) = p(R 2 ) is automatically confirmed by 
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any outcome. We denote it, in what follows, by the 
symbol I. Thus,I = (X,0) E II (X, 1., a). The propo
sition p(0) is never confirmed by any outcome. We 
denote it, in what follows, by the symbol 0. Thus, ° = (Q,X) = l' E II (X, 1., a). 

We have discussed three of the propositions in the 
logic II (.y, 1., a), namely, 0, P and I. Clearly, pI = 
p({n}) E II (X, 1., a) is confirmed precisely when one of 
the operations !D1 or !D2 is executed, but no particle 
is observed. We can now display all twelve of the 
propositions in the logic IT (X, 1., a), and the implica
tion relations existing between them, by the diagram 14 

in Fig. 2. Note that, for instance,p({a}) :::: P (if a parti
cle with position coordinate x ?: 1 has been observed, 
then a particle has been observed), but p({a}) i 
(P({C}»I (having observed a particle with position co
ordinate x 2: 1, we are not obliged to conclude that its 
momentum Px must be less than 1). 

Via Theorem 5 and Fig. 1, it can readily be verified 
that the logic II (X, 1., a) admits a strong set of regular 
states. Actually, II (X, 1., a) is an orthomodular 
lattice.1 5 The subset II 1(X, 1. , a) of II (X, 1. ,a) consis
ting of those propositions p(D) E II (X, 1., a) for which 

1 J. M. Jauch, E. P. Wigner, and M. M. Yanase, Nuovo Cimento 48B, 
145 (1967). 

2 C. H. Randall and D. J. Foulis, Amer. Math. Monthly 77,363 (1970). 
3 A. N. Kolmogorov, Foundations of the Theory of Probability 

(Chelsea, New York, 1956), 2nd ed. (German ed., 1933). 
4 J. C. Dacey, Caribbean J. Sci. Math.t, 51 (1969). 
5 R. J. Greechie, J. Combinatorial Theory 10,119 (1971). 
6 Garrett Birkhoff, Lattice Theory, AMS Colloq. Publ. XXV (Amer. 

Math. Soc., Providence, R.I., 1967), 3rd ed., p. 53. 
7 J. C. T. Pool, Commun. Math. Phys. 9,118 (1968). 

R 1 is a test operation form a maximal Boolean sub
lattice of II (X, 1., a). (Note: IT1 (X, 1., a) is the "left 
half" of Fig. 2.) An analogous relation exists between 
R2 and the "right half" of Fig. 2. 

Note that the least upper bound (or the join) of P(~~}) 
and P({ d}) in the lattice II (X, 1. , a) is given by p( a ) V 

P({d}) = P = p({a,b}) = ({a, b, c,d},{n}). Thus,p~a ) v 
P({d}) is confirmed by any outcome that confirms at 
least one of the two propositions p({a}) or P({d}). Also, 
p({ a} ) V p({ d}) is refuted preCisely by those outcomes 
that refute both p({a}) and P({d}). To this extent, 
p({a}) V p({d}) behaves like the classical disjunction of 
the two propositions p({a}) and p({d}). However, it is 
important to notice that p({a}) V p({d}) fails to behave 
exactly like the classical disjunction since there are 
outcomes, namely band c, which confirm p({a}) V 

p({d}), but which do not confirm either p({a}) or p({d}). 
However, the operational significance of this depar
ture from classical logic is quite clear in the simple 
example at hand. We could, of course, form an opera
tional proposition ({a,d},{n}) E IIxwhich would con
form in all respects to the classical disjunction of 
p({a}) and P({d}); however, the operational proposition 
({ a, d} ,{n}) fails to be testable! 

8 Garret Birkhoff and J. von Neumann, Ann. Math. 37,823 (1936). 
9 G. W. Mackey, Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics 

(Benjamin, New York, 1963). 
10 Reference 9, p. 68. 
11 Reference 9, pp. 63-66. 
12 J. von Neumann, Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics 

(Princeton U.P., Princeton, N.J., 1955), pp. 247-54. 
13 A.M.Gleason,J.Math.Mech.6,885 (1953). 
14 Reference 6, p. 4. 
15 Reference 6, p. 53. 
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Given a complete orthocomplemented lattice L and a set 5 of nonnegative real functions on L, sufficient condi
tions are established that S should fulfill in order that L be atomic. The conditions are investigated under which 
L may be represented by the lattice of all closed subspaces of a separable Hilbert space. (As is well known, the 
atomicity of L plays an important role here.) Some unsolved problems are pointed out. In axiomatic quantum 
mechanics, the lattice L may represent the set of propOSitions whereas the set of functions S represents the set 
of phYSical states. The conditions imposed on the pair (L, S) then have a simple and plausible physical inter
pretation; an important condition imposed on (L, S) is the existence of the "maximal" (Le., maximally deter
mined) states which appear in the theory as limit constructions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The validity of the covering law and the atomicity of 
the lattice of propositions in axiomatic quantum 
mechanics are sufficient conditions that the complete, 
orthocomplemented irreducible and orthomodular 
lattice of propositions in which any set of pairwise 
orthogonal elements is at most countable may be 
represented as the lattice of closed subspaces of a 
separable Hilbert space. This scheme corresponds 
to the generally accepted mathematical formulation 
of quantum mechanics,l-3 

In a recent interesting paper, Jauch and Piron4 tried 
to motivate the validity of the covering law and the 
atomicity of the lattice of propositions in axiomatic 
quantum mechanics using a nonprobabilistic for
mulation of quantum mechanics and a new definition 
of state. It seemed of interest to show that both of 

these conditions can be motivated in a similar way in 
the probabilistic formulation of axiomatic quantum 
mechanics without using the strong assumptions of 
Ref. 4. A report on this subject will be communicated 
in a forthcoming paper. 5 

In the course of the work it seemed interesting to 
prove several theorems which are presented in this 
paper. These theorems are not employed in the axio
matic system of Ref. 5; however, they may be of 
general interest in quantum axiomatics as well as in 
the theory of functions over lattices. 

In Theorems 1,2, and 3, the atomiCity of the lattice L 
is proved by imposing certain conditions on the com
pletion of S (in a uniform structure generated in S by 
L), where S is a set of functions on L which may be 
thought of as representing the states. Theorem 4 
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any outcome. We denote it, in what follows, by the 
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denote it, in what follows, by the symbol 0. Thus, ° = (Q,X) = l' E II (X, 1., a). 

We have discussed three of the propositions in the 
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mechanics are sufficient conditions that the complete, 
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lattice of propositions in which any set of pairwise 
orthogonal elements is at most countable may be 
represented as the lattice of closed subspaces of a 
separable Hilbert space. This scheme corresponds 
to the generally accepted mathematical formulation 
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In a recent interesting paper, Jauch and Piron4 tried 
to motivate the validity of the covering law and the 
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these conditions can be motivated in a similar way in 
the probabilistic formulation of axiomatic quantum 
mechanics without using the strong assumptions of 
Ref. 4. A report on this subject will be communicated 
in a forthcoming paper. 5 

In the course of the work it seemed interesting to 
prove several theorems which are presented in this 
paper. These theorems are not employed in the axio
matic system of Ref. 5; however, they may be of 
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L), where S is a set of functions on L which may be 
thought of as representing the states. Theorem 4 
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deals with the representation of L as the lattice of 
closed subspaces of a Hilbert space. 

One of the main conditions implying atomicity of L is 
the existence of the so-called "maximal" states. The 
concept of a maximal state is, from the physical point 
of view, a strong idealization (cf. Footnote 31 and Ref. 
5). The probabilistic formulation of quantum axioma
tics in which the state is defined as a functional on L 
permits us to consider the maximal states as abstract 
constructs obtained from the realizable physical 
states as idealized limit states. They are obtained 
through the completion of S in the uniform structure 
compatible with the "weak" topology of S. This weak 
topology (generated by L) has a simple physical inter
pretation6 : The limit states are probability distribu
tions which can be approximated for any finite set of 
measurements by the physically realizable states. 

It is easy to see from the definition (cf. Theorem 1) 
that only pure states (extremal points) can be maxi
mal. Since a pure state represents a pure statistical 
ensemble (again an idealization), one could start with 
a set S of physically realizable states which contains 
no pure states. The pure states are obtained by using 
the Krein-Milman theorem in the completion of S. 

Taking different subsets of S (the completion of S) as 
the set of states for the theory leads to different 
mathematical schemes. [cf. conditions (B), (M) of 
Theorem 1, (B 1)' (M 1) of Theorem 2, and (M 2) of 
Theorem 3]. If one restricts the states of the theory 
to probability measures7 a structure compatible with 
the Hilbert space quantum mechanics in principle re
sults. If t)ne admits a larger set of "limit states", 
mathematical schemes of different types are obtained. 
States which are not probability measures (nonnor
mal states) are of interest in quantum statistics. s 
(Infinite additivity of a state function is, of course, an 
abstraction which cannot be verified through physical 
experiments. ) 

2. THEOREMS ON ATOMICITY 

Theorem 1 9 - 15: Let L be an orthocomplemented 
complete lattice. Let S be a convex set of functions 
on L with values in the closed intElrval [0,1] such that 
for ex E S, ex (0) = ° ex (1) = 1. Let S be the completion 
of S embedded in the cube [0, I]L endowed with the 
uniform structure given by the product of the uniform 
structures of {[O, 11aC:L}' This uniform structure is 
compatible with the so-called weak topology of S for 
which the family of neighborhoods, Ua <' forms a sub-
base: . 

Ua.€(ex o) == {ex E Slla(a) - Co!o(a)l< t, t > 0, a E L}. 
(1) 

Let the following assumptions be valid: 
(A) to every a E L, a ;t! 0, there exists an Co! E S such 
ex (a) = 1. 

(B) a E S, ex (a y) = 1 for a subset, {a y}, of L implies 
ex (~ay) = 1. 

(C) If Co! E S, a,b E L, a $ b, then Co! (a) = 1 implies 
a(b) = 1. 16 

(M) Let R+ be the set of all extremal points of S. 
Then all elements of R+ are maximal elements of S 
($ E) with the (not necessarily antisymmetric) partial 
ordering relation $ E being defined as follows: For 
a, {3 E S: a $ E (3 <:=> a(a) = 1 implies (3(a) = 1. 
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In defining E 1 (a) == {a ELI Co! (a) = I}, we can rewrite 
this definition in the following form: 

For Co! , {3 E S, (2) 

(We want to stress once more that, in this context, by 
a "partial ordering" relation we mean a reflexive and 
transitive relation, which, in general, need not be anti
symmetric, i.e., E l(a) does not determine 1)1 uniquely 
in a general case. An element III of S is then maximal 
in S($ E) if and only if m $E a, ex E S, implies Co! = tn.) 

We define further: S!(a) == {a E Sla(a) = I}, R!(a) 
= {m E R+ I m (a) = I}. 

Then the following statements are true: 

(I) R+ is not void. For any a ;t! 0, R!(a) is not void. 

(II) L is atomic. 

(lIT) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the elements m of R+ and the atoms e of L, which can 
be defined as: 

e",~lIle ifE 1 (m)={aELle",$ a}. 

Any extremal point m is uniquely determined by the 
set E 1 (m). 

(3) 

(IV) S = coR+, S!(a) = coR! (a), where the symbol co 
denotes the closed convex hull. 

(V) E 1 (tn) is an ultrafilter in L for any extremal 
point m of S. It also follows that assumption (M) is 
more stringent than the assumption of atomicity of L 
[(A), (B), and (C) being valid]. 

Proof of Theorem 1: S is a convex set. Taking S 
as the generator of the positive cone13 C s in £', we 
define a partially ordered linear space £, as a direct 
sum: 

(4) 

Let us denote the elements of £, by x,Y, etc. The ele
ments of L are functionals on S defined by a (ex ) = a (a). 
With the natural definition x(a) = i2:; ciexi(a) for x = 
i 2:; cia i, L becomes a total family of linear func
tionals on £, defined by a(x) = x(a). [For Y = c 1X 1 + 
c2x 2 ' a(y) = y(a) = c 1x 1 (a) + c 2x 2 (a) = c 1a(x1 ) + 
c2 a(x 2 ).] Therefore,£' becomes a locally convex 
Hausdorff linear topological space by introducing the 
weak topology T' generated by the subbase of neigh
borhoods: 

T' induces in S a topology T, the weak topology of S. 
Its subbase is obtained by taking only elements of S 
in (5). 

£, is a uniform space with a unique translationally in
variant uniformity W' , generated by the subbase of 
vicinities W~, E' 

W~. E = {(x, y) E £, x £, II a (x) - a (y) I < E, E > O}. 

Therefore, we can form a completion of £, in W', say 
£, which also is a locally convex Hausdorff linear 
topological space. In the same way, we obtain a com
pletion of S, say S, in the uniformity W induced in S by 
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'W'. Let us now denote the topologies in £ and 5 by 
T' and T, respectively. 

.D is dense 17 in £(T') and S is dense in 5(T). 

In the following text we denote the elements of 5 by 
a, (3, ••. and the elements of £, by x,Y,···. 

The elements of L are naturally continuous functionals 
on.D. The seminorms generating the locally convex 
topology in £ are obtained by the unique continuous 
extension of the seminorms generating the topology 
T' in .D .13 These extensions are equal to I a(x) I , where 
a(x) is the continl!0us extension of th_e functional 
a E L from.D to.D. Extending L on.D in this way, we 
may consider any a E L as a continuous linear func
tional on £. T' is then again generated by the family 
of linear functionals L.1 8 We have a(l) == 1, a(O) = ° 
for any a E S. S evidently is a convex set. According 
to propOSition (A) of Theorem 1, steal "" 0 for any 
a E L, a "" 0. The contlnuity of a E L e.lso implies 
that steal is closed in.D and closed in S for any a E L. 

One can prove that 5 is compactln T'.19 This can 
easily be verified by embedding S into the space 5', 
Le., the space of all functions on L having their 
values in the interval [0, 1 J. 5' may be represented 
as the (Tychonoff) cube [0, I]L , i.e., as the direct pro
duct of {[o, 1 Ja}, a E L. In the direct product topology 
(this topology "ext2nds" T to 5'), 5' is a compact uni
form space; since S is complete in 5', it is closed and 
hence compact. 11 This result completes the proof 
since the closure and the completion of S in 5' and in 
.£ are identical. 

It follows that st (a) is compact in T for any a E L. 
Let us denote by R+ the set of all extremal points of 
5. Then we conclude from the Krein-Milman 
theorem 13 that: 

(a) R+ "" 0, 
(b) 5 = coR+, 

(c) Ri(a) "" 0 for any a E L, a "" 0, with Rt(a) '= 
fn E R Im(a) = I}, 

and 

(d) st(a) = coRt(a) for a "" 0. 

Now it is easy to conclude the proof. The set E 1 (a) is 
evidently nonvoid, and we have from (B) and (C) that, 
for any a E 5, E 1 (a) is a filter in L. Let us denote 
by 1\ [E 1 (a)] the greatest lower bound of E 1 (a). 
Assumption (B) also implies that 

1\ [E 1 (a)] EEl (a) and thus E 1 (a) 

={a E LII\[E1(a)]~ a}. 

It follows from assumption (M) that, for every m E R+, 
1\ [E1(m)] is an atom in L. Since iff\[E;dm)l is not an 
atom, there exists an a E L, ° < a < 1\ [E 1 (m)] and an 
(lieS, (lI ""m,with a (a) = 1. ThusaEEl(a),whence 
[from (C)]I\[El(m)]EE1(a). Sincea<I\[El(m»), E1(m) 
is a proper subset of E 1 «(lI) which contradicts (M). 
Thus 1\ [E 1 (m)] is an atom. 

Since, for a "" 0, there exists an extremal point m, 
mea) = 1, there also exists an atom e s a, to any a E L, 
a "" 0, namely e = 1\ [E 1 (m)]. This proves that L is 
atomic. 

It is evident that, for an extremal point m, E 1 (m) is an 
ultrafilter. Since if E 1 (m) is a proper subset of a fil
ter F in L, then there exists abE F such that b is 
not comparable with e '= 1\ [E 1 (m)]. Hence b 1\ e == 0, 
which is impossible. However, not every ultrafilter 
corresponds to a state, since generally the intersec
tion of all elements of F can be equal to 0, Le., F 
need not be generated by an atom. 

We have seen that, to any extremal point m of S, there 
exists an atom e such that E 1 (m) == {a ELI e ~ a}. On 
the other hand, to any atom e, there exists an m for 
which m(e) == 1 and 

E 1 (m) = {a ELI e ~ a} 

since for any other bEL, e 1\ b == 0. 

Any m is uniquely determined by the set E 1 (m) 
[assumption (M)]. Thus there exists a one-to-one 
mapping of R+ onto the set of atoms of L. Assumption 
(M) is eVidently more stringent than the assumption 
of atomicity _of L. Since if L atol!!ic, the set E 1 (a) is 
maximal in s(~ E) for those a E S for which there 
exists an atom e with the property a (e) == 1 [owing to 
(B) and (C)]. However, one cannot prove, without _ 
further assumption, that to any extremal point of S 
such an atom exists. 

Remark: It is clear that the conclusions of the 
theorem remain valid if the condition (B) is replaced 
by the following weaker condition: 

(B') If, for an extremal point m of 5 m(ay ) == 1 for 
every element of a subset of L, {a), then m (~ay) = 1. 

Theorem 2...: Let Sp denote the set of all probability 
measures in S. Let the condition (A) of Theorem 1 be 
valid and the premises (B), (C), and (M) be replaced 
by the following weaker conditions: 

(B 1 )a ESp, a (a y) == 1 for a subset {ay} of L implies 
a(~ay) == 1. 

(C 1)a E 5p, a,b E L, a~ b,and ci(a) == 1 implies 
a(b) = 1. 

(M1 ) Any element of R+ n 5p is a maximal element of 
S(~E)' 

However, let us add the following assumption: 

(H) If Ri(a) is not,Yoid, it contains a probability mea
sure, Le.,Ri(a) n Sp "" (j;. 

Then the conclusions (I), (II), and (IV) of Theorem 1 
are valid and the conclusions (III) and (V) are changed 
as follows: 

(Ill1) There is a one-to-:gne correspondence between 
the elements m of R+ n Sp and the atoms e of L, which 
can be defined as e..,<---> me if E1vn) ={a E LI em~ a}. 
Any extremal point m of 5 which is a probability mea
sure is uniquely determined by the set E 1 (m). 

(V l) !! 1 (m) is an ultrafilter for any extremal point 
m of S which is a probability measure. Assumption 
(Ml) is more stringent than the assumption of atomi
city of L (the other conditions being valid). 

Theorem 3: Let all the premises of Theorem 2 
except (Ml) be valid and let us replace (Ml ) by the 
following assumption: 
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(M 2) all elements of R! n Sp are maximal ele
ments of 5 p (~E)' Then all conclusions of Theorem 2 
remain valid [if (M 1Us replaced by (M2) in (V 1)]' 
(Note that m E _R+ n S p is now uniquely determined by 
E1(m) only in 5 p .) 

Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3: The proofs follow 
from the proof of Theorem 1. The main difference 
is that, via the premises of Theorems 2 and 3, the 
sets E 1 (a) are proved to be filters only if a is a 
probability measure. The relevant ~xtremal points 
in the proofs are then elements of S p' 

Theorem 4: Let ill(R) be the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators in a separable Hilbert space R. Let 
S H be the set of all normal positive linear functionals 
of norm one on ill(R). Let C9(R) be the lattice of all 
orthogonal projectors in H. Let S be a set of positive 
linear functionals of norm one on ill(R). The functions 
IP(a) 1 = 1 a (P) I, P E C9 (R), a E S form a total family 
of seminorms on S and generate a uniform structure 
in S (cf. Proof of Theorem 1). Let S, the completion 
of S in this uniform structure, be equal to SH' the 
set of all positive linear functionals of norm one on 
ill(H). 

Then the following statements are valid: 

(a) If there exists a countably infinite set of pairwise 
orthogonal elements in L, the structure of (L, S) of 
Theorem 1 is incompatible with the structure of 
(C9(R), S) (dimH = 00); if every set of pairwise ortho
gonal elements in L is finite, the structure of (L, S) 
is compatible with the structure of (C9(R), S) (dimH < 
00 ). 

(b) The structure of the pair (L, 5) of Theorem 3 is 
compatible with the structure of (CP(H), S) [Le., (L, S) 
can be, under additional conditions, represented as 
the familiar Hilbert space scheme even if dimH = 00]. 

We need a few Lemmas to prove Theorem 4. 

Proof of part (a) of Theorem 4: 

Lemma 1: 5 H is not compact in the weak topology 
generated by C9(H). 

Proof: Let us denote by T p the weak topology14 
generated by C9(R) in (B' the dual of ill(R). The pro
poSition "5H is Tp-compact" is equivalent to the pro
position u5H is Tp-closed in ill'" since 5H is a subset 
of the w*-comFact20 and hence Tp-compact unit ball 
of ill'. 5H is w -dense21.22 and hence Tp-dense in 5H, 

the set of all positive linear functionals of norm one 
on ill(R). 5 H is compact in the 1£* -topology23(a) and 
hence is compact in T p' Thus § His T p-closed and is 
the closure24 .2 5 of 5 w Thus 5 H is the compactifica
tion of S H' Le., the completion of SHin the uniform 
structure compatible with T p-

On the other hand, it is well known (and may be seen 
also from Lemma 2) that there exist nonnormal 
functionals in 5w Hence 5H '" 5H; 5H is not Tp-closed 
and noncompact. QED 

For completeness, we recapitulate some known facts 
in the following lemma: 

Lemma 2: 

L1) All extremal points of 5 H are extremal points of 
SH' 
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(2) There exists an extremal point of 5 H in S H --'- 5 H' 

Le., a nonnormal extremal point. 

Proof: 

(1) the proof follows from the lemma26 (a) [cf. also 
Refs. 23(b), 26(b)]: Let C:t be a *-subalgebra of ill(H) 
containing unity and cp a positive linear functional 
majorized by the functional w x (T) = (x I Tx). Then 
there exists an element T' in the commutant of a such 
that cp(T) = wT ' x (T) = (T' xl TT' x). [For (t = ill(H), the 
commutant is the set of scalars.] 

(2) A cyclic representation of ill(H) is irreducible if 
and only if its generating positive functional is ex
trema1. 23 (b) The only irreducible representations of 
ill(R) in a separable Hilbert space are isomorphisms 
of the algebra ill(H) itself (Type 1) or of the quotient 
algebra ill(H)/lo (Type 2), where 10 is the norm
closed two- sided ideal of all compact operators. 23 (c) 

A concrete representation of Type 2 was constructed 
by Calkin.27 The positive functional generating a 
representation of Type 2 is not normal, since it annu
lates all projectors of finite rank and hence cannot be 
of the form 

weT) = (xl Tx), x E H. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence me ~ em be
tween the atoms e of L = C9 (H) (Le., projector.s of 
rank one) and extremal positive functionals in 5 H of 
the type m(T) = (x I Tx) (the "pure states"), defined by 
the equation E l(m e) = {a E L Ie", ~ a}. Thus we cannot 
have a one-to-one correspondence between the atoms 
of C9 (H) and all extremal points of S H defined by the 
same relation. Indeed we see the following: 

Lemma 3: Condition (B) is not satisfied in SH' 

Proof: Let us denote an extremal point of S H , 

which generates an irreducible representation of ill(R) 
of Type 2, by 1/1. 1/1 is a nonnormal functional. 1/1 (P) = 1 
for any projector P E C9 (H) belonging to a subspace 
whose orthogonal complement has finite dimension 
(finite additivity of 1/1). Let us take such a projector 
P and a sequence of projectors of finite rank Pi' 
Pi ~ P, V Pi = P. Let P/ and P' denote the orthogonal , 
complements of Pi and P, respectively. Then I/I(P;,) = 
1, for every i. However, 0P/ = P' is a projector of , 
finite rank so that 1/I(j\,P[) = O. Thus (B) is not ful-- , 
filled in 5H • Hence our axiomatic formulation is not 
compatible with Hilbert space quantum mechanics if 
dimH = 00. 

We remark in concluding that the axiomatic scheme 
of Theorem 1 is compatible with Hilbert space quan
tum mechanics if the dimension of R is finite, since 
then 5 H = SHand condition (B) is fulfilled in S H" 

This conclusion can be seen as follows: If dimH < 00, 

any positive functional on ill (H) is normal since in 
this case ill(R) is a finite-dimensional Banach space. 

Proof: In a finite-dimensional space, any locally 
convex topology is equivalent to the norm topo
logy.23(d) Hence any norm-continuous functional on 
ill(H) is ultra weakly continuous. Since every positive 
functional on ill(H) is norm continuous, it is ultra
weakly continuous and hence normal. 26 (b) 
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It is clear that L can be represented by (9(H) in this 
case only if there exists at most a finite set of pair
wise orthogonal elements in L. 

Proof of part (b) of Theorem 4: It is easy to check 
that all premises and conclusions of Theorem 3 are 
valid with L = (9 (H) and S = 5 H since then 1 S p = S H • 

Hence the structure of (L, S) is compatible with the 
structure of «(9 (H), S). 

Remark: For S we could take, e.g., the set of all 
"mixed" states of S H if we wish to start with a set of 
"physically realizable" states which contains no pure 
states (corresponding to the idealization of pure en
sembles). 

3. COMMENTS AND REMARKS 

We note that the orthocomplementation of L is not 
needed in the proof of Theorem 1. It is, however, in
dispensable in Theorems 2 and 3 for the definition of 
Sp. 
In proving Theorems 1,2, and 3, we did not impose the 
condition of finite additivity on the elements of S. In 
physical applications, however, we would postUlate 
this property (or even a-additivity). In that case, all 
elements of 5 would be additive functions on L. 

An example of a couple (L, S) satisfying the premises 
of Theorem 1 is provided for instance by a physically 
plausible axiomatic system, constructed in analogy to 
Pool's axiomatic system,28 with the following 
changes: 5 need not be a-convex but only convex, the 
elements of 5 need not be probability measures but 
are additive functions on L, and L is a complete 
orthocomplemented lattice. The lattice operations 
are uniquely defined by the relations 

Sl(;\a) = nS1 (a y ) and 50(va) = USo(a y ), 
y y y y 

where 5 0 (a) == {a EO Sla(a) = a}. [In Pool's axiomatic 
system, a:s b, b :s a <:=:> a = b, and a :s b <=:::> 51 (a) := 
51 (b) <=:::> 50 (b) := 50 (a).] L is then orthomodular so 
that every a E S is an increasing function on Land, 
furthermore,29 a:s b <=> a(a):s a(b) for every a EO 

5. Hence we can prove (d. Proof of Theorem 1) that 
any a EO 5 is an increasing function on L. We have 
then the equivalence 

a:s b ¢=;;> 5t(a):= St(b) ¢=;;> a(a):s O'(b) 

for every 0' EO 5. 

The validity of assumptions (A), (B), and (C) follows 
easily. Assumption (M) evidently does not contradict 
the other conditions. 

In the physical interpretation (cf. Refs. 4 and 5) the 
lattice operation II plays a role analogous to the logi
cal conjunction and the partial ordering relations :s 
in L plays the role of implication [we note, however, 
that:s does not denote a logical implication in L (:s) 
but an empirical one]. This interpretation motivates 
the validity of (B) for any a EO 5 (the completion of S) 
which may be accepted as representing a state in the 
abstract setting of the theory (if the propositions a y 
are true for every y then the propOSition ~ a y is 
true).30 We note that if S represents the physically 
relizable states,S is the greatest set whose elements 
could at all be meaningfully taken as the abstract 

limit states. In Theorem 1, we postUlate the validity 
of (B) for 5, Le., we take all elements of 5 as potential 
"states"; in Theorem 3 we considered only states 
which are probability measures. Theorem 2 is evi
dently not of much interest from the standpoint of the 
physicist, since conditions (B) and (C) are postulated 
in 5p, whereas the lllaximality in 5 is postulated for 
elements of R+ n 5 p' The atomicity of L is deduced 
by imposing certain conditions on the completion of 5 
(in the uniformity generated by L). This procedure 
has the following physical significance: We postulate 
that the structure of (L,5) is such as to admit the in
troduction of some limit concepts which naturally 
arise as useful abstractions in our way of physical 
thinking, such as the concept of a maximal state, Le., 
maximally determined state. 31 

The results of Theorems 1 and 3 may then by physi
cally interpreted as follows: We can introduce into 
our abstract scheme the concept of maximal state 
only if we use an atomic L, i.e., if we introduce the 
idealized "atomic" propositions in L. In Ref. 5, the 
connection between the atomicity of L and the maxi
mality of states is further analyzed. 32 

It is interesting to note that the conclusions of 
Theorem 2 are valid whether we postulate the maxi
mality of elements of R+ n 5p in S or in 5p• The 
main difference between Theorems 2 and 3 is that, in 
the_first case,m EO 5p is uniquely determined by E1(m) 
in 5 whereas in the second case it is uniquely deter
mined by E 1 (m) only in 5 po Whether (L, 5) of Theorem 
2 can be represented as a Hilbert space scheme can 
not be definitively decided since little is known on 
the properties of nonnormal functionals in 5 H' As 
was seen in the proof of Theorem 4, condition (B) is 
not generally valid)n 5H • On the ot!!er hand, this 
condition holds in 5HP ' (We have 5HP = 5 H !) It is, 
however, not clear whether E 1 (0') is a filter for a 
nonnormal a, whether the extremal points of 5 Hare 
maximal)n gm or what other maximal elements 
exist in 5 H' One can easily prove that extremal 
points of 5 H are incomparable [in 5 H(:S E)] with non
normal extremal points of Type 2. 

Proof: For any extremal point m of 5 H there exist 
projectors of finite rank for which mfJ?) = 1, m(1-
P) = O. All such projectors are annulated by any non
normal functional m' of Type n,Le.,m'(1-P) = 1. 
However, little is known about the properties of non
normal extremal points of Type 1. Thus we cannot 
prove the maximality of pure states of SH in 5H nor 
make a comparison of nonnormal functionals in 5 H 

(:s E) in general. 

Thus two mathematical problems arise in the Hilbert
space theory: 

(1) Is the set E 1 (a) a filter for a nonnormal functional 
in 5H ? 

(2) What are the maximal elements of SH (:5 E )? 

Note added in manuscript: To make the physical 
interpretation of the premises of Theorems 1-3 
more plaUSible, we note that the somewhat unphysical 
condition of completeness of L may be replaced by 
the following weaker condition: (X) to every set 
{a i } s;. L of pairwise orthogonal elements ai of L, the 
lowest upper bound vaj exists. , 
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Condition (X) implies, together with the orthocomple
mentation and the separability of L the completeness 
of L (cf. Zierler33 (a}). The physical motivation of (X) 
is evidently much clearer than that of the complete
ness of L, the meaning of (X) being the following: To 
any countable set of mutually exclusive propositions, 
the proposition "al or a2 or ... " is an admissible 
physical proposition. 

Similarly the condition (B1 ) in Theorems 2 and 3 may 
be replaced by the following condition pertaining only, 
to finite sets of L: 

(Y) a,b E: L, (II E: Sp, (II (a) = 1, 

(II (b) = 1 implies (II (a f\ b) = 1 

or alternatively (II (a) = (II (b) = 0 implies (II (a Vb) = 
0.33(b} 

* This work was partly supported by a Battelle Advanced Study 
Center Fellowship at the University of Geneva. 
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In this paper, four distinct ideas are combined, which under a wide range of circumstances can give very rapidly 
converging series expansions for functional integrals. (1) Expansion of the functional being integrated in func
tional Taylor series. In the familiar case arising in quantum statistical mechanics, that of the Wiener integral 
of exp[ - JV(x(t))dtl, V(x) being the perturbing potential, this is equivalent to expanding the characteristic func
tional of the probability functional of V(x(t)) in central moments of V(x(t)). The lowest-order term of the series 
is the approximation obtained by Feynman and Hibbs through a variational method. (2) Transfer of the harmonic 
term of the potential, when the functional integral is the quantum-statistical density matrix (Green's function of 
the Bloch equation), to the weighting function. This transforms the functional integral from a Wiener to an 
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein integral. The formal expressions for the terms of the expansion are somewhat more com
plicated, but they can be worked out, and the result is a great improvement in the speed of convergence of the 
series with decreasing temperature and/or decreaSing relative magnitude of the anharmonic part of the poten
tial. (3) "Reservation of variables" in the integration. This amounts to breaking the averaging process down 
into an average over subsets of the distributed random function (conditional average), followed by an averaging 
of these averages. Any step of this kind (it may be repeated within the subsets, etc.) gives an improvement 
of accuracy. (4) When the quantity being evaluated through functional integration is the partition function, the 
device introduced by Feynman and Hibbs, of interchanging the functional integration with the integration of the 
Green's function over the equated initial and final configuration-space points, may be combined with the above 
techniques. This eliminates one integration in the terms of the expansion and seems to improve accuracy at 
the same time. The general series obtained is correlated with more conventional operator techniques of quan
tum-mechanical perturbation theory, in order to answer the perennial question, does the path-integral method 
bring with it anything that could not be derived by other methods? It is in some sense a Feynman-Dyson expan
sion of the Green's function, but one that is further modified mathematically in a way characteristic only of the 
path-integral point of view, and which, moreover, improves its accuracy. It thus appears unlikely that the re
sult is merely one of standard type disguised as a functional integral result. Sample numerical calculations 
are given to assay the accuracy of the methods, which are shown to compare very favorably with the traditional 
approximation of finite subdivision of the time interval. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A. Introductory Formulation 
the elimination of units, see Appendix A), 

a 1/1 (1 a2 
. ~ -= -- - Vex) 1/1 =HI/I at 2ax2 ' 

(2) In this and subsequent papers we aim to give a detailed 
presentation of methods of relatively recent exploita
tion in the evaluation of functional or path integrals. 1 

These methods consist of various combinations of 
four devices, which can give cumulative improvement 
in the accuracy of the approximation. One of our im
portant sources is in the work of Feynman and Hibbs 
in the tenth and eleventh chapters of their book on 
path integrals in quantum and statistical mechanics. 2 

It is in their treatment that one can find, in a brief 
table (p. 286), evidence of the surprising accuracy of 
a certain apprOximation they proposed. Yet the ex
pression of this approximation is only the first term 
of one of the series we discuss here, and can, more
over, be improved even without taking any higher 
terms. It therefore seems in order, particularly in 
view of the variety of devices that can be employed, 
to present a systematic development and formulation 
of such methods at this time. 

real t giving the Bloch equation and imaginary t the 
Schri:idinger equation. The functional integral 

We start with a summary of the formalism of func
tional integrals, somewhat adapted to our own pur
poses. A fully explicit, "constructive" even though 
somewhat symbolic, definition of the integral of a 
functionalftx(·)} of a function x(t) is 2- 6 

J(f) = jj{x(.)}p{x(.)} n dx(t'). 
O""t'''''t 

(1) 

The integral is a multiple one, with respect to the 
continuum of variables x(t') obtained by letting t' 
range through the interval 0:5 t':5 t;the limits of in
tegration are usually ± 00. The functional p{x( • )} is 
a weighting functional, and n denotes a product over 
t' of differentials dx(t'). 

To become physically and mathematically interest
ing, the above has to be specialized. Our concern is 
mainly with /(f) as a solution of a certain partial 
differential equation, or something closely related to 
such a solution. The equation is that of Bloch or 
Schrodinger in dimensionless units (for details of 

K(x 1{fl),xO(O» = J exp~- J~B [~(d=~~'~ 2 + V(X(t')~~ dt' 

x 6(x«(3) - Xl (fl»6(x(o) - xo(O}) 

x n dx(t') 
O""t'''''B (21TOt') 1/2 ' 

(3) 

is the Green's function at t = f3 of Eq. (2) for a unit 
source located at Xo when t = O. aere the weighting 
functional is given by 

p{x(.)} = exp[-10' B -21 (dXd(t~') \ 2 dt'] n (211Ot')-1/2, \- 7 O:st'''''B. (4) 

6t' being the limit of a subdivision of the t interval in 
the mathematical process underlying the symbolic 
form (1). The functional being integrated is 

f{x(.)} = exp( - jg V(x(t'»dt') 

x 6(x(f3} - Xl ((:l»6(x(O) - xo(O». (5) 

A somewhat new notation has been introduced in Eq. 
(3), which will be much utilized for compactness of 
expression in our ensuing discussion: that of append
ing subscripts to a function at a particular value of 
the independent variable. If x(t) is the value at time 
t of the function x, functional integration involves in
tegrating over a range of such values [( - 00, 00) in the 
present case 1 for each fixed t. But one would like a 
way of denoting a particular, fixed (or parametrically 
variable) value of x(t) which would distinguish it from 
a value of the different variable xC!') (where t'" t'). 
This we do by retaining the identifying argument t 
while at the same time fixing the value by a subscript. 
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Thus xa(t) denotes the value xa (some number) of 
x(t) regarded as a variable for fixed t. The quantities 
xa(t) and xa(t'), when t '" I', are (for example) num
erically equal but distinguished by virtue of being 
values taken on by two different variables. [This 
feature is not utilized in Eq. (3), but will be later on.] 

Thus K(x1({3),xO(0» denotes explicitly and quite com
pactly the value taken on by the Green's function at 
time 13 at the point xl' for a source at time zero loca
ted at xO' But the greatest usefulness of the new nota
tion lies in the fact that it can convey this meaning in 
the context of an equation in which x(O) and x({3) play 
the role of variables of integration as well as taking 
on the special values Xo and x l' 

Essentially all important forms of the Wiener integral 
(Bloch equation) and Feynman integral (Schrodinger 
equation) can be obtained from Eq. (3). 

When the weighting functional is real, we shall assume 
it to be normalized to unity for the appropriate in
terval of t, say, 

(6) 

and it has the properties of a probability density in the 
space of functions x( .). The functional integral over 
this interval would then be an expectation value 

I (j) = E[o.t] [j]; (7) 

the symbol [0, t] of the interval 0 ::::: t'::::: t is appended 
as an often useful indication. 

Conditional expectation values are often resorted to; 
in fact, the above functional integrals are really con
ditional expectation values, because the probability 
density is in fact always specified as a conditional 
one. The Wiener process (and,at least formally ,the 
Feynman "process") is Markovian, and p{x(·)} is the 
limit of the probability of a Markov chain. For an 
interval 0 ::::: t'::::: t, 

p{x(.)} = ~~~ P(x(t) Ix(tn»P(x(tn) Ix(tn_1»··· 
where 

x p(x(t 1) I x(O», (8) 

p(x(t') Ix(t)) = [21T(t' - t)]- 1/2 

X exp{ - [x(t') - x(t)]2/2(t' - t)} (8') 

and x(O), x(tl)' x(t2), ••• , x(tn)' x(t) are values at a finite 
set of successive time instants of the function x(t). 
The limit n ~ <:l) is taken for increasingly fine subdivi
sion. The product of conditional probability densities 
on the right-hand side is the joint probability density 
of X(tl)'X(~), .• . ,x(t) given x(O);hence, in reality, 
p{ x(·n is also a conditional probability density or, 
explicitly, p{x(.) ix(D)}. 

The result of Eq. (3) is unchanged if the factor o(x(O) 
- xo(O» and the integration over x(O) are omitted 
while using the probability conditional on x(O) = xo(O). 
In fact, the Green's function is a conditional value: 

K(x1({3),xO(0» = Jp{x(.) Ix(O)} exp (- JOB V(x(t'»dt) 

x o(x(f3) - x 1({3»oJ1'="B dx(t') 

= E(O, BJ [exp( - Jt V(X(tl»dt') 

x ()(x{f3) -x1(/3))ixo(O)]. (9) 
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The omission of integration over x(O) is indicated in 
the subscript to the n sign and in the interval notation 
appended to E. 

The quantum mechanical partition junction of a parti
cle in the potential Vex) at a temperature 13-1 is 

(10) 

In writing this formula, we are able to take full advant
age of our new notational device. Equal values of x(t) 
at different times, xo(O) and x o(13), are denoted by equal 
subscripts without losing the distinct time indications. 

B. Methods Used and Outline of Results Obtained 

The techniques discussed in this paper consist of: (A) 
the reduction of the infinite-dimensional functional 
integral expression, which is of symbolic value only, 
to a series of explicit integrals of finite order; (B) and 
(C), two devices which improve the accuracy of the 
results, to be further described below; and (D) the use 
of a new probability distribution in the case of the 
partition function. 

The result (A) is obtained by Taylor expansion of the 
exponential in Eq. (9) after adding and subtracting the 
expectation value of the exponent, in the exponent. 1 

The resulting series generalize the result obtained 
by Feynman and Hibbs (Ref. 2, Sec. 10-3 and Chap. 11) 
in terms of a variational argument, their result being 
the first term of the series. The convenience of the 
series lies in the fact that each term can b~ evaluated 
in terms of a finite number of quadratures. 

The series may be compared with that of Gel 'fand 
and Yaglom [Ref. 3, Eq. (4. 10)J. The latter is, in effect, 
an expansion of the functional being averaged, Eq. (5), 
with respect to the random function x(.). Ours is an 
expansion with respect to the random function V{x(·)) 
- E[V(x(·»]. 

Somewhat more closely related is the series used by 
Kac (Ref. 4, p. 168) to prove that the Wiener integral 
of exp[ - f V(x(t'»dt'] satisfies the Bloch equation. 
However, Kac's expansion does not lend itself to 
accurate practical evaluation, because (cL Sec. lIlA 
below for details of our method) it does not separate 
out the factor exp{E[ - J V(x(t'» dt']} beforehand; 
hence the higher terms are ordinary, not central, 
moments, which decrease more slowly than the latter. 
In the expansion according to central moments, the 
leading term exp{E[ - I V(x(t'»dt']} is already in 
many cases an excellent approximation to the exact 
result,as was realized (cLthe first paragraph of this 
article) by Feynman and Hibbs. 

We can also compare series methods in general with 
the classic method of approximation based on the 
rigorous definition of the functional integral. This 
uses a finite number, say N, of intervals for the time 
subdivision, i.e., stops at a finite stage of the limit 
process of Eq. (8). In this wayan N-fold integral is 
obtained, but not a series; if an improvement is de
sired, the calculation must be repeated. Various re
finements of this technique have been given. 7,8 We 
shall see that the lowest-order approximation of the 
series method is as accurate as the result obtained 
with quite large values of N by the time-subdivision 
method. It also has the advantage of the natural ana
lytic structure of its terms. 
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The special devices referred to under (B) and (C) are: 
(B) The quadratic term in V(x) , or part of it, may be 
split off and incorporated in the weighting function 
(4).1 The result is again a Markovian probability
density functional, whose univariate propagator 
P{X(t/) I x(t)) is the well-known Uhlenbeck-Ornstein 
probability density. Functional integrals with this 
weighting, Uhlenbeck-Ornstein integrals,are not much 
more difficult to carry out than Wiener integrals, be
cause of the simplicity of form of the Uhlenbeck
Ornstein function. 9 If the quadratic term is appreci
able, a considerable gain in accuracy is obtainable. 
This is evident from the basic fact that the Uhlenbeck
Ornstein integral has in effect a more advanced start
ing point, this advance over the Wiener integral being 
measurable by the fact that unlike the latter it is 
exact if the potential is purely harmonic. An addition
al property to be expected from the Uhlenbeck
Ornstein weighting is much greater accuracy at low 
temperatures ({3» 1). This is because of the greatly 
reduced dispersion of Uhlenbeck-Ornstein paths 
compared to Wiener paths (for details, see Sec. IIA). 

(C) As Feynman and Hibbs (ReLl, Chap. 10) proposed, 
we may reserve a parameter of the functional x(·), 
namely its time average ~,from the expectation 
value at first, integrating over x only after carrying 
out operation A, the expansion in central moments. 
This improves the accuracy because it corresponds 
to carrying out operation A with respect to suben
sembles of lower dispersion, which are then recom
bined after the performance of the various operations 
defined above. (If we did this with respect to a com
plete set of parameters defining the path, instead of 
just x, we would, in fact, have an exact result.) 

(D) In a rather different category from the preceding, 
because it applies only to the partition function, be
longs another technique due to Feynman and Hibbs. 
They observed that the equating of x( (3) to x(O) in the 
partition function [Eq. (10)] gives rise to a family of 
paths of a remarkable and useful periodicity proper
ty. We show that this can be formulated in terms of a 
new probability space. The integration over the 
equated end points xo(O) and xQ({3) is carried out be
fore the operation E in Eq. (10). This operation com
bined with E can be manipulated into the form of a 
new kind of expectation value, so that the partition 
function is itself an expectation value, apart from a 
factor. 

2. METHODS FOR FUNCTIONAL INTEGRALS OF 
THE FORM exp[ - F(x(·»] IN GENERAL 

A. Expansion of the Integral of an Exponential F\mc
tional in Terms of Central Moments of the Exponent 
("Operation A") 

We evaluate the quantity 

I = E [exp( - jV(X(tl»dt)]. (11) 

No specification need to made of the form of the pro
bability weighting. Also, no specification need be 
made, as yet, of the time interval involved. Certain 
conditions on the expectation value, such as a fixed 
xeD), fixed x, etc., may be implicit in the expectation 
operator E. 

We now multiply and divide by 

exp[ - E( jV(X(tI»)dt)] (12) 

to get 

1= exp [ - E(iV(X(tI)dt)] E(exPI- [jV(x(tl»dt' 

- E(J Vex (t1))dt1JO. (13) 

We also expand the second\:xponential and take the 
expectation values term by term. The resulting 
terms are central moments of the random functional 
fV(x(t'»dt ' . Putting 

Vc(x(t» = V(x(t)) - E[ V(x(t))] (14) 
and 

M(k)[Vc] = E[(JVJX(t'))dt)k]. (14') 

we have 

1= exp(- E[jV(X(tI))dt~) f (- l)k M(k)[V]. (15) J k= 0 k! c 

The point of this expression is that all terms involve 
only a finite number of integrations. This maybe seen 
as follows: Apart from multiplicative factors such as 
powers of E[fVc(x(t'»dt'], each moment consists of 
terms like 

E [(J Vc (X(tl))dt) I] 
= E[j ••. JVc(x(t 1»Vc(X(t2)'" Vc(x(t/»dt 1 •• 'dt l] 

= j ... j E[Vc(X(t 1» ~ (x(t 2»" . Vc (x(t I »Jat 1" . dt I' 

(16) 
But the expectation value inside the integral sign is 
given by 

E[Vc(x(t 1» ~(x(t2»'" Vc(x(tl»] 

= r .. j P(X(tl),X(t2) , ... ,X(tl» ~(X(tl» 
x Vc (x(t 2» ... Vc (x(t l»dx(t l)dx(t2)· .. dX(ll)' (17) 

QED 

(The probability density P contains the same impliCit 
conditions as the expectation E.) 

Of course, the practical usefulness of the expansion 
depends on the possibility of evaluating the probabil
ity density. In the cases we shall be concerned with, 
the probabilities are Gaussian, Chapman-Kolmogorov 
conditions are satisfied, and the quantities held fixed 
in the conditions are linear functionals of x(·); hence 
the evaluation of P is always straightforward. 

The convergence properties of the expansion may be 
discussed as follows. For the method to work at all, 
the first factor of I in Eq. (13) must be finite. But 
the theorem E[ e Y] 2: eE[y] , where y is any random 
variable, guarantees that this factor is finite if the 
functional integral exists at all. As for the second 
factor in Eq. (13), we can state that the term-by
term sum of the expectation values of the expanded 
exponential surely converges if the potential function 
is bounded from below, for then E[ JV(x(t'»dt'] is 
bounded from below; it is bounded from above if the 
functional integral itself exists, as follows from the 
theorem cited earlier in this paragraph; and the 
exponent in the second factor of Eq. (13) is bounded 
from above. Let the (finite) upper bound be called B. 
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Then the terms in the expansion of the operand in the 
said factor are majorized term by term by those in 
the expansion of e B• Since the latter has a term-by
term sum of expectation values which converges to 
E reB] = eB, the expectation value in question must 
likewise converge. A more delicate discussion will 
be needed for potentials unbounded from below, but 
the present one will suffice to permit the application 
of our methods to many commonly used interatomic 
and intermolecular potentials. 

To summarize what has been accomplished so far: 
The series expansion converts an infinite-fold inte
gral into a series of integrals of finite order, con
vergent under the conditions stated. Increasingly 
accurate estimation of the functional integral is 
obtained by adding successive terms, rather than by 
redoing the previous approximation. 

More general functionals: The above may be re
garded as a special case of evaluation value of a func
tional through its functional Taylor series. Let there 
be given a random functionf(l), which may be a func
tion, say f( t) = <t> (x( t)), of another random function 
x(t). 

We work through characteristic functions, i.e., 
Fourier transforms. Denote the characteristic func
tion of p{f} by P{j}, i.e.,j(t) is the Fourier conju
gate function to f(t). Then 

p{j} = E[exp(i fj(t)f(t)d1J = exp(i Jj(t)E[j(t)]dt) 

x E[exp(i fj(t) {j(t) - E[{(t)]} dt)] (18) 

Expanding the exponential following the E sign, we 
have 

.Hi} = exp(if!E[j]dt)L;~ f·· f[iJ(tl)]'" 
n n. 

x [i!(tn)]/J-n (t l' "', tn)dt 1 • • 'dtn, (19) 

where /J-n is the nth central moment of f(t). Inverting 
the Fourier transform, we obtain 

p{f} = L; n\ f dt 1 •• 'dtn . /J-n . f [ij(tl)]'" [ij(tn)] 

x exp(- if {f - E[j]} j dt) It d l(t) (20) 

_ ~ 2. f dt ... dt . /J-' ( - 0) n 
- n! 1 n n Of(tl)'''of(tn) 

x o{f(t) - E[j(t)]}. (21) 

In Eq. (21) th~ second integral is a functional integral, 
of which n t df (t) is the multiple differential. In the 
third member, the "fraction" immediately following M 
is a functional derivative, and the term following this n 

is a functional Dirac delta function. 
Now consider the expectation value of a functional 
F{f(·)}: 

E[F{f}] = f P{j}F{j} It df(t). (22) 

If (21) is inserted for P{f} in (22), integration by parts 
transfers the functional derivative to F{f}, and the in
tegral over fldf(t) can be carried out at once because 
the delta function has been freed of differentiation. 
The result is 
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E[F{j}J = L; -+ f .. · fdt 1 .. ·dt . /J-n. n n 

On 
• Of(t

1
) ... Bf(t

n
)F{f}l f =Eftj (23) 

Now specialize to f(t) = - V(x(t» and F{j} = 
exp( - fVcdt). The expansion (15) is obtained immedi
ately. 

B. The Green's Function as an Ublenbeck-Ornstein 
Integral 

To obtain the Uhlenbeck -Ornstein distribution in its 
standard form, it is necessary to choose the units 
somewhat differently than is done in arriving at Eq. 
(2). The dimensionless form of the partial differen
tial equation becomes (see Appendix B) 

(24) 

in which U(x) does not contain any quadratic part, this 
having been split off to form the ( - x 2/4) term. 

One further functional transformation is needed be
fore we can have the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein integral in 
the required standard form: Put 

(25) 

Then (24) becomes 

~ = [ - HFP + U(x)]<t>, (26) 

where a a 
HFP = - ax (x + ax ) (27) 

is the "Fokker-Planck operator." The Green's func
tion of this operator alone, Le., the solution of 

a at P(x(t) Ix(O» = HFPP(x(t)lx(O» (28) 

such that P(x(t) Ix(O» -7 o(x - x o), is the Uhlenbeck-
Ornstein function t ... o 

Puo (x(t) I x(O» = [27T(1 - e-2t ) ]-1/2 

(
X(t) - x(0)e- t )2J 

x exp- 2(1 _ e-2 1) 7' (29) 

This function is a conditional probability normalized 
to unitYihence the Green's function of Eq. (26) is of 
the form (9), with V replaced by U and with the con
ditional functional probability density formed from 
Eq. (8) with Puo used in the product on the right-hand 
side. 

To express the Green's function of Eq. (24) as an 
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein integral, we have to express it 
in terms of the Green's function of Eq.(26). In view 
of the transformation (25), the Green's function of 
Eq. (24), which we distinguish by a subscript 1/J, is 
given by 

() 
- B/2 _x 2/4 

K",(x 1({3),X O 0) = eel k<t>(x 1({3),xO(0», (30) 

where k<t> is the Green's function of Eq. (26) that 
satisfies the initial condition 

-x2/4 _x 2/4 
k<t>(x 1(t),xO(0» -7 e 1 o(X1 - x o) = e 1 B(X:1 - x o). 

(31) 
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Due to the linearity of the differential equation and 
the fact that the factor exp( - x5/4 in the last form 
of the above equation is not subject to the differential 
operation of eq.(26),kixl(t),Xo(O))is equal to 
exp( -- x6/4) times K~, the Green's function for the 
more usual source condition 6 (x 1 - x 0)' Thus 

K~(Xl({3),XO(O)) =: exp{ - i{3 + Hx~ - x5»K</>(X1({3),xO(0» 

=: exp( - i{3 + Hx~ - xfi» 

x Ef6;s) [exp (-t U(X(t'))dl) 6(x({3) - x 1 ({3» I x 0(0)]. 

(32) 

In forming the partition function of the system from 
the Green's function of Eq. (24). 

(33) 

it must be realized that, for a given temperature, the 
t (and {3) of Eq. (2) and that of Eq. (24) are different 
due to the different units used. 

Advantage oj the Uhlenbeck-Ornsiein over ihe 
Wiener Integral: Since the terms of the expanded ex
ponential functional integral are essentially the cen
tral moments of a functional of x(.), rapidity of conver
gence is obtainable by reducing the dispersion of x( .); 
the central moments are, virtually by definition, the 
measure of the dispersion of a probability distribu
tion. This is the reason for the superiority of the 
method of transferring the quadratic part of the poten
tial to the distribution function (making it the Uhlen
beck -Ornstein distribution). 

For consider the Wiener distribution. The proportiona
lity ofthe variance of x(t), givenx(O), to t means a very 
wide range of values in the probability ensemble when 
I becomes large. Of course, we deal with paths fixed 
at both ends when we evaluate Green's functions, and 
so we should be more precise and speak in terms of 
the distribution of x(t'), given x(O) and x(t), where 
0< i' < I. This is given by Ref. 10, 

p( (I ') I (0) (I» - F{x(/) I x(/'»p(x(t') Ix(O» 
x x , x - p(x(/) I x(O» (34) 

For the Wiener process, this is, if we put x(O) =: 0, 

r 21ft J-1I2 (x(t)2 _ [xCi') - x(t)J2 _ X(f')2) 
Lt'(t - t') exp\- 2i 2(t - t') 2t" 

(35) 

which may be put in the form 

[ 
21Tt J-1/2 ([x(t,) - (t'lt)x(t)]2) 

t'(t - t') exp \- 2(t'/t)(t - tf) . (36) 

This shows that x(t') has mean (t'/t)x(t) [which lies 
for all t' on the straight line joining x(O) to x(t)] and 
variance t'(t - t')lt. The latter vanishes at zero 
time and at time t, with a maximum t/4 at the mid
point of the time interval. Hence, even with end points 
fixed, the dispersion of x(t') values is of order lover 
the major part of the time interval, and increases 
without limit as t increases. 

With the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein distribution the situa
tion is entirely different. Here the dispersion is 
bounded jor all t. To show this, it is sufficient to 
observe that the dispersion of x (t), given fixed initial 
point only, is bounded; Eq. (34) above shows that 

the dispersion with both end points fixed is governed 
by that with initial point fixed. Indeed, the dispersion 
of x(t) under the latter condition is,from Eq. (16), 
1- e- 2t , which is never greater than unity. This 
striking difference between the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein 
and Wiener distributions is, of course, due to the 
damping in the Langevin processes underlying the 
former, and is vividly illustrated in the physical pro
cesses which, historically, motivated their introduc
tion.1 1 - 13 . 

A detailed account of the clustering of Uhlenbeck
Ornstein paths with both end points fixed about the 
mean path will be found in a paper by Siegel. 10 The 
situation is illustrated for the Wiener and Uhlenbeck
Ornstein distributions in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 

The advantage of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein paths over 
the Wiener paths increases with the value of {3 in the 
functional integral and with the coefficient of the 
quadratic term in the potential relative to the magni
tude of the remainder. If the quadratic term is rela
tively small, the remainder of the potential becomes 
very large after reduction to the standardized units, 
and essentially magnifies the dispersion, nullifying 
the effect of the damping. On the other hand, no 
matter how small the quadratic term, for sufficiently 

X(I') 

---1 
Dispersi on • o( I) 

~----------j 
oL-------------' I' 

FIG.!. Dispersion of Wiener paths with both ends fixed. The 
straight line x(t') = Xo + (t'lt) (Xl - xo) corresponds to the 
average E[x(t') I xo(O), X I (0)], the classical path. 

X(I' ) 

Dispersion ~ O( I) 

Xo 1 
, ' 

0 1 
FIG.2. Dispersion of Uhlenbeck-Ornstein paths with both ends 
fixed. The smooth curve is E[x(t') I x o(0),x 1 (t)];the equation for 
this curve and that for the dispersion may be found in Siegel, 
Ref. 10. 
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large values of {3 the reduction of dispersion does 
come into play, so that the inclusion of the quadratic 
term in the distribution is to be preferred at low 
temperatures, other things beLlg equal. 

C. Reserving a Variable before Performing 
"Operation A" 

By reserving a variable (some parameter of the path, 
or distributed. quantity) from an operation we mean 
holding it fixed during that operation and completing 
the expectation value subsequently to the operation 
by averaging over the previously fixed variable. The 
concept of the reserving operation in its relation to 
other operations will be clearer in terms of a con
densed notation which we now introduce. If the vari
able is ~,and the entire space of sample functions is 
5,5 - ~ is the space with ~ excluded,and we put Es_~ 
for the conditional expectation value with ~ fixed: 

ES_ff{x(')} = JP(x(·)IOf(x{'})I]dx(t). (37) 

For the expectation value over ~ we put E ... : If g is a 
function g(~), ~ 

(38) 

A petty consistency impels us to parenthesize ~ in 
E(~) in order to recognize that this operation is, un
like Es-f.' not a function of ~ (~ having been integrated 
out). 

With these notations, the expectation value over 5 is 
the convolution 

(39) 

A certain defeat of consistency may be observed here 
in that the ~ in the last expression would, to agree 
with previous usage, have to be replaced by a dot. 

If we put 

~ = JV(x(t'»dt', (40) 

then "operation A" consists of the transformation 

(41) 

whose effectiveness as an approximation is a function 
of the smallness of the dispersion of ~ ;when the dis
persion of ~ is small, I~ - E(~) I is small and 
e-['l.\-E(~\)l is close to one over "most of" the probabi
lity space: This means that e-E(!S) is then a good 
approximation and, what is also important computa
tionally ,the series expansion of E(e-[!S- E(~\)l) will 
converge rapidly. 

When the variable ~ is reserved from operation A, 
E is decomposed according to the convolution (39), 
and operation A is carried out with respect to Es- t 
only: 

E(e-~\) = E(t) (exp[ - E s- t (~)l 

x Es_~(exp {- [~- ES-f(~)]}»' (42) 

This will usually improve the degree of approxima
tion, in view of the argument above, since subensem
bles of 5 with fixed ~ will tend to have lower disper
sion than 5. In fact, if a series of parameters of the 
sample function is reserved from operation A, the 
zero-order term approaches the exact result. 
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A price is paid, of course, since reserving ~ means 
another integration to perform; moreover, once past 
the first term of the series, the integrand is a pro
duct, and the integration rapidly becomes complica
ted. As rule of thumb, if an accurate zero-order re
sult is desired, it is necessary to reserve variables; 
if an expansion seems preferable, it would be better 
to keep it simple by not reserving variables. 

D. A Comprehensive Operator Formalism 

The use of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein distribution as 
described in Sec. lIB can be regarded as an operation, 
on a par with the reservation of variables. 

To make this explicit, we have to show the relation
ship between the expectation value of the functional of 
SV(x(t'»dt' using the Wiener weighting and that of the 
functional of fU(x(t'»dt' using the Uhlenbeck-Orn
stein weighting. A bit of (straightforward) work is 
needed here, partly because different units were used 
in the dimensionless Bloch/Schrodinger equation (2) 
and the dimensionless Fokker-Planck equation (28) in 
order that each would be in standard form. In the 
first place, let us distinguish the quantities involved 
in the two tJ; equations, (2) and (24), by using primes 
for the variables, functions, and parameters of the 
latter. Thus Eq. (2) remains 

~ = (l~ - V(x~ tJ; at 2 ax 2 1 (43) 

while Eq. (24) becomes 

atJ; , = (~_ x'2 _ [j_'( ')~ ,I,' 
at' ax'2 4 x ') 'I' • 

(44) 

Primes will also be used for the units used to effectu
ate the change to dimensionless form, to distinguish 
those of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein case from those of 
the Wiener/Feynman case (Appendices A and B); thus 
we have w' and [' former case, wand [ in the latter. 

If K (x(t),xo(O» andK'(x'(t'),x~(O» are the Green's 
functions of Eqs. (43) and (44), respectively, with form
ally equivalent initial conditions, the first reducing to 
6(x'(t') - xo) as t'-'> O,then one can show that 

[-1 / 2 K(x(t) , xo(O» = ['-1/2 K'(x' (t'), xo(O». (45) 

We use this equation to relate expectation values, 
through Eqs. (9) and (32), with respect to the two dis
tributions, of the two functionals. First, to have a 
more straightforward result, we eliminate the delta 
functions from Eqs. (9) and (32). In the case of Eq. 
(9) this is done as follows: By putting [see Eq. (8) for 
notation] 

P(x(t),x(tn),x(tn_l)"" ,x(tl)lx(O» 

= P(x(t) Ix(O»P(x(t,),x(tn_l)"" ,x(tl)lx(O),x(t», 
(46) 

we find that (Ref. 4, p.l72) 

E(b,Bl[exp(-jg V(X(T))dT)6(X«(3) - Xl) I Xo(O)] 

= P(xl(i3)IXo(O»E(o'B)[exp(-J~ V(X(T»dT) I 

xO(O)'Xl ({3»). (47) 
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On the right-hand side, as indicated by the interval 
subscript, the expectation value is taken over the 
(infinite) set of variables X(T) for the open interval 
o < t' < (3. [Note that we are now using T as the vari
able of integration in the exponent instead of t'; this 
is to avoid confusion with the use of the prime in this 
section to distinguish the variables, etc., of Eq. (2).] 
Since an exactly similar expression to this holds for 
the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein expectation in terms of 
primed variables, Eq. (32) becomes 

K'(x~({3'),x~(O» 

= exp[-1 (3' + Hx? - x~2)]pUO{xl({3')lx~(0» 

x E(~~Il,)[exp(- f~' U(x'(T'»dT)lxo(O),xl(f3'~. 
(48) 

Equations (9), (45), (47),and (48) enable us to relate 
the expectation values as follows: 

E(~.8)[exp(- g V{X(T»dT)IXo(0)'X1({3~ 
= - exp -- + - (x' 2 - x' 2) If ( {3' 1 ~ 

[' 2 4 1 0 

x PUO(xi({3')lxo(O» 

PW(x 1«(3) Ixo(O» 

x E(~~8) [exp ( _fo8' U'(X'(T'»dT)IXo(O),X](Bl (49) 

The implication of Eq. (49) for the operator formalism 
is as follows: Let Q(x) be the quadratic part of Vex), 
while U(x) is the nonquadratic part,14 so that 

Vex) = U(x) + Q(x). (50) 

Now, the product of an energy and a "time" (e, t or t') 
is invariant with respect to the transformations of 
variables in Appendixes A and B, so we can make the 
replacement 

8' i3 
fo U'(x'(T'»dT' -7 fo U(x(T»dT (51) 

in the exponent following the E(~O ') sign in Eq. (49), 
with the understanding that U, x, T~ and f3 are regarded 
as functions of U', x', T', and f3' for purposes of taking 
the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein expectation value. Equation 
(49) may then be written 

(52) 

where y is the coefficient of E(~~ 6') in Eq. (49) and 
the gothic letter U stands for the time integral of U a 
notation parallel to that of Eq. (40). Since, with a pa~
allel notation for Q 

j3=ffi+U, (53) 

Eq. (52) means that as an operator equation, we have 

(54) 

This equation shows in explicit fashion how the trans
fer of the part of the potential to the Wiener distribu
tion function gives rise to the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein 
di stribu ti on. 

"Operation A" can be carried out after the transfer 
of e e, so that we have 

E(e-'l3) = yEUO(e- U ) = y exp[ - EUO(U)J 

x EUO(exp{- [U- EUO(U)]}), (55) 

corresponding to Eq. (42), but with more rapidly con
verging terms on expanding the exponential, due to the 
use of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein potential. 

The reservation of variables is equally possible after 
transferring the quadratic part of the potential, viz., 

E(e-~~) = yE(Wexp[E~c(U)]E~~f(exp{ - [u- E~~;(U)]}). 
(56) 

Our approximation techniques for the functional inte
gral of e-~ are summed up in Eqs. (41), (42), (55),and 
(56). Of these, Eq. (56) is presumably the most power
ful, giving the most rapidly converging series on ex
panding the exponential operand. 

E. Explicit Results for the Green's Function with 
Wiener and Uhlenbeck-Ornstein Probabilities, 
with No Variables Reserved 

We take up the Wiener probability case first. In 
order to use Eqs. (11) and (15), we transform Eq. (9) 
through Eq. (47). This gives 

K(x 1 (f3),x O(O» 

= p{x 1 (f3) I xo(O» 

x exp ( - E[g V{X(t'»dl'lxo(0),X 1(f3}]) 

00 (_)k 
X :E -- M(k)[~ Ixo(0),x1(fl}]· 

k=O k! 

(57) 

We have suppressed the subscript (0, f3) on E, and it 
is implicit that probabilities and expectation values 
are taken with the Wiener measure. p(x1(f3}lxo(0» is 
given by Eq. (8'). It should be noted that the first 
term of the series in (57) vanishes identically, by 
definition of Vc; it is the first central moment of the 
random functional fV(x(t '))dt'. It is, of course, as we 
have said, the smallness of central moments in gener
al, and the vanishing of the first one in particular, 
that makes for the accuracy of the method. 

For the exponent we have, by permuting E with the 
l' integral, 

E~g V{X(t'»dt'lxo(0),X1({3)] 

= f; E[V(x(t'»lxo(0),x 1(f3)Jdt' 

= fo13l: V(x(l'»P(x(l')lx o(0),x 1(f3»dx(I')df'. 
(58) 

The probability density in this last integrand has 
already been obtained [Eq. (36)J for Xo = O. If Xo '" 0, 
the formula (36) need only be altered by subtracting 
Xo from both x(t') and x(t). We then obtain from Eq. 
(58) 

E[f; V(x(t'»dt' I XO(0),x 1 (fl}] 

= ( [3 dt,i 27T{3 \ -1/2 

J o V' (f3 - t')) 
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(-

{ x(t') - E[x(t') I x( 0), x(fl} ]}2) 
x V(x(t'» exp - 2t' (f3 - t' )/f3 ' 

(59) 
where 

E[x(t')lx(O),x({3)]= [({3 - t')x(O) + t'x(fl}]/{3, (60) 

which is the "classical path" (Le.,average path) of a 
force-free Brownian particle starting at x(O) and 
ending at x({3). 

The corresponding expression with the quadratic part 
of the potential transferred to the weighting function 
is obtained with U(x (t'» instead of V(x(t'» and the 
Uhlenbeck -Ornstein distribution function 10 

P(x(t')lxO(0),x1(j3}) = (21Ta)-1/2 exp( -{x(t') 

- E[x(t')lxo(0),x 1(i3)]}2/2a), (61) 

where 
a = [2 sinht' sinh({3 - t')]/sinh{3, (62) 

E[x(t') I x(O),x({3)] = [x(O) sinh({3 - t') 

+ x({3) sinht']/sinhf3, (63) 

which is again a "classical path", this time for a lin
early damped motion; see the paper by SiegePO for 
details. It will be noted that the transition from the 
Wiener to the UO process is effected by two simple 
steps: (a) In the probability density function of Eq. 
(59), replace t' and {3 - t' by their hyperbolic sines 
throughout, and (b) use double the variance thus 
obtained [cf. Appendices A and B, expressions for l in 
Eqs. (A3) and (B2)l. 

The partition function can be evaluated straight
forwardly by equating Xl and Xo and integrating over 
this variable. But a more accurate approximation 
can be obtained with less work by a method that will 
be described in Sec. III. 

F. The Functional Series in Terms of Propagators 
of the Zero-Order Hamiltonian. Relation to the 
Feynman-Dyson Expansion 

The kth moment in Eq. (57) is evaluated by means of 
the probability density 

P(x(tk),X(tk_l)"" ,x(t1)lxo(0),x 1({3». (64) 

When this combined with the first factor on the right
hand side of this equation, we have, for ordered times 
0< t1<t2 ••• <tk < (3, 

P(x 1 (f3) I x 0(0» P (x(t k)' x(t k-l)' ... , x(t 1) I xo(O), Xl ((3» 

= P(x 1 ({3),x(tk),x{t1l-1)"" ,x{t1)lxo(0» 

= P(x 1 (Mlx(fk»P(x(tk)lx(fk_ 1»,'" ,P(x(t1 )lxo(o». 
(65) 

Thus we find 

K(x 1(fl},x O(0» = exp( - E[foBV(X(t'»dt'lxo(0)'X1({3~) 
00 B t t 

X ~ (_) k 1 ... 1 3 1 2 dt ... dt 
k=O 0 0 0 1 n 

X ~ ••• J P(x 1 ({3) I x(t k) dx(t k» 

x Vc (x (tk» P(X(tk ) IX(tk _ 1» dx(tIl-1) Y;, (X (tIl- 1» ... 
dx(t 1) Vc(x(~»P(x(t 1) I X O(O»dx(t 1)' .• dx(t k~' (66) 
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The sum on the right-hand side is exactly of the form 
of the Feynman-Dyson series,but with the unexpected 
feature that the static potential energy V(x) is re
placed by a time-dependent potential energy equal to 
the deviation of V(x) from its mean, at time t, taken 
with respect to the zero-order path probability. 

Since this is so, there should be a way of deriving 
the series which uses the customary mode of deriva
tion of the Feynman-Dyson expansion. The following 
is in fact such a derivation. Starting from the Bloch 
equation (2), we put 

-V (x , t) = exp ( - J~ V(t')dt)1/I(X, t), (67) 

where we have put for brevity 

(68) 

The function -V satisfies the equation 

a-v = _ C 1 E. + V(x) - v(t)\-v 
at \" 2 ax2 ~ , (69) 

Le., a Bloch equation with precisely the above-men
tioned deviation of V(x) from its zero-order averaged 
value at time t as potential energy. 

The Green's function for Eq. (2) if> then obtainable 
from Eq. (67) as exp[ - f~ V(t')dt'J times the Feyn
man-Dysonseriesforthe Green's function of Eq.(69); 
but this is just Eq. (66). 

We have thus partly reduced the derivation of (66) to 
non-path-integral methods. However, path-integral 
methods remain essential to the definition of the ex
ponential,factor in (67) and, more importantly, to the 
definition of the potential energy in (69). The latter 
is a potential function only in a very unusual sense, 
having built into it some of the properties of the 
zero-order dynamiCS, through the propagator used in 
obtaining V(t) and also being dependent on the initial 
and final point s X 0 (0) and xl «(3) • 

Even if the perturbative derivation just given is ac
cepted (and it is perfectly logical despite its unusual 
features), the path -integral point of view remains in
valuable as a source of motivation, as well as for 
the interpretation it provides (Sec. IC), of the reasons 
for the accuracy of the path-integral series. How
ever, one can, in a general way, appreciate the accur
acy of the expansion also_from the perturbative pOint 
of view: By subtracting V(t) from the potential energy, 
we have greatly decreased its effective value, so that 
the perturbation series for Eq. (69) will converge 
much faster than that for Eq.(2). 

It should be mentioned that the considerations of this 
section apply equally well when the zero-order 
Hamiltonian includes the quadratic part of the poten
tial, being associated with the a2/ax 2 term in (69), so 
that we would have U(x) instead of V(x) throughout. 

3. A SPECIAL METHOD FOR THE PARTITION 
FUNCTION: CYCLICAL STOCHASTIC 
PROCESSES 

A. How the Cyclical Process Arises 

We find the partition function from Eq. (10) with the 
Wiener process (harmonic part of potential retained ). 
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Using Eqs. (9) and (47) for the integrand of this equa
tion, we have explicitly, in terms of the distribution 
function, 

Z(/3) = I dxo J exp ( - JoB V(x(t'» dt') 

x pW(x o( (3), ... ,x(t'), •.. I xo(O» 0 < ,/, < B dx(t'). (70) 

In the argument of P the expression' .. ,x(t'}, ... 
stands for the set of all xU} with 0 < t < /3. 

If the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein process is used (transfer 
of harmonic potential to the distribution), we have in 
the same way from Eqs. (33) and (32) 

Z(f3) = e- S / 2 Idxo I exp ( - J~B U(x(t')} dt) 

x PUO(xo(f3),'" ,xU'),'" Ixo(O}} oJ1 <B dx(t'). 
(71) 

Both of these forms for the partition function can be 
studied in terms of the general integral 

Z(f3) = J dxo J exp(- J; F(x(t'» dt} P(xo( f3), •.. ,x(t'), 

••. I xo(O}} oJt B dx(t'), (72) 

where F is a sufficiently well-behaved function and P 
is the distribution functional of a Markov process, 
x(·) . 

The conditional probability with equal x(O} and x({3) 
in Eq.(72} is the probability of a modified process, now 
to be described. The reason for introducing this pro
cess will be given later (last paragraph of this sec
tion). 

In the modified process x o( (3), instead of being a para
meter distinct from the variables of integration in 
Eq. (72), may be regarded as a random variable c on 
the same footing with them, so that (with one simple 
additional feature, to be described) the integration 
over Xo becomes part of a new kind of expectation 
value. Let the time interval [0, (3] be bent back on it
self so that the point {3 coincides with the point O. In 
effect we have a circle (Fig. 3) of circumference (3. 
On this circle define a random process x( t) whose 
probability distribution p{ x(·)} is invariant to rigid 
displacement (rotation) of the function x(·): 

P {x(· + r)} = p{x(·n (73) 

for all To The probability distribution of x(·) shall be 
defined by the set of all possible m -pOint distributions, 
m = 1,2, ... , 

P(xm(tm),Xm-l(tm-l)"" ,x 2(t2),x1(t 1» 

= C'P(xm(tm) Ixm-1(tm- 1» 
x P(xm-1(t m- 1) Ixm- 2(tm- 2»··· 

x P(x1(t1)lxm(tm - (3», (74) 

where P(X(th+1)lx(th»' th+1 > th,is the conditional 
probability distribution of a stationary Markov pro
cess. C is a normalizing constant. The equal sub
scripts (m) of the variables x(tm ) and x(tm- (3) are to 
be noted. This, according to our convention, makes 
the variables equal. Since for such a process the 

basic link probability P(x(t"+l} Ix(l h}) is invariant to 
time displacement, the above definition is invariant 
to time displacement and consistent with the postul
ated property (73). It is consistent with the necessary 
periodicity (of period (3) of the postulated process, in 
particular. 

Another consistency requirement that P must satisfy 
is that integrating out any variable must yield a pro
bability of the postulated form for the remaining 
variables. That this is so follows from Eq. (74) dir
ectly with the use of the Markov property 

Jp(X(th+l) I x (tk» dx(l h) P (x(t h) I X(lh-l)} 

= P(x(th+1) Ix(tk-l»' (75) 

for all of the variables except Xm ' It follows for x m 

too, with the added use of the time-displacement 
invariance of the basic link probabilities. 

The evaluation of the normalization constant goes 
as follows: By integrating over all variables in (74), 
the application of (75) to all the integrations except 
that over xm yields 

(76) 

In the Wiener case the integrand is a constant [see 
Eq. (8')], and the process is not normalizable;the 
cyclic Wiener probability is invariant to vertical 
displacement of the sample function. But in the Uhlen
beck-Ornstein case [Eq. (29)] the integral does exist, 
and we find 

C = 1- e- B (77) 

The function P in Eq. (72) is the general distribution 
function whose m -point representative in terms of the 
basic link probabilities is the product of P's on the 
right-hand side of (74). The integration over Xo com
pletes the set of integrations denoted by the product 
sign so that the result is a complete expecation value. 
We can drop the subscripts to obtain the general 
expression 

Z({3)= C-ljexp(- J: F(X(t'»dt) 

x p{xO} n dx(t'). (78) 
O<P:SB 

The argument of P is the function x(t) defined over 
(0,{3]. 

When P is normalized, we cap write Z({3) in terms of 
the cyclic expectation value E: 

t ~O- t ~ 13 

FIG.3. Schematic representa
tion of the time axis in a 
cyclical stochastic process. 

(79) 
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All the methods of Sec. II are applicable to H [ ... ] in 
this case: expansion in central moments, reservation 
of variables,and transfer of the quadratic term. 

In the Wiener case, where P is not normalizable, Eq. 
(78) is still valid, with the defipition (74). C may be 
assigned an arbitrary value. E [ •.. ] may be aSSigned 
tpe formal meaning of integration with the weighting 
p{x(·)} ,but the result of the integration does not exist 
for all the operations of Sec. II. 

The utility of the cyclic process is apparent from a 
comparison of Eqs. (72) and (78). Equation (72) is the 
integral over Xo of a functional integral; Eq. (78) is 
just a functional integral alone. As will be seen, the 
functional integral in the latter is of very much the 
same type as in the former. Thus the effect is to 
eliminate the integration over x o' an added compli
cation which cannot be suppressed in any other way. 
In addition to the analytical simplification, the result 
using the cyclic process turns out to be more 
accurate, as can be shown by comparing numerical 
results in the lowest order of the series. 

The foregoing discussion constitutes an explicit for
mulation and generalization of the highly intuitive 
line of argument by which Feynman and Hibbs showed 
that due to the equating of x(O) and x({3), the time in
tegration in the exponent of Eq. (57) can be carried out 
trivially. 

B. The Partition Function via the Cyclic Probability 
with No Variables Reserved 

To take up the Wiener weighting first: Since the 
cyclic probability is not normalizable, we arbitrarily 
assign C, which cancels out anyway, the value 1. We 
shall show that in effect operation A by itself cannot 
be carried out in this case. Since [Eq. (8')] 

P(x(t'» = (21T (3)-1/2, (80) 

we have 

E[V(x(t)] = (21T{3)-1/2 1: V(x)dx== a, (81) 

where a is finite or infinite. If a is infinite, the method 
fails and there is nothing more to say. If the potential 
is integrable, a is finite. Suppose then, first, that it is 
nonvanishing. Then the moments diverge: E.g., we 
have for the first central moment 

and operation A fails. If, on the other hand, a = 0, 
V(x) - a = V(x), and the "central" moments reduce to 
ordinary moments, the over-all exponential factor of 
the series is just unity; operation A has a null effect, 
the resulting expansion being only the standard Feyn
man-Dyson one. 

If the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting is used, opera
tion A can be carried out by itself. We have 

P(x 1 (t 1» = C-1 PUO(XI (t 1) I Xl (t 1 - tl» 

-f. (1 - e- B)2 ~tl2 (_ (1 - e- B
)2 x2), (83) 

-\2'lT(1-e- 2B ») exp 2(1-e- 2B ) 

from (29) and (77). This is independent of t l' The 
partition function is, from (71), (72), (73), (74), and (77), 
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Z(tJ) = e- B/ 2 (1 - e- Il)-l E [exp ( - foB U(X(t'»dt)].(84) 

[The.c?effiCient of H[' .. ] is [2 sinh({3/2)]-1,the known 
partItIon function of the harmonic oscillator. Thus we 
have the standard result if U(x) = O.} Operations A 
~nd C may be carried out with respect to the operation 
E. Using A,we have,to zero order, 

Z({3) ~ Zo({3) == (2 sinh~-1/2 exp( - E[1: u(x(t'»dt]), 

where (85) 

E [foB u(x(t'» dt] = (3 can~~/2) y!2 
x L: exp[- x; tanh(~) J U(x)dx. (86) 

In Sec. IV we shall compare this numerically with 
the results of other approximations. 

C. Partition Function via Cyclic Probability, Re-
serving x 

We first take up the case of Wiener weighting. Be
cause of the nonnormalizability we put C = 1. Equa
tions (71),(72),and (78) give 

Z({3) = f exp ( - f:v(x(t'» dt')P{x{')} OJJ"B dx(t'). 

(87) 

In order to reserve x in a reasonably straightforward 
way, we define 

p(x(·),x) = P{X(-)} °0-11: x(t')dt' - x), (88) 

from which the path probability conditional on x can 
be obtained through the usual relation 

P(x(·) Ix) == P(x(·),X)/P(x). (89) 

We can then calculate probability distributions condi
tional on x, and write 

The equivalence of this form to that of Eq. (87) is 
readily demonstrated with the use of the definitions 
(88) and (89). If the conditional probability distribu
tion is normalizable, we l2an carry out operation A 
on the expectation value E[' .. ] and get 

Z«(3} = fP(x)exp( - E~: V(X(t'»dt'lx]) 

xL)(-l)k M(k)[vlx]dx. (91) 
k! C 

Is the conditional probability nor mali zable ? If the 
expression for it on the right-hand side of (89) exists, 
it is normalizable and, in fact, normalized to unity 
automatically by virtue of the relationship 

(92) 

Hence all that remains is to calculate P(x) and show 
it to exist. From Eq. (92), 
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P(x)= Jp(x(')15(fr11,B x(t')dt' - x) n dx(t'). (93) 
o 0<1' '"'8 

From Eq. (74), 

P(x(·» = P(x('»x(0)ox(8)' (94) 

where the right-hand side denotes the basic (non
cyclic) probability for a path with equal end points. 
Parametrizing the delta function in (93) and separat
ing the integration over x({3) from that over the other 
path variables, we obtain 

P(x) = !dx(f3} i7T!: d>..e iAi!P(x(')x (0)ox(8) 

x exp(- i>.. C X(t')dt') n dx(t'). (95) 
f3 ·0 O<I''''B 

The inner path integral has been calculated by Feyn
man and Hibbs [Ref.2,Eq.(3.62)],for the slightly 
more general case x(O) '" x(f3). Since we are now using 
Wiener weighting, we put w = 0 in their formula and, 
of course, omit their imaginary factor i. We obtain 
an integral over >.. 

(27Tt 3/2 (3-1/2 exp[ - i"A (x - x({3» - f3"A2/24], 

whence 

P(x) = (27Tf3}-1I2, (96) 

and the normalizability of P(x( .) is established. 

The present case is the only application of operation 
A given by Feynman and Hibbs, who find the zero
order result. Continuing with our methods, we need 
next the one-point conditional path probability which 
we calculate from the joint probability via 

P(x(t) Ix) == P(x(t),x)/P(x). (97) 

Again by parametrizing the 15 function as in Eq. (95), 

P(x(t),x) = (.J3/7T(3) exp{- (6/f3)[x(t) - x]2}, (98) 

which is indeed independent of t as was shown by 
Feynman and Hibbs, using a som~what complicated 
argument. On interchanging the E operation and 

t dl' in Eq. (91), we obtain a zeroth-order approxi
~ation to the partition function in the case of Wiener 
weighting;this is the result obtained by Feynman and 
Hibbs (Ref. 2, p. 285), 

Zw({3)"'" (27T(3)-1/2 L: dx exp[ - {3Ww(x)] (99) 

which has just the form of the classical partition 
function with an "effective potential" 

Ww(x) = E [V(y Ix] = (:f3y
/
2 L: dy V(y) 

x exp(- ~ (y - X)2). (100) 

(In this section we distinguish between Wiener and 
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting.) Ww(x) is a Gauss 
transform of the true potential and in the high temp
erature limit (3 -> 0, Ww(x) -) Vex), and the system is 
described by the classical partition function. In Eq. 
(100) we have replaced xU') by y as an integration 
variable. If we introduce the Fourier transform of 
V(y) by 

V(k) = L: dye- iky V(y), (101) 

then Ww(x) may be written in the more compact form 

(102) 

In the case of the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting the 
corresponding results have an identical form although 
with more complicated coefficients. Parametrizing 
the 15 function in Eq. (95) the path integral is again a 
standard one [Ref. 2, Eq. (3.66)] and the zeroth-order 
approximation to the partition function is 

( 
f3 )1/2 CO -

Zuo«(3) "'" 87T[cosh({3) _ 1] .-00 dx 

x exp{ - f3 [Wuo(x) + H2]}, (103) 

where the effective potential is 

( 
f3/2 ) 1/2 00 

W (x) - f dyU(y) 
uo - 27T[«(3/2)coth«(3/2) - 1] -00 

((3 (y - x)2 ) 

x exp \- 4" [«(3/2)coth(f3/2)-I] 

= --.!. J 00 dk U(k) e ikx 
21T -00 

(
- k2[«(3/2)coth({3/2) - 1] ) x exp . 

(3 
(104) 

D. Higher Terms in the Expansion 

The use of the theory of Gaussian probabilities allows 
us to derive an explicit expression for the nth term 
in the expansion (91) in both the Wiener and Uhlen
beck-Ornstein cases. In either case we can write in 
terms of cylindrical probabilities 

Sn(X) == [( - l)n/n!]M{n)[V
c 

Ix] 

= (- l)n 1,8 dtn tn din_I'" 
o 0 

x rl
2 dt .,. !dx1 " 'dx V (Xl)'" V (X) JO 1 nee n 

(105) 

One can consider x as a random variable in the same 
way as x 1 (t 1)' ... ,Xn (tn)' aQd, since the process is 
Gaussian, we can express P by the characteristic 
function 

P (x n (t J, ... ,X 1 (t 1)' x) 

== P(Xn(tn)"" ,x1(t1),xlxn(tn - (3)) 

( 1 !dkl "'dkn+1 exP(-i ~lki(Xi'-(X)~ 
21T)n + 1 i ol I) 

x exp [ - ik n +1(x - (x»] expt-~ ~ kikja iJ) , 

(106) 
where in the Wiener case 

(Xi) = (X) =Xn ' 

aij = aji = ([Xi - (x)J[Xj - (x)]) 

= min [ti + ($ - In),tj + «(3 - tn)),(107) 
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ann = {3, an n+ 1 = f3/2, an+1 n+l = {3/3, 

an +1 i = [tj + (13 - tn )]{ 1- [ti + (13 - tn )J/213}. 

Integrating (106) with respect to kn and kn+l and using 
(107), we obtain, after considerable manipulation, the 
following compact form for the expansion terms in 
the case of Wiener weighting: 

[ 
1 (t j - t i) ( (t j - t))J \ x __ 1---
6 (3 f3' 

(108) 

where 

~(k) = V(k) - o(k) J dk'V(k') exp(ik'x) exp( - k'2{3/24 

= V(k) - 27T o(k)Ww(X). (l09) 

The Uhlenbeck-Ornstein case is treated in a similar 
manner; it is somewhat more complicated but equally 
straightforward. Via the properties of the Uhlenbeck
Ornstein distribution, 13 an expression of the same 
form as (108) is obtained 

( - 1) n B t 
SUO(X) = f dt pn dt .. ·f 2 dt 

n (27T)n. 0 nOn -1 0 1 
n 

X Jdk1 ' • 'dk V (k 1)'" V (k ) exp X "E k i nee n i=] 

where in this case 

~(k) = V(k) - 27TO(k)WUO (x). (111) 

Equations (108) and (110) have an identical structure. 
This can be seen by introducing functions referring to 
the Wiener and Uhlenbeck-Ornstein cases, 

cpW(t)=~Ps-i(l-i)J ' (112) 

cp UO(t) = ~ 1~ [COSh(t)coth(~)-Sinh(t)J - 1 \ . (113) 

We can then express Sn in a form applicable to both 
the Wiener and Uhlenbeck-Ornstein cases by using 
the appropriate functions cp(t) and ~ (kn), 

S (x)=~ - 1)n fB dt·· 'l~dtlJdkl" 'dknV (k
l
)·· .Vc(kn ) 

n (21T)n' 0 n 0 C 

x exp(iX i~/i)exp(- ~ 4>(0) 

x t k¥ - .t.kikjCP(tj - t i )). 
i =1 , <J 

(114) 
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Equation (114) involves multiple t and k integrations, 
and except for small values of n it would not be practi
cal to use it directly to calculate corrections to the 
zeroth-order estimate of the partition function. How
ever, for each Sn (x) it is possible to obtain a simple 
expansion in terms of the derivatives of W(x). Expand 
the last exponential of (114) in a Taylor series;the 
o function in (109) or (111) cancels off all terms in 
this expansion which do not involve ki , i = 1, ... ,n. 
The remaining terms can be expressed in terms of 
derivatives of W(X) since 

1 JoO -W(P)(x) = - dk(ik)Peikx exp[ - iq,(0)k 2 ], 
271" -00 

(115) 

thus removing the k integrations. The remaining tin
tegrations over the cp functions can in principle be 
computed and have been calculated in the first few 
cases. For example, 

S2(X) = - [W'(x)]2 foB dt 2 1: dt 1 CP(t2 - t 1 ) 
o 

+ [W"(x)J2·i.foBdt2J~2dtlCP2(t2 - t1 ) + (116) 

S3(X) = - [W"(x)PI B dt3 f3 d~ l~ dt l o 0 0 

X CP(t2- t l )CP(t3 - t2) cp (t 3 - t l ) + (117) 

If W(x) is a smooth function of x, which will be the 
case since it is defined as a Gauss transform of V (x), 
an expansion in its derivatives will give a good 
approximation to each Sn (x). The particularly simple 
case of a one-dimensional oscillator (in which deri
vatives higher than the second vanish) is treated 
numericaUy in the next section. A different expansion 
for the partition function, which corresponds to a re
ordering of the expansion (91) in which each Sn(x), 
has been expanded in derivatives of W(x), can be 
obtained by an operator technique and will be des
cribed in the second paper of this series. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present the results of the applica
tion of the approximation methods described in this 
paper to the extremely simple case of a quantum 
particle in a harmonic potential. This problem has 
the advantage that one can immediately obtain an 
exact solution for the partition function and related 
quantities in order to make an accurate estimate of 
the accuracy of the different terms in the expansions. 
For this reason approximate methods of calculating 
functional integrals are usually tested on this poten
tial; see, for example, the work of Fosdick,8 in which 
the functional integral is approximated by an n-dimen
sional integral which is then calculated numerically. 

The exact partition function for the quantum harmonic 
oscillator is (Ref. 2, Chap. 10) 

Z = [2 sinh{f3/2) ]-1 . (118) 

(The parameter (3 in our units corresponds to l'iw/k T 
in Feynman and Hibbs;f3 -) 0 is the classical limit, 
(3 -) OCJ the quantum limit, i.e., T-) 0.) With the usual 
definition of the free energy F, then the quantity 

f == 2F /Ii w = (2/ (3) In[2 sinh({3/2)] 

-) 1 in limit (3 -) co. 
(119) 
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TABLE I. The relative errors ° 0,°2 , and ° 3 obtained by the application of the moment expansion to zeroth, second, and third order to the 
estimation of the free energy of a quantum particle in a harmonic potential. 

f31/f3 f3 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 

°0 1. 508 x 10- 8 3.166 X 10- 5 8.271 X 10- 3 6.117 x 10- 3 3.606xIO 2 

0 °2 2.393 X 10- 12 1. 252 X 10- 7 1. 295 X 10- 4 3.661 x 10- 4 6.920 X 10- 3 

°3 
7. 106 x 10- 16 9.304 x 10- 10 3.864 X 10- 6 4.443 x 10- 5 3.653 X 10- 3 

°0 
1. 249 x 10- 8 2.620 x 10- 5 6.830 x 10- 3 5.009 x 10- 3 2.860 x 10- 2 

0.3 1. 803 x 10- 12 9.425 x 10- 8 9.717 x 10- 5 2.718 x 10- 4 4.992 x 10- 3 °2 
°3 

4. 872 x 10- 16 6.370 x 10- 10 2.632 x 10- 6 2.969 x 10- 5 2.248 x 10- 3 

°0 6.176XlO- 9 1. 293 x 10- 5 3.350 X 10- 3 2.397 x 10- 3 1. 253 x 10- 2 

0.6 °2 6.273 X 10- 13 3.269 x 10- 8 3.340 x 10- 5 9.038 x 10- 5 1. 517 x 10- 3 

°3 
1.192 x 10- 16 1. 551 X 10- 10 6.313 X 10-7 6.731 x 10- 6 4.289 x 10- 4 

5.442 X 10- 10 1. 136 x 10- 6 2.911 x 10- 4 2.002 x 10- 4 9.235 x 10- 4 °0 
0.9 °2 1.641 x 10- 14 8.509 X 10- 10 8.566 x 10- 7 2.195 x 10- 6 3.156 x 10- 5 

63 9.254 x 10- 19 1.194 x 10- 12 4.745 x 10- 9 4.617 x 10- 8 2.217 X 1O~6 

We have made approximate calculations of i and of 
the relative error 

6 = (fapprox - i)/i. (120) 

The lowest-order approximation with Wiener weight
ing was calculated for the harmonic oscillator by 
Feynman and Hibbs (Ref. 2, Sec. 10.3): 

i"6 = (2/{:3) In({:3) + {:3/24. (121) 

Calculatior.s of f't for different values of {:3 are given 
in Feynman and Hibbs (Ref. 2 p. 286). One can intro
duce Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting by splitting the 
potential into two parts. In nonreduced units, 

The first part is treated exactly, contributing the 
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting in the functional inte
grals;the second part of the potential is subjected 
to the approximation methods discussed in this paper. 
(wz = W reduces to the case of Wiener weighting; 
WI = W corresponds to the exact calculation for the 
harmonic oscillator.) 

Since V(y) is a quadratic function of y, it turns out 
that W (x) is also a quadratic function of x. From the 
discussion at the end of Sec. IUD we see that, for each 
term in the expansion (91), 5n (x) involves only W"(x) 
and higher derivatives,and thus each term in the 
moment expansion will be independent of X. The x 
integration in the zeroth-order expression (103) can 
be performed exactly, and we can write the nth 
approximation to the harmonic oscillator as 

Zn = Zo (1 + S:! + 53 + .. , + 5n ), 
(123) 

in =io - (2/{:3) In(1 + 52 + 53 + ... + Sn)' 

U sing the results of Sec .IIID up to third order in the 
moment expansion, we obtain 

where 

[ f:3i ({:31 \ {:31 . (8 1\] 2 
X If - sinh2 2) +8 smh 2) 

8 [{:31 ((31\ J2 
- (31 2 2 cot\T)- 1 

x [~~ - sinh2~21) + {381 sin~I)J 

+ (38
12 

sinh2~21) [~ coth~lj - 1 r 
3{31 cosh«(3 1)' cosh«(3/2) 

8 sinh«(31/2) 

sinh 3 ({3/2) 3 3{:3~! 
+ - - sinh({3 ) + -----

sinh«(31/2) (:31 1 16sinh2({31/2)' 
(126) 

{31 = 1Zw l /kT, 

The expressions (124)-(126) have been calculated and 
the corresponding errors Sl' S2' and S 3 in the estima
tion of i are presented in Table I for different values 
of the quantum parameter {3 and for. values of the ratio 
{3/{3 between 0 (Wiener weighting) and 1 (exact cal
culation). From this table it is seen that the moment 
expansion provides an extremely accurate estimate 
of i, the accuracy increasing rapidly as {3 ~ 0 (the 
approximation becomes poorer for (3:<- 5 as the higher 
terms become more significant). When applied to the 
harmonic potential, the apprOximation method of 
Fosdick 8 required the calculation of more than 3000 
terms to match the accuracy obtained by going just 
to second order in the moment expansion. 

In the spirit of this paper the numerical calculations 
have been restricted to the simplest possible cltse to 
which the formalism is applicable, that of a particle 
in a one-dimensional harmonic potential. This case 
has the advantage that it is one of the few cases where 
the appropriate functional integrals can be evaluated 
exactly and thus an estimate of the accuracy of the 
various approximations is possible. It has been shown 
that in this case the first few terms of the moment 
expansion give an extremely accurate estimate of the 
partition function and the corresponding free energy 
with much less labor than existing computational 
methods. 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No. 11, November 1972 
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Finally, we refer to the possible advantage of using 
Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting without reservation of 
variables (see Sec. IIIB)-relative to Wiener weighting 
with reservation of X. Obviously the former will give 
good results only for not too small harmonic content 
of the potential. This is because, in view of the non
normalizability of the cyclic path probability for the 
Wiener weighting, having two small a harmonic con
tent means approaching too closely to this singular 
case, with undesirable results on the accuracy of the 
calculation. We have done some computations to com
pare these two methods. Typically, for (3 ~ 3. 5, and 
by assuming the perturbation as usual to be harmonic, 
the Uhlenbeck-Ornstein weighting without reserva
tion of variables in the lowest order becomes increa
singly more accurate than the Wiener weighting with 
reservation of x once the ratio of perturbing potential 
to the harmonic potential included in the weighting 
function goes below 0.3. Insofar as this is a test of a 
real situation, say that of a truly anharmonic perturba
tion, this implies a perturbation in this same ratio to 
a presumed, harmonic component. When the much 
greater mathematical simplicity of the results with
out reservation of variables is taken into account, 
this might imply a substantial advantage. It should 
be noted that this method tends to work best in the 
quantum region. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper is the first in a series which presents a 
new approach to the calculation of those functional 
integrals that appear in problems of quantum statisti
cal mechanics and which approach, it is hoped, will 
lead to a powerful method of performing practical 
calculations. The present paper has mostly been re
stricted to a description of the mathematical basis 
of the approximations in the simplest case of a 
single particle in a one-dimensional potential. In 
later papers we shall consider more realistic situa
tions-the extension to three-dimensional systems is 
simple and to many-particle systems difficult, be
cause of the problem of statistics. 

APPENDIX A 

The one-dimensional Bloch-Schrodinger equation is 
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(AI) 

in which If is Planck's constant and m is the mass of 
a particle in a potential1J. The Bloch equation is (AI) 
as it stands, with e = l/kT, whereas (AI) becomes the 
Schrodinger equation under the transformation e = 
iT/if (T = time, T = absolute temperature, and k is 
Boltzmann's constant.) Wiener measure goes into 
Feynman measure under this latter transformation; 
while we speak throughout in the language of the 
Bloch equation and Wiener measure, our results are, 
at least formally, transformable into the Schrodinger
Feynman situation. 

Equation (AI) goes into the dimensionless form (2) 
under the following substitutions: 

x = y/l, f = Ifwe, H(x) = JC(y(x))/lfw, 

I/; (x,f) = ff <It(y(x), e), (A2) 

which make use of the basic length and energy para
meters 

Ifw = energy of the ground state of (AI), (A3) 
I = (If/mw) 1/2 = width of the ground-state wavefunc
tion of (AI). 

APPENDIX B 

In order to obtain the standard form of the Uhlenbeck
Ornstein distribution, we must first redefine w of Eq. 
(A3) as the frequency associated with the harmonic 
part only of 1J(y);i.e.,we assume 

K 
1J(y) = 2 

and define 

1 Y 2 + 3T 1)'" (0) Y 3 + ... , (Bl) 

(B2) 

Although the definitions (B2) both differ from (A3), 
we still transform variables and functions according 
to (A2). This leads to the alternative dimensionless 
form (24) of the Bloch-Schrodinger equation, where 
the modified potential U(x) is defined by 

U(x) = 1J{y(x))/lfw - x2/4. 
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The general solution of the field equations of stationary vacuum gravitational fields possessing geodesiC eigen
rays with non vanishing shear is obtalned. Nontrivial solutions exist only if the eigenrays do not rotate. The 
resulting metrics fall into two classes: either there is a functional dependence among the field quantities (this 
class belongs to the Papapetrou solutions), or the quantity 1'0, which in the shear-free case has been interpre
ted as the central mass, is uniquely determined. This latter class consists of two space-times. The curvature 
invariants vanish in the r --> <:/) limit for both solutions; however, the metries exhibit singular behavior in this 
limit. 

1. 1NTRODUCTION 

The class of gravitational fields possessing geodesic 
raysl is very conveniently treated by the spin coef
ficient technique developed by Newman and Penrose 
in 1962.2 Newman and Tamburinol have shown how 
the metrics can be obtained in explicit form using 
spin coefficients. They calculated metrics for which 
the rays have nonvanishing shear, and, surprisingly, 
they learned that this class cannot be considered as 
a generalization from the nons hearing case. A later 
result of Unti and Torrence3 indicated that the class 
of metrics with shearing geodesic rays is rather 
poor, in the sense that solutions exist only if the rays 
are either hypersurface orthogonal or cylindrical. 

If the space-time contains a Killing vector field, the 
gravitational equations can be reformulated in a 
three-dimensional space V 3 associated with the tra
jectories of the Killing motion. 4 ,5 (For notations see 
Ref. 5. This paper will hereafter be referred to as P.) 
For stationary space-times (timelike Killing field) 
an SU(2) spin coefficient method has been developed 
in P. The field equations in SU(2) spinor base can be 
solved exactly if the eigenrays are geodesics of V 3' 

(The notion of eigenrays will be elucidated below.) As 
shown in P, the gravitational fields with nonshearing 
geodesic eigenrays are of Petrov type D; they have 
been thoroughly studied in previous papers. There
fore, we can anticipate new results only for metrics 
with eigenrays of nonvanishing shear. 

In this paper all stationary vacuum metrics with 
shearing geodesic eigenrays are constructed in expli
cit form. The findings resemble in many respects 
those of Newman and Tamburino. The dropping of the 
nons hearing condition leads to a rather restricted 
set of metrics which does not contain the shear-free 
Kerr solution as a limiting case. Nevertheless, there 
are some solutions with shearing eigenrays. To 
demonstrate this, we first list some results of P. 

Let the coordinate x O t be chosen as the arc of the 
trajectories of motion. The line element is then of 
the form 

(1) 

with all functions independent of t . ds (ds =.)gikdxidxk) 
stands for the line element of the three-dimensional 
background space V 3' 

One can introduce in V 3 a complex basic vector 
"triad" z i == (l i mi mi) p == 0 + - with the ortho-

P ".' ." . . gonality properties lil' m/ffi' = 1, l;111' mim' == O. 
The direction of the real unit vector l i is conveniently 
fixed by the relation 

G+ ;s Gjmi = O. (2) 

Here, G; is a complex 3-vector determined by the 

gravitational field as follows: 

DEF (> Gi == C:1.J2Re0, 

~e no.!!c~ that the triad pr~cti~s G+ == Gjmi and 
G _ == G/in' are related by JQ +) ~ G _, and we have a 
corresponding equation (G_) == G+. 

(3) 

Equation (2) defines a congruence of curves with the 
tangent vector li. The curves are called the eigen
rays of the gravitational field. We now take the co
ordinate xl == r to be the arc length of the eigenrays. 
Thus we have for the base vectors 

The coordinate transformations 

b =: 2,3, 

are still permissible. 

a=: 2,3. (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The quantity6 E == mj,jmNj is made zero by a com
plex rotation of rn;. There is still a freedom in the 
choice of the triad: 

Here, Co is an arbitrary real function of the co
ordinates xa. 

(7) 

Geodesic eigenrays are characterized by vanishing 
of the complex rotation coefficient .I' = mj i iii. The 
field equations for geodesic eigenrays are taken 
from P: 

Dw == pu.1 + ow, (8a) 

D~a == p~a + o~a, (8b) 

Do == (p + p)o, (8c) 

2 - -Dp =: p + 00 + GoG 0' (8d) 

DG o == (2p + Go - Go)G o, (8e) 

DT == PT - (J1' + GoG_, (8f) 

OW - 6w == TW - TW + P - p, (8g) 

ti~a - 3~a = T~a - T~a, (8h) 

tip - 50 == - 20T + G+G o• (8i) 

aGo - DG_ = - pG_ + GoG_, (8k) 

1695 J. Math, Phys., Vol. 13, No. 11, November 1972 
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oGo = - (JG_ - G/J+, 

oG_ = (p - p)Go + 7'G_ - GjJ+. 

(81) 

(8m) 

In our coordinate system the scalar differential 
operators appearing in the field equations are of the 
form D = alar, 0 = wa/ar + ~aa/axa. From Eq. 
(8c) it follows that the phase of the complex shear (J 
is independent of r. Therefore, by the triad freedom 
(7) we make (J real and positive. Thus the triad is 
completely fixed. 

2. THEOREM ON SHEARING GEODESIC EIGEN-
RAYS 

When trying to integrate the field equations (8) for 
nonvanishing a one is led to many separate cases, 
most of which do not contain any solution since the 
calculation ends at some prohibitive relation. It is 
desirable to recognize such cases directly, without 
the lengthy integration procedure, from the field 
equations. Information can be gained immediately 
from the field equations by an operation used by 
Newman and Penrose in their proof of the Goldberg
Sachs theorem2: One takes appropriately chosen 
derivatives of the Newman-Penrose equations and 
eliminates second-order terms by the commutators 
of the scalar differential operators. Consecutive 
effectuation of a procedure of this kind provides the 
proof of our main theorem 7 : 

Theorem: Geodesic eigenrays in a curved vacuum 
stationary space-time cannot have coexisting shear 
and curl. If the eigenrays do shear (a;" 0), then they 
also diverge (P + P ;" 0), and one has o(J = 0 I Go I = 
p - p = 0 and 

(9) 

The proof takes a more concise form by the use of 
the operators 

DEF R (" .-) o± = v ± 10 . (10) 

Here,R is the "luminosity distance" satisfying2 

DR = - [(p + p)/2lR. By definition (10) the operators 
D and o± commute as follows: 

DEF 
a = Imp. (11) 

We now observe that the only pair of field equations 
from which new first-order relations can be obtained 
is (8e) and (81). It is easy to show for a ;" 0 that, 
except in singular points, Go is nonzero; for the as
sumption Go == 0, by Eq. (81) leads to G+ = G_ = Go 
= 0 and thus the curvature invariants WA vanish [see 
Eqs. (81) in Pl. The above formulation of the theorem, 
however, excludes the case wA = 0 (the flat space). 

Thus we may write, after dividing by Go' 

DInGo = 2p + Go - Go' 

- 0 InG o = G+ + aG_IG o' 

(8e') 

(81') 

Taking the mixed derivatives and summing the equa
tions thus obtained, we can eliminate the second
ord!r ter!!ls by use of the identity (Do - oD) InG 0 
= (po - ao) InG o [cf. (72a) in Pl. The first-order 
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terms are substituted from the field equations (8) 
such that, as a result, we have 

a("6 InG o + "6 In(J - G_ - 2T) = O. (12) 

Considering the case when a ;" 0, we have to prove 
that 2ia = p - p = 0 or, which is equivalent, that there 
exists a coordinate system in which w = O. 

Acting on Eq. (12) with the D operator and subtracting 
the 0 derivatives of appropriate radial equations such 
that the second-order terms are canceled again, we 
obtain 

3y 26p + (y2 + (2)oa + (y2 - ( 2) (Bp + 2aT) = 0, 

DEF I I 
y = Go' (13) 

Equation (13) can be made homogeneous by substitu
tion of (8i): 

y(35p + 20a + [jp) + 2aoy = O. 

In the o± notation, (13') can easily be split up into 
components which are mutually orthogonal in the 
complex plane: 

(13') 

(14) 

Denoting ~2 = a2 + y2 - a 2 , we obtain from the com
mutators (11) and from (8) 

[D - (p + p)l1it(p + p) = 4M±~ - i(a ~ a)o~(p + p), 

[D - w + p)]'.' ~ ".W + p) - i(a, a)', '~(D 
(15) 

Repeated application of the operator D - (p + p) on 
Eq. (14) and use of (15) yields the following series of 
first-order equations: 

(3a ± 2a)o±(p + p) + 4iM~ ~ - 2i(a ~ a)o~a = 0, (16) 

[(2a ± 4a) (a ~ a) - 4~2]o~(p + p) 

+ i(3a ± 4a)4M±~ = 0, (17) 

[a(a 2 - ( 2) - ~2(5a ~ 4(J)]o~(p + p) 
+ i[(2a ~ a)(a ± a) - ~214M±~ = O. (18) 

(17) and (18) are homogeneous in o±(P + p) and o±~ 
with the determinants 

Du = 4~4 - ~2(8a2 - 5a2 ~ 2a(J) 
z + (a 2 - ( 2) (a 2 - 4a2 ± 2aa). (19) 

Here u and l label the determinants of the equations 
with the upper and lower signs, respectively. The 
simultaneous vanishing of both Du and Dz means y = 0 
(flat space). We may still have either of the deter
minants vanishing. Let us consider, for example, the 
case where 

Du= 0 
and 

(20) 

(21) 
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Operating again with D - (p + (5) and using (15), from 
Eqs. (21) we derive the first-order relations 

4M+6 - i(a - a)[dp + p) = 0, 

Mdp + p) - i(a + a)0+6 = O. 

Hence we immediately have 

(22) 

(23) 

if the determinant of Eqs. (22) is different from zero. 
The condition 

det == 462 + a2 - a2 = 0, 

when substituted back into (17), leads to the same 
result. 

In a similar fashion, for the alternate case 
Dl = o_(p + p) = o+~ = 0, we obtain 

We thus conclude that for y ;;t 0 Eqs. (17) and (18) 
always yield 

or, in terms of the 0 operator, 

(24) 

(23') 

o(p + p) = M = O. (26) 

Assuming for the moment that p + P is nonzero, the 
commutator [Eq. (72b) of P] 

oB - Bo = TB - 70 + (p - p)D, (27) 

when acting on p + p and ~,gives a = O. We now 
show that p + p actually cannot vanish. Equations 
(25) together with (14) and (16) ensure that oa = 0')1 
= oa = O. 

Let us denote the phase of Go by X. Our starting 
relation (12) is then written in the form 

i6X - G_ = 27. (28) 

Letting the operator 0 act on (28), taking the real 
part and subtracting (8j), we get 

(p - p)2 + 2(pp - ')12 - a2) = O. (29) 

This equation, when compared with (8d), tells us that 
p + P is nonvanishing and that we have pp - ')12 - a2 
= O. This completes the proof of our central theorem. 

The "radial" equations (8a) - (8e) containing the 
operator D are now readily integrated to yield 

a/ao = y/y0 = - p = 1/2r, 

Go = - (')I°/2r) (rYo - iQ)/(rYo + iQ), 

~a = (1/.J2r) (A ar oo/2 + iB ar-oo/2 ). 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

Here Q, A a, Ba are real integration "constants", 
depending only on x 2 = x and x 3 = y; aO and y0 are 
positive numbers subject to 

a02 + y02 = 1. (33) 

The coordinate freedom (5) has been used in (30) to 
fix the origin of r. From op = 0 we get W = 0 in 
this coordinate system. The r dependence of the 
complex scalar quantity 8 appearing in (3) can be 
obtained from the definition of Go (see P): 

Go = D8/2Re8. (34) 

Now Go is given by (31), and thus .£ takes the form 

.£ == f + icp = [fo/(rY o + iQ)] + icpO, (35) 

with f O, cpo real functions of x,Y. 

Weare now faced with the following remnants of the 
original field equations (8): 

08 = 0, (36a) 

Im[(o - T)~a] = 0, (36b) 

2ar = G+G o' (36c) 

7(a2 - ')12) = o. (36d) 

In accordance with Eq. (36d), the metrics split up into 
classes with either 7 = 0 or y = a. This bifurcate 
logics of the field equations must be dealt with by 
treating both of the classes separately in the follow
ing sections. 

3. METRICS WITH T = 0 

For this class from Eq. (36c) we get G+ = 0 or 68 =0. 
Thence cpa = 0 and the quantities fa, Q are in fact 
constants. This gives rise to a functional relationship 
between the quantities f and cp. 

On substituting the expression (32) for ~a into 
Imo~a = 0 [Eq. (36b)] we find that the operators 

A D~F Aaa and B D~F Baa commute' a a • 

[A,B] = O. (37) 

The only coordinate freedom in V 3 is now (6). The 
quantities Aa,Ba behave as two-component vectors 
under the transformations (6). Since at regular 
space-time points Aa and Ba are linearly indepen
dent, we can make them tangential to the coordinate 
curves x and y , respectively: 

(38) 

With this choice of the coordinates we have 

The 3-vector Wi in the line element (1) will now be 
evaluated. The relation required at this point is. 
taken from P: 

(40) 

The coordinate t can be shifted without disturbing 
(1): t' = t + F(r,x a). By this transformation we are 
able to put wr = 0, and we still have 

t' = t + to(x,y). (41) 

Equation (40) takes the form 
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(42) 

From (41) and (42) we obtain 

Wi = (0,0,- 2 (yoQ/fO)x). (43) 

With the aid of formulas (4) and (39) we may cal
culate the background metric g .. = l.l + m.m + m.rn 

'J , J 'J 'j' 
Consequently, Eqs. (35) and (43) yield the full four
dimensional line element (1) for the class with T = 0: 

r 2yo+Q2 ° 
ds 2 = - (dr2 + r 1- o dx 2 + rl+oo dy2) 

fOryO 

+ fOr yO Idt _ 2 yOX Qd) 2. 
r2yO + Q2 V fO / 

(44) 

This space-time is stationary and axially symmetric. 
In addition, as observed above, the invariantf is a 
function of cp. Therefore the line element (44) repre
sents a particular Papapetrou solution. 8 

4. METRICS WITH a = y 

Equation (33) precludes the flat space limit by 
determining uniquely the constants aO and yO: 

(45) 

The remaining field equations (36a)-(36c) can be 
worked out after calculating the quantity G _ == Blnf. 
(36c) immediately yields T. From (36a), (36b) we get 

{
ACPO = 0, AQ = (B - QA) Info, 

06 =0-) 
BcpO = Afo, BQ = Q(B - QA)lnfO, 

(46a) 

Im[(o - T)~al = 0 -) 2[A,B] 

== 2Q(A InfO)A - (A InfO)B - (B InfO)A. (46b) 

The problem becomes somewhat simpler if instead 
of A and B we use the operators 

In terms of the 0' and 13 operators, taking proper 
linear combinations of the field Eqs. (46), we can 
write 

[ 0' , 13] = - (0' Q)O' , 

i3Q = 0, 

O'Q = 13 Info, 

O'cpO = o. 

(47) 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

(48d) 

(48e) 

Letting the commutator (48a) act on Q, and taking 
account of (48b), (48c), we find that 

i3(jo-2(3fO) = O. (49) 

This relation, when compared with (48b), tells us that 
f O-2 13 fO is a functional of Q if Q is not constant. But 
let us consider first the case when Q is constant. 
For such metrics the operators 0' and (3 commute; 
therefore, the coordinates can be chosen to have 
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(50) 

Equations (48c)-(48e) are easily integrated to yield 

fO = P(x + Qy), cpo = Py. (51) 

Here, P is a constant of integration and the origin of 
coordinates has been shifted to make the constant 
terms vanish. There exists another solution with f O 

and cp ° constant, but this latter metric has vanishing 
T and thus belongs to the class which has been dis
cussed in Sec. 3. 

The most important field quantities obtained by use 
of (51) are 

6= f + icp = P(x + iryOy)/(rYo + iQ), 

~2 = (2rfO)-1/2ryO/2, ~3 = i(2rfO)-1/2r-yO/2, 

gij = [1 fOr1-yO ] • (52) 
fOrl+yO 

The calculation of the four-dimensional line element 
terminates with the evaluation of Wi' using formula 
(35). As a result we have 

d'S 2 = - (fo If) (r 1- Yo dx 2 + r1+ yo dy 2) 

+ 2dr(dt - 2y 0Qydx) + f(dt - 2y0Qydx)2. (53) 

A glance at the line element convinces us that for Q 
vanishing, a lay is a Killing vector. Investigation of 
the curvature invariants .vA (cf. P) shows that this 
space-time has true singularity at r = 0 and be
comes flat in the limit r -) 00, f < 00. However, the 
behavior of the metric is rather awkward; it remains 
regular for r -) 00 only if x or y also goes properly to 
infinity. 

Consider now the case when the quantity Q does 
depend on the coordinates. We want to integrate the 
simultaneous equations (48) without committing our
selves to any particular coordinate system. Accord
ing to Eq. (49), we may write 

(54) 

Next we act with (48a) onfo: 

i3{fO-3 [O'fo + (q' /q)i3fon = 0 

~ O'fo = qP(Q)f03 - (q'/q)i3fo• (55) 

(Prime stands for d/dQ.) From (55) and (48d) it 
follows that 

i3[ cpo - tPf02 + (q' /q)fO] = 0 

~ cpo = tpf02 - (q' /q)fO + s(Q). (56) 

Here, the functionals p, q, and s are arbitrary for the 
moment. 

The latter expression for cpo is now placed in Eq. 
(48e): 

[tP'f02 - (q' /q)'f0 + s' + (pf0 - q' /q)2f0]l3fo = o. (57) 

(48c) shows that i3fo cannot vanish. This condition 
means that fO still varies once Q is fixed. Therefore, 
the parenthesized quantity of eq. (57) is equal to zero 
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and can be regarded a polynomial equation info. We 
make the coefficients of the various f O powers vanish: 

p = 0, s' = 0, (q' /q)' - (q'/q)2 = 0. (58) 

It is possible to set s = ° because cp is defined only 
up to an arbitrary constant term. Straightforward 
integration yields 

q = 1/(aQ + b), (59) 

with a, b real constants. We are now in position to 
put down the relation connecting f O, Q, and cp [cf. Eq. 
(56)] 

cpO = [a/(aQ + b)]fo• (60) 

Upon the above conSiderations, the quantities fO and Q 
are appropriate candidates for independent coordi
nates. Nevertheless, some simplification of the final 

1 E. T. Newman and L. A. Tamburino, J. Math. Phys. 3, 902 (1962). 
2 E. T. Newman and R. Penrose, J. Math. Phys. 3,566 (1962). 
3 T. W. Unti and R. J. Torrence, J. Math. Phys. 7,535 (1966). 
4 Z. Perjes, Commun. Math. Phys.12, 275 (1969). 
5 Z. Perjes, J. Math. Phys.ll, 3383 (1970). 
6 The SU(2) spin coefficients which we use here should not be coo-

results is achieved by the following choice of the co
ordinate system: 

Q =x/y, fO = (ax + by)/y2. (61) 

Calculation of the metric can be performed in a simi
lar way to that used in previous examples. The re
sults are summarized in the following: 

cpO = a/y, f = (ax + by)/(x2r-Yo + y2r yo), 

ds 2 =-(j0/f)(r 1-yOdx2 +r1+yOdy2) (62) 

+ 2dr[dt -yO(x2/y)dy] + f[dt -yO(x2/y)dy]2. 

The curvature invariants vanish for r ---) OCI except in 
such directions in whichf becomes unbounded. Cur
vature singularities exist at r = 0, y = 0, ax + by = 0, 
and in the exceptional r ---) OCI limit. 

fused with the corresponding SL(2, C) ones. We distinguish the 
latter by a wavy line. 5 

7 We would like to thank B.Kent Harrison for helpful comments 
and suggestions concerning this theorem and many other results 
presented in this paper. 

8 A. Papapetrou, Ann. Physik 12,309 (1953). 
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A closed-form exact solution to the field equations of a scalar-tensor theory, formally similar to the Brans
Dicke theory, is obtained. It is shown that the present theory predicts the same effects, within observational 
limits, as the Einstein theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recentlyl a new scalar-tensor theory of gravitation, 
based on a modified Riemannian manifold,2 was pro
posed. This theory may be regarded formally as a 
special case of the Brans-Dicke theory,3 but is Sig
nificantly different from the latter in that the scalar 
field is characterized by the function xO = x0(xa), 
where the x a are coordinates in the four-dimensional 
Lyra manifold, and the tensor field is identified with 
the metric tensor g as of the manifold. 

The field equations given by Sen and Dunn1 for the 
combined scalar and tensor fields are 

Ra8 - 19a8R - w(xOt2xO.axO.S + 1w(x0)-2gaBxO.vxO 
.v 

= - 87TG (xO)-2TaB, (1. 1) 

where w = -}, Ta8 is the energy- momentum tensor of 
the field, and R is the usual Riemann curvature sca
lar. It was pointed out that these equations are iden
tical with the Brans-Dicke equations viz. 

Ra8 -igaBR - w</>-2</>.a</>.8 + iw</>-2gai3</>.v</>.v 

= - 87T</>-lTaB + </>-l(</>.a;B_ gaBO</» (1. 2) 

if the scalar function </> satisfied the condition 

</>.a; 13 - gaBO </> = ° (1. 3) 

and w = !. It should be added that the gravitational 

"constant" must be redefined as well. Furthermore, 
Sen and Dunn gave only a series- type solution to the 
static vacuum field equations. 

In this paper I shall enlarge upon the discussion pre
sented by Sen and Dunn. Specifically, an exact solu
tion to the static vacuum field equations is obtained 
in closed form and the equations of motion of a test 
particle in the vicinity of a point mass are dis
cussed. From these and from the linearized form of 
the field equations, it becomes clear that the observ
able predictions of the present scalar-tensor theory, 
at least to second order in small quantities, are iden
tical with those of the Einstein theory in a Riemann 
manifold. 

2. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC FIELD 

This section details the general solution to the 
vacuum field equations of the scalar-tensor theory 
in the Lyra manifold in the static spherically sym
metriC case. The solution appears in closed form 
and reduces to the Schwarz schild solution as a spe
cial case. 

The field equations in the matter-free region surroun
ding a point mass are 

Rae _1gaBR - w(x0)-2x O.ax O•B 

(2.1) 

where w = !_ We shall assume an isotropic metric 
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and can be regarded a polynomial equation info. We 
make the coefficients of the various f O powers vanish: 

p = 0, s' = 0, (q' /q)' - (q'/q)2 = 0. (58) 

It is possible to set s = ° because cp is defined only 
up to an arbitrary constant term. Straightforward 
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q = 1/(aQ + b), (59) 

with a, b real constants. We are now in position to 
put down the relation connecting f O, Q, and cp [cf. Eq. 
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cpO = [a/(aQ + b)]fo• (60) 

Upon the above conSiderations, the quantities fO and Q 
are appropriate candidates for independent coordi
nates. Nevertheless, some simplification of the final 
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lar way to that used in previous examples. The re
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The curvature invariants vanish for r ---) OCI except in 
such directions in whichf becomes unbounded. Cur
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and in the exceptional r ---) OCI limit. 
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A closed-form exact solution to the field equations of a scalar-tensor theory, formally similar to the Brans
Dicke theory, is obtained. It is shown that the present theory predicts the same effects, within observational 
limits, as the Einstein theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recentlyl a new scalar-tensor theory of gravitation, 
based on a modified Riemannian manifold,2 was pro
posed. This theory may be regarded formally as a 
special case of the Brans-Dicke theory,3 but is Sig
nificantly different from the latter in that the scalar 
field is characterized by the function xO = x0(xa), 
where the x a are coordinates in the four-dimensional 
Lyra manifold, and the tensor field is identified with 
the metric tensor g as of the manifold. 

The field equations given by Sen and Dunn1 for the 
combined scalar and tensor fields are 

Ra8 - 19a8R - w(xOt2xO.axO.S + 1w(x0)-2gaBxO.vxO 
.v 

= - 87TG (xO)-2TaB, (1. 1) 

where w = -}, Ta8 is the energy- momentum tensor of 
the field, and R is the usual Riemann curvature sca
lar. It was pointed out that these equations are iden
tical with the Brans-Dicke equations viz. 

Ra8 -igaBR - w</>-2</>.a</>.8 + iw</>-2gai3</>.v</>.v 

= - 87T</>-lTaB + </>-l(</>.a;B_ gaBO</» (1. 2) 

if the scalar function </> satisfied the condition 

</>.a; 13 - gaBO </> = ° (1. 3) 

and w = !. It should be added that the gravitational 

"constant" must be redefined as well. Furthermore, 
Sen and Dunn gave only a series- type solution to the 
static vacuum field equations. 

In this paper I shall enlarge upon the discussion pre
sented by Sen and Dunn. Specifically, an exact solu
tion to the static vacuum field equations is obtained 
in closed form and the equations of motion of a test 
particle in the vicinity of a point mass are dis
cussed. From these and from the linearized form of 
the field equations, it becomes clear that the observ
able predictions of the present scalar-tensor theory, 
at least to second order in small quantities, are iden
tical with those of the Einstein theory in a Riemann 
manifold. 

2. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC FIELD 

This section details the general solution to the 
vacuum field equations of the scalar-tensor theory 
in the Lyra manifold in the static spherically sym
metriC case. The solution appears in closed form 
and reduces to the Schwarz schild solution as a spe
cial case. 

The field equations in the matter-free region surroun
ding a point mass are 

Rae _1gaBR - w(x0)-2x O.ax O•B 

(2.1) 

where w = !_ We shall assume an isotropic metric 
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ds 2 = - e 2Pdt 2 + e 2q [dr2 + r2(de 2 + sin2e d<p 2)], 
(2.2) 

wherep=p(r), q=q(r)andx 1 =r, x 2 =e, x 3 =<p 
are spherical coordinates and x4 = t. In the spheri
cally symmetric field XO;2 = x O,3 = x O,4 = 0 and Eqs. 
(2.1), with the metric (2.2) reduce to the three inde
pendent equations 

2p' + 2q' + 2rP'q' + r(q')2 + r(h')2 = 0, (2.3) 

rp" + rq" + r(p')2 + p' + q' - r(h')2 = 0, (2.4) 

2rq" + r(q')2 + 4q' - r(h')2 = 0, (2.5) 

where we have put 

xO = ehf27W. (2.6) 

From (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) we obtain the equations 

rp" + r(p')2 + 2P' + rp'q' = 0, (2.7) 

rp" - rq" + r(p')2 - r(q')2 + P' - 3q' = O. (2.8) 

The successive substitutions 

p = logv, v > 0, 

v' = x 

put (2.7) in the form 

(x' Ix) + q' + (2/r) = 0, 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2. 11) 

provided x '" 0; this is guaranteed since we do not re
quire p = const. Equation (2.11) possesses the inte
gral 

v'=x=k 1e-q/r2, (2.12) 

where k 1 is an arbitrary constant. 

The substitution 

q = logw, w > 0, 

together with (2.9), brings (2.8) into the form 

v" /v + v'/rv - (w"/w + 3w'/rw) = O. 

Now (2.7) and (2.9) yield 

v"/v + 2v'/rv + v'q'/v = 0 

or, using (2.13), 

v"/v + 2v'/rv + (v'/v)(w'/w) = O. 

Equation.s (2.14) and (2.15) yield 

wv'/r + v'w' + v(w" + 3w'/r) = 0 
or 

r2wv' + d(r 3vw')/dr = O. 

(2. 13) 

(2.14) 

(2. 15) 

(2.16) 

Now r2wv' = r 2v'eq = kl using (2.12) and (2.13), so 
that (2.16) gives upon integration 

(2.17) 

where k2 is an arbitrary constant. This result may 
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be written, with the aid of definitions (2.9) and (2.13), 
in the form 

Likewise (2. 12) implies 

From (2.18) and (2.19) we then have 

where k3 = "2/k1 is an arbitrary constant. 

Via (2.20) Eq. (2.7) becomes 

p" + (2/r)p' + (k3 /r)(p')2 = 0, 

(2.18) 

(2. 19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

which is a Riccati-type equation. By means of the 
substitution 

p' = rs' /k 3 s, s == s(r), 

we can reduce (2.21) to 

rs" = 3s' = 0, 

which is easily integrated to give 

S' = k4/r 3 , k4 = arbitrary const, 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

where k5 == - -~k4 and k6 are arbitrary constants. 
Hence (2.22) gives 

(2.26) 

where k7/k3k5 ==- 2kdk2 and ks = k6/k5 are arbitrary 
constants. In order to integrate (2.26), we need to 
know what sign ks takes. We can associate a sign with 
k s by appeal to the physic s, as follows. 

Since (2.7) and (2.8) are independent of h they must 
hold, in particular, for h = const, Le., for xO = const, 
in which case the field equations (2.1) are just the 
Einstein field equations. The isotropic Schwarz schild 
solution 

p =log[(I--B/r)/(1 +B/r)], 

q = 2log(1 +B/r), 

B = arbitrary const 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

should be a particular solution to Eq. (2. 26). This 
will be so if 

ks = - I/B2 « 0). (2.29) 

With this sign for ks we can now integrate (2.26), 
obtaining 

(
1 - r /B)Bk/k2 

p = log 1 + rIB + logkg , (2.30) 

where kg is an arbitrary constant; or 

(1- B/r) Bk/k2 (1- B/r\ I/A 
eP =kl0 1 +B/r =kl0 1 +B/rJ ' (2.31) 
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where Band kIO = (- 1)Bk/k2 • k9 are arbitrary con
stants, and we have put 

A = k2/BkI (= arbitrary const). (2.32) 

Equations (2.20) and (2.26) yield, with proper arrange
ment of constants, 

q' = - P' + 2B2y-3/(1 - B2/r 2) (2. 33) 

which has the integral 

q = - P + 10g(1 - B2/r 2) + logkll , (2.34) 

where kI1 is an arbitrary constant. Hence, USing 
(2.31), we have 

eq = }~l1e-P(1- B2/r 2) = k12 (1 - B2/r 2) 

x [(1 - B/r)/(1 + B/r)]-l/", 

where kI2 =kl1/k10 is an arbitrary constant, or in 
another form 

(
1 - Blr) 1-1/A 

e q = k12 (1 + B/r)2 1 + Bjr . (2.35) 

From (2.20) we have 

(2.36) 

which with (2.5) leads to 

r(h')2 = ~- 2(r - k
3
)P" + r(1 - k3 /r)2(p')2 

- (4 - 2k3/r) p'. (2.37) 

But (2.31) givesp' = 2B/A(r 2 -B2), P" =-4Br/ 
;>...(r2_BZ)Z, and substitution of these in (2.37) yields, 
after some algebra, 

(2.38) 

Hence 

[ (
1- B/r)-C/Aj 

h = log k13 1 + Elr . ' (2.39) 

where C~ = 1 - ;>...2 (C I = arbitrary const) and k13 is 
an arbitrary constant. From (2. 6) we have, therefore, 

x O = "14 0 ~ ~>~) -c A, (2.40) 

where "14 = "~~/c: and we have put 

(2.41) 

So we have, finally, the general solution to the field 
equations (2.1) in isotropic, closed form: 

P Po (1 - B /r) 1/A 
e = eO 1 + Blr ' (2.42a) 

e q = eqo (1 + Blr)z(1 - B/r.) (A-I)/A 
1 + Blr ' 

(2. 42b) 

o 0 (1 - Blr) -CIA 
x = Xo 1 + Blr ' (2.42c) 

where 
211. Z = 2 - wC 2, W = % (2.43) 

andP O(= log"10),qo(= log"1z),x8( = "14),B,C (and 
hence A) are arbitrary constants. 

By putting C = 0, ;>... = 1, Po = qo = 0, the above solu
tion reduces to the ordinary Schwarz schild solution 
to Einstein's field equations. 

It should be noted that if A is to be real, a natural 
but not essential restriction, then I C I < J27W = 2/,,/3. 

3. MOTION OF A TEST PARTICLE 

We shall next consider the equations governing the 
motion of a test particle in the field represented by 
Eqs. (2.1), where w = %. 
In the Lyra manifold the autoparallels of the affine 
connection are 

x~ + { ~} xX i 13 + 1.xo (6~r/, + 6~r/, -g r/,~) xai13 
al3 2 a '1'[3 B'I'a a [3'1' 

- ~XO(¢a - ¢",)xflxa = 0, (3.1) 

where ill =' dxl1/ds, x~ =' d2x~ Ids 2, and 

(3.2) 
o 

The connection between the vector ¢a and ¢ a is, for 
the field of equations (2.1), given by 

(3.3) 

Using (3.2) and (3.3), the equations of motion (3.1) 
become 

0"11 + 0 { 11} • a •. 13 +1. 0 . fl· a + 1. I1V 0 . a·8 ° 
X X X a8 X X 2X .aX X 2i5a 8g X .vX X = , 

(3.4) 

where the g a8 are given by the metric (2.2). 

Since x O = xO(r) from (2. 42c), we obtain Eqs. (3.4) 
explicitly as 

r + [q' + (x O)-1(dx O/dr)Jy2 

+ [- r 2q' - r + t (x O)-1(dxO/dr)r 2]BZ 

+ [- r2q' - r + t (x O)-1(dxO/dr)r 2] sin28¢2 

+ [P' - t (xO)-1(dxO/dr)]e2P-2qt2 = 0, (3.5) 

e + [2r- 1 + 2q' + t (x O)-1(dx O/dr)]yiJ 

- sin8cos8¢2 = 0, (3.6) 

1> + [2r- 1 + 2q' + t (x O)-1(dxO/dr)];¢ 

+ 2coW8¢ = 0, (3.7) 

" + [2P' + t (x O)-1(dxO/dr)]il = 0, (3.8) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect 
to r. 

Equation (3. 8) possesses the first integral 

t = "1e-2P(xO)-1/Z, (3.9) 

where "I is a constant. USing (2.42), we can write 
this in the form 

or 
i = const x[(r + B)/(r - B)](4-C)/2A 

t = k[(B + r)/(B - r)jA, 
(3.10) 

where k is a constant and A = (4 - C)/2A is also a 
constant. If we take t = 1 when r = 0, then k = 1 and 
(3.10) becomes 
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dt/ds = [(B + r)/(B - r)]A. (3.11) 

Thus the proper time interval ~s measured by an 
observer moving with the test particle in the free 
region surrounding the point mass is related to the 
coordinate time interval M measured by an observer 
at the point mass (r = 0) by 

As = [(B - r)/(B + r)]AM. (3.12) 

Planetary motion about the sun may be considered to 
take place in the plane e = i1T; that such motion will 
always be confined to this plane may be seen from 
Eq. (3. 6). Then we get Eq. (3.7) in the form 

;p + [2r- 1 + 2q' + i (x O)-1(dxO/dr)]r¢ = 0, 

which possesses the first integral 

r2¢ = k2e-2q (XO)-1/2, 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where k2 is a constant. USing Eq. (2.42b), we can 
put (3.14) in the form 

dcjJ Kr2 (r - B)D as = (r 2 - B 2) 2 r + B ' 
(3. 15) 

where K is a constant and D = (4 + C)/2A is also a 
constant. A third equation for planetary motion is the 
metric (2.2), in the form 

(3.16) 

where we have remembered that e = i 1T. Then Eqs. 
(3. 9), (3.14), and (3.16) provide us with enough infor
mation to predict a perihelic shift, provided that we 
have values of the constants B, C, and k on hand. 

4. PERIHELIC SHIFf 

It is instructive to obtain an expression for the ad
vance of the perihelion of a planet about the sun using 
the series solution given by Sen and Dunn to the field 
equations (2.1). This will be an alternative to USing 
the exact solution in Eqs. (3.9), (3. 14}, and (3.16). 

The metric of the geometry is given by 

where A = A(r), v = v(r) 

eV = D + CcjJ(r}, 

e A = Ar4[cjJ'(r)]2/[D + CcjJ(r)], 
0() 

cjJ(r) =:6 anr-n. 
n= 0 . 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

D, C , A are arbitrary constants and the coefficients 
an are given by 

ao arbitrary, Aa~ = D + CGo (a1 "" 0), 

a2 = 0, ~ arbitrary, 

an' n > 3, are determined by a certain recurrence 

relation in terms of a o and a 3 • 

Also 

x O = k·expJ{-[4/(wr 2) + (2/wr)(cjJ"jep')]}1/2, (4.5) 
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where k is a constant. Retaining only a few terms, 
we write (4.2), (4.3), and (4.5) as 

e A = Ae- v (a 2 + 6a a r- 2 + 8a a r- 3 + 9ab-- 4) 1 13 14 3' 

(xO)-1(dx O/dr) = 2c o[r- 2 + (a 4/a 3)r- 3 
(4.7) 

- {(a 1aa + 3a~)/2a1a~}r-4], (4.8) 

where boC = D + CGo and c5 = 2a 3 /a 1 • 

The equations of motion (3.4), with the metric (4.1), 
are explicitly 

r + [i A' + (x O)-1 (dx O/dr)]r 2 

+ e- A[- r + ir 2(xO)-1(dxO/dr)]8 2 

+ e- A[- r + ir 2(x O)-1(dx O/dr)] sin 2e 2¢2 

+ eV-A[~V' - i(x O)-1(dx O/dr)]t 2 = 0, (4.9) 

e + [2r-1 + ~ (x O)-1(dxO/dr)]r8 - sinecose¢2 = 0, 
(4.10) 

;p + [2r- 1 + ~(xO)-1(dxO/dr)JY¢ + 2cotee¢ = 0, (4.11) 

t + [v' + i (x O)-1(dxO/dr)]rl = o. (4.12) 

We observe that Eq. (4.9)- (4.12) are identical, to 
first order in l/r, with the Einstein equations of 
motion; this is so because the term in x O is of second 
order in 1/r, by (4.8). 

Putting e = ~1T for planetary motion, Eqs. (4.11) and 
(4.12) have the respective integrals 

tev = k
1

(x O)-1/2, 

r2¢ = k2(x O)-1/2, 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

where k1 and k2 are constants. A third equation of 
motion, in lieu of (4.9), is the metric (4.1) with e = 
~1T: 

(4.15) 

Substitution of (4.13) and (4.14) in (4.15) results in 

;2 + H2r-2e-A - (kyk~)H2e-Ae-V + e- A = 0, 
(4.16) 

where we have put 

(4. 17) 

By putting u = r-1 and making the substitution d/ds = 
Hu2d/dcjJ, we can write (4.16) in the form 

(du/dcjJ)2 + e-!..u 2 - (kilk~)e-Ae-V + e- AH-2 = 0, 
(4.18) 

where e- A, e- v , and H-2 are functions of u, given to 
third order by 

e-A = 1 + (A ai)-1[Ca 1u- 6Aa 1a3u2 - (5Ca 3 + 8Aa 1a4)u 3], 
14.19) 

e-Ae- V = (Aa~)-1 [1- 6 (a3/a1)u 2 - 8(a4/a1)u3], (4.20) 

H-2 = kz2{1 - 2cffl + (2c~ - cOa4/~)u2 - [4~/3 

- 2c~a4/a3 - (co~a~ + 3coa~)/3~a~]u3}. (4.21) 
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To obtain the last expression, we have used (4.5) and 
(4.8). Substituting in (4.18) we have, to third order in 
u, the following orbit equation: 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

0'3 = ___ ~ (~ + 8ki~ _ 4C+ _ 7a4 + 68cg 
k2 Aa 1 Aa 1 Aa 1 ~ 3 

2 3 
cOCa4 cO~a4 + 3Co~) --- + 2 • (4.26) 
A~a3 3a1a3 

We refer to MI!>ller4 for the method we have used to 
calculate the perihelion advance l:J.cp from Eq. (4. 22). 
We have 

(4.27) 

where u1 and u2 are the roots of the quadratic 0'2u2 + 
O'lu + 0'0 == 0, so that 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

where E is an expression all terms of which involve 
~ or a4 (to this level of approximation). 

In the Einstein case we have Cal == - 2/1, A~ = 1, 
Co = a3 = a4 == 0, k2 == h, 0'3 == 2/1, where 2/1 == t GM 
and h is the usual" areal" constant. Then 

in accordance with the usual theory. 

Thus (4.29) and (4.30) yield 

l:J.cp/(l:J.CP)Einstein ~ E + 1, (4.31) 

which shows that there is no difference between the 
predictions of the present scalar-tensor theory and 
Einstein's general relativity theory when we are 

D. K. Sen and K. A. Dunn, J. Math. Phys.12, 578 (1971). 
G. Lyra, Math. Z. 54,52 (1951). 

3 C. Brans and R. H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 124, 925 (1961). 

satisfied with an approximation to the second order 
in l/r;this is the usual order of accuracy for predic
tions to be experimentally detectable at present. 

5. LINEARIZED FIELD ~UATIONS 

We shall set 

where 1]ii == 1, 1]44 == - 1, i = 1,2,3, and also set 

xO = xg + ~. (5.2) 

We shall neglect squared terms in haB and ~. It will 
be helpful to define 

YaB == haB - t 11aBh 
and 

(Ja = Ya B./l1]B/l , 
where 

h = 1]aBhaB to first order. 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5. 5) 

Then the field equations (1.1), to first order in haB 

and ~, become 

DYaB - (Ja,B - (JB,a + 11aB(J/l.v1]/lv = 167TG(xg)-2TaB , (5.6) 

where to first order DYaB = 1]/luYaB /l.II' Introduce the 
coordinate conditions aa = 0, and then (5.6) reduces 
to 

(5.7) 

which is identical to the linearized form of the Ein
stein field equations if the gravitational constant G* 
of the present theory is related to the Newtonian con
stant G by 

(5.8) 

Hence the weak-field solution to the field equations 
(1. 1) is just that of the Einstein case. In such a field 
the Gonstants of the solution (2.42) take the values 

P - q - 0 C - 0 ' - 1 B - lG*M xO - xO o - ° - , - ," - , - 2 , - 0' (5.9) 

One therefore expects in such a circumstance that, 
at least to second order in l/r, the predictions of 
this scalar-tensor theory for perihelion shift, bending 
of light rays, and gravitational redshift will not differ 
from those of the Einstein theory, as we have shown 
above by conSidering explicitly the equations of 
motion. When strong gravitational fields are pre
sent terms of third order in l/r should be significant 
and then phYSical differences will be apparent be-' 
tween the two theories. 
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The Yang-Mills (YM) potentials are decomposed into an isovector part and a part which transforms nonho
mogeneously under local gauge transformations. Two decompositions are shown; one of them is based on a 
gauge-invariant version of the transversality condition, and the other arises from a gauge-invariant modifica
tion of the Lorentz condition. The latter is Lorentz as well as gauge invariant. The gauge invariance of the 
decompositions is obtained at the expense of locality since the separate parts of the decomposed potential are 
functionals of the full YM potential. The transverse-longitudinal decomposition is used to throw the YM source
less field equations into a gauge-invariant Hamiltonian form. Static fields in the Hamiltonian formulation are 
discussed. The decompositions are used to construct maSSive, gauge-invariant but nonlocal Lagrangians. A 
Lorentz and gauge-invariant nonlocal interaction of the YM field with a spinor-isospinor field is formed. The 
transverse-longitudinal decomposition is used to investigate the geometric structure of a configuration space 
~ of YM potentials. The nonexistence of submanifolds of ~ orthogonal to the gauge-invariant manifolds X E ~ 
is proved in contradistinction to the electromagnetic case. A Green's functional for the Yang-Mills field is 
represented explicitly by an infinite power series of functionals and is shown to be self-adjoint. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The nonhomogeneous transformation of the electro
magnetic vector potentials under local gauge trans
formations is the cause of difficulties in the quantum 
theory of the field. To eliminate these difficulties, a 
number of studies have been devoted to reformulating 
the theory in terms of gauge invariant quantities. 
Relevant to the problems considered here are the in
vestigations of Belinfante1 and RohrlichandStrocchL2 
They have, by averaging over paths of the path-depen
dent potentials of De Witt3 and Mandelstam, 4 construct
ed potentials which are invariant under local gauge 
transformations. The vector potential of Belinfante 
satisfies a tranversality condition and is thus not 
Lorentz invariant. Rohrlich and Strocchi2 have de
rived a vector potential which is a gauge and also a 
Lorentz invariant functional and which satisfies the 
Lorentz condition. 

The nonhomogeneous transformation law of the Yang
Mills5 potentials is likewise troublesome. The analy
sis carried out here is directed to an end similar to 
that of Refs. 1 and 2 in that we seek to identify a homo
geneously transforming part of the YM potential 
which would appear in the theory as a physically sig
nificant dynamical variable. However, the problem 
is approached here from a point of view which is 
different from that held in Refs. 1 and 2. Nevertheless, 
their results are recovered when the YM field be
comes Abelian, that is, when the structure constants 
of the isotopic spin group SU(2) vanish. Although not 
emphasized by them, the work of Belinfante and 
Rohrlich and Strocchi yields gauge-invariant decom
positions of the electromagnetic vector potentials 
into a gauge scalar and a part which transforms non
homogeneously under a local gauge transformation. 
Here, for the non-Abelian case, we develop analogous 
decompOSitions which separate theYM potentials 
into an isovector part and a" longitudinal" part which 
transforms nonhomogeneously under local gauge 
transformations. The longitudinal part of the poten
tial is carried along in the theory, in somewhat the 
same way as in Schwinger's method of group para
meters,6 and is not supposed to have direct physical 
significance. In one of the decompositions the iso
vector part of the potential satisfies a gauge invariant 
version of the transversality condition, and in the other 
decomposition the isovector part satisfies a gauge 
invariant" Lorentz condition."7,8 

The paper begins with a specification of the mathe
matical and physical framework in which the analysis 
is carried out. The transverse-longitudinal decom-

position of the gauge potentials which is based on a 
transversality condition is then defined and investi
gated. utilizing this decomposition, we write the dy
namical equations for the uncoupled YM field in the 
Hamiltonian form and then, with the aid of the decom
position, restate some known facts 9 on static fields. 

We then study the structure of a configuration space 
g consisting of YM potentials which are bounded and 
which at spatial infinity are of order 1 x a 1-2 and 
which satisfy certain other special conditions. 10 This 
analysis starts within the framework delineated by 
LOOSI0,11 and then shows some additional structure of 
Q which can be inferred from the transverse-longi
tudinal decomposition. 

Next a gauge and Lorentz invariant decomposition of 
the potentials based on a "Lorentz condition" is given. 
We indicate how the isovector part of the potential, 
which is a functional of the total potential, can be used 
to introduce gauge invariant, but spatially nonlocal 
terms in the free YM Lagrangian. We then display an 
isoscalar nonlocal interaction of the YM potential 
with a spinor-isospinor field. 

Finally, in the Appendix a Green's functional is exa
mined which is essentially the non-Abelian generaliza
tion of the Coulomb Green's function and which plays 
a central role in the transverse-longitudinal decom
position. This same functional also arises in the work 
of Ref. 6 and in a study of charged states of the YM 
field. 1o A series representation of this Green's func
tional is given, and its self-adjointness is shown. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Space-time is taken to be the Minkowski space where 
time-space coordinates are denoted by x K , K, A,'" 
= 0,1,2,3. Spatial coordinates are designated by 
x a, a, f3, • " = 1, 2, 3. The Minkowski metric has the 
signature +, -, -, -, so the spatial part of the metric 
is negative definite. In the Minkowski space we con
sider YM potentials b Ki , where i,j, ... = 1,2,3 indi
cate components in the Lie algebra space of the iso
topic spin group SU(2). The spatial components bat 
are assumed to be members of the configuration 
space Q as defined in Ref. 10. Q is defined as the space 
of real-valued functions, which are subject to the 
conditions that a real constant B exists such that 

Ibatl ~ B, 

Ix B I >R, 

laebail ~B, 

IxBI 21b ai I ~ B, 
(2.1) 

Ix B I31a b I ~B. y a 

There are a number of other conditions cited in Ref. 
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8 which are required of potentials belonging to Q. 

These further conditions have been used to prove 
existence of charged states and we do not make ex
plicit use of them here. 

It is sometimes convenient to use potentials rK~ 
(parameters of connections for isovectors) rather 
than the bKi • The two are related according to 

(2.2) 

where C .. k are the structure constants of SU(2). The 
Cartan nietric is constructed by the prescription 

(2.3) 

The g ij is used to raise and lower indices and is nega
tive definite for SU(2), thus co- and the corresponding 
contra-variant vectors in the Lie algebra space differ 
by a sign. The bases in the Lie algebra space are 
chosen such that gij has the diagonal form. The bases 
are thus arbitrary up to the local group of transfor
mations which is orthogonal with respect to gij' 
which is thus just the adjoint representation of SU(2). 

The gauge field constructed from the potentials bK i 

is given by 

B i = c b I - obi - C ib jb k 
KA K x A K }k K A' (2.4) 

For brevity the isotopic spin indices are sometimes 
suppressed, and then we write 

(2.5) 

The field constructed from the potentials r k/ is 
given by 

(2.6) 

Under local gauge transformations represented by 
matrices, S{(x

K
), the potentials rK~ transform as 

r' j = S-1 k.r mSj 
KZ l Kk m (2.7) 

while q,KA/ is a tensor and transforms as 

(2.8) 

Under an infinitesimal local gauge transformation 
the change in the potentials bKi is given by 

(2.9) 

where T]i is an isovector, and 

(2. 10) 

is the generator of the local gauge transformation 
Sji(X K

). In (2.9) "K is the symbol for gauge differen
tiation. For a covariant isovector, 

v T] i = 0 T] i + r iT]J 
K K KJ' 

or 
(2.11) 

(2. 12) 

For brevity we sometimes suppress the Lie algebra 
indices, and then the covariant derivative of a con
travariant vector is written as 

(2.13) 

3. GAUGE-INVARIANT TRANSVERSE-LONGITU
DINAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE YANG-MILLS 
POTENTIALS 

The longitudinal part of the space components of the 
potential is defined as the solution b ~ of the differen
tial equations 

o ab'6 - a eb~ - b~ x bt = 0, 

a ab* a - bex X b*a = 0, 

(3. 1) 

(3.2) 

where algebra indices are suppressed. The trans
verse part of b a is defined as the difference between 
b a and b~ or, equivalently, as 

(3.3) 

It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that 

(3.4) 

We regard b~ and b~ as functionals of the independent 
variable b a' the functional relations being determined 
by the differential equations (3.1), (3. 2), and the lin
ear relation (3.3). 

The variation 6b~ resulting from the variation oba 
satisfies the differential equations 

"~6b6 - "66b~ = 0, 

"ex ob* ex = "~oba, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where ,,~ is a symbol for gauge covariant differen
tiation with respect to the longitudinal part of the 
potential. The derivatives" a and ,,~ of isovectors 
are again isovectors because ba and b~ both transform 
as parameters of a linear connection. However, it is 
only the full potential ba which gives the definition of 
parallel displacement. 12 Equation (3.5) has a solution 
if and only if Ob* can be expressed in the form 

Obt = "h· (3.7) 

Using (3.7) in (3, 6) shows that X satisfies 

"ex ,,*~ = ,,~oba. (3.8) 

We assume the existence of a fundamental solution 
!DXX'ii' of the differential equation 

(3.9) 

which satisfies the boundary conditions!D , . i' -7 0 
as 1 x a I, 1 x' ex 1-7 r:o. In (3.9), xx' is short fc3t 1- a, the 
prime on the index i specifying a component at the 
spatial point x' a, while the unprimed i specifies a 
component in the local algebra space associated with 
the unprimed coordinate xa. On the right-hand side of 
(3.9), o/(x - x') is short notation for 15/ 15 (x 1 - X,l) 
0(X2 - x'2)I5(x3 - x'3). In (3.9) the index notation on 
!D means that !Dxx'iil is a function of the two spatial 
points x and x' with components in the algebra spaces 
at x and x'. We shall also make use of the notations 

a 
OB' =3X'B' bB, =bB(x'), 

" , =_0 _ _ r (x'). 
B (JX,fj B 

The above notations have been used by DeWitt,13 
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By using !D satisfying (3.9), we express X formally as 

x=J!D ,\1*,Ob6'dx' 
xx 6 ' 

(3.10) 

where the variations 6b6 of bB belong to the configura
tion space n and algebra indices are suppressed. In
tegration by parts yields 

X = J \1*,!D ,Ob6'dx' + J 0 ,(!D ,Ob6')dx'. 
6 xx 6 xx 

If (3.11) 

the integrals (3.10) and (3. 11) exist and the surface 
integral of (3. 11) vanishes and we obtain 

(3. 12) 

and, consequently, 

6b* = - J \1*\1*6'!D Ob dx' a ex xx I B' • (3.13) 

From (3. 13) the functional derivative of b* is seen to 
~ a 

6b*a ' -- = - \1* \1* 6!D , 6b a xx • 
6' 

(3.14) 

The functional derivative of b~ is 

6b~, , 
- = 6 6 (x - x') + \1* \1* B !D (3.15) 
6b, a a xx" 

b 

as follows from the definition of b~ and (3.14). 

To decompose the time component of b
K

, we define a 
part b6 as the solution of 

(3.16) 

We suppose that a solution b6[b] of Eq. (3.16) exists, 
which allows us to define a remainder cp of the time 
component bo by the linear relation 

(3. 17) 

To obtain a representation of the variation 6b 6, which 
will be needed later, we take the variation of (3.16) to 
obtain 

\166b~ - \1~6b6 = o. (3. 18) 

A solution of (3.16) is given by 

6b6 = \16x' (3. 19) 

With the aid of (3.12) we see that 

6b* - - \1* J \1* !D Ob6'dx' 
0- 0 5' xx' 

(3.20) 

To examine the transformation properties of the po
tentials we consider local infinitesimal gauge trans
formations, which are of the form 

(3.21) 

where it is required8 that 1) have the asymptotic be
havior I x a I 11) I ::s B as x ~ OCJ. 

To show the transformation properties of b~ and b~ 
under local gauge transformations, we consider the 
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integral expression (3.13). For an infinitesimal gauge 
transformation 6ba is given by (3.21), yielding 

Ob* = - \1* J \1*8'\1 !D 1j(x')dx' 
a a 8' xx' 

- \1~ J0/3,[\1*8'!D ,1j(x')]dx'. 
xx 

For Ixa121!D ,I ::sB, Ix a ll1)I::sB as Ixal-)OCJ,the 
xx 

last integral vanishes. By (3.9) it follows that 

6b~ = - \1~1)(x). (3.22) 

Taking the variation of each member of (3.3) and use 
of (3.20) and (3.22) yields the isovector transforma
tion rule 

(3.23) 

The same procedure which was used to obtain the 
transformation properties of b~ and b~, when applied 
to b'6 and q:, show that under a local gauge transfor
mation generated by 1) that 

6cp = cp x 1). (3.24) 

Thus, cp is the isovector part of the time component of 
the potential. 

The nonhomogeneous transformation law for b: im
plies that r: transforms under a finite transformation 
S as 

(3.25) 

The infinitesimal transformations shown to hold for 
cp and b~ imply that the time-space components 

(3.26) 

transform as mixed isotensors under infinitesimal 
and also finite local gauge transformations. That is, 
under a local gauge transformation, 

.p' = S-l.pS, r~T = s-lr~s. (3.27) 

Thus, we have decomposed the potentials (or para
meters of connection l' K) into a tensor and a part that 
transforms as a linear connection. 

This type of decomposition has a counterpart in dif
ferential geometry. It is well known that if a tensor 
field is added to a given linear connection the sum is 
also a linear connection. 14 We are dealing here with 
the converse of this situation, where we have decom
posed a given connection, presumably by a prescrip
tion which gives a unique separation, and find that 
one part is a tensor and that the other part transforms 
as a linear connection, Where, referring to (3.1) and 
(3.16), we see that the nonhomogeneously transform
ing part has been defined in such a way that it is in
tegrable. That is to say, 

o 1'* - a 1'* - [1'* 1'*] = 0 a B 8 a a' B • (3.28) 

This means that 1'; can be transformed away by a 
local gauge transformation. Assigning a definite func
tion 1'; compatible with (3.28) is equivalent to fixing 
a gauge. We do not attempt to do this, but instead 
~ry~M~~e~~~~~~~ngin 
the theory in the spirit of Schwinger's method of 
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"group parameters,"6 thereby maintaining a system 
of equations which are obviously gauge invariant, but 
separating out the part (4), r~), or equivalently (cp, 
b~), of the potentials which should be physically rele
vant. 

The full potentials bcx are to be regarded at this point 
as independent variables whereas b~, b~, and b6 are 
functionals of bcx . The vector part cp of bo can be taken 
as independent as long as the YM field equations are 
not imposed. However, when the field equations are 
in effect, cp then becomes a functional of the spatial 
potentials b cx. 

This decomposition into a transverse and longitudinal 
potential may be regarded as a generalization to 
non-Abelian gauge fields of the gauge invariant theory 
of the electromagnetic field given by Belinfante. 1 

Belinfante showed that by ave raging over path depen
dent potentials one could obtain a path independent and 
at the same time, a gauge independent theory of free 
and coupled electromagnetic fields. We have bypassed 
introducing path dependent potentials and averaging 
over paths, by decomposing the potentials of the YM 
theory directly into a tensor and an integrable part, 
where the integrable part carries the "divergence" 
of the full potential. Our result reduces to that ob
tained by Belinfante, as is easily verified, by setting 
the structure constants equal to zero to achieve the 
reduction to the Abelian case. 

4. ON THE GEOMETRY OF THE CONFIGURATION 
SPACE 

We now look at certain aspects of the structure of the 
configuration space n which follow from the assump
tion that the transverse-longitudinal decomposition 
exists and is unique. Following Loosll we introduce 
in the" Euclidean" metric 

(4.1) 

This metric makes n a Hilbert space. With (4.1) the 
square of the distance between two neighboring points 
in n is given by 

(4.2) 

which yields, after carrying out one of the x integra
tions, 

(4.3) 

Let X 0 denote the manifold of integrable potentials 
b~ in n. Then, consider a set of potentials, say :=:(b*), 
which consists of those potentials b cx which have a 
fixed longitudinal part b~ and a transverse part which 
satisfies 

(4.4) 

In a finite-dimensional flat space, a flat submanifold 
is defined by a set of linear algebraic equations with 
constant coefficients. Similarly, in the infinite-dimen
sional Hilbert space n the linear differential equation 
(4.4) for fixed b~ defines a flat submanifold :=:(b*). As 
we will show below, elements - V~1} for fixed b*cx are 
orthogonal to :=:(b*) at all bcx E :=: (b*) provided 1} satis
fies the conditions for x -7 oc required of generators 
of local gauge transformations. The manifolds :=:(b*) 

intersect Xo at the points bcx = b~, which is to say at 
the points of :=:(b*) where b~ = O. We are using this 
point of intersection to label the manifold :=:(b*) as our 
notation indicates. The union of all manifolds_:=:(b*), 
b~ E X 0 is the whole configuration space n. 
The set of potentials bE:=: (b*) and the set of potentials 
bcx + fJbcx in a neighbori~g manifold :=:(0* + ob*) are re
lated by a gauge transformation. For, to move from 
b~E Xo to a neighboring point b~ + I5b~E Xo,thelongi
tudinal part of the potential is changed according to 

ob~ = - V~1}, (4.5) 

which insures that the new potential b~ + fJb~ is also 
integrable. In order for the transverse potential b~ + 
ob~to belong to :=:(b* + 15b*), it is necessary and suffi
cient that 

ob~ = b~ x 1}, (4.6) 

as follows from (4.4). The change ob cx is given by the 
sum of (4.5) and (4.6) so that 

(4.7) 

which shows that elements of neighboring :=:(b*) mani
folds are related by a gauge transformation. 

A gauge invariant manifold is defined as a subset of 
points in n which are related to each other by a local 
gauge transformation. It is evident that the set Xo of 
integrable potentials is an invariant manifold. How
ever, it is a special one inasmuch as it passes through 
the origin of n. Let us call the set of gauge invariant 
manifolds X. The X manifolds intersect the trans
verse manifolds :=:(b*). This is clear because we can 
start at a point on :S(b*) and by performing all possi
ble gauge transformations of this point generate a 
gauge invariant manifold. 

The manifold Xo intersects the :S(b*) orthogonally. To 
see this we form the inner product of vectors tangent 
to Xo and :S(b*). The element - V~1} is tangent to Xo 
at bcx = b"'cx. An element Ob~ is tangent to :=:(b"') if 

V*cxOb~ = o. (4.8) 

Variations Ob~ satisfying (4.8) deserve a special no
tation since an arbitrary variation fJb~ satisfies 

V*cxob~ = - b~ x ob*cx, 

as can be seen by taking the variation of (3.4). We 
denote variations satisfying (4. 8) by (ob T) *. cx b 

The inner product of the two tangent vectors is by 
(4.0, 

(ob*,(obTh*) = f I5b~(ObTCX)b*dx 
= J 0'" (1} x (Ob~)b*)dx = 0, (4.9) 

where we have used (4.8) and (4.5). The last integral 
vanishes because of the asymptotic behavior required 
of members of n. The other gauge invariant manifolds 
X are not generally orthogonal to the :S(b*) at their 
intersection. To see this we form the inner product 
of the elements (l5b~) b * and - V cx1} which are tangent 
to :S(b*) and X at bex. This gives 
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(- V'a1), (Ob~)b*) = J(V'a(Ob~)b*)1)dx = - JrTab~1)dx, 

(4.10) 
which does not always vanish. 

It is tempting to try to find a submanifold of n which 
is orthogonal to the gauge invariant manifolds X. 
However, as has been shown, such a manifold does not 
exist. 15 We show another proof of this in the frame
work of the transverse-longitudinal decomposition. 

First we note that any infinitesimal element Ma can 
be expressed as the sum 

(4.11) 

(Ob~)b*satisfies (4.8) and 151/J is an undetermined in

finitesimal isotopic vector field. This is a slight ge
neralization of the statement that a vector field can 
be represented as the sum of longitudinal and trans
verse fields. We wish to construct an element ortho
gonal to X at b a' A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the orthogonality, inferred by inserting I5b a in 
place of (l5b~)b* in (4.10) is 

(4.12) 

Imposing this condition on (4. 11) shows that 151/J must 
satisfy 

(4.13) 

U sing the fundamental solution:D ,we obtain from 
xx ' 

(4.13) the functional derivative equation 

(
151/J ) _ :D rT a' 
I5b a' b * - x x ' , 

(4. 14) 

where the functional differentiation is taken keeping 
b* fixed, so that the b~ appear as parameters in this 
equation. The solution 1/J of (4. 14), if it would exist, 
defines a functional on :S(b*). Figure 1 is shown to 
illustrate the situation. 

x 

FIG.1. Illustration of the construction of Dba orthogonal 
to a gauge invariant manifold at a point. 
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The vector field Ma in a neighborhood of ba defines 
a manifold, which is tangent to the M a , and which is 
orthogonal to manifolds X. The construction of the 
tangent field I5b a in.a neighborhood of a point is possi
ble if and only if the solution tJ;[bT, b*] of the functional 
derivative equation (4.14) exists in the neighborhood 
of ba' 

In order that (4.14) has a solution it is necessary that 
the alternating functional derivative of the right-hand 
side vanishes. Thus it is necessary that 

_15_(:D rTal) __ I5_(:D rTa2) 
I5bT xXI obT xx 2 

a 2 ~ 

(4.15) 

vanish. 

To compute the functional derivative of :Dx x' we need 
the expression (A6), derived in the Appendix, general
ized to hold on any :S(b*) manifold. The correct ex
pression for the functional derivative is obtained by 
replacing the partial derivative in the right-hand 
side of (A6) by the longitudinal covariant derivative 
V'~, which gives 

(4. 16) 

Use of 

(4. 17) 
I5b,& i 

2 2 

in conjunction with (4.16) shows that the integrability 
condition is not satisfied and, hence, that the functional 
1/J does not exist. We infer from this that there does 
not exist a manifold orthogonal to gauge invariant 
manifolds in a neighborhood of ba' 

5. HAMILTON EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THE 
STATIC YM FIELD 

A. The Hamilton Equations 

The principle of stationary action, for the Lagrangian 
denSity 

yields the YM field equation 

The momentum conjugate to b a is defined as 

1f =~ =B 
a a(aOba) Oa' 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where we are now suppressing algebra indices. The 
definition of 1f a and the transverse-longitudinal de
composition show that we can write the momentum as 

(5.4) 

From the YM constraint equation we have 

V' aB"'O = 0 (5.5) 

and from the decomposition, it follows that 

V' ",11 '" = 0, (5.6) 
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* bT (5.7) V'*o(v*ab1a) = o. V' a 1T a = a X 1T a. (5.19) 

By (5.7), (5. 4), and use of the functional:D , we obtain 
xx 

(5.8) 

where we have used the transversality condition and 
the commutivity of V'd and V'~. Equation (5.8) shows, 
as is well known, 16 that the time component of the 
potential should not be regarded as an independent 
variable. 

The spatial components of the YM equations, with the 
aid of (5.3) and the decomposition of the time com
ponent of the potential, acquire the form 

(5.9) 

The Hamiltonian density is now defined as 

(5. 10) 

Let us take variations of the Hamiltonian 

H = 1 JCdx (5. 11) 

on a fixed 2(b*) manifold. That is, we keep b~ fixed 
and take the variation of H in directions tangent to 
2(b:) with time held constant. For fixed b~ we obtain 

oH = 1(- cp X 1T a + V' BSa + (1T 61V' J!L dX\ ObTdx. 
6 J' 6 1 obT ) a 

a (5.12) 

Imposing the constraint equation (5.6) then yields 

(5.13) 

Functional differentiation of (5.11) with respect to 
1T a shows that 

(5.14) 

Collecting results we have the Hamilton equations 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

These equations must be supplemented with the de
finitions of b: and cp (Eq. 5. 8) and the constraint of 
1T 0' [Eq. (5. 6)J. It is understood in (5.15) that the func
tional derivative is taken tangent to an arbitrary 
2(b*) manifold at a fixed time. 

There are integrability conditions to consider for the 
Hamilton equations. Taking the divergence V'*a of 
(5.16) yields 

(5.17) 

According to the definition of cp, (5. 17) becomes 

(5.18) 

If the constraint equation is satisfied, the right-hand 
side vanishes and we obtain the integrability condition 

The implication of (5.19) is that if ba=b;+b~belongs 
at some time t to a manifold 2[b*(t») then at a later 
time t + dt, ba{t + dt) will lie in the manifold 2[b* + 
(db* / dt)dt). Therefore, the tranversality condition on 
b~ will be satisfied at t + dt. Thus, if the tranversa
lity condition is imposed at one time, the Hamiltonian 
dynamics insures that the condition is satisfied at all 
times. This means that we do not need to acknowledge 
explicitly in the Hamiltonian equations the functional 
relation (Eq. 3. 13) between b ~ and the full potential 
ba • Rather we can choose b~ at t as an arbitrary in
tegrable potential, which merely fixes the initial mani
fold, choose initial conditions on b ~ such that the gauge 
invariant transversality condition is satisfied on 
2[ b*(t)], and then the transversality condition is auto
matically satisfied at later times. 

In cases where b~ would be taken independent of time, 
the Hamiltonian dynamics leaves the potentials in a 
fixed 2(b *) manifold. For example, the transverse 
gauge b~ = 0, where a abT~ = 0, is of this type. The 
gauge b3 = 0 investigated in Ref. 16 requires a time
dependent b~ in order to maintain the relation 

bj + b! = O. (5.20) 

The constraint (5.6) on 1T a is also compatible with 
the Hamilton equations. If 1T a is gauge covariant di
vergenceless at an initial time, the evolution in time 
of 1Ta determined by the Hamilton equations maintains 
this condition. 

B. Transverse Momentum and the Static YM Field 

The transverse momentum is defined as 

(5.21) 

and has the property 

(5.22) 

Substituting 

1T a = 1T ~ - V' aCP (5.23) 

in the constraint equation and using (5.22) shows that 
the time-component cp satisfies 

(5.24) 

Let us assume the existence of a fundamental solution 
8 , which satisfie s 

xx 

V'exV' 8 ,i' = oi'(x-x') ex xx z Z • ~5. 25) 

Then formally 

cp =- 18 ,b T ex' X 1T~,dx'. 
xx 

(5.26) 

IntrodUCing the decomposition (5.23) and the repre
sentation (5.26) in the Hamiltonian density yields 

H = lUtlTT1TTexi - iB BexBi)dx + i118 ,i'(b T X 1T Tex)i 
at ex B t X X ex 

X (bI, X 1f TS ')i,dxdx', (5.27) 
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where, for clarity, we have reinstated some of the in
dices. The longitudinal part of the momentum has 
thereby been eliminated from the Hamiltonian. 

We go on now to consider the static YM field. There 
can be some confusion in a local gauge theory as to 
the meaning of a static field since potentials which 
are time independent in one gauge may depend on 
time in another gauge. LooS9 has clarified this prob
lem by stating gauge invariant conditions satisfied 
by" static" fields. We take a result developed there 
and restate it in the context of the transverse-longi
tudinal decomposition. Let us adopt the following as 
a definition of a static YM field; the YM field is sta
tic if and only if the tranverse momentum vanishes. 
This is a gauge invariant statement since 11 T is an 
isovector. For vanishing 11~, the constraint ~quation 
implies that 

V"V"Cp = O. (5.28) 

It has been shown9 that for Ix"121cp I"" B as x -) 00, 

and we have insisted on this asymptotic behavior here, 
that (5.27) has only the null solution. Thus, for static 
fields, as we have defined them, the Hamilton equa
tions for the YM field become 

(5.29) 

and the constraint equation is 

cp = O. (5.30) 

6. A LORENTZ AND GAUGE-INVARIANT DECOM
POSITION OF THE GAUGE POTENTIALS 

The transverse-longitudinal decomposition, being 
based on the transversality condition, is of course 
not Lorentz invariant. One can achieve a Lorentz 
invariant decomposition by proceeding in the same way 
as we did in Sec. 4, but with the Lorentz condition re
placing the transversality condition. 7 The resulting 
decomposition yields in the special case of an Abelian 
field the invariant electromagnetic potentials obtained 
by Rohrlich and Strocchi2 by their method of averag
ing over paths of the path-dependent potentials of 
DeWitt3 and Mandelstam. 4 

Thus, we define an integrable part of b K and the solu
tion of the equations 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

In these equations the bl\ are independent. A variation 
of bl\ causes the change M~ which satisfies 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Equation (6.3) implies that Db: is the gradient of an 
isovector, say X. Then, for (6.4) we have 

(6.5) 

We assume the existence of a fundamental solution 
a: ,. i' which satisfie s xx , 
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(6.6) 

where x now refers to time-space components x K • 

Then Db: can be expressed formally 

(jb* = v* Ja: vH'{jb dx' 
K K XX' x'· (6.7) 

For variations vanishing on the boundaries Ix"l = oc 
and X O -) ± 00 we obtain 

(jb~ = - J v* v*'\' a: ,M ,dx'. 
K xx'\ 

and consequently 

Db* 
_K_ = _ V*v*'\'a: 
(jb,\, K xx 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

An isovector b,\ is now defined as the difference be
tween the full potential b,\ and b~ or, equivalently, 

b,\ = b,\ + b~. 

If follows from (6.10) and (6.2) that 

From (6.10) and (6.9) we see that 

66 
_K_ = (j'\'(x _ x') + V*V*A'a: 
{jb A' K K X X I' 

(6.10) 

(6. 11) 

(6. 12) 

For infinitesimal local gauge transformations genera
ted by 7/, where 

Ix"l -) OC, 

7/ = 0, ,XO = -)± oc, 

the bK transform as isovectors, while b: undergo the 
change 

(6.13) 

Using the decomposition (6.10) we express the gauge 
field in the form 

(6.14) 

Taking the divergence V"K of (6.14) and using the 
commutativity of V*K and V*\ which is a consequence 
of the integrability of b;, yields 

With the functional a: x x' we obtain 

.bA = - JV*Ka:xx,BKAdx'. 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

This equation has the same form as the representation 
of the electromagnetic potentials given in Ref. 2. How
ever, here the potentials occur explicitly in the inte
grand through the covariant derivative V*K and the 
functional a: x x ,. 

For the electromagnetic field the gauge covariant 
derivative in (6.16) becomes the derivative aK

, the 
functional a: x x' becomes the Green 1 s function I x - x' 1- 2 

of the de Alembertian operator, and (6.16) acquires 
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the form 

CR\=- J'ijKIIX-XII-2FKt).,dx', 

where 

FKA = 0KAA - a AAK 

(6. 17) 

(6.18) 

is the electromagnetic field tensor and AK are the 
electromagnetic potentials. The CR A are the gauge in
variant potentials obtained by Rohrlich and Strocchi. 2 

The same expression for an invariant potential has 
beel,,1 obtained by Goldberg 17 by unitary transforma
tion of electromagnetic potentials coupled to a spinor 
field. 

Via (6.18) and 

o OK Ix -- x' 1-2 = O(x - x') 
K 

(6. 19) 

in (6.17) yields 

CR =A + JoK'a IX_X11-2A ,dx'. 
A \ A K 

(6.20) 

From our point of view the last term is the integrable 
part At of the full potential AA' and (6.20) gives us 
the decomposition 

(6.21) 

where the functional A t is defined by the integral in 
(6.20). 

As we have seen, the decomposition of the form (6.20) 
admits a generalization to non-Abelian gauge fields. 
However, the fact that the functional CRA can be ex
pressed in terms of the field alone seems to be an 
accident due to the non-Abelian property of the elec
tromagnetic field. 

The generalization of the decomposition (6.20) to the 
non-Abelian case yields the homogeneously trans
forming part 6 K which is a functional of the full po
tential and cannot be expressed in terms of the field 
BKA alone. 

7. NONLOCAL LAGRANGIANS 

One can use the transverse-longitudinal decomposi
tion or the decompOSition based on the Lorentz condi
tion to form functionals which are scalars under local 
gauge transformations. For example, the" massive" 
YM Lagrangian 

(7.1) 

is invariant under local gauge transformations; but it 
is not Lorentz invariant. Further, it is nonlocal 
since qJ and b~ are functionals of ba• 

Using the expressions for the variations of qJ and b~ 
which were obtained in the analysis of the transverse
longitudinal decompoSition, the action principle 

gives the nonlocal field equations 

- VKBK B - Ilb[ + Jv~ DxxIV(jqJ(XI)dx' = 0, 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

Taking the divergence VB of (7.3) and the time deri
vative VO of (7.4) and adding the resulting equations 
shows that 

(7.5) 

is an integrability condition for the equations of mo
tion and constraint. 

A gauge and Lorentz invariant mass term can be 
constructed with the aid of the decomposition 

b = 6 + b* KKK (7.6) 

We form the Lagrangian 

(7.7) 

which is nonlocal since 6
K 

is a functional of b
K

• Using 
the variation of 6

K 
given by (6. 12), the action principle 

yields 

(7.8) 

If the Lorentz condition (6. 11) is acknowledged, we 
obtain the field equation 

(7.9) 

The Lorentz condition (6. 11) is now an integrability 
condition for (7.9). 

The invariant decompositions may also be used to 
couple the YM field invariantly to other fields. For 
example, consider the spinor-isospinor field tJ;i a 

where i,j, = 1,2,3 are algebra indices and a,b,'" 
= 1,2,3,4 are Dirac spinor indices. We take the 
Lagrangian density 

(7. 10) 

for which the action principle gives the field equa
tions 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

where spinor indices are suppressed and lj;t = lJI ia is 
the adjoint spin or. Introducing the Lorentz and gauge 
invariant decomposition (7.6) into Eqs. (7.11) and 
(7.12) gives for any basis i ' 

(7. 14) 

The self- and external coupling terms in (7.13) and 
(7.14) are gauge scalars, but nonlocal because 6' is 
a functional of 6

K
• We do not attempt to attach ~y 

phYSical significance to the integrable part b: of 
the full potential. Rather, we regard the b; in some
what the same way as one would view parameters of 
a linear connection for event vectors which arise in 
the flat Minkowski space as a consequence of using 
curvilinear coordinates. 

In the theory of the classical field, which is pursued 
here, the functionals b: can be removed entirely 
from the theory by a process which in tensor analy-
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sis 14 is called strangling of indices. Let us take 
i 

basis vectors ej in the algebra space which are 
adapted to the Lorentz gauge. That is, in the gauge b: = 0, choose basis vectors 

(7.15) 

* where the = means that (7.15) is asserted only in 
bases such that b: = O. The index i in (7. 15) is dead 
and serves only to label the independent basis vectors. 
A change in the local isobases represented by the 
local orthogonal transformation matrix 5J , gives new 
components for the basis vectors J 

i i 
e

J
., = Si,e .. 

J J 
(7.16) 

It follows by use of the nonhomogeneous transforma
tion law (3.26) for r: that, in any basis j', 

i 
'\l*ej' =0. (7.17) 

fl 

Equation (7.17) shows that we should regard the ba-
i 

sis vectors ej' as functionals of r: which in turn 

are functionals of the full potentials rfl. 
The free indices in Eqs.(7. 13) and (7.14) are strangled 
by transvection of these equations with the basis vec-

i 
tors e . Then, with the aid of the property (7. 17), 

J' 

transvection of (7.13) and (7. 14) gives 

(7.18) 

j k j k 

aKfK~ = Ci}kbKBKA + iCijkt/l \IAt/I, (7.19) 

where we have placed the isospin index above or be
low the kernels (except for the structure constants) 
to emphasize that all the isospin indices in (7. 18) 
and (7.19) are dead and are not subject to gauge 
transformation. Equations (7.18) and (7.19) thus in
volve only isotopic scalars. 

We could apply the same method of strangling indices 
to the Hamiltonian form of the YM equations. There, 

one would choose basis vectors l adapted to the trans-· 
J 

verse gauge where, in the bases such that 

the basis vectors are given by 

i 
and the vectors e., in any local base j' satisfy 

J 

i 
'\l* e = 0 

Cl}' , 

8. REMARKS 

(7.20) 

(7.22) 

The arbitrariness of the YM potentials up to local 
gauge transformations is not a source of difficulty in 
the theory of the classical field. One removes the 
arbitrariness by fixing a gauge by the imposition of 
a gauge-variant condition on the potentials. However, 
when one attempts to fix a gauge in a quantized theory, 
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just as in quantum electrodynamics, the problem of 
compatibility of the gauge conditions, field equations, 
and the quantum rules arise. One of the motivations 
for this study was that the gauge-invariant decom
pOSitions of the potentials might be useful in the quan
tum theory. 

There are several apparently different quantized theo
ries which have been shown to be gauge and Lorentz 
invariant. 6,19,20,11 Whether these theories are physi
cally equivalent seems not to be known. If one follows 
the ideas of Schwinger, 6 the b ~ of the work here 
would be identified as the true quantum variable while 
the b~ would play the role of Schwinger's group para
meters. If it would be possible to develop a consis
tent quantum theory with this identification, it should 
be manifestly gauge invariant. In Loos' canonical 
quantization 11 the secondary constraint on the YM 
field is '\l a1T o>J1 = 0, where >J1 is a quantum state func
tional. This constraint is satisfied by any state >J1 [ba] 
which is invariant under the change ba -7 b

o
- '\l 0 'I), 

i.e., under a gauge transformation generated by 
1] where IxC!' 121] ~ B as ix a I -> DJ. The secondary con
straint is satisfied automatically be states which are 
scalar functionals of the homogeneously transforming 
quantities b~[b], '\l Bb~[b], '\l y V' Bb~[b]. For example 

\}I = exp(- Jb~ibTaidX), Ixal2lbBi l::s B, ixal -tee, 

is such an invariant functional. If one adopts the 
canonical quantization rules of Ref. 11 for b(J. and 1T a' 
then possibly the quantum rules for b~ and 1T~ are to 
a large extent committed. But these rules have not 
been worked out. 

After constructing the gauge scalar functional CR
K

, 

Rohrlich and Strocchi2 found quantization rules for 
the CR

K 
which are manifestly gauge and Lorentz in

variant. It may be possible to carry out a similar 
program for the homogeneously transforming func
tional b

K
• However, one anticipates complications 

which usually attend attempts to generalize an 
Abelian to a non-Abelian theory. 
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APPENDIX: A SERJES REPRESENTATION OF :J)xx' 

The functional ~x x" which was encountered in the 
study of the transverse-longitudinal decomposition of 
the gauge potentials, was defined (Sec. 3) as the solu
tion of the equations 

(AI) 

Equation (AI) is the gauge invariant version of 

aaa:J) i'_rTjaa:J) i'=O.i'(X-x') (A2) 
a xx' eel. XXI) z, , 

where r ~ij are the transverse potentials in the trans
verse gauge, i.e., aar'{'Cf.] == o. The functional :J)xx1 

which satIsfies (A2) arises also in the quantum theory 
of the YM field studied in Refs.6 and 10. We derive in 
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this appendix a series representation of :.DXXI ' To 
generate the series, we first derive the functional de
rivative equation which is satisfied by :.DXXI ' Let :.DXXI 

denote the variation brought about by the variation of 
the coefficients in (A2). It is understood that the 
variation is taken within the transversality condition 
so that r&, + 6r&, also satisfies the transversality 
condition. Taking the variation of (A2) shows that 
o:.Dx x I satisfies 

If :.Dx x I exists, then we can write the integral repre
sentation 

(A4) 

Then the functional derivative of :.D x x' is given by 

6:.D ,i' . ., 
x x . =:.D '1() CiI:.D ! 
T II xXI' X I X'll 

6ral il 
(A5) 

For later use it is convenient to have (A5) in terms 
of b~. The equation 

(A6) 

has the same mathematical content as (A5) and is 
easily deduced by introducing the structure constants 
and b&, in the integrand of (A4). 

Let us try to express the solution of (A5) as a power 
series of functionals 18 (a Volterra series) at the 
origin of n, i.e., at the point r&, = 0, r~ =0. Wewrite 
formally 

The bar over the :.D indicates that the functional de
rivatives are evaluated at r a = O. The first func
tional derivative is obtained from the functional de
rivative equation itself. The higher order functional 
derivatives are obtained by repeated functional dif
ferentiation of (A5) and the subsequent use of (A5) to 
eliminate the derivatives from the right-hand side. 
For example, for the second functional derivative we 
obtain 

For each term in the Volterra expansion (A7) we can 
collect under the nth integral the n ! terms of the nth 

functional derivative and, thereby, obtain 

Suppressing the isotopic spin indices and the space 
coordinates we write (AS) in the compact form 

:.D=::I5* [0 + r Tal a ::15+ rTala ::15* r TCi2 a ::15 
0'.1 a 1 0:. 2 

l'a - Tu - ] + ... + (r la :.D * ... * r na :.D) + . . . (A9) 
a l an' 

where the second factor on the right-hand side of 
(A9) is a geometric series in rT aaa::l5. In (A9), 0 is 
the Dirac-delta function and we have used the * sym
bol to indicate integration. 

Schwinger6 has noted that :.D is self-adjoint. To prove 
this we will examine the series (AS) term by term. 
First we note from the defining differential equation 
(A2) that it follows that :.D evaluated at r a = 0 is given 
by 

Equation (A2) also implies that 

0::15 .it = o~/a / Ix - x'I. ex xxtz t ex 

(A10) 

(All) 

It is easy to show the self-adjointness of:.D if we in
troduce (A10) and (All) into the Volterra expansion 
(AS). Then (AS) becomes 

xa UI 1 dx +"'+J ... J 
IX1 -x'I 1 Xl Xn 

XaCiI 1 ... r. i'aCin 
IX1 -x2 1 Cin'n 

X 1 dx .•. dx 
IXn - x2 1 1 n 

(A12) 

Use of the divergenceless and anti-self-adjoint pro
perty of r;;j/, parts integration, and the self-adjoint
ness of 1/ Ix - x'i permits rearrangement of the 
terms in the integrands of (A13) so that it is evident 
that 

(A14) 

The convergence of the series for :.D is not considered 
here except to note that if b&, is a member of the con
figuration space n then each multiple integral in the 
Volterra series exists for x "'" x'. 
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We consider some mathematical aspects of the problems of defining restrictions of quantum fields and com
mutators of such fields to mill planes. We give precise meanings to these restrictions and discuss how these 
lead to unambiguous derivations of the usual formal results. We discuss and relate various definitions of null 
plane charges and derive some of their properties such as vacuum annihilation. We define and exhibit finite 
null plane restrictions for causal solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. Commutator functions defined by 
integral representations with various spectral functions are then considered. Light cone operator product 
expansions are used to calculate some null plane current commutators. In this way we can give precise 
derivations of Fubini sum rules and electroproduction structure function asymptotic behavior. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is growing evidence that many interesting phy
sical processes can be understood in terms of the 
behavior of quantum field operators near the light 
cone (LC). In this paper we shall study some mathe
matical aspects of this LC physics. This will, on the 
one hand, put some previous work on a sounder 
mathematical footing and, on the other hand, will indi
cate ways to extend the domain of applicability of LC 
techniques. 

One of the earliest encounters of the LC in particle 
physics was the observation that the infinite momen
tum techniques1 ,2 of current algebra lead to state
ments about the LC commutator of the currents. 3 In 
order to describe this development, we consider the 
forward spin-averaged connected covariant retarded 
current-proton scattering amplitude 

T(j/} = if d4x e iqX 8(x o)(P I [J(f(x).Je (0)] I p) 

+gflig:dabc"EC(O)=PflPvT~b(K,II)+'" (1.1) 

Here 11= q'P, K = q2, p2 = 1, and we have allowed for 
the presence of an operator Schwinger term of the 
form appearing in 
o(x )[J.a(x) Jb(O)] = ijabcJ'k(O) + idabc"EC(0)ak6(x). 

o 0 'k (1. 2) 

In this paper we shall explicitly consider only the 
SU(3) vector current Ja(x) although all our equations 
can be immediately gtneralized to include the axial 
vector currents. The absorptive part of (1. 1) is 

wab = (1/2lT) r d4x eiqz(p I [Ja(x) , J~ (0)] I p) 
~ J' p 

= PflPV W2'b(K, II) + 
so that 

W2 = (lilT) 1m T 2 • 

We write 

T¥)ab = ~ (T2'0 ± T~a) 
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(1. 3) 

(1.4) 

and Similarly define w~±)ab. 

The currents are, of course, assumed to satisfy the 
local chiral algebra 

(1. 5) 

etc. When this relation is expressed in terms of a qo 
integral of (1.3) with q fixed, and an infinite momen
tum limit is taken inside of this integral, there re
sults the Fubini-Dashen-Gell-Mann sum rule2 

(1. 6) 

where we have defined the forward form factor by 

iPflFC = (p / J:(O)/P). 

Equation (1. 6) corresponds to the asymptotic behavior 

T~-)ab(K,II)y (l/l1)jabcFc 

in the Regge limit (R limit: II -7 00, K fixed) character
istic of a fixed pole in the complex j plane at j = 1. 4 

Because of the need for the above infinite momentum 
assumption, (1. 6) is not implied by the equal-time 
commutation relation (1. 5), but rather by the LC com
mutation relation3 ,5 

~ fdx+ 6 (xJ[J~(x),J!,(O)] = irbcoLc(O) 6 (x- ,x.l.)' (1. 7) 

Equation (1. 6) follows immediately from (1. 7) by in
tegrating (1. 3) over II in the frame q_ = O,P = (1,0), 
in which 

T~b(lC, II) = i f d4x eiqx rJ(xo)(p /[J~(x),oLb(O)]/ p) 

- dabc"E c (0), (1. 8) 

Wf(IC,II) = 2~ f d4x eiqx(p / [J_a (x), oLb(O)] /p). (1. 9) 

The relation (1. 7) is, however, a formal one since the 
indicated formal operation on the left side need not 
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and Similarly define w~±)ab. 

The currents are, of course, assumed to satisfy the 
local chiral algebra 

(1. 5) 

etc. When this relation is expressed in terms of a qo 
integral of (1.3) with q fixed, and an infinite momen
tum limit is taken inside of this integral, there re
sults the Fubini-Dashen-Gell-Mann sum rule2 

(1. 6) 

where we have defined the forward form factor by 

iPflFC = (p / J:(O)/P). 

Equation (1. 6) corresponds to the asymptotic behavior 

T~-)ab(K,II)y (l/l1)jabcFc 

in the Regge limit (R limit: II -7 00, K fixed) character
istic of a fixed pole in the complex j plane at j = 1. 4 

Because of the need for the above infinite momentum 
assumption, (1. 6) is not implied by the equal-time 
commutation relation (1. 5), but rather by the LC com
mutation relation3 ,5 

~ fdx+ 6 (xJ[J~(x),J!,(O)] = irbcoLc(O) 6 (x- ,x.l.)' (1. 7) 

Equation (1. 6) follows immediately from (1. 7) by in
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in which 
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The relation (1. 7) is, however, a formal one since the 
indicated formal operation on the left side need not 
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be well defined. A major purpose of this paper will 
be to study such questions. 

The simplicity of (1. 7) is directly reflected in a sim
plified Feynman diagram structure in nice theories 
for good currents in the infinite momentum limit. It 
was, in fact, early observed that, for good-good free 
field current components, the three-particle inter
mediate state contribution to the equal time commu
tator vanishes in the 1M limit. These 1M techniques 
were then exploited by Weinberg,6 who showed that, 
for simpler scalar field theories in the 1M limit, 
many undesirable diagrams disappear and the re
maining ones can be described by new Feynman rules 
involving integrals over two-dimensional transverse 
momenta. Similar results were afterwards obtained 
in other models. 7 

Weinberg's results were generalized and formalized 
by Susskind,3 who emphasized the relevance of the 
two-dimensional Galilean group. Susskind, and inde
pendently Bardakci and Segre, 3 also notice that the 
1M limit of an ordinary formal charge 

(1. 10) 

is, apart from a scale factor, a null plane (NP) charge 

Q(xJ = J dx+dx 1. JJx). (1.11) 

The connection with (1. 7) is clear: If the 1M limit can 
be taken inside of the sum over intermediate states 
implicit in the ET commutation relation (1. 5), the LC 
commutation relation (1. 7) is obtained. Thus this 
interchange is formally equivalent to the interchange 
of the 1M limit and the qo-integration mentioned be
low in Eq. (1. 5). 

Bardakci and Halpern8 carried further the exploita
tion of the Galilean subgroup and constructed Gali
lean-invariant interacting relativistic systems. Quan
tum electrodynamics has also been formulated from 
this point of view. 9 

An independent source of evidence for the signifi
cance of the LC appeared when it was recognized10 
that the behavior of scattering amplitudes in the 
scaling lim it 11 is controlled by the behavior of rele
vant matrix elements of current operators near the 
LC. The assumption of exact scaling then determines 
the strength of the leading LC singularities. 12-14 It 
is emphasized in Ref. 13 that exact scaling is for
mally equivalent to the existence of LC restrictions 
of certain components of the current commutator. 

These works, however, do not predict scaling but only 
show that it is equivalent to other assumptions. 
Somewhat more predictive statements became possi
ble when it was shown 15 that the behavior of products 
of local field operators near the LC could be des
cribed in terms of operator product expansions. In 
this framework the scaling is equivalent to the effec
tive canonical dimenSionality of the fields in the ex
pansions. 1S The existence of these canonical expan
sions gave rise to a number of further fruitful appli
cations of LC physics.1 6,17 It seems possible that 
even the ordinary Regge limit can be described in 
these terms. 18 

A connection based on a universality assumption 
between these two situations (the 1M limit and the 

scaling limit), where the LC is relevant was proposed 
in Ref. 10. This proposal was further studied in Ref. 
12, and an operator generalization was compared with 
the canonical operator product expansions in Ref. 19. 
The universality statement was 

~ J dx+ 15 (xJ€(x J[£a(x) , J.b(O)] 

= - idabc HM-1P_, SC(O)}15(x_ ,x.L) (1.12) 

or,with (1.7), 

Jdx+ 15 (x_) 8 (x+) [J~(x), J~(O)] 

= 1 iM-1[jabcMJ.."(0) - dabc P -5(0)] 15 (x_ ,xJ. (1.13) 

Here Pil is the total momentum operator ,M2 == PIlPIl ' 
and SC(x) is the local scalar density in U(12) 
(11i1).,al/J in the free quark model). 

Precise definitions of expr.essions like (1. 12) and 
(1. 13) will be discussed in Sec. 2. Let us now, how
ever, proceed heuristically and note that, via the 
methods of Refs. 10 and 12, (1. 11) is seen to imply 
the existence of a finite Bjorken asymptotic limit 
(limit 1/ ~ 00, W == - q2/1/ fixed): 

(1. 14) 

The asymptotic structure function is related to the 
Fourier transform of the light cone restriction of 

J dx.L (p I [J~(x), J~ (0)] I p)== 8(x+xJ*ab (x+,xJ (1. 15) 

according to 

F2b(w) = (i/21T)J d"A e- iAW €(,\)*ab(2"A, 0). (1.16) 

The presence of the e(x+x_) factor in (1. 15) follows 
from causality.12 The existence of (1.16) follows 
from (1. 11), which implies the existence of the inte
gral 

(1. 17) 

Here we have defined the forward scalar form factor 

Equations (1. 16) and (1. 17) now give 

F2b(0) = (1/1T)d abcDc, 

(1. 18) 

(1. 19) 

and so (1. 11) is seen to imply a constant asymptotic 
behavior for w -? O. Finally, (1. 12) implies (when 
~c = 0) that 

T~b(K, 1/) f (1/1/) (fabcFc + idabcDC) (1.20) 

in the Regge limit with I K I large (R' limit: 11»1 K I» 1). 

Finally, let us mention some previous mathematical 
investigations of null plane restrictions. Klauder, 
Leutweyler, and Streit20 have studied quantum field 
theory on lightlike slabs, and Neville and Rohrlich21 
have studied quantum fields and differential equations 
with initial data specified on lightlike planes. The 
present work extends portions of their results. 
Neville and Rohrlich have calculated the null-plane 
restrictions of first-order derivatives of b. (x; m); we 
extend the calculation to include derivatives of all 
orders and provide a natural mechanism for remov-
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ing infinite coefficients which occur in previous cal
culations. An analysis is given of the lightlike 
charges obtained by integrating current densities over 
diffuse cutoff null slabs, then removing the cutoff and 
shrinking the slabs to planes. When this is done care
fully, the resulting charge annihilates vacuum states; 
however, this alone provides no control over other 
matrix elements of the charges. In order to control 
other matrix elements, we insert convergence factors 
into the sequentially defined charges. These conver
gence factors are later used to obtain finite sum rules 
from bad-good and bad-bad commutator matrix ele
ments. 

In Sec. 2 we first define NP charges and discuss some 
of their properties. We then discuss NP restrictions 
of commutators. We consider progressively more 
complicated situations by using DGS representations 
with different spectral functions. In particular, the 
connection with Regge asymptotic behavior in the 
energy is discussed. Methods for giving meaning to 
formally divergent NP restrictions are presented. In 
Sec. 3, LC operator product expansions for the gene
ral SU(3) current commutator are given and dis
cussed. Symmetry and equal-time restrictions are 
noted and the A and R' limits are formally discussed. 
Section 4 combines the results of Secs. 2 and 3. The 
good-good NP restriction is calculated and the res
trictions from requiring (1. 7) and (1. 2) are noted. 
We conclude by mentioning how good-bad and bad
bad commutators can be treated. 

2. NULL PLANE RESTRICTIONS AND CHARGES 

Our purpose here is to give precise meanings to the 
formal expression 

(2.1) 

for the sharp NP density of the field operator a(x), 
the formal expression 

J dx+dx 1.A(x_ ;x+ ,x J == Cf,(xJ (2.2) 

for the NP charge, and the formal expressions 

15 (x_ - y J [A (x _ ; x+ ,x 1.), B (y _ ; y + ,y .L)] (2. 3) 
and 

for the LC commutators of such objects. 

Let us first consider the formal charge 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

We always assume that (01 j(x)1 0) = O. We shall 
attempt to give this meaning as a limit of a sequence 
of well-defined expressions. Thus we consider 

Qh(X~) = lim [j(x)) {hn .n..(x!;x)], 
nl"':!~OO 1 ~ 

where 

h
nn 

(x~;x)=nlh(nl(x __ x~),x+,xnJ.\ 
1 2 \ n2 2)' 

h(x_ ,x+, x.L) = w(xJ v(x+ ,x 1.), 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

W EO S(R), J w = 1, v E S(R3), v(O) = 1. (2.9) 

Our treatment is thus analogous to the treatment of 
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ordinary charges given, for example, in Ref. 22. We 
choose our testing functions to have compact support 
in momentum space rather than in position space. 
This does not contradict desired locality properties.22 

The limit in (2.6) has not been fully specified; we 
note the possibilities 

(2. 10) 

lim [.1] (hanS). 
n~oo ' 

Thus, if the support hnlIl2 (k) is contained in a box sur
rounding the origin in momentum space, then: 

I In the limit I the diameter shrinks to 0, and 
then the length increases; 

II In the limit II the box stretches out along the 
k+ axis keeping fixed diameter, and then its 
diameter shrinks to 0; 

III in the limit III stretching and shrinking occur 
simultaneously, the parameter {3 indicating the 
relative rates. 

We first note that if h has compact support in momen
tum space and there is a mass gap in the theory, then 
Qn.h is defined on the vacuum and annihilates it. The 
§1ame is true for QS.h if {3> 1 or, if (3 = I,provided 
h1,1 (k) vanishes for k2 > M2, where M is the minimal 
mass in the theory. This is so because under the 
above conditions, for appropriately large n 1 and n 2' 

the support of hn n (k) is disjoint from the mass 
spectrum and so~'ffom the Kallen-Lehmann repre
sentation, II Q(x_) 10> II = O. 

Finally, if iJ(k_ , k 1.) = 0 for k_ :::: 0, then QI,h , Q n.h' and 
Q h,S each annihilate the vacuum; however, since hex) 
is not real, they are not generally limits of sequences 
of Hermitian operators. 

Since the preceding arguments depend only on support 
properties of hnl~' they remain valid for new charges 

obtained by replacing hn1"2 with n~n~hnl"2 -these new 
charges will be used to obtain finite results from 
"bad-bad" commutators. 

The charges Qa.h can easily be related to the infinite 
momentum limits of ordinary charges. We define 

A = -..!. [1 + n. 2 1 - n2] = (An-1)-1 (2.11) 
n 2n 1 - n2 1 + n2 

so that 

satisfy t' ± z' = n±l(t ± z). Thus 

hn.n (x) = nfin (Anx), 

where 

fi" (x_ ,x+ ,x 1.) = h(x_ ,x+ ,x jn) 

so that 

(a I Qlh (x_) I (3) = lim (Ana I [j] (fin) I Anf3)· 
, n-- co 

(2. 12) 

One can similarly discuss currents with Lorentz in
dices and commutators of such currents. 
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Also of interest are the semicharges Ci formally ob
tained by integrating a current density over the null 
semiplane x_ constant, (- l)ix+ 2: O. Indeed, if these 
are defined by sequences Ul (h~ex-», where h!(x) == 0 
unless (- l)ix+> - 1, lx_I < C, then there exist non
empty open sets Ri which are spacelike with respect 
to the support of each h~. Let Pi and Q i be elements 
of the polynomial algebra associated with RLsince 
they commute with all C~, one has C! Pi 10) == Pi C~ I 0) 
and (Qin, Ci pi 10) == (Pt Qin, CiQ). The states Pi 10) 
are dense in H (by the Reeh-Schlieder theorem); thus, 
if C~ I 0) is a Cauchy sequence, Ci is a densely defined 
sesquilinear form (and if C~ I 0) converge to an ele
ment of D, the common domain of all Pi' then Ci is a 
densely defined operator). 

Unfortunately, the previous simple support arguments 
cannot be used to control C ~ I 0). The use of conver
gence factors may provide a partial alterJ1ative. Let 
U E: CCO(R) satisfy u(x) + u{- x) == 1, u'{x) 2: 0, uex-) == 1 
for x > 1; and let ui(x) == u«- l)ix). Define Ci == lim 
U] (h~), 

h~(x) == fen) ui(xjn) w(nxJ v (xjn ,x .LIn), 

with w, v as before with the added requirement that 
w is to have compact support. (The charge Cn == C~ + 
C~ still annihilates the vacuum provided v vanishes 
for k :s 0.) Using the Kallen-Lehmann representation, 
one has 

and 
Ilc~10)112 == [D(K)] (lh~(K)12) 

II(C~ - C~)I 0)11 2 == [D(K)] (Ih~, - h~ 12) 

where D(K) is a positive Lorentz-invariant distribu
tion. For any finite pair r, S one may pick an inverse 
polynomial fen) such that II hn (k)11 ~,s --) 0; since D(K) is 
bounded in some norm II II r,s one may always equate 
fen) to an inverse power of n such that q I 0) is a 
Cauchy sequence converging to zero. However, it 
seems difficult to obtain a Cauchy sequence which 
does not converge to zero. 

We now turn our attention to the NP restrictions of 
commutators of local fields. We explicitly consider 
the commutator 

D(x) == [j(x),j(O)] (2. 13) 

of scalar "currents" j(x). We shall treat (2.13) as a 
bilinear form, rather than as an operator, and further 
simplify matters by considering only diagonal bounded 
momentum matrix elements. Of course, we should 
really work with the eight-dimensional distribution 
[j{x),j(y)], but this can be trivially related to (2.13) 
by translation invariance. Our final notational sim
plification will be to work with sharp momentum 
states. Momentum smearing is trivial and can be 
done afterwards if desired. 

The above conventions can be conveniently summa
rized by the DGS representation 

D{x) == -i l co
da Jl db a{a. b)e-ibp,xilex-;a + b2). 

21T 0 -1 (2.14) 

Our analysis will be based on properties of (2. 14) for 
various choices of the spectral function a{a, b). Our 
results can be easily extended to other representa
tions. 

Precisely analogous to (2.10), we define, for distribu
tions d(x), the restrictions D l , h(xJ,DII,h (xJ,DB,h(xJ 
corresponding to the formal expression (2.4). We 
shall proceed in three steps,first discussing ilex-;m2), 
then e- ix ' P il(x;m2), and then all of (2.14) for some 
interesting a's. 

We begin by noting that [:Dil(x;m2)]Lh and [:Dil(x;m2 )]B,h' 
f3 > 1, where 

is any differential operator, may be made to vanish 
by appropriately restricting the support of h as dis
cussed above. [Thus when such restrictions are 
made, discrete singularities of a(a, b) at b == 0 do not 
contribute to the null plane charge obtained from Eq. 
(2. 14).] At the other extreme we consider 

[:Dil(x;m2)hr h == lim [6(xJ:Dil{x;m2)L(v(x+ln,x,jn» 
n->co 

(2. 15) 
where [ 6 (x _ ) d (x)] w is the null plane restriction of 
d(x), defined below. 

We define the restriction to the null plane x_ == 0 of 
the distribution d(x) E S'(R4) taken with respect to 
w E: S(R), J w == 1, by 

[c5(xJd(x)]w == lim [nw(nxJd(x)] 
12.-+ 00 

(2. 16) 

provided the limit exists in S'(R4). {We do not define 
[c5(xJd(x)] if the limit does not exist.} If (2.16) does 
exist and is the same for all w, we write it simply as 
6(xJd(x). It is useful to place restrictions on the be
havior of w at the origin. We therefore define the 
space S k of functions w which satisfy 

[(~)m Wk(T)JI == 0, m == 0, ... , k == 1. 
dT TOO 

(2.17) 

If [c5 (x J d (x)] w is defined and is independent of 
k 

wk E: Sk' we write it as [o(xJd(X)]k' We note that the 
set of functions wk is quite large and includes the 
simple functions 

(2.18) 

We list (in Table I) the results of the computations 
(2.15). The derivations and proofs of sequence inde
pendence are given in Appendix A. Additional combi
nations may be obtained by using 

d d 
- - == ([J + m2) + 01- m2 • (2.19) 
dx+ dx_ 

Note that, by using an appropriate testing function 
wk , all of the restrictions exist as distributions in 
S(R4). 

As an application of the results in Table I, and for 
use below, we consider a homogeneous distribution 
g>..(x) of degree A, A E R: 

a E R, a,c 0, 

where, of course, 

[g(ax)](u{x» == a-d[g(x)](u(xla», (2.20) 

and d is the dimension of space. If d (x) is homo
geneous of degree A, then 
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TABLE I. 

n. 
[o(t + z)·t,(x;m2)]w= ~ 0(1 + z)E(t)o(x.L) 

[o(t + z)'(d, - dz)kt,(x, m2)],. = ~ (d, - dz)k-l o(x) 

[o(t + Z)'E(Xo)t,(x;m2)]w = ~ o(t + z)o(x.L) 

[o(t + z)'(d, - d z)kE(x o)t,(x;m2)]w = 0, k" 1 

III. 
[o(t + z)'(d, + dz)kt,(x;m2)]w = E(t - z)[(z - t)(al- m

2
)]ko(t + z;x .L) 

k 2k+2k! 

IV. 
[o(t + z)(d

t 
+ dz)k E(xO) t,(1:;m2)] = [(z - t)(dl- m2)]k o(t + z;x.L) 

W R 2k+2k! 

V. Additional combinations may be obtained by using 

(d, - dz)(d, + d z) = (0 + m 2) + (at - m2) 

[o(t+z)'(d,+d )kO(x)] =0 b>k 
z. wb' 

[d (x)](nw(nxJv(x+/nB, x .L/n B» 

= nA(A,B)[d(x)]{nw(nxJv(x+ ,X.L», (2.21) 

where 

A(x, (3) = (A + 3) (3/(1 + (3). 

Thus, if A = - 3, then 

DB,h = [6 (xJ d(x)L (v). 

If A -) - 3 and [6(xJd(x)]w is finite, then 

DB,h = 0, 

and, if A -) - 3, then DB, h can only exist if 
[6(xJd(x)1 w = O. 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

We next consider d(x) = e iP ·x .6.(x;m2) with p_ '" O. In 
this case,Dlh,DIIh,andDBh are all equal bec~use,as 
n 1 -) 00, the tube representing the support of hn1n2 (k) 
stretches out at a 45° angle with respect to the energy 
axis and punctures every mass hyperboloid. The cal
culation is straightforward and gives 

(2.25) 

We are now ready to consider the general representa
tion (2.14). We shall only consider spectral functions 
a(a, b) which are rapidly decreasing functions of a 
uniformly in b. We do, however, allow singularities at 
b = O. These spectral functions are of physical inte
rest since they lead to scaling behavior in the A limit 
and can lead to Regge asymptotic behavior in the R 
limit.12 For use below, we recall here some results 
from the Appendix of Ref. 12. 

The Fourier transform [p = (1,0)] 

W(K, v) = 1000 

da i~ db a(a,b)o(K + 2bv- a) (2.26) 

of (2. 14) will satisfy scaling 

vW""}\> F(P) < 00 

with 
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(2.27) 

F(P) = i Ida a(a, 1/2p) (2.28) 

and will have Regge behavior 

W -::-7 W(K)V'X, - 1 .:S 0' .:S 1, 
with R 

(2.29) 

W(K) = ~ J da a(a)[2/(a - K)]a.+l (2.30) 

provided 

a(a,b) ~ b-(l+a)a(O') for b ~ O. (2.31) 

It follows that 

D(x) = W(x2;x·P) ~ O(X2)E(X'p)f(x'p) 
x2-->0 (2.32) 

with 
f(A) ~ Aa.. (2.33) 

A-->oo 

If (2.14) represents a true scalar commutator, then 
f(A) must be even. In order to include the affects of 
internal indices, however, we shall not so restrict 
f(A). 

Since, according to (2.25), we have 

o(x_)e- iPx .6.(x;m2) =- i O(XJE(x.)o(x.L)e-2iP- x _, 

(2.34) 

we formally obtain from (2.14) 

1 dx+o(xJD(x) = (- i/4p_) 1 dadb[a(a,b)/b] 

x o(xJ o(x .L)' (2.35) 

If a(a, b) is even in b, then (2.35) vanishes. If it is 
odd in b, then, according to (2.31), (2.35) is only 
finite for 0' ::::; - 1. For 0' < - 1, we expect the three 
D t s to be equal and to give 

(- i/4p_) 1 dadb a(a, b )/b = ~. (2. 36) 

This is easily seen to be the case. The corresponding 
"sum rule" is 

I dVW(K, v) ~ ~. (2.37) 

Let us finally consider the case - 1 < 0'. Then, 
according to (2.31), (2.36) does not exist and, accord
ing to (2.29), neither does (2. 37). These difficulties 
amount to the sequence dependence of 

1 dAf(A) V(A/n). (2.38) 

A way to surmount the difficulty is suggested by the 
identity 

IdA Aa. v (A/n) = na.+l J dA V(A); (2.39) 

for the good situation 0' < - 1, this always vanishes 
for n -) 00. In the bad situation 0' > - 1, however, it 
diverges for n -) 00 unless the integral vanishes iden
tically: 

J dA Aa. v(x) = O. (2.40) 

This is quite consistent with the interpretation of the 
limit of (2.38) as a formal charge, which only re
quires that v(O) = 1. 

It seems natural to use these observations to define 
finite NP restrictions in the bad situation. Suppose, 
for example, that 
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j(X) = X a + g(X), g(X) = 0(X -1-,), Cl! > - 1. (2.41) 

With veX) chosen to satisfy (2.40), we have 

(2.42) 

The corresponding sum rule will have the form 

J dIlW(K, II) ~ J dX g(X) (2.43) 

where ii; is obtained from w by subtracting out the 
leading large II behavior (2.29). 

3. OPERATOR PRODUCT EXPANSIONS 

In this section we discuss the LCOPE' s for the SU(3) 
currents ~UCx). These expansions have been shown to 
be valid in each order of any renormalizable field 
theory, in soluble models, and more generally.15,23 
As in previous cases, 15 we shall ignore the logarith
mic factors (log x2 ) which occur in perturbation 
theory. 

The methods of Ref. 15 show that the LC expansion 
for the commutator 

(3.1) 

has the form 

Cab(x) ---::--7 6 dabc[O(±)C(x)a a + Q(±)C (x)g a/ax2 
I'V x2 -->0 ± ± 1 I' u 2 I'v 

+ iO(±)C fv)a + iO(±)c (x)a 31' \-" U 3 U I' 

+ iO(±)c fv)a - o(±)c (x)a 41' \-" U 4u I' 

+ O(±)c (X)Eo:Jl a 
58 I'u a 

+ O~±j~(x) + iOW';(x)]~(x), 

where 
d~bc = idabc, d'!.bc = jabc 

and 
~(x) = (1/21T) ECxO) o(x2 ). 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

We have assumed that SU(3) is only broken by mass 
terms so that the leading LC singularities have the 
above SU(3) symmetric structure. 0 6 is symmetric 
and 0 7 is antisymmetric under 11. ~ II. The 0 (x)' s in 
(3.2) have the expansions 

00 

O(±)C() ",(.)n al ctnp(±)c (0) 
K X =L.Jl X ••• x Ku "'a 

n~ 1 n 
(3.5) 

in terms of a suitable basis {p1±~c ••• u } of local field 
1 n 

operators. Here K takes on the values 1,2, 311,411., 
5tl, 611.11, and 711. 11 . 

The symmetry property 

C~e(x) = - Cw- x) (3.6) 

implies that 

01±)c (- x) = ± o~t)c Cx), K = 1,2,411., 5tl, 6J.1I1, 

and 

O~)c (- x) = 'fOl±)c (x), K = 311.,711.11. 

The adjoint property 

C~e(x)* = - c~t(x) 

(3.7a) 

(3.Th) 

(3.8) 

implies that 

O~±)c (x)* = ± O~±)c Cx), K = 1,2,411., 5{3, 611. 11 (3.9a) 

and 

(3.9b) 

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) imply that the PK in (3.5) 
are Hermitian. Equations (3. 7) imply that 

p(+)c = p(-) = 0 K 1 2 411 5(.1 61111 
KUl "'u2n+1 Kul ",u 2n ' =" r-, 1-', r-

(3. lOa) 
and 

p(-)c - p(+)c - 0 K 3 7 (3 lOb) 
KUl"'U2n+l - KUl ••• a2n -, = J.I, J.l1I. • 

The equal-time commutation relations 

cgb8(x)O(x O) = ij abcJ8(0)oCx), (3. 11 a) 

cgtCx) o(xo) = irbcJ'j.(O) o(x) + idabcz:c(O)ok o (x) (3.11b) 

Cf1(x)o(x o) = ijabcOjjJg(O)o(x) + idabCEij"ACk(O) o (x) 
(3. llc) 

imply that 

p(+)C = z:c p(-)c - 0 
1 'la - , p.(-)C = _ 2 JC 

2a a' 
p(-)c _ JC 

31' - I' ' P (+)c _ 0 p(+)c - AC 
41' -, 58 - /3' (3. 12) 

The remaining low-indexed terms in (3.2) contribute 
to the time derivative commutator according to 

Jd4Xo(xo)[~aCx),Jl(0)] = 2idabc[-E~+y(0) 
+ F,(+)c(O) + ~ C(~)c (0)] 3. 13) 

iJ iJ 

+ ij terms + (i ~ j) antisymmetric terms, where we 
have used notation to be introduced below. 

Especially interesting is the good-good commutator, 
which we write as 

[J~(x),J~(O)] ~o 6d~bC [8(±)C (x) a_a_ 
x --> ± 

+ 2ig:(±Jc(x)a_ +S~~C(x)]~(x), (3.14) 

<r:~±)C(x) ~ (,)n a1 unF(±)c (0) 
oJ,. = L.J Z X ... x l'a

1
",un ' 

n=O 
00 

(l '~±v)C(x) "(,)n "1 "n C(±)C (0) ",. = ~O Z x ... X l'ua1'''Un (3.15) 

with the E's, F's, and C's Hermitian local field opera
tors. Let us directly compute from (3.14) the beha
vior of the single-particle rest matrix elements. We 
define 

(pI8(±)CCx)lp)=e(±)C(x'p) + "', 
(plg:(±)c(x)lp)=j<±)c(x,p) + "', 

(p I gJ~C(x) Ip) =g(±)c(x 'p) + "', 

(3. 16) 

where e,l, and g are scalar functions and the omitted 
terms do not contribute to the leading asymptotic be
haviors. By the methods of Ref. 4, we find from (3.14) 
that (1. 14) is valid with 

(3. 17) 
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where 

hab(A) = .Bd~bC[g(±)C(A) - 2ij(±)c'(A) + e(±)c"(A)] 
± 

so that 

F2b(0) = (- 1/4n)dabc IdA h;(A). (3.19) 

Using (3.12), we find further that 

T.gb(K, v) R7 (- i/4v) da b C I dAh (±)c (A) + (fabc/ v) 

x [Fc - t J dAE(A)g~{)T (3.20) 

Equations (3.17) and (3.18) tell us that 

I dw Ftb(w) = (i/2) hab (0) = - ~ d abc 

x [g(+)C(O) - 2ij(+)c,(0) + e(+)c,,(O)]. (3.21) 

By virtue (3.13), this is just the Callan-Gross result. 
We have derived it without taking an infinite momen
t~m limit because in (3.16) there occur no gjIV terms 
smceg __ = O. 

This concludes our discussion of the LCOPE's for the 
SU(3) currents. In Sec. 4 we shall consider the LC 
restriction of (3. 14) and briefly consider some of the 
other components of (3.2). 

4. NULL PLANE CURRENT COMMUTATORS 

In this section we combine some of the results of 
Secs.2 and 3 in order to compute the null plane res
trictions of some current commutators. We use the 
formal notations of Secs.1 and 3 rather than the cum
bersome, although precise, notations of Sec. 2. We 
will, of course, always have in mind the precise defi
nitions of Sec. 2. 

We consider first the expression (3.14) for the LC 
behavior of the good-good current commutator. 
Using Table I, we find 

li(x_)[J..a(x),J.."(O)] = ~ .Bd~bc[2&(±)c(x)il_o{x)+ 4i~~'JC(x) 
± 

x o{x) + g~±~C(x) o(xJ E{xJ o(x 1.)]. (4.1) 

We note that this result is sequence independent. 

We next want to integrate (4.1) over x+. The & and 5' 
terms are clearly integrable and the integrability of 
the 9 term depends on the large-x+ behavior of 
G __ (x+, 0, 0). Assuming this is integrable, we obtain 

~ I dx+ 0 (xJ[ J~ {x)J~ (0)] = ijabcJt;. (0) o(x_ ,x 1.) 

+ tjabc Idx+E(XJg~-~C(x)6{x_,x.L)' (4.2) 

Thus, as in Ref. 19, we see that the LC commutation 
relation (1. 7) or, equivalently, the sum rule (1. 6) need 
not be satisfied in general even though the ET commu
tation relations (1. 5) are satisfied. The condition for 
the validity of (1. 6) and (1. 7) is 

(4.3) 

Let us now consider the other null plane restriction 
(1. 12). In order to avoid undefined expressions like 
0(0), we shall make use of a different form of (3. 14). 
We can write 
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[,[a (x),J..b (0)] x2~r! ~ d~bC{JC~±~C(x)b.(x) 

+ il_[d~i)C(X).b.(x)] + o_ilJa(±)c{x).b.(x)]} (4.4) 

where JC, 9, and a are uniquely related to &, 5', and 9 . 
For example, 

We use the form (4.4) to uniquely define the "nonderi
vative part" [J..a (x), .Ib (O)]N of the commutator so that 

[,,-a (x), J~(O)]N --,--72 .B d~bC JC~i~C (X).b. {x). (4. 6) 
x ~O ± 

Using (4.6) and Table I, we formally obtain 

~ I dx + 0 (xJ E(X.)[ J~ (x), J!' (O)]N 

= O(xJo(x1.)idabc jdx+JC~~C(x+,O,O). (4.7) 

This result is correct provided HS+J (x+, 0, 0) is integ
rable. Equation (1. 12), interpreted in this way, thus 
requires the validity of the identity 

j dx+ JC~+~ (x+ , 0, 01.) = - {M-lp _, SC (O)} . (4.8) 

Taking one-particle matrix elements of (4.7) and 
(4.8), using (3.16) and (3.19), we obtain the desired 
result (1. 19). The same result (1. 19) was obtained 
formally in Ref. 19, but there, because all x+ integrals 
were assumed to be rapidly convergent, only the g(A) 
term in (3.18) was kept in (3.19) and only the G term 
in (4. 5) was kept in (4.7). Here we allow for the pos
sibility that,for example,!(A) ~ E(A) so that 
I dAj'(A) ;t' o. 
So far we have only considered the good-good com
mutator (3.14). Working with the other components 
of (3.1) leads to two additional complications. The 
first is that the formal expression o(x_)Cae(x) is not 
well defined. This matter was resolved i~ Sec. 2, 
where it was shown that, by using suitable sequences 
w k ' each term in (3.2) could be restricted to the null 
plane x_ :::: O. The second implication is that the 
large x+ behaviors are not expected to be good. This 
follows from the result (2. 34) and the fact that the 
Regge behavior for these components has (}' > - 1. 
An attack on this problem was also made in Sec. 2. 
There is was shown that with a suitable testing func
tion veAl, the contributions of the bad large-x+ pieces 
could be made to vanish so that a finite result is ob
tained. Possible forms for this result could thus be 
postulated and, via the corresponding finite sum rule, 
compared with experiment. 

Note in manuscript: We have recently learned that 
C. H. Woo has derived related results about the exis
tence and properties of NP charges. 

APPENDIX: NULL PLANE RESTmCTIONS OF 
CAUSAL SOLUTIONS OF THE KLEIN-GORDON 
EQUATION 

We define the restriction to the null plane t + z == 0 
of the distribution T(x) E S'(R) taken with respect 
to the function WE S(R), jdy wry) == l,w(y) = w{-y) 
by 

[oCt + z) r{x)] = lim [nw(n(t + z)) rex)]; (AI) 
w n~oO 
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this definition gives precise meaning to the formal 
expression o{t + z) T{x). It is useful to place res
trictions on the behavior of w at the origin; thus wk 
will denote a function WkE S{R), Wk{Y) = W k {- Y), 
Jdy Wk{Y) = 1, [d y mWk{y)]ly~O = O,m < k. In the 
present section (the results of which are summarized 
in Table I) we calculate the null plane restrictions of 
the distributions 6,{x;m) and E(xo)6,(x;m) and deriva
tives of these distributions. 

1. o{xo + x3)0{x2) and o{xo + X3)E{Xo)6{x2), and 
Derivatives 

Recalling the definition of 0{x2) and E{xo)1i{x2) 

0{X2) = (1/21 tl) 0{1 tl- r), E{X O) 0(x2) = 0{1 tl-r)/2t 
(A2) 

we have, for u E S(R4),u{x) = u(t,r, cose,cp), 

[nw(n(t + z» 0(x2)] (u) 

=! Idti~d coseltlu(t,ltl,cose) 

x nw(n{ It I cose + t» 
=! l

OO
dtl

oo
dye{2nltl-y)u 

-00 0 

x (t,ltl,Eltl(y/nlt 1-1»w(y), (A3) 

where 

u{t, I tl, cose) = It' dC/> u(t, I tl, cose, C/». (A4) 

Now the integrands u(t, I t I, ± (1 - yin I tl) w(y) are 
dominated by the integrable functions Iw(±y) I 
x sUPz I u{t, I t I, z) I, so the Lebesque convergence 
theorem may be used to evaluate the limit 

lim [nw(n (t + z» o (x2»)(u) = t L: dt u(t, I tl, E{- t». 
n-+OO (A5) 

Since u(t, It 1,- E(t» = 21TU{X) I x ~-x x ~x =o,we have o 3' 1 2 

[O(t + z)0(x2)]w = (1T/2)0(t + z)0(x V x 2) (A6) 

and similarly 

[oCt + z) E(x o) 0(x2)]w = (11/2) E(t - z) oCt + z) 0{x1,x2). 

(A7) 

Since w (x 0 + x 3) is independent of the variables 
(x 0 - x 3)' Xl' X 2' one may replace u by its appropriate 
derivative to obtain 

= (1T/2) oal,od~ld~:o(t + z) 0(x1,x2 ) (AB) 

and (a 1 ~ 1) 

[o(t + z)'(d t - dztldx~d~3E(XO) o (x2)J 
1 2 

==11(dt_d,yc1da2da30(X). (A9) 
Xl X2 

In order to calculate o(xo + x 3 )(d t + d z)no(x2), it is 
convenient to first guess the answer which may be 
done as follows. We recall [or verify directly from 
(A2)] that 0(x2) and E(xO)0(x2) satisfy the Klein
Gordon equations 

o 0(x2) = 20(x), 

o E(X 0) 0(x2 ) == 0. (A10) 

Thus, if wk E S(R) vanishes at the origin together with 

its first (k - 1) derivatives and u(x) is such that 
u == (d t - dz)k h with h E S(R4), 

hex) == h(x+,x_,x.1.) 

1 {X (x k-l 
=-JO-dx~''''Jo- dX_kU(X+,X~,x.1.)' 

2k 

then (A10) implies 

[0(x2)l(d t + dz)kuW(t + z» == [0(x2)] 

x «dt + dz)k(d t - dyhw) == [0(x2)](wa~h), 

(All) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

If we conjecture that these relations hold in general, 
we have 

and similarly 

[oCt + z)'(d t + d~)E{xo)0(x2»w 
k 

1IE{t - z) = [«z - t)a~)ko(X.L)o(t + z)]. (A15) 
2 k+1 k! 

It remains to verify (A14) and (A15) explicitly. This 
may be done by integrating the analogs of (A3) by 
parts, a fairly tedious task which we now carry out 
for the case k = 1. 

2. Verification of (A14) and (A15) for k == 1 

In order to verify the preceding result, we begin by 
evaluating L± (u) == lim[e{±t) 0(x2)] [edt + d z)nw1 

n~OO 

(n{t + z»] u(x). One has 

In±(w,u) == [e(±xo)0(x2)] [2n2wl (n(t + z»u(x)] 

= 1: dt e(±t) l~nl tl dy E(t)nwl (y)u 

x (t, I t I, E{t)(y/n I t I - 1». (A16) 

Integrating this by parts (recalling that w 1 vanishes 
at the origin), one obtains 

In± =Il± + I;± (A17) 

where 

I~± = 1:dt[±e(±t)nw1(2nltl)u(t,ltl,E(t))] 

---+ ± t u (0,0,1) = ± (1T/2)u(O) 
and 

I~± = - l;'dt e(± t) 1 dy w(y)~(t, ! t I, E{t)(y/n I t 1- 1» 
---+ ±! 1 dt e(± t)~(t, It 1,- E(t» 

with 

::: ) _ -1 d -( ) u(t,r, cose - r -- u t,r, cose 
d cose 

=r-1_d_ 10
2n dC/> u(t,r sine cosC/> , 

d cose 
x r sine sinC/> , r cose) 

= 1021T dC/>(- cote(u,l coscp + u,2 sin<P)+u3) 
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= Jo
2
"dc/J[(-r cosl:J)(sin2 c/J u. l1 

and so 

~(t, 1 t 1,- E(t» = 27T[(~ - ~ ar) uJ I . 
dz 2 z=-t.x-L=o 

Thus we have 

Now 

[o(t + z)'(d t + dz)I:J(± t)0(x2)]w (u) 
1 

= - L± (u) - [o(t + z)·I:J(± t) 0(x2)] (u) 

= - (7T/2) f dt e(± t)(za~u), (A19) 

which is the result given before. It should be empha
sized that the vanishing of wI at the origin is critical 
for the validity of (A14), although this is not evident 
in the heuristic derivation. 

3. o(t + z)·I:J(x2), o(t + z)·6.(x;m2), and 
o(t + z)-E(xo) 6.(x;m2) 

Expressions of the form o(t + z)·I:J(x2)f(x2) withf 
everywhere locally integrable may be seen to vanish 
as follows. One has 

[I:J(x2)f(x2)] (nw(n(t + z»u(x» 

= ~ L: dt foex> dr G:I) i~ d cose f(t2 - r 2) it 

x (t,r, cosl:J)nw(n(t + r cosl:J)) 

= ~ f dt dr dy (~\ f(t2 - r 2)w(y)itft,r, L - i) 
1 t I) \ nr r 

x e(1 t 1- r) e(y - n(t - r» l:J(n(t + r) - y). 
(A20) 

Since the integrand of (A20) is dominated by the integ
rable function obtained by replacing u(t, r ,y Inr - tlr) 
by SUPy 1 u(t, r, y) 1 and setting n = 0 elsewhere, and 
since the integrand approaches zero almost every
where, the Lebesgue convergence theorem implies 
that the limit vanishes. 

Since 27T6.(x;m) differs from E(xO)0(x2) by a locally 
integrable function, we obtain 

[o(t + z)·6.(x;m)]w= t o(x-L)o(t + z), 

[o(t + Z)·E(x o)6.(x,m2)L = t E(t)O(t + z)o(x,L)' 

(A21) 

(27T)-1 E(x o) 6.(x·m) and (27T)-I6.(x;m) satisfy the Klein
Gordon equations obtained by replacing al with 
(ai - m2 ) in the preceding calculation; the reasoning 
used in passing from (A10) to (A14) may be general
ized by making the same substitutions. 

4. O(k)(t + z)T(x) 

Distributions of the form o(k)(t + z)'T(x) occur when 
one carries out the null-plane analog of the Bjorken 
expansion. Such distributions are incorporated in the 
foregoing analysis by means of the relation 

(akw(x»T(x) = l~ (:) a;i-l(w(x)(- ax)IT(x» (A22) 

valid for every cex> function w, distribution T, and first
order derivative a. Thus we define 

[O(k)(t + z)'T(x)]w = lim [nk+Iw(k)(n(t + z»T(x)] 
n--> ex> 

and obtain 

[0 (k)(t + z)· T(x)]w = ~ t (kZ) (d t + dz)k-l[o(t + z) 
2k 1=0 

'(-dt-dz)IT(x)]w (A23) 

whenever each term in the sum is well defined. 
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The Schrodinger equation is obtained by Feynman's path integration method of quantization for a general dyna
mical system. The meaning of the results is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We present a derivation of the "Schrodinger equation" 
for a general dynamical system using Feynman's 
path integrall method of quantization. The result 
differs from the "usual Schrodinger equation" in that 
there is an additional term proportional to the total 
curvature R of the coordinate space defined with a 
geometry given by the kinetic energy~ This result 
had been given before by DeWitt.2 In a curved space 
or in cases of constraints where R "" numerical con
stant, the presence of this additional term would 
change the energy spectrum of the whole system. In 
Sec. III we discuss the meaning of this additional 
term. 

II. DERIVATION OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

We will give a detailed derivation of the Schrodinger 
equation for a general mechanical system by using 
the path-integral method of Feynman. For a given 
mechanical system described by a set of coordinates 
q (q 1, q2, ... qN), let the Lagrangian be 

Following Ref. 1, we can generalize Eqs. (1)-(18) to 
the above system, that is, 

1J;(q(t + E), t + E) = (l/A) I exp [(ijn) S(q(t + E), q(t»] 

(1 ) 

x 1J;(q(t), t)-Jg(q(t»dq(t), (2) 

where 1J;(q(t + E), t + E) and lJ;(q(t), t) are, respectively, 
wavefunctions at time t + E and t, S(q(t + E), q(t» is 
the classical action, that is, 

S(q(t + E), q(t» = minimum of Itt+E L(q(t'), q(t'»dt' (3) 

with the boundary conditions 

A is a normalization factor to be determined later 
andg is the determinant of (gij)' Taking the limit of 
Eq. (2) when E ~ 0, we can derive the Schrodinger 
equation. Now as E ~ 0, the factor exp[(i/IZ)S(q(t + E), 
q(t»] oscillates very rapidly. Only the vicinity of the 
stationary point of S(q(t + E), q(t» contributes to the 
integral in Eq. (2). The stationary point is 

q(t) = q(t + E). (5) 

As we shall see the region which contributes to the 
integral in Eq. (2) is It,q 1= 1 q(t) - q(t + E) I;S El/2. 
Thus we can expand S(q(t + E), q(t)) as a power series 
of t,q. This is done in Appendix A and gives 

S(q(t + E), q(t» = iE gij(q(t + E» 

x [t,qit,qj - ~~n~ t,qjt,qmt,qn 

+ ! j i I j j I t,qmt,qnt,q<xt,qll 
4 Irnn\ I a /3\ 

1723 

+ l (~~ i I + ~ iJ ~ a I) t,qjt,q mt,qnt,q I + .. J. 
3 Bql/rnnl /all /rnn\ J 

We also need the following expansions: 

-Jg(q(t» = "fg(q(t + E» _ t,qi a-Ji 
aq' 

(6) 

1 . . B2..fg (7) + 2D.q'D.qJ -.-. + "', 

1J;(q(t), t) = 1J;(q(t + E), t) - t,qi ~ 
Bq' 

Bq'aqJ 

1 '. a2t/; + 2 t,q't,J -- + . ". (8) 
aqiBqj 

In these equations 

t,q = q(t + E) - q(t) 

and \ i ( is the Christoffel symbol, 
/rnnl 

~ i I = gik[rnn k] 
/ulnl ' , 

[rna k] = ~ (Ogmk + og"k _ Ogmlz) 
, 2 oqn oqm aqk' 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and (gi k) is the inverse matrix of (g i k)' Keeping the 
zero-order term (1/2E)g ij t,qit,qi in the exponential 
and expanding higher-order terms into power series, 
we get from Eq. (2) 

t/;(q(t + E), t + E) = i I exp(2~E gijt,qit,qi) 

x [1- 2~E gij ~r~nf t,qit,qmt,qn 

+ 8~Egii In:n\ j;J3f t,qmt,qnt,qat,qB 

+ 6~E gii (B:l ~1f:n\ + ~~l\ l,:nDt,qjt,qmt,qnt,ql 

_ gijgst j i (\ S I t,qit,qtt,qmt,qnt,q<xt,qB + .. J 
81Z2 E2 Imnl ta/3\ J 

x i";g(q(t + E» _ t,qi a-Ji + t t,qit,qi B
2

-Ji .) 
\' aq' Bq'BqJ 

x (t/;(q(t + E), t) _ t,qi at/;. 
aq' 

+ t t,qit,qi B2t/;. + ... ) d(t,ql) ••• d(t,qN). (12) 
qq'BqJ 

The following are two useful identities: 

Ii: ... I exp(2~E giit,qit,qi)d(t,q) = (irrIiE)N/2 g -1/2 
(13) 

i 1: ... i exp (2~E giit,qit,qi) 

x t,q<X1 t, q <X 2 .•. t, q <X 2m d(t,q) 

= (irrnE)N/2 g-1/2 (iliE)m{g<Xl<X2g<X3"4 •.. g"2m-la2m 
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+ terms with other possible permutations of 

(14) 

There are altogether (2m-1)(2m- 3)···5'3'1 terms. 

Using the two identities, we can easily find out the co
efficients of l/I(q(t + E), t), al/l/aqm, a2l/1/aqmaqn. The 
calculations are in Appendix B. 

Here we just write down the results. Equation (12) 
becomes 

lj;(q(t + E), t) + E aa~ + ... 

:::::: (in; E )N/21l/l(q (t + E), t) 

+ tnE - --= -- vg g - - - 't" " .", [11 a (1- mn al/l) R'I.]I 
2 -Jg aqm aqn 6 \ 

where 

R :::::: giiR ij , 

Rij :::::: Rfja' 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Compare the coefficient up to order E in Eq. (15). We 
get 

A :::::: (innE )N/2 (19) 

and 

Equation (20) is the "Schrodinger equation" using 
Feynman's path integration formulation of quantum 
mechanics. 

m. DISCUSSION 

(a) Equation (20) above is different from the "usual 
SchrOdinger equation" in which the term n2R/6 is ab
sent. Notice that both equations are convariant under 
any coordinate transformation ql • •. qN ~ Ql ..• QN. 

(b) In case the curvature R vanishes, one does not 
have to discuss which of the two equations is to be 
preferred, since they are the same. Such is the case 
when the kinetic energy is that of a collection of non
relativistic particles in Euclidean space where N :::::: (3 
times the number of particles). 

(c) If R ,c 0, it may seem at first sight that canonical 
quantization rules will yield the "usual Schrodinger 
equation." That is incorrect! In fact, only in the case 
g ij :::::: constants are the canonical quantization rules 

[p i ,qj] :::::: - ino i
j 

unambiguous and independent of coordinate transfor
mations (if they maintain g ij :::::: const). If R ,c 0, 
"canonical quantization rules" are ambiguous. 

(d) The limit Pi ~ 0 of both equations give2 the same 
results as classical mechanics, since the term 
- n2R/6 is an equivalent potential energy and app
roaches 0 as Pi approaches O. 

(e) If R ,c 0, one can always embed the coordinate 
space ql '" qN as a curved subspace in a Euclidean 
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space S of larger dimenSion. Does canonical quanti
zation in the larger space S lead to a unique Schro
dinger equation in the subspace? The answer to this 
question is no. To analyze this question, one would 
have to investigate first the constraint to be applied 
to the system in S so as to restrict the motion to the 
subspace. This constraint is to confine motion to a 
thin layer of "thickness" t::.. (q 1 .•• qN) around the sub
space and then to approach the limit t::.. ~ O. In classi
cal mechanics any nondissipative constraint would 
yield the same result in the limit t::.. --) O. The limit
ing trajectories would satisfy the Lagrangian equa
tions for the q's, and one need not concern oneself 
with the larger space S. In particular the thickness 
t::.. can depend on ql .•• qN. E.g., one could have 

t::.. :::::: A(ql .•. qN) E + O(E2), (21) 

and take the limit E ~ O. 

In quantum mechanics, however, the constraint pro
duces a zero point energy. The limit for the Schro
dinger equation would then depend on precisely how 
the limit t::.. ~ 0 is taken. If one takes (21), and the 
fact that A ,c const, the Schrodinger equation would 
acquire an infinite term a(AEt2 which varies wildly 
over the q's. Consequently, the Schrodinger equation 
approaches no definite limit. If, on the other hand, 
one takes A :::::: const, then everything depends on the 
higher order terms in O(E2) in (21). 

(f) To summarize, for a case R ,c 0, canonical quan
tization does not produce a unique Schrodinger equa
tion, and embedding the system in a higher-dimen
sional Euclidean space would not help to produce a 
unique Schrodinger equation. The correspondence 
limit also does not uniquely determine a Schrodinger 
equation. Feynman's path integration formulation of 
quantization, however, does produce a unique equation, 
which is Eq. (20) above. The "usual Schrodinger 
equation" appears to be foundationless. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix, we want to expand S(q(t + E), q(t» as 
a power series of t::..q. The equations of motion are 

". 1 (ag mj ag ma ag a j). '. (AI) g . qJ :::::: _____ + __ ._ - -- qaqJ 
mJ 2 aqa aqJ aqm 

or qk:::::: -1:/3\ gagB. (A2) 

Via Eq. (A2) it is not very difficult to prove 

d 1 '. '. 
- ('2g .. q'qJ):::::: O. 
dt 'J 

(A3) 

That is, 

S(q(t + E), q(t» :::::: J/+€ Ldt 

:::::: [t gij(q(l + E» qi(t + E) qJ(t + E)l E. (A4) 

Now if we know qi (t + E) as a series of t::..q, we know 
S(q(t + E), q(t». In order to find out qi(t + E), we need 
·q·k. From Eq. (A2), we find 
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';i k = - (o!r 1:/3 ~ - 21m
k
/3\ 1;D qaq8qr • (A5) 

Now for small E and I~q I:; El/2, we can write 

qi(t) = qi(t + E)- Eqi(t + E) + (E2/2!)'qi(t + E) 

- (E3/3!) qi (t + E)+ ..• (A6) 
or 

qi(t) = qi(t + E) _ Eqi (t + E) _ E2 )/ i (qaqB 
2! 0!J3\ 

+ E3 (_0 j it _ 2 ~ i 11 m ()qaqBqr + .... 
3! oqY /aJ3 ~ lm/3\ ay \ 

(A7) 
From Eq. (A 7) we get 

(ji(t + E) = b.qi _ ~ j i { ~qm~qn 
E 2E lmn\ 

+ ~ (-; 1 i t + j it j a t) ~q m ~qn b.q I + • •• • 
6E oq mn\ tall /mn\ (A8) 

Substituting Eq. (A8) into Eq. (A4), we get 

S(q(t + E), q(t» = iE gij [b.qib. qJ -l~n\ b.qj~qm~qn 
+ ! lip j (b.qmb.qnb.qa~q8 

4 mn,IO!J3\ 

+ 1 ( 0 j i (+ j i/ \ a ()~qj~qm~qn~ql+ .• J. 
3 oql/mn\ /0'11 /mn\ 

(A9) 
This is Eq. (6). 

APPENDIX B 

In this appendix, we calculate the coefficients of 1/1, 
01/l/oq, 021/1/aqoq by using Eqs. (12)-(14). 

(a) 

(b) 

0
2

1/1 : ~ J exp (~g ij~qi~qj)~qm~qn·./id(~q) 
oqmaqn 2A 2nE 

= (irrliE)N/2 (iIIE) gmn (B1) 
A 2 

a1/l : ! J exp (_1_ g i' ~qi~qJ) fi (~\ 
aqn A 2nE J 2liEJ 

x g \ i ( b.qn~qjb.qab.q8d(~q) 
'J (O!{J\ 

1 J' ( i ') afi ' + - exp - gi,~qlb.qJ _, ~ql~qll 
A 2nE J aq' 

= (_ ilIE) _ g" gnjga8 (irrnE )N/2 1 1 i \ { 
A 2 af3 IJ 

+ gnagjfJ + gnB gja} + (irrnE )N/2 (iliE )gna 1 /3 I 
A af3\ 

= (irrn~N/2 (_ ilIE) (~gaB 1:/3\ + gna l~D 

+ (irrIIE)N/2 (ifiE)gna \ {3 ( 

A /a/3\ 

= (irrn~N/2 (_ ilIE) ~ ga61:/3\ 

_ (i7T1IE )N/2 ('''' ) 1 1 0 (V- mn) _ ZrtE - - -- g g . 
A 2 ~ oqm 

(B2) 

In obtaining Eq. (B2) we use the identities 

(B3) 

and 
ag mn ag __ =_gmagn8 ~ (B4) 

aqk aqk 

Equation (B4) can be derived from 

_0_ (g gna) =_a_ (on) = o. (B5) 
oqk ma oqk Tf' 

(c) lJ,. 

(1) ! J exp (~ g ij b.qi~qj\ Ii d(~q) 
A 2nE } 

= (inl'iE)N/2 (B6) 
A 

(2) !J exp(~g"Mi~qj) X Ii 
A 2IIE IJ 

X [_i_ gi j i ( j m (~qa~q8~qy~q6 
2IIE Y la/3\ (om\ 

+ ~ g iygj61~J3\ l~n\ (ai3yomn)(. (B7) 

In these equations, (a 1,01 2 ..• 01 2 m) stands for (gal a2 .. 
ga2m-la2m) + terms with other possible permutation 
of (01 1 01 2 ••• a 2m ). 

The term 

igiygj61a~} l~nf (a/3yomn) 

= t g iygjOl~J3H~n} [gmo (ai3yn) + gno (/3yom) 

+ga6(mnyf3) +g/3o(mnay) +gyo(mna/3)} 

= tgiy ia
i
J3\ j~~\ (ai3yo) + igiy l~J3H:o\ (a/3yo) 

+ igiy In:/3H~~ \ (O!i3yo) + igiy 11~/3H~~ \ (a/3yo) 

+ igij \ i 1 j j 1 (ai3yo). 
/a/3\ /yo\ 
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Thus Eq. (B7) becomes + 1 (I {3 (I a (+ a I (3 t) (mn)l 
2 Im{3\ Ina\ aq" Im{3\ J 

(a{3yo) (B8) 
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In a recent paper the author showed how multiplicative stochastic processes lead to a potentially comprehensive 
theory for nonequilibrium phenomena. In this paper an" H theorem" is proved from results obtained using 
multiplicative stochastic processes. 

INTRODUCTION 

In another paper,1 the theory of multiplicative stoch
astic processes was explained, and it was shown how 
such a mathematical theory leads to a formalism for 
nonequilibrium thermodynamics: In this paper the 
thermodynamical" H function" will be introduced, and 
a proof of an "H theorem" will be presented. 

RECAPITULATION 

The Schrodinger equation for nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics may be written in matrix form as 

(1) 

where M aa' = M:a , which is the condition of Hermit
icity, and~a C:(t)Ca(t) = 1, which is the condition of 
conservation of total probability. The Hermiticity of 
Maa , in (1) is necessary and sufficient for the con
servation of total probability. Suppose that a fluctua
ting contribution to the Hamiltonian is considered. 
Then (1) becomes 

. d ~-t-=tCa(t) = ~Maa,Ca,(t) + L.J Maa,(t)Ca,(t), 
Ul a' at 

(2) 

where Maa,(t) = M:'a(t), and the follElwing properties 
hold for the averaged moments of Maa,(t)l: 

(Maa, (t) = 0, 

(Maa,(t)MSs,(s) = 2Qaa'SS,o(t - s), 

(3) 

(4) 

(M""(tl)···M,, " (t2n-l)=0 forn=I,2, ... , 
.-1 1 '-2n-1 2n-1 

(M" " (tl)·· ·M" v (t2n) 
.-1 1 '-2 n 2 n 

_ 1 ~ IT (M . " . 
2nn! pE s2n j=l I'p(2J-I) p(2j"1) 

x (tp(2j-l))Ml'p(2j)Vp(2j)(tp(2 j ))) 

- 2:nl pE~n tl 2QI'P(2j-l)"P(2j-I)l'p(2j)"P(2j) 

x o(tp(2j-ll - tp(2j))' 
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( 5) 

(6) 

where S2n is the symmetric group of order (2n)! The 
properties given by (3)-(6) are those appropriate for 
a purely random, Gaussian, stochastic matrix. 

A denSity matrix representation for the Schrodinger 
equation is obtained in terms of the density matrix 
PaS' which is defined by 

(7) 

If LaSa'S' and Lasa'S,(t) are defined by 

LaSa'B == 0aa,MS8' - 15 BB,M:a" 
- - - -* L aBa'B' (t) = 15 aa,MBB'(t) - 151313 , Maa, (t), 

(8) 

then Eq. (2) may be used to directly verify 

.d ~" -
t dtPaB(t) = L.J L.I [LaBa'B' + LaSa'B,(t)]Pa,s,(t). 

a' B' 
(9) 

This is the density matrix equation. By averaging 
over the stochastic contribution by means of pro
perties (3)-(6), an equation for the averaged density 
matrix, (PaB(t), may be obtained, although only after 
significant computation l : 

ddt (PaS(t) = - i~ ~LaBa'B'(Pa'S,(t) 
a! B' 

- ~ ~RaBaIB/(Pa'B,(t). (10) 
a' B' 

The matrix RaSa'B' which appears in (10) is defined 
byl 

R aBa •B·= 0aa·6QBeeB' + °BB·6 Qeaa'e e e 
- QBB'a'a - Qa'aSB" (11) 

It is also provable that for arbitrary complex mat
ricesXall , 

( 12) 

(13) 

Conditions (12) and (13) lead to irreversible behavior 
in (10) with the equilibrium state being proportional 
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Thus Eq. (B7) becomes + 1 (I {3 (I a (+ a I (3 t) (mn)l 
2 Im{3\ Ina\ aq" Im{3\ J 

(a{3yo) (B8) 
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In a recent paper the author showed how multiplicative stochastic processes lead to a potentially comprehensive 
theory for nonequilibrium phenomena. In this paper an" H theorem" is proved from results obtained using 
multiplicative stochastic processes. 

INTRODUCTION 
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to the identity matrix. 1 In the following these pro
perties will be proved within the context of the" H 
theorem." 

PROOF OF THE "H THEOREM" 

By virtue of its definition,P a8(t),and also (P a8(t», is 
a positive definite Hermitian matrix. This implies 
that there exists a unitary matrix Ua8(t), such that 

(14) 

where Da8 (t) is diagonal 

(15) 

with positive diagonal elemep.ts Da (t). Note that at 
each instant of time, there will correspond a particu
lar, time-dependent unitary matrix Ua8(t). 

The logarithm of the averaged density matrix is de
fined by 

[loge«p(i}»]a8 == ~ ~U~&,(t) loge(Da,(I»l)a'8,U8'B(t) 
a' 8' 

== ~ U~~ 10ge(De(t»Uee(t). (16) 
e 

This procedure is required in order that the log
arithm of a density matrix is well defined. 

The H function is given in terms of the averaged 
density matrix by2.3 

H(t) == Tr[(p(t» loge(p(t»)] 

= 6~~~ U~~De(t)Ue8 UeJ-. loge (De' (t» Ue'a 
a 8 e e' 

= ~De(t) 10ge(De(t», (17) 
e 

where the last two equalities follow from (14)-(16). 

Consider the time derivative of H(t): 

d dDe(t) I 1 dDe(t) 
dtH(t) = ~ ~ 10ge(Dfj(t» + 6 De\t) D (t) --a:r-' 

e e e (18) 

The second sum in (18) is simply ~e (d/dt)De(t) 
which vanishes by virtue of conservation of total pro
bability. Therefore, the time change of H(t) becomes 

(19) 

In order to compute this remaining sum it is neces
sary to compute dDe (t )/ dt. 

Using (14) gives 

%tDe(t) = :t ~ ~ Uea(t)(P a8(t» Ue1(t) 
a B 

= ~~ [ ( d~ UecP») (Paa(t» UBJ(t) 

+ Uea(t) (it (PaB(t») UB"§(t) 

+ Uea(t)(p aa(t» C:l~ UB"§(t») J. (20) 

Consider the first and third terms of the last multiple 
sum. Again using (14) gives 

~~ [(:t Uea(t~ (PaB(t» Us1(t) 

+ Uea(t)(PaB(t» (it UB"§(t~J 
= ~~~ [( ~Uea(t») U~W)DI"(t)U1"8(t)UB1(t) 

+ Uea(t)U~~(t)D I" (t)UI" B(t) (#t UB1(t~ ] 
= ~ (d~ Uea(t») U~Mt)De(t) 

+ ~De(t)UeB(t) (~Us§(t~ 

=De(t)l~ [(~Uea(t~U~Mt) + Uea(t)(:tU~Mt»)Jf· 
(21) 

However, because ~a Uea(t)U~Mt) = 1 since Ua8(t) is 
unitary for each time t, then it follows that 

%t ~ Uea (t)U~Mt) 
a 

=~[(:tlfec,(t»)U~Mt) + Uea(t)(:tU~Mt»)J = 0'(22) 

Therefore, only the middle term in the last multiple 
sum of (20) yields a possibly nonzero result. There
fore, (20) becomes 

:tDe(t) = ~zt Uea(t) (:t (PaB(t») UB"§(t) 

== 6~~~ Uea(t}(- iLaBa '8' - Ra8a'8') 
a 8 a' B' 

where the second equality follows from (10). 

Consider the term in (23) which contains LaBa'B" 
Using (14) and (15) gives 

- i~~~~ Uea(t)LaBa'B'(Pa'8,(t» Ue1(t) 
a 8 a' 8' 

= - i~~~~~ Uea(t)L aBa'B' U;.~(t) 
a 8 a' 8' I" 

X DI" (t)UI" B' (t)UB"1(t) 

= - i~~~~~ Uea(t)Uf;1(t)La8a'B' 
a B a' B' 1"' 

X U~,1(t)UI"B,(t)DI"(t). 

By returning to (8) it is readily seen that 

~~~I; Uea(t)US§(t)LaBa'B' u~,t (t)UI" B' (t) 
a B a'S' 

= I;I;I;I; Uea(t)Ue1(t}(Oaa,MBB , 
a 8 a' B' 

- I) B B,M:a,)U;,~(t)UI" 8' (t) 

= l)el"(I;I;Ue§(t)M 8B ,UI"B,(t) 
B B' 

- ~I; Uea(t)M:a,U;.~(t)\ 
a a' J 

=0 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

The last equality follows directly from the Hermiti
city of Maa' and the unitarity of UaB(t) which lead to 
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Note that the oell in (25) has been used to replace /J. 
by e in (26). Returning to (23), it has been proved 
that 

ddt D(j(t) = - ~~~~ Uea(t)RaBa'B'(Pc>!B,(t» UiJ(t). (27) 
a B a' B' 

Using (14) and (15) converts (27) into 

ddtDe(t) = - ~~~~~ Uea(t)RaBa'8' U~'1(t) 
aBa'B'1I 

X DIl(t)UIlB'(t)UiJ(t) 

= - ~ (~~ ~ ~ lIe a(t)UiJ( t)Rasa'S' 
j1 a B a' 8' 

X U;;~ (t)Uj18' (t») D it) 

= - ~ Wej1(t)Dj1{t), (28) 
j1 

where Well(t) is defined by 

Well{t) == ~~L~ lIea(t)UiJ(t)RaBa'B' U~'1(t)Uj1B'(t). 
a 8 a' 8' (29) 

Using (28) in (19) gives 

d 
dtH{t) = - ~~WeIl(t)Dj1(t) 10ge(De(t». (30) 

e j1 

From (13), (29), and the unitarity of UaB(t), it follows 
that 

~ Wfle(t) = O. (31) 
fl 

This may be expressed by 

Weo(t) = - ~ W/1o(t). (32) 
Il 

ll"'O 
Combining (30) with (32) results in 

d 
dtH(t) = - ~~[We)l (t)D P) - Wllo(t)Do{t)] 10ge(De{t»· 

o fl (33) 

By interchanging 11 and e, (33) also gives 

d 
dtH(t) = - ~~[WflO{t)DO(t) - Weil)Dfl(t)] 10ge(Dfl(t)) 

e II 

= ~~[Well(t)DIl(t) - Wllo(t)Do(t)] 10ge(DIl{t». (34) 
e fl 

Combining (33) and (34) gives 

d 1 (Do(t») 
dfH(t) = - 2~~ [Well (t)D!'(t) - W!'e(t)De(t)] loge D/1(t) • 

(35) 

Before consideration of (35) may be completed it is 
necessary to prove two additional properties of 
We/1 (t ). 

The two properties of We!'(t) to be proved below are 

We!'(t) = W/1e(t) 
and 

We!'(t):::=O for every e;= /J.. 

The proof of (36) starts with (29) and uses (11): 

W!'e(t) = ~~~~ Ufla(t)U8-J.!1(t)RaBa'B,U~,le(t)UeB' (t) 
a B a'S' 

(36) 

(37) 

= ~~~L Uea(t)UeG(t)RB'a'8aU~'Vt)U!,8,(t), (38) 
a 8 a' Il' 

where the last equality follows upon the index ex-
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c4anges a <-> f3' and f3 ..-> a I. From (11) it follows 
that 

RIl'a'lla = Ollll'~ Qa'ooa + oaa'~ Qell'se 
e e 

- Qa'allll' - QIlIl'a'a' (39) 

From (4) it follows that 

QaB!'v = Q!'vall' (40) 

Using (40) in (39) and looking at (11) gives 

Therefore, (38) becomes 

W!'e(t) = ~ ~~~ Usa(t)UiJ(t)RaBa'BI U;.~(t )Ufl B' (t) 
a Il a' B' 

= Well(t). (42) 

This completes the proof of (36). 

'I1he proof of (37) requires use of (11) and (4) also. 
Taking (29) and using (11) for 11 ;= e gives 

Well(t) = ~~~~ Uea(t)UBJ(t)RaBa'B' U~'1(t)UI1B,(t) 
a B CI! B' 

= ~~~~[Uea(t)UaG(t)Oaa'~QlleeB'U~~(t)UPB,(t) 
a B a' B' e 

+ Uea(t)UBfl(t)OBB'~ Qeaa'eU~W)UpB,(t) 
o 

- Uea(t)UIl""il(t)QBIl'a'a U~~(t)UpB,(t) 

- Uoa(t)UaG(f)Q a'aB B,U~t(t)U1l8' (t)] 

= Oef.l~~UBi(t)~QBeeB' Up S' (t) 
B a' e 

+ Oep~~ Uea(t)~ Qeaa'eUa;'/ll(t) 
a a' e 

- 2~~~~ UOa(t)UsJ(t)QSIl'a'a u,,;l(t)U/l 8,(t) 
a a a' 8' 

= - 2~~~~ Us a(t)UB"il(t)Qa a'a'a Ua;l(t)U/l a' (t). 
a a a'l:l' (43) 

The terms with the 00/l factor give zero for fJ ;= e, and 
(40) has been used to combine the remaining terms. 
With (4), QaB'a'a may be written as 

I t -
Q B B'o'a = 0 (Ma s' (t)Ma'a(s» ds. 

Using (44) in the last equality of (43) gives 

WeJl(t) = - 2~~~~t ([usJ(t)MBtl'(t)UIlB,(t)] 
a 13 a' a' 0 

x [Uea(t)Ma'a(s)U~'t(t)]) ds 

= - 2t <[L~ u" s,(t)M;'a(t)UeJ(t)] o a B' ,. 

x [L;L; UJl:,(I)Ma'a(s)uc:J *(t)]) ds 
a a' 

= - 2 t ([~L; UI':(t) Mac<,(t)U.;J *(t)] * 
o Ct a,' 

"'''' * ) - 1*]' X [L.JL.J Ufla(S Maa'(s)l{,~ (S) > ds. 
a a' 

(44) 

(45) 

This last equality involves renaming indices in the 
first factor and setting all time variables equal to s 
in the second factor. The time variable change is 
permissible because in (4) a delta function o(t -, s) 
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occurs. The expression given by the last equality of 
(45) has an integrand which is positive since the inte
grand is the product of a function with its own com
plex conjugate, and the two-time variables result in a 
delta function when the stochastic average is per
formed. These properties correspond to the positive 
definitene ss of Q B 6' a!a in (44). The final re suIt is 
that Wel1 (t) :s 0, which proves (37). 

Having now proved (36) and (37), it is possible to 
complete consideration of (35). Using (36) immediate
ly gives 

Noting (37) and the inequality 

(X - Y) loge(Y IX) :s 0 for all X and Y (47) 

gives 

R. F. Fox,J. Math. Phys. 8, 1196 (1972). 
L. Landau and E. Lifshitz, Statistical Physics (Pergamon, New 
York, 1958), Chap. 1. 

d 
dtH(t) :s O. 

This completes the proof of an" H theorem" for 
multiplicative stochastic processes. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(48) 

The approach to the mathematical formulation of non
equilibrium phenomena based upon multiplicative 
stochastic processes has resulted, in this paper, in a 
derivation of an "H theorem." Once the assumption of 
a fluctuating contribution to the Hamiltonian of a sys
tem has been made, all consequences quoted or de
rived in this paper follow rigorously from that single 
assumption. How far one can go toward a rigorously 
established, comprehensive theory for nonequilibrium 
phenomena remains to be investigated. 
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The equation for the Bethe-Salpeter Green's function in the case of two scalar quarks interacting via the ex
change of a scalar particle of zero mass is transformed to an algebraic equation with the help of the dynamical 
group 50(5, 2). From this equation a one-parameter integral representation of the Green's function is obtained 
in the case of maximal binding, and from this representation the Green's function is calculated in terms of a 
hypergeometric function. The equation for theJ-dimensional nonrelativistic Coulomb Green's function is also 
transformed to an algebraic equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the symmetry group of the Bethe
Salpeter (BS) equation l - 4 for two scalar quarks inter
acting via the exchange of a scalar particle of zero 
mass to form a bound state with vacuumlike 4-mo
mentum is the group 50(5).5 The eigenfunctions of 
the problem, which are the five-dimensional spheri
cal harmonics, can be accommodated into a single 
irreducible representation of the group SO(5, 2), which 
is the noninvariance or dynamical group of the above 
BS equation. 6 If the energy-momentum 4-vector of 
the bound state is timelike, spacelike, or lightlike, the 
representation 50(5,2) splits into a direct sum of 
50(4,2) representations. 6 •7 These group theoretical 
aspects of the above BS equation were used to trans
form this equation to an infinite component wave 
equation. It seems not to have been recognized, how
ever, that taking into account these group theoretical 
properties one can construct explicitly the Green's 
function of the problem. 

In Sec. 2 the BS equation for the Green's function in 
the general case is transformed to an algebraic equa
tion, i.e., an equation involving tensors and generators 
of the group 50(5,2). If we drop the ii-function term 
we obtain the infinite component wave equation for the 
BS wavefunction, generalizing in this way the corres
ponding result of Ref. 6. In the case of maximal bind
ing, the equation for the Green's function is solved, 

and a one-parameter integral representation is ob
tained. The integration is performed, and the Green's 
function is expressed in terms of a hypergeometric 
function. 

It has been found that the group SO(f + 1) is the sym
metry group8.9 of the/-dimensional analog of the 
nonrelativistic H atom for / == 2,3, ... ,and that the 
group SO (f + 1, 2) is the dynamical group of this 
problem. 6 Schwinger lO used the 50(4) symmetry of 
the H atom to obtain a one-parameter integral repre
sentation of the Green's function. The i-dimensional 
Coulomb Green's function in momentum-space has 
been calculated recently by Hostler.1 1 In Sec. 3 the 
equation for the Green's function of the i-dimensional 
H atom is transformed to a simple algebraic equation. 
The Coulomb problem is treated in Appendix B. 

2. BETHE-SALPETER GREEN'S FUNCTION 

In a previous paper 6 the BS equation of two scalar 
quarks of equal mass, interacting via the exchange 
of a scalar particle of zero mass, was transformed 
to an algebraic equation with the help of the dynami
cal group 50(5, 2). We shall derive in this section 
the algebraic equation in the general case of quarks 
with unequal masses, arbitrary energy-momentum 
4-vector of the bound state, and also the algebraic 
equation for the Green's function of this model. 
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tion, i.e., an equation involving tensors and generators 
of the group 50(5,2). If we drop the ii-function term 
we obtain the infinite component wave equation for the 
BS wavefunction, generalizing in this way the corres
ponding result of Ref. 6. In the case of maximal bind
ing, the equation for the Green's function is solved, 

and a one-parameter integral representation is ob
tained. The integration is performed, and the Green's 
function is expressed in terms of a hypergeometric 
function. 

It has been found that the group SO(f + 1) is the sym
metry group8.9 of the/-dimensional analog of the 
nonrelativistic H atom for / == 2,3, ... ,and that the 
group SO (f + 1, 2) is the dynamical group of this 
problem. 6 Schwinger lO used the 50(4) symmetry of 
the H atom to obtain a one-parameter integral repre
sentation of the Green's function. The i-dimensional 
Coulomb Green's function in momentum-space has 
been calculated recently by Hostler.1 1 In Sec. 3 the 
equation for the Green's function of the i-dimensional 
H atom is transformed to a simple algebraic equation. 
The Coulomb problem is treated in Appendix B. 

2. BETHE-SALPETER GREEN'S FUNCTION 

In a previous paper 6 the BS equation of two scalar 
quarks of equal mass, interacting via the exchange 
of a scalar particle of zero mass, was transformed 
to an algebraic equation with the help of the dynami
cal group 50(5, 2). We shall derive in this section 
the algebraic equation in the general case of quarks 
with unequal masses, arbitrary energy-momentum 
4-vector of the bound state, and also the algebraic 
equation for the Green's function of this model. 
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Let 1/1j'Pj ' j = 1,2, be the masses and the 4-momenta 
of the quarks 1 and 2. We write 

1/1 1 = m(l + A), m 2 = m(l- A), (2.1) 

and we introduce the total momentum q of the bound 
state and the relative momentum P of the quarks by 

Then the equation for the Green's function is the fol
lowing: 

[(P + ~ (1 + A)q)2 + (1 + A)2m2] 

x [(P - ~ (1- A)q)2 + (1- A)2m2]G(p,p') 

_ ~ J d
4

p" G(p",p') = ()4(p - P'). (2.3) 
112 (p_p")2 

In the above equation the Wick rotation12 has been 
performed. 

Equation (2.3) can be easily transformed to an infi
nite component equation by a straightforward appli
cation of the method of Ref. 6. We shall present in 
this section an easier method of performing this 
transformation. We make a stereographic pt'ojection 
of the four-dimensional space into a sphere in five
dimensional space by introducing the variables 1]; : 

1]cx = 2P sPcx 1Pr, a = 1, ... ,4, 

71 s = (P~ - P~)/Pr, i = 1, ••• ,5, 
(2.4) 

where 

Ps :[(m2 + iq2)(I-A2)]1!2. (2.5) 

An immediate calculation shows that 

d4p = [(P~ + P~)/2Ps]4 dsn = [P s/(l + 1]S)]4 d S&2, 
(2.6) 

where d S&2 is the element of area of a five-dimen
sional sphere. Another form of the above relation is 

()4(p - p') = [(1 + 1]S)lp S]4 ()S(&2 - &2'). (2.7) 

Also we have 

(P - p")2 = {2P~/[(1 + 1]s) (1 + 1]s)]} (1-1];1]n (2.8) 

and 

{[p + i (1 + A)qJ2 + (1 + A)2m2} 

x {[P - ~ (1- A)q]2 + (1 - A)2m2} 

= {4PV[(I- A2)(1 + 1]s)2]} [p~ - i(qi1];)2], (2.9) 

where the five-dimensional vector qj is given by 

(2.10) 

Using Eqs. (2.6)-(2.9), we can write Eq. (2.3) in the 
form 

4(1- A2t1 [p~ - i(qi1];)2] P(&2, &2') 

_ ~ J dSW r'(W, n') = ()S(n - n'), (2.11) 
2112 1-1/i1/~ 

where 

r'(n, &2') =( 1 :S1/sf G(P,p') (1 :51/~r. (2.12) 
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It follows from the Introduction that in our treatment 
of the BS equation we shall make use of the represen
tation of the group SO(5, 2) whose basic functions are 
the five-dimensional spherical harmonics. We intro
duce a spherical polar coordinate system in the five
dimensional sphere as follows: 

1] 4 = cosx, 1/ S = sinX cos lj;, 1] 3 = sinx sinlj; cose, 

1]2 = sinX sinlj; sine siM, 1]1 = sinX sin~ sine cos~. 
(2. 13) 

We shall take the following representation of the five
dimensional spherical harmonics 

YN,n, I,m (X, lj;, e, J) = (211t1!2 (sinx)n-1e~:lj2 

x (cosX)(sin~)le~+-1_1 (coslj;) 

x (sine)m et+~1!2(cose) eimtJ., 

where 

N-l::::n-l::::1:::: Iml. 

(2.14) 

(2. 15) 

The e ~ (x) are normalized Gegenbauer polynomials 
given by 

e~(x) = (lI + n)r(n + 1)[r(lI»)2)1!2 e~(x) (2.16) 
21- 2v 1Tr(n + 211) 

with C~ (x) the usual Gegenbauer polynomials.1 3 The 
above-defined spherical harmonic s are orthonormal. 

To transform Eq. (2.11) to algebraic form, we consi
der the relation 

1 Y ( )y* ( ") N, n,l,m 1] N,n,l,m 1] (2.17) 
N(N + 1) , 

----= 81T 2 6 
1 - 1] i 1)'; N,n,l,m 

which is a consequence of the Funck-Hecketheorem.14 
Let us assume that the function r'(&2", &2') has an ex
pansion of the form 

r'(&2",&2') = 6 hN',n',I',m' (1]')YN',n',I',m,(T/"). 
N',n',l',m' (2.18) 

Using Eqs (2.17), (2.18), and the orthogonality proper
ties of the spherical harmonics, we get 

J dsn" r'(&2", Q') = 81r2 6 hN,n.l.m (1]') YN,n,I,m(1]) 

1-1];1];' N.n.l.m N(N+l) 
(2.19) 

Let L~.IJ /J-, v = 1,2, ... , 7, be the generators of the 
SO(5,2) representation whose basic functions are the 
five-dimensional spherical harmonics. The diagonal 
generator L67 satisfies the relation1s 

LE37YN.n.l.m = (N + ~)YN.n,l.m' 
Therefore, we get from Eqs (2.19) and (2.20) 

(2.20) 

J dSW r' (n", &2') = 81T2 (L6~ - ip r' (n, n'), (2.21) 
1 - 1] i 1]'; 

and Eq. (2. 11) can be written in the form 

4(1- A2tl [Pg - i(qi1/;)2] r'(n, n') 
- 4A(L~~ - ttl r'(n, W) = ()5(n - n') (2.22) 

or 

4(1- A2tl(L6~ - i)[p~ - i(qi1/;)2] r'(n, n') 

- 4Ar'(n, &2') = (L~~ - i) ()S(&2- n'). (2.23) 
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Defining r(Q, Q/) by 

r(Q, Q') = 4(1- ~2t1(p~ - t(q;1J;)2] r'(Q, Q'), (2.24) 

Eq. (2.23) becomes 

If. (q;1J;) 2] '2 1) 1 ( ') 0- 2p 5 (L67 - 4 - g\ r Q, Q 

::::: [1 - (q2~.·h 1)5i\ 21 r -; J (L~~ - t) 05(Q - Q'), (2.25) 

where 

g == '\(1- ~2)/P~. (2.26) 

It has been shown in Ref. 6 that [see equation preced
ing Eq. (4.26) of Ref. 6] 

1) .Y = (z./z)Y = L' L'-ly . (2.27) , N.n.l.m , N.n.l.m ,7 67 N.n.l.m 

Therefore, Eq. (2.25) becomes 

\1, (q'L'L'-l)~ 1 n1- i 2;5
67 J (L~~-t)-g\r(Q,Q') 

[ (
q'L'L-1)2J = 1- i;7 67 (L~~ _ t)6 5 (n _ SV) 

2P5 
(2.28) 

The above expression is the infinite component equa
tion of the BS Green's function in the case of two sca
lar quarks of unequal masses interacting through the 
exchange of a scalar boson of zero mass to form a 
bound state with an arbitrary total momentum 4-vec
tor (timelike, spacelike, lightlike, or vacuumlike), in 
an arbitrary Lorentz frame. If we omit the term 
which contains the 0 function, we get the infinite com
ponent wave equation of the BS equation in the above 
specified case. If the quarks have equal masses, the 
total momentum 4-vector is timelike, and, if we go in 
the Lorentz frame in which the bound state is at rest, 
we find the expression of Ref. 6. We can get rid of the 
inverse generator L's-i by using the relation 

(L's~ - 1) Li 7 L~;l = 2L's7L17 - Lj 7L67. (2.29) 

We shall calculate the function r(n, n') for q ex. :::: ~ = o. 
We get 

r(Q, Q') = [L6~ - t -gr1(L6~ - t)6 5(n - n'). 

From Eqs (2.20), (2.30), and the expression 

05(Q - Q') = 6 YN.n.z.m(~W.~.,..I.mW), 
N.n.l.m 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

where ~ and ~' are two unit vectors in the five-dimen
sional Euclidean space specified by the set of angles 
nand S2', respectively, we get 

r(n, Q') = 2:; N(N + 1) 
N.n.l.m N(N + 1)-g 

x Y N, n,l,mW Y:'n I mW). (2.32) 

The above expression has poles at 

,\ = N(N + l)m2, (2.33) 

i.e., at the physical eigenvalue spectrum as expected. 

We want to find an integral representation for the 
function r(n, n') of Eq. (2. 32). We have16 

I; YN.n.l. m (OY;.n.l.mW) = [(2N + 1)j81T2] Cy_21 (;i;'i). 
n.l.m (2.34) 

Then Eq. (2.32) becomes 

r(Q, n') = ~ N(N + 1) 2N + 1 C 3/_2 (~ .n 
N=l N(N + 1) _ g 81T2 N 1 " 

= o(n _ Q') + L f; ( 1 + 1 ) 
81T2 N=1 N + i + a N + i-a 

(2.35) 

where 

a == (g + t)I/2. (2.36) 

Equations (2.35) give the expansion of the BS Green's 
function in a series of Gegenbauer polynomials. We 
have13 

1 =~ N-IC 3/ 2 (t.t'). 
[(I_p)2 +p(;_;')2)3/2 N=1 P N-l ,>,'>, (2.37) 

Therefore, the second term on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2.35) can be written in integral form. We find 

r(Q, Q') = o(n - Q') 
g j 1 pU/2) +a + ptl/2)-a 

+- d 
81T 2 0 P[(I-P)2+p(;-n2)3/2 

(2.38) 

with the restriction (for a real and positive) 

a< ~. (2.39) 

This restriction comes from the fact that after expan
sion of the denominator of the integrand of Eq. (2.38) 
and integration term by term, aU exponents of p must 
be positive in order to give a finite result at p = o. 
The function qn, Q') of Eq. (2.38) can be expressed 
in terms of a hypergeometric function. Introducing 
the variable p' by p' = l/P we get 

J
l p(1/2)+a 

o dp [(1- p)2 + p(~ _ ~')2)3/2 

J
"" p'(1/2)-a 

== 1 dp' [(1 _ p')2 + p'(~ _ ~')2P/2 • (2.40) 

Therefore, we get1 7 

II p(1/2)+a + p(1/2)-a 

o dp [(1- p)2 + p(~ _ ~')2)3/2 
= J"" dp p(1/2)-a(p _y+t3/2(p _y_t3/2 

o 
= (_y+t3/2 (-y_taBd - a,% + a) 

x 2Fl(t~-a;3;1-(Y_/Y+», !>Rea>-i, 

(2.41) 
where y± == ;i;; ± [(;i W2 - 1)1/2 and B is a beta 
function. For 

Z == [(;i~j)2 - l]!(~i ~j)2, 

we get18 

2F 1(~ - a, ~; 3; 1- (y-/y+» 

= 2Fl(~ - a,~; 3;2Z1/2/(1 + Z)I/2) 

(2.42) 

= (1 + Zl/2) (3/2)-a 2 F 1 (t - i a, t - i a; 2; Z). 
(2.43) 
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The above hypergeometric series can be further sim
plified. Using Eq. (2.42), we get1 9 

2 F 1(t - i a, ~- i; 2; [(~i ~i)2 - 1]!(~i~i)2) 

::::(-~i ~j)\3!2)-a 2F 1 (~ - a, ~ + a; 2d (1 + ~i ri ». 
(2.44) 

From Eqs. (2. 38) and (2.41)-(2.44), we get 

r(n, n'l :::: 6(il- n'l + (g/81T2)B(~ - a, ~ + a) 

x 2F 1<% -a,~ +a;2;I-i(~-~/)2). (2.45) 

Another one-parameter integral representation of 
rca, ~1') is the following: 

r(n n'l ::::_1_ 1. 1 
dp(p(1/2)+a +pU/2)-a) 

, 81T 2 0 

X d
2 

p2 (2.46) 
dp2 [(1- p)2 + p(~ - ~')2p/2 

with a < ~. To prove that Eq. (2. 38) follows from Eq. 
(2.46), we integrate Eq. (2.46) by parts twice and get 

r(n,n'):::: lim ~ 0 + L 1. 1 
dp 

0-+0 41T2 [02+(~_~/)2]5/2 81T2 0 

X~_p~(_1_/2_)_+a __ +~p_(_1/_2r __ a __ ~ 

[(1 - p)2 + p(~ - ~/)2)3/2 
(2.47) 

It is shown in Appendix A that 

lim 
0->0 

r[i(f + 1)] 0 

1T (/+1)/2 [02 + (~ _ ~ ')2] (/+1)!'2 

:::: Of+1(a - ~l'), (2.48) 

where ~ and ~ I are two unit vectors in an (f + 1)
dimensional space, specified by the set of angles a 
and W, respectively. USing Eq. (2.48) for f:::: 4 we 
easily find that the expressions (2.38) and (2.46) are 
identical. 

The integral representations for the Green's function 
G(P,P ' ) can be easily found from Eqs (2.4), (2.7), 
(2.8), (2. 12), (2.24), (2.38), and (2.46). We get 

G(p P') :::: __ 1_ 64(p _ p') + 2m
4
g J 1 dp 

, p?- p'.2 1T2 0 
, J 

P (1/2)+a + p (112)- a X ______ --'--___ -'----_____ _=__~ 

[p4 p '4 (1 _ p)2 + 4m2p2p'.2 p (P _ P')2)3/2 
, J , J (2.49) 

and 

G(p,p') =2m
4 J 1 dp(p(l/2)+a + p(1/2)-a) ~ 

1T2 0 dp2 
p2 

X • 
[PrP!4(1 - p)2 + 4m2p?p?p(P - pl)2)3/2 

J (2.50) 
Also Eq. (2.45) gives 

G(P,P') :::: __ 1_ 64(p _ p') + 2m
4
g B(~ _ a, ~ + a) 

p2p~2 1T2 

X F ('~~a,i +a;2;1- m
4 

(P-P ' )2'.(2.51) 
2 1 2 p2p/2) 

I J 

3. ALGEBRAIC EQUATION FOR THE COULOMB 
GREEN'S FUNCTION 

Making use of the O(f + 1) symmetry 9 of the f-dimen
sional analog of the Schrodinger equation for the non-
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relativistic H atom, one can calculate the Green's 
function of this problem for f:::: 2,3, .. '. The case 
f:::: 3 has been investigated by Schwinger.10 

The/-dimensional equation for the Green's function 
GC(p,p/) in momentum-space is 

(P2 + p2)G (p p') Ze 2/lr[i (f - 1)] J d1p"Gc(p",p/) 
o c' 1T(J+1)/21i (p _ p")1-1 

== - 2/lOf(p - p'), (3.1) 

where p~ == - 2/lE. Consider the new coordinate sys
tem 

2POPB p2 - Pg 
~ B :::: p2 + pg' ~1+1 :::: p2 + Pg' (3 == 1,2, ... ,f. 

(3.2) 
We get then20 

dIp" == [(P"2 + Pg)/2P o] 1(11+1 a, (3.3) 

(p _ p")1-1 == (P2 + ~~)(~:2 + P~») (j-1)/2 «( _ ~ ")1-1, 

'Po (3.4) 
and Eq. (3. 1) becomes 

(P2 + p2) (/+1l/2 G (p p') _ Ze2f..1.r[i (f - 1)] 
o c , 21T (j+V/2IipO 

x J dl+1 il" (p"2 + Pg) (1+ 1lI2GC<p"p/) 
(~_ (")1-1 

:::: - 2/l(P2 + P~) (j-1l/2 Of (P - p'). 

Via the relation 

(3.5) 

Q!(P_P/)==( 2P o )IQf+1(a_n/) (3.6) 
p/2 + Pg 

and the definitions 

H/(a, a') :::: - 2/l(2;o)f (p2 + Pg)(/+1l/2 

x GcCp,p/)(p' 2 + Pg)(f+V/2, (3.7) 

K 1:::: Ze2/l/Poli, (3.8) 

Eq. (4. 5) becomes 

K r[i. (/ 1)] H (a" a') 
H (a a/) _ 1 2 - J d/+1 W' f ' 
f' 21T (/+1)/2 «( _ (")1-1 

:::: Q!+I(a - a'). (3.9) 

The above equation can be easily transformed to an 
algebraic equation by the method which was used in 
the case of BS equation. We havel3 •16 (j:::: 1,2, ... , 
f + 1) 

00 

_____ 1 _____ ~ pN-l C (f-lJ/2 (~.~ ~I) 
(1- 2p~ T~ + p2)U-l)/2 - N=1 N-l J J 

• J J 

41T(f+ 1)j 2 "\' 
D pN-1 

r[i (f - 1)] N.n .... 

X 2N+~-3 yN.n ... (Oy.:.n .... (l;")· (3.10) 

For p :::: 1 the above equation gives 

1 41Tl+1/2 

«( - (")1-1 r[i (f - l)J 
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x .0 1 YN,n,'" (~)Y;,n,'" (~"). 
2N + f - 3 (3.11) 1v,n ••.• 

If H/(Q", Q/) has an expansion of the form 

Hf(W, Q/) =.0 hN, n, ... (~/) Y N, n, ... (~"), (3.12) 
N,n, ... 

we get, uSing Eq. (3. 11), 

H (Q", Q/) 41I (1+1)/2 f d f + 1 W f = --:--:----..." 
(~ - ~ ")/~1 r[~ (f - 1)] 

1 
X.0 hN,n, ... (~/)YN,n,'··(~) 

N,n,'" 2N + f - 3 

21T (1+1)/2 L'-1 H (Q Q/) 
r[~(f-l)] /+2,/+3/' , 

(3.13) 

where the diagonal generator Lj+2, /+3 of the group 
SO(f + 1,2) satisfies the relation6 

Lj+2,/+3YN,n,'" = [N+ t(f - 3)]YN,n, .... (3.14) 

Therefore, the algebraic form of Eq. (3. 9) is 

The above equation can be easily solved. We get 

Hf(Q, Q/) = (Lj+2, /+3 - K /t1 L J+2, /+3 Of+1(Q - Q/) 

=.0 2N+f-3 
N, n, ... 2N + f - 3 - 2K / 

X YN,n,'" (OY;,n,'" (~/). (3.16) 

The Coulomb Green's function is examined in Appen
dix B. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF EQ. (2.48) 

We want to prove Eq. (2.48), which becomes if we use 
Eqs (3.4) and (3.6), 

lim 
w->O 

r[t(f+l)] w =Of(p- ') 
1T (/+1)/2 [w2 + (p _ p/)2](f+1)/2 P , 

(AI) 
where 

w = {[(p2 + P5)( p/2 + P5)]!(2P o)2}1/2a. (A2) 

The f-dimensional Dirac o-function is represented 
by (p = Ipl ,r = Ixl) 

Of(P) = _1_ J dfxeipx = _1_ ]."" dr rf-1 
(21T)/ (21T)/ 0 

x f" dO (sinO )/-2 e ipr cos 61 J d f - 1 Q • (A3) 
o 1 1 

Since21 

J d/-1 Q _ 21T(I-1)/2 
-r[tU-1)] 

and22 

(A4) 

f
o

7f d01(sin01)2VeiPr case l 

= 1T 1/2 (:rYr(v + ~)Jv(pr), Rev> - L (A5) 

where J v is a Bessel function, we get for f = 2/1 

Of(p) = 1 fooo dr rl' Jr1 (pr). (A6) 
(21T)1' pr1 

We write23 (w> 0) 

0/ (P) = lim 1 fo"" dr r Jl JJl-1 (pr) e-wr 
w .... o (21T)JlPJl-1 

r(2/1) (w 2 + p 2t<Jl+1)/2 = lim 
w-->O (21T)1' pJl-1 

Pfl+ 1( w \ 
x II (w2+p2)1/2)' 

(A7) 

where P-Il+1 is a Legendre function of the first kind. 
The rel~'uon24 

(v' - /1 ' + I)P:':l (Z) 

= (2v' + 1) Z Pt: (Z) - (v' + /11)PJ'/'_l (Z) (A8) 

gives for /1' = - /1 + 1 and v' = /1 - 1 

p;;+l(Z) = ZP~~{-(Z). (A9) 

For Z = cosO, - 1:s Z:s 1, we get24 

(AID) 

We have in our case 

Z = cosO = w/(w2 + p2)1/2 . (All) 

Equation (A 7) becomes, if we use Eqs (A9), (AID) and 
(All), 

Of (P) = lim r (2/1) w (AI2) 
w-->O 221'-11T1l r(/1) (w2 + p2) (211+1)/2 

or since f = 2/1 

Of(p) = lim r[t (f + 1)] w (A13) 
w-->O 1T(j+1)/2 (w2 + p2)(1+1)/2' 

which is identical to Eq. (AI) if we make the substitu
tion p2 --7 (p - p')2. Therefore we have proven Eq. 
(AI). 

APPENDIX B: f -DIMENSIONAL COULOMB 
GREEN'S FUNCTION 

In this appendix we shall give integral representations 
of the f -dimensional Coulomb Green's function, an ex
pression in terms of a generalized hypergeometric 
function of two variables, series expansions in terms 
of Gegenbauer polynomials, and an approximate ex
pression for finite angle scattering. Some of these 
results have also been obtained by Hostler .11 By a 
straightforward generalization of the approach of 
Schwinger10 one gets from Eq. (3. 16) the following 
integral representation of H(Q, n/). 

H (Q Q/) = of+1(Q _ QI) + [v + t (f - 3)] ra (f - 1)] 
I ' 21T (/+1)/2 

X [ 1 + (v + f - 3) 
(~ - Of-1 2 
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1 p-v 
x 10 dp [(1 _ p)2 + p(~ _ ~/)2]U-1)/2 

(B1) 

valid for 11< 1, where the parameter II is defined by 
KI = II + i (f - 3). Integration by parts gives 

H (a a') = oJ+1(a _ a') + [II + i (f - 3)] r[i (f - 1)] 
I ' 2u(/+V/2 

xI: dpp-v-[(j-3)/2l 

d pU-V/2 
x dp [(1 _ p)2 + P (~ _ ~ ')2] U-1)/2 . (B2) 

Integrating by parts again and using Eq. (2.48), we 
can write the above equation in the form 

H (a a') = r[i (f + 1)] 11 dp p-v-[U-3)/2l 
I' 2u U +1)/2 0 

d pU-U/2(1_p2) 
X dp [(1 _ p)2 + P (~ _ (')2] U+1)!2' (B3) 

The function HI(a, a') of Eq. (B1) can be expressed in 
terms of the generalized hypergeometric function in 
two variables2 5 Fl' We have26 

101 
dp p-v[(l _ p)2 + P (~ _ ~ ')2]-U-1)/2 

= J1 dp p-v(p _ Z+t(f-1)/2 (p - z_tU-V/2 
o 

=- IIF 1(1-II,i(f-1),i(f-1),2-II;Z+,Z_), 

Rell < 1, (B4) 

where 

Z± = ~j ~j ± [(~j ~;)2 _ 1]1/2. (B5) 

From Eqs. (B1) and (B4) we get 

H (a a') = Of+1(a a') + [II + i (f - 3)] r[i (f - 1)] 
I ' , 2u(/+1)/2 

x [(~ _ ~1')/_1 - 11(11 + 1 ~ 3) 
X F1 (1- 11/;.1, 1;.1,2_ II;Z+,Z)]. 

(B6) 

Expanding the denominators of the integrands of Eqs. 
(B1), (B2), and (B3) in series of Gegenbauer polyno
mials and integrating term by term, we get, respec
tively, 

[11+ i(f- 3)]r[i(f-1)] 
HI (a a') = 01 +1 (a - a') + -----,---,--,-,-----

, 2u (f+1)/2 

X f. 1 + (II + 1_-3) 
L(~ - ~ ')/-1 2 

co 

X ~ 
N=l 

C(f-1)/2 (~ . ~ ')] N-1 J J 

N-II ' 
(B7) 

H (a a') = o/+l(a _ n') + [II + i (f - 3)] r[i (f - 1)] 
I , 2u / +1/ 2 
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x ~ N + i U - 3) C(f-1)/ 2 (~ . ~'.) (B8) 
N=l N _ II N-1 J J ' 

H (a a') = r[i(f+ 1)][11 + i(f- 3)] 
I ' u/ +1/ 2 

00 1 
x 6 CU+1)/2 (~.~') (B9) 

N=l (N _ II)(N _ II + 2) N-1 J J • 

Also Eq. (3. 16) gives 

H (a,a') = r[iU -1)] is [N + iU - 3)]2 
I 2u/+1/2 N=l N _ II 

xC~~~1)!2(~j~;)' (BlO) 

Equations (B7) and (B8) can be easily derived from 
Eq. (B10). 

The expressions (B1)-(B3), (B6), and (B7)-(B10) can 
be easily written in terms of the Green's function 
Gc(p, p'). For example, Eq. (B1) gives 

Gc (p, p') = Of (p - p') _ C [1 + (II + 1 - 3) 
E-T 2 

1 p-v J 
x 10 dp [p _ d(l- p)2] U-V/2 ' 

where 

C = (211 + 1 - 3) r[i (f - 1)] 
4u (f+1)/2 

(Bll) 

Po 
x J.l(E _ T)(E _ T')(P _ p')/-1' (B12) 

d = J.l(T - E)(T' - E) (B13) 
2E(P _ p')2 ' 

2 
T- ~ 

- 2J.l' 
P'2 

T'=-
2J.l 

For finite angle scattering we have 

(B14) 

E - T'" 0, E - T' '" 0, (p - p')2 > O. (B15) 

In this case d is small and a simple approximate ex
pression of the function Gc (p, p') can be obtained 
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l/d 1 
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For d small, the above expression gives 
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x B(l- v,t(f- 3) + II)}, (B17) 

where B(l - II, t (f - 3) + II) is a beta function. For 
j = 3 the second term of the above expression re
duces to the Green's function found by Schwinger.1 0 
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Thin films are described as idealized systems having finite extent in one direction but infinite extent in the 
other two. For systems of particles interacting through smooth potentials (e.g., no hard cores), it is shown 
that an equilibrium state for a homogeneous thin film is necessarily invariant under any continuous internal 
symmetry group generated by a conserved density. For short-range interactions it is also shown t?at equil.i
brium states are necessarily translation invariant. The absence of long-range order follows from Its relation 
to broken symmetry. The only properties of the state required for the proof are local normality, spatial trans
lation invariance, and the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger boundary condition. The argument employs the Bogoliubov 
inequality and the techniques of the algebraic approach to statistical mechanics. For inhomog.eneous sy.stems, 
the same argument shows that all order parameters defined by anomalous averages must vamsh. Identical re
sults can be obtained for systems with infinite extent in one direction only. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years, a number of authors1 - 6 have 
used the Bogoliubov inequalities to show that specific 
long- range order parameters must vanish for one
and two-dimensional systems. Since their conclu
sions apparently contradict the experimental obser
vations of thin-film superconductivity7 and super
fluidity,8 it is natural to be skeptical of these argu
ments. The purpose of this paper is to reinforce the 
previous conclusions by means of a more general 
proof, which uses the rigorous techniques and results 
of the algebraic approach to statistical mechanics. 

The first result we need is the existence of a general 
relation between long-range order and broken sym
metry. This relation allows us to avoid any questions 
about the validity of the Bogoliubov quasi-averaging 
method9 used in previous proofs, and it also allows 
us to carry out the argument without making a speci
fic choice of order parameter. With the assumption 
that the Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of a 
kinetic energy and an interaction term, we prove 
directly that a state describing a homogeneous thin 
film cannot exhibit any broken internal symmetry. 
This conclusion holds equally for long- and short
range potentials; therefore, the conventional descrip
tions of superconductivity and superfluidity in terms 
of broken gauge invariance will not work for thin 
films. We also show that a thin film state cannot ex
hibit broken translation invariance provided only that 
the potential satisfies a range condition previously 
found by Mermin. 3 Thus the usual descriptions of 
crystalline and magnetic ordering are not applicable 
to thin films. The assumption made above about the 
Hamiltonian excludes the class of Singular potentials 
for which there is no clear separation of kinetic and 
potential energy; consequently, we cannot draw any 
conclusions for hard-core systems. 

For inhomogeneous thin films, the argument can be 
adapted to prove that all order parameters defined 
by anomalous averages must vanish, but one cannot 
conclude that the state has no broken symmetry. 

Since no rigorous connection between long-range 
order (defined by ordinary averages) and the exis
tence of anomalous averages has been established in 
the case, the absence of the latter does not preclude 
the existence of the former. 

It will become obvious that our argument also serves 
to exclude long-range order for one-dimensional 
systems. Therefore, this case will not be explicitly 
considered. 

In Sec. 2 we sketch the necessary theoretical back
ground, and in Sec. 3 we present the argument that 
establishes the connection between long-range order 
and broken symmetry. A proof of the Bogoliubov in
equality is outlined in Sec. 4; in Sec. 5, the inequality 
is applied to prove the impossibility of broken sym
metries for homogeneous thin films. The case of in
homogeneous films is treated in Sec. 6 and is followed 
in Sec. 7 by a discussion of the results. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The appropriate setting for our discussion is given by 
the algebraic formulation of statistical mechanics as 
described for example, by Haag, Hugenholtz, and Win
nink10 (HHW). We begin with the Fock space .'PF (r), 
where r is the configuration space relevant to the 
problem. One usually takes r = R U

; but we will con
sider instead the space r = R2 x I, where I is an in
terval of length L. In other words, we assume that 
the phYSical system involved lies between two infini
tely extended parallel planes with separation L. For 
each bounded region A c r there is a subspace SJF (A) 
and a von Neumann algebra m(A) consisting of bounded 
operators on .\;)F (A}j the C * -algebra Il{ of quasilocal 
observables is then defined as the norm-closure of 
~tL == UA Il{(A). A state W is a positive, continuous, 
normalized linear functional on m. A state is said to 
be locally normal if its restriction to each Il{(A) is 
given by a density matrix, and w is a GiblIs state when 
the following limit exists for each A E 2(L: 

w (A) = lim wn (A), wn (A) = It:1 tr(e -8 (Hn -~Nn) A), 
n .... oo 
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where H nand N n are respectively the Hamiltonian 
and number operator for the region An; the trace is 
taken over .\)(An); Sk. n is the normalization constant; 
and the regions An satisfy An + 1 ::J An' ~ An = r. 
Since 9{(A) is a von Neumann algebra, any Gibbs state 
is locally normal. 

The Gel'fand-Naimark-SegaPO (GNS) construction 
for any state w yields a Hilbert space .\), a cyclic vec
tor n, and a representation map rr: S) --7 £(.\1) (the 
bounded operators on S) ) with the property 

w(A) = (n, rr(A) n) \fA E 2t 

For later use we need to add certain unbounded ob
servables to ~{; this can be done as follows: We say 
that a closed, densely defined operator Q is affiliatedll 
to 9{(A) if the spectral projections of (Qt Q)1/2 all 
belong to 9{(A). Sewell12 has shown that if w is 
locally normal, the map rr can be extended to the 
closed densely defined operators affiliated to 9l(A) 
for some A. For each such operator Q, rr(Q) is a 
densely defined, closed operator on SJ. We will say 
that Q is w-affiliated to U if it is affiliated to some 
2{(A) and if n E Dom[rr(Q)). 

In the algebraic approach to statistical mechanics, 
the description of time translation is based on the 
sequence of maps {an (t)} defined by 

an (t)A = Un (t)AUn (f)-1, A E 9lL> 

Un(t) = exp[i(Hn - j.LNn)t]. 

The algebra 9{(An) is to be constructed so that a n is 
an automorphism on 2{ (AJ. In HHW it was assumed 
that for each A E 9( L the sequence {an (t)A} is norm
convergent; this is sufficient to guarantee the exis
tence of an automorphism a (t) on 9{ representing 
time translation. This limit has been shown to exist 
for certain lattice systems; but continuous systems 
present greater difficulties, as evidenced by the ex
ample of the ideal Bose gas for which it can be shown 
that an (t) cannot converge in the required sense. In 
view of these difficulties, it is important to note that 
our argument will not depend directly on the existence 
of a (t), but only on the following consequences of its 
existence: 

(a) Time translations are realized by a group of 
automorphisms {Yet)} acting on the bicommutant 
rr(I){)"; the group is implemented by a strong;ly 
continuous group of unitary operators {U (t)J act
ing on .\) and leaving the cyclic vector n invari
ant. 

(b) The Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) boundary 
condition is satisfied in the form 

f dt f(t - i(3)(n, rr(B}y(t)rr(A)n) 

= f dt f(t)(n, y(t)rr(A)1T(B)n), 

\fA, B E ~{ and f E :D (the space of Coo functions 
with compact support in R). 

The fact that our argument involves only (a) and (b) 
is of particular interest because of the alternative 
treatment of time translations proposed by Dubin and 
Sewell.1 3 In their theory, the strong convergence con
dition on {a (t)} is replaced by a weaker condition on 
the behavio; of time-dependent correlation functions 
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for a Gibbs state; in this way, the problem of the ideal 
Bose gas is resolved, while the consequences (a) and 
(b) are retained. Since the necessary properties (a) 
and (b) follow either from the strong theory of time 
translations given in HHW or from the weaker as
sumptions of Dubin and Sewell, we will take (a) and 
(b) as the starting point for our discussion. 

The other groups of physical symmetry operations 
(for example, space translations, gauge transforma
tions, etc.) can always be represented by automor
phisms on 2{, and they also have a local structure14 

that will be of interest later on. A one-parameter 
group F = {a J of automorphisms is said to be 
locally generated if there is an operator-valued dis
tribution q(x) acting on '\)F (r) that satisfies 

(1) For a real test function f E :D(r), q(f) is a 
self-adjoint operator w-affiliated to 91. 

(2) For a suitable sequence {fJ C :D(r), and any 
A E 9{,a A E F, 

aAA = norm-lim eXp[iAq(fn)]A exp[-iAq(fn))' 
n-->oo (2.1) 

The choice of {fn} depends on r; we will exhibit 
in Sec. 5 the sequence appropriate to our prob
lem. It is reasonable to suppose that all groups 
of phYSical interest are locally generated. Fin
ally, we remark that the useful automorphism 
groups are symmetries of the Hamiltonian; this 
implies that the local generator q(x) must satisfy 
a continuity equation. In the present context, this 
equation takes the form 12 

(<I>, [;t rr(q (x) t + V • 1T (l(X»] n) = 0 \f<l> E.\), 

(2.2) 

where rr(')t == y(t)rr('), and I is an operator of the 
same type as q. 

We will always assume that the Hamiltonian Hn for a 
finite region An can be written as the sum of a kine
tic energy term HnO and an interaction term Hnl and 
that the commutators [q(f),Hno ] and [q(f),Hnl ] have a 
common dense domain in .p(An ). Under these condi
tions the current I can be written as the sum of con
tributions from the kinetic and interaction terms in 
the Hamiltonian. This assumption is essentially a 
regularity condition on the interaction potential; 
therefore, it is unlikely that the arguments to follow 
can be applied to Singular potentials such as those 
with hard cores. 

3. LONG-RANGE ORDER AND BROKEN 
SYMMETRY 

Let G be a group of phYSical symmetry operations 
represented by an automorphism group {ag:g E G}. 
Then a state w is said to be G - invariant if w (a g A) = 
w(A) \fg E G,A E 2l-and to be G-ergodic if it is an 
extremal pOint of the convex set of G-invariant states. 
Ruelle 15 has argued that pure thermodynamic phases 
should be described by G-ergodic states, where G is 
the invariance group for the Hamiltonian; therefore, 
we may suppose that all states of interest are G
ergodic. 

For homogeneous systems, G will include the spatial 
translations T as a subgroup; we introduce the follow
ing notation for the action of T on 9t: 
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and also define the correlation function CA by 

CA(x) = w({A(x),A>}), 

where { " .} denotes the anticommutator and A ==A -
w(A). A state is said to be strongly clustering if 

lim CA(x) = 0, VA E WL , 
Ix 1->0() 

and weakly clustering if 

lim [1/V(A)] fA d 3x CA (x) = 0, VA E WL , (3.1) 
A->oo 

where, for example, A ---7 co in the sense of van Hove.16 

We will say that a state w exhibits long-range order 
if, for some A E W L' the weak- clustering condition 
[Eq. (3. 1)] is violated. Note that this definition is 
stronger than simply requiring CA(x) c;;! ° as Ixl---7CO, 
which would be a violation of the strong cluster pro
perty. There are two reasons for choosing this defi
nition: (1) It agrees with the conventional definitions 
used in the study of Bose condensation, superconduc
tivity, crystalline order, etc.; and (2) there are rigor
ous general theorems relating the weak cluster pro
perty to the symmetry properties of the state. The 
first such result is Theorem 3.1. 

Theorem 3. 1: A T - invariant state w is T - ergodic 
if and only if it is weakly clustering. 1 7 In other 
words, w exhibits long- range order if and only if it 
fails to be T-ergodic. The connection between long
range order and broken symmetry will be provided 
by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: Every locally normal T-invariant, 
KMS state w is the resultant of a unique probability 
measure IlE carried by the locally normal, T-ergodic, 
KMS states, 

w(A) = f dIlE(a)a(A), VA E W. 

The measure IlE defines the ergodic decomposition 
of w. This theorem, without the KMS condition, is 
given by Ruelle. 18 To include the KMS condition, we 
need two other facts about integral decompositions 
on C*-algebras. First in addition to the ergodic de
composition, there is a central decomposition19 de
fined by a probability measure Ilc whose support con
tains the support of Il E' Second, the central decompo
sition preserves the KMS condition; i.e., the measure 
Ilc for a KMS state is carried by the KMS states. 19 

The combination of these two remarks with the theo
rem as given by Ruelle yields Theorem 3.2. 

The states which appear in the ergodic decomposition 
of ware labeled by parameters that are unimportant 
for the measurement of local observables, e.g., the 
phase of a condensate wavefunction, the orientation 
and location of crystal axes, etc. Since a state w ex
hibiting long-range order cannot be T-ergodic states, 
and w can, for all physical purposes, be replaced by 
anyone of the states in the decomposition. Note that 
these states cannot be fully G-invariant, since the 
original state was assumed to be G-ergodic. This 
remark provides the connection between long-range 
order and broken symmetry. In other wordS, a state 
with long-range order, that is, one that violates weak 

clustering, can always be replaced by a state that is 
weakly clustering but has less symmetry than the 
Hamiltonian for the system. 

4. BOGOLIUBOV INEQUALITIES 

The principal result needed for the remainder of this 
paper is the well- known Bogoliubov inequality. 9 In 
the context of infinite volume systems, the inequality 
is based on the following theorem. 

Theorem 4. 1: If w is a [locally normal] KMS state, 
then the bilinear form (X, Y) defined by 

(X, Y) = ~ foB dT (n'X!iT Y n), X, Y E n(W)", (4.1) 

is a norm-continuous inner product on n(W)". 

In another publication,2 0 a version of this theorem 
was proved under the assUinption that time transla
tions are given by automorphisms on W; however, the 
proof is easily adapted to cover the case of a state 
satisfying (a) and (b) of Sec. 2. One simply replaces 
W by n(W)" throughout the argument. 

We should also note that Theorem 4.1 remains valid 
if we drop the assumption of local normality. How
ever, this assumption is essential for applications to 
unbounded operators. 

The Bogoliubov inequalities follow from [Eq. (4. 1)] by 
choosing X = n(K) and Y = i(a/at)n(Mt)t. We obtain 

<{K, Kt}) <[M, (iM)t» ~ (2/{3)I{[K,Mt]) 12 , (4.2) 

where K, MEW, (.) == (n, n(' )n); and, by abuse of nota
tion,M stands for (a/at)n(M)t1t=0' 

5. ABSENCE OF BROKEN SYMMETRIES IN 
HOMOGENEOUS THIN FILMS 

A thin film system is one which has the configuration 
space r = R2 X I discussed in Sec. 2. We take the z 
axis along the interval I and apply hard-wall boun
dary conditions at z = 0, L. With these conventions, 
the Hamiltonian is invariant under translations and 
rotations in the x-y plane; therefore, we take G to be 
the product of the two-dimensional Euclidean group 
with the relevant internal symmetry group (for ex
ample, gauge transformation, spin rotations, etc.). We 
also assume that the interaction potential is invariant 
under the internal symmetries. This assumption is 
always satisfied for gauge transformations, but for 
spin rotations it means that the potential is spin de
pendent. 

Let Wo be a G-ergodic state describing a pure phase 
of the thin film. We want to know if this state can ex
hibit long-range order as we have defined it. Accord
ing to the discussion in Sec. 3, this is the same as 
asking whether the state w 0 has a nontrivial ergodic 
decomposition into non-G-invariant states. We recall 
that if Wo is a locally normal, KMS state, the states 
in the decomposition will have the same properties. 
A negative answer to the last question is then provi
ded by showing that there are no broken symmetries. 
We begin by conSidering the internal symmetries. 

Theorem 5.1: Every T-invariant, locally normal, 
KMS state w for a thin-film system is necessarily 
invariant under anyone-parameter group Fe G of 
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internal symmetries locally generated by a conserved 
density q(x). Hence, there can be no long-range order 
associated with a broken internal symmetry. 

For the proof, we first choose operators K and M to 
be substituted into the Bogoliubov inequality [Eq. 
(4.2)], 

K = Is d2x e-ik'xA(x), 
n 

M = 1 d3 r in (r) e- ik'r q(r), (5.1) 

where A E 9l Land q (r) is the local generator for F. 
We have adopted the convention that x, x', etc., are 
vectors with vanishing z component, while r, r' denote 
general vectors; also, the momentum vector k has no 
z component. The area Sn is related to the sequence 
{in} of test functions that we must now specify more 
precisely. Let An be a right- circular cylinder with 
axis parallel to the z axis, radius R n , and height 
Ln < L; we denote by A: the coaxial cylinder with 
radius Rn + a and height L. The function in E ~(r) 
is chosen to satisfy 

{ 
1, 

in (r) = 0, 

We take Sn = 1TR~ to be the area of the base An' We 
substitute the chosen K and Minto Eq. (4.2), divide 
through by V(An )2,and take the limit An ---) 00, which 
means that we first let Ln ---) L and then let Rn ---) 00 

as n-7 00. We briefly sketch the calculation of the 
various terms involved: 

(5.2) 

where we have used translation invariance and the 
notation ~ for the Fourier transform. In a similar 
way we find 

lim (l/Sn )([K,Mt]) = lim Id 3r in(r)e'ik.r([A,q(r)]). 
n-+ OO n-+ OO (5.3) 

Since A E 91L , that is,A E 9l(Ao) for some finite re
gion Ao, the right-hand side of Eq. (5. 3) will become 
independent of An as soon as ~ => Ao; consequently, 
the limit k ---) ° will commute with the limit n ---) 00. 

Thus we have 

lim lim ~ ([K,M]) = lim ([A, q(fn)]) 
k-+O n .... oo Sn n-+ OO 

= i aaA (0' AA) A~O' (5.4) 

where the last line follows from Eq. (2. 1). The re
maining calculation involves the continuity equation 
(2.2) for q. We have 

_1_ ([M (iM)t]> = lim (- i) J d 3r ' in(r')e ik •r' 
S L2' n-+oo S L2 

n n n n 
lim 
n-+ 00 

X ( Q, [1T(M), :t 1T[q(r')]tJQ)t~O 
We have assumed that M is w-affiliated to 9l; conse
quently, Q E Dom(1T(M», and the weak continuity equa
tion (2.2) gives, after some integrations by parts, 
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where i](x) == L-l loL dz q(x, z), etc., and repeated vec

tor indices are summed. In obtaining Eq. (5. 5), we 
have dropped terms containing factors of V'i n (r'), 
which vanish everywhere except in the "skin" region 
between An and A~. The contributions from the "skin" 
on the sides of An are eliminated by the factor S~l ; 
and the contributions from the regions above and be
low An vanish by virtue of the hard-wall boundary 
condition, which we impose in the form 

lim 1 d 3r h m (r)(Iz(r» = 0, 
m-+OO 

whenever h m is a delta sequence in the z coordinate 
concentrated at either boundary plane. The terms 
V zi m evidently form such a sequence. 

At this point we first make use of the assumption that 
the internal symmetry generator q(r) commutes with 
the interaction term in the Hamiltonian. One typically 
has 

q(r) = tJ;t(r) rtJ;(r), 

where r is a Hermitian matrix acting on the internal 
degrees of freedom only. The corresponding current 
is 

and by using the equal-time commutation relations 
we can compute the integral in Eq. (5. 5) explicitly to 
obtain 

lim (l/SnL~)([M, (iM)t]) = Wk 2 , 
n-+oo 

where 

W = (mL)-1(tJ;tr2tJ;) < 00. 

Substitution of Eqs. (5.2), (5.4), and (5.6) into Eq. 
(4.2) yields 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

Thus the Bogoliubov inequalitiEl,s give us information 
about the small-k behavior of CA(k) for any A. We 
obtain additional information by noting that the corre
lation function for a bounded observable is a contin
uous, positive-definite function;21 Le., the matrix 
C A (x. - xk ) is positive definite for any N distinct 
poinls {x V ••• , X N}' For functions of this type we 
have the following results. 22 

Theorem 5.2 (Bochner): Every continuous, posi
tive-definite function is the Fourier transform of a 
finite positive measure. Thus the correlation func
tion for a bounded observable can be written as 

where the finite, positive me~sure J..! is related to the 
(formal) Fourier transform CA by (we now consider 
a general V-dimensional configuration space) 

dJ..! (k) = <\(k) d ll k/(21T)1I. 

Strictly speaking, thEl, steps leading from Eq. (5. 1) to 
(5.7) which involve CA are only formally valid; how
ever, the derivation is easily made rigorous by integ
rating both sides of the Bogoliubov inequality over an 
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arbitrary bounded region in k-space. We can now 
employ an argument similar to Hohenberg'sjl first 
integrate Eq. (5.7) over a small sphere of radius ko 
centered at the origin to get 

Jk<k
o

d j.L(k)k2 ~ {3~laa>.. (£lI"A),,=o 12 g(lI)ko, (5.8) 

where g(lI)ko is the volume of the sphere. In general 
dj.L may have a contribution of positive mass concen
trated on the originj we split this term off explicitly 
and define dj.Ll by 

dj.Ll(k) = dj.L(k) - bou(k)dUk, 

where b > 0 is the mass at the origin. The measure 
j.Ll evidently satisfies 

The first condition allows us to estimate the left
hand side of Eq. (5.8) by 

Jk< k dj.L(k)k2 = Jk< k dJ.ll (k)k2 :s kt Jk< k dJ.ll (k). a a a 

Using this estimate in Eq. (5.8), we find 

Jk<ko dJ.ll(k) ~ {3~ 1 :>.. (£lI"A) "=0 12 g(lI)ko-2
• 

The left-hand side of this inequality vanishes as ko 
approaches OJ therefore, if II:S 2, we must have 

a 
ax. (£lI"A),,=o = 0 VA E ~L' 

Replace A by (lIlAj then we have 

a 
aJ.l «(lilA) = 0 VA E ~L' (lll E Fj 

this yields 

w«(lIIlA) = w(A) VA E ~L' (lI1l E Fj 

that is, w is F-invariant. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 5. 1. 

The simplest but most important application of this 
theorem is to forbid broken gauge invariance for thin 
films. The conventional descriptions of Bose conden
sation in helium and Cooper-pairing of conduction 
electrons in metals require broken gauge invariancej 
therefore, the phenomena of thin film superfluidity 
and superconductivity cannot be described by the con
ventional theory. Note that the treatment of Cooper 
pairing of electrons interacting through the Coulomb 
potential presents no special difficulties since the 
proof of Theorem 5.1 is independent of particle stat
istics and the potential range. Furthermore, the argu
ment excludes all higher order mechanisms such as 
the formation of quartets, etc. 

We now turn our attention to the problem of crystal 
formation (including magnetic crystals). It follows 
from the results already obtained that we may des
cribe the system by a state which is T-ergodic and 
invariant under internal symmetries. By analogy 
with the general definition of long-range order we 
will say that a T-ergodic state wl has crystalline 
long-range order if there is a discrete subgroup (lat
tice group) TL C T such that wl is not TL -ergodic. 
The decomposition theorem (Theorem 3.2) remains 
valid if T is replaced by TL ; consequently, any state 

having crystalline long-range order can be decom
posed into states that are TL -ergodic but not T-in
variant. This corresponds physically to fixing the 
location of the crystal lattice in space. The following 
theorem shows that this situation cannot arise for 
thin filmsj that is, every T-ergodic state is also TL -
ergodic so that it cannot have crystalline long-range 
order. 

Theorem 5.3: If the average kinetic and potential 
energy densities are finite, and the potential vCr) 
satisfies 

lim r4-+. V2 vCr) = 0, 

for some E> 0, then every TL -invariant, thin-film 
state W is also T-invariantj consequently, every T
ergodic state wl is also TL -ergodic. The second part 
of the conclusion follows easily from the first which 
is established by a suitable modification of the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. Let {xj:j E TJ be the lattice gene
rated by TL and choose a positive function cP E D(R2) 
normalized by 

J d2 x CP(x) = 1 

with support containing the origin but no other lattice 
point. Next define Aq, (x) by 

A 'I> (x) = ~ cP (x - xj)A (xj)j 
jETL 

the sum exists and defines a bounded operator since 
at most one term is nonvanishing for any given x. 
With the notation used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 
we put 

K = Js,. d 2x e-ik,xAq,(x), 
and 

q(r) == e' J(r), 

where e is a unit vector in the x-y plane and the mo
mentum J is the local generator for spatial transla
tions. We have explicitly23 

Vav(r - r') 

x 1/1 t (r) 1/1+ (r') 1/1 (r') 1/1 (r), 
with 

TioJ = i (V"ljItvBI/I + VBl/ltV"I/I) 

- t O"B(V 2I/1tl/l + 1/1 tv 21/1 + 2Vl/lt·VI/I). 

We next compute the various quantities which appear 
in the Bogoliubov inequality. First consider the cor
relation function 

C(k) = lim (l/S n )({K,Kt}) = lim C,,(k), 
n~w ,,~oo 

Cn (k) = J d2x e- ik•x Cn (x), 

Cn(x) === (l/S n) J d2 x' X,,(x + x')xn(x') 

x ({Aq,(x + x~,A~(x')}), 

where Xn is the characteristic function for Sn' The 
functiQn C n is bounded by II A 112 for all x and nj there
fore, C (k) is the Fourier transform of the bounded 
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function C (x) = lim en (x). Next we calculate 

Do = lim (I/SnLJ([K,Mt]) = lim Don' 
n-l-o() n-+O() 

where we set k = 0 to begin with. Inserting the defi
nitions of K and M, we have 

In the last step we used the TL invariance of the state. 
This result may be rewritten as 

The interchange of summation over TL and the integ
rals is made legitimate by the fact that the over lap 
integral in square brackets vanishes for Xj sufficiently 
far from Sn' Thus we have, apart from surface terms 
which will not contribute in the limit, 

Don = I d3r' (L IS .6 Xn (x)!" (r' + X)) ([A, q(r')]). 
n n JETL 

The commutator vanishes for large r'; consequently, 
we may take the limit inside the integral to obtain 

Do = n L I d 3r' ([A, q(r'))) 

= - inL eoV(A(x) Ix=o, 

where n L is the density of lattice sites. 

Finally we need to calculate 

Y = lim (I/SnL~)([M, (iM)t1) = lim Yn , 
n ..... oo n-OO 

Yn = - (i/SnL~) ec'c s I d 3r I d 3r' !n (r)!n (r')e-ik.(r-r') 

X <[ Ja(r) , js (r' ))). 

The contribution to Y from the 1ioJ term in the con
tinuity equation for J can be obtained explicitly from 
the commutation relations; thus 

y(o) = w Ok2 + i (n/L) k2(k o -e)2, 

where n is the average particle density and 

Wo = eaes lim (I/SnL~)I d 3r !n(r)(valf;t(r)VBIf;(r). 
n->OO 

The coefficient W 0 is finite since the integrand can be 
bounded by the kinetic energy density. If we now im
pose the TL invariance of the state, the large-volume 
average can be replaced by an average over the unit 
cell So of the lattice 

Wo = (l/L)ea ee(l/soL) Is XI d 3y (Valf;t(r)Vs If;(r). 
o 

The contribution from the potential term requires a 
somewhat more complicated but still straightforward 
treatment which leads to 

yw=-ee,.eai d 3r (e-ik'r-l)VaVsv(r)(I(z(L-Z» 

x (1/s 0L2) is XI d 3 r' (If;t(r + r') 
o 

X ljit(r') lji(r') lji(r + r'). 
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Since the potential vCr) will usually have a singularity 
at r = 0, we first examine the convergence of the r 
int.egral for sma~l r by splitting off a cylinder Ao of 
helght Land radlUs R 0 centered on the z axis. After 
two integrations by parts the dominant term in the 
integral over Ao is found to be 

(koe)2 (l/soL2) Is XI d3r' i d3 r vCr) 
o "0 

X <If;t(r + r') If;t(r') If;(r')If;(r + r'). 

The integral over Ao is finite by virtue of the assump
tion that the potential energy density is finite; there
fore, the integral defining yW converges at small r. 
Turning to the large r behavior, one sees that the in
tegral converges uniformly in k if r2+fV 2v(r) ~ 0 as 
r ~ 00; however, we require in addition that k-2yW 
remains finite as k·~ 0 so we must impose 
r 4+€V2 v(r) ~ O. If the latter condition is satisfied, 
we find 

lim k-2 Y (1) = e e B I d 3 r (I (z (L - z)}(kor)2 V V vCr) 
k->O a ex 8 

X (l/s oL2) Is XI d 3 r' If;t(r + r') 
o 

X If;t(r') If; (r') If;(r + r'), 

where k = k/k. 

Combining the results for y(O) and yW, we see that 
there is a constant W < 00 such that 

y < wk2 

for sufficiently small k. From this point on the argu
ment is identical to that in the proof of Theorem (5. 1), 
and the conclusion is that the state is T-invariant. 

We have now shown that thin films cannot possess 
crystalline long-range order. The customary des
cription of magnetically ordered system presupposes 
an underlying structure having crystalline long- range 
order; therefore, magnetic systems are also forbidden 
by the last result. 

6. LONG-RANGE ORDER IN INHOMOGENEOUS 
THIN FILMS 

In the preceding sections, the property of translation 
invariance was crucial in establishing the connection 
between long-range order and broken symmetry via 
the ergodic decompOSition (Theorem 3.2). Since in
homogeneous systems are by definition not transla
tion-invariant, this general relation between the two 
properties is lost. An alternative approach can be 
based on the idea of anomalous averages. In this con
text is is pointless to discuss crystalline states; 
therefore, we restrict our attention to a group F of 
internal symmetries. Let ~o be the subalgebra of ~( 
formed by F -invariant operators; then I}( (as a vector 
space) has the decompOSition I}{ = ~o Ell ~.L. Here ~.L 
is the complementary subspace defined by the pro
jection operation <P: 

<P(A) = A - lim iF d>.. Xa(A) Q!,\ A, 
a 

where ha} is an M-net on F, that is, an increaSing 
sequence of normalized characteristic functions on 
F. A state w is said to have an anomalous average 
(with respect to F) if w (A) ,r. 0 for some A E ~ .L • 

The corresponding order parameter ~ A is conven
tionally defined by 
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\{fA = lim [l/V(A)] lA dVy w(A(y», 
A->"O 

that is, as the volume mean of an anomalous average. 
One possible definition of long- range order is that 
\{fA'" 0 for some A E Ill. In the present case the cor
responding correlation function depends on both x 
and x', 

but it is more convenient to regard it as a function of 
x- x' and X == ~ (x + x'). We define a state w to be 
mildly inhomogeneous if the following "center-of
mass" average exists for each A: 

DA (x - x') == lim (l/s) 15 d2X CA (x, x'). 
s->co 

We can now adapt the argument of Sec. 5 to prove the 
following. 

Theorem 6.1: Let w be a locally normal, mildly 
inhomogeneous KMS state for a thin film; then \{fA = 0 
for all A E I){-'-. We again define K and M by Eqs. 
(5.1), and we find 

lim (l/5 n )({K,Kt}) = DA (k). (6.1) 
n-->OO 

This result is established by first integrating the left
hand side of Eq. (6. 1) (for finite n) with a test function 
and then taking the limit n --7 00. The other factors 
appearing in the Bogoliubov inequality can be treated 
similarly, with the results as follows: 

lim lim i ([K,Mt]) = lim .J:-n 1sn d2x i ;A 
k-il>O n-il>OO n n-"'OO 

x (Q(AA(x)\.=o, (6.2) 

lim _1_ ([M, (iMP) = ka 1 d2 (x - x') e-ik'Un/) 
11-->00 5nL~ 

x lim 51 Is d2X([q(x /),!a(x)]). (6.3) 
n-+oo n n 

Just as before, Eq. (6. 3) has the small-k form 

lim (1/5nL~)([M, (iM)t]) :S Wk 2• 
n-->OO 

The Bogoliubov inequality now reads 

~ 2 I' 1 J 2 a 12 k2DA (k) 0:: {3W hm -5 s d x aA (<l'AA(x)A=O • 
n-""OQ n n 

The function DA(x - x') is a continuous, positive-defi
nite function; therefore, the previous argument re
quires that 

lim 51 Js d2x a~ (<l'AA(x)A=O = O. (6.4) 
n-ou n n I\. 

The map <l'A: I){-'- --7 I){-'- is bijective; consequently, the 
algebra generated by {«a/aA)<l'AAh=o:A E Il{} is 
dense in I){L. Equation (6.4) implies \{fA = 0 VA E I){ -'- • 

This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 1. 

This result is not sufficient to settle the question of 
long- range order in inhomogeneous films, since there 
is an alternative idea of order parameter that does 
not involve anomalous averages. In this approach, 
which is a generalization of Yang's concept of off
diagonal long-range order, one defines <PA for A E I){-'
by 

<pi = lim [1/V(A)2] J1\ dVy lA dVy' (A(y)At(y'). 
A-->OO 

If <PA '" 0, the "density matrix" (A(y)At(y') is said to 
have a macroscopic eigenvalue. Long-range order 
may then be defined by a nonvanishing <P A for some 
A E I){L. If the state w satisfies the inhomogeneous 
form of the weak cluster property, that is, 

lim [1/V(A)2] 11\ dVy ~\ dVy' CAry, y') = 0, 
1\-->oQ 

then the two order parameters are related by <Px = 
1 \{fA 12. Unfortunately, in this case there is no general 
result24 like Theorem 3.2 that would assure us that 
we can always replace the original state by one that 
is weakly clustering. 

The application of Theorem 6.1 to Bose condensation 
shows that anomalous (non-gauge-invariant) order 
parameters \{fA are excluded. Thus, Bose condensation 
as usually described in terms of \{fA is forbidden for 
inhomogeneous thin films, but the argument does not 
exclude long- range order of the 1> A type. 

7. DISCUSSION 

The intuitive idea of long-range order is that some 
correlation function C A (x) fails to satisfy the strong 
cluster property; that is, C A (x) '" 0 as 1 xl --) 00 ; how
ever, the conventional definitions used for Bose con
densation, crystalline ordering, etc., impose the 
stronger condition that C A violate the weak cluster 
property [Eq. (3.1)]. We have adopted the latter, 
more stringent definition for long- range order. One 
of the principal advantages of this definition is that 
the ergodic decomposition theorem for homogeneous 
systems provides us with a general connection be
tween long- range order and broken symmetry. On 
the other hand, we have shown that physically accep
table (locally normal, T-invariant, KMS) states for a 
thin film cannot exhibit any broken internal25 sym
metries. Therefore, the phenomenon of Bose conden
sation which is associated with broken gauge invari
ance is forbidden. Since the arguments used are inde
pendent of the statistics of the particles and the range 
of the potential, we conclude that the condensation of 
Cooper pairs usually associated with superconducti
vity is also forbidden. The formation of a crystal lat
tice involves the violation of translation invariance, 
which we have shown to be impossible as long as the 
potential satisfies the range condition r4+ E \7 2 v(r)--7 O. 
Since magnetically ordered systems possess an 
underlying crystal structure, they are also forbidden. 

In the case of inhomogeneous thin films, the strong 
results discussed above are not available, because of 
the crucial role played by translation invariance. 
However, we have shown that, even for inhomogeneous 
films, the order parameters defined by anomalous 
averages must vanish. 

In view of the very general nature of the assumptions 
required for the proof of Theorem 5.1, it seems un
likely to us that the ordered states observed in thin 
films (for example, superconductivity, superfluid 
helium films, etc.) can be described in the same way 
as the analogous phenomena in bulk systems. Thus, 
one is forced to look for alternative descriptions. 
One possibility is provided by the idea of "weak" 
long- range order, 26 which is that the generalized 
susceptibility for some observable A diverges. This 
is consistent with weak and even strong clustering. 
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APPENDIX: THE CASE OF UNBOUNDED 
OBSERV ABLES 

Let w be a locally normal, KMS state on the algebra 
m and suppose that the unbounded operator A is w
affiliated to W. The correlation function CA(x) is then 
a positive-definite tempered distribution and we have 
the following result.22 

Theorem (Bochner-Schwartz): Every positive
definite tempered distribution is the Fourier trans-
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form of a positive tempered measure. Thus there is 
a positive measure djJ.(k) related to CA(k) by 
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which satisfies 
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1 + Ik In 

for some n> 0; furthermore, the integral of djJ.(k) over 
any compact set is finite. 
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given in the text will go through equally well for un
bounded observables. This observation could be used 
to avoid the rather complicated estimates used in 
Refs. 1-6 which involve assumptions about the finite
ness of certain physical quantities (e.g., the com
pressibility) . 
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The simple infinite chain of masses connected by 
ideal springs has been extensively studied as one of 
the very few many- body systems in which exact cal
culations are possible. 1 A more complex system, 
namely the infinite chain of harmonic OSCillators, has 
also been studied,2 However, very little has been done 
on the exact treatment of a semi- infinite chain. In a 
recent study, 3 the exact dynamic s of semi-infinite 
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and infinite chains of harmonic oscillators with fric
tional and other external forces was studied. The mo
tion of each of the oscillators was expressed in terms 
of the given applied forces and initial conditions. 
The present work uses the exponential Fourier 
transform method to study the exact dynamics of the 
above systems when the initial conditions (at t = 0) 
are not given. The motion of all the oscillators is 
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and infinite chains of harmonic oscillators with fric
tional and other external forces was studied. The mo
tion of each of the oscillators was expressed in terms 
of the given applied forces and initial conditions. 
The present work uses the exponential Fourier 
transform method to study the exact dynamics of the 
above systems when the initial conditions (at t = 0) 
are not given. The motion of all the oscillators is 
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expressed in terms of the given time-dependent ex
ternally applied forces only. The analytic structure 
of the transforms as well as some properties of the 
propagators are studied for all possible values of 
physical constants including the limiting values for 
uncoupled oscillators. The inverse transforms not 
readily available from tables4 are obtained by carry
ing out the integrations explicitly. 

The coupled equations for the systems are 

mXn = - Kxn - (3xn + ¢n 

- k(xn - xn+ 1 ) - k(xn - xn_1 )(1- O;6'rni), (1) 

where m is the particle mass, xn represents the 
displacement of the nth particle (n ? 0 if semi
infinite) measured from its equilibrium position, K 
and k are the force constants, {3 is the friction coef
fiCient, 0 is the Kronecker delta (to be inserted if 
semi-infinite), and ¢n represents the external force 
applied to the nth particle and is assumed to be a , 
known function of time. When Xo is also specified in 
addition to all the ¢'s, Eq. (1) for n = 0 provides the 
consistency condition between Xo and ¢o. 

If one assumes that xn and ¢n have the Fourier trans
forms 

1 +00 

X (w) =F[xn(t)] =- J dtx (t) exp(iwt), (2) 
n I2Ii -00 n 

q,n(w) = F[¢n(t)lk], (3) 

then Eq. (1) leads to 

Xn+1 + 4(v2 + 2i/1v - Q' 2 + 0nO/4)Xn 

+ (1- 0nO)Xn- 1 = - q,n' (4) 

where 5 

v = wl(2wo ), Wo = 1 kim 1
1/2, 

/1 = J3/116km 11/2, 

(5) 

(6) 

and ao = 1 Kim 11/2. (7) 

The solutions 6 for Eq. (4) are 
1 00 

Xinf = - - 6 ~ In-rlq, 
n D -00 r 

= ~ InlXo 

1 ( 00 - - L: or 
D 1 

(n'" 0) 

is) [~In-r I - ~ In+r I]q,r' 
-1 

(nooO) 

1 00 

xserni=--6[~ln-rl +~n+r+1]q, 
n D 0 r 

where 

D = 4[(A2 - b 2}(A2 - b 2 - 1»)1/2, 

~ = (D12) - 2(A 2 - b 2 ) + 1, 

A = lJ + i/1, 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

1m A, 1/, W 

L 
--------~·-C~I----------Re1/,W 

~ ~-ReA 
A B 

FIG.1. Contour for underdamped chains (b2 > 0). 
L is the original path for the inverSion integral. 

ImA, v, W 

__ L->-------:-I ____ Re l/, W 

C I 
~-ReA 

FIG. 2. Contour for criti
cally damped chains 
(b 2 =0"'f3). 

B' I A=A B 

I 

ImA,v,w 

L ----.---------- Re 1/, W 

-ReA 

ImA, v. W 

L 
----~--------:------- Re v, W 

c 

----ReA 

ImA,l/,w 

---L~~!-----Rel/,W 

FIG. 3. Contour for over
damped chains (-1 < b 2 < 0). 

FIG.4. Contour for over
damped chains (b 2 = - 1). 

C ~: FIG. 5. Contour for overdamped 
chains (b 2 < - 1). 

- t--~--ReA 

~: 
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and 

= [(K - f32/4m)/4k] 1/2 

= [(Q~ - P)/(2WO)2]l/2, 

r = 2fJWO = f3/2m. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The inverse transforms of Xn given in Eqs. (Sa)- (9b) 
are not readily available from tables, and, hence, the 
inversion has to be carried out via explicit integra
tion. To this end, one studies the analytic properties 
of Xn • At first, one observes from (14) that b 2 can 
take any value in the range (- 00, + 00) depending on 
K, f3, m, and k. Also b 2 > 0, b 2 = 0 7' f3 (and hence 
K 7' 0), and b 2 < 0 correspond to the under-, critic
ally-, and over-damped oscillator chains, respectively. 
The systems with b 2 = 0 = f3 (and hence K = 0) are . 
the undamped simple chains, and the noninteracting 
oscillators are represented by the limiting values 
b 2 = ± 00. The branch cuts for Xn are shown in Figs. 
1- 5 for several values of b 2 in decreasing order. 
One observes that the cuts are in the lower halves of 
the v and W planes. Also, 

Im(wA.A"B,B') ---7 0- as f3 -,0+ for Figs. 1 and 2 
(17) 

and 
Im(wA) ---70- as K/k ---70+ for Figs. 3- 5. (IS) 

By defining an integral 

_ exp(- rt) f ~ In lexp(- i2wotA) 
Gn(l)- dAn' t>O, 

7r C wrr 
(19) 

along any clockwise closed contour C enclosing the 
cuts, one can write the inverses of (Sa) - (9b) as 

00 

xn (t) = :0 Gn-r (t)*[ <Pr (t)/m] (20a) 
-00 

= 0nOxO(t) + [Glnl-1(t) - Glnl+1(t)]*[kxo(t)/mj 

+ (~ or _~) [Gn-r(t) - Gn+r(t)]*[CPr(t)/mj, 

(n ~O) (n:s 0) (20b) 
00 

xn (t) = L; [Gn-r (t) + Gn+r+ 1 (t)]*[ CPr (t)/m] (21a) 
o 

= 0nOXO(t) + [Gn - l (t) - Gn+1 (t)]*[kxO(t)/m] 
00 

+ :0 [Gn-r (t) - Gn+r (t)]*[ CPr (t)/m], (21b) 
1 

where 

A(t)*B(t) == t dt'A(t - t')B(t'). (22) 
-00 

One can give a physical interpretation of Eqs. (20a)
(21b) similar to that given in Ref. 3. For example, the 
G's are Green functions (or propagators) such that 
Gn -r (t)*<Pr (t)lm represents the displacement compo
nent in xn (t) due to <Pr during the prior time interval 
(- 00, t). The second propagators in [ ] of Eqs. (20b)
(21b) represent the following reflections: (21a) the 
reflections without phase reversal at the stiff-to-
soft boundary located between the particle n = 0 and 
the missing particle n = - 1, (20b) and (21b) the re
flections with phase reversal at the soft-to-stiff 
boundary located at the particle n = O. The second 
terms of (20b) and (21b) imply that the effect of speci
fying Xo is equivalent to introducing a soft-to-stiff 
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boundary at the particle n = 0 and an effective force 
kx 0 applied to the particle I n I = 1. It can be shown 
(see Appendix) that 

exp(- rt) 7f 

Gn(t) = 1T 10 dB cos(nB) 

x (Sin{2wol[b 2 + Sin2(B/2)j1 /2}) 

2wo[b2 + sin2(B/2)]l/2 (23) 

t 
= exp(- rt) ~ dt'Jo(2bwo l t2 - t'211/2)J2n(2wol') (24) 

t 
= exp(- rt) ~ dt'Jo{[(Q~ - r2)(t2 - t'2)]1/ 2}J2n (2wot'). 

(25) 

Therefore, one observes that the present solutions in 
(20a)- (21 b) are identical in form to those for the 
systems with specified initial conditions (at t = 0) 
except for two expected points: (i) The terms contain
ing xr (0) and xr (0) are missing and (ii) the lower limit 
of the * operation given in (22) is now t = - 00 in
stead of t = O. 

The properties of the displacements xn given in 
(20a)- (21 b) can be studied by examining the proper
ties of G. For example, one can show that7 

Gn = exp(- rt)J2n (2wOt) - rGn 

- (t/2)(Q~ - r2)(Gn + Gnl), (26) . 
Gn = - rGn + (twij/2n )(Gn- 1 - Gn+ 1)' n 7' 0, (27) 
.. 
Gn = - 2r exp(- rt)J2n (2wOt) + (2r 2 - Q~ - 2w~)Gn 

+ u..~(Gn-1 + Gn+l ) + (rt)(Q5 - r2)(Gn + G~), (2S) 

Gn = (2r 2 - Qij - 2w5)Gn + wB(Gn- 1 + Gn+1) 

- 2r(twij/2n)(Gn_ l - Gn+1), n 7' 0, (29) 

Gn (0) = 0, On (0) = On 0' Gn (0) = - 2ro nO' (30) 

Gn(OO) = 0booro/(2wo), and Gn(oo) = Gn(oo) = 0, 
(31) 

where Gnl is an integral of the type Gn given in (24) 
and (25) with Jo replaced by J2 • One sees from (30) 
that an immediate effect of the applied forces is to 
change the velocity and acceleration, but not the dis
placement, of the oscillator on which the force is 
applied. The first expression of (31) implies that 
only the undamped simple chains (i.e., K = f3 = 0) 
remember the effect of forces applied in the infinite
ly remote past. One can show from (25) that 

lim G (t) = ° exp(- rt)IQ2 - r 21-l/ 2 
wo"'o n nO 0 

X (sin or sinh \ (tl Q5 - r211/2). (32) 
(Q o >r) (rio < t») 

This is· the expected result because the limit taken 
is equivalent to the uncoupling limit k ---7 0 and the 
right-hand side without 0nO is the well-known Green 
function for the equation of motion for a forced har
monic oscillator. 
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APPENDIX 

Choosing the contour C for the integral (19) as shown 
in Figs. 1- 5, one can show that the contribution to the 
integral from the circular arcs around A,A',B, and 
B' is zero (via vanishing or cancellation in pairs) 
in the limit of vanishing arc radii. For the remaining 
integral along the four edges of the branch cut, it 

1 See, for example, E. H. Lieb and D. C. Mattis, Mathematical Phy
sics in One Dimension (Academic, New York, 1966);J.Hori,'Spec
tral Properties of Disordered Chains and Lattices (Pergamon, 
Oxford, 1968); and A.A. Maradudin, E. W. Montroll, G. H. WeiSS, 
and I. P. Ipatova, Theorv of Lattice Dynamics in the Harmonic 
AjJproximalioll (Academic, New York, 1971), 2nd ed. 

2 M. A. Huetra, H. S. Robertson, and J. C. Nearing, J. Math. Phys.12, 
2305 (1971) and the papers quoted therein. 

3 K. H. Lee, J. Math. Phys.13, 1312 (1972). 
4 A. Erdelyi et ai" Tables of Integral TrallSfoYllls (McGraw-Hill, 

New York, 1954), Vol. 1, and F.Oberhettinger, Tahellcll WI'" 

Fourier Transformatioll (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1957). 

is convenient to make a change of variable from A to 
B given by 

A = [b 2 + sin2(B/2)]1/2, B E (0,7T). 

The sum of the four integrals then reduces to Eq. 
(23). For the equivalence of (23) and (24), see 
Appendix C of Ref. 3. 

5 To avoid possible confustion, 1 z 11/2 will be used for the posi
tive root of 1 z 1 and z 1/2 for the double-valued function. 

6 When Xo is specified, (8b) and (9b) are to be used. The consis
tency condition between Xo and rfJo' i.e., Eq. (1) for II = 0, makes 
them equivalent to (8a) and (9a). The algebra leading to (8a)
(9b) is very similar to that of Ref. 3. Although ~± In 1= [±D/2-
2(A 2 - b 2) + 1]ln I are two solutions of the homogeneous part 
of Eq. (4), the terms in Xn of the types ~-Inl and ~-In liD for w ->i 

± CI) are inconsistent with conditions for the existence of the in
version integrals. 

7 Some properties of gn(t) '" exp(rt)Gn(I) are studied in Ref. 3. 
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The asymptotic behavior of the prolate spheroidal functions of order zero f n (x, c), where n is the number of 
zeros of the function in the interval - 1 :0; x :0; 1, is studied for large values of the parameter c and all values of 
n. The method used involves solving the differential equation which defines the functions by using a classical 
approximation. The corresponding eigenvalues Xn are given by an implicit equation and the norm of the func
tions is calculated. The functions f n (x, c) are also solutions of an integral equation and associated with eigen
values An (c). Asymptotic expressions of [1 - An (c)] are derived by using the values obtained for the norm of 
f n (x, c). All these results generalize and interpolate partial results obtained by Slepian and others in two 
special cases, namely, n finite and n ~ c. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a discrete set of values X n of the parameter X, 
the differential equation 

d df 
- (1- x 2 ) - + (X - c2 x 2 )f = 0 dx dx ' 

(1. 1) 

where c is a real nonnegative parameter, has a real 
continuous solution f(x) which is finite for every x 
and unique except for a constant factor. It is conve
nient to fix its amplitude by assuming that f(l) ~ 1, a 
condition which is assumed throughout this article. 
For reasons of simplicity, we shall usually omit the 
explicit dependence on c of f (x) and of other quanti
ties. One may order the X n so that Xo < X 1 < X 2 

< "', then the corresponding solution fn (x) has ex
actly n zeros, in the interval - 1 ::; x ::; 1. The func
tion fn (x) is even or odd according as n is even or 
odd; 

(1. 2) 

They are called prolate spheroidal functions of zero 
order. 

Some physical applications of these functions arise 
from the fact that they are also solutions of the inte
gral equation 

(1. 3) 

and of its first iterate 

1 sin[c(x - y)] 
An in (x) = 11 ( ) fn (y)dy, 

7TX-y 
(1. 4) 

where 

(1. 5) 

Many details of their properties can be found in the 
literature. 1 Sometimes one needs the behavior of 
fn (x) and of An for large values of c. Partial results 
have been obtained by several people in this domain. 
In particular, a few years ago Slepian2 gave asymp
totic expansions of in (x) and An' for large values of 
c, in two different cases: 

(1) when n is finite, 

(2) when n is large and of the same order of magni
tude as c (n/c "" 1). 

However, for practical applications, the behavior of 
fn (x) and An for intermediate values of n is often 
needed. In this article, we aim at giving expressions 
of fn (x) and An for all values of n [n < c + O(logc)], 
interpolating cases (1) and (2) treated by Slepian. 
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B given by 

A = [b 2 + sin2(B/2)]1/2, B E (0,7T). 

The sum of the four integrals then reduces to Eq. 
(23). For the equivalence of (23) and (24), see 
Appendix C of Ref. 3. 

5 To avoid possible confustion, 1 z 11/2 will be used for the posi
tive root of 1 z 1 and z 1/2 for the double-valued function. 

6 When Xo is specified, (8b) and (9b) are to be used. The consis
tency condition between Xo and rfJo' i.e., Eq. (1) for II = 0, makes 
them equivalent to (8a) and (9a). The algebra leading to (8a)
(9b) is very similar to that of Ref. 3. Although ~± In 1= [±D/2-
2(A 2 - b 2) + 1]ln I are two solutions of the homogeneous part 
of Eq. (4), the terms in Xn of the types ~-Inl and ~-In liD for w ->i 

± CI) are inconsistent with conditions for the existence of the in
version integrals. 

7 Some properties of gn(t) '" exp(rt)Gn(I) are studied in Ref. 3. 
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The asymptotic behavior of the prolate spheroidal functions of order zero f n (x, c), where n is the number of 
zeros of the function in the interval - 1 :0; x :0; 1, is studied for large values of the parameter c and all values of 
n. The method used involves solving the differential equation which defines the functions by using a classical 
approximation. The corresponding eigenvalues Xn are given by an implicit equation and the norm of the func
tions is calculated. The functions f n (x, c) are also solutions of an integral equation and associated with eigen
values An (c). Asymptotic expressions of [1 - An (c)] are derived by using the values obtained for the norm of 
f n (x, c). All these results generalize and interpolate partial results obtained by Slepian and others in two 
special cases, namely, n finite and n ~ c. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a discrete set of values X n of the parameter X, 
the differential equation 

d df 
- (1- x 2 ) - + (X - c2 x 2 )f = 0 dx dx ' 

(1. 1) 

where c is a real nonnegative parameter, has a real 
continuous solution f(x) which is finite for every x 
and unique except for a constant factor. It is conve
nient to fix its amplitude by assuming that f(l) ~ 1, a 
condition which is assumed throughout this article. 
For reasons of simplicity, we shall usually omit the 
explicit dependence on c of f (x) and of other quanti
ties. One may order the X n so that Xo < X 1 < X 2 

< "', then the corresponding solution fn (x) has ex
actly n zeros, in the interval - 1 ::; x ::; 1. The func
tion fn (x) is even or odd according as n is even or 
odd; 

(1. 2) 

They are called prolate spheroidal functions of zero 
order. 

Some physical applications of these functions arise 
from the fact that they are also solutions of the inte
gral equation 

(1. 3) 

and of its first iterate 

1 sin[c(x - y)] 
An in (x) = 11 ( ) fn (y)dy, 

7TX-y 
(1. 4) 

where 

(1. 5) 

Many details of their properties can be found in the 
literature. 1 Sometimes one needs the behavior of 
fn (x) and of An for large values of c. Partial results 
have been obtained by several people in this domain. 
In particular, a few years ago Slepian2 gave asymp
totic expansions of in (x) and An' for large values of 
c, in two different cases: 

(1) when n is finite, 

(2) when n is large and of the same order of magni
tude as c (n/c "" 1). 

However, for practical applications, the behavior of 
fn (x) and An for intermediate values of n is often 
needed. In this article, we aim at giving expressions 
of fn (x) and An for all values of n [n < c + O(logc)], 
interpolating cases (1) and (2) treated by Slepian. 
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Our method is simple. Since c is large, we use a 
classical approximation (JBKW method or Langer's 
method) in all the regions of space which are not 
singular (Le., far from the values x = ± 1 or x = 
XC -2). In the singular regions around x = ± 1 (and 
sometimes x = 0), the spheroidal functions can be 
approximately represented by confluent hypergeome
tric functions. Solutions in two different regions must 
coincide in the domain where they overlap each other, 
and thus we obtain compatibility requirements which 
determine the solutions and the corresponding eigen
values. 

In Sec. 2, we give the notation used throughout this 
article and in Sec. 3 the results obtained. We derive, 
in Sec. 4, asymptotic expressions for the spheroidal 
function f n (x) in various regions, in Sec. 5 an implicit 
relation for Xn' in Sec. 6 the normalization integral, 
and in Sec. 7 asymptotic expressions for (I - An). 

2. NOTATIONS 

Throughout this paper we shall use the following sym
boIs: 

X = cu, E = u/ c, 

b=t(c-u), {3=2b/c=I-E. (2. 1) 

The ranges of variations of the various quantities 
are as follows: 

O:::;X<ro, 0:SE<I+V/c+O(c-2 ), 

0:::; n < c + O(lnc), - ro < b :::; tc, (2.2) 

where V is a constant independent of c. The functions 
cp ( b) and 1] ( b) are defined by 

r(t + itb) = [1T/cosh(t1Tb)]1/2 eiq>(b), 

1](b) = cp{b) - tb(lnltb I - 1). 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

We note that cp{b) is real when b is real, a conse
quence of the identity 

r(t + z) r(t - z) = 1T/COS{1TZ). 

Also, we note that, when b ---7 ro, 

1]{b) = (1/12b) + O{I/b 2 ) 

a consequence of Stirling's formula. 

We need the function 

O{f) = 0, iff:2:1 

(2. 5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

O{E) = (I - f) (17f/2 COS
2

01d01 !!..4) 
o (COS201 + f sin2(1)1/2 

== E[(I- f)1/2] - fK[(I- f)1/2] - i(l- f), 

where E and K are the elliptic integrals 

1
",/2 

E(k) = 0 (1 - k 2 sin2(1)1/2d01, 

1
,,/2 

K(k) = (1 - k 2 sin2(1)-1/2d01. 
o 
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if f :S 1, 
(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Finally the function ~ (E) is defined as 

~(E) = 2[(1 + e 7fb )/21T]1/2 exp[co(f)]. (2. 11) 

Our results can be compared with those of Slepian;2 
by using the correspondence 

b ~ - 0Slepian, cp(b) ~ CPO(o)SlePian' (2.12) 

3. RESULTS 

All the results given below are asymptotic when 
c--)ro. 

A. Spheroidal Function f n (x) 

The function f n (x) has different asymptotic expres
sions depending on the relative magnitudes of n, x, 
and c or, equivalently, of f,X, and c. To achieve cla
rity, we draw up a map in the (E,x)-plane and divide 
it into various regions. These regions have, in 
general, no sharp boundaries, they overlap over large 
areas, and they cover the whole plane. In each of 
these regions, f n (x) has an asymptotic expression. 
On the overlap of two or more regions, the corres
ponding expressions of f n (x) coincide approximately, 
as they should. 

As f n (x) is either an even or an odd function, we 
need consider only x :2: O. Moreover, E:2: O. The 
(f, x)-plane is divided into seven regions, called A, 
B, C,D+,D-,E, and F. (See Fig. 1.) In drawing the 
bou,ndaries of the regions, the European rules of the 
road have been adopted. 3 In other words, starting 
from an interior point of a region one may cross at 
will a double line and still remain in the region if one 
crosses it from the dotted side. Starting from an in~ 
terior point, one may not cross a double line from the 
solid side, nor a single solid line without leaving the 
region. 

Equivalently, we may define the various regions as 
follows. Let V be any positive real constant V» 1; 

I+~~----------------r-----,,--~-----w-
c: I I ,----.---------- -- --- -----

I 
I 
I 

A 
Oscillating 

region 

I 
I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 

I I 
I ; I 
IE:El 
1 I I 

I 1 
I 1 
I 1 
, I 

I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 

______ 1-

I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 C 
I Oscillating 
I region 

o v I 
.jCv 

I-c II+f 
--_"c-_x 

FIG. 1. Map of the regions A, B, C, D' , D-, E, and F. Starting from an 
internal point of a region one may freely cross a dotted line, one may 
also cross a double line and still remain in the region, if one crosses 
the dotted line first. Crossing a single line or a double line from the 
solid side is not permitted if one does not want to go outside the 
region. Note that many regions overlap each other. As V is a num
ber» 1 and independent of c, V« c, the boundaries of the regions 
are not sharp, except for that between D' and D-, 
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in particular, V does not increase with e so that 
quantities like I/V, V / e, V /IG, V /lne, etc. are all« 1. 
Then 

Region A: 

(l-x)e ~ V, (E -x2)IG 2: v. (3. 1) 

Let us note that in Eq. (3. 1) the lower limits for 
(1 - x)e and (E - x 2) /c may be different constants 
V 1 and V 2' The same would be understood in other 
similar equations to follow. 

Region B: 

(1 - x)e 2: V, (x 2 - E)IG 2: V. (3.2) 

Region C: 

(x - l)e ~ V. (3.3) 

Region D+: 

(l-x)e 2: V, (E - x 2) :s I/V. (3.4) 

Region D-: 

(1- x)e ~ V, (x 2 - E) :S I/V. (3. 5) 

Region E: 

I x-II :S I/V. (3.6) 

Region F: 

x 2 + E:S I/V. (3.7) 

In each of the regions,! n (x) has the asymptotic ex
pressions written below. They are compatible with 
one another and represent approximate solutions of 
Eq. (1. 1). 

Region A: 

f(x) = :D(E)[e2(I-x2)(E _x2)]-1/4 

x cos[a(x) + 7}(b) - h], (3.8) 

where 

a(x) = e -- dy. j min(l.{€) (E _ y2)1/2 

x 1- y2 
(3.9) 

Region B: 

f(x) = i:D(E)[e2(I-x2)(x2 - E)]-1/4(cos7}(b)e-B(x) 

+ 2 sin7}(b)e B(x)-2o(c»), (3.10) 

where 

(3(x) = e 1-: -- dy. Jx (y2 - E)1/2 
V< 1 _ y2 

(3.11) 

Region C: 

f(x) = [(2/1T)(1 + e- nb )]1f2[e2(x 2 - l)(x2 - E)]-1/4 

X cos[y(x) - 7}( b) - tIT], (3. 12) 

where 

_ IX (y2_ E\lf2 
y(X) - e max(l.-IE:) y2 _ I} dy. (3. 13) 

Regions D+ and A: 

f(x) = :D(E) [e2(1- X 2 )(E - x2)]-1/4[~1Ta(x)]1!2 

x {cos[t 1T + 7}(b)]J1/3(a(x)) 

+ cos[t 1T - 7}( b) ]J-1 / 3 (a(x)}, (3. 14) 

where J± 1/3 are the usual Bessel functions; a(x) is 
given by (3. 9) and in D+ 

(3.15) 

Regions D- and B: 

f(x) = :D(E) [e2(1- x 2)(x2 - E)]-1/4[(2/1T)(3(x)]112 

x {1Te-2co (e) sin7}(b)I1/3«(3(X)) 

+ COS[t1T - 7}(b)]K1 / 3«(3(X)}, (3.16) 

where 11/3 and K1/3 are the usual Bessel functions; 
(3(x) is given by (3.11) and in region D-

(3. 17) 

Region E: 

f(x) = e- icz /2<I>(i + i(b/2), 1; iez) 

= e icz /2<I>H - i(b/2), 1; - iez), (3. 18) 

where z = x 2 - 1 and <I>(a, b; z) is the confluent hyper
geometric function. 

Region F: 

f(x) = 1T-1/22-3n/2-1e-n/2-1/2 eCDn (xv'2C), 

where Dn (x) is the Weber-Hermite function. 

B. Eigenvalues 

(3.19) 

The value of Xn is implicitly determined by the quan
tization relation 

n + "2h1T = e dy + 7}(b). ( 
1 1 iminO.vE) (E - y2)1/2 

o 1 - y2 (3.20) 

Once Xn is known and, hence, the values of un' En' and 
bn , the eigenvalue An is given by 

J2ii(u/2e)u/2 exp[ - 2eo(E)] 
1- An == 1 • 

rh(u + 1)) 1 + exp(1Tb) 

These relations are simplified: 

(i) If n is finite, n « e, then 

o ;S E « 1, u ~ 2 n + 1, 

O(E) ~ (1 - tIT) + ·h InE + E(irr -ln2 - i) 

(see Appendix A), 

I-An ~ v'1T23n+2e-2cen+l/2(n!)-1. 

(ii) If n is large, n ~ e, then 

11 - E 1« 1, 

i min (1.-.'£) (E - y2)1/2 dy 
o 1- y2 

~ 1 + 1 - E {In 11 - E 1- 1 - 4 In2} 
4 

(see Appendix B), 

(3. 21) 

(3. 22) 

(3. 23) 

(3.24) 

(3. 25) 

(3. 26) 
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(n + ~)h ~ c + cp(b) - ~b In(4c), 

1- An ~ (1 + e 1fb )-l. 

(3.27) 

(3. 28) 

Relations (3.24), (3. 27), and (3.28) agree with Slepi
an's results. 

C. Normalization 

The functions fn (x) are not normalized since the am
plitude of fn (x) has been fixed by requiring that 

Let the norm then be defined by 

1 
N n = il n(x)dx. 

For N n , we have 

(3. 29) 

(3. 30) 

Nn = [(1 + e1fb )/7TC ]e 2co (€)r [~(u + 1)j(u/2e)-u/2(21T)-1/2 

x [2K«(I- 1.B1)1/2) + lnl HI - 2cp'(b)]. (3.31) 

This expression simplifies: 

(i) if n « c; then E « 1, and 

N n ~ JT-l/22-3n-2cn-3/2e2cn! 

(ii) if n ~ c; then 11 - E I « 1, and 

N n ~ [(1 + e 1fb )/JTc][ln(4c) - 2cp'(b)]. 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

4. SPHEROIDAL FUNCTIONS: DEmVATION OF 
ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS 

A. Classical Approximation in the Regions A, B, C, 
D+,and D-

By setting 

f(x) = Ix 2 -11-1 / 2 8(x), (4. 1) 

Eq. (1. 1) is transformed into 

6"(x) + ll(x)6(x) = 0, (4. 2) 

where 

(4.3) 

One may neglect the second term on the right-hand 
side of this equation whenever Ix2 - 11 c» 1, i.e., in 
the regions A, B, C, D+, and D-. When c is large, Il(X) 
is large, and the BKW method can be used for Eq. 
(4.2) provided that4 

1Il'(X)I/IIl(X)13/2« 1 (4.4) 

or approximately 

Ix(l- E)I« clx2 - 111/21x2 - EI3/2. (4.5) 

Thus the approximation breaks down in the vicinity of 
the points x = 1 and x = IE (turning point) and also 
when x = 0 and E « 1. In other words the BKW 
method is valid in the regions A, B, and C. Near the 
turning point (i.e. x = IE), connected solutions valid 
on both sides of it, Le., in the regions D+ and D-, can 
be obtained by the prescriptions of Langer. 5 

In regions A and C, Il(X) > 0, while in B, Il(X) < O. 
We write 
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a(x) = [1l(x)]1/2 = C[(E - x 2)/(1 - x 2)]1/2, (4.6) 

b(x) = [- Il(X)]1I2 = c[(x 2 - E)/(1 - x2)]1/2,(4. 7) 

so that in A 

8(x) = ct[a(x)]-1/2 cos[Cl'(x) + 7)A - in], (4.8) 

in region B 

6(x) = ill [b(x)]-1I2(2 sin7)B el:l(x) + COS7)B e-I:l(x»), (4.9) 

and in region C 

6(x) = ~[a(x)]-1/2 cos[y(x) + 7)c - h], (4.10) 

where Cl'(x), .B(x), and y(x) are given by Eq. (3.9), 
(3.11), and (3.13). 

Langer's prescription gives in region D+ 

6(x'= :D[2rrCl'(x)/a(x)]1I2[cos(trr + 7))J1/3(Cl'(X)) 

+ cos(h -7))J-1/3(Cl'(X))) (4.11) 

and in D-

6(x) = :D[2.B(x)/JTb(x))1I2[rr sin7)/1/3(.B(x)) 

+ cos(trr - 7))K1/3 (.B(x))]. (4.12) 

Equations (4.11) and (4.12) coincide approximately 
with Eqs. (3. 14) and (3.16) if we choose 

(4. 13) 

This becomes clear if one remarks that for I b I finite, 
11- EI« 1, O(E) ~ ~JT(I- E)2 = ~JT(b2/C2) and thus 
exp(co(E» ~ 1, while for Ibl» 1,7)(b) ~ 1/12b2 « 1; 
so that for any E, 0 < E < 1, we have 

sin7) ~ e-2c6 (c) sin7)( b), 

cos(tJT ± 7)) ~ cos[tJT ± 7)(b)). 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

For large values of Cl'(x) and .B(x), we may replace the 
Bessel functions by their asymptotic expressions. 
Thus in the overlap region of A and D+ 

6(x) ~ :D[a(x)]-1/2 cos[Cl'(x) + 7) - irr], (4.16) 

while in Band D-

6(x) ~ ~:D{b(x) rl/2{2 sin7) eB(x) + cos7) e-B(x)}. 
(4.17) 

ChOOSing :D and 7) as in Eq. (4.13) and using (4. 14) 
and (4.15), we get Eqs. (3. 8) and (3.10). The constants 
in Eq. (4. 10) as well as the expressions for :D (E), 7)( b), 
and O(E) will be derived later by comparing the solu
tions in the overlap regions of E and A, E and B, and 
E and C. 

B. Region E 

In E, x-I is small. So, by introducing the notation 

z = x 2 - 1, f(x) == J(z), (4.18) 

Eq. (1. 1) can be written as 

(1 + z)z (f2J + (1 + iz) dJ + £ (2b + cz)J = O. (4.19) 
dz 2 dz 4 
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For i z I « 1, the solution of 

rl2JE dIE e _ 
z -- + - + - (2b + ez)f E = 0 (4.20) 

dz 2 dz 4 

is approximately the same as j(z). If we set 

(4.21 ) 

Eq. (4. 20) takes the form 

~d2g+(1_0dg+(_~_~ib) =0. 
d~2 d~ 2 2 g 

(4.22) 

The solution of (4.22) which is regular at z = 0 is the 
confluent hypergeometric function 6 

g(O = (const)<I>(t + i b/2, 1; O. (4.23) 

The constant is fixed by the condition 

f(l) = 1(0) = k (0) = g(O) == 1, (4.24) 

so that finally 

f(x) "" Ie (z) = e- icz / 2<I>(t + i b/2, 1; iez), (4.25) 

Le.,Eq. (3.18). 

To connect the function (4.25) with the approximate 
solutions of Eq. (1. 1) valid in the regi.Qns A, B, and C, 
we need an asymptotic expression of f E(Z) valid for 
V/e< Izl< I/Vandanyvalueofb. We show in 
Appendix C that for lezl» 1 and ez + b> 0, 

lE(z) == 2 exp[ - hbE(Z)] (COSh(~l1b))1/2(l1ez)-1/2 

x cos[~ cz - hE(Z) - ~b lnlezl- qJ(b)], (4.26) 

where 

E (z) == sgn(z). (4.27) 

On the other hand, in the interval V / e < I z I < I/V, 
Eq. (4. 20) can be solved by the BKW method. 

Setting 

(4.28) 

in Eq. (4. 20), we get 

(4.29) 

with 

/lE(Z) = ([e2 + (2be/z) + z-2]. (4.30) 

For lezl» 1, /lE(Z)>> 1 and the term z-2 may be 
neglected. The BKW solution is 

IE (z) == Z-1/28E (z) ~ [zaE(zn- 1 / 2 COS[Q1E(Z) + hE], 
(4.31) 

for z > 0, z + {3 > 0; and 

IE (z) = (- z)-1/28 E (z) 

~ [lz laE(z)]-1/2 cos[Q1;'(z) + 1];'] (4.32) 

for z < O,z + (3 < O. The functions aE(z) and Q1F;(z) 
used above are defined by 

(4.33) 

01+ (z) - £ 12 (t + (3\ 1/2 dt 
E - 2 max(O.-8) t) 

= ~e{[z(z + (3)]1/2 + {3ln[z1/2 + (z + (3)1/2] 

- t{3lnl{3l} (4.34) 

and 

_ e I min (o.-BJ (t + (3)1/2 
Q1E(Z) =="2 z -t- dt 

== t e{[z(z + (3)]1/2 - {3 In[(- Z)1/2 

+ (- z - (3)1/2] + t{3 lnl {31}. (4.35) 

For Iz I» I {31, Eqs. (4. 34) and (4.35) give 

Q1k(z) ~ ± Uez + tb lnlezl - tb(lnl~bl -I)}. (4.36) 

Comparing Eq. (4. 26) with (4.31), (4.32), and (4.36) we 
get the phases 1]1 and the proportionality constant. 
Thus (4.31) and (4.32) may be written as 

_ (1 + e- lTb\ 1/2 
fE (z) == 2 21T -; [e2z(z + (3)]-1/4 

x cos(Q1E(z) -1](b) - h) (4.37) 

for z > 0, z + {3 > 0 and 

- (1 + e TIb) 1/2 
fE (z) == 2\ 21T [e2z(z + (3)]-1/4 

x cos[Q1"E(z) + 1](b) - in) (4.38) 

for z < 0, z + {3 < O. 

Replacing z by x 2 - 1 in the above equations, we 
obtain 

(
1 + e- lTb )1/2 

fE (x) == 2 21T [C2(X2 - l)(x 2 - El]-1/4 

x cos(Q1E(x) - 1](b) - in) (4.39) 

whenx> l,x 2 > E,and 

(
1 + e lTb) 1/2 f E (x)=2 21T [e2(I-x2)(E-x2)]-1/4 

>< cos(Q1;'(x) + 1]( b) - in), (4.40) 

when x < l,x2 < E. The functions Q1~(x) from Eqs. 
(4.34) and (4.35) can now be written as 

01+ (x) - e -- d I x (y2 - E) 1/2 
E - max(1,/€) y2 _ 1 Y Y (4.41) 

and 
Q1;'(x) == e jmin(1,/€) (E - y2)1/2 ydy. 

x 1- y2 
(4.42) 

To get an asymptotic expression for fE (x) when 
fE < x < 1, 1 - E < V / e, one may use the connecting 
formulas of Langer4 for Eqs. (4. 28) and (4.29) near 
the turning point x = fE. We get for fE < x < 1, 

fE (x) == [(1 + e lTb )/21T]1/2[e2(1- x 2)(x2 - El]-1/4 

x {2 sin1](b) exp[{3E(x)] + cos1](b) exp[- (3E(x)]), 
(4.43) 

where 

(3E(x) == e r -- ydy. j x (y2 _ E) 1/2 
v£ 1 _ y2 

(4. 44) 
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Thus in the overlap regions of E with A, B, and C, 
fE (x) is given by the approximate expressions (4.40), 
(4.43), and (4.39), and we must show that they are 
nearly equal to the values of f(x) in A, B, and C given, 
respectively, by Eqs. (3. 8), (3. 10), and (3. 12). 

Thus, comparing Eqs. (4. 40) and (4.41) with Eqs. (3. 9) 
and (3.13), we see immediately that for Ix - 11 « 1, 

a"E(x) "" y(x), a:E(x) "" a(x). (4.45) 

Thus, in the overlap region of E and C, Eq. (4.39) coin
cides approximately with Eq. (3. 12). 

Now, we remark that in the overlap region of E and A, 
we have 11- EI < Vic, O(E) "" ;21f(1- E)2 [see 
Eq. (A3) in Appendix A], consequently cot€) "" 0 
and, therefore, 

(4.46) 

Thus, in this region, Eq. (4.40) coincides approxima
tely with Eq. (3. 8). 

In the overlap region of E and B the difference (3(x) -
(3E(X) must almost be a constant. We write (4.43) as 

f(x) ~ [(1 + e'll"b)/21f]1/2[c2(I-x2)(x2 - E)]-1/4 

x {2 sin1)(b) exp[{3(x) - CO(E)] 

+ cos1)(b) exp[ - (3(x) + CO(E)]}, (4.47) 

where o(E) is defined by 

co(E) = (3(1) - (3E(1) = c r-c -- (1 - y)dy. 11 (y2 - E)1/2 
VEl _ y2 

(4. 48) 
Making the transformation y2 = cos2a + E sin2a, we 
get 

O(E) = (1- E) (11f/2 cos
2
ada -~) ,(4.49) 

o (cos2a + E sin2a )1/2 4 

i.e., Eq. (2. 8), for E ~ 1. On the other hand, we see 
that Eq. (4.47) coincides with Eq. (3. 10). 

Thus, concerning regions A, B, C, D+, D-, and E we 
have established all the expressions fn (x) given in 
Sec. 3A, by showing that in each region those expres
sions are approximate solutions of Eq. (1. 1) and that 
whenever two regions overlap, the corresponding ex
pressions coincide approximately in the common do
main. 

C. Region F 

For small values of E, the classical approximation 
breaks down for x« 1. This case has been well 
studied,l,2 and we will not repeat the discussion here. 
The asymptotic solution is 

(4. 50) 

where m, the number of zeros of the Weber-Hermite 
function 7 D m , is related to u by 

u = 2m + 1. (4.51) 

To find the constant go one may compare (4. 50) with 
(3.10) in the overlap region of Band F. Inserting the 
asymptotic expression of Dm for x.J2c» 1, we have 
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And from Eq. (3.10) for Vic < x < IIV, 

f(x) ~ ~!D (E)(cx)-1/2 exp[ - (3(x)], 

where 

1
x (y2 - E)1/2 (3(x) = c r -- dy 
E 1- y2 

~ ~cx2 - ~u In(2x) + tu[ln(ulc) - 1]. 

For 0 ~ E « 1 (see Appendix A), 

Equation (2.11) gives then !D (E). 

(4. 52) 

(4. 53) 

(4. 54) 

(4. 55) 

Substituting these asymptotic values in Eq. (4. 53) we 
find 

and comparing with Eq. (4. 52) we get (since u = 2m 
+ 1), 

(4. 57) 

In the next section we shall prove that m = n, where n 
is the number of zeros of f n (x) in the interval - 1 ~ 
x ~ 1. This fact together with Eqs. (4. 52) and (4. 57) 
lead to Eq. (3. 19). 

5. RELATION BETWEEN u AND n 

We want to derive a relation between u, the eigen
value of Eq. (1. 1), and n, the number of zeros of f(x) 
in the range - 1 ~ x ~ 1. Let us remark that fn (x) is 
even or odd according as n is even or odd, 

fn (- x) = (- l)n fn (x). (5. 1) 

Also it never vanishes in the region B; this is clear 
from Eq. (3. 10) and from the knowledge that for b > 0, 
0< 1)( b) < ~ 1f (see Appendix D). 

For E < Vic, x ~ 0, fn (x) is approximately propor
tional to Dm(xffc). Thus 11 = m and from Eq. (4. 53) 

u = 2n + 1. (5.2) 

For E > Vic, a relation between u and n is obtained by 
remarking that f n (x) must be symmetric (antisymme
tric) with respect to the origin if n is even (odd). As 
the function f(x) given by Eq. (3.8) must be consistent 
with this requirement, we may write 

a(O) + 1)(b) - h = (n + 2I1H1f. (5.3) 

Moreover, we remark that, for E < 1, the quantity 
[a(x) + 1)(b) - t1f] can be used to count the number of 
zeros belonging to the interval (x, IE) contained in 
regionA. As 11)(b)-{1fI< t1f, a(IE)=Oandsince 
region B does not contain any zero, this means that II 

in Eq. (5.3) must vanish. Thus, the relation between u 
and n is 

~n1f = a(O) + 1)(b) - h 
=0 C 1ffiinO

,.J7) (E - y2)1/2 dy + 1)(b) - h, (5.4) 
o 1- y2 
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i.e., Eq. (3. 20). 

When E « 1, TJ (b) "" 0 and Eq. (5. 4) reduces to Eq. 
(5.2). Therefore, Eq. (5. 4) is valid for all values of 
E, 0:::: E < 1 + Vic. 

6. NORMALIZATION 

The norm of fn (x) is defined by 
1 

N = i1 n(x)dx. (6.1) 

This quantity is evaluated in a different way in the 
regions E < IIV, Vic < E < 1 - Vic, and 1 - Vic < E 
< 1 + Vic. 

(a) For small values of E(E < I/V), the main contri-
bution to N comes from region F. Thus, as (6.2) 

i~eo D~(X)dX = (21T) 112 n!. (6.3) 

Equation (3. 19) gives immediately the result 

(6.4) 

or in terms of u(u = 2n + 1 for these values of E): 

(6.5) 

(b) In the intermediate range (Vic < E < 1 - V I c), 
the main contribution to N comes from the integra
tion of f n (x) in the oscillating region A where f n (x) 
is given by Eq. (3. 8). Since the variations of (lI(x) are 
large the factor cos2 [(lI(x) + TJ(b) - h] can be re
placed by its mean value, i.e.,~. Thus, we may write 

1
« 

N = :J)2(E)C-1 0 [(1 - X2)(E - x2)]-1/2 dx 

11/2 
= :J)2(E)c-1 1 [1- E sin2(l1]-1/2d(ll 

o 
= :J)2(E)C-1K(v'E). (6.6) 

This appears as a rather crude approximation· in par
ticular, it seems that the regions (in x) around'the 
turning point (x = .fE) should give important addition
al corrections. However, a calculation shows that in 
first approximation this contribution vanishes. 8 Thus, 
the previous result turns out to be more exact than it 
may a priori look. 

(c) When E is of the order of one, IE - 11 < Vic, 
important contributions to N come from the vicinity 
of the point x = 1. Choosing a value iJ. such that 
iJ. = c-1 / 2 0(1), we may write 

N=N1 +N2 

with 
(1-1l )1/2 

N1=2fo J2(x)dx, 
1 

N2 = 2 ~1-1l)1/2 f2(x)dx 

(6.7) 
and calculate separately each integral. 

The integral N1 corresponds to an integration of f2(x) 
in region A. The calculation is similar to that of N 
in the preceding section: 

(1-1l )1/2 
N1 = :J)2(E)c1 fo [(1-x2)(E -x2)]-1/2dx. 

(6. 8) 
Since Il» I (31, we may replace E by 1, then c5(E) "" 1, 
Eq. (2. 11) gives :J) (E), and we get the final expression 

N1 "" _ (1 ~~b1T) In(~). (6.9) 

The integral N 2 corresponds to the integration of 
J2(x) in region E [see Eq. (3. 18) and note that z = 
x 2 - 1] 

1 ell I (1 ib .) \ 2 N 2 = 0 <I> 2" + 2",1; - LCZ dz. (6.10) 

Here Cll» 1, but the integral diverges when Cll --) r/J. 

The calculation of N 2 requires more delicate manipu
lations. One studies the asymptotic behavior, when 
a --) 0, of the classical formula 9 

l eo -az<I>(l + ib 1. . ) <I> (1 ib 1·· \ d o e "2 2" ' ,- lZ 2" - 2" ' ,lZ) Z 

= eb1T/2(1 + iat1/2-ib/2(1- iat1/2+ib/2 

x F(l + ib 1_ ib .1._1_) 
2 2' 2 2" 1 + a2 • 

(6.11) 

Using an integral representation10 of the function 
F(a, a-I; 1; 1(1 + a2» for a = ~ + ibl2, the final 
result is 

N2 = [(1 + e b7T )I1Tc][ln(cll) - 2<p'(b)]. (6.12) 

From Eqs. (6.9) and (6.12), we deduce the value of N 
and the arbitrary cutoff Il disappears as expected. 
Therefore, using Eq. (2.4), we may write 

N = N1 + N2 = [(1 + e b1T )I1Tc][1n(4c) - 2<p'(b)]. (6.13) 

T.hus in cases (a)-(c), the norm N is, respectively, 
gIVen by Eq. (6. 5), (6. 6), and (6.13). However, these 
three different formulas can be replaced by a unique 
expression [which coincides with Eq. (3.31)], namely 

N = c-1:J)2(E)(~u - ~)! [(u/2e)-u/2/ili] 

x [K(,11- 1{3\) + ~ lnl~bl- rp'(b)] (6.14) 

which is valid everywhere (E < 1 + V I c). 

As will now be shown 

(a) for small values of E (E < V I c) (see definition 
2.11) 

:J) 2(E) "" (2/1T)e(c-ul11/2+2Co(E) , (6.15) 

using Eq. (A6), we get 

:l)2(E) :::: 1T-1e2c-u/22-2u+1c-u/2uu/2. (6.16) 

On the other hand, according to Eqs. (2. 4) and (2.7) 
(b» 1), 

<p'(b)-log\~bl""'O. (6.17) 

And, we have also 

K(,11 - I (3 i) = K(.fE) "" ~ 1T. (6.18) 

Bringing all these values in Eq. (6. 14), we find Eq. 
(6.5). 

(b) In the intermediate range (V / c < E < 1 - V / c), 
the values of band u are both large; Eq. (6. 17) re
mains valid and we have 

(6.19) 
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Thus we see that in this case, Eqs. (6. 14) and (6.6) 
coincide. 

(c) When E "" 1(E < 1), u is also large, Eq. (6. 19) re
mains valid, (3 is small and positive, and we have 

:D 2(E) "" 2(1 + e b1f)/1T, 

11/2 
K[(l-{3)1/2]= fa (sin2Q1 + (3 COS 2(1)-1I2 dQl 

"" 10g4 - t 10g{3 

= - t In(tb) + t In(4e). 

(6.20) 

(6. 21) 

Bringing these values in Eq. (6. 14), we find Eq. (6.13). 
Thus the validity of Eq. (6. 14) is established in every 
case. 

7 • EIGENVALUES An 

As e -) co, the kernel in Eq. (1. 4) tends to a delta 
function, and for any fixed n, An -) 1. To know how 
1 - An decreases, we use the differential equationll 

(7. 1) 

Setting 
1 

N = 1 n(x)dx n -1 
(7.2) 

and using our normalization convention 

(7.3) 

we can write Eq. (7. 1) as 

1 dAn 2 1 
An de = C N n ' 

(7. 4) 

Our proof of Eq. (3.21), 

1- An = (21T)1/2(u/2e)uI2[r(t(u + 1)]-1 

X expf- 2eo(E)](1 + e 7fb t 1 (7.5) 

consists in verifying that 

(i) An -) 1 as e -) co, and 

(ii) An satisfies the differential equation (7. 4). 

When n is fixed and e -) co, we see from Eq. (3. 20) 
that E -) 0, and hence b -) co, 1)( b) -) 0, and u = 2n 
+1. 

From ECW. (A6) and (2.1), 

exp[- 2eo(E)] (1 + e 7fb t 1 ~ e-2c (e/u)uI2 e-u1222u 

-) 0, as e -) co (7. 6) 

and, therefore, An -) 1. 

To see that An given by (7.5) satisfies (7.4), we divide 
our discussion into two parts, 0< E :s 1 - e-1/2 and 
11 - E I :s e-1/2 . 

First of all let us remark that we may regard the 
factor 

F(u) == (21T)1/2(u/2e)u/2[r(t(u + 1)]-1 (7.7) 

as a constant, since either u is finite, u = 2n + 1, and 
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the said factor is a constant, or u is large and the 
said factor is unity. 

(i) E < 1 - C 1 / 2 • 

In this case, b > ~e1/2» 1, 7](b) ~ O,and Eq. (7.5) 
gives 

As An ~ 1, we get 

Now, we have 

0(E) + tIT(1 - E) 

= 1(1-E)1/2 (1 - E - y2)1/2 dy 
o 1- y2 

= E[(1 - E)1I2] - EK[(1 - E)1/2], (7.10) 

0'(E) - tIT 
(1-c)1/2 dy 

= - t 10 ----~"------
[(1 - E - y2)(1 - y2)]1/2 

(7. 11) 

and from Eq. (3. 20), neglecting 1)( b), 

° =.£ dE t" dy + [./E(E - y2)1/2dY 2 de 0 [(E - y2)(1 - y2)]1/2 0 1 _ y2 

== .£ dE K(,fE) + E(,fE) - (1- E)K(,fE). (7.12) 
2 de 

So that 

O(E) + ~ (1- E) + (01(E) -~)e ~; 
= E[(1 - E)1/2] - EK[(1 - E)1/2] 

+ K[(1 _ £)1/2] [E(IE) - (1 - E)K(IE)] 
K(IE) 

= t7T(K(iE))-l, (7.13) 

where in the last step we have used Legendre's rela
tion12 

E[(I- E)1/2]K(JE) + E(JE)K[(I- E)1/2] 

-K[(I- E)1/2]K(/E) = t1T. (7.14) 

From Eqs. (7.9) and (7.13) we get 

e dA 
- _n = F(u)e-2c6(E)-1fbte1T{K(,fE))-1. (7.15) 
2An de 

This is just the value of l/N n given by Eq. (6.20) for 
large values of b. [See Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7).] Equation 
(7.4) is, therefore, valid in this region: 

(ii) IE - 11 < C1I2 

From Eq. (A3), 0(E) ~ ~1T(1 - E)2, eo(E) « 1, and Eq. 
(7. 5) becomes 

(7.16) 
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7T db 

1 + e lfb de 
(7. 17) 

Also from Eq. (3. 27) 

(n + ~H~7T ~ e + <p(b) - ~b In(4e), (7. 18) 

we get by differentiation 

'%: ~ [~ In(4e) - <p' (b)]-1. (7.19) 

In this region, according to Eq. (3.33), 

(7. 20) 

Equations (7.17), (7. 19),and (7.20) are equivalent to 
Eq. (7.4). 

APPENDIX A:. PROPERTIES OF 6 (E) 

The function 6 (E) is defined as follows: 

for £ 2: 1 6(£) = 0 

for 0 :5 E :5 1 

6(E) = (1 - E) (jlf/2 sin
2
ada -!!.-4) (AI) 

o [sin2a + E cos2a]1/2 

and both formulas give 6(1) = 0: 

(a) For 0 < 1 - E « 1, we have 

This result is established by remarking that 

( 
6(E)) = 0, 

(1 - E) < =1 

( 
d 6(£)) 

dE (I-E) <=1 

(b) For 0 :5 £ « 1 

7T 

32 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

6(£) "" (1- h) + iE InE + dh -ln2 - i). (A6) 

The first term is an immediate consequence of Eq. 
(AI): 

6(0) = 1- h. 

On the other hand, for small values of £, 

6 '(E) "" - (1 - h) - ~I(E), 

where 

( _ j,,/2 sin2 a cos2a 
I E) = da. 

o [sin2a + E cos2a]3/2 

For E « 1 it is easy to show that 

I(E) ~ 2 In2 - 2 - ~ InE. 

Substituting this value in Eq. (A9) we find 

6'(£) ~ i In£ + h - ln2, 

which by integration gives Eq. (A6). 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(All) 

APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF AN 
INTEGRAL 

Let us show that the integral 

J(E) = jMin(1 . .J"£) (E - y2)1/2 dy 
o 1- y2 

(Bl) 

can be expanded, near E = 1, as 

J(E) "" 1 + i(1- E)[lnll- EI-l- 4In2]. (B2) 

We see immediately, that 

J(I) = 1. (B3) 

On the other hand, we have 

1 Min(1,,!') 
J'(E) ="2 fo [(1- y2) (E - y2)]-1/2 dy (B4) 

"" lj1f/2 [IE-II + sin2a]-1/2 da, 
2 0 

IE - 11 « 1; 
(B5) 

we may write (O<T/« 1,T/2/iE-ll» 1) 

1 11) 1"/2 J'(E)""'2" [IE-ll+a2]-1/2da+~ [sina]-1da o 1) 
= ~ In[T/ + (T/2 + IE _11)1/2] 

- i InlE -11- ~ Intg(~1)) 

"" In2 - ilniE -11. (B6) 

Equation (B2) is a direct consequence of Eqs. (B3) 
and (B7). 

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC VALUE OF 1 E (z) 

The function 1 E (z) is defined by 

IE (z) = exp(- iez/2)<I>(~ + ~ib, 1; iez). 

We want to show that for I z I» 1 

... 
::::I 
o .... 
c 
o 
U 

+iO? 

• 
double poles 

• • 

(C1) 

• 
2 3 

Simple poles 

• 
-a-2 

• 
-0-1 

S -plane 

-i 00 

FIG. 2. Contour of integration in the complex plane of S 
for the calculation of l/J (a, 1; x). 
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J E (z) "" 2 exp[ - tb1TE(Z)][ cosh(1Tb /2) ]1/2 (1TC z )-1/2 

X cos[~ cz - inE(z) + ~b lnlczl- cp(b)], (C2) 

where cp(b) is defined in Sec. 2 and €(z) = sgn(z). 

The function cf!(a, c;x) can be expressed in terms of 
l/I(a, c;x) and l/I(a, c; - x) as13 

L e i €a1T 
<I>(a, c;x) = r(c\I'(c _ a) l/I(a, c;x) 

eiE1T(a-c) ) 
+ r(a) eXl/I(c - a, c; - x) (C3) 

with € = sgn(Irnx) 

Thus, we may write (C1) as follows: 

J (z) = exp(- b1T E(z~ (exp(ia cz - h€(z)J) 
E 2 J (- ~ + hb)! . 

x l/I(~ - hb, 1; - iCz) + c.c) 

The l/I(a, 1;x) can be defined by14 

l/I(a, 1; x) = ~ 1 e r(s + a)(r( - S))2 xSdS. 
2m r(a) 

(C4) 

(C5) 

The contour ~ goes from - iOO to + iOO and passes 
between the poles of r(S + a) and r(- S) (see Fig. 2). 
When I x I ~ + 00, the asymptotic value is obtained by 
displacing the contour to the left; thus l/I(a, 1;x) is 
equivalent to the contribution of the first pole which 
is met by the contour (i.e., S = - a) 

l/I(a, 1;x) "" x-a. (C6) 

Thus 

l/I(~ - ~ib, 1; - icz) "" (- icZ)-(~-~ib) 
= IczH~-~ib)e1Tt(Z)(b+i)f4, E(z) = sgn(z). (C7) 

In Eq. (C4) let us replace l/IH + (ib/2), 1; iCz) by the 
preceding expression, and let us express [- ~ -
(ib/2)]! in terms of cp(b) by using Eq. (2.4). We 
obtain the result (C2). 

APPENDIX D: PROOF THAT 0 < TJ(b) < ~1T 
FORb>O 
The phase shift TJ( b) is defined by 

TJ( b) = cp( b) - ~ b[ln I~ b I - 1], (D1) 

1 J. Meixner and F. W. Schafite, Mathieusche Funktionen und 
Spheroidjunktionen (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1954); C. Flammer, 
Spheroidal Wave Functions' (Standford U.P., Palo Alto, Calif., 
1957); J. A. Stratton, P. M. Morse, L. J. Chu, J. D. C. Little, and P. J. 
Corbatto, Spheroidal Wave Functions· (Wiley, New York, 1956); 
L. Robin, Fonctions Spheriques de Legendre et Fonctions Spheroi
dales (Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1959). 

2 D. Slepian, J. Math. & Phys. 44, 99 (1965). 
3 Code de la Route, Editions Ege, Paris 1970, Article R. 5. 
4 See, for example, A.Messiah, Mecanique quanti que (Dunod, PariS, 

1959), Tome 1, pp. 194-97. 
5 R. E. Langer, Phys. Rev. 51, 669 (1937). In Eq. (11. b) of this 

article, the factor 2 in front of the cosine should be dropped as-

suming as usual that Kv(z) = laO() exp(- z cosht) cosh(vOdt. 

6 Bateman manuscript project, Higher Transcendental Functions., 
edited by A. Erdelyi (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Vol. 1, Chap. 6. 
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where cp(b) is the phase of r(~ + hb) [see Eq. (2. 4)J. 

According to a well-known formula15: 

-lnr(z) = ---- dt d 100 (e- t e- zt 
) 

dz 0 t 1 - e-t 
(D2) 

which can be transformed into 

- lnr - + x = lnx + - - --- e-xt dt. d (1.) 100 (1 e-t
/
2 

) 
dx 2 , 0 t 1 - e- t 

(D3) 

By integration from 0 to x, we obtain 

=x(lnx-1) + ---- dt 1
00 (1 e-t/2 ) ~1- e-xt

) 

o t 1 - e-t t ' 
(D4) 

1m lnr(~ + hb) 

= i(lnl~l- 1) +} 1000 (~- Si!hu)Sir;:U du. (D5) 

Thus 

TJ( b) = -21 1000 (!. - _._1_) sinbu du 
u smhu u . (D6) 

To find bounds for TJ ( b), we shall use the fact that the 
function 

1 (1 1) 
h(u) == Ii Ii - sinhu (D7) 

is a decreasing function of u. This last property can 
be verified by differentiating h(u), reducing to a com
mon denominator, and expanding the numerator in 
powers of u. 

As h( u) is a positive decreasing function of u, we can 
derive from Eq. (D6) the following inequalities: 

1100 (1 1 )dU 1 0< TJ( b) < -2 - - =:::-r:-: - = "2 In2 o u Slnnu u (D8) 

and, therefore, the result 

(D9) 

7 Reference 6, Vol. 2, Chap. 8. 
8 This contribution can be calculated under the assumption that the 

potential is linear near the turning point. The result is propor-

tional to the sum of the integrals foO() {t1Ttl/3[J1 / 3 (t) + J-1 / 3 (t)] 

- t 2/3}dt;;-1T2-1 / 3[r(t)j-2 and laO() (1/1T)[Kl/3(t)]2t 1 / 3 dt ;; 

1T2:1/3[r(t)]-2 and, therefore, vanishes. 
9 Reference 6, Vol. 1, p. 287, Eq. (6.15. 22). 
10 Reference 6, Vol. 1, p. 114, Eq. (2. 12. 1). 
11 Reference 2, Eq. (4. 3), W. H. J. Fuchs, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 9,317 

(1964). 
12 Reference 6, Vol. 2, p. 320, Eq. (13. 8. 15). 
13 Reference 6, Vol. 1, p. 259, Eq. (6. 7. 7). 
14 Reference 6, Vol. I, p. 256, Eq. (6. 5. 5). 
15 Reference 6, Vol. 1, p. 16, Eq. (1. 7. 17). 
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The case when there exists a homomorphism a of a group G into Aut(K) of a non-Abelian group K[a having at 
most one image in every coset of Aut(K) with respect to I(K)] is investigated, It is shown that any extension 
E E exta(G, K) can be obtained as a generalized semidirect product (GSP): E = (K(j)H)/C', where H belongs to 
exta(G, C) (the group C being the center of K), the semidirect product of K and H is based On r which equals 
aon (n being the homomorphism of H onto G), and C' is the antidiagonal of C ® C, The GSP is a natural gene
ralization of the central extensions, it is applicable to most groups in theoretical physics, and it has a suitable 
form for the derivation of the irreducible representations of E, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A group E is called an extension of a group G by a 
group K, and denoted by (i, E, s), if there is an in
variant subgroup i(K) in E which is isomorphic to K 
and if E/i(K) ~ G.1 

Group extensions play an important role in physics 
because they enable us to find more complete sym
metry groups of physical systems when their partial 
symmetries are known. 

By diagram the extension E for a given g is expres
sed as follows: 

1 1 

1 1 
C CE(K) 

1 1 
)K ) }~-~-) Ig 1 

> /(K) ) Aut(K) -( _~ .2 A(K) 

1 ~k~ 

1---~ ----3'> 1 

1---~ ---~)1 

1 Aut(C) Diagram 1 

where C is the center of K, C E(K) is the centralizer 
of K in E, I(K) and Aut(K) are the groups of all inner 
automorphisms and of all automorphisms of K res
pectively, and A(K) == Aut(K)/I(K). The mappings s 
and p are homomorphisms, and the maps hand k 
satisfy 

P ok = IA(K) 

(la) 

(lb) 

(e.g.,IC denotes the identity transformation in G). 
Besides, hand k are normalized (Le., they take the 
unit element into the unit one), and the following 
commutation relation is valid: 

kog=foh. (2) 

The homomorphism j is due to the restriction of the 
domain of each automorphism in K to C. 

As it is known,two extensions (i,E,s) and (i',E',s') 
of G by K with the same g are equivalent if there 
exists an isomorphism /1: E ~ E' such that 

, " 
/101=1, (3a) 

(3b) 

The set of all extensions with the same g we denote 
byextg(G,K). 

The problem of finding all inequivalent extensions 
was solved in the mathematical literature some time 
ago,2 and Michel introduced this theory into theore
tical physics.1 

In the case of a non-Abelian K, one reduces the exten
sions of G by K to those of G by C.2 It is desirable to 
do this in the most practical way. Michel has shown3 

that each central extension E (characterized by g be
ing trivial) can be written in the simple form 

E = (K (;9 H)/C', (4) 

where H is a certain central extension of G by C and 

C' = {(y,y-1)i y E: C}. (5) 

The aim of this paper is to generalize this result of 
Michel to nontrivial g, but such that k og is a homo
morphism. We are going to show that in this case all 
extensions from extg (G, K) can be written, within 
equivalence, in the following way: 

E = (K(j)H)/C', 

where T,H,and C' are defined below (see Sec.4). 

Expression (6) we call the generalized semidirect 
product (GSP). Relation (4) is obviously a special 
case of GSP, which therefore might be called the 
generalized direct product. 

(6) 

The scope of applicability of GSP as well as its sig
nificance for physics is discussed in Sec. 5. 

2. SOME REMARKS ON EQUIVALENCE 

In standard extension theory1.4 it is known that an 
arbitrary element from extg(G,K) can be written, 
within equivalence, as the set of ordered pairs 

E = {(a,a)ia E: K,a E: G}, 

with the composition law 

(a, a)(}3,b) = (ak og[a](}3)w(a,b), ab) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

where k og[a] (cf. Diag.l) is an automorphism in K 
which is the image of a E: G, and w(a, b) E: K, Va, b E: G, 
is the normalized factor system. The homomor
phisms i and s are given by 

i(a) = (a, e), 

s(a,a)=a, 

where e is the unit element of G. 

(7c) 

(7d) 

The necessary and suffiCient conditions for E given 
by (7) to be an element of extg (G, K) are 
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kog[a]{kog[b](a» = w(a,b)kog[ab](a)w(a, b)-I, (8a) 

w(a, b )w(ab, e) = k og[ a ](w(b, e )w(a, be) (8b) 

Lemma 1: Two extensions E and E' of the form 
(7) are equivalent if and only if there exists an iso
morphism IL: E ~ E' such that 

IL(a,a) = (a</>(a)-I,a), Va E K, Va E G, (9) 

where </>(a) E K and </>(e) = E, E being the unit element 
of K. 

Proof: Let E and E' be equivalent through the 
isomorphism IL. It follows from (7c) that, Va E K, 
i(a) = i'(a) = (a, e), and (3a) then gives IL(a, e) = 
(a, e). In the same way (7d) and (3b) imply IL(a,a) = 
(a',a), a' some element of K. Let us denote 

ILk,a) = (</>(a)-I,a), </>(a) E K; (10) 

then </>(e) = E. Finally,for the general element of E 
one has /.L(a,a) = IL«a, e)(E,a» = (a, e){</>(a)-I,a) = 
(a</>(a)-I,a). 

The sufficiency of (9) for (3a), (3b) follows immediate
ly from its form. QED 

Lemma 2: A set of elements from K, {</>(a)\a E G}, 
defines an isomorphism IL: E ~ E' via (9) if and only 
if Va E K, Va,b E G 

k'og[a](a) = </>(a)kog[a](a)</>(a)-I, 

w'(a,b):::: </>(a)kog[a]{</>(b»w(a, b)</> (ab)-I. 

Proof: Let IL be an isomorphism. Then 

/.L(a,a)IL({3,b) = IL(ak og[a]({3)w(a,b),ab). 

Making use of (9), one obtains 

(lIa) 

(lIb) 

(12) 

(a </> (a)-I, a) ({3</>(b)-I, b) = (ak og[a]({3)w(a,b)</>(ab )-1, ab) 
(13) 

lhs = (a</>(a)-lk'og[a](/3</>(b)-1)w'(a,b),ab). Putting 
{3 </>(b)-1 = {3' and equating lhs and rhs in (13), one gets 

k' 0 g[ a] ( J3')w ' (a, b) 

= </>(a)kog[a]({3')kog[a](</>(b))w(a,b)</>(ab)-1. (14) 

For {3' = E, (llb) follows immediately. Replacing 
(lIb) in (14), one finally arrives at (lIa). 

On the other hand, one can easily see that (lIa), (lIb) 
imply (12). QED 

Corollary 1: Two equivalent extensions E and E' 
have k' = k if and only if </>(a) E C, Va E G [cf.(9)]. 

Proof: If k' = k, then from (lIa) it follows that 
f{</>(a» = IK (see Diag.l), which means </>(a) E CE(K). 
Since </>(a) E K and GE(K) n K = C, one has </>(a) E C, 
Va E G. The sufficiency is obvious from (lIa). QED 

Corollary 2: Let k' be an arbitrary given normal
ized mapping which satisfies (lb) and (2). In every 
class of equivalent extensions there exists at least 
one of the form (7) with this k' in the composition law. 

Proof: In any class of equivalent extensions there 
is one, say E, of the form (7). From the definition of 
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the mappings k and k' one concludes that their Corres
ponding images differ by a factor which is an inner 
automorphism in K. Therefore, for each a E G there 
exists a </>(a) E K so that (lIa) with </>(e) = E is valid. 
USing these </> (a), we define w '(a, b) by means of (lIb). 
The group E' of the form (7) with k' and w'(a,b) in its 
composition law is equivalent to E via (9) due to 
Lemmas 2 and 1. QED 

3. HOMOMORPHISM OF G INTO AUT(K) 

From now on we confine ourselves to those extg(G,K) 
which contain at least one semidirect product K@ G. 
For such an extension, k og is a homomorphism which 
we denote by a,and extg(G,K) we write as exto(G,K). 

It is a consequence of Corollary 2 that in every class 
of equivalent extensions there is one with a in its 
composition law. 

Lemma 3: In each extension with k og = a the fac
tor system satisfies w(a,b) E C, Va,b E G. 

Proof: The factor system is usually defined by 

h(a)h(b) = w(a,b)h(ab) (15) 

(see Diag.1). We now apply the homomorphismf to 
(15): foh[a]foh[b] =f(w(a,b»fok[abl. Sincefok = 
k og :::: a, and a is a homomorphism, one has f{w (a, b» = 
iK , Le., w(a, b) E CE(K). As by definition w(a, b) E K, 
Va,b E G,one has w(a,b) E C. QED 

Lemma 4: In every extension E E exto(G, K) there 
is a subgroup H containing i(C), which is an extension 
of G by C belonging to extjoo(G, C). 

Proof: For each E there is an equivalent E' = IL(E) 
with k og = a. We define the following subset in E': 

H' = {(y,a)\y E C, a E G}. (16a) 

The composition law (7b) in it becomes 

(y,a)(5,b) = (yj oa[a](5)w(a,b),ab), (16b) 

because '15 E C: a[a](5) =j oa[a](5) (see Diag.l). It is 
shown in Lemma 3 that,in E', w(a,b) E C, Va,b E G, 
so that yj 0 a[a ](5)w (a, b) E C, which makes H' closed to 
multiplication. Furthermore, (y, a)-1 = (w(a-1 , a)-1 
j oa[a-I ](y-1),a-I ) E H',which means thatH' is a sub
group. Equations (16a), (16b) entail H' E extjOo(G, C). 
Also the subgroup H :::: WI(S') C E belongs to 
extjOo(G, C). QED 

Lemma 5: Whenever a homomorphism a: G ~ 
Aut(K) and H defined by (16) are given, there exists E, 
an extension of G by K: 

E·= {(a,a)ia E K,a E G}, 

(a,a)({3,b) = (aa[a](/3)w(a,b),ab), 

where w(a,b) is the factor system of H. 

(17a) 

(17b) 

Proof: It is easy to verify that Eqs. (8a), (8b) are 
satisfied for E, i.e., that E is an extension. QED 

Proposition 1: Equations (16) and (17) establish a 
one-to-one correspondence between the E's given with 
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a and the H's havingjoa;the corresponding E andH 
have the same w(a,b). This correspondence pre
serves equivalence in both directions. 

Proof: Since equivalent E and E' have in our case 
the same a, Corollary 1 implies that the set {</> (a) I 
a EO G}, through which this equivalence is realized [cf. 
(9)], is a subset of C. This property of the </>(a)'s 
makes, through Lemmas 1 and 2, the corresponding H 
and H' equivalent. It is straightforward to invert this 
argument, because {</>(a)la E G} are common to E and 
its corresponding H [see the definition of </>(a), Eq. 
(10)]. QED 

4. GENERALIZED SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT 

We assume that a homomorphism a: G -'> Aut(K) is 
given, such that a = k 0 g. Let (l, H, n) be an arbitrary 
element from extjoa(G, C) (see Diag. 2). Obviously, 
T = a on is a homomorphism H -'> Aut(K), and it can 
be used to define the semidirect product K(j)H. 

Lemma 6: The antidiagonal of C 0 l(C) 

C' = {(y,l(y-1))l y E C} (18) 

is an invariant subgroup of K(j) H. 

Proof: The group K(j)H can be written as 

K(j)H~ {(O', (y,a»IO' E K,y EO C,a E G}, (19a) 

with the composition law 

(0', (y,a)({3, (6,b» = (O'a[a]({3), (ya[a](6)w(a,b),ab)), 
(19b) 

because of T[(y,a)] = ala] andj o a[a](6) = a[a](6), 
V6EC. 

The subset C' now reads 

C' = {(I" (1'-1, e))l y E C}. (20) 

It follows from (19b) that C' is a subgroup of K(j)H 
since ale] = IK and w(e, e) = E. It is also invariant if, 
"16 E C, there exists a I' E C such that (0', (1), a)) 
(0, (0-1 , e)) = (I" (1'-1, e)(O' , (1), a)), for an arbitrary 
(0', (1), a» E K(j)H. It is easy to see that such a I' is 
a~]~). QED 

Theorem 1: The factor group 

E = (K(j)H)/C', (21) 

i.e., the GSP, is an extension (i, E, s) of G by K and 
belongs to exta(G,K). In (21) the extension (l,H,n) E 

extjoa(G, C), T = a on, and C' is defined by (18). The 
isomorphism i and the homomorphism s are given 
by i(O') = (O',l)C', s«O',x)C') = n(x) (see Diag. 2), 
where 0' E K, and 1,x E H. 

Proof: We are going to demonstrate the existence 
of an isomorphism between E given by (21) and that 
defined by (17). This isomorphism immediately im
plies the statement of the Theorem. 

The co sets of C' in K(j)H can be conveniently written 
so that E of (21) takes the form 

E~ {{(O'y, (y-1,a»l y E c}IO' E K,a E G}. (22) 

To show this, let us take an arbitrary element of E 

[cf. (20) and (21)]. Replacing 0-1 1) = 1'-1, 1){3 = 0', we 
obtain (22). Clearly, indexing of the classes by (0', a) 
is unique. Thus a one-to-one correspondence between 
(21) and (17) is achieved. It is an isomorphism be
cause 

(0'1" (1'-1, a» ({36, (0 -1, b» = (O'a[a]( (3)w(a, b )1), (1)-1, ab)), 

(23) 

where 1) = w(a,b)-1a[a](6)y. The last claim of the 
Theorem can be seen immediately either from (22) 
or from Diagram 2. QED 

1 1 

1 1 
) C' 1---~ ) C )1 

1 1 
1 ---~)K--~ )H ) 1 )KCiH( 

lw .1 ~Aut(C) 
s ~a I 

1 ---~) K ---~ )E ) G ) 1 

l~ 11 
1 Aut(K) 1 Diagram 2 

The considered extensions are related to each other 
as exhibited on the diagram. 

Remark 1: The extensions E and H in (21), when 
written in the respective isomorphic forms (17) and 
(16), have a common factor system. This is an im
mediate consequence of (23). 

Corollary 3: If, in the GSP (21), H is itself a semi
direct product of C with G (via the homomorphism 
joa),then E is isomorphic to K@G. 

Proof: Selecting from each coset in (22) a repre
sentative of the form (0', (E,a», the resulting set is a 
group isomorphic to K@ G. QED 

Corollary 4: When K = C 0 D, and D is a subgroup 
invariant under a[ a], Va EO G, then for every extension 
H expression (21) takes on the Simplified form 

E ~ D(j)H. (24) 

Proof: In this case the elements of K are uniquely 
written as 0' = yX, I' E C,X E D. Hence the coset 
representatives can be chosen in the form (x, (I', a». 
The set of representatives is a group isomorphic to 
D(j)H. QED 

Corollary 5: In case when there exists a subgroup 
Co of C which is invariant under a[ a], Va E G, and 
when for some extension H one has w(a, b) E Co' 
Va, bEG, then the corresponding E becomes 

(25) 
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where H 0 is a subgroup of H which is, in its turn, the 
extension of G by Co with j 0 a and the same w (a, b) 
and where Co = {('\, 1 (,\ -1)) 1,\ E Co}. 

Proof: Analogous to that of Theorem 1 restricting 
the elements of C to CO' QED 

It should be noticed that expression (25) may simplify 
(21) considerably (see Example 1 below). 

Theorem 2: Let us single out from each class of 
equivalent extensions in ext'oo(G, C) one representa
tive Hi in an arbitrary fashi~n. For each of these we 
construct the corresponding Ei according to (21). 
These Ei turn out to be representatives one from 
every class of equivalent extensions in exto(G,K). 

Proof: The groups Hand E in (21) have their 
equivalents H' and E' of the form (16) and (17) res
pectively. The latter have a common factor system 
(cf. Remark 1), so that Proposition 1 is valid for 
them. Hence, nonequivalence of Hi' H. E extoo(G, C) 
implies nonequivalence of the corre~pondidg Ei~ ~ E 

exto(G,K). The fact that no class of exto(G,K) IS 

left out in this way can be established by an ab con-
trario argument from Proposition 1. QED 

5. DISCUSSION 

(A) Our extension procedure (GSP) is applicable to 
most of the groups used in theoretical physics. For 
instance, here belong all compact Lie groups, all 
semisimple Lie groups, the Poincare group, etc. 
Namely, a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
homomorphism a, which is k og, is the splitting of 
Aut(K): 

1 --t I(K) --t Aut(K) ~ A(K) --t 1, 

and G may be arbitrary. All of the mentioned groups 
satisfy this condition. 3 

(B) The problem of finding all irreducible represen
tations (IR's) of the extension E obtained as a GSP 
[cf. (21)] can be solved in three steps: (1) One finds 
all IR's of H. This task is facilitated by the fact that 
H is an extension of G by an Abelian group, and all 
the IR's of the latter are one-dimensional. (2) One 
determines all IR's of the semidirect product 
K(j)H.5.6 (3) One finally selects out the subset of all 
those IR's of K(j)H whose kernels contain C'. The 
whole procedure is illustrated in Example 2. 

(C) The group E given as a generalized direct product 
(4) (a central extension) can be viewed as the product 
of two subgroups both of which are invariant, the first 
being isomorphic to K and the second the centralizer 
of the first in E and isomorphic to H. Their inter
section is the center of the first subgroup. 

If E is a GSP, it can be regarded as the product of its 
invariant subgroup i(K), isomorphic to K, and a second 
subgroup wo t(H), which is isomorphic to H (see Diag. 
2). The two subgroups intersect in the center of the 
first i(C). In general, wo t(H) need be neither the cen
tralizer nor invariant in E. 

(D) Since in the case of a central extension the ele
ments of i(K) and those of wo l(H) commute, the quan
tum numbers of the IR's of K and H are compatible. 
In the more general case of a GSP not all elements 
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of wo l(H) commute with all elements of i(K), which 
means that the corresponding quantum numbers are 
incompatible. For instance, in example (2) below, 
where the group {I, C} is extended by SC!...(6)/Z 3' the 
quantum number of charge conjugation C is incom
patible with those of this group of internal symme
tries. In this particular case this fact has been known 
for some time, 7 viz., for the groups SU(n), n> 2, 
G -parity cannot be defined. 

(E) If the reader is familiar with the application of 
cohomology theory in group extensions,2 he may 
wonder about the relation between the Eilenberg
Mac Lane theory and the GSP. If in extg (G, K) there 
exists a semidirect product with a = k og, and it is 
multiplied with all extensions from ext. (G, C) in 
the fashion given in Ref. 2, then an equi~O;lence can be 
established between the extensions obtained in this 
way and those given as GSPls. 

6. EXAMPLES 

(1) As an illustration of Corollary 5, we may take 
G = Z2(C), C being the charge conjugation operator, 
and K = U(I) 0 SU(3)/Z~ (the eightfold way model of 
Gell-Mann and Ne'eman). The center of K is isomor
phic to U(1), and the automorphism a[C] is the com-~ 
plex conjugation of the elements of K. Since H2(Z 2 (C), 
U(l)} ~ Z 2' there are only two inequivalent extensions 
E1 and E 2 • The factor systems of these two exten
sions have to satisfy (8b), which in this case reduces 
to w(C, C) = w*(C, C), implying w(C, C) = ± 1 (three
dimensional unity). Evidently in the nontrivial case 
of E2 the factor system belongs to a subgroup of the 
center,C o = {1,-I},which is invariant under a[C]. 
The extension H 0 in (25) is isomorphic to Z 4' There
fore the simplest form of E2 is 

whe!,e T = a on, n being the homomorphism Z 4 --t 

Z2(C), 

(26) 

(2) To illustrate the method of constructing IR's of a 
GS~ [see Discussion (B)J.,.we con~.ider G = Z 2(C) = 
{e, C} and K = SU(6)/Z 3' C and a[C] as in Example 1. 
The center of K is now isomorphic to Z 2' so that there 
are no more than two inequivalent extensions of the 
center: H1 = Z2 0 Z2(C) and H2 = Z4' Ac~ording to 
(21),the GSPls are: E1 = [SU(6)/Z3]@Z2(C) (cf. 
Corollary 3), and 

As a simple example of an IR for E 2 , let us choose 
the IR D(35) of SU(6)/Z 3' which is used to classify 
mesons. First we find the IR's of B. Since the little 
group of D(35) is the whole B, and Z4 is cyclic, the 
IR's of B are 5. 6 

~(i)(y) 0 U(y)D(35)(CI'), (28) 

where y runs through Z4' ~(i) are the IR's of Z4 = 
{1,x,x 2 ,x 3}, and U is a 35-dimensional representation 
of Z 4' so that 

(29) 

Since the kernel of D(35) is just Z2' Sec. 5(B) implies 
that those and only those of the IR's given by (28) are 
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also IR's of E for which Z 2 is contained in the ker
nels of both ~~i) and U. In this way from the four IR's 
of ~ (i) only two remain: the identity representation 
~(l)and the nontrivial real one ~(2). Due toaon[x2](G') 
= a[ e ](G') = G' and U(x 2 ) = e i 'PU2(x) implied by (29), 
it is possible to select U = U 0 so that U 0(X2) = 1, i.e., 
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In the general theory of optical coherence, the following problem discussed in the present paper, arises: to 
determine the statistical properties of a field represented by an analytic signal from the knowledge of the 
statistical properties of the corresponding real field. It is shown by the use of the characteristic functionals 
that in order to determine the joint probability distributions of the complex field at N space-time paints, the 
knowledge of the complete statistical description of the real field is required; on the other hand, the nloments 
of the complex field up to that order can be determined from the knowledge of the moments of the real field 
up to the same order. The results are illustrated by explicit calculations relating to the Gaussian random 
process, which, as is well known, characterizes the fluctuations of thermal light. A converse of a well-known 
theorem of Kac and Siegert relating to a Gaussian random process is derived as an immediate consequence 
of our analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE 
PROBLEM 

The classical theory of optical coherence of statisti
cal fields, whether the field is stationary or nonsta
tionary, whether it is generated by a thermal source 
or some other source is today well formulated1.2 
and is being applied to a wider and wider class of 
optical problems. There is, however, one problem in 
the foundation of the theory, which has so far not been 
treated. In this paper we will formulate this problem 
and present a solution of it for a wide class of non
stationary processes. 

Let us denote by X(r, t) a real field variable, repre
senting the optical field at a point r, at time t. For 
the sake of simplicity we consider X to be a scalar, 
e.g., a Cartesian component of the electric field. 
(Generalization to a vector field is straightforward.) 
For any realistic field, X(r, t) will fluctuate in the 
course of time in a manner that is not strictly pre
dictable. It is, therefore, appropriate to regard X as 
a member of an ensemble of different realizations of 
the field. The statistical properties of the field may 
then be specified by a sequence of probability densi
ties 

pt) (X1;R 1), pP)(X1 ,X2 ;R 1 ,R 2 ), 

pJX) (Xl,X2,X3;Rl,R2,R3)"'" (1.1) 

where R j == r j , tj denotes a typical space-time point. 
To illustrate the meaning of these probability densi
ties let us consider p 2(X): The quantity p 2(X) (X l' X 2; 
Rl>R 2 )dX1dX2 denotes the probability that at the 
space-time pOints Rl andR 2 , X will take on values 
that are in the intervals Xl' Xl + dX 1 and X2 and 
X2 + dX2 , respectively. 

It is customary and useful to introduce a complex 
representation of the field. 3 This representation, 
originally due to Gabor,4 arises naturally in the 
theory of photo-electric detection of light fluctuations. 
The associated complex field also corresponds to the 
eigenvalues of an operator used in the theory of quan
tized fields, to represent the annihilation of a photon2 
at a space-time point R. Some minimal properties 
of this complex representation have been established 
by Mande1. 5 

To introduce this complex representation, we assume, 
that for each r, the typical realization X(r, t) is 
square integrable, with respect to time6 and, hence, 
may be represented as a Fourier integral 

1
+00 

X(r, t) = -00 ~(r, v) exp(- 2rrivt)dv. (1. 2) 

Since X(r, t) is real, Hr,- v) = ~*(r, v), where the 
asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Because of 
this relation it is clear that the negative frequency 
components of each realization of the field do not 
contain any information that is not contained in the 
pOSitive ones; hence, in place of the real function 
X(r, t) we may employ the complex function 

Z(r, t) = 2 Jo
oo 

Hr, v) exp(- 2rrivt) dv, (L 3) 

known as the complex analytic signal, associated 
with X(r, t). This terminology ari.ses from the fact 
that by a well-known theorem 7 Z (r, t) considered as 
a function of a complex t, is regular and analytic in 
the lower half of the complex t plane. It is trivial 
to show that the real part of Z (r, t) is precisely the 
function X(r, t) and, on using the analytic property of 
Z that we just mentioned, one may readily show that 
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also IR's of E for which Z 2 is contained in the ker
nels of both ~~i) and U. In this way from the four IR's 
of ~ (i) only two remain: the identity representation 
~(l)and the nontrivial real one ~(2). Due toaon[x2](G') 
= a[ e ](G') = G' and U(x 2 ) = e i 'PU2(x) implied by (29), 
it is possible to select U = U 0 so that U 0(X2) = 1, i.e., 
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In the general theory of optical coherence, the following problem discussed in the present paper, arises: to 
determine the statistical properties of a field represented by an analytic signal from the knowledge of the 
statistical properties of the corresponding real field. It is shown by the use of the characteristic functionals 
that in order to determine the joint probability distributions of the complex field at N space-time paints, the 
knowledge of the complete statistical description of the real field is required; on the other hand, the nloments 
of the complex field up to that order can be determined from the knowledge of the moments of the real field 
up to the same order. The results are illustrated by explicit calculations relating to the Gaussian random 
process, which, as is well known, characterizes the fluctuations of thermal light. A converse of a well-known 
theorem of Kac and Siegert relating to a Gaussian random process is derived as an immediate consequence 
of our analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE 
PROBLEM 

The classical theory of optical coherence of statisti
cal fields, whether the field is stationary or nonsta
tionary, whether it is generated by a thermal source 
or some other source is today well formulated1.2 
and is being applied to a wider and wider class of 
optical problems. There is, however, one problem in 
the foundation of the theory, which has so far not been 
treated. In this paper we will formulate this problem 
and present a solution of it for a wide class of non
stationary processes. 

Let us denote by X(r, t) a real field variable, repre
senting the optical field at a point r, at time t. For 
the sake of simplicity we consider X to be a scalar, 
e.g., a Cartesian component of the electric field. 
(Generalization to a vector field is straightforward.) 
For any realistic field, X(r, t) will fluctuate in the 
course of time in a manner that is not strictly pre
dictable. It is, therefore, appropriate to regard X as 
a member of an ensemble of different realizations of 
the field. The statistical properties of the field may 
then be specified by a sequence of probability densi
ties 

pt) (X1;R 1), pP)(X1 ,X2 ;R 1 ,R 2 ), 

pJX) (Xl,X2,X3;Rl,R2,R3)"'" (1.1) 

where R j == r j , tj denotes a typical space-time point. 
To illustrate the meaning of these probability densi
ties let us consider p 2(X): The quantity p 2(X) (X l' X 2; 
Rl>R 2 )dX1dX2 denotes the probability that at the 
space-time pOints Rl andR 2 , X will take on values 
that are in the intervals Xl' Xl + dX 1 and X2 and 
X2 + dX2 , respectively. 

It is customary and useful to introduce a complex 
representation of the field. 3 This representation, 
originally due to Gabor,4 arises naturally in the 
theory of photo-electric detection of light fluctuations. 
The associated complex field also corresponds to the 
eigenvalues of an operator used in the theory of quan
tized fields, to represent the annihilation of a photon2 
at a space-time point R. Some minimal properties 
of this complex representation have been established 
by Mande1. 5 

To introduce this complex representation, we assume, 
that for each r, the typical realization X(r, t) is 
square integrable, with respect to time6 and, hence, 
may be represented as a Fourier integral 

1
+00 

X(r, t) = -00 ~(r, v) exp(- 2rrivt)dv. (1. 2) 

Since X(r, t) is real, Hr,- v) = ~*(r, v), where the 
asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Because of 
this relation it is clear that the negative frequency 
components of each realization of the field do not 
contain any information that is not contained in the 
pOSitive ones; hence, in place of the real function 
X(r, t) we may employ the complex function 

Z(r, t) = 2 Jo
oo 

Hr, v) exp(- 2rrivt) dv, (L 3) 

known as the complex analytic signal, associated 
with X(r, t). This terminology ari.ses from the fact 
that by a well-known theorem 7 Z (r, t) considered as 
a function of a complex t, is regular and analytic in 
the lower half of the complex t plane. It is trivial 
to show that the real part of Z (r, t) is precisely the 
function X(r, t) and, on using the analytic property of 
Z that we just mentioned, one may readily show that 
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the real and imaginary parts of Z form a Hilbert 
transform pair, i.e., 

Z(r, t) = X(r, t) + iY(r, t), 
with 

Y(r t) =! f+ou X(r, t')dt' 
, 1T -00 (t' - t) , 

X(r t) = _! {+oo Y(r, t')dt' 
, 1T:L00 (t' - t) , 

(1. 4) 

(1.5a) 

(1. 5b) 

where the strokes on the integral signs indicate that 
one takes the Cauchy principal value of the integ
rals at t' = t. 
The statistical properties of the complex field Z(r, t) 
may also be specified by an infinite sequence of prob
ability densities 

pFJ(Z l;R 1),P2(Z) (Zl' Z2;Rv R 2)' 

PpJ(Zl'Z2'Z3;R l ,R 2,R 3),···. (1.6) 

The quantity P2(Z)(ZVZ2;Rl,R2),for example, has 
the following meaning: If d2Z k denotes the product 
dXkdYk , then P2(z)(Z l'Z 2;Rv R 2)d2Z ld2Z 2 is the 
joint probability that at the space-time point R l , 

the real and imaginary parts of Z will lie in the in
tervals Xl,Xl + dX1 and Y v Y1 + dY1, and at the 
space-time point R 2' they will lie in the intervals 
X 2,X2 + dX2 and Y2 , Y2 + dY2, respectively. 

Although Eq. (1. 4), together with Eq. (1. 5a), shows 
how to calculate the complex analytic signal Z (r, t) 
that is associated with any particular realization 
X (r, t) of the real field, it is not clear how one deter
mines the statistical properties of the ensemble of 
the Z's from the knowledge of the statistical proper
ties of the ensemble of the X's. The present paper 
is concerned with this question. More precisely we 
will show how one may determine the sequence (1. 6) 
of the probability densities {p n(z)} from the knowledge 
of the sequence (1. 1) of the probability densities 
{p~)}. The problem is not a trivial one, since accord
ing to Eqs. (1. 4) and (1. 5) the relation between the 
real and the complex fields is nonlocal in time. In 
solving this problem, it will be useful to work ex
plicitly with the characteristic functionals 8 rather 
than with the infinite sequence of probability densi
ties. We will, therefore, reformulate the problem in 
terms of such functionals. 

2. REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM IN 
TERMS OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONALS 

Let g = g(r, t) be an arbitrary real function. The 
characteristicfunctional of the real field X(R) == X(r, t) 
is then defined by the formulas 

C(X)[g(')] = (exp{iJg(R)X(R)d4R}) (2. la) 

= Eo (~~ (1 J g(R)X(R)d4R~ n). (2.1b) 

In Eqs. (2. la) and (2. Ib) the sharp brackets denote 
statistical average. From this functional one obtains 
the Nth order characteristic function C~l) and the 
Nth order probability density of the real field in the 
usual way. One chooses 

N 

g(R) = 2:; Il
n
o(4)(R-Rn ), (2.2) 

n=l 
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where the Iln' S are real parameters, the Rn's are arbi
trary space-time points, and ° (4J is the four-dimen
sional Dirac delta function. Then 

C(X)[g(.)] --- C1X) (Ill' a 2, ... , an ;R 1 ,R 2, ... ,Rn) 

= ! exp(i -£ IlnX(Rn))) 
\ ncO 

= J ... J exp(i P1 anXn) 

X p~X) (X1,X2; • .. ,XN;R l'R 2, ... ,RN) 

X dX1dX2 ··· dXN, (2.3) 

and on Fourier inversion, 

p(X)(XV X 2,··· ,XN ;R l ,R2,··· ,RN ) 

1 J J (X) ( = -- ... CN 1l 1 ,Cl'2,· .. ,aN ; 
(21T)N 

R l ,R 2 ,··· ,RN ) exp (- i n~l anXn) 

X dOt 1dIl 2 '" daN. (2.4) 

Each of the integrals on the rhs of Eqs. (2. 3) and 
(2.4) extends from - oc, to + OCJ • 

In a similar way we may define the characteristic 
functional of the complex field Z (R) == Z (r, t) as 

C(Z)[h(·)] =(exp~i J[h*(R)Z(R) + h(R)Z*(R)]d4Rf). 

(2.5) 
where heR) == her, t) is an arbitrary, generally com
plex function of rand t. The Nth order characteris
tic function and the Nth order probability density of 
the complex field Z is then formally obtained from 
(2. 5) by setting 

N 

h(R)= 2:; (3n 0 (4)(R -Rn), (2.6) 
n=l 

where the (3n 's are complex parameters. Then 

C(L)[h(·)] --- C~Z)(P1,(32"" ,(3N;R v R 2, .•• ,RN ) 

=<exp~ El [(3;Z(R n) + (3nZ*(Rn)~) 
= J ... J exp~ ~ [(3~Zn + i3 nZn*]) 

x P;:)(Zl,Z2' ... ,ZN;R l ,R 2,.·· ,RN ) 

X d 2 Z
l 

... d 2Z
n

, (2.7) 

and, on Fourier inversion 

P~Z)(Zl' Z2, •.. ,Z N;R 1,R2, ... ,RN ) 

1 J J (2) • ) =- ... CN «(3v P2,· .. ,Pn,R 1 ,R 2, .. ·,Rn 
1T2N 

)( exp (- i t [i3~Zn + (3nZn*]) d 2(3l ... d 2i3 N . 
nel (2.8) 

Each of the integrals on the rhs of Eqs. (2. 7) and 
(2.8) extends over a complete complex (3" plane. 

The correlation functions (moments) of the fields 
may be obtained from the characteristic functionals 
in the usual way by functional differentiation. Thus 
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(Z* (R 1) ... Z*(Rn)Z (Rn+ 1) ... Z(Rn+m») 

_ (- i)n+m 6n+ mC (Z)[h(')] I 
- 6h(R 1)' .. 6h(Rn)6h*(Rn+ 1)' .. 6h*(Rn+m) h=O' 

(2. 10) 

It is clear now that the problem posed in Sec. 1 is 
equivalent to the following one: To determine the 
characteristic functional C (Z}[h(')] of the complex 
field Z (R) from the knowledge of the characteristic 
functional C (X}[g(')] of the real field X(R). 

3. FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

As preliminary to solving the general problem that 
we just posed, let us consider first the more res
tricted one, of determining the statistical behavior of 
the complex field variable Z (r, t) at some fixed point 
r in space from the knowledge of the statistical pro
perties of the real field variable X(r, t), at the same 
point. Since the fixed point r plays no essential role 
in our analysis, we will suppress the explicit depen
dence on r, Le., we will write X(t) in place of X(r, t), 
etc. 

We recall that we assumed that each realization of 
the real field is square integrable with respect to 
time. Under these circumstances the random vari
able X(t) (which, for the sake of simplicity we assume 
to have zero mean value), may be expressed in the 
form of the generalized Karhunen-Loeve expansion,9 
valid for all t (- OCJ < t < OCJ), 

00 

X(t) == I; cn tPn (t), 
n=1 

(3.1) 

where the tP n (t) form an orthonormal set 

r: tPn(t) tPm(t)dt == 6n.m , (3.2) 

6". m being the Kronecker symbol, and the coefficients 
c n are uncorrelated real variables 

(3.3) 

with the An being real and nonnegative. As is well 
known9 the ¢n and the An are the eigenvalues and the 
eigenfunctions of the integral equation 

I: R(tv t 2 )tP,,(t2 )dt2 == AntP,,(tl)' 

with the kernel 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

According to (3.1) and (2. 1a), the characteristic 
functional of the real random field variable X(t), 
which we will denote byClX}[g(')] (subscript 1 indi
cating that we now deal with behavior at one fixed 
point in space) may be expressed in the form 

ClX}[g(')] == < exp(i ~ Cnu,,), (3.6) 

where 

J
HZ> 

u" = -00 g(t) tP n (t)dt. (3.7) 

Let us now turn to the .. conjugate" field variable Y(t) 
[Eq. (1. 5a)]. If we substitute in Eq. (1. 5a) for X(t) 
the orthogonal expansion (3.1), we may express Y(t) 
in the form 

ao 

Y(t) == :0 cn!/ln (t), 
n=l 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

One can readily show that the !/In, just like the tPn, 
form an orthonormal seL10 In fact, Eq. (3.8) is 
nothing but the generalized Karhunen-Loeve ortho
gonal expansion of the random field variable Y(t). It 
follows on using (3.8), that the characteristic func
tional Y(t) may be expressed in a form strictly ana
logous to (3.6): 

C lYJ[g(')] == (exp[i J g(t)Y(t)dt]) (3.10) 

where 
==~xP~ E cnv n). (3.11) 

(3.12) 

The average in (3.10) is defined in a manner similar 
to that employed in connection with Eq. (2. 1a). 

If we compare (3. 11) with (3.6) we see that the right
hand sides are of the same functional form, except 
that the un have been replaced by the v's. Thus if we 
express ClX)[g(')] in the form n 

ClX)[g(') == f(u 1 , u2 "" ,un""), 
then 

CP)[g(·) = f(v 1 ,v2 ,···,vn ",·), 

(3. 13a) 

(3. 13b) 

Le., the characteristic functional of the conjugate 
random variable Y(t) may be obtained from the 
characteristic functional of the original random 
variable X(t) by simPly replacing all the un's by the 
vn's, where the un's are the projections of g(t) onto the 
set {tP n } and the vn's are the projections of g(t) onto 
the set{!/IJ[cLEqs.(3.7) and (3. 12)J. . 

Next let us consider the complex random field vari
able Z(t) == X(t) + iY(t). Using the expansions (3.1) 
and (3. 8) it follows that Z (t) may be expressed in the 
form 

00 

Z(t)==6 cnXn(t), (3. 14) 
n=1 

where 

(3. 15) 

From (3.15) and (2.5) we then obtain the following 
expression for the characteristic functional of Z: 

CF)[h(')] = < exp~ R CnW n), (3. 16) 

where 

wn == l:oo[h * (t)Xn (t) + h(t)X~(t)]dt. (3. 17) 

If again we express C lX)[g(")] in the form (3. 13a) we 
see, on comparing (3.16) with (3.6), that CF}[h(·)] 
may be expressed in the form 

(3. 18) 

Le., the characteristic functional of the complex ran
dom field variable Z(t) may be obtained from the 
characteristic functional of the real random field 
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variable X(t) by replacing the un by the wn• In view 
of the remarks follows Eqs. (3.10) this result pro
vides a formal solution to our problem, for the spe
cial case when only one spatial point is considered. 

For the purpose of later discussion, we will also 
write down an expression for the joint probability 
P ({cn}) == P(c1' c2, ••• , cn .•• ) of all the coefficients 
cn occurring in the generalized Karhunen-Loeve ex
pansion (3.1). It is clear that the characteristic 
functional C1(X)[g(')]' given by (3.6), may also be ex
pressed in the form 

ClX)[g(')] = J '" J exp(i f; CnUn) p({cn})d({cn})· 
\ n=l (3.19) 

The integral on the right-hand side is taken over all 
the cn (- 00 .-:s; cn .-:s; 00) and is, therefore, infinite dimen
sional. Formal Fourier inversion of (3.19) gives the 
required joint probability P({c

f
}) in terms of the 

characteristic functional C l(X)Lg (.)]: 

P({c }) = J .. , J n [(1/21T)e-iCnun]Cl(X)[g(')]d({u }). 
n n=l (3.

n
20) 

Returning to expressions (3. 13a) and (3.18) we see 
that the function f (W l' W 2' •.. , W n' ••• ) is specified 
by the complete statistical behavior of the real field 
variable X(t). Hence in order to determine from our 
formulas the joint probability density PN(Z) of the com
plex variable Z(t) at N instants of time, one must 
know the statistical behavior of the real field vari
able X(t) for all times, On the other hand, on using 
the Hilbert transform relations between the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex field variable [Eqs. 
(1. 5)], one can readily see that in order to determine 
an Nth order correlation function (which may be an 
equal-time correlation function) of the complex field 
variable, one only needs to know the Nth order corre
lation function, (which, in general, is a multitime cor
relation function), of the real field variable. To illus
trate this, consider the second-order correlation 
function (Z(t1) Z* (t2). We have 

(z (t 1 )Z*(t2 ) 

= ([X(t1) + iY(t1)][X(t2) - iY (t2)]) 

= (X(t 1)X(t2) + (Y(t1)Y(t2) - i(X(t1)Y(t2) 

+ i(Y(t1)X(t2). (3.21) 

In view of (1. 5) one evidently has 

1 fT<X) fT<X) (X(tJ.}X(t2» 
(Y(t1)Y(t2) = 1T2 -<X) dt1 J...<X) dt'z (t

1 
-t

1
)(t2-t2

)' 

<X(t )Y(t ) = ~ fT<X) dt' (X(t 1)X(t'z) 
1 2 1T -<X) 2 (t2 - t2 ) 

( 1 r+<X) d (X(tllX(t2 ) (3.22) 
Y(t 1)X(t2) = 11 J...<X) t1 (t1 - t

1
) 

Equation (3.21), together with the relations (3.22), 
expresses the second-order correlation function 
(Z(t 1 )Z*(t2) in terms of the second-order correla
tion function (X(t 1 )X(t2). Of course to determine 
(Z(t 1)Z*(t2 ) for a fixed pair of values t1 and t2 ,one 
must know (X(t])X(tz) for all values of its arguments 
t:.. and t2. 
Up to now we have confined our attention to the be
havior of the field at one space point only. Generali-
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zation to the complete field is straightforward. In 
place of Eq. (3. 1) we now have the expansion 

00 

X(r, t) = 6 Cn (r) ¢n (r, t), (3.23) 
n=1 

where the ¢n (r, t) are solutions of the integral equa
tion 

f
T<X) 

-<X) R(r,t 1 ;r,t2)¢n(r,t2)dt2 = An(r)¢n(r,t 1), (3.24) 

with the kernel 

(3.25) 

The functions ¢n (r, t) and cn (r, t) satisfy, for each r, 
orthogonality relations analogous to (3.2) and (3. 3). 
The characteristic functional C (X) [g (,)] of the real 
field X(r, t) defined by Eq. (2.1) may, by analogy with 
Eq. (3.13a), be expressed in the form 

C (X)[g(')] = f [u 1 (,), ••• , un (,), ••• ], 

where 

unO = J ... J g(r,t)¢n(r,t)d3rdt. 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The characteristic functional for the associated com
plex field Z (r, t) may then be expressed in the form 

(3.28) 

where 

W n(') = J ... J[h*(r, tlxn(r, t) + h(r,t)x~(r,t)]d3rdt, 
(3.29) 

and the Xn are defined, for each r, in a similar way as 
before. 

4. EXAMPLE: GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESS 

To illustrate our results we will now determine the 
characteristic functional C F)[h(')] and the probabi
lity density p1Z ) [r, t] for the case when the real field 
variable X(t) represents a Gaussian random process 
with zero mean. 

The characteristic functional for a real Gaussian 
random process with zero mean may be expressed 
in the form (see Appendix) 

ClX)[g(')] = exp(- i )1 g(t1 )g(t2) 

x (X(t1)X(t2)dt1dt2) . (4.1) 

Now according to (3.1) and (3.5), the correlation 
function (X(t 1)X(t2) may be expressed in the form 

<X) <X) 

(X(t 1 )X(t2) = 6 6 (cnc m ) ¢n(t1) ¢m(t2) 
n=l m=l 

<X) 

(4.2) 

If we substitute from Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (4. 1) and 
recall the definitions of un' given by (3.7), the charac
teristic functional C1 X ) may be expressed in the 
simple form 

C1lX)[g(')] = exp (- i ~l AnU;). (4.3) 

According to the theorem following Eqs. (3. 13) and 
(3.18), the characteristic functionals C~Y)[g(')] and 
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Cy)[h(')] are obtained at once from (4.3) on replac
ing the un by the vn and wn [defined by Eqs. (3. 12) 
and (3.17)), respectively, 

C?)[g(')] = exp(- ~ ~1 AnV~, (4.4) 

ClZ)[g(')l = exp (- t R1 AnW~). (4.5) 

We may readily express (4.4) and (4.5) in forms ana
logous to (4.1). We have from (3.12), (3.8), and (3.3) 
00 00 +00 

6 AnV~ = 6 An II g(t1 )g(t2)l/Jn(t1)l/Jn(t2)dt1dt2 
n =1 n=l-oo 

+00 00 

II g(t1)g(t2) ~ Anl/Jn (t1)l/Jn (t2)dt1dt2 
-00 n=l 

+00 00 00 

= II g(t1)g(t2) 6 6 (cnl/Jn (t1) C m l/Jm(t2) 
-00 n=1 m =1 
X dt 1dt 2 
+00 

= II g(t1)g(t2)(Y(t1)Y(t2)dt1dt2' (4.6) 
-00 

Similarly, we have from (3.17), (3.14), and (3.3) 
00 00 +00 

6 AnW~ = 6 An II [h(t1) h(t2)x~(t1)x~(t2) 
n= 1 ,,= 1 -00 

+ h(t1) h*(t2) x! (t1)xn (t2) + C.c.]dt1dt2 
+00 

= II h(t1)h(t2)(Z*(t1)Z*(t2)dt1dt2 
-00 

+00 

+ II h(t1) h*(t2) (Z*(t1)Z(t2) 
-00 

X dt1dt2 + c.C., (4.7) 

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. On substi
tuting from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) into Eqs. (4.4) and 
(4.5), respectively, we obtain the following expres
sions for the characteristic functionals C l(Y) and C f£): 

CiY)[g(')] = exp(- t i g(t1)g(t2) (Y(t1) Y(t2) 

X dt1dt2) , (4.8) 

CiZ)[h(')] = exp( - ~ -U [h(t1)h(t2) (Z*(t1)Z*(t2 ) 

+ h(t1)h*(t2 ) (Z*(t1)Z*(t2) + c.c.]dt1dt2). (4.9) 

Equation (4.8) implies that the conjugate process Y (t) 
is also a real Gaussian process with zero mean; and 
by a similar argument as given in the Appendix in 
connection with the real Gaussian process, one can 
show that (4. 9) implies that the process Z(t) is a com
plex Gaussian random process with zero mean. The 
correlation functions occurring in (4. 8) and (4. 9) may, 
of course, be expressed in terms of the correlation 
functions of the real process X(t), with the help of re
lations of the form (3.21) and (3.22). 

Next let us determine the first probability density 
piZ ) (Z, t) of the complex process, by following the pro
cedure outlined in Sec. 2. We choose 

h(t) = j36(t - t'), (4.10) 

where t' is a real and 13 is a complex parameter. 
Then from Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain the for
mula 

CP)(j3; t') = exp{ - t[j32 (Z*(t')Z*(t') 

+ (3(3* (Z(t') Z*(t') + c.c.]}, (4.11) 

and from Eq. (2.8), we find with N = 1 and with a 
trivial change in notation 

Py) (Z; t) = (1/1T 2) 

X I exp{- t [13 2 (Z*(t)Z*(t) + (3f3*(Z(t)Z*(t) 

+ c.c.]} exp{- i (j3*Z + j3Z*)} d2(3. (4.12) 

The integral occurring on the rhs of Eqs. (4.1) may 
be evaluated with the help of a formula derived by 
Bargmann (Ref. 11, Sec. Ih). The result is 

p(Z)(Z t) _ 1 
1 ,- -1T-'(b-'2---4-a-*-a-) 1-;:-2 

where 

( 
(- a*Z2 - aZ*2 + bZ*Z)) x exp - -'------::----,---_-----' 

(b 2 - 4a*a) , 

a = (Z(t)Z(t), b = (Z*(t)Z(t). 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

In general, both a and b are, of course, functions of t 
and are derived from the real correlation function 
(X(t 1 )X(t2 ) via formulas of the type (3.21) and (3.22). 

Finally we note that from Eqs. (4. 3) and (3.20) we 
can readily obtain the following expression for the 
joint probability distribution for the coefficients 
c 1 , c2 ,' •• in the generalized Karhunen-Loeve expan
sion of a real Gaussian random process 

P({Cn}) == I ... j n [(1/21T) 
n 

Each of the integrals on the right may readily be 
evaluated, and one obtains the result 

p ({c J) = D [_1_ exp(- C~)J . 
n-1 ~ 2An 

n 

(4.16) 

The joint probability of the first N coefficients c" 
may then be obtained by integrating (4.16) over all 
possible values of each of the coefficients c· C:-- CIJ <:; 

c j <:; CIJ) for j ==N + 1,N + 2,," . One then ~btains 
the formula 

P(C 1,C2""'CN)= ~ r 1 exp(-C~)J. 
n=l l~21TAn 2An 

(4.17) 

The result expressed by Eq. (4. 17) is essentially the 
converse of a well-known theorem of Kac and Sie
gert. 12 

APPENDIX: THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL 
OF A REAL GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESS 

By definition the characteristic functional of a real 
random process X(t) is 

(A1) 

The average on the right-hand side of (A1) is to be 
interpreted with the help of the Taylor expansion, i.e., 
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qx)[g(.)] = <Eo :n! [Jx(t)g(t)d~? 
J ... J (X(t 1 ) 

0() 

.6 i" 
12=0 n! 

x dt1 ••• dt
n

, (A2) 

where all the integrations are taken from - 00 to + 00. 

Suppose now that X(t) is a Gaussian random process. 
Then according to the moment theorem for such a 
process 13 we have, for every nonnegative integer K, 

(X(t 1 )X(t2) ... X(t2K+1 ) = 0, (A3) 

(X(t 1 )X(t2) .•. X(t2K ) = .6 (X(t; )X(t; ) ... 
n 1 2 

X (X(t; )X(t; ), (A4) 
2K-l 2K 

where the symbol .0 II denotes summation over all 
possible permutation of the indices 1,2, ... , 2K label
ing the time arguments. There are (2K)!j(2KK!) 
terms in this summation. 

From (A2)- (A4) it follows that for a Gaussian random 

• Research supported by the u.s. Air Force Office at Scientific 
Research and the U.S. Army Research Office (Durham). A pre
liminary account of this work was presented at the OSA meeting, 
Washington, D.C., March 1968 (Abstract WB 13, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 
58,714 (1968)]. 

t Presently on leave of absence at Institut fUr Theoretische Physik, 
Universitat Stuttgart, 7 Stuttgart 1, Germany. 

1 E. Wolf, Proceedings of the Symposium on Optical Masers (Wiley, 
New York, 1963) p.29. 

2 L. Mandel and E. Wolf, Rev. Mod. Phys. 37, 231 (1965). 
3 M. Born and E. Wolf, Principles of Optics (Pergamon, Oxford and 

New York, 1970), 4th ed., Chap. X. 
4 D. Gabor, J. Inst. Elec. Engrs. (London) 93,429 (1946). 
5 L.Mandel,J.Opt.Soc.Amer.57,613 (1967). 
6 This assumption excludes the important case of stationary fields. 

Presumably this case could be treated in a similar manner with
in the framework of the theory of generalized functions. In this 
connection see also Ref. 9 below. 

7 See, for example, E. C. Titchmarsh, Introduction to the Theory of 
Fourier Integrals (Clarendon, Oxford, 1948), 2nd ed., Chap. 5. 

8 For discussion of functionals see, for example, the classic work 
of V. Voltera, Theory of Functions and lntegrals and l11tegro
Differential Equations' (Dover, New York, 1959). An introduction 
to the theory of functionals may be found in many books, e.g. 
M. J. Beran, Statistical Continuum Theory (Interscience, New 
York, 1968). 

AND E. W 0 L F 

process X(t) of zero mean 

c lX)[g(')] =.B ~ J ... J .6 (X(t; )X(t; ) 
12' 0 (2 n) ! n 1 2 

X (X(t; ) X(t; ) g(tl)g(t2) ... g(t2n) 
212.-1 2n 

(A5) 

We interchange the multiple integration and the sum
mation over all the permutations. Since all the t; in
tegrations extend over the range from - 00 to + 00 , 

each of the 2n-folded integrals will give the same 
contribution and, since there are (2n)! j2n n! terms 
in the summation .6n , (A5) reduces to 

25 ~ (2n)! (if (X(t1 )X(t2) 
12= 0 (2 n) ! 2nn! -00 

x g(t 1 )g(t2)dt1dt2) 12 

exp( -1 _g (X(t 1 )X(t2) 

x g(tllg(t2ldt 1dt2) . 

9 Cf. J. L. Lumley, Stochastic Tools ill Turbulence (Academic, 

(A6) 

New York, 1970), pp. 54-59. It is also shown in Sec. 3.12 of this 
reference that in the case of stationary fields, the Karhunen
Loeve expansion becomes the Fourier integral representation, 
provided it is interpreted in terms of generalized function theory. 
Thus our results can be expected to have a direct analog for 
stationary fields. In particular, the analogs of Eqs. (3. 13a) and 
(3.18) are CiXJ(g(')] = f({g(v)},{g(- v)}], CFJ[h(-)]= f({2h*(v)}, 
{2h(v)}] , where g(v) and h (v) are the Fourier transforms of the 
functionsg(t) and h(t), respectively, Le.,g(v)= Joo g(t) exp(-21Tivt) 
dt, etc., interpreted as generalized functions. -00 

10 This fact follows at once from the theorem that the convolution 
of any two real functions is equal to the convolution of their Hil
bert transforms. For a proof of this theorem see, for example, 
M. J. Beran and G. B. Parrent, Theory of Partial Coherence (Pren
tice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1964), p. 19. 

11 V. Bargmann, Commun. Pure Appl, Math. 14, 187 (1961). 
12 M. Kac and A. J. F. Siegert, Ann. Math. Stat. IS, 438 (1947). It 

should be noted that Kac and Siegert derived the theorem for 
stationary Gaussian random processes whereas, strictly speak
ing, our method of derivation applies to non stationary Gaussian 
random processes whose sample functions are square integrable. 

13 See, e.g., C. L. Mehta, in Lectures in Theoretical Physics, edited 
by W, E. Brittin (U, of Colorado Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1965), 
Vol. VII C, p. 398. 
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waves is completely continuous in certain spaces. In 
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although it is continuous. In Sec. 3, an improved 
uniqueness result is obtained for the case where 
there is no spherical symmetry. The article con
cludes with a discussion of the proper setting of the 
generalized optical theorem in the larger context of 
the inverse scattering problem. 
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cludes with a discussion of the proper setting of the 
generalized optical theorem in the larger context of 
the inverse scattering problem. 
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2. NONCOMPACTNESS 

In this section an example is given which shows that 
the transformation which arises from the generalized 
optical theorem is not compact in a space of contin
uous functions with the uniform topology, contrary to 
Theorem 1 of I and Sec. 3 of II. The example is given 
in a canonical form, namely we do not assume spheri
cal symmetry, and no change of variable is used in 
the integral. Furthermore, the same example can be 
made to work in the special case where spherical 
symmetry is assumed. 

We shall generally follow the notation of 1. The equa
tion under consideration is 

ImA(n',n)= (k/41T) J A(n", n)A(n", n')dD(n"), 
s 

n',nE5, (1) 

where A (n' ,n) [which is assumed to equal A (n, n')] is 
the scattering amplitude for incident direction nand 
scattered direction n'; k is the wavenumber; and dO is 
the solid angle measure on the unit sphere 5 in IR 3 • 

(1) is sometimes known as the generalized optical 
theorem and leads immediately to two equations: 

ImA(n', n) = (k/41T) J [ReA(n", n) ReA(n", n') 
s 

+ ImA(n",n) ImA(n",n')]dO, (2) 

0= (k/41T) J ImA(n", n') ReA(n", n) 
s 

x [- ReA(n",n') ImA(n",n)]dO. (2') 

That (2') is identically satisfied for any solution A of 
(1) is a consequence of the fact thatA(n',n) =A(n,n'). 
Thus our attention focuses on (2). Write A (n', n) = 
k- 1G(n', n)ei¢(n'.n) and put 

and 
H (n", n', n) = G (n", n')G (n", n)/41TG (n', n) 

Q(n',n) = J H(n",n',n)dO. 
s 

Then (2) becomes 

sin¢ (n', n) = Is H(n", n', n) cos[ ¢ (n", n') 

(3) 

- ¢ (n", n)]dO. (4) 

Let Yo be the Banach space of continuous functions on 
5 x 5 into IR with Ilfl! = sup{lf(n1 , n 2)1: nl> n2 E 5}. 
Put Y = {j E Yo :f(n 1 , n 2 ) =f(n 2 , n 1), Vnl' n 2 E 5}. Y 
is a closed subspace of Yo and so is itself a Banach 
space. We now define a transformation ~ on Y: for 
¢ E Y,n 1 ,n2 E 5,we define 

~¢(n',n) = ArcsinJ H(n",n',n) 
s 

x cos[ ¢ (n", n') - ¢ (n", n) ]dO. (5) 

Then to solve (1), we seek a fixed point of ~. Let us 
assume the analogs of the hypotheses of Theorem 1 
of I, namely 

HI. G: 5 x 5 --') [0, (0) is continuous; 
(6) 

H2. sup{Q(nl , n2): n l , n2 E S} = M < 1. 

We note that H2 forces min{G (n 1 , n2) : n l , n2 E 5} > 0, 
so H is continuous (hence bounded), and the same is 
true of Q, so Q E Y and H2 may be replaced by the 
statement 11QI! = M < 1. 

Convergence in 5 x 5 is defined in terms of the 
Euclidean norm I . I E in IR 6; an easy application of 
the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem shows 
¢ E Y ::::0> ~¢ is continuous. Noting that ~¢ (n', n) = 
~¢(n, n'), we conclude ~¢ E Y. In particular, be
cause of H2, range (~) c B' y (0, ArcsinM), the closed 
ball in Y about 0 with radius ArcsinM. 

We get the same results in the case of spherical sym
metry when the appropriate modifications of the 
equation and the underlying function space are made 
[for example, one might use (6) of I, being careful to 
note that (6) only holds in the open interval- 1 < x 
< 1; for x = ± 1 the correct expreSSion is (6')]. We 
only remark that in this case, convergence in 5 is 
convergence in the metric d(n 1 , n 2) = Ii. (n l , n 2) I 
where i. (nl , n 2) is the angle between n 1 and n 2 in 
radians, and convergence in 5 x 5 is convergence in 
any product metric. 

We are now ready to state the main result of this 
section. 

Theorem 2.1: Range (~) c Y is not compact. 

Proof: Suppose the contrary. Then by Ascoli's 
theorem, Range (~) is an equicontinuous uniformly 
bounded set (this is Newton's claim); in particular, 
Range (~) is equicontinuous at (no, no) E 5 x 5. Then 
given E > 0, :30' = 0'(£, no) > 0 such that for all n 
with In - nol E < 0' and for all ¢ E Y = Domain (~), 
we have I~¢(no,no) -~¢(no,n)1 < Eo Let us choose 
E < ~6 Q(no' no), noting that Q(no' no) = 0 if and only 
if G == 0, a possibility which we shall rule out. 

Let ¢ E Y;we wish to bound I~¢(no,no) -~¢(no,n)1 
below: 

I~¢(no, no) - ~¢(no, n) I 

= 1 Arcsin J H(n",no,no)dO(n") 
s 

- Arcsin Is H(n", no, n) cos[ ¢(n", no) 

- ¢(n", n)]dO(n") I 
= (1- /l2)-1/21 Is H(n", no, no)dO 

- Is H(n", no, n) cos[ ¢ (n", no) 

- ¢ (n" , n)] dO I (0 ::::: /l ::::: M) 

::" I J H(n", no' no){ 1 - cos[ ¢ (n", no) s 
- ¢(n",n)]}dO - J [H(n",no,n) 

s 
- H(n", no, no)] cos[ ¢ (n", no) - ¢ (n", n)]dO I 

::" Is H (n" , no, no){ 1 - cos[ ¢ (n" , no) 

- ¢ (n", n) ]}dO - I Is [H(n", no, n) 

- H(n", no, no)] cos[¢(n", no) - ¢(n", n)]dO I. 

ConSidering the rhs term for a moment, we see that 
H (n" , no, n) is a continuous function of n and is bound
ed, and so we may apply to 

I Is [H(n", no, n) - H(n", no, no)] 

X cos[¢(n", no) - ¢(n",n)]dOI 

::::: Is IH(n", no, n) -H(n",no,no)ldO, 

the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem. This 
gives ==io" > 0 such that In - nol E < 0" = this quan
tity is < K Q (no, no)' 
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Thus for In - no IE < 0", 

I~¢(no, no) - ~¢(no, n) 12: Is H(n", no, no) 

x{l- cos[¢(n",no) - ¢(n",n)]}dn - tQ(no,no). 

Let 0 = min{ 0', o"} and choose n1 E S with I n1 -
no I E < Ii. We now show the existence of a function in 
B'y(O,~1T) for which 1~¢(no,no)-~¢(nO,n1)1 is 
> E. Let Bi be an open ball on S centered at n i for 
which 

i dn < Q(no' no)/16P, 
Bi 

where 

P = max H(n", no' no). 
nilES 

i = 0, 1, 

Put T = S~(Bo U B1). Then clearly 

I ~ ¢(no' no) - ~ ¢ (no, n) I 2: iT H (n" ,no, no) 

x {I - cos[ ¢ (n" , no) - ¢ (n" , n) ]}dn - t Q (no, no) 

(7) 
and 

IT H(n", no, no)dn = Q(no, no) - iBo U Bl H(n", no, no)dn 

2: Q{no, no) - P{ iB dn + iB dn) 2: i Q{no, no). 
o 1 (8) 

Let l/I be a Urysohn function for the disjoint closed 
subsets To = T x {no} U {no} x T and T1 = T x {n1} U 
{nl} x T of the (normal) space S x S which sends To 
onto i 1T and T 1 onto O. Put ¢o(n, m) = l/I(m, n) + 
l/I (m, n). Then clearly ¢ 0 is continuous, 0 :S ¢ 0 :S 11T, 
and ¢o(m, n) = ¢o(n, m), so ¢o E B'y(O, ~1T). Further
more, foralln"E T,wehave l¢o(n",no)-¢o(n",nl)1 
= 11T. 
Then finally, 

I~¢o{no,no) -~¢o(no,nl)1 

2: f H(n", no, no) {I - cos[ ¢o(n", no) 
T 

- ¢o(n", n1 )]}dn - tQ{no, no) 

= ~ f H{n", no, no)dn - t Q{no, no) 
T 

2: ts Q (no, no) - t Q (no, no) = fa Q (no, no) > EO 

which is the desired contradiction. 

Remarks: (I) A very similar technique yields the 
same results for the spherically symmetric case. 
The main difference is that instead of cutting out 
small balls about no and nl' one has to cut out an n
small open strip ~ surrounding the equator of the 
sphere on which L (no, n") = L (n1 , n") for every n", 
and of course ¢o now needs to be constructed in 
accordance with this change: Here T is S,,~, To' T l' 
and l/I are as before, with the new T. 

(2) This theorem shows that we cannot use Schau
der's theorem to conclude the existence of a fixed 
point of ~ in Y without some additional conditions. 
For example, one could restrict the domain of ~ to 
some compact convex subset of Y and add some con
ditions on G so that ~ leaves this set invariant; how
ever, it is felt that these conditions become much too 
severe. 
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(3) The theorem also shows we cannot get ~ to be 
compact by restricting the domain of ~ to the positive 
cone inY,i.e.,{¢ E Y:¢(n1,n2) 2:0,n1,n2 ES}. 

(4) In II, the attempt is made to show ~ is compact 
by showing ~ 2 is compact. Without additional condi
tions, one may not conclude this, however: For ex
ample, even if T is a bounded linear operator in a 
Hilbert space, to assert T2 compact => T compact 
one needs at least the additional condition that T be 
normal. 

At any rate, even if the demonstration that ~2 is 
compact were successful (which it is not, as we shall 
see below), we could only conclude the existence of a 
fixed point ¢ = ~2¢, and only if it were unique (which 
cannot be concluded a priori) could we get ¢ = ~¢. 
To see that ~2 is not compact either, we note first 
of all that one cannot expect to control I Pz<cos(1) -

P/{cos(2) I for all values of B1, B2 with a bound that 
does not grow with l . However, and more convincing
ly, an explicit counterexample can be constructed 
along the lines of the theorem. ~¢ E Y so we have 
(7) and (8) are true for functions in Range (~) as 
well. So if we can show there is a l/Io E Y such that 
¢o = ~l/Io' where ¢o is the function of Theorem 2.1, 
we are done. This can be done easily if we are will
ing to sacrifice the equality sign and replace it by 
the condition that II ¢o - ~l/Joll be suitably small. 
The technique used to obtain l/Io and the remainder of 
the argument is quite similar to that used in Theo
rem 2.1, and since there are no new ideas here, the 
detailed computation will not be produced. 

3. UNIQUENESS IN THE CASE OF NO SPHERICAL 
SYMMETRY 

The motivation for this section is to try to extend 
the results of the first part of Sec. 4 of II to the case 
where there is no spherical symmetry. Throughout 
we will assume (6) and denote by Xo the Hilbert 
space LJ(S x S, dn) = L 2{S X S, Gdn), that is, the space 
of all real-valued, square-integrable [dn] functions 
on S x S with weight function G, and \I¢II 0 = IIG¢II 2. 

We put X = {¢ E Xo: ¢(n1 , n2) = ¢(n2, n1 ), Vn l , n2 E 

s}. X is a closed subspace of Xo and so is itself a 
Hilbert space. As an aid to establishing the prinCipal 
result of this section, we prove the following simple 
lemma: 

Lemma 3.1: Let (E, d) be a complete metric 
space, A: E --) E, and let h : E --) E be a homeomor
phism such that d (h oAxl' h 0 Ax2 ) :s yd (hx1' hx2 ) for 
x1 ,x2 E E, with y < 1. Then A has a unique fixed 
point which can be constructed by successive approxi
mation. 

Proof: Apply the Banach contraction mapping 
theorem to the map T : h(E) -7 h(E) given by T(hx) = 
hoAx. This gives a unique X o E E such that h oAxo = 
hxo. Apply h-1 to get Axo = xo. 

Theorem 3. ]: Under hypotheses (6) and if in addi
tion sup{Q(n1 , n2): n 2 E S} = M < (1 + (1/41T 2 ) 

IIG II ~)-1/2, then (1) has a unique solution in X, and the 
solution can be found by successive approximation. 

Proof: For ¢ EX, n', n E S, define a transforma
tion ~: X -'Xby expression (5). We prove an esti-
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mate which allows us to use Lemma 3. 1 with A =:m, 
E = {¢ EX: 0 -s; ¢ -s; arcsinM< t1T a.e. [dn]}, and 
h the mapping t ~ sint, which is a homeomorphism of 
the interval [0, arcsinM] onto the interval [0, M]. H2 
guarantees that:m : E ---? E. Let ¢ I' ¢2 E E; we begin 
with (19) of II, which in our context may be written 

I G (n', n)[ sin;)IT¢1 (n', n) - sin:m¢2(n', n)] I 

s (1/41T)M(I- M2)-1/2 J G(n",n') 
8 

x [sin:m ¢I (n", n') - sin;)IT ¢2(n", n')]G (n", n) 

x [cos;)IT¢I(n",n) + cos:m¢2(n",n)]dn. 

Use the Schwarz inequality, square both sides, and 
integrate overdn(n')dn(n). Noting that IlcoS¢1 + 
cos¢21lG s 211G11 2,we get !lsin:m¢1 - sin:m¢2 1I a s 
(1/41T 2)M2(1- M 2)-IIIGII ~llsin¢1 - sin¢211~, and now 
the result follows from Lemma 3.1. 

Remarks: (1) The theorem still holds if HI of (6) 
is weakened to G E LOO (S x S). 

(2) The result is obviously true in the spherically 
symmetric case as well; in particular, if IIG 112 < 21T 
this theorem is an improvement on the first part of 
Sec.4 of II. Of course, since we are in L2, the fixed 
point need no longer be a continuous function. 

(3) It is also possible to get a unique fixed point for 

:m in L~ under the condition M < (1 + ~ IIGllooH; 

however, in this case, as in Sec. 4 of II, we do not get 
the construction of the fixed point. This assertion 
follows from the following lemma, which, together 
with some elementary estimates, shows that if ¢ is 
a fixed point of:m, Ilcos¢ll~ s 21TIIGII';'l(use this esti
mate in place of IlcoS¢1 + cos¢211 S 211GI12 in the es
timate in Theorem 3.1, and proceed as in II). 

Lemma 3.2: If ¢ is a fixed point of:m, then 0 s 
¢ s ArcsinM, 

and 
Os J J G(n', n) cos¢(n', n)dndn s 21T, 

8 8 

o s J J G (n', n) sin¢ (n', n) dndS"l s 47T. 
8 8 

Proof: 0 s ¢ s ArcsinM is proved in Sec. 2 of II. 
Define A (n) = J G (n' , n) c os¢ (n' , n) dS"l and B (n) = 

8 

J G (n', n) sin¢ (n', n) dS"l. Integrate (4) dS"l (n) to get 
8 

B(n') = (1/47T) J A(n")G(n' n") cos¢(n' n")dS"l 
8 ' , 

+ (l/41T) J B(n")G(n', n") sin¢(n', n")dS"l. (9) 
8 

Now integrate (9) dS"l(n') to get 

I R. G. Newton, J. Math. Phys. 9,2050 (1968). 
2 A. Martin, Nuovo Cimento 59A, 131 (1969). 

18 B(n)dS"l = (1/47T) 18 [A(n)2 +B(n)2]dS"l 

2" (1/41T)[ J A(n)dS"lJ2 + (1/41T)[ J B(n)dS"lJ2. 
8 8 

Putting a = I8 A (n) dS"l , b = 18 B (n) dS"l , we have b 2_ 
41Tb + a 2 s 0, which is satisfied for 21T - (41T 2 -
a2)1/2 s b s 27T + (41T 2 - a 2)1/2, which forces I al s 
21T and 0 s b S 41T. 

(4) The estimates obtained here are somehow satis
fying since as II G II gets small, M increases to 1, and 
so as G ---? 0 (and we certainly know A for G == O!) we 
get closer to the condition M < 1 for a unique solu
tion. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The condition H2 introduced by Newton is felt to be 
too severe for the mere existence of a solution. Of 
course, IIQII s 1 is an inescapable a priori estimate 
if one wishes to apply any of the classical fixed point 
theorems (e.g., Schauder, Banach contraction), for it 
is this condition that guarantees that range (:m) stays 
in the right place. However, we now have to consider 
what we really mean when we ask existence and 
uniqueness questions about (1). Let us recall that for 
any given (sufficiently regular) bounded obstacle and 
boundary conditions, the function A(n', n) exists and 
is unique (use, for example, the uniqueness theorem 
of Wilcox3 ). The generalized optical theorem arises 
only as a necessary condition on this function A; in 
other words, (1) is always satisfied by the function A 
which is the scattering amplitude for the particular 
problem under conSideration. So the existence of a 
solution to (1) is really not in question (Schauder's 
theorem is not much help after all!). We view the 
generalized optical theorem, then, as a computational 
device for recovering the function A from the ex
perimentally determined IA I 2, and as such, the 
interesting question is that of uniqueness of solu
tion, for it is this question which will settle the use
fulness of (1) as a computational tool. We need to 
know under what conditions on I A I are we guaran
teed that (1) has only one solution. 

Note added in manuscript: The form of the gen
eralized optical theorem used here, and the property 
A(n, n') = A(n'n), depend on the hypothesis A(n, n') = 
A(- n, - n'), which is used in the original derivation 
of the equation. This hypothesis alone does not 
force spherical symmetry; however, Professor V. 
Weston has suggested that perhaps A(n, n') = 
A(- n,- n') together with some other conditions on 
A (e.g.,A analytic) might imply spherical symmetry. 
Also, there are perhaps cases with no spherical sym
metry where we do not even have A(n, n') = A(- n, 
- n'); and, in that case, (1) is no longer valid, and the 
conSiderations for (2') do not apply. 

3 C.H.Wilcox,Proc.Amer.Math.Soc.7,271 (1965). 
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Note on Nonlinear Representations 
1. V. V. Raghavacharyulu* 

Deparlment of Physics, Indian Inslilllie of Technology, Madras-36, India 
(Received 3 March 1971) 

In the theory of non-linear representations of a continuous group G with respect to a closed subgroup H, the 
peculiar transformation behavior of the reduction matrix L~ is found to be identical with the transformation 
behavior of a set of coset representative elements of G with respect to H. The limitations of the extended 
definition of the boost by Salam and Strathdee are discussed. 

The most significant recent achievement l in the study 
of renormalizable field theories lies in broadening 
the concept of boost. This leads immediately to the 
setting up of nonlinear representations of a continuous 
group G through the introduction of the reducing 
matrix L¢. However, this matrix is found to have a 
"peculiar transformation behavior under the opera
tions of G" .2 In view of many possible applications 
of the nonlinear group repre sentation technique, a 
critical study of the transformation of L¢ is worth 
while. Let H be some specified closed subgroup of a 
continuous group G for which nonlinear representa
tions are to be set up which become both linear and 
possibly reducible when restricted to H. 

Let 1 be the unit element of G. Following the pre
scription of Salam and Strathdee, let L¢ be the re
ducing matrix. From the prescribed transforma
tion properties2 of L¢, we have 

Lg¢ = gL",h-l(cp,g). 

Hence Lg¢ E G for all g E G and h(cp,g) E H. 

For a fixed cp let 

Lg¢ = K(g) 

in the self-representation of G. From (2) we have 

(say). 

Hence, given L ro' the element K(I) is uniquely fixed. 
By writing hXl (g) for h(cp,g), the transformation law 
(1) becomes 

gK(I) = K(g)hx (g). 
1 

Obviously, it follows from (4) that 

g = K(gKil) hIS. (gKll). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Hence every element g E G can be represented as 
K(gKll)h which is nothing but an element in the right 
coset KH of G with respect to H. Now let P E H;then 
we have from (5) 

From the uniqueness of the right coset decomposition 
it immediately follows from (6) that 

K(gKll) = K(gpK]l) 
and 

* Present address: Nuclear Physics Division, BARC, Trombay, 
Bombay-85, India. 

1 Abdus Salam and J. Strathdee, Phys. Rev. 184, 1750 (1969). 
2 Abdus Salam and J.Strathdee, Phys.Rev.184, 1760 (1969). 

(7) 

Using 1 = K(Kll)hx (Kll), we also have K(Kll) = hE 
(Kll) = 1. 1 1 

Further, from (7), 

K(Kll) = K(pK]l) = 1 
and 

for all p E H. 

Now consider pKl = K(P)hIS. (P). Then 

K(P) = PKlh"Kl (P) 
1 

is the most general way in which Kp transforms for 
all P E H. If in particular 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

then the conditions imposed on L¢ by Salam and 
Strathdee are satisfied. However, obviously it is not 
necessarily satisfied for a general reduction matrix 
L¢. Now let us consider the transformation proper
ties of K(g). From (4) and (7) it follows that 

(i) K(g) transforms like a set of coset repre
sentative elements of the group G with respect to 
the closed subgroup H. 

(ii) Given hK (g), which immediately defines the 
transformation properties of L ¢ over G, the L is 
unique to within multiplication by a scalar and vice 
versa. 

From the above analysis it is obvious that given a 
set of algebraic relations satisfied by L¢, it may not 
be possible to set up nonlinear representations of G 
over H in which L¢ satisfies prescribed analytic con
ditions. For example, in the group-theoretical ap
proach to the study of kinematical details of the muiti
Regge model, it is found necessary to construct3 

boosts in the complex Lorentz group such that the 
amplitudes introduced by Bali, Chew, and Pignotti 4 

are free of kinematic singularities and constraints. 
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A Study of Relaxing Waves 
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The equation u t + (1 + u)ux - f6(1 + u)uxf(t - T)dT 0= 0 is studied when an initial finite pulse u(x, 0) is given. 
For the linearized equation, general solutions in terms of Laplace transforms are obtained and more explicit 
expression for exponential kernels is given. An iteration expansion scheme is established for general kernels. 
For positive kernels, it is found that the stability condition for the solution is fO" f(t)dt < 1. Then the large 
time solution as well as the solution representing the main disturbance is obtained. For the nonlinear equation, 
the condition for the" shock formation is obtained for the special case f (t) = Ile-~t, or when the nonlinearity is 
weak. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we like to study the property of the 
following integro-differential equation 

Ut + (1 + u)ux - J~ (1 + u)uJ(t - T)dT = O. (1.1) 

In many physical problems we are interested in the 
study of wave propagation in a medium which exhibits 
relaxation behavior. A notable example is the wave 
propagation in a viscoelastic material, whose stress
strain relation may be represented by the following 
relation: 

(J = F(t) + 1';0 G[E(t - T), T]dT. 
o 

(1. 2) 

When the strain is small, Le., when the linear visco
elastic theory can apply, the wave equation can be put 
in the form 

(1.3) 

This equation has been briefly discussed by Vol
terra. 1 A simpler version derivable from (1. 3) will 
then be the linearized equation of (1. 1), 

(1.4) 

which will represent waves propagating along one 
characteristic direction. Equations slightly different 
from (1. 1) have also been mentioned by Whitham in 
connection to the study of water waves. 2 

Equation (1. 1) represents almost the simplest type of 
wave equations that incorporate the effect of both 
nonlinearity and relaxation or heredity. For most 
physical problems, there are usually also present the 
effect of dissipation or diffusion. Often the effect of 
dissipation will overshadow the effect of relaxation. 
Here we purposely neglect any explicit dissipative 
effects in order to see more clearly the role played 
by the relaxation effect and how the mechanism of 
relaxation interacts with the nonlinearity. 

In the following, after a very brief general diSCUSSion, 
we shall first study the linearized equation (1. 4). 
Although the problem can in principle be solved by 
the method of Laplace transformation, not much can 
be said about the formal solution. The emphases 
then are concentrated on the development of a con
vergent iteration expansion and the study of the 
asymptotic expansions for large t. The latter study 
also leads to the establishment of the condition for 
the stability of the solution. Both as probe and illus
tration, particular cases with exponential kernels are 
studied in some detail. 

For the nonlinear equation, solution may not exist for 
all the time, since among other things shock will 
form. Our emphasis then is placed on the establish-

ment of the condition of shock formation. Although 
we have definite results only for some particular ex
ponential kernel, and when the nonlinearity is weak, it 
is clearly demonstrated that both the length of the 
pulse and the nature of the kernel as well as the 
maximum slope of the pulse will play an important 
role in the formation of shock. 

We may also mention that a technical report3 bearing 
the same title has also been prepared, where more 
detailed analyses can be found. 

2. GENERAL PROPERTY OF THE EQUATION 

We like to investigate the equation 

u t + (1 + u)ux - 1; (1 + u)uxf(t - T)dT = 0, (2.1) 

with the initial condition 

u(x, 0) = uo(x). (2.2) 

uo(x) is supposed to be nonvanishing only in a finite 
interval of x; Le., we are interested in the propaga
tion of a pulse. 

Since u = 0 as x --j ± C() for any t, we obtain by inte
grating (2. 1) 

d J+oo - u(x t)dx = 0 dt - 00' , 
(2. 3) 

or 
J+OO J'+ 00 () u(x, t)dx = const = U o x dx, 

-00 -co 
(2.4) 

so long as u remains integrable, in particular, single 
valued in x. 

If we treat x in u(x, t) as a parameter, then (2.1) rep
resents a Volterra integral equation of the second 
kind for the unknown (1 + u)ux ' Let H (t - T) be the 
resolvent of f(t - T); then we obtain4 

( Jt au 
U t + 1 + u)u x + - (X, T)H(t - T)dT = O. 

o Or (2.5) 

3. LINEAR EQUATION 

When u is small compared with 1, we may consider 
the linearized equation 

(3.1) 

Define the Laplace transform of u(x, t) and f (t) by 

u(x, s) = Joo e- st u(x, t)dt 
o 

and 00 

j(s) = J e- st f(t)dt. 
o 

We obtain 

U(x, t) = L: dy uo(y)F(x - y, t), (3.2) 
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where 
1 j. F(x-y,t)=- dsestF(x-y,s), 

21Ti c 
(3.3) 

and 
F(z, s) = e- zs /l-](s)/l_ /(s), (3.4) 

with C, as usual, the contour to the right of all singu
larities. 

Now /(s) --) 0 as s --) 00 to the right of the contour c. 
Therefore, 

F(x - y, t) = 0 for x - y - t> O. 

Hence 

u(x, t) = r" F(x - y, t)uo(y)dy. 
x-t 

(3.5) 

If U o (x) = 0 for x < x 1 and x > x 2' then it is clear that 
u(x, t) = 0 for x > x 2 + t and x < Xl' This is indeed 
what we should expect, since the wavefront is travel
ing in x direction with speed 1. Nothing happens 
ahead of the wavefront and behind the initial disturb
ance. 

Let z = x - y; we can also rewrite (5) as 

u(x, t) = J; F(z, t)uo(x - z)dz. 

4. EXPONENTIAL KERNELS 

(3.6) 

The result in Sec. 3 is not very useful for practical 
purposes, since the Laplace transform of a general 
f (t) is not easy to obtain and to invert the transform 
in (3.3) is even more difficult. However, when f(t) is 
an exponential function, or even a sum of exponential 
functions, an explicit Laplace transform and its in
verse can be obtained. 

Take 

Vi' fJ.i real and Ili > O. (4.1) 
i=l 

Then 

fis) = t v; 
i=l s + fJ.i . 

If we now substitute in (3.3), an explicit inverse trans
form can indeed be obtained, although in terms of 
complicated multiple integrals, which again is not 
very useful. 

Also we may remark that with the exponential ker
nels, the integro-differential equation can be trans
formed into a partial differential equation by succes
sive differentiation with respect to t. For the kernel 
given in (4.1), the differential equation is of the form 

1 

where 

1 Uo 
fJ.n U1 

fJ.~ 
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= 0, 

(4.2) 

The simplest exponential kernel is the case of n = 1. 
This case, though simple, illustrates many points 
which may be of more general validity. For this case, 
the original linear equation becomes 

(4.3) 

Thus the original differentio-integral equation is 
equivalent to the differential equation (4.2). In par
ticular, if fJ. = /), then (4. 2) can be integrated imme
diately once to yield 

(4.4) 

Equation (4. 3) may be solved by the method of Lap
lace transformation to give 

F(z,t) = e-vz{H(t-z)H(z)e-(Il- uHt-z) 

Hence 

x [v1o(2 Jv(fJ.- v)z(t - z» + Jv(fJ.- v)z/(t - z) 

x / 1(2 Jv(fJ.- v)z(t-z))l + o(t-z)}. (4.5) 

u(x, t) = uo(x - t) e-vt 

+ Jt dzuo(x-z)e-(Il- v )t+(1l+2u )z 
o ~ ____ ~~ __ _ 

x[ v1o(2Jv(fJ.- v)z(t-z»+Jv(fJ.- v)z/(t-z). 

X/1(2Jv(fJ.- v)z(t-z)]. (4.6) 

For the particular case v "" fJ., the solution reduces to 

u(x, t) = uo(x - t) e-Il t + fJ. t uo(x - z) e-Il Z • 
o 

Thus the first term represents the decay of the wave
packet, while the second term represents fhe smear
ing-out effect of the relaxation. 

Now, let us study specifically the small time and 
large time behavior of the solution (4.6). 

(i) Small time behavior: We obtain from (4.6) by 
straightforward Taylor expansion 

u(x. t) = uo(x) - tuo(x) + 0(t2). 

Thus, the behavior is essentially governed by the 
wave operator, since there is not sufficient time for 
the relaxation mechanism to take effect. 

(ii) Large time behavior: Making use of the asympto
tic expansion of Bessel function, we may obtain from 
integration by parts that, for Jl > v> 0, 

u(x, t) '" uo(x - t) e-ut 

v exp{-(fJ.- v)t + 2[v(fJ.- v)tx)1/2} 
+-Iif [v(Jl- v)t)1/4 

¢ (ll) (!X) [ ( 1 \] t 
X lEo [4v(fJ. _ v)t]n+1/2] 1 + 0 t1/i) \' 

where ¢(1)) = 1)1/2uO(x _1)2)e(I'-2u)~2. 

If U&") (0) ~ 0, but ua m)(o) = 0 for m < n, then 
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{ [ ] l/Z} v (- 1)n 2"x~n'iu~)(0) exp -(J.!.- v)t + (J.!.- 2v)x + 2 v(J.!.- v)tx 

u(x, t) ~ uo(x - t)e-
vt 

+ ..;; [v(J.!.- v)t]1I4 [4v(J.!.- v)t] (n+1)/Z (4.7) 

On the other hand, if J.!. > 0, v < 0, or v> J.!. > 0, then 
we obtain 

2 e-(~-v)t 
u(x, t) ~ uo(x _ t)e-vt + _v_ / 

1T1/2 [v(J.!. - v)t]1 4 

X (~ ¢n(../X)cos{2[v(J.!. - V)tX]l/Z + dn - i)1T} 
n- 0 [4v(J.!. _ v)t]n+1/2 

+ ~ r(n + ~) tJ;n(O) cos~n1T )[1 + OU- 1/2 )] , 
,,0 n! [4v(iJ.-v)t]n+1/Z 

where tJ;(1) == 1)1/2 ¢(1)). 

In particular, if uo(O) ~ 0, then 
2v 1 

u(x, t) ~ uo(x - t) e-
vt 

+ 1T1/2 [v(J.!. _ v)t] 114 

For finite x, the first term retained in (4.7) and (4.8) 
is in fact zero for t large enough, since we have 
assumed at the outset that uo(x) is nonvanishing only 
in a finite interval. However, this term clearly shows 
that u(x, t) will be exponentially large at x ~ t for 
large t,if v> 0. The amplitude ofu(x,t) also becomes 
exponentially large for the case v> iJ., as may be 
seen from (4.8). These two cases are unstable. In
deed, they violate the stability condition established 
by Whitham. 5 Therefore, the only physically meaning
ful case is the case J.!. > v > 0, which appropriately 
represents a mechanism of relaxation. 

For the particular case of JJ. == v, we obtain 

U(x, t) ~ foX uo(x - z)e-IlZdz 

hence It is independent of t. 

as t ---7 00, x finite; 

5. SOLUTION BY ITERATION EXPANSION 

For the general linear equation 

au + au == jl U (x, t - T)f(T)dT 
a t ax . 0 X 

(5.1) 

a convergent iteration expansion can be established. 
To do this, let us introduce new variables (~, 1)) such 
that 

~==x-t, 1)==t, (5.2) 

also let us define v(L 1) == u(~ + 1),1)), then Eq. (5.1) 
becomes 

av = ~ P+l1 u(s, i; + 1] - 5)/(5 - Ods, (5.3) 
fJ1) a~ s 

and the initial condition becomes 

(5.4) 

Let us now formally write 
00 

v(~,1) == ~ v n (L1)). 
n~O 

(5.5) 

Then Eq. (5. 3) will be satisfied if 

avo 
-:::::0, 
fJ1) 

(5.6) 

aV n == ~ f p~ v n-1 (s, ~ + 1) - s)f(s - ~)ds == Fn(~' 1)), 
fJ1) a~ s 

n:::::l, (5.7) 

and if the expansion (5. 5) is uniformly convergent. 

Now it can be shown that if If (n) (t) IsM for all t and 
n and I uo(x) Is U, where M and U are two constants, 
then the series (5.5) is uniformly convergent for any 
finite 1). 

To prove this, we observe from (5.7) that Fn (L 1)) is 
majorized by the following expression: 

n 1)n +m-1 
IFn(~,1)ls ~ anm ( 1)1 

m=O n + m - . 
for all ~, 

where 

a < 2UM a s ~ UM(3M)n-1 other n, III ::::: 0. 10 - , nm 3 ' 

Now in the series on the right-hand side of the follow
ing inequality: 

00 0() n 1)n+ m-1 
~ I Fn(~.rJI s ~ ~ anm , I' 
n=O n-O 111-0 (n + 111 - 1). 

there are (n + 2)/2 or (n + 3)/2 terms of 1)n In! . The 
coefficient of each term is smaller than MU(3 M)n, if 
3M is chosen to be larger than 1. Therefore, the co
efficient of 1)n will be less than MU(3 M)n /(n-l)! for 
n > 1. Hence the series ~n:'o I Fn (L 1)) I is convergent. 
A direct integration of Eq. (5.7) leads to the conver
gence of ~nO()O v n (~, 1)) also. This expansion converges 
rapidly if the relaxation kernel f is small. 

6. LARGE TIME SOLUTION 

The behavior of the solution (3.6) for t large can be 
viewed from two directions. One is the solution for 
t ---7 co, keeping x finite. The other is the behavior of 
the main disturbance as t ---7 rr;. The latter is often 
physically more significant. 

The behavior of the solution for t ---7 00, while keeping 
x finite, may be studied in a similar approach as we 
did in Sec. 4. Without loss of generality, we can take 
uo(x) to be nonvanishing only in the interval (O,x o). 
Then the solution (3.6) can be written as 

U(x, t)::::: foX uo(x - z)F(z, t)dz, for t::::: x. (6.1) 

Therefore, for any finite x, z is always small in com
parison with t, when t is large enough. Hence in (6.1), 
we can evaluate the asymptotic expression of F(z, t) 
for t large by treating z as a jinite parameter. To do 
this, let us write h(s) == 1 - f(s), and let the Aj 's be 
the zeros of h(s), Le.,h(Aj ) == 0. 

Let us order Aj == a· + ib j by ao ::::: a l ::::: az ::::: .... 
Assume l/h(s) can be expanded in the neighborhood 
of s == Ao, with 

0() 

[h(sWl == ~ (}'n(s - Ao)n-l. 
n~O 
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Then the asymptotic expression of F(z, t) may be 
obtained by a similar approach as given in Carslaw 
and Jaeger. 6 It is found that when G!OAO is not real 
and positive, 

e i <2 a..j--;t-1f/4 )+2 b/Zt 
F(z, t)~G!0 exp[Aot - (Ql o + AOQl1)z )--,=-c-----,--

2 Y 7T (QI OAoZ t)1/ 4 

(6.2) 

where the branch of ..jQlOAO = a - ib, b > 0 is chosen. 
When QlOAO is real and positive, take a = j..jQlOAo j; it 
is found that 

F(z, t) ~ Ql o exp[Aot - (Ql o + AOQl 1)Z] 

coS(2..jQlOAoZt - 7T/4) 
x ..j . (6.3) 

7T(Ql OAoZt)1/4 

The asymptotic expression of u(x, t) for large t may 
be obtained in a manner similar to that of Sec. 4. Let 

</>(1]) = 1] 1/2 Uo(x - 1]2) exp[ - (Ql o + AoQl 1)1]21, 

l/J (1]) = 1] 1/2 </> (1]); 

then, the asymptotic expression of u(x, t) is given by 
the leading term of the following expansion: 

Aot 2bfXi i(2a..jXi-1f/4) 
u(x t) ~ Ql o e e e 

, liT (QlOAot)1/4 

x (~ </>(n) (lx)(4Q1 oAot)-(n+1)12)[1 + O(t-1/2)] 

Ql o exp(Aot) exp[ i (2..j QlOAoxt - 7T/4)] 

Iii (QlOAot)1/4 

x.6 </>n(,fx-)[4Q1 oAot]-(n+1)/2}[1 + OW1/2)] 
n=O 

for ..jQlOAo = a - ib, b> 0, (6.4) 
and 

for ..j QlAo > 0 real. (6.5) 

From these asymptotic expansions, we can conclude 
that the stability of the system is governed by the 
sign of the real part of AO' From the definition of AO' 
we can then establish the following stability criterion 
for positive kernels: The solution is stable if 

J 00 f(t)dt < 1. 
o 

(6.6) 

To prove the last statement, we note that for positive 
1.iernels i.e.J(t) ~ 0 for all t ~ 0, the function 
f(s) = fO" e-stf(t)dt is a monotonously decreasing 
function of s for real s. Hence, there always exists a 
real So such that !(so) = 1. Furthermore, So < 0 if 
and only if fO" J (t)dt < 1. If we can further identify 
So to be Ao' then our proof is complete. 

Let us take any Aj = a j + ib j , such that a j > so; then 

f(Aj) = Joo eCajt+ibjt f(t)dt 
o 

and 
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IRe l(A
j

) I = j 1
0

00 e -ajt cosb)t J(t)dt I ::s 1
0

00 e -a jt J(t)dt < 1. 

Therefore,feA) = 0 is possible only if aj ::S so' 

We may also notice that l' (A 0) is real and negative; 
hence Ql o is real and positive. Thus the stable solu
tion is represented by Eq. (6.4) with a = O. 

Very often we are more interested in the lasting 
main disturbance after the passing of some initial 
time interval. The main disturbance will then propa
gate not with the speed 1 as determined by the real 
characteristics of the problem, but with some other 
speed less than 1. This is equivalent to finding the 
asymptotic expression of (3.6) for large t and x, with 
the parameter x/t kept fixed. 

Let us rewrite (3.6) as 

u(x, t) = gF(ty, t)uo(x - ty)t dy (6.7) 
where 

F(ty, t) = (1/27Ti) J {e tw (y,s)/[l - f(s)]}ds, 
and C 

w(y,s)=s-y s/[I-j(s)]=s-yg(s). (6.8) 

The asymptotic expression for large t then can be 
obtained by the method of steepest descent. For the 
asymptotic expression of F(ty, t), let a saddle point be 

which is obtained from 

aw - = 1- y g'(s) = O. 
as 

Then, this contribution to F(ty, t) is 

(6.9) 

e iy III 2 j 1/2 F(ty,t)~-- ~ 7T etJ(Yi, 
27Ti 1 - J (k 1 (y » t I yg" (s) I s k (y) 

- I (6.10) 

where J(y) = w(y, k1 (y », and ')11 is some real constant 
arising from the possible deformation of the contour. 

Substituting (6.10) into (6.7), we can once more per
form the integration by the method of the steepest 
descent. Via (6.8) and (6.9), it may be shown3 that, 
from dJ/dy = 0, the saddle point is given by k1(y) = 0, 
or 

Yo = l/g' (0) = 1/[1 - j(O)]. 

Moreover, at this saddle point, 

d2J g'(0)3 
- --
dy2 g" (0) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Let us confine our problem to stable positive kernels 
so that 

feO) = loooJ(t)dt < 1; 

then both g' (0) and g" (0) are real. and we have 
0< Yo < 1. With these observations, it is then found 3 

that 

u(x, t) ~ uo[x - (1 - c)t] as t -'> OJ, 

where 
c = ioJ(t)dt. 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

Thus we may conclude that the lasting main distur
bance will propagate with a speed reduced from the 
real characteristic speed by an amount c, and retain
ing essentially the initial shape, if J(t) ~ 0 and 
fa f(t)dt = c < 1. 
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As an example, let us consider the case 

f(t) = V l c-J11t + V2 C- J1 2
t

. (6.15) 

Then 

C = v1/JJ.l + v2/JJ.2' 

1 - C = (l/JJ.llJ. 2)(JJ.lJJ.2 - vl JJ.2 - v2JJ.l); 

therefore, 

u(x, t) ~ uo[x -- (1/JJ.lJJ.2)(JJ.lJJ.2 - vl JJ.2 - V2JJ.l)tJ, 

as t ~ cc, (6.16) 
if 

II l //Jl + v2/JJ.2< 1 or 

(1/JJ.lJJ.2) (JJ.IJJ.2 - 1I1JJ.2 - V2fl.l) < 1, (6.17) 

VI' fl.l' V2 , fl.2 all positive. 

Now for f(t) given by (6.15), the equation 

u t + u" - fot u" (t, T)j (t - T)dT = O. 

can be transformed, by successive differentiation, 
into the following differential equation: 

[Ut + uJtt + (fl.l + fl.2) 

x [Ut + [(fl.l + fl.2 - 111 - v2)/(fl.l + fl.2)]u,,]t 

+ fl.lfl.2[U t + [(fl.lfl.2 - /l11l2 - V2fl.l)/fl.lfl.2]u,,] 

= O. (6.18) 

An intuitive approach will lead us to conclude that, 
for large t, the main disturbance will be governed by 
the lowest order terms in Eq. (6. 18): 

(6.19) 

which will yield the solution (6.16). The condition 
(6. 17) is essentially that the characteristic direction 
of Eq. (6. 19) should lie between the characteristic 
directions of the higher order terms, an extension of 
Whitham's result. 5 We may note that the asymptotic 
solution (6.13) can also be applied to rapidly decay
ing kernels. For instance, take 

where h(T) is a monotonously increaSing function of 
T, h(O) = 0, h'(O) = 1, and fl. is a large parameter. In 
this case time is scaled by 1/ fl.. Therefore, when fl. 
is large, any finite t will correspond to asymptotically 
large time on this relevant scale. 

7. THE NONLINEAR EQUATION 

Let us consider now the nonlinear equation (2.1), 

u t + (1 + u)u" :::::: fo\1 + u)u"f(t - T)dT 

=~ tu/(f-T)dT+ 1. ~ tu2/(t-T)dT, 
ax 0 2 ax 0 

(7.1) 

with the initial condition 

U(x,O) == uo(x). (7.2) 

It is clear, from our knowledge about the nonlinear 
partial differential equation without the integral term, 
that a solution may not exist for all t> 0, even with 

Uo(x), which is continuously differentiable to any de
sired order, because shocks may appear. 

The natural way to deal with (7. 1) is to make use of 
the characteristic coordinate. Let us introduce the 
set of new variables (C 1)), 

~==i;(x,t), 

1) = t, 

such that 

dx 
- = (1 + u), on i;(x, t) == const, 
dt 

or 
~t + (1 + u)~" == O. 

Thus, Eq. (7.1) can be rewritten as 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

au == ~" ~ (1"{u[x(~, 1)), T] + ~ u2[x(~, 1)), T]}f(1) - T)dT\ 
(1) a ~ 0 ) 

= ~" ~ foij {u[x(~, 1)), 1) - T] 
o!; 

+ ~ u2[x(!;, 1)),1) - T]} f(T)dT. (7.7) 

For the linear case, we have ~ = x - t; then (7.7) 
becomes identical with (5.3). With initial data pres
cribed, we can attempt to integrate step by step Eq. 
(7.7). The integration process,however, may not in 
general be carried on indefinitely. On the one hand, 
the nonlinear term in the integral may cause diver
gence in the expansion for large enough 1). On the 
other hand, the characteristics given by (7.5) may 
intersect and multiple-valued solution, or shock, will 
appear. It is, however, also possible that the relaxa
tion terms in the integral may help preventing the 
characteristics from intersecting with each other, 
which would otherwise intersect if there is no relaxa
tion. 

The nonlinearity enters both in the characteristic 
equation and the integral. Even when the nonlinearity 
is present only in the integral, whether an iteration 
procedure similar to that presented in Sec. 5 can be 
carried out for any finite t is not certain. To explore 
along this direction, let us consider the following 
equation: 

Ut + u" =lot
(l + u)u"f(t- T)dT. (7.8) 

This implies 

i;(x,t)==x-t. 

Now, as in Sec. 5, denote 

v(!;, 1)) = u(!; + 1),1)); 

then Eq. (7, 7) becomes 

ov 0 r~+ij 
-=-J

t 
[v(s,~+1)-s) 

(1) 0 ~ 
+ ~ v2(s, ~ + 1) - s)]/(s - !;)ds. (7.9) 

Let us now try to solve (7.9) by an iteration proce
dure, i.e., 

<X) 

v == lim vll == Vo + L; (vn - v n- l ). 
n -i<X) n ~ 1 

Hence, we obtain from (7.9) 
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avo 
-=0, 
a1) 

aVn a 11,"'1] 
-a- = at I, ~n-1(S' ~ + 1) - s) 

1) ., 1 

+ 2 v~_l (s, ~ + 1) - s)lf(s - ~)ds, 

or, with the definition v -1 = 0, 

a (vn - vn-1 ) a ('+1) 1 ----=- - -1 {v - v + -v 2 
a1] - a~ 0 n-1 n-2 2 n-1 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

- iV;-2hs.g+l)-s)f(s - Ods, n:::: 1. (7.12) 

The initial conditions are 

(7. 13) 

Now let us consider only the domain such that I v l-s 
N for all n, L e., consider only for those 1) < 1) 0 s~ch 
that Iv (~,1))1 -sN. Let max luo(x)1 -s Uo and 
If (n) (t)1 -s M for all t and n. It is possible (3) to obtain 
a rough estimate from (12) that this iteration proce
dure can be carried out for all 1] such that 

4 :j{1 +N)M1) e3(1+N)MI) -sN/Uo. (7. 14) 

Although we have only established the sufficient con
dition for the existence of the solution of Eq. (7. 8), 
these results indicate that the iteration procedure 
may not in general be carried out indefinitely. At 
certain 1) = 1)0' this procedure may break down. 

8. A PARTICULAR EXPONENTIAL KERNEL 

Let us consider the case that f(t) = e-Il t . Then Eq. 
(7.1) becomes 

u t + (1 + u)ux = IJ. 1ot
(1 + u) Ux e-Il (t-r)dT. (8.1) 

Differentiate (8.1) with respect to t, and, using the 
initial condition, we obtain 

(8.2) 

Let us introduce the variable (~, 1)) as in Sec. 7; then 
Eq. (8.2) becomes 

au + lJ.u = IJ.Uo[x(~.1))], (8.3) 
a1) 

where 

ax = (1 + u), 
a1) 

~=~(x,t), 1)=t, 

and we can assign the initial condition as 

x(~, 0) = ~. 

Equation (8.4) can be integrated, and we obtain 

u(L1)) = uo(Oe- 1l 1) + lJ.e-lll)fol)eIlTuo[x(~,T)}dT. 

Thus 

ax = 1 + uo(O e-Ill) + lJ.e -Ill] "Ce IlT uo[x(~, T)]dT. 
a1) 0 

Hence 

x(~, 1)) = ~ + 1) + uo(~) (1- e-Il l)) 
IJ. 

+ IJ. J;dS e-Ils JoseIlTuo[x(~, T)]dT. 
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(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

Shock will appear as soon as the characteristics will 
intersect, i.e., when 

X(~i,1)) = x(~J' 1)), for any pair of L and ~j' 

or when 

ax = o. 
a~ 

From (8.8), we obtain 

ax 1 - = 1 + - (1- e- IlJ))uo(O 
a~ IJ. 

+ Jl J
o
l)dse- Ilo jSell T uo[x(~, T)] ax (~, T)dT. 

o a ~ 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

When there is no relaxation effect, Le., when IJ. ~ 0, 
we have 

ax - = 1 + 1)u' (0. 
a~ 0 

(8.11) 

Thus, the criterion (8.9) means 

1) = - l/uo(O· (8. 12) 

Hence shock will appear near the characteristic 
~ = ~m' where uo(O is minimum, and it will occur at 

(8. 13) 

For this case, we see that so long as there exists 
some ~ m where uo(~,,) < 0, then shock will appear 
sooner or later. Since for any pulse of finite duration 
uo(~) cannot be always positive, we expect that there 
will eventually be a shock. 

When the relaxation effect is present, whether there 
will be shock or not at all depends very much on the 
magnitude of IJ., uo(~m) and the length of the pulse. 

Again consider the case that the length of the pulse is 
finite. Assume 

uo(x) = 0, for x < 0 and x> l, 

uo(x) :::: 0, for 0 < x < l. 

Also let max uo(x) = m1 > 0, and min uo(x) = m 2 < O. 

Let us take M to be the least upper bound of I ax /a ~ I . 
The existence of an upper bound of I ax /a ~ I can be 
established if m 1 is small enough. From (8.10), a 
sufficient condition3 can be found to be 

Then, it can be derived from Eq. (8. 10) that no shock 
will appear if 

(8.14) 

The condition (8.14) is only a sufficient condition; 
better conditions can, of course, be obtained if we 
know more about the shape of the initial pulse. How
ever, it clearly demonstrates that the formation of 
shock will depend not only on the maximum slope of 
the pulse but also on the length of the pulse, and, when 

m 2 /1J. < 1/[1 + M(e lll _ 1)], (8.15) 

no shock will appear at all. 
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9. THE EXPONENTIAL KERNEL f (t) = ve-/l t ; 

WEAK NONLINEARITY 

For the case f(t) = ve-~t, Eq. (7.1) becomes 

u t + (1 + u)u x = v J; (1 + u)ux e-~(t-T) dT. (9.1) 

Differentiate (9.1) with respect to t; we obtain 

rUt + (1 + u)uxJt = - Il{u t + [(Il- 1J)/(.1.] (1 + u)ux}' 
(9.2) 

Equation (9.2) also belongs to the category that has 
been discussed by Whitham. 5 Thus, when Il> v > 0, 
the main disturbance will be associated with the 
lower-order terms; i.e., as far as the main distur
bance is concerned, we have approximately 

(9.3) 

The shock associated with (9.3) will be smoothed out 
by the higher-order terms. The real shock of the 
problem, if they exist, of course, is still associated 
with the higher-order terms, and they will in general 
be damped by the lower-order terms. The lower
order terms may also modify the higher-order terms 
to such an extent that the real shocks will not form at 
all. 

If we integrate (9.2) with respect to t, we obtain 

ut + (1 + u)ux =-Il[u-uo(x)] 

- (Il - v) t(l + U)UxdT. (9.4) 
o 

From (9.1) and (9.4), we obtain 

j 't 
(.1.[u - uo(x)] = (1 + u)ux [ve- Il (t-u) - «(.1. - V)]dL 

o (9. 5) 
Thus, for (.1. ~ v, we obtain 

t 
U - uo(x) "'" - fa (1 + u)u x dT. (9. 6) 

Then 

u t ""'- (1 + u)ux ' (9.7) 

Hence the relaxation effect is minimal. Also the 
lower-order equation (g. 3) is essentially the same as 
(9.7). 

When Il - v« (.1., as far as the higher-order terms 
and the real shocks are concerned, the results from 
Sec. 8 may apply essentially. On the other hand, the 
main disturbance will be propagated with the slow 
speed [(Il - v)/Il] (1 + u) as given by (9.3). 

For weakly nonlinear cases, a perturbation iteration 
scheme can be devised. Take (7. 5) and (7.7): 

dx - = (1 + u), on ~(x, t) = const, (9.8) 
dt 

and 
a a N 

- u[x(~, 7), 7)] = ~x -Jo {u[x(L 7), 7) - T] 
o~ o~ 

+ ~ u2[x(~, 7), 7) - T]}J(T)dT. (9.9) 

In (9.8), we shall first take u = 0 and obtain 

(9.10) 

Then in (9.9) we shall try to solve the linear equation 

~ ul(~ + 7),7) = _0_ lry {ul(h + 7),7) - T)}f(T)dT. 
(7) o~l 0 (9.11) 

From (9.11) we obtain 

(9.12) 

Then substitute u l for u in (9.8); i.e., we shall solve 

ox 
- = 1 + VI (~, 7), (9.13) 
(7) 

and obtain ~ as function of (x, f), which we call ~ 2 (x, f), 
i.e. , 

(9.14) 

Then we write (9.7) as 

oV2(~2,7) oU2[x(~2,7),7)] 

(7) (7) 

0~2 0 lij{ 
= a;-~ 0 UI[x(~2' 7), 7) - T] 

+ ~ ui[X(~2' 7), 7) - Tn f(T)dT, (9.15) 

which we can integrate right away to obtain V2(~2' 7). 
So the process continues. Namely, we have 

to obtain V n (~n' 7), which is un[x(~n' 7),7)]. Then solve 

ox = 1 + vn(~n+I,7) (9.17) 
(7) 

to obtain 

(9. 18) 

Then we have the equation for un +1 like (9.16) with n 
replaced by n + 1. 

For weakly nonlinear case, we hope to obtain good 
approximation with only one or two steps. In particu
lar,x = X(~2'~) should give us much information 
about whether and when the shock will develop. As an 
example let us consider the case of f(t) = !Je-~t. 
For this case, we have from (4.6) 

u l (x, f) = uo(x - f) e- vt + fat dz uo(x - z) e- (/l-v) t+ (11-2 v)z 

X [vl o(2v'v(1l - v)z (t - z» + v'1I(1l - II)Z/(t - z) 

x I 1 (2 v'v(1l - v) z (t - z))]. 

Or 

ul(~l'~) = uO(~l)e-vry 
+ forydz UO(~I + 7) - z)e-(Il-v)ry+(w2v )Z 

x [v I 0 (2 v' II (Il- v) z (7) - z» + v'-v-:-( Il---v~) -z /""('-7) ---z-,.) 

x I I (2v'v«(.1. - v) z (7) - z»] 

Thus from 

ox - = 1 + u l (L7), 
(7) 

(9.19) 
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we obtain to the second approximation that, since the 
initial condition is chosen such that x(~, 0) = ~, 

U (~) 
x(L 1)) = 1) + ~ + _0_ [1 - e-vnl 

v 
(' niT + Jo dT Jo F(~,T,Z)dz. 

Notice that 

fon dT foT dz F(LT,Z) = fondz ~n dT F(~, T,Z) 

f '1 in-z = 0 dz 0 F(~,y + z,z)dy. 
Hence we obtain 

U (0 
x(~, 1)) = 1) + ~ + _0_ (1- e- Vn ) 

v 

l lJ jlJ-' + 0 dz 0 dyuo(~ + y)e- V '-(Il- V )Y 

x [vIo(2v'v(1l - v)yz) + v'V(Il- v)z/y 

x I 1 (2v'v(ll- v)yz»). (9.20) 

Thus 

ax u'o(O 
- = -- (1 - e-VlJ ) 

o~ v 
+ I; dz e-VZ I;-'dy uo(~+y)e-(Jl-/J)Y 

x [vI o(2v'v(1l - v)yz) + v'V(1l - v)z/y 

x I 1(21V(1l - v)yz») (9.21) 

Again, when ax /0 ~ = 0, the characteristics will inter
sect and shock will form. We may note that in (8.10), 
if we also make the approximation that 

x(~, 1)) ~ ~ + 1), 

then it can also be written as 

ax = 1 +! (1- e-Iln)uo(~) 
a ~ Il 

+ Il folJdz e-Il' folJ-Zu'o(~ + y)dy, (9.22) 

which is identical to what we would obtain from (9.21) 
if we set Il = v. 

From (22), we have 

ax = 1 +! (1- e-lllJ)uo(O 
o~ Il 

+ Il .~lJdZ e-Ilz[uo(~ + 1)-z)-uomJ. (9.23) 

x= 0 
FIG. 1 

1 V. Volterra, Theory oj Functionals (Dover, New York, 1959), 
p.154. 

2 G. B. Whitham, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A299, 6 (1967). 

x 
o 

3 D. Y. HSieh,"A Study of Relaxing Waves·, Technical Report No. 
ARPA/ AM-42 (Div. of Appl. Math., Brown University, 1970). 
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For an initial pulse of finite duration like that shown 
in the Fig. 1. The greatest negative contribution from 
the second and third term in (9.23) occurs when 
1) --7 ee, and since uo(x) is zero for x > xo' We obtain, 
for the most critical case, 

ax 1 - = 1 + - uom - uo(O. 
a ~ Il 

(9.24) 

Thus, so long as 

for any ~, the shock will not form. The most critical 
~ is given by 

(9.25) 

which lies between the maximum and the point of in
flection of uo(O. 

If Il is a large parameter, more can be said about 
(9.21). Rewrite (9.21) in the form 

ax uo(O 
- = 1 + -- (1 - e- V n) 
o~ v 

+ folJ dT foTdz uo(~ + T - z)e-(f- V)T+(1l-2v )z 

x [vI o(2v'v(1l - V)Z(T - z» + v'V(1l - V)Z/(T - z) 

(9. 26) 

Using the asymptotic expansion of In (x), we obtain for 
large Il 

ax uo(O lJ ( Il - v ) 
- ~ 1 + -- (1 - e- V lJ) + J dT U o ~ + T - -- T 
o~ V 0 Il 

uo(O Ill' ( v \ 1 = 1 +-v- (I-e- VlJ
) +z; U o ~ +1l1)j -uo(~) . 

(9.27) 
Hence the most critical case will be when 

ax 1 . , Il - ~ 1 + - uom - - uo(~)' (9.28) 
o~ v v 

The similarity between Eqs. (9.28) and (9.24) is worth 
noting. 

Our study of the interaction between the nonlinearity 
and relaxation on the propagation of a simple wave is 
far from complete. However, it is clear that the 
effect of relaxation is distinct from that of ordinary 
dissipation. When the dissipation mechanism is also 
explicitly taken into account, whether the relaxation 
effect would then be completely overshadowed by the 
dissipation is the next question worth studying. 
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In this article, we derive the balance laws and constitutive equations of polarized elastic solids with electronic 
spin by use of a relativistic (special) variational principle, The theory is fully dynamical and nonlinear. It is 
shown that this approach encompasses several previous works in micromagnetism (magnetoelastic interactions) 
and elastic dielectric theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The peculiar form of the electromagnetic equations is 
definitively linked to the property of invariance under 
the Lorentz group. The special relativistic treatment 
assures of the good transformation properties of 
electromagnetic quantities. In Ref. 1 we have shown 
that the correct definition of the ponderomotive force 
acting upon a magnetized medium follows from the 
relativistic covariant formulation. For instance, if we 
examine the theories of deformable dielectrics de
veloped during the last decade (cf. Toupin, 2 Eringen,3 
Toupin,4 Dixon and Eringen,5 and Grot and Eringen6), 
the fully satisfying one is that of Ref. 6, which em
ploys the smallest number of hypotheses (practically 
only the Maxwell's equations written in four-dimen
sional formalism). 

In the preceding article we tried to develop a theory 
of deformable magnetized materials in which account 
was taken of the electronic spin and the associated 
effects. However, to avoid cumbersome algebra, the 
theory developed was restricted to the case of quasi
magnetostatics, which forbids the large material velo
cities and fast propagations of discontinuities. The 
next step is to develop a fully dynamical theory in 
which both the magnetization and the polarization are 
taken into account. Thus there is need for a synthe
sized theory of both fields (deformable dielectrics 
and deformable magnetized bodies with electronic 
spin). 

It is well known that a rigorous theory of magnetized 
and polarized media can only be achieved in the 
realm of special relativity theory. Indeed it is neces
sary to consider both magnetization and polarization. 
For instance, consider the transformation formulas 
for the magnetization M and the polarization P for a 
Lorentz mapping A(v) (cf. Anderson7 ): 

P' = y[P + (l/c)v x M + (v/v2)V·P(y-1 ~ 1)], 

M' = y[M ~ (l/c)v x P + (v/v2)v·M(y-1 ~ 1)], 

where 

y == (1 ~ V2/C 2)-1/2. 

The second equation tells us that a polarized moving 
body will appear to be magnetized. This is not sur
priSing since moving charge distributions produce 
currents. What is more surpriSing is that a magne
tized moving body will appear to be electrically 
polarized. Unfortunately few observable conclusions 
can be drawn due to the difficulty of obtaining suffic
iently high velocities for material media. Of course, 
for practical calculations, one only needs the equa
tions which may be deduced from the relativistic ones 
in the rest frame to within terms of the magnitude of 
l/c2 • 

In this article we give a variational principle for non
dissipative polarized and magnetized materials whose 
material points are equipped with electronic spins. 
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The present work generalizes works of Frenkel, 8 
Taub,9 Halbwachs,lO Grot and Eringen,6 Grot,ll and 
Sedov12 to include the electronic spin and a properly 
invariant theory of nonlinear solids. It encompasses 
the nonrelativistic works of Toupin,13 Tiersten,14 
Brown,15 and Maugin and Eringen.1 The speCial re
lativistic treatment assures the correct transforma
tion properties essential to electromagnetic fields 
while giving the nonrelativistic theory in the limit of 
small velocities. The complete set of field equations 
and related jump conditions are obtained and thermo
dynamics is given. By use of Lagrange's multipliers, 
certain constraints are duly included. The constitu
tive equations for the nondissipative electro-elastic 
solids are obtained. A reduced form following the 
application of the objectivity requirement is given and 
nonrelativistic limits are deduced. 

The bases of our attempt are: 

(i) a four-dimensional (Minkowskian) treatment, 

(ii) a variational prinCiple (Lagrangian) as a starting 
point, 

(iii) an invariance (Lorentzian) requirement. 

Our final goal is a dynamical theory of deformable 
polarized and magnetized media. The body is not 
necessarily saturated (as in Refs. 1 and 16), but we 
may have a variable magnetization amplitude in space 
and time. 

2. KINEMATICSl7 IN V4 

Consider the four-dimensional manifold V4 of Minkow
ski equipped with a hyperbolic normal metric of 
signature (+, +, +, ~). In an inertial frame, the 
square of an arc length is given by: 

(dS)2 = (dx)2 + (dy)2 + (dz)2 ~ c2(dt)2 = DaBdzadzB, 
(2.1) 

where 

(z1,Z2,z3,z4) = (x,y,z, ict), 

Here, (x, y, z) are rectangular coordinates, t is the 
time, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, and DaB is 
the Kronecker symbol. Greek indices are assumed to 
take the values, 1,2,3,4 and Latin indices (small or 
capital) the values 1,2,3. The proper time T of an in
finitesimal element of continuum is defined by 

(dT)2 = ~ (ds)2/c2. 

In curvilinear coordinates, (2.1) reads 

ds2 = gaBdxadxB, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where g al3 is the metric tensor with signature (+, +, 
+, -) and gaB is its reCiprocal given by 

(2.4) 
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The motion of a continuous medium in V4 is describ
ed by the set of relations 

x'" = x"'(Xt:.), a = 1,2,3,4, 

Xt:. =' (XK, T), t. = 1,2,3,4, K = 1,2,3, 
(2.5) 

where X K are the Lagrangian coordinates of a mater
ial particle in E3 and T is a monotonically increasing 
timelike parameter along the world line (~) of a par
ticle in V4, defined by (2.2). 

The 4-velocity and 4-acceleration are respectively 
defined by: 

and (2.6) 

It is not difficult to show that the operator a/aT gen
eralizes the notion of material derivative so that we 
can write 

(2.7) 

where YO", (or sometimes an index following a semi
colon, e.g.,AB;",) denotes the covariant partial deri
vative with respect to x"'. The modulus of the 4-
velocity is constant, Le., 

(2.8) 

In an inertial frame, we write 

u'" = (v i/(I- (32)l/2, ic/(1 - (32)1/2), (3 = lvi/c. 
(2.9) 

In a rest frame (inertial frame in which v h = 0 at z "'), 
we have 

u = (Vk;l - iVk/ c) 
"';Il 0 0 

(2. 10) 

The motion (5) is postulated to be invertible so that 

(2.11) 

thus the following quantities are well-defined: 

T ,'" (2.12) 

It is easily shown (Kafadar and Eringen17) that 

aXK 
__ =XK uJl = 0, 
aT ,Jl (2.13) 

Jl K Jl Jl 
X ,KX ,A = iiI.. - U T,A' 

In the sequel we need the projection operator used 
extensively in the literature. Let V} be the hypersur
face orthogonal to the world line (~) of a particle at 
the point M of the particle history in V4. Clearly, 
every vector A'" such that A'" C V} is spacelike. Any 
tensorial quantity associated with a point M in the 
Minkowski manifold may be projected onto V} by use 
of the projector P defined by 18-20 

(2.14) 

For instance, any 4-vector F'" may be decomposed in 
a unique way into a 4-vector f'" C VJ.3 and a compon
ent parallel to the 4-velocity21 
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F"'=f"'+u"'f, 

where 

f'" = P"'sFJ3, f = - c- 2F"'u",. 

It may be verified that 

(2.15) 

(2. 16a) 

(2. 16b) 

A 4-vector satisfying (2. 16a) is said to be in V} and 
a 4-vector satisfying (2. 16b) is parallel to the 4-velo
city. A 4-vector B'" C V} satisfies the identity 

(2.17) 

The projector defined by (2.14) has two important 
properties: 

P"'J3PSy = P"'y (idempotence), 

P"'suS = 0 (P'" C V}). 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Given a 4-vector A a, the relation A"'u", = 0 assures 
that, in a rest frame, A'" reduces to A'" = (A h, 0). 

The deformation field: Using the projector, we can 
form the so-called direct gradient of the deformation 
field, 

(2.20) 

that reduces to the classical gradient Xi, K in a rest 
frame. Using (2.20), we see that (2. 13d)' reads 

(2.21) 

Thus XK,,,, will be called the inverse deformation 
gradient. The relativistic Green and Cauchy deform
ation tensors and their inverses are defined accord
ing to the relations: 

e KL = g"'Bx"'KxSU cJlA = GKLXK,JlXL,A' 

-1 -1 
elviN = g"'J3Xlv~",XN,S' CJlA = GKLXJlKXAL' 

(2.22) 

Finally we recall some useful expressions (cf. Grot 
and Eringen6 and Kafadar and Eringen17: 

a ( -2' ) A 
aTXJlK = ull;A + C UlluA X K' 

T,1l = (6ic)-lE "'SYJlX"',K X B,LXY,ME KLM, 

and 

is the Jacobian which satisfies the relations 

OJ_J'" aT - U ;a' 

li we set 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

* then d"'B represents the relativistic generalization of 
the deformation rate tensor as can be verified by 

(2.29) 
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Given a material body (B) of boundary (aB) in E3, we 
shall call (ill) the tube swept out by (B) in V4 as the 
proper time increases and (aill) its boundary. 

3. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

The action: With any tube (ill) C V 4, of boundary 
(aill) swept out by a material body (B) in the 4-dimen
sional manifold of Minkowski V4 and with V4 itself, 
we associate the following action: 

A = 1 [l.p~(uo.u + c2 ) + pa so.Bu 
(Cll) 2 a a 13 

- p"'(XK 1io.B naB 8) - 1.1T FBa]d 4v 
'I' ,a' , K' 2 aj3 

+ J -.iF F j3a d4v v 4 aj3 , 
(3. 1) 

in which ~ is a Lagrange multiplier introduced to 
take account of the constraint (2.8) and aa are four 
Lagrange multipliers introduced to take account of the 
constraint 

(3.2) 

which is the so-called Frenkel condition. The con
straint (3.2) must hold for the following reason. 

Given 1T aj3 the magnetization tensor (or polarization 
tensor, or magneto-electric moment), it is supposed 
that the internal angular momentum (or spin) of the 
"particle" is linked to naB by the classical formula 

(3.3) 

where sal3 is the spin per unit volume, e is the elec
tric charge, rno is the rest mass of the electron, and 
g is a coupling constant (equal to 2 for electrons). 
The quantity r is called the gyromagnetic ratio. In a 
rest frame, the magnetization 3-vector M (an axial 
vector) and the polarization (or electric moment) 3-
vector P (a polar vector) can be expressed as 

(3.4) 

Following the hypothesis of Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit, 
the moment is purely magnetic (Le., P = 0) in the 
rest frame of the electron. In covariant form this 
assertion reads [cf. remark following Eq. (2. 19)] 

(3.5) 

hence (3.2). For a continuous medium built up of 
electrons, in agreement with the definitions of Weyss
enhoff,22 we write 

(3.6) 

where, from here on, saB is considered to be the spin 
per unit of proper mass and p is the relativistic mass 
density equal to the classical mass density of con
tinuum mechanics in the rest frame. 

In (3. 1),X~a is the inverse deformation gradient and 
FaJ3 is the magnetic flux tensor which, in an Euclidean 
frame of reference, reads 

FaB ~ [dualB, - iE]. (3.7) 

The quantity 11T a{3Fl3a is the energy of a doublet in a 
magnetic field and iFa{3F{3a is the classical self
energy of the magnetic field. The quantity 

naB DEF po. pB 1i}1i xp 
K = [y IiJ ;p K (3.8) 

appearing in the argument of the expression of the 
action (3.1) represents the spin interaction of neigh
boring points. This form assures the spacelike char
acter and in a rest frame, it reduces to /1 k ,K (where 
/1' is the magnetization 3-vector per unit mass). 
Hence rrcd3

K is truly a quantity which generalizes the 
gradient appearing in earlier works (Tiersten,14 
Brown,15 and Ref. 1). In tJ;, the argument 8 is the 
proper temperature measured in a rest frame. 

Kinetic energy oj spin: The most obvious four
dimensional generalization of the quantities IL and 6lJ 
of Ref. 1 are 1i aB , a second-order skew-symmetric 
tensor, and on aB , a second-order skew-symmetric 
tensor representing an infinitesimal four-dimensional 
rotation in V4. Therefore,following Frenkel8 in the 
generalization of the classical mechanics counterpart 
[formula (2.19) of Ref. 1], the term to be included in 
the variational principle is of the form 

oW = - 1 l.psaBon d 4 v = - 1 (1/2r)p~aBon d4 v 
(Cll)2 /3a (Cll) Ba' 

(3.9) 
The relations between o1i a B and on aB , generalizing 
(2.16) of Ref. 1, are given by 

onaBU S = O. 
(3.10) 

We remark that on a /3 and on a /3 are anhalonomic varia
tions. Therefore the integrand of (3.9) does not re
present an exact differential. 

Variational principle: Following the tradition of 
Lagrange and Piola, we introduce indeterminate 
multipliers for the basic arguments varied in the 
Lagrangian in (ill) and on (affi). Hence the proposed 
variational prinCiple is 

oA + oW + 6W* = 0, (3.11) 

where oW is given by (3.9) and 

6W* = 1 pj a6x d 4 v -1 T a 6x d 3s 
(Cll- r) 0. (oCll- rl a 

-1 (l/c)JaEA d4 v + 1 (1/c)Ka/36A n d3s 
(Cll- r) a (r) /3 a r 

1 ~ 4 - (Cll_r)p1]OBd v. (3.12) 

In (3. 12),ja is the 4-force due to nonelectromagnetic 
causes, per unit mass, Ja is the 4-volume current, 
Ka/3 is the 4-surface current denSity prescribed on 
the discontinuity hypersurface (r) which splits (ill) in
to two parts, Ta is the stress 4-vector acting upon 
(oill), 1] is the proper density of entropy per unit mass, 
and na is the positive unit normal to (r). A dot super
posed on letters indicates partial differentiation with 
respect to the proper time T. 

The variation is effected with respect to a parameter 
A, Le., we write 

(3.13) 

with A = AO a fixed value on the nonvaried particle 
trajectory and A = AO + OA on the slightly changed 
trajectory. Thus, for example, 
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Henceforward the variations are carried out without 
explicitly indicating the foregoing definition. We note 
that the operators 0 and a/axK and a/aT commute, 
Le., 

U sing this property, we find the following useful ex
pressions: 

OXK = - XK (ox p) ,a ,p ;a' 

ou a = (ox a);lluB , 

op = - ppaB(oxB);a' 

OJ = Jog(oxB);a' 

o(</>;a) = (o</»;a - <P;B(oxB);a, 

(3. 14a) 

(3. 14b) 

(3. 14c) 

(3. 14d) 

(3. 14e) 

the last expression being valid for any arbitrary 
tensor </>. 

We recall that Fal3 is derivable from a 4-potential, 
Le., 

which satisfies the Maxwell's equations 

EaBY6FY6;B = 0 in (ffi - r), 

E a13Y6[Fyo] nil = 0 on (r). 

(3.15) 

(3. 16a) 

(3. 16b) 

Equation (3. 15) is a constraint in the variational pro
cess; therefore, we introduce the Weiss-gauge invar
iant variation (cf . Grotll ) 

(3.17) 

The variation deduced from (3.16) and (3.15) reads 

(3.18) 

Similarly the total variation of the temperature is 
the sum of a proper variation 68 and of another one 
due to the spatial dependence, Le., 

oe = 68 + '68. (3.19) 

The last term, following Taub,9 may be expressed in 
terms of a new variable 8 through the definition 

- DEF a 08 = -(08) = (06) us. aT ;6 , (3.20) 

hence 

08 = 68 + (oe);su s• (3.21) 

The variations: In the sequel we need the follow
ing expressions of variations: 

a. Mass: 

(3.22) 

The proof of this follows by passing to the reference 
frame (XK, T), Le., 

o(p d4v) = o(pJd4V) = (Jop + poJ)d4V. 
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Now use (3. 14c) and (3. 14d); this gives (3.22). 

b. Magnetization: We recall the variation 

07ta13 = 2M2[aY7tIlh' (3.10) 

Taking account of (3.18) and (3. 10), we have 

0(~'IT aSFBa) = - 'lTYIlFay(oxa);B + 'lT all(6Aa);1l 

- prFaYS/'oQaB 

- l'IT FBapp (OX o ) 
2 aB ° ;p' (3.23) 

c. Polarization gradient: The potential lj; depends 
on j'f Y6;p only through naB

K • Therefore, we set 

lj; = iji(naIl
K ) = f(7t Y6 ;p), 

subject to the restrictions 

af 
--u =0 
a7ty6 fJ ' 

af 
--uY = O. 

;p 
Thus, 

a- y6 'IT ;p 

p~o(7taB. ) = ~m Y o(iTa13 ) 
all all oy aB ;Y , 

;y 

where the tensor defined by 

9)( allY D~ p .£.$ pp[ po xY 
all Po

K 
a 131 K 

will be called the "electromagnetic hyperslress 
tensor." It is subject to the restrictions 

Now we carry out the variation of the action: 

oA = 1 (P'JITUaUY(OX) + p,LU au BC-2 (ox ) (M-~ a;y ~ a;B 

+ (2c)-2'IT FOpuauB(ox) po a ;13 
+ paauS(OOaySIl Y - M2By SaY) 

+ paaSaBuY(oxs).y + p~ XKs(OX Il ). 
o aX~a 0 ,a 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

+ 'lTyl3Fa (ox) - 'lT aB(6A) + prFays BoO y a ;Il a ;13 Y as 

alj; ~ ~ 
- 2pr-_-oQ[aYS Sh + tFSa[(MB)'a - (Ma)'B a 'IT aB 0 0 

- F~B(OXY)'a + F~a(oxY). L P alj;88 
I 0 I o~ a8 

- p alj; u 13( 08).) d 4v + 1 l FaBoR d4v 
a8 of, (v4_;J8) 2 Ba 

- ~24-r) \JRaBYO(7taB;y)d4V 

(3.29) 

We carry (3.29) into (3. 11) and write for various 
product terms of the form 

Upon using (3.10) and the generalized Green-Gauss 
theorem (see Eringen23), we obtain after some 
lengthy manipulations 
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- ~CB_r)(Tal3;6 - pfa)oxa d4v 

+ ~aCB_r/[TaB]n6 - Ta)Oxa d3s 

- ~rl[TaB]nBOXad3sr - ~V4_;;g?aB;BOXad4V 

+ J(0_r)(GcxB;B - c 1Ja)6Aa d4v 

+ 1 ([GaB]n - c-1KaBn )6A d3s 
(r) 6 S a r 

+ 1 Fall_saA d 4v - 1 Ip'Ov; + TJ\8ed 4v 
(V4-:~l ,a (eIJ-rlV 'Oe ') 

+ 1 (p 'Ov; u!3) o8d4v -1. p 'Ov; u BnBo8d3s 
(.q;j-r) 'Oe (a£$-rl 'Oe 

;6 

+ ~r)[p~~Ui3] n608d3s r + ~!iJ_r)1~PsaB 
+ p(aaUy - ayua)S/ + ~r(FaYSyB - FBYS/i.) 

- 2pr ~v; S 8 + 211J(a/lY n Slon d 4 v 
'Orr ay Y - ;Y /l \ aB 

- r 29J(a/lYn Bn On d3s 
J(aCB- r) /l Y as 

+ ~rl [29JeaJ1Y1T /l S]n yon aBd3s r = 0, (3,30) 

where we have defined the following quantities 

TaB = pwuauB + pauB - t Ba + 9J1/lv131i'/lv;a 

+ 1(~~} in (eB), (3.31) 

TaB == 1(~~) in (V4 - eB), (3.32) 

w ==~ + t/lc- 2 + (2c)-2npoFOp, (3.33) 

pa == paySya, 

tBa == - p~_XK,a 
'OXK ' ,13 

1(~~) == - Fa yGY I3 + :!;~Jv/lgaB in (eB), 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

1(~~) == - Fa yFY B + i~vPV/lg a13 in (V4 - eB), (3.37) 

and used the definition of the electric disblacemenl
magnetic field intensity Ga13, given by 

GaB == Fa13 - rr a13 in (eB). (3.38) 

Here Ta13 is the total stress-energy-momenlum 
tensor, w is the density of energy per unit mass,pa is 
called the nonmechanical momentum 4-vector and 
1(~~) is the electromagnetic stress-energy-momen
tum tensor introduced by Grot and Eringen. 6 (See 
also the Appendix of Ref. 1). They have shown that 
this corresponds to an electromagnetic force fc~m) 
through the relation: 

'1'al3 - _ fa - _ (~I3YFa + c-1JYFa ) 
1(em);13 - J(eml - "y;S Y , (3.39) 

where the last term 

(3.40) 

is the Lorentz force and the first one is the force 
arising from the presence of magnetization in matter. 
One can show that this term is none other than the 
Stern-Gerlach force used by Halbwachs.1o Indeed 

rrllYF - .!rrBY(F - F ) 
aY;B - 2 aY;13 as;} 

from the skew-symmetry of 1T By • The set of Max
well's equations (3. 16) may be written as 

FaY;B = FBY;a + FaS;y in (eB - r); 
hence 

rrSYFaY;B = ~(.FSy;a + FaB;y - FaB;y)rrBY = ~prSSYFBy;a' 
(3.41) 

The definition (3.35) corresponds to the expression 
of the stress tensor due to the deformation field 
according to Grot and Eringen. 6 

In writing (3.30) we assumed that, across the discon
tinuity hypersurface (r) 

(3.42) 

The expression (3.30) is posited to be valid for any 
volume and any surface and for any variations ox a , 

oe, 08, 6A a , onas in (eB - r), on ('OeB - r) and on (r). 
Hence we obtain the local field equations 

in (V4 - eB), 
(3. 43a) 

on (r), 
(3. 43b) 

in (V4 - eB), 
(3. 44a) 

[GaB]nB = c-1Ka == c-1K aS n6 on (r), 

'OV; 
Ti = - ae' 

(3. 44b) 

(3. 45a) 

(3.45b) 

(3. 45c) 

(3. 45d) 

(PTiu B);{3 = pi! = 0 in (eB - r), 

PTJusn B = 0 on ('OeB - r), 

[pTiuB]nB = 0 on (r), 

~lJ([aIYAI1tyBlnA = 0 

[9J/[alyAl iT ll]nA = 0 

on ('OeB - r), 

on (r). 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

In (3.46), we have defined the effective electromag
netic field by 

* 1 'OV; 2 Fay = Fay + -(aauY - aYua) - 2-_- + -9Jeayp r 'Orr p ;p' 
ay (3.48) 

which is a skew-symmetric second-order tensor. 

Equations (3.43) are Cauchy's laws of motion in 
(eB - r), on ('OeB - r) and on (r). Equations (3.44) are 
the Maxwell's equations in matter and vacuum which 
must be supplemented with (3.16), its jump across 
(r), and the conservation of charge equations: 

Ja;a = 0 in (eB - r), 

[Ja]na = 0 on (r). 

(3. 49a) 

(3. 49b) 

Equations (3.45) are the definition of entropy and the 
entropy conservation law for a nondissipative process. 
Equation (3.46) is the electronic spin equation that 
generalizes previous works by Frenkel8 and Hal
bwachs10 in taking account of the presence of the de
formation gradients, the magnetization and its grad-
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ients in 1/1. It is also a generalization of the classical 
known equation (Brown, 15 Tiersten,14 and Maugin 
and Eringenl). 

Multiplying both sides of (3.46) by Sai3 and summing 
over all indices, we get 

(3. 50) 

* from the skew-symmetry of Fay. Hence integrating 
(3.50) over proper time, we obtain 

(3.51) 

Le., the modulus of the spin tensor is constant. If we 
introduce in a unique way the 4-vector spin sa by the 
relation 

Sa '= (2ic)-IEallyoSBYuo, 

we have 

(3.53) 

Therefore, sa is in Ti 3 and reduces to its classical 
analog in the rest frame. Thus Eq. (3.51) may be 
written as 

(3.54) 

and is none other than the generalization of the class
ical constraint imposed on the magnetization vector 
in a saturated medium (cf. Ref. 1). 

It remains to find the values of the Lagrange multi
pliers ~ and aa' 

4. DETERMINATION OF THE LAGRANGE MULTI
PLIERS 

In order to determine aa' we multiply (3.46) with u B 
and use the property 

which follows from (3.2). Hence, 

0= Psall(U Il + rFaYuy + 2r 3~1/I 13 uY 
1Ty 

2r em 2 ) - --;;-"A illP;pui - C a B , 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

which is posited to be valid for any spin saB. Thus it 
follows that 

(4.4) 

If we neglect the presence of the magnetization and 
its gradients in 1/1 , we obtain 

uB r 
a B =-+ -FBYu y = O. (4.5) 

c2 c 2 

This has the same form as the equation of motion for 
one electron in a magnetic field FaB, i.e., (cf. 
Anderson7 ) 

(4.6) 
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Hence as postulated in (3.1), the introduction of aa 
reflects the presence of the magnetization. From 
(4.3), assuming that the current is only due to moving 
particles,24 we get the Lorentz force 

fLB = - (e/c)FIlYuy = (l/c)FBYJ p Jy = - eu y, (4.7) 

1, 2 • 2e 31/1 2e 
Lil = - moc aB + mOuB + - -_-u y - -1JJl y IlP,puyo 

c 31T Y B pc '(4.8) 

Value of ~: We perform the differentiation in the 
lhs of (3. 43a) and use (3.39), (3. 41), (3. 31)-(3. 35), 
and the continuity equation 

Upon contraction of the resulting equation with u a' we 
obtain 

- pc2~(~ +~+ _1_1TPo F ) 
3T c2 2c2 op 

. . 
+ 9)( Il it flU + 9)( rTflU ;13 flU ;B flull 

= - pSyaa U + t Ba u + p.-fau + .!.prsBYi y a ;B a 'J a 2 13 Y' 
(4.10) 

Now consider the particular case for which the 4-
force f a is derivable from a potential <P. Hence we 
have 

(4.11) 

Thus (4.10) yields 

- pc2~ - p ,i, + 1))( B it~u + 1))( itll~;B 
'I" flV ;13 flUB 

= tBa;Bua - pef:, - ~prSBY[Fay + (l/r)(a Bu y-ayuB)). 

(4. 12) 

Upon using the definition (3.48), the last term in the 
rhs of \4.12) may be written as 

(4.13) 

• (31/1 1 ) = prs BY -- - -9ft p. 
3it i3y P BY ,p , 

where we took account of the following result due to 
the skew-symmetry of SYfl: 

. * !. * SBYFB = 2rl'[B SylflF = 0 
Y fl Bfl . (4.14) 

Upon use of (3.35) it is easily verified that 

31/1 • 
t{3a u = - t{3 ct u = - p--- XK 

;/3 a ct;/3 aXK .8 
,B 

(4. 15) 

Note al SO that 

-'- 31/1 -'-
I)]~ '1rflU;B = p -- 'itflU;B 

Ilull 31rflU ;1l 
(4.16) 

and that 

~ = ~-x~ + ~-1r' + ~ 1i~V;B + 31/1 e.(4.17) 
aXK ,13 3it By a1tIlV ;13 ae 

,13 By 

We introduce the internal energy E per unit mass by 
the definition 

E = 1/1 + 1/e. (4.18) 
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By using the conservation of entropy flux (3. 45b) and 
the definition (3. 45a), (4.18) gives, by differentiation 

~ = E - Tje. ( 4.19) 

Now carrying the expressions (4.15)-(4.17) into 
(4.12) and using (4.13) and (4.19), we get 

c2<JTt = Ii> + E - ~. (4.20) 

Upon integrating over proper time, we finally obtain 

(4.21) 

where c2 is a constant of integration which represents 
the rest energy. Now we can write (3.33) and (3.34) 
in their definitive forms 

E + <I> 1-w = 1 + --- + -7r FOP 
c2 2c2 po , 

(4.22) 

pa = p sya (it _ fLY) + 2rp (~_ ~1JJ1J1 p. )sya u • 
c 2 y m c 2 a'it y p y ,p J1 

o J1 (4.23) 

Here w is the total kinetic energy per unit mass. In 
the nonrelativistic limit, it is the sum of the rest 
energy, the classical kinetic energy of translation, the 
kinetic energy of rotation of the spin (or energy of a 
magnetic doublet), the internal energy, and the poten
tial of the force f. In the expression of the non
mechanical momentum pa, the first term was already 
found by Haibwachs10 and the second term which in
volves the electromagnetic anisotropy effects and the 
neighboring- spin interaction phenomena is believed 
to be new. 

5. INCOMPRESSffiILITY 

It would not be difficult to consider an incompressible 
material and draw the consequences as to the form of 
the stress-energy-momentum tensor TaB. In that 
case, when we follow the motion, the following con
straint is imposed: 

op = O. (5. 1) 

From (3. 14c), this is equivalent to: 

(5.2) 

Therefore we introduce a Lagrange multiplier p 
referred to as the mechanical pressure (note that it 
is not introduced through the potential I/J and there
fore, it is not to be confused with the thermodynami
cal pressure 7r appearing in the treatment of fluids, 
which is defined as 7r = - al/J/a-1 ). We must add to 
oW a term P 

(5.3) 

It is then easily verified that this results in adding a 
term - ppaB to the expression (3.31). 

Equations (3.43)-(3.49), (3. 16), and (4.9) constitute 
the complete set of field equations for nondissipative 
polariz ed elastic solids with electronic spin in spe
cial relativity theory. In the next section, we give a 
slightly different derivation of these field equations. 
For this, we need the following expression: 

T laBl = paySylau Bl - tl BaJ + pr F[ a y S IYIBl + lJJ1J1viBiTllviaJ • 

(5.4) 

6. THE LORENTZ INV ARIANCE REQUIREMENT 

Now we propose to recover the basic laws governing 
the behavior of the material, i.e., the balance of 
energy-momentum and the balance of moment of 
energy-momentum, by applying the Lorentz invari
ance to the variational principle (3. 11). We postu
late the following, 

The balance laws follow from the invariance of the 
variational principle (3. 11) under the inhomoge
neous proper group of Lorentz or Poincare group 
(A). 

A. The Group of Lorentz 

A Lorentz referential change is a real linear trans
formation of coordinates in V4 which conserves the 
norm of intervals in this spacetime manifold of nor
mal hyperbolic metric. New coordinates x* a are 
deduced from the old ones x a according to the set of 
relations 

(6. 1) 

where bJ.l is a constant 4-vector. The conditions of 
reality and invariance of the norm are expressed by 

(6.2) 

where a superposed bar indicates the complex conju
gate. From (6.2), it follows that 

det(N'v) = ± 1. 

The inverse of (6. 1) reads: 
-1 

xll = x'hAj' + ell. 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The changes of referential (6. 1) subject to (6.2) form 
the Poincare group (1\) or inhomogeneous group of 
Lorentz. 

If det(AIl v) = + 1, the sense of the triad formed by the 
three spatial axes is conserved under the transforma
tion (6. 1), and we have the proper Lorentz group (A p ). 

If bll = 0, we obtain the homogeneous Lorentz group 
(A o)' The proper group is a connected Lie group, i.e., 
all the transformations that belong to (Ap) can be con
sidered as resulting from successions of infinitesi
mal transformations. Thus one can confine the study 
of invariance to the effects of infiniteSimal transfor
mations. 

An infinitesimal mapping generated by (I\p) can be 
written 

(6.5) 

where f is an infinitesimally small constant, ~J1V is 
a skew-symmetric constant 4 x 4 matrix and dJ.l is an 
infinitesimaI4-vector. Therefore there exist six 
independent ~J.lv and four dJ.l. The group (Ap) so indu
ced is said to be a ten-parameter Lie group. Accor
ding to Noether's theory of invariants, 2 5 there corre
sponds a conservation law to each symmetry of the 
system. For (I\p) , we obtain four equations giving the 
conservation of energy- momentum and six equations 
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giving the conservation of moment of energy-momen
tum. 

B. Balance of Energy-Momentum 

Making E = 0 in (6.5), we get an infinitesimal shift of 
coordinates: 

x*~ = x~ + d~, (6.6a) 

(6.6b) 

Upon carrying (6. 6b) into (3.30) and postulating the 
expressions to be valid for any d~ and any volume 
and hypersurface, we obtain the Cauchy's laws of 
motion (3.43) in V4 if and only if the Lagrangian den
sity or equivalently 1f does note depend explicitly on 
the coordinates, i.e., 

~=o. 
ax a 

(6.7) 

C. Balance of Moment of Energy-Momentum 

Making d~ = 0 in (6. 5) we get an infinitesimal rotation 
of the coordinates 

x*a = (og + E!tas)x B, 

ox a = E!taBx B. 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

For a skew-symmetric tensor MaB, neglecting the 
term in E2, we obtain 

oMaB = 2E!t[a MlylBJ . 
I' 

(6.9) 

Note the similarity of (6. 9) with (3.10). Thus, since 
onaB is arbitrary, we can select 

(6.10) 

We carry the variations (6. 8b) and (6.10) into (3. 30), 
add the null quantity E{T[aBJ - T[aBJ)!t aB to the inte
grand and use (5. 4): 

JrJJ-n( - T[alyl: y + pj[a)xBJ!t"Bd4v - JaB_nMaI3AnA 

X !taSd3s + i(cP-n (!psal3 - T[aSJ - LaB-MaB)':y 

- Z[aBl) !tal3d4v - In[T[al'\lxBl + MaB'\]n,\!ta8d3s r 

= 0, (6.11) 

in which we have used the definitions 

(6.12) 

M a 8} == 21ffi[al~yl iTBJ (6.13) 
~ , 

zal3 ='ta8+ 2p ajl S 13+ 2~J1a~YiTl3. -\l)1~vl3ii ;a 
anal' y ~ • y' f'v 

(6.14) 

LaB is the electromagnetic body couple per unit vol
ume. We call Ma8A the electromagnetic couple stress 
tensor. 

The first term of (6. 11) vanishes because of the 
balance of energy-momentum. If the remainder is 
posited to be valid for any volume (<B - r) and any 
hypersurface (r) and for any arbitrary constant !t a8' 
then we obtain the local field equations: 
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in (<B - r), 
(6.15) 

[T[aIAI X 8) + MaBA]n" = 0 on (r), 

MaB'An,\ = 0 on (a<B - r), 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

Upon use of formulas (3. 27) and (3. 35), za8 can be 
written in the form 

ZaS = _ p( aJ; XK.8 + 2 ~~ iTB 
aXK an r 

• a C<} 

aJ; - B aJ; - ·s\ (6 1 ) + 2 -_-- n ~;r + -_-- nv~' } . 8 
with ana~; y an ~u; a 

lj.; = J;(XK,a' iTay,1ia~;r' e). (6.19) 

We say that the moment of energy-momentum is 
balanced if and only if ZaB is a symmetric tensor, 
i.e. , 

Z[a8] = O. (6.20) 

This equation is referred to as the Lorentz inva
riance requirement. It results from the requirement 
of form invariance of lj.; under Lorentz mappings \6.1). 
Alternatively Eq. (6. 20) may be considered as a con
stitutive equation for the antisymmetric part of taB. 
We shall give a solution of (6. 20) while studying the 
relativistic objectivity in Sec. 10. We remark that 
(6.7) and (6. 20) appear to be the relativistic counter
parts of the relations derived by Toupin26 and 
Maugin27 (see also Ref. 1) as a consequence of Eucli
dean invariance. 

Finally we give another form for Eq. (6.15). We in
troduce the total spin third-order tensor saBr through 
the definition: 

(6.21) 

It satisfies the following restrictions 

saByu 8 = 0, saBYua = 0, saBYu/c 2 = ~psaB. (6. 22) 

Taking account of (6.20) and using the continuity 
equation (4.9) and the definition (6.21), we write 
(6.15) in the form 

saBy;y - T[all] = LaB. (6.23) 

This is the canonical form given by Grot and Eringen 6 
for the equation of balance of moment of energy
momentum. Upon use of (6. 20),it is trivial to show 
that (6.23) and (3.46) are two equivalent forms of 
this conservation law. 

7. ENERGY EQUATION 

This equation has been arrived at during the evalua
tion of the Lagrange multiplier ~. Indeed, taking 
account of the result (4. 21), we can write (4.12) in the 
form 

PE + t I3Ci;f,ua --:- ~prSIlY[.FBy. + (ljr)(afju y - aYUB)] 

- ~J(f'};I3ii'IJU-~)J/~v{:j ii'~v;13 = O. (7.1) 

Upon using (4. 13) and (4.15), then we obtain the final 
form of the equation of balance of energy, 
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Here we introduced the local magnetic flux tensor if By 
by the definition 

a-¥ 
if == - 2 - (7.3) 

By airily 

Equation (7. 2) is the relativistic counterpart of Eq. 
(8. 9) of Ref. 1. 

8. CAUCHY'S EQUATIONS 

A. Balance of Momentum 

We perform the differentiation in (3. 43a) and, taking 
account of the continuity equation, we get 

Pwu a + pwiP + p (p alp) - tBa + 1))1 6 ii~v:a :B ~v :B 

+1))1 Bii~v;a =fa +pfa 
~v :6 (em) • 

Note that 

u" C Vl, Ua-.lVl, 

tBa ;t>PY a == tBY;s - C-2 tBaua;f;u Y, 

fapYa = - ¢.y - c 2 4>uY. 

Applying the projector pYa to (8. 1), we find 

PwuY + p(pa!p)py - tlly + c2 tBau u Y a;B a;B 
- ~ 

+ c-2 1))1 B 1i~vua + c 2 \)l/ n~v:B uy 
~v ; B • ~vB 

(8. 1) 

(8.2) 

+ (1)J(~v6ii~v:Y);B =-p¢, Y -pc-2<i>u Y + f(.fm) PYa , 
(8.3) 

which constitutes a set of three independent equations. 
This is the relativistic counterpart of Cauchy's first 
law of motion. 

B. Balance of Moment of Momentum 

The analog of Cauchy's second law is found by multi
plying (6. 23) by P~ aPvS and using (5.4) and (6.21): 

!pS~v - c-2pS[~ uvJull -M~vy + 2C-2M(~IByIUvJu 
2 B ;y • B:y 

-1)]( calL'; :~J - c-21))1{,0[vu~J 11 
CO cO 

+ tlv~J = (P(v&~J + ;m[vCB~J, (8.4) 

which constitutes a set of three independent equations. 
In (8.4) we have made use of the definitions of the 
following 4-vectors: 

(pa == C- l 1T Ba u B, ;ma == (2c)-1 Ea6y61TByuo, (8.5) 

& a == c-1FaBuB , CBa == (2C)-lE a 6y 6 Ff:lyu o• (8.6) 

In absence of magnetic spin and polarization gradients 
Eq. (8. 4) reduces to Eq. (5.19) of Grot and Eringen. 6 

It is also of interest to project (6.23) along u B• Upon 
use of (6.21) and (5.4), we obtain 

- !psafJu + MaByu + c2po sya = 2F(a 1T BJ yU (8.7) 
2 B Il:y y y II 

or, with the expression (4.3) for 0Y' 

~pS aBUt> + MaBYUt>_ + (F - 2 ~>I' +! 1))1 (; _ c)1TyaU~ 
• y ~y a1T~y p ~y. 

= O. (8.8) 
In the absence of magnetic spin and polarization gra
dients, Eq. (8. 8) reduces to 

(F - 2 a! ) 1Tyau~ = O. 
~y a1T~y 

The Significance of the latter result will appear when 
we go to the limit of small velocities. Because of the 
skew-symmetries, Eq. (8. 9) represents only three in
dependent equations if it is to be valid for any velocity 
field and any polarization tensor. 

9. SOLVABILITY OF A PROBLEM 

The number of scalar unknowns represented by the 
set of variables [p, u a (3 independent components), tBa, 
1) Ja FaB naB ifaB MaSy] amounts to 1 + 3 + 16 + 1 + , , , , , 
4 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 24 = 67 and the number of compo
nents of Eqs. (4. 9), (3.43a), (3. 46), (3. 49a), (3. 44a), 
(3. 16a), (3. 45b), (3.35), (7.3), and (6. 13) is precisely 
1 + 4 + 6 + 1 + 4 + 4 + 1 + 16 + 6 + 24 = 67. Thus, 
if we assume that the functional form of the free 
energy 1/1 and the nonelectromagnetic force f" are 
given and that what happens in the remainder of the 
universe [outside (CB)] is known, then any problem for 
the nonlinear relativistic theory of polarized elastic 
solids with electronic spin can be solved. mtimately, 
theorems of existence and uniqueness for the system 
of partial differential equations given above have to 
be proved. 

We must however remark that a solution to such a 
problem, even well posed with "ad hoc" boundary con
ditions on (aill) and initial conditions on a spacelike 
hypersurface [e.g., the initial configuration of the 
material body (B)] is clearly unmanageable. 

Remark: According to (3. 45b), 1) = const along 
world lines. Thus (3. 45c) and (3. 45d) are satisfied 
identically since mass is conserved, i. e., P1)uBna = 0 
on (aCB - r) and, on (r), [p1JU1l ]ns = [1)]puBn6 = 0, i.e., 
[1)] = 0 on (r). Therefore, no reference need be made 
to entropy change in problem solving. 

10. RELATIVIm'IC OBJECTIVITY 

Herein we follow the line of Bressan, 28,29 Kafadar 
and Eringen17 , and use the results due to Soderholm.17 

A. Polar Decomposition 
-1 

Let F and F respectively denote the direct and inver-
se deformation gradients of the motion introduced in 
Sec. 2: 

(10.1) 

The Green and Cauchy strain tensors are then defined 
by 

-1 -1 
C=(F)TF, 

where the superscript T denotes transposition. 

(10.2) 

We seek R isometric and U symmetric definite posi
tive such that 

F=R·U (10.3) 
with 

R:V4 -> V
KR

, U:V
KR 

-7 V
KR

, 

where VK is the three-dimensional affine space of 
R 

the reference configuration (VK == E3). The isometry 
of R means R 

RT·R = I, i.e., R~ KR/ = oj{. (10.4) 

Moreover,R satisfies the following properties 
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(10.5) 

(10.6) 

From the latter property, we see that R reduces to its 
classical analog (rotation tensor) in an instantaneous 
rest frame, i.e., 

(10. 7) 

R represents the application 

R:Ei(C) ~ Ei(c), (10.8) 

where Ei(C) is the set of orthogonal eigenvectors N 
of C and Ei(c) is the set of orthogonal eigenvectors n 
of c (see Bressan28 and Kafadar and Eringen1 7), i. e., 

n~(a)=R~KNK(a), 0'=1,2,3, n~(a)u~=O. 
(10.9) 

R is therefore the conventional rotation tensor. 

The only solution to (10.3) is 

U = (FT·F)1/2 == C112, 

U = RT·F. 

B. Equivalent Motions (Soderholm17) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

Given XK = X K(X a) an inverse motion of domain of 
definition M E V4 and (C?,) the particle trajectory 
through M[(c?') being defined on IR by the timelike para
meter T according to the equation C?,( T = 0) = M; X is 
of class cn+2 on (C?,)), let the*same apply to X,~, an? 
(~). The pairs (X,M) and (.{,I¢r) are said to be eqUl
valent if there exists a mapping cp such that the fol
lowing equivalence relation holds true: 

a. cp is defined in a neighborhood of (C?,) , its range 

'" being a neighborhood of (c?'). cp is of class cn+1 and 

cn+2 on (c?'). It has an inverse cf which is of class 
cn+1 and C?,n+2 on (e). 

b. For any T, cp[c?'(T)] = e(T). 

* * c. cp maps vl at Minto vl at M. 

d. The reduction of cp to Vl is isometric for any T. 

e. In a neighborhood of (e) 

*, -1 l'=X·cp. 

It is shown by Soderholm that such a cp is given by 

cp:e(T) +X~e(T) + £'(T)'X, (10.12) 

where £, is an automorphism of class cn+1 defined on 
the interval (- co, 0]. We call Q the restriction of 
£'(T = 0) to V4 (the domain of V4 where aejaTI Tc() is 
defined, i. e., a neighborhood of M. Q is thus time de
pendent and isometric. 

C. Objectivity (Soderholm 17) 

Let (F( it, M) be a functional with values in R. Such a 
functional is said to be objective if 

* * (f(X,M) = (f(l',M), 

* * when (X,M) and (.I,M) are equivalent. 
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(10.13) 

Thus according to (10. 12) the function l/; introduced 
in (3. 1) is objective if and only if 

If in particular we select 

then we can write 
-1 

,f, = ,f'(CKL IIKL IIKL ) 'Y '+" , , 1'\1 , 

where 
-1 
CKL == gCiBXK, exXL,B' 

IIKL == XK 'iTaBXL 
,a ,B' 

IIKL ==XK,anaBMXL,B 

(10. 14) 

(10.15) 

(10. 16) 

(10.17) 

These three material tensors provide a set of 18 in
dependent quantities which form a minimal function 
basis for l/;. Upon use of (10. 16), the constitutive 
equations (3.35),(7. 3), and (6.13) read 

[Ila = - 2P( ~t XL,S + ~ 'iiByXL + ~ fIlly XL ~ 
aCKL aIIKL ,Y aIIKL M ,y 

M 

XXK.a, (10.18) 

(10.19) 

Mally = 2p ~XK,[aiiIlJ XL,~xy . (10.20) 
aIIKL ~ M 

M 

Remarks: (a) We can check that (10.16) constitutes 
one solution for the system of partial differential 
equations (6.20). Therefore, in the present case, the 
Lorentz invariance requirement and the relativistic 
objectivity lead to the same functional form for l/;. 

(b) We could have started with a function l/; in the 
form: 

,f, = '''(XK c9a;ma pOi Ma) 
'I" 'I" ,ex' , , K' K (10.21) 

with 
P a = pa (j'iy x" Ma == pa cmy x" K - y;" K' K yJIC ;" K' 

(10.22) 
c9Y = (9Yj p, ~Y = ~Y/ p, 

<P and ~ being defined by (8.5). Instead of the con
straint (3.2), we should have imposed 

(10.23) 

Then, the objectivity requirement would lead to the 
reduced form 

-1 _ _ 

lj; = lj;(CKL, (pK, ;mK, pLK' M LK) 
with 

c9K == XK,ac9a, ~K == XK,a~a sgn(xi/XK) , 

11. NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT 

(10. 24) 

(10.25) 

(10. 26) 

Relativistic theories are self-consistent and do not 
need formally to be written in three-dimensional for
malism. In the present case the full formulas written 
in such a way would be somewhat cumbersome. 
Nevertheless, one would like to compare the results 
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obtained above with those of previous works. In the 
frame of special relativity theory, the present theory 
is in agreement with the general presentation of rela
tivistic continuum mechanics given earlier by Grot 
and Eringen6. It generalizes the works of Frenkel 8 , 

Weyssenhoff and Raabe, 22 and Haibwachs10 in intro
ducing the tensorial fields tBa, 5'aB, and MaBy. How
ever, one has to go to three-dimensional formalism 
and to the slow motion limit to be able to compare 
with classical theories such as those of Brown15 , 
Tiersten14 , Toupin13 , Eringen3, SuhubPo, Mindlin31 

and the theory developed in Refs. 1 and 16. Cases for 
which quasimagnetostatics or quasielectrostatics 
alone are considered, are of particular interest. 

In order to obtain these three-dimensional expres
sions, the limiting process is carried out in two steps. 

(1) Every tensorial equation in four-dimensional for
malism is projected (a) onto the hyperplane V~, (b) 
along the 4-velocity u a, and written uniquely in terms 
of 4-vectorial quantities. The splitting of space and 
time that were synthesized in Minkovskian tensorial 
formalism is then accomplished. 

(2) In an inertial frame, the 4-vectors are expressed 
in terms of their spacelike and time like components. 
Finally terms of order of magnitude smaller than or 
equal to 1/c 2 are neglected and electromagnetic quan
tities are expressed in the rest frame in order to 
arrive at a quasistatic theory. 

Calculations are lengthy and only results are given in 
the sequel. The first'step has already been carried 
out as far as the mechanical equations are concerned. 
It resulted in Eqs. (8. 3), (7.2), (8. 4), and (8. 8). The 
projection of Maxwell's equations has been given in 
Grot and Eringen.6 In absence of current and for 
quasimagnetostatics, the only equations left are 

v x H = 0, 'V'B = 0 in (B - r), 

n x [H] = 0, [B].n = 0 on (r), 

(11.1) 

(11. 2) 

and expressions similar to (11. 2) on (oB - r). In 
absence of charge and for quasielectrostatics, we get 

v x E = 0, v'D = 0 in (B - r) (11.3) 

n x [E] = 0, [D].n = 0 on (r) and (aB - r) (11. 4) 

Note the expression of the derivative with respect to 
the proper time T: 

a_I d 
y:= h - {p, (3 = Ivl/c, \11. 5) 

where v is the three-dimensional velocity of the 
material and d/dt is the material derivative. 

It is easily shown (cf. Appendix of Ref. 1) that, in a 
rest frame, the electromagnetic force (3.39) reads 

J(e~) = qE h + (l/c)(J X B)k + ('17 k E)·P + (vkB).M, 
(11. 6) 

where q is the charge density, J is the 3-vector cur
rent, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic inten
sity, and P and M are, respectively, the 3-vectors 
polarization and magnetization per unit volume. 

For the case of quasimagnetostatics, in absence of 
currents, Eqs. (8. 3), (7.2), (8. 4), and (6.20) reduce to 

P dv
k 

= tik . + pfk + ('\i'B).M dt;' , (11. 7) 

d1/l d d 
p dt = t kl 

V/;k - p LBk dt Ilk + t(~)km dt (Ilk;m) 

X in (B - r) (11.8) 

L ~ Ski = (Blk + B[k + 1 t(~)m[k \M1J (11.9) 2r dt L P ;m)' 

~XK,IJ + 01/1 IlIJ +~1l1J = 0, (11.10) 
~XK ~ ~ ,K 
u ,[k ull[k 011[1" K 

with 
1/1 = 1/I(XK,k,/1k,I<K), (11.11) 

tik =_p~XK,k 
{JXK . ' 

,I 

t(~)ki = P ~ x k K' (11.12) 
o/1i,K ' 

Here Ilk is the magnetization per unit mass, Ski is its 
dual, and 11 k K is its material gradient. Equations 
(11. 7)-(11. i2) are similar to equations found in Ref. 
1. 32 The continuity equation, boundary conditions, and 
jump relations reduced accordingly. 

We now examine the case of quaSi-electrostatics. The 
condition (3.5) eliminates the occurrence of polariza
tion in the rest frame of a particle. Thus, in order to 
recover the theory of elastic dielectrics, we must 
neglect all gyromagnetic phenomena and consequently 
micromagnetic phenomena. With this assumption, for 
quasi-electrostatics, in the absence of charge, Eqs. 
(8.3), (7.2), (8.8), and (6. 20) reduce to 

P dv
k 

= tik . + pfk + (vkE)·P dt;1 , (11.13) 

P d1/l = thlv + pE !l. (Ph) in (B - r), (11.14) dt l,k kdt P 

Ek + Eh + 1 Elh = 0 
L P L ;1 , (11.15) 

~XK,IJ + 01/1 ?IJ + a1/; 
(
PIJ) = 0, 

aXK,[k a (I[ij p) p a(I[;jp); [{ P ;K 

(11. 16) 
with 

1/1 = 1/I(X[{,k,Pk/p ,(Ph/p),K)' (11.17) 

tih = _ P ~XK,h 
oXK. ' 

,I 

Ek _ a 1/1 
L -Pa(Ph/P)' 

LElk = p a 1/1 XI,K' 
o(Pk/p),[{ 

(11.18) 

In order to obtain (11. 15) we have posited (8.8) to be 
valid for any velocity field and any polarization field. 
Equation (11.15) is referred to as the equation of 
molecular equilibrium (Eringen3). Equations (11. 13) 
to (11. 18) are similar (cf. Footnote 32) to those of 
Suhubi2 and Mindlin5. In absence of polarization gra
dients, and for statics, they reduce to the equations of 
electroelasticity given by Eringen.3 Boundary condi
tions and jump relations reduce accordingly. Equa
tion (11. 16) is none other than the constitutive equa
tion for the antisymmetric part of the stress tensor. 
Thus we can state that the theory developed in this 
article reduces satisfactorily to the classical approa
ch to micromagnetism as enunciated in Ref. 1 for the 
magnetostatic part and to the classical treatment of 
elastic dielectrics with polarization gradients for the 
electrostatic part. 
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12. CONCLUSION 

A variational principle has been constructed that led 
to the complete set of differential equations, boundary 
conditions, jump relations, and constitutive equations 
for the dynamical theory of nondissipative polarized 
and magnetized solids which exhibit an internal spin 
of electronic (i.e., magnetic) origin. The present 
work is clearly a generalization and unification (in 
four-dimensional formalism) of previous works on the 
theories of magnetoelaslic interactions (in the sense 
of Brown15) and of elastic dielectrics. We may thus 
consider that it gives a sound treatment of these dif
ferent phenomena while, from the pragmatic pOint of 
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In this article, we give an axiomatic introduction of directors in the space-time continuum of Minkowski. A 
variational principle is presented that leads to the complete set of field equations, boundary conditions, and 
jump relations of the Kafadar-Eringen theory of relativistic polar media. The constitutive equations follows 
from the variational formulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generalized continuum mechaniCS, a part of mechani
cal science dealing with oriented media is now fairly 
well accepted. The idea suggested by Duhem 1 was 
to attach to each point of a three-dimensional contin
uum a number of directions, later called directors, 
which can rotate independently of the displacements 
of material points. The same idea was also conceived 
by Voigt 2 in his study of crystal elasticity. In a re
markable monograph, the Cosserat brothers3 laid 
down the mathematical foundations of polar media 
with rigid directors. They introduced the notion of 
"trH~dre cache", a3-tuple of unit rigid directors, and 
constructed the theory now known as the Cossera{ 
continuum. 
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The notion of gene1'alizcd CosseraL contim/Um was 
made clear by Eriksen and Truesdell. 4 They consider
ed deformable directors of which the number can 
exceed three (see also Toupin 5). On physical grounds 
using the concept of micr.ostrllcture, Eringen and 
Suhubi 6 and Eringen 7 constructed the theory of 
nzicronzorphic media. The connection between micro
morphic mechanics and the theory of three deform
able directors was established by Maugin.8 
Eringen9 •10 also gave an axiomatic and unified theory 
of micromorphic media of grade greater than 1. As 
a particular case of micromorphic media of grade 1, 
Eringenll deduced the theory of micropolar media 
and gave various theories on directed fluids, solids 
and memory dependent materials (cf. Refs. 12-15) . 
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Kafadar and Eringen 16 gave later on an axiomatic 
approach to the nonlinear theory of micropolar media 
with its relativistic extensions.1 7 

In his theory of liquid crystals, Eriksen 1 8 used a 
three-dimensional continuum with one director which 
represents the orientation of cigarlike molecules. 
Other applications were made by a number of writers, 
e.g., Green and Laws,19 Green and Naghdi,20 and 
Alblas. 21 Maugin and Eringen 22 considered the rotat
ing magnetization vector at a point of a deformable 
magnetically saturated medium as being a director .23 

Thus we see that, except for the Cosserats' work, the 
main developments in the three-dimensional theory 
took place during the last decade. Surprisingly 
enough, a concept almost identical to that of direc
tors 24 has been developed in the frame of special and 
general relativity theories. In 1928, Einstein,24 in 
one of his attempts to construct a unified theory (for 
which he considered a spacetime continuum of null 
curvature and non vanishing torsion), used fields of 
parallellelrapods 3o since then called Einstein
Kramers variables (see Kramers31). The use of 
these variables was taken over by a group of physi
cists working on the hydrodynamical interpretation 
of the wavefunction of quantum theory (the so-called 
"causal re-interpretation of quantum mechanics" 
(deBroglie); see particularly Aymart3 2, Unal and 
Vigier,33 Takabayasi,34 and Halbwachs 35 . They 
consider the quantum fluid to be a field of micro
scopic spinning tops viewed, of course, in a contin
uous way at our observation scale. The kinematical 
description of the motion requires essentially the 
knowledge of the velocities and proper rotations. In 
particular, Gursey36 used the Einstein-Kramers 
parameters for such a description. 

Our goal is to look at tetrapods (for convenience, we 
call them directors) of varying orientation in the 
Minkowskian space-time of special relativity. 
Through the vehicle of a variational principle, we 
obtain the field equations, constitutive equations, 
and jump conditions for a polar elastic solid. One 
expects that the field equations based on this approach 
will be somewhat similar to those of Kafadar and 
Eringen.17 

A remark is in order on the evolution in the axio
matization of relativistic continuum mechanics: 
Most of the classical works in this field start from a 
nonrelativistic object defined in a rest frame and, 
then, by guess make passage to the proper covariant 
four-dimensional relativistic analog (cf. the construc
tion of the energy-momentum tensor for a perfect 
fluid in Landau and Lifshitz 37 or in Adler et aZ. 38 ). 

We prefer to start with four-dimensional axiomati
cally set objects and verify in the limit of small vel
ocities that we have not created "monsters" which 
have no equivalent in classical continuum phYSics. 

2. KINEMATICS OF ORIENTED MEDIA IN V 4 

A. Classical Motion in V4 

For a complete description of the classical motion of 
continuous media in V4 we refer the reader to Grot 
and Eringen,39 Kafadar and Eringen,17 and Maugin 
and Eringen.40 The following brief account is needed 
in the sequel. 

We consider the Minkowski four-dimensional mani
fold V 4 • In rectangular coordinates, the square of an 
arc length is written 

(dS)2 = (dx)2 + (dy)2 + (dz)2 - c2dt 2 = dZl'dzll, 
(2.1) 

(Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4) = (x,y,z, ict), 

where (x,y, z) are three rectangular coordinates, tis 
the time, and c is the velocity of light. Henceforward, 
Greek indices (small or capital) are assumed to take 
the values 1,2,3, and 4, and all Latin indices the 
values 1, 2,3. The Einstein summation convention is 
used throughout the article. 

In curvilinear coordinates (2.1) is written 

(2.2) 

The reciprocal g B}, of the metric tensor is defined 
according to: 

where 6J is the Kronecker symbol. The proper time 
T, a timelike parameter monotonically increasing 
along the world line (<::', XK) of a material particle ori
ginally situated at the Lagrangian coordinates XK, 
K = 1,2,3, in E3, is defined by 

(dT)2 = - (ds)2/ c2 • (2.3) 

The classical motion of a continuous medium in V4 
is described entirely by the set of relations41 

x'" = x"'(Xt.) with Xt. = (XK, in), ~ = 1,2,3,4. 
(2.4) 

The operator a / a T generalizes the notion of material 
derivative. Given a tensorial object A, we note 

aA . 
-=A=A uo. aT ;a 

with (2.5) 

U a is the 4-velocity the modulus of which is constant, 
i.e., 

(2.6) 

The projection operator or Projector P% is defined by 

(2.7) 

and satisfies the properties 

(2.8) 

A 4-vector Aa verifying the relation 

(2.9) 

reduces to 

Aa ~ (A\ 0), h. = 1,2,3, (2.10) 

in a rest frame. 

We assume that (2.4) possesses the unique inverse 

(2.11) 

The follOwing quantities are thus well defined: 
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(-:t)K == XK :=: aXK , 
\ ex ,ex a xa 

aT 
T ---
,a - ax a • 

-1 
(2.12) 

F is the inverse gradient of the motion while the 
direct gradient F is defined by 

(2.13) 

One can verify that 

(2.14) 

Since ax K /a T:=:O and from the definition of F, we 
have 

(2.15) 

Thus in a rest frame, according to (2.9) and (2.10), 
the gradients reduce to their classical analogs 

XK,/1 ~ (XK,k' 0), x a
K ~ (x ;',K' 0), K fixed. (2.16) 

Finally we note that the Green strain tensor CKL and 
the Jacobian J of the motion are defined as 

(2. 17a) 

(2. 17b) 

In the sequel, commas, semicolons, and colons are 
used to denote partial, covariant partial, and covariant 
total differentiations, respectively. 

B. Directors in V 4 

To each point M of coordinates x a in the 4-dimension
al continuum, we attach four non-coplanar 4-vector 
fields d(£), (~) :=: 1,2,3,4. The index m is a number 
identifying the director and has no ten so rial charac
ter. We have 

(2.18) 

The symmetric, nonsingular metric g W(b) and its 
reciprocal g(>:){y) are defined by: 

g(f)(I;) == ga8 d Wa d(t;,)(3, gW(Og(t;,)(y):=: og~, (2.19) 

where og~ is the unit matrix in the Euclidean space 
E4. 

A system of four reciprocal directors e W exists 
such that 

(2.20) 

In fact, the unique solution to the sixteen linear equa
tions (2.20) is given by 

e /1- 1 E E/l va8d(o) d(o)d(t;,) 
(E) - 3' d t I (ex) (8) I (!;)(o)(p)(t;,) v a 8' 

. e g (2.21) 

where E(E)(o)(p)(t;,) and EllvexB are permutation symbols. 
If we require the 4-vectors deE) to have a unit length 
and to form a tetrad of orthogonal 4-vectors at a 
point M of V4 , then the following constraint holds: 

d (,;). d «(;) :=: o(E)(t;,) • (2.22) 

The 4-vectors d(t;) and g CJ;) (/1) e (/1) are no longer distin

guishable and the matrix gW(/l) becomes a unit matrix. 
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Therefore, we may write d(t) so that 

d /1d(!,) - o(~) 
(w) /l - (w), 

d(E/d{t;}/l = o~. 

With the foregoing assumptions, we have 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Thus, du'\ behaves like an orlhochronous Lorentz 
transformation, though, in general, it is not. 

Now each point M of V4 is equipped with a tetrad of 
unit rigid vectors or directors. We are therefore 
dealing with a 4-dimensional Cosserat continuum. 

The 4-vectors dW (~fixed) may be decomposed into 
space- and timelike components by use of the pro
jector paB, Le., 

(2.26) 

where 

d{t;} = - d(t;) u a/c 2 d(f) :=: p 8d(t) 
a 'a a 8' (2.27) 

The follOwing identities are satisfied: 

(2.28) 

We now propose to select 

(2.29) 

Le.,d(4) is timelike and the remaining three directors 
are contained in the hypersurface vr orthogonal to 
the worldline (e?, K) at a point M of V4 where d(a) are 

x 
defined. We have 

(2.30) 

Thus we set 

(2.31) 

which is a special case of the decomposition (2.26). 
Introducing the new symbols Xa K , we have: 

(j(K)a == Xa K ;t! 0, d(K) :=: 0, 
(2.32) 

and 
d(K)a = p a

6
d(K)B = ;r(K)a = xaK , uad(K)a:=: 0, 

pa8d(4)8:=: (ic)-lpaBUB = 0, d(4)8u
B 

= ic. (2.33) 

According to (2.9) and (2.10), in a rest frame, we 
obtain the following reduction: 

d(K)a~(XkK,O), K=1,2,3. 

We note that (2.23) can be written 

d(K/ d(K) = 0 y + c-2 uYu , 
. Il /l /1 
I.e., 

XYKX/l
K = PY/l 

with the definition 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 
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The motion of the directors: We consider tetra
pods of unit directors of varying orientation from 
point to point in V4 • It must be noted that the instan
taneous motion of a" structured particle" Le., a mater
ial point M in V4 equipped with a set of four directors) 
is characterized by the infinitesimal Lorentz lrans
formulion which defines the evolution of the system 
as the time goes on. Hence the proper time rate of 
the directors can be written 

(2.36) 

where nail is a skew-symmetric 4 x 4 matrix which 
has the general expression 

(2.37) 
with 

naB == pa pB nro = C-IEailYoW U 
y 0 y Ii' 

nallu - 0 Il - , 
(2.38) 

(2.39) 

In (2.38), we have defined the 4-vector w a by43 

(2.40) 

Dotting (2.36) with d(?;)" , we get 

nay = a~ d(?;)[a' d Wr] = - nya' (2.41) 

Note that this definition is slightly different from that 
of Kafadar and Eringen.17 For the special choice 
(2.29), we see that 

(2.42) 

where we have set 

a _ a K 
vall = a;- d(K)[a • d(K)Il] = a;- X[a • XBJK = - vSa ' 

(2.43) 

while the following identities are satisfied: 

It follows that the elements of the decomposition 
(2.37) read 

- = (2' )-1 all A Wy - Vy - 1C EyaIlA.V U. (2.45) 

Reciprocally, 

(2.46) 

According to (2.9) and (2.10), in a rest frame, we 
obtain the reduction 

(2.47) 

We call Q aB the angular velocity of the tetrapod and 
va /3 the relativislic gyration tensor. Note that,in a 
rest frame, nail reduces to the classical gyration 
tensor (See Ref. 16) for the space-space components 
and to the linear acceleration for the space-time 
components, i.e., 

..t.(Vhl Vhl iC ) n /3 - • 
a -v"lic 0 

(2.48) 

An elementary derivation of (2.41) may be found in 
Halbwachs 35 . 

C. Introduction of the Spin 

In order to measure the rotation of the tetrad d w' we 
need a reference.44 We consider a 4-vector aa that 
will be called spin. In conformity with our ideas on 
quantum mechanical spin, we assume that a a is an 
axial vector which is spacelike in nature (cL Uhlen
beck and Goudsmit). Hence, we take 

(2.49) 

With every axial vector aa' we may associate, in a 
unique way, a skew- symmetric sec ::md -order tensor, 
the spin tensor aa/3 defined by 

(2.50) 

From (2.50) we solve for 

(2.51) 

No restrictions being imposed on the directors, we 
can postulate that there exists an operator L(?;)ya such 
that a a is expressed linearly as a function of the com
ponents of the di rectors, i.e., 

(2.52) 

The explicit form of this operator is given in Sec. 3. 

If the 4-vectors d(f) form a tetrad oj unit rigid direc
tors and if the assumption (2.29) is used, then aa' 
which is rigidly attached to the tetrapod, can be ex
pressed in the simplest linear combination of the d{!;). 
For instanc e, with a colinear to d (3), we could take 

(2.53) 

where p is the so-called invariant relativistic density 
defined later on and La is the modulus of a standard 
particle spin per unit of proper mass. In this case, 
the meaning of the two remaining directors dO) and 
d(2) is left free, and any couple of unit vectors linked 
to the particle in its proper frame and orthogonal to 
both spin and 4-velocity is acceptable. Yet we shall 
not use a relation as particular as (2.53), and we 
shall consider the general relation (2.52) even if the 
assumption (2.29) holds. 

3. MASS, INERTIA 

A. Density 

Let PR be the material density of mass in the refer
ence configuration of a material body (B) in E3. Then, 
the so-called invariant relativistic mass density P is 
defined by 

(3.1) 

where J is given by (2.17b) or, alternatively, by either 
one of the following formulas: 

J == (6ic)-IEa/3Y/lXa ,Kxll.LXY.MUI'EKLM, 

J = [det(X"',a)]-1. 
(3.2) 

As time goes on, the material body (B) enclosed within 
a surface (aB), sweeps out the 4-dimensional region 
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(CB) of V 4 • In (CB), p verifies the known continuity 
equation 

or op + pu a _ 0 
aT ;a - , (3.3) 

while it satisfies the jump relation 

(3.4) 

across a discontinuity hypersurface (r) of given equa
tion r(x a) = O. Here, the symbolism [ ... ] denotes the 
jump. 

B. Generalized Inertia 

Generalizing the formula given by Eringen and Suhubi 6 

and Eringen,7 we posit that the generalized kinetic 
energy of rotation in V4 assumes the form 45 

(3.5) 

when no hypotheses are made concerning the d(n . 
The object I(f,) <n generalizes the notion of inertia; it 
is symmetric and, therefore, represents a set of ten 
independent quantities. 

Upon use of (2.36), Eq. (3. 5) yields 

K-1-B nasn a 
- 2 By a , (3.6) 

where we have set 

" == IWU;)d d "By <~)B (~)y (3.7) 

The symmetric second-order tensor BSY is called the 
generalized inertia, It admits a decomposition of the 
form 

Bali = jao + uabb + cau b - euaub (3.8) 

with 

, = B pe Py 
Jab - By a Ii' (3.9a) 

jab zfX = jbaua = 0, (3.9b) 

bb == - Pb YBByuB = Cb , (3.9c) 

bou a = cau a = 0, (3.9d) 

e == - BSyuBu Y• (3. ge) 

Now, by analogy with rational mechanics, we postulate 
the relation between the spin tensor and the angular 
velocity: 

(3.10) 

Equivalently, with (2.51) and (2.40), we have, in 4-
vector form, 

a y = BBY we. 

Then, Eq. (3. 6) takes the form 

It is easily shown that 

a ya = I(g)(i;)d(j;)[yd W
aJ 

or, via (2.51), 
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(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Thus, the operator ~(,)yJ.l defined in (2.52), is 

~WYJ.I == (2ic)-1€Jlyas ICt)(b) d(~)auB. (3.15) 

Hence, Eqs. (2. 52) and (3.11) are consistent. 

Henceforth, we consider the case for which the direc
tors d (0 form a tetrad of unit rigid orthogonal vec
tors,d (4) being defined according to (2.29). Then, 
upon use of (2.23), the relation (3.7) is invertible. 
Thus, 

(3.16) 

With the symbolism (2.32),we can write (3.7) as 

B - 1KLX X + (2/ic)I K(4)X( u) - c-2 ](4)(4)u u ay - aK yL aK y a 'Y' 

(3.17) 

An identification term by term, with the general de
composition (3.8), yields 

b - c - (iC)-l I K(4)X y - y - yK' 

(3.18a) 

(3. 18b) 

(3.18c) 

Note that ]KL is a quantity fixed for a given "structur
ed" particle; it is referred to as the material inertia 
density tensor by Kafadar and Eringen.17 It follows 
that oIKL/OT = O. Thus, by differentiating (3.18a) with 
respect to T and using (2.43), we obtain 

0, -,- 2' 0 
-Jey =Jay = :Jo(yV S) • 
aT 

(3.19) 

This is the relativistic expression of the equations of 
conservation of inertia generalizing those first given 
by Eringen. 7 

From (3. 9b) and (3.19), we get the useful result 

, • a ~ a 0 
JaB u =- JaB u = . (3.20) 

A straightforward calculation, using (2.42) and (3.8), 
leads to an equivalent form for (3.6): 

(3.21) 

where we used (3. 20) . 

Since, in the nonrelativistic limit, we cannot find any 
classical equivalents to the quantities by and e, we 
shall set 

by =: 0, e == 0, (3.22) 

or, equivalently, 

(3.23) 

which assures the spacelike character of the inertia. 

Thus we can write (3.6) and (3.12) in the forms 

K = 1-J' vaBv y 
2 By. a' 

K = ~aal3vflQ = ~aava = ~jaBvavB. 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 
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Finally, we note that the derivative of K with respect 
to the proper time T is (cf. Kafadar and Eringen17) 

oK =.l... (0- ,.)vt-Il. (3.26) 
oT oT 11 

4. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR RELATIVISTIC 
POLAR MEDIA 

A. The Action 

With any tube (ffi) C V 4 , swept out by the material 
body (B) as time goes on, we associate the following 
action: 

a =1. Ad4 v (CB) , A=-pl/l, ( 4.1) 

in which A is the Lagrangian density and l/I is the re
lativistic strain energy function. For a nonlinear 
polar elastic medium, a natural choice for the set of 
arguments of l/I is 

d (0 d(g) 
10' B,l:.· (4.2) 

The arguments of l/I must, of course, reduce to their 
classical analogs in an instantaneous rest frame. 
Thus, on account of (2.9) and (2.10), a reasonable set 
of arguments seems to be 

XK et' 

with ' 
III KL 

XK,etuet= 0, PetBXK,B =XK,et, 

(4.3) 

'"'11 D~F PIl et x" Y!1l U - 0 po "'11 = ,,"' a ., KL - a X K:" L'·' KL 11 -, 11" KL -.' KL' 

In a rest frame, JCIlK and IIlKL reduce to X k K and 
Xk K:L of Ref. 16. 

With the choice (4.3) of constitutive arguments we 
see that l/I depends on XIlK and XIlK:a only through JCIlK 
and III KL> Le., we have the 

J[i(XK,C<' XIlK' XIlK:a) = l/I(XK IX' JCIlK' III KL) 

if the following identities are satisfied: 

ol/l 
ull --- = 0 

oXIlK:a ' 

ol/l 
u a --= 0, 

o XaK 

It follows that 

B. Constraints 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The directors d(w) are mutually orthogonal and have 
unit lengths. These constraints are taken into account 
by introducing the ten Lagrange multipliers ;m(w) w in 
the supplementary term to be included in the Lag
rangian: 

A = tp;m<w)(g) (d(w/dWIl - 6 ~3). 

Note that the matrix ;m(<J(g) is symmetric. 

With the choice (2.29) and the notations (2.32) a more 
explicit form of A is 

in which we have set 

(4.9) 

The expression (4.8) generalizes the term tp~(u"uet 
+ c2) introduced by Maugin and Eringen.40 

We introduce the spin through an already-varied 
term.46 The form of (2.43) suggests the introduction 
of an anhalonomic, Le., nonintegrable, four-angle 
variation 6w et /3 by 

6w et /3 DF p[et 6XY XBlK - Y K , 
(4.10) 

{jw aB = - 6w Bet • 

To take account of the spin, we then insert the follow
ing integral: 

{jW =1. pO- {jw a/3d 4v 
(CB- r) etB (4.11) 

into the variational principle. 

For each basic argument varied in the Lagrangian 
density, Le., the classical motion and the X's (or 
equivalently w etB ), we introduce indeterminate multi
pliers fet, Tet, LilY and mlly in (ffi) and on (affi) by 

6W* = j pfa{jx d 4 v -} T a6x d 3 s 
(CB-r) et (a<l!-r) et 

-1, pL 6w Yll d4 v--} Tn {jw Yll d 3 s. (4.12) 
(CB- r) IlY < aCB- r) Il Y 

Here (r) is a discontinuity surface in (ffi) whose unit 
positive normal is denoted by Net' The terminology 
associates a physical Significance to each of these 
multipliers namely: fa is the four-body force, Ta is 
the stress 4-vector, L a/3 is the body couple, and metB 
is the microstress tensor (or bivector). We have 

fa = fu et + Jet, f = - c- 2f a u a , 

Ja = PetyfY, Jau et = 0, 

Finally the variational principle reads 

{j a + {j W + 6 w* = 0, 

where a is given by 

A* = - pl/l + tp~ (K)(dXIlK x/ - (jf{) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

+tp~(uaua+c2), (4.17) 

and aWand aW* are respectively given by (4.11) and 
(4.12) . 

5. THE VARIATION 

The a-variation is defined as follows: The fields 
associated with material points in V4 are considered 
to depend on a parameter A, e.g., 

etc. (5.1) 
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It is assumed that for A = Ao these quantities describe 
a given state of the body. The variation is then de
fined as: 

I5xa = ax
a 

I I5A 
oA XK.T ' 

etc. 

Of particular interest are the following results: 

I5p = - ppas(l5x S);a' 

l5(d4v) = I5g(l5x ll );a d4v , 

l5u a = (l5x a);>,u\ 

15Pap = c-2(I5XY);AuA(PypUa + Payu fl ), 

(5.2) 

(5.3b) 

(5.3c) 

(5.3d) 

(5.3e) 

(5.3f) 

The latter relation valid for any tensor cP is derived 
as follows: Consider I5(CP;a) where cP is any tensorial 
object. We have 

I5(CP;cJ = 15 (CP,6. X6..a), 
where 

X6.. a = (XK.a,icT. a ), A= 1,2,3,4, K= 1,2,3. 

Carrying out the variation, we obtain 

upon interchange of the 15 variation and the derivative 
with respect to the generalized material coordinates 
X6. = (XK, iCT), and, using (5. 3a), we obtain (5. 3f). 

We also note that 

I5(XflK'{3) = (XyKOWflY)'6- Xfl K'A(OX
A);/3' 

O(XflKXpL-O~) = O. 

(5.4) 

In performing the variation of various integrals we 
also need the generalized Green-Gauss theorem: 

r Aa. d 4v =1 Aan d3s -1' [Aa]N d3s • J(~ r).a (o<ll- r) a (r) a r 
(5.5) 

We now carry out the variations indicated by (4.16). 
Upon using (5.3), (5. 4), and integrations by parts, with 
the help of (5.5), we obtain 

J(<ll-r) (TaS;i3 - pfa)oxad4v + J(r)[Tai3 15Xa ] Ni3 d3s r 

-}' (TaSn - Ta)ox d3s -J (ma n - m ) 
(o<ll- r) i3 a (il<ll- r) fl{3 a fli3 

X ow fl {3d 3s + }(Jl- r) (m a
pi3 ;a- pa p/3 + pLfll3 - P~Il/3)owfll3d4v 

+ J(r) [maIlI3I5WI'I3] N a d 3 s r = 0, (5.6) 

where we have defined 

tV 
w == p(~ + -), 

c2 

-otV tSa=_p __ XK.a 
oXK .13 
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(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

-- otV t 13a =-p--X P :a=-m13 XALXp :", o p K pA L' 
X K:13 

o~ otV 
mapS == P-"-fl- X{3K= P ~ PVpXI3KxaL' 

uX K:a U,C<, KL 

-otV 
X 13K + ~ XI3K:a' 

X K:a 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

Some of these quantities are granted a physical signi
ficance: T a i3 is the total stress-energy-momentum 
tensor, t Sa is the stress-energy-momentum tensor 
due to the deformation field, m ailS is the relativistic 
stress moment tensor, and w is the density of energy 
(of any kind) per unit of proper volume. 

Note that 

t i3a u = t i3a u - m 13 II PA 
a a pA' 

t i3a u s = O. 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

Equation (5.12) follows from (5. 8b), (5. 9), and (2.43). 
Equation (5.13) is a consequence of (2.15) and the 
fact that 

which follows from (2.15), (4.6), and (2.33). 

Thus t Sa can be written in the equivalent form 

tSa = t Sa = t Sa - uaff(,i3, 

ff(,s = - c-2mi3flAIIAp, 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

and with (5.13) we see that Us is a right eigenvector 
for Ta/3 with the corresponding eigenvalue - wc2 
since 

(5.16) 

If the expression (5.6) is posited to be valid for any 
volume in (ill) and any hypersurface and for any vari
ations oXa and 15 wflS such that 

[ox a ] = [owPI3] = 0 across (r), 

then we obtain the local field equations 

Tai3;13 = pfa in (ill - r), 

TaBns = T'" on (oill - r), 
. * pUpi3 - ma[flBl:a= pL flS + pS[IlS1 in (ill - r), 

ma[flBlna = mpB on (oill - r), 

[Tal3] Ns = 0, 

[m'''lIlI3]] N", = 0 on (r). 

(5.17a) 

(5. 17b) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20a) 

(5.20b) 

Equations (5.17) and (5. 20a) represent the balance of 
energy-momentum while (5.18), (5.19), and (5. 20b) 
represent the balance of moment of energy-momen
tum. An alternative elegant form for the latter may be 
obtained by introducing the total spin-energy-momen
tum tensor S by: 

31'Sa = palli3ua - ma[pS] 
such that 

3ps",u -' 0 31lSa uo = 0, I' - , jJ 

(5.21) 

31lBaua = - pc 2upB. 
(5.22) 
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Thus 
SIl Ba;a == pall8 - m a[IlB];a (5.23) 

from the equation of continuity (3.3) and the definition 
(2.5). If we now add and subtract T[ 8J to the left
hand side of (5.18), taking account of t5. 7), (5. 8), and 
(5.21) and raising the indices, we obtain 

SIlBa;a - T[1l8] = pLIlB + pslIlB] , (5.24) 

where we have defined 
~ ~ 

s/1B = ~1li3 - ~ XK'1l -~ XaK: B , (5.25) 
aXK. B aXaK:1' 

but we must have 

al/l 
s[Il i3] = 0 and - = O. (5.26) 

ax a 

These two equations are consequences of the Lorentz 
in variance requirement (equivalent to the Euclidean 
inl'ariance requirement used by Toupin,5 Maugin, 8 

Maugin and Eringen22 in classical continuum mech
anics) postulated as follows: 

The balance laws follow from the invariance of the 
variational principle under the inhomogeneous proper 
group of Lorentz (or Poincare grouP) 11. p' (For more 
details see Ref. 40) 

Indeed, an infinitesimal mapping generated by the Lie 
group 11. p is written 

(5.27) 

where E is an infinitesimally small,!t is a constant 
skew-symmetric 4 x 4 matrix, and d is an infinitesi
mally small constant 4-vector. If ope requires the 
relativistic strain energy function l/I to be invariant 
under the mapping (5.27), then Eqs. (5. 26) follow. The 
first-order partial differential equations (5.26) can 
be integrated. A solution is given in Sec. 8 on relativ
istic objectivity. With (5.26) satisfied, equation (5.24) 
takes the canonical form of a balance law of moment 
of energy-momentum (see Grot and Eringen39): 

Sll8a;a - T[1l8] = pL/l8. 

6. DETERMINATION OF THE LAGRANGE MULTI-
PUERmt 

We perform the differentiation in (5. 17a) and multi
ply the result with u a ' Upon using (3.3) and (4.13), 
after some manipulations, we obtain 

- pc 2 ;m- p~ - t8ai8ua - m 81l \8 v 1lA 
~ -

a l/I -'- a l/I -' 
+ -- XIlK:e + p --XALXAK:B XI'K = - pc 2f. 

aXIlK: 13 axil L:B 
(6.1) 

Contraction of (5.18) with vBIl yields ~ 

. al/l 
Pa 1'1311 - rna 1' 8 11 = pL 1'8 11 - P -- X"V 

;.t 13 /1B;a /113 a ,..> 
XIlK 

(6.2) 

In establishinll; (6.1) and (6.2) we have made use of 
(2.43) and of the relation 

(6.3) 

which follows from (2.25). Note that, upon using 
(4.6d) and (2.15), we have 

aljl ° 
t Ba u =-tBau =-p----. 

;8 a a;B oXK XK 
.13 .8 

On adding (6.2) to (6.1), we get 

c2~ + tf, = (c 2f - LIl 8 1'811) + CrIlBv BIl 

(6.4) 

+ ( oljl X~ + aljl _0- + ~ --i-:-) . 
axK .13 o· XJlK 0 Jl. X K.B 

,B XJlK X K:B (6.5) 

We notice that the last term is nothing but lj/ and that 

CrIlBv BJl =~a/lBv6/l 

Hence 
o 

• 1---

c 2 ;m = 2 a 1l6v8/l + (c 2f -L/lBvBJl ). 

If we assume that 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

then, by integration over proper time, (6.7) yields 

(6.9) 

where c 2 (the density of rest energy) is the constant 
of integration. We have thus the final form of the 
total stress-energy-momentum tensor, 

TaB = p(l + l/Ic-2 + ~c-2a IlBvBIl)UaU8 - t Ba 

-c-2 m 8 Yllv u a (6.10) 11 Y , 

while the 4-force reads 

(6.11) 

Equations (3.3), (5.17), (5.19), (5.20), (5. 24) subject 
to (5.26) with the definitions (6.10), (6.11), (5. 8b), and 
(5.10) are in agreement with the results previously 
obtained by Kafadar and Eringen.17 However, we must 
emphasize that the present work, in contrast to Ref. 
17, is limited to nondissipative processes. 

7. EQUATION OF BALANCE OF ENERGY 

The equation of local energy balance has already been 
obtained in the process of determination of ;m. Indeed, 
with the known values of;m and f, (6.1) and (6.2) can 
be combined to yield 

ptf, - m BIl YV yll ;8 + t6a ;B u a 

+ p(oljl xll + ~ XAK:Jl 
\0 X yK K a X AK:y 

+~)Jl ax X K:!.. 
yK:A 

X v
YIl 

= O. 

The last term is none other than - [[ BaJ v8 from 
(2.25) and (5.8b). Finally, upon use of (6.4),we 
obtain 

(7.1) 

pl/l-m{3IlY v YJl ;B - tBa(uaiB + v Ba ) = 0, (7.2) 

which corresponds to the energy equation of Kafadar 
and Eringen (with pa = qa = 0 and the nonrealistic 
J(a and J(aB null). The relativistic Cauchy's equa
tions are obtained by applying the projector pa8 to the 
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equations (5.17a) and (5.24). We refer to Kafadar and 
Eringen17 for these results. 

8. RELATIVISTIC OBJECTIVITY 

We use herein the results of Soderholm42 already 
used in Maugin and Eringen.40 

Starting with the relativistic strain energy function 

(8.1) 

we say that t/J satisfies the principle of relativistic 
objectivity in the sense of Soderholm if 

(8.2) 

where ~ is an orthogonal time-dependent transforma
tion. For instance, let us select 

~aL = XaL' 

Then 

t/J = lji(XaLXK,a' XJl LJCJlK' XJl M :tJlKL)' 
but 

XJlLJCJlK= XJlLPJlaXaK=gKL; 

thus _ -1 
t/J = t/J( li: LK, r KLM)' 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

where we have defined the inverse relativistic Cos
-1 

serat deformation li: LK and the relativistic wryness 
tensor r KLM by 

(8.7) 

Only the skew- symmetric part in K and M of r has 
to be considered. The 18 independent components of 
-1 
cr and r form a minimal function basis for t/J. It is 
straightforward to verify that (8.6) constitutes a 
solution for the partial differential equations (5.26). 
The requirement of relativistic objectivity and the 
Lorentz invariance requirement lead therefore, in 
the present case, to the same functional form for t/J. 
(This is to compare to the classical nonlinear theory 
of elasticity where coordinate frame invariance and 
objectivity yield the same result. Hence the study of 
objectivity is not worthwhile in the present case.) 

With (8.6), the constitutive equations (5. 8b) and (5.10) 
become 

alji 
m >--[ay] = p --- X[aMxY] KX"L' (8.8) arKLM 

We have thus established a variational principle which 
provides the nondissipative counterpart of the gene
rill theory of relativistic polar media of Kafadar and 
Eringen. 

9. PROSPECTS 

The presentation of directors given in Sec. 2 is some
what more general than the notion of micromotion of 
Kafadar and Eringen and, therefore, may help to solve, 
or at least to formulate, a set of equations for the 
general theory of relativity with nonsymmetric 
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energy-momentum tensor. This attempt is not to be 
confused with the unified field theory ambition (Le., 
we do not aim at describing all field phenomena in 
terms of geometrical objects). We just mention the 
fact that a generalization of the concept of micro
morphic media (cf. Eringen and Suhubi 6 ), more res
trictly of polar media could find place in general 
relativity as was pointed out by Eringen47 and dis
cussed by Kafadar and Eringen,17 

In general relativity [Einstein (1916)], we have the 
Einstein equations 

(9. 1) 

and the balance law of energy-momentum 

(9.2) 

The Einstein-Cartan tensor GaB is defined as 

(9.3) 

where R aB is the Ricci curvature, R is the scalar 
curvature, and gaB is the Riemannian normal hyper
bolic symmetric metric of the universe manifold. 
K is a constant proportional to Newton's constant of 
gravitation. In (9.1), the lhs has a pure geometrical 
significance, the rhs representing the source of 
energy-momentum (e.g., the electromagnetic stress
energy-momentum tensor in vacuum). 

Equation (9.2) follows from (9.1) since there exists 
the demonstrable identity 

Gas;s == O. (9.4) 

It seems that a possible generalization could be to 
add to the motion x a the set of directorR d W (~ = 
1,2,3,4) (here we do not take d(4) <X u) and to add to 
(9.1), (9.2) the two equations 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

By the foregoing statement, we mean that (9. 5) and 
(9.6) are, respectively, the set of dynamical equations 
and the geometry-source relations that could supple
ment (9.2) and (9.1). f(K) is an "ad hoc" tensor
valued functional of the torsion tensor K /' y with 

K B - r s 
a Y - [a yl' (9.7) 

where r B is the connection defined independently 
of the m~ttic gaB' The latter is no longer symmetric. 
Since (9.5) is due to the consideration of directors 
dW, r B must be linked in some way to the dW. A 
suggestidn provided for by the modern theories of 
dislocations is 

r B - d 8n dW 
[a yl - W v [a yl' (9.8) 

where Va denotes the covariant derivative with res
pect to g cd3' This is, of course, a mere conjecture 
that could be considered as a starting point. Such an 
ambitious project is, however, beyond the scope of 
the present article and is left for further investiga
tions. 
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The existence of a well-known identity associated with variational principles for any scattering parameter Q, and 
often serving as the starting point for the development of a variational bound on Q, strongly suggests that it might 
be useful to construct identities associated with variational principles for quantities other than scattering para
meters. An identity associated with the variational principle for the determination of inner products of the linear 
form gt cp, a generalization of the aforementioned identity, is presented. Here,g is a known function, and rp is an 
unknown function satisfying MCP = wand specified boundary conditions, where M is a known linear operator and 
w is a known function. The generalized identity is obtained from a variational principle for gtrp, this variational 
principle being itself a generalization of the usual Kohn variational principle for scattering amplitudes and phase 
shifts. An identity associated with a variational principle for the quadratic form </JtW</J, with</J as above and W a 
known linear operator, is also obtained. Finally, we obtain an identity for cp(oo), where </J is defined as the solution 
of a nonlinear differential equation. The generalized identity related to gtcp is verified fOf a simple exactly sol
vable problem. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There exists a variational principle for almost all 
scattering parameters Q, of the form 

where CPt is a trial scattering wavefunction whose 

asymptotic form determines the trial estimate Qt of 
Q. Though the entire discussion is much more widely 
applicable, we Will, for simplicity of diSCUSSion, res
trict the analysis to the case of potential scattering, 
and, further, to a partial wave analysis. With Tt[ the 
exact phase shift for the lth partial wave, the Kohn 
variational principi€l can .be written as 
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where the integral runs from 0 to 00. The exact wave
function CPz is defined by 

(H -E)¢z(r) = 0, H =Ho + V, 

Ho = ~ (-~ +l(l + 1»), (1.2) 
2m dr2 r2 

¢z(r) ~ sin(kr - iln) + tan7Jz cos(kr - iln), ¢z(O) = O. 
(1. 3) 

The trial wavefunction ¢It(r) satisfies ¢It(O) = 0, and 
specifies the trial phase shift 7Jlt through the require
ment that 

¢zt(r) ~ sin(kr - tln) + tan7JZt cos(kr - tln). (1. 4) 

There exists an identity2 very similar in form to the 
variational principle (1.1), namely, 

(1. 5) 

This identity is readily verified via integration by 
parts. Analogous identities exist3 for other scatter
ing parameters including those associated with break
up processes. Such identities will be referred to as 
"variational identities in scattering theory." The iden
tity (1. 5) leads immediately to the variational prin
ciple of Eq. (1.1); the recognition that (H - E) ¢u is a 
first-order term makes it clear that the replacement 
of ¢z by ¢u leads to an over-all second-order error. 
With minor modifications, Eq. (1. 5) can also be used 
to generate the Hulth€m4 and Schwinger versions of 
the variational principle for tan7Jz.5.6 More signifi
cantly, the identity is an excellent starting point for 
the development of variational bounds. Kat02 showed 
that Eq. (1. 5) can be employed to yield rigorous upper 
and lower bounds on tan7Jp provided it is possible to 
estimate solutions to an associated eigenvalue equa
tion, and he and others7 did some work along these 
lines. Shimamura8 used a somewhat extended version 
of this method of Kato's to obtain very good (though 
not wholly rigorous) upper and lower bounds on the 
Singlet and triplet s-wave phase shifts in electron
hydrogen atom scattering. More recently, Miller 9 

made another nonrigorous (but much simpler than 
Shimamura's) application of the "variational identity" 
to obtain with rather less effort correspondingly non
rigorous (but nevertheless also often very accurate) 
upper and lower bounds on tan7Jz. Furthermore, 
Bardsley, Gerjuoy, and Sukumar10 have shown that 
the nonrigorous approximations in Miller's approach 
can be avoided in some circumstances, thereby pro
viding truly rigorous upper and lower bounds on tan7Jz 
for nondefinite H - E without having to solve the asso
ciated eigenvalue equation of Kat02 or Shimamura. 8 

Spruch and Rosenberg and their collaborators showed 
some time ago that variational bounds can be obtained 
on a very wide range of scattering parameters 6.11•12 
without introducing the generally cumbersome auxi
liary eigenvalue problem. They recast the identity 
into a form in which the only unknown expression is 
the diagonal matrix element of a positive definite 
operator and is therefore of well-defined sign, and 
applied their formalism to a number of problems in
cluding the scattering of electrons and pOSitrons by 
hydrogen atoms and the scattering of neutrons and 
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protons by deuterons. The method is particularly 
simple for zero incident relative kinetic energy, 6.11 

and, even for the nonzero energy case, is applicable 
to a wider class of problems than is the aSSOCiated 
eigenvalue approach. 

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that given any 
variational prinCiple, it is interesting to attempt to 
obtain an identity associated as closely as possible 
with that principle. We will concern ourselves with 
three such variational prinCiples, each involving an 
unknown function ¢, defined by a differential equation. 
The first variational principle is an estimate of 
B == gt¢, involving ¢ linearly, withg a given function. 
The second is an estimate of (W) == ¢ tw ¢, involving ¢ 
quadratically, with W a given Hermitian operator. The 
third example involves the value of a function ¢ at a 
point, where ¢ itself is defined by a nonlinear differen
tial equation; a particular example is the phase ampli
tude method for determining the phase shift for poten
tial scattering. 

2. AN IDENTITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE V ARlA-
TlONAL PRINCIPLE FOR B = g t ¢ 

Some time ago Borowitz and Gerjuoy13 showed that 
the Kohn variational prinCiple for the scattering 
amplitude can be regarded as a special case of a 
more general variational prinCiple for quantities of 
the form 

B = gtcp, (2.1) 

where the notation denotes the inner product of a 
known function g with an unknown function ¢ satisfy
ing 

M¢ =W (2.2) 

for some known (¢ -independent) linear operator M. 
In the above, the dagger denotes the adjoint (complex 
conjugate transpose), and both g and ¢ may be column 
matrices, as they would be in the event ¢ were a 
wavefunction for a particle of nonvanishing spin. If cp 
has n discrete components, and depends on continuous 
variables collectively denoted by r, then, of course, 

n 

B == ~ J drgt(r)¢/r), 
i=1 

(2.3) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. 
The Kohn variational principle (1. 1) for tan7J1' the 
Schwinger principles for tan7Jz and th~ total scattering 
amplitude, and other less well-known variational prin
ciples for scattering amplitudes also are special 
cases of the general variational prinCiple for quan
tities B of the form (2.1) as is demonstrated in a 
companion paper14 to the present paper on generalized 
identities. 

For these reasons, we have been impelled to seek
and then to find-a generalization of the identity (1. 5) 
applicable to quantities of the form (2.1). Proving 
this generalized identity, and corresponding identities 
for somewhat different forms, is the main objective of 
this paper. 

Whether this generalized identity can be employed to 
obtain useful bounds for arbitrary quantities B of the 
form (2.1), as it has proved possible to obtain bounds 
for the speCial B = tan7Jz cases discussed earlier, and 
more generally for a much wider class of scattering 
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parameters, remains to be seen; no attempt to actually 
compute such bounds is made in this paper. Because 
the proof is both very formal and surprisingly Simple, 
the final section of this paper illustrates and verifies 
the generalized identity for a trivially exactly solv
able problem involving a somewhat unusual g, namely, 
the problem of the electric field in a spherical con
denser. 

To prove the generalized identity for quantities B of 
the form (2.1), it is convenient to start from the gene
ralized variational principle for such quantities,13,14 
namely 

(2.4) 

where ¢t is a trial estimate of the exact ¢ appearing 
in (2.1) and where f t is a trial estimate of the exact 
so-called auxiliary function f. The exact ¢ is speci
fied by (2.2) together with appropriate boundary con
ditions; the trial ¢t normally will be restricted to the 
class of functions satisfying the same boundary condi
tions as ¢. The procedure for specifying the exact 
auxiliary function f is as described in our companion 
paper,14 namely, one specifies f via the requirement 
that the first variation of (2.4) must be zero if (2.4) 
really is to be a variational prinCiple. In other words, 
we must have 

oB = gto¢ + f/([M¢] - w) + ft[Mo¢] = 0, (2.5) 
where 

o¢ = ¢t - ¢, of = f t - f. (2.6) 

In (2.5), it has been assumed that M is completely 
known, so that there is no term involving oM; this 
assumption is necessary for the derivation of the 
generalized identity given in this paper, but may be 
avoidable if merely a variational prinCiple for gt¢ is 
sought.14 In effect, this last assumption rules out the 
circumstance that Eq. (2. 2) determining ¢ is an eigen
value equation, wherein the eigenvalue appearing in M 
cannot be exactly known unless ¢ itself is exactly 
known. 

Via (2.2), the equality (2.5) can be rewritten in the 
form 

gto¢ + (Mtj)to¢ + ft[MO¢] - (Mtf)to¢ = O. 
(2.7) 

Therefore, Eqs. (2. 7) and (2.5) will hold, i.e., (2.4) 
will be a variational principle, if13,14 

gt + (Mtj)t = 0, (2.8) 

subject to the condition 

(2.9) 

Usually it is more convenient to replace (2.8) by its 
adjoint, 

Mtj + g = 0, (2.10) 

which presumably specifies f subject to the boundary 
condition implied by (2.9). In some Circumstances, 
additional boundary conditions may be required14 to 
uniquely specify the auxiliary function f. If so, it is 
assumed these boundary conditions have been imposed; 
however, these extra boundary conditions, though use-

ful in practice, apparently are not needed for the proof 
of the generalized identity, as will be seen. It will be 
noted that M t need not be identical with M, i.e., there 
has been no assumption that M is self-adjoint. It is 
assumed, of course, that the operator Mt satisfies 
(2.9) for a reasonably well-behaved class of functions 
f solving (2.10); otherwise, (2. 4) is not a variational 
prinCiple, and the corresponding identity cannot be 
demonstrated. In the application of the variational 
principle (2.4), one normally would try to choose a 
trial f t satisfying the same boundary conditions as f; 
the choice of f t is wholly irrelevant for the present 
paper, however. 

It will be proved below that for ¢t satisfying the boun
dary and smoothness conditions required to make it 
an acceptable trial estimate of the exact ¢ in the 
variational principle (2.4), we have 

(2. 11) 

where B is the exact gt¢ of Eq. (2.1). Equation (2.11) 
is the generalized identity; the reason for so terming 
it is that, in potential scattering, Eq. (2.11) becomes 
identified with Eq. (1. 5) when B is identified with 
tan1] l' To be specific, it is known 5,6 that 

(2.12) 

where ¢l is the function defined by Eqs. (1. 2) and (1. 3) 
and jl is the usual spherical Bessel function. Equation 
(2.12) expresses tan1]l in the standard form (2.1),with 

g == g(r) = - (2m/1i2)rjl(kr)V(r). (2. 13) 

With w = 0 and M = (2m/1i2)(H - E), the variational 
prinCiple (2.4) then becomes 

(tan1]l)Var = (2m/1i2) (- J dr rjl(kr)V(r)¢u(r) 

+ J drft(r)[(H - E)¢lt(r)]), (2.14) 

with the requirements, from Eqs. (2.10) and (2.9), 
respectively, 

(H - E)f = rV(r}jl(kr), (2.15) 

(2m/1i2) J dr{j(r)[H - E)o¢] - [(H - E)f]o¢} 

( d df)/OO = - f - o¢ - o¢ - = 0 dr dr 0 . 
(2.16) 

Because the exact ¢l vanishes at the origin, and be
cause, as explained following Eq. (2.4), ¢u normally 
will be required to satisfy the same boundary condi
tions as ¢p the variation o¢ defined by (2.6) vanishes 
at r = 0, so that (2.16) requires f = 0 at r = O. Simi
larly, because Eqs. (1. 3), (1. 4), and (2.6) imply that 
o¢ is proportional to cos(kr - ~l'IT) as r ~ 00, Eq. 
(2.16) implies that the nonvanishing components of 
f(r) as r ~ 00 also must be proportional to cos(kr -
~ l'IT) as r ---7 00. But if the function ¢l (r) uniquely speci
fied by Eqs. (1. 2) and (1. 3) is written in the form 

(2. 17) 

the function Xz(r) vanishes at r = 0, is proportional to 
cos(kr - ~l'IT) at r = 00, and, by using (Ho - E)rjz(kr) 
= 0, satisfies the equation 

(2. 18) 
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Therefore, the function I specified by Eq. (2. 15) and 
the boundary conditions stated above must be 

(2. 19) 

If, in accordance with (2.19), the trial estimate It of 
the exact I is chosen to be 

(2.20) 

with ¢u satisfying (1. 4), substitution in (2.14) yields 

(tanT//)Var = (2m/1i2)(j dr rjl(kr)[(H o - E)¢lt] 

- (l/k) j dr ¢It[(H - E)¢lt]). (2.21) 

By recalling (1. 4), integration by parts then shows, by 
using (Ho - E)rj/(kr) = 0 once again, that 

(2m/1i2) {' dr rj/(kr)[(Ho - E)¢It] = tanT/lt, (2.22) 

Le., shows that (2.21) is identical with the usual Kohn 
variational principle (1.1) for tanT/l. Correspondingly, 
using the present values of I and g, Eqs. (2. 19) and 
(2.13), respectively, in (2.11) yields, by recalling 
(2. 12), 

tanT/1 = (2m/1f2)(j dr rjl(kr)[(Ho - E)¢It] 

- (l/k) j dr ¢/[(H - E)¢lt]); (2.23) 

by using (2.22), this is seen to be identical with the 
identity (1.5). Admittedly, the foregoing has not been 
the simplest means of deriving either the variational 
principle (1. 1) or the identity (1. 5), but the above 
derivations of (1. 1) and (1. 5) do serve to justify the 
terminology "generalized identity" for (2. 11). Further
more, we have deliberately chosen to go through the 
above derivation so that we can explicitly analyze the 
structure of the auxiliary function I. This is really 
not necessary for the establishment of the identity 
(2.23), and it is easy to verify that multiplying the 
defining equation for I, (2.15), by B¢ and using (2.12) 
and (2.16) would lead immediately to (2.23). This 
feature that the identity can be established once the 
equation for I is known, without the need for solving 
this equation for I, will be demonstrated below in 
(2.31)-(2.33) when we establish the general identity 
(2.11) by such a procedure, and again in later sections 
for the case of analogous identities. 

Before proving the general identity we will consider 
yet another derivation of the Kohn variational prin
ciple and its associated identity starting from an 
alternative to (2.12). This is done both because it is 
a shorter derivation and because the auxiliary func
tion will take on a different structure from the one in 
(2.19), thereby demonstrating in a particular case the 
general result14 that various alternative forms of the 
variational principle can be written down and these 
may involve different auxiliary functions. We begin 
then from the following definition of tanT/ I 

(2.24) 

where 1/1 is the regular solution of (H 0 - E)I/I = 0, 
appropriately normalized, and is krjl(kr). That (2.24) 
defines the phase shift is seen perhaps most simply 
by looking at the combination [(H 0 - E)¢Il'"1/1 
- ¢l[ (H 0 - E)I/I] and rearranging this in the form of a 
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surface term. Evaluating this term on a surface at 
large r yields tanT/ I. 

Exactly similarly, we have 

(2.25) 

this is nothing but (2.22). The variational principle is 
written down in a routine fashion14 

<tanT/ l>Var = (2m/1f2k){[ (H 0 - E)¢It]tI/l-In (H - E)¢/t]). 

(2.26) 
The equation for the auxiliary function I is obtained 
by equating to zero the coefficient of B¢ in (2.26); 
this gives 

Integration by parts transforms this to 

- [(H - E)/]tBcp +!!!...- [U _1/1) dB¢ 
2m dr 

+ (dl/l _ dl) B¢lloo = 0 
dr dr :J 0 • 

(2.27) 

The expression in (2.27) will vanish if the surface 
terms vanish and if 

(H - E)I = O. (2.28) 

By recalling now from (1. 3) and (1. 4) that B¢ and 1/1 
vanish at r = 0 and that asymptotically B¢ is propor
tional to cos(kr - %11T) and therefore dB¢/dr to 
sin(kr - %11T), it follows that the surface terms in 
(2.27) will vanish if I vanishes at r = 0 and if I -1/1 
is asymptotically of the form cos(kr - %11T). From 
(2.28) and these boundary conditions, it is clear that 

(2.29) 

Replacing f/ in (2.26) by It, so that we have an iden
tity rather than a variational principle, and using 
(2.25) and (2.29), we obtain 

This is, of course, identical to (2.23) and represents 
an alternative, somewhat shorter derivation of the 
identity. What is particularly worth noting is the 
difference between I in (2.29) and in (2.19). 

Finally, we prove the identity (2.11) in its general 
form, without specializing as above to the case of the 
tangent of the phase shift. The proof is surprisingly 
simple. We start with the equations defining the 
auxiliary function, (2. 8) and (2.9). Operating with 
(2.8) on I5CP, we obtain 

(2.31) 

By using the boundary condition (2.9) and (2.6), this 
becomes 

(2.32) 

Since MCP = w, this becomes 

(2.33) 

which is the sought for identity. 
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This procedure for finding the identity from the defin
ing equations for the auxiliary function seems to be a 
generally valid one. It will be used again in Secs. 3 
and 4. We also note that the variational principle 
(2.4) is retrieved from the identity (2.33) by the re
placement of ft by f/; such a replacement introduces 
only a second-order error because the term multiply
ing ft in (2.33) is already of first order. 

Finally we conclude this section with a special case 
of the identity (2.33) and its associated variational 
principle (2.4), namely the case when the value of the 
continuum wavefunction ¢l at some point r 0 (say) is 
desired. The function g is, therefore, o(r 0 - r). The 
identity takes the form 

The equations defining f, analogous to (2.9) and (2.10), 
follow from equating to zero the coefficient of 0 ¢ in 
(2.34). We have 

(2m/n2 )(H - E)f(r 0' r) = - 0 (r 0 - r), (2.35) 
and 

( 
d df)loo -f-o¢+o¢- =0 dr dr 0 • 

(2.36) 

The discussion after (2.28) applies to the analysis of 
(2.36) and leads to the boundary conditions on f: 

f(O) == 0, f ~ const x cos(kr - il1T). (2.37) 

(2.35) and (2.37) together with the usual analysis of 
(2.35) as r passes the fixed point r 0 define completely 
the Green's function f which goes into the identity 
(2.34). Such identities and variational principles for 
the value of the wa vefunction itself at a point may be 
useful because of their wide applicability. Once one 
has a wavefunction which is itself variational at every 
point, any matrix element evaluated with it will auto
matically be a variational estimate. As an identity 
valid for any ¢u' (2.34) with the choice ¢u(r) == krjl (kr) 
becomes the usual integral equation for ¢l' 

3. AN IDENTITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE VARIA-
TIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR (W) == ¢tw¢ 

A variational principle for (W), for Wan arbitrary 
linear self-adjoint operator, has been known for some 
time, work having been done by Dalgarno,15 
Schwartz,16 Delves,17 and many others. With E 
assumed known experimentally essentially" exactly", 
with ¢ defined by 

H¢ == E¢, 

and, with an auxiliary function f defined by 

(H - E)f = - [W - (W)]¢, 

ft¢ == 0, 

we have 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here ¢t and f t are approximations to ¢ and f, respec
tively, and ¢/¢t == 1. An identity is rather easily ob
tained. IS It can be cast into the form 

(W) == (W)var - S, 

where the second-order error term S is given ex
plicitly, but it does not appear to be possible under 
most circumstances to determine the sign of S. Were 
it possible to determine the sign of S, one would have 
a variational bound on (W). 

To obtain an identity of the form we are presently 
interested in, we take the inner product of ¢l with 
(3.2) and of the adjoint version of (3.2) with ¢t' add, 
and use the hermiticity of H - E to obtain 

i<¢/¢ + ¢t¢t)(W) == [(H - E)¢t]tf + ft(H - E)¢t 

+ ¢/W¢ + ¢tw¢t - i(¢/¢ + ¢t¢t) (W). (3.5) 

We have decomposed the term proportional to (W) in 
order to be able to more readily recapture the varia
tional principle from this identity. We begin by noting 
that the coefficient of (W), on each side of the equation, 
differs from unity by a term of second order. We note 
further that the replacement of f by f t introduces a 
second-order error, as does the replacement of ft by 
ftt. Finally, we note, on replacing ¢t by ¢ + 0 ¢, that 
¢/W¢ + ¢ tW¢t - (W) differs from ¢/W¢t by a term 
of second order. 

An alternate version of the identity has been obtainedI9 

which employs a Green's function rather than the 
auxiliary function f. Starting from this form, upper 
and lower bounds on (W) have been obtained which, 
however, are unfortunately not variational; the error 
is of first order. Applications have been made to the 
evaluation of (r) and (r2) for the ground state of 
helium. 

4. AN IDENTITY INVOLVING A FUNCTION 
DEFINED BY A NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION 

We consider now an identity and its associated varia
tional principle involving a function ¢(r) defined by a 
nonlinear differential equation of the form 

~: == [j(r) + n(r)<I>(r))2, (4.1) 

and by boundary conditions, where j and n are known 
functions of r. Such a differential equation arises, for 
instance, in the phase-amplitude method20 for the 
determination of the phase shift for potential scatter
ing. In this case ¢ is tano(r),j and n are functions 
that involve the potential, the energy and standard 
functions like jl (kr) and 1tz (kr). With the boundary con
dition at the origin, ¢(O) == 0, the equation is integrated 
outward to infinity and ¢(oo) gives the value of tano(oo), 
that is, the "true" phase shift. 

A variational principle for ¢(oo), with ¢(r) defined by 
Eq. (4. 1) (or by similar, more general, nonlinear 
equations) can be written down in routine fashion. 14 
It is found to be 

100 (d¢t ) ¢var(oo)= ¢t(OO)- 0 f t dr -(j +n¢t)2 dr, (4.2) 

where ¢t(r) is a trial function chosen to vanish at the 
origin and ft(r) is a trial estimate of the auxiliary 
function f which satisfies the equation 

fr = - 2n(j + n¢)f (4.3) 

and the boundary condition f(oo) == 1. We will demand 
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that It(oo) == 1. It is not difficult to verify that such an 
1 makes the estimate <f.> var(oo) stationary. As in Secs. 
2 and 3, we derive an identity for <f.>(oo), starting from 
the equation which defines the auxiliary function, 
which is now Eq. (4. 3). Multiplying this equation by 
(Pt(r) and integrating, we have, after one integration by 
parts, 

(Pt(oo) = {~ 1 (~!t - 2n<f.>tU + n<f.») dr. (4.4) 

This equation is obviously also valid for the particu
lar choice <f.>t(r) = <f.>(r). Subtracting Eq. (4. 4) as it 
stands from (4.4) with <f.>t replaced by <f.> and using 
(4.1), we have the identity 

<f.>(oo) = <f.>t(oo) - fO li(~~t - (j + n<f.»2) 

-[2(<f.>t-<f.»n(j +n<f.>)]~dr. (4.5) 

The replacement of 1 by It obviously introduces only 
second-order error terms since each of the terms in 
curly brackets is of first order. Further, it is trivial 
to check that the replacement of <f.> by <f.>t in the square 
brackets introduces a second-order error, propor
tional to (<f.>t - <f.»2. We can thus readily retrieve the 
variational principle (4.2) from the identity (4.5). 

5. THE GENERALIZED IDENTITY AND THE 
ELECTRIC fiELD IN A SPHERICAL CONDENSER 

The validity of the identity (1. 5) normally is verified 
via integration by parts, and this verification provides 
one illustration of the correctness of our simple for
mal proof [Eqs. (2. 31)-(2. 33)] of the generalized 
identity (2.11). However, because the functions and 
operations involved in the usual identity (1. 5) are so 
well behaved, we have thought it advisable to verify 
(2.11) for a problem which-though trivially exactly 
solvable-involves rather less well-behaved quantities. 
In particular, we consider the problem of the deter
mination of the electric field inside and at the spheri
cal plates of a spherical condenser with spheres of 
radii 1 and 2. In this problem the potential <f.> obeys 

M<f.> = r2 \72<f.> =!!:.. (r2 d<f.» = r2 d
2

<f.> + 2r d<f.> = 0, 
dr dr dr 2 dr ) 

(5.1 
and the boundary conditions on <f.> (the potentials at the 
spherical plates) are taken to be 

<f.>(1) = 0, <f.>(2) = 1. (5.2) 

Our objective is to find d<f.>/dr in the domain 1 :5 r :5 2. 
Of course, it is a trivial exercise to determine that 
the desired exact <f.> satisfying (5.1), (5. 2) is 

<f.> = 2[1 - (1/ r)), 1 :5 r:5 2, (5.3) 

so that the desired d<f.> /dr is 

d<f.> _ 2 ---, 
dr r2 

1:5 r:5 2. (5.4) 

For our present purposes, however, we shall pretend 
that we have been unable to determine the exact <f.> 
and therefore are endeavoring to estimate d<f.> /dr from 
a variational principle of the form (2.4). The possible 
complication-and the reason we are examining this 
particular problem-is that B = d<f.>/dr can be put into 
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the form gt<f.> only by the device of introducing a sin
gular g(r); the requirement that d<f.> / dr at r = robe 
equal to gt<f.> requires that 

d 
g(r)=o(r-rO)dr' 1:5r:52. 

For r 0 different from 1 or 2, integration by parts 
leads to 

d 
g(r) = - dr o(r - r 0)' 1 :5 r :5 2. 

We do not actually need to know g(r), since the varia
tional prinCiple involves g only in the form gt<f.>t' and 
the statement gt ¢ = d¢ /dr suggests the choice gt ¢t =: 

d<f.>/dr. We have discussed the form of g(r) to show 
that the values r 0 = 1 and r 0 = 2 might have to be 
treated differently than the values 1 < r 0 < 2, and to 
exhibit the singular nature of g(r), which suggests that 
there might conceivably be difficulty in applying the 
variational prinCiple (2.4) to the present problem. 

Nevertheless, let us attempt to construct the varia
tional prinCiple for d<f.> /dr. ConSider first the field at 
a spherical plate, at r 0 = 1, say. Then, according to 
(2.4) 

(B)var == /dd<f.» ) =: dd<f.>t) + 12 dr Itr2\72<f.>t. 
~ r r = 1 var r r= 1 1 

(5.5) 
The trial function <f.>t(r) is supposed to be well behaved 
and to obey the boundary conditions (5. 2);/t is a trial 
estimate of the exact auxiliary function 1, whose defin
ing conditions now must be determined from the re
quirement that the first variation of (5.5) be zero, 
Le., from the requirement [as in (2.5)] 

oB = 0 dd<f.» + 12 dr lr2\7 20<f.> + 12 dr(01)r2\72<f.> 
r r=1 1 1 

= !!:.. o<f.» + 12 dr 1 (r2 d
2

0<f.> + 2r !!:.. o<f.» = 0, 
d:r r=1 1 dr 2 dr 

(5.6) 
where we have used (5.1) and have interchanged the 
operators 0 and d/dr at r = 1. Integration by parts 
reduces (5.6) to 

~ o<f.>\ + r2 1 ~ o<f.> [2 _ r 20<f.> dd1 12 
dr ') r= 1 dr 1 r 1 

+ ~2 dr o<f.> d~ t2 fr) = O. (5.7) 

Because O<f.> =: ° at r = 1 and r =: 2, but is otherwise 
arbitrary (except for being well behaved), Eq. (5. 7) 
implies 

d! ~2 CZ) = 0, 1 :$ r :$ 2, (5.8) 

with the boundary conditions 

1(1) = 1, 1(2) = o. (5.9) 

In the problem under present conSideration, the gene
ralized identity (2.11) is [recalling (5.4)] 

d¢~ d¢t) 2 d ~ d¢t) B == d- = 2 =: -d + 1 dr f d- r2 -d . r y= 1 r y= 1 1 r r 
(5.10) 

It is readily verified via integration by parts that 
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(5.10) indeed is true for any well-behaved ept satisfy
ing (5.2) when f is the solution to (5.8) subject to 
(5.9), namely 

f = (2/r) - 1, 1:50r:502. (5.11) 

The problem is somewhat more complicated when the 
field is desired at an interior point of the condenser. 
Variational principle (2.4) now is [to be compared 
with (5.5)] 

(B)var=<~:)r=yo )var = :~tt=YO + ~2 dr ftr2v2ept, 

1 < r 0 < 2, (5.12) 

where, of course,ft and its corresponding f in (5.12) 
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ft and corresponding f of (5.5) and (5.11). Varying 
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6B = dd oep) + 12 dr f(r2 ~; oep + 2r 1r oep) = 0, 
r r=yo 1 (5.13) 

which is not identical with (5.6). In fact, it now is 
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discontinuous at r = r o. In other words, before inte
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oB = - 0 ep + lim 1 dr + 1 dr d ~ ( YO-E 2) 
dr y=Yo E->O 1 YO+E 

X [f ~2 ~ oep + 2r ~ oep\] = O. (5.14) 
\ dr 2 dr 'j 

Integrating (5.14) by parts yields, with r 0 ± == lim
E 

.... o 
(ro ± e:), 

d
d oep\ + r2f : oep \r

o
- + r 2f dd oep \2 + 

r 'j r=yo r 1 r ro 

(
r26ep df \r

o
- + r20ep df 12 ) (5.15) 

dr 1 dr ro+ 

+ (~ro- dr + ir:+ dr) [Oep(d~) 02 rr)] = 0, 

which is to be compared with (5.7). The presence of 
the integrals in (5. 15) again requires that f satisfy 
the differential equation (5.8), but the boundary condi
tions on f now are quite different from (5.9). To eli
minate the contributions to (5.15) at r = 1 and r = 2, 
we must have 
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The response of a random linearly elastic solid is considered. General formulisms are derived that govern the 
one- and two-point moments defined on the stress, strain, and displacement fields. The weakly inhomogeneous 
solid is discussed within the framework of the derived formulisms. Also, we consider the simplifications that 
are introduced for problems that involve two length scales, one defined by the randomly varying material para
meters and one defined by the characteristic dimensions of the over-all geometry of the solid and of all forcing 
mechanisms. 

INTRODUCTION 

For an important class of engineering materials the 
homogeneous linearly elastic continuum represents 
an idealization that is valid only on a certain scale of 
observation, which may be termed the macroscale. A 
closer examination on a finer scale, which is still far 
above the atomic scale, reveals heterogeneity although 
the model of a linearly elastic continuum is still 
valid. This finer scale may be termed the micro
scale. Examples of such materials are numerous. 
The most important is possibly the polycrystal, which 
is an aggregate of a very large number of anisotropic 
crystals that are oriented in space in a random 
fashion. Each crystal is large enough to be idealized 
as a homogeneous linearly elastic continuum. Its 
mechanical properties are described by an elastic 
moduli tensor with components, referred to a space 
fixed system, that do not vary with position in the 
crystal. The components of the elastic moduli tensor 
for the polycrystal as a unit, again referred to a 
space fixed system, do vary with position in the poly
crystal as one moves across the individual crystals. 
A second example of the class of materials of interest 
is the fiber reinforced composite. Here, again, the 
fibers or the regions of the matrix between fibers are 
large enough to be idealized by homogeneous linearly 
elastic continua. The parameters that define the 
mechanical properties do not vary with position in the 
fiber or in the matrix, but do vary with a pOSition 
change from a fiber to the matrix. 

A second feature that is common to the two examples 
cited is that the scalar fields needed to define the 
spatially varying material properties can only be de
scribed in statistical terms. That is, the scalar fields 
are given by stochastic processes. In this paper we 
observe the above described class of materials on the 
microscale and give an explicitly statistical inter
pretation to the problem. 

A complete statistical formulation of the problem 
would be in terms of probability distribution func
tionals. The input to such a formulation would be a 
probability distribution functional defined on the sto
chastic processes needed to describe the spatially 
varying material parameters. The output would be a 
probability distribution functional defined on the sto-
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chastic processes needed to describe the response 
measures of the elastic continuum as well as those 
needed to describe the spatially varying material 
parameters. Using the theory of functionals and 
following the work of Hopf, 1 it seems clear that one 
could present such a complete statistical formulation, 
although to the author's knowledge this has not been 
done. It is to be expected that the functional formula
tion will be exceedingly complex. 

The task we set for ourselves is much more limited. 
We intend to concentrate on the lower order statisti
cal moments and develop a mathematical formulism 
that determines the ensemble, or statistical, averaged 
response measures [Le., (Tij (x», (tij (x) and (u i (x) ; 
the mean stress field, the mean strain field, and the 
mean displacement field] as well as one that deter
mines the two-point moments defined by these re
sponse measures [Le., (T

ij 
(Xl)Tkl (x2), (Tij (xl)Ekl (x2), 

(T ij (xl )Uk (x2), (tij (xl )E k1 tX2), (tij (xl )Uk (x2), and 
(ui (Xl )U.(x2)]. The procedure to be used to accom
plish thJ development is a slight extension of one 
that has been previously used in a variety of pro
blems involving statistical continua. Beran and 
McCoy2 have used it to develop the desired formu
lism on (Ti(X), (tij(x),and (ui(x). A much abbre
viated red~rivation of this same formulism is repro
duced in the present paper since it serves to clarify 
the development of the formulism that governs the 
two-point moments. Additional references on the 
procedure are cited in the text at appropriate places. 

Some words of comment on the physical significance 
of the quantities we wish to determine are warranted. 
Inherent to the statistical interpretation of the pro
blem is the idea that we are dealing not with a single 
solid but with an assemblage (ensemble) of solids 
that ~re identical in some way (Le., appear identical 
when observed on the macroscale), but differ in 
another way (Le., appear different when observed on 
the microscale.) The meaning of (ui(x),for example, 
is a weighted average of the displacements that one 
would measure at the same point in each of the solids 
of the assemblage. This interpretation of (u i (x) is 
unambiguous and may always be applied. If, however, 
a problem exists for which variations in (u i (x) with 
a change in position are only measurable for a posi-
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INTRODUCTION 

For an important class of engineering materials the 
homogeneous linearly elastic continuum represents 
an idealization that is valid only on a certain scale of 
observation, which may be termed the macroscale. A 
closer examination on a finer scale, which is still far 
above the atomic scale, reveals heterogeneity although 
the model of a linearly elastic continuum is still 
valid. This finer scale may be termed the micro
scale. Examples of such materials are numerous. 
The most important is possibly the polycrystal, which 
is an aggregate of a very large number of anisotropic 
crystals that are oriented in space in a random 
fashion. Each crystal is large enough to be idealized 
as a homogeneous linearly elastic continuum. Its 
mechanical properties are described by an elastic 
moduli tensor with components, referred to a space 
fixed system, that do not vary with position in the 
crystal. The components of the elastic moduli tensor 
for the polycrystal as a unit, again referred to a 
space fixed system, do vary with position in the poly
crystal as one moves across the individual crystals. 
A second example of the class of materials of interest 
is the fiber reinforced composite. Here, again, the 
fibers or the regions of the matrix between fibers are 
large enough to be idealized by homogeneous linearly 
elastic continua. The parameters that define the 
mechanical properties do not vary with position in the 
fiber or in the matrix, but do vary with a pOSition 
change from a fiber to the matrix. 

A second feature that is common to the two examples 
cited is that the scalar fields needed to define the 
spatially varying material properties can only be de
scribed in statistical terms. That is, the scalar fields 
are given by stochastic processes. In this paper we 
observe the above described class of materials on the 
microscale and give an explicitly statistical inter
pretation to the problem. 

A complete statistical formulation of the problem 
would be in terms of probability distribution func
tionals. The input to such a formulation would be a 
probability distribution functional defined on the sto
chastic processes needed to describe the spatially 
varying material parameters. The output would be a 
probability distribution functional defined on the sto-
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chastic processes needed to describe the response 
measures of the elastic continuum as well as those 
needed to describe the spatially varying material 
parameters. Using the theory of functionals and 
following the work of Hopf, 1 it seems clear that one 
could present such a complete statistical formulation, 
although to the author's knowledge this has not been 
done. It is to be expected that the functional formula
tion will be exceedingly complex. 

The task we set for ourselves is much more limited. 
We intend to concentrate on the lower order statisti
cal moments and develop a mathematical formulism 
that determines the ensemble, or statistical, averaged 
response measures [Le., (Tij (x», (tij (x) and (u i (x) ; 
the mean stress field, the mean strain field, and the 
mean displacement field] as well as one that deter
mines the two-point moments defined by these re
sponse measures [Le., (T

ij 
(Xl)Tkl (x2), (Tij (xl)Ekl (x2), 

(T ij (xl )Uk (x2), (tij (xl )E k1 tX2), (tij (xl )Uk (x2), and 
(ui (Xl )U.(x2)]. The procedure to be used to accom
plish thJ development is a slight extension of one 
that has been previously used in a variety of pro
blems involving statistical continua. Beran and 
McCoy2 have used it to develop the desired formu
lism on (Ti(X), (tij(x),and (ui(x). A much abbre
viated red~rivation of this same formulism is repro
duced in the present paper since it serves to clarify 
the development of the formulism that governs the 
two-point moments. Additional references on the 
procedure are cited in the text at appropriate places. 

Some words of comment on the physical significance 
of the quantities we wish to determine are warranted. 
Inherent to the statistical interpretation of the pro
blem is the idea that we are dealing not with a single 
solid but with an assemblage (ensemble) of solids 
that ~re identical in some way (Le., appear identical 
when observed on the macroscale), but differ in 
another way (Le., appear different when observed on 
the microscale.) The meaning of (ui(x),for example, 
is a weighted average of the displacements that one 
would measure at the same point in each of the solids 
of the assemblage. This interpretation of (u i (x) is 
unambiguous and may always be applied. If, however, 
a problem exists for which variations in (u i (x) with 
a change in position are only measurable for a posi-
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tion change that is observed on the macroscale, then 
an alternate interpretation of (u i (x» is possible. This 
alternate interpretation is that (ui(x» is a spatial 
average of the displacements that one would measure 
in each and every solid in the ensemble. The region 
over which the spatial average is to be taken appears 
very large when observed on the microscale at the 
same time that it appears to be very small when 
observed on the macroscale. In applying the classical 
elasticity theory to a polycrystal and in interpreting 
the predictions in the usual manner, we are implicitly 
assuming that the correct formulism on (Tij (x» , 
(Eij (x», and (u i (x» reduces to the classical elasticity 
formulism under the conditions cited and are also 
assuming the validity of the ergodic hypothesis de
scribed above. The formulism developed by Beran 
and McCoy does reduce to the elasticity formulism 
under the conditions cited; but, by considering a 
specific example,3 they also showed that the solutions 
of the general formulism do not uniformly agree with 
the solutions of the elastiCity formulism in the appro
priate limit. There will exist thin layers of all bound
ing surfaces and all forcing mechanisms within which 
the classical theory ceases to be valid and within 
which the only average that can be discussed is an 
ensemble average. 

The direct physical significance of all of the two
pOint moments is not clear although the significance 
of some of the information contained therein is not 
to be disputed. For example, the limit of 
(T;j(xl)Tij(X2» (no sum) asx2 approaches xl,under 
certain conditions, equals (T?t (xl». This latter term 
defines the variance of the stress tensor for the point 
located by Xl. Also, the limit of (Tij(Xl)Eij(X2» (sum) 
as x2 approaches Xl, under certain conditions, equals 
2(V(xl » where V(x) denotes the internal energy 
density. Further, if the variation of (Tij (Xl )Tij (x2» 
(no sum) with a change in absolute position can be 
observed only for a pOSition change that is measured 
on the macroscale, then the Wiener-Khinchin theorem 
predicts that (Tij(xl)Tjj(x2» provides the amplitudes 
of the Fourier aecomposition of the spatial variations 
of Tij (x) that one would observe on the macroscale. 
The reason that the formulism developed in this 
paper contains all of the 120 different correlation 
functions that can be defined by the stress, strain, and 
displacement fields, is not motivated by the physical 
significance that can be attached to all of them, but is 
rather a consequence of the derivation procedure 
used. 

The general formulisms are developed in the next 
section although a number of intermediate details are 
carried out in an appendix. The results are given by 
Eqs. (16)-(19) and Eqs. (25) and (26). In the following 
section we consider the case of a weakly inhomo
geneous solid for which it is possible to truncate the 
infinite series that appear in the general formulisms 
thereby achieving a completely defined formulation on 
the unknowns of interest. In this section we also con
Sider the two length scale situation previously dis
cussed and the simplifications that this introduces 
into the formulisms. The Simplified formulisms are 
given by Eqs. (36) and (37). 

GENERAL FORMULATION-SOME BASIC CON
SIDERATIONS 
Referred to a cartesian coordinate system, the equa
tions governing the response of a linearly elastic 

solid in the absence of inertia effects may be written 
in the matrix form 

AX=F. (1) 

Here, X denotes the response matrix, which is given 
by 

X = l:~:~l ' 
u(x) 

(2) 

and note that the subscript associates the component 
with a like subscripted coordinate axis. The force 
field matrix F is given by 

(4) 

where the submatrix f contain the components of the 
body force per unit VOlume, i.e., 

f(x) == {j~~~~} . 
f 3 (x) 

( 5) 

The operator matrix A is given by 

(6) 

The submatrices aij are defined as follows: 

a2 1 = a32 = - 16 , 

C 
0 

~) "33 ~ ,! °2 
0 03 

~03 .!O ' 2 2 
20 3 0 ~01 
~02 ~Ol 0 

(7) 

and a22 is a symmetric 6 x 6 matrix with elements 
that are determined by the mechanical properties of 
the solid. In the above, 16 denotes the 6 x 6 unit 
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matrix, and ai denotes differentiation with respect to 
the Xi coordinate. 

The random linearly elastic solid is defined as one 
that requires stochastic functions of position in the 
solid to describe the material properties matrix a22 • 

In order to ensure uniqueness of solution, it is neces
sary to specify boundary conditions, which serve to 
restrict the domain of the operator A. At this point 
we shall simply require that the boundary conditions 
are conditions about which we have sure or deter
ministic information. 

In this paper we intend to develop a mathematical 
formulism that is to be satisfied by the correlation 
matrix (X(x) ®X(y). Here X(x) and X(y) are the re
sponse matrices measured at two different points in 
the solid, ® denotes the Kronecker product,4 and the 
angular brackets denote an ensemble or statistical, 
average. In terms of the sumatrices T, 10, and u, the 
correlation matrix is written 

(X(x) ® X(y) = 

(T(X) ® T(Y) 
(T(X) ® E(Y) 
(T(X) ® u(y) 
(E(X) ® T(Y) 
(E(X) ® E(Y) 
(E(X) ® u(y) 
(u(x) ® T(Y) 
(u(x) ® E(Y) 
(u(x) ® u(y) 

(8) 

A further expansion of the submatrices results in a 
correlation matrix that contains 225 scalar functions 
of x and y. Only 120 of these scalar functions are 
distinct, however. 

The procedures to be employed in developing the 
desired formulism is termed the method of smooth
ing. A survey article by Frisch5 discusses the his
tory of the method as it applies to developing a formu
lism to be satisfied by the mean response matrix. 
Following Frisch, we first average Eq. (1) to obtain 

(A)(X) + (A'X') = F. (9) 

A prime has been introduced to denote the difference 
between a stochastic quantity and its mean value. 
That is, for example, 

A'=A-(A). (10) 

We note that (A') = 0 and that, for the problem of 
interest, A' is an algebraic matrix. Equation (9) is 
not the desired equation on the mean response matrix 
since, in addition to (X), it contains the unknown 
average (A'X'). It will become the desired equation 
once we obtain an expression for (A'X') in terms of 
(X). To do this we subtract Eq. (9) from Eq. (1) to 
obtain 

(A)X' + (I - P)A'X' = - A'(X). (11) 

Here, I denotes the identity operator and P denotes 
the ensemble averaging operator, Le., 

Icp = cp, Pcp = (cp) • (12) 

Equation (12) is viewed as a condition to be satisfied 
by X' in which A'(X) is taken to be a known forcing 
term. By direct substitution one can see that Eq. (12) 
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is satisfied by the infinite series expression 

X' = - ~ (_)n[(I - P)(A)-IA']n(A)-IA'(X) (13) 
n ~O 

provided the series converges. 6 In this expression, 
(A)-l denotes the inverse of the operator (A). If (A) is 
a differential operator, as in the present case, a 
uniquely specified inverse requires specification of 
boundary conditions. The appropriate boundary con
ditions are determined by the problem under consider
ation. Let us restrict attention to problem in which 
A and (A) require the same numbers and types of 
boundary conditions in order to uniquely determine 
their inverses. This is the case for the elasticity 
problem. Now, in the original problem statement we 
specify, in addition to the field equations, boundary 
conditions. The appropriate boundary conditions for 
(A)-I, as it occurs in Eq. (13), are homogeneous con
ditions of the same type as that contained in the 
original problem statement. In the elastiCity example, 
the original problem statement will specify either the 
component of the traction vector or the component of 
the displacement vector in each of three noncoplanar 
directions at every boundary point. If the components 
of the traction vector are specified, for example, then, 
when we consider <A) in Eq. (13), the appropriate 
boundary condition would be that the traction vector 
is zero. Thus Eq. (13) represents an unambiguous 
prescription for A'. [No claim is made that Eq. (13) 
represents the only solution of Eq. (11). The state
ment is just that Eq. (13) represents an unambiguous 
prescription. The question as to whether the Dyson 
equation is sufficiently restrictive to uniquely deter
mine the mean response matrix can be raised after 
the Dyson equation is obtained.] It is this prescription 
that we substitute into Eq. (10) to obtain the desired 
formulation on the mean response matrix. We write 
this equation as 

D(X) = «A) - M)(X) = F, (14) 

where the operator M has the following infinite series 
prescription 

M = - ~ (-)n(A'[(I - P)(A)-IA']n(A)-IA'). (15) 
n~O 

This equation is often termed a Dyson equation, and 
the operator D is termed a Dyson operator. The 
operator M is often termed the mass operator. For 
the elasticity problem the Dyson equation leads to 
the following tensor field equations on the mean 
stress, mean strain, and mean displacement fields 
(see Appendix A): 

aj (Tij) =!;, 

(Ti ) = (Tji ), 

(Tij (x) = J (E,ijkl (x, xl)(E kl (Xl )dxl 

+ J ~ijkl (x, X!)(Ekl (x!) dx~, 

(Eij ) = i(ai(u) + a/u;»). 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

In Eq. (18) the first integral is over the extent of the 
solid and the second integral is over the bounding sur
face. The infinite series of the Dyson equation 
appears in the prescriptions of the two-point tensor 
fields (E,ijkl(X, Xl) and ~ijkl(X,X~). As it applies to a 
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solid of infinite extent, this formulation was given in 
Ref. 2; some aspects of the solutions predicted by it 
were given in Ref. 3; a uniqueness theorem for the 
formulation was given in Ref. 7; and it was extended 
to incorporate inertia effects in Ref. 8. We note here 
the conclusion that when the randomly varying elastic 
moduli tensor defines one length scale, say l, and the 
variations in the mean strain field define a second 
length scale, say L, where L » l, then to zeroth 
order, Eqs. (16)-(19) are approximated over most of 
the solid by an effective moduli theory. (See next 
section.) 

To apply the method of smoothing to obtain an equa
tion on (X(x) ® X(y» , we first form the Kronecker 
product of Eq. (1) as it applies to a field point x to 
the same equation as it applies to a second field point 
y. The result is written 

(20) 

where the subscript on A indicates the point at which 
it is to be applied: 

R(x, y) = X(x) ® X(y), 

G(x, y) = F(x) ® F(y). 
(21) 

Next, we write the Dyson equation for Eq. (20). In the 
resulting prescription appears the inverse of 

(Ax®Ay) = (AX> ® (Ay) + (A~® A~). 

We can express this inverse in the form of an infinite 
series, each term of which requires only the inverses 
of (A ) and (A ). So doing and performing an exten
sive ~mount of rearranging of terms results in the 
desired equation on the correlation matrix. For de
tails the reader is referred to McCoy. 9 The final 
equation is written 

(22) 
or 

(R(x, y» = (D;l 181 D;l )G(x, y) 

+ (D;l ® D;l)IXy(R(x,y» (23) 

= (X(x» ® (X(y» + (D;l ® D;l)IXy(R(x,y». 

The operator Ix is given in the form of an infinite 
series. Arranging this series in powers of A', we can 
write 

I = (A' ® A') - «A' (A )-lA') ® A') 
xy x y xx x y 

- (A' ® (A' (A )-lA'» + o(A'4) (24) x y y y , 

where o(A'4) contains all terms containing fourth and 
higher powers of A'. Equation (22) or (23) is often 
termed a Bethe-Salpeter equation. The operator IXY 
is often termed the intensity operator. 

Expansion of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the 
elastiCity example is an extremely tedious procedure, 
and the details have been relegated to the Appendix. 
We present here the following results. The correla
tion functions given by the displacement field, Le., 
(u(x) ® u(y», satisfy the matrix operator equationlO 

([a ll(x) ® a ll (y)]{[(a22 (x» - m 22 (x)] ® [(a22 (y» 

- m 22 (y)] - i 55 (X, y)}[a33 (x) ® a33 (y)])(u(x) ® u(y» 

= f(x) ® f(y). (25) 

The matrix operators m 22 and i55 are given by the 
infinite series in Eqs. (AI2) and (A17). The remaining 
submatrices of (X(x) 181 X(y» are directly calculable 
in terms of (u(x) ® u(y». We present here, as 
examples, the following equations on (E(x) ® E(Y» and 
(T(X) ® T(y» : 

(E(X) ® E(Y» = [a33 (x) ® a33 (y)](u(x) ® u(y» (26a) 
and 

(T(X) ® T(Y» = {[(a22 (x» - m 22(x)] ® [(a22 (y» 

- m 22 (y)] - i 55 (x,y)}(E(x) ® E(y». (26b) 

These equations may be given in terms of a tensor 
notation. We do so for the case of a solid .of un
bounded extent. 

Equation (25) leads to 

(27) 

and Eqs. (26) become 

and 

(Ti i (X)T", '" (y» = J J[f!!,i iii (x, Xl )f!!,,,, '" '" '" (y, y') 
12 12 123~ 1234 

- 5. . . . (x Xl. Y yl)] 
z- l z2 z 3 z4(Xl Ct2 (X.3 Ct4 ' " 

x (E .. (Xl)E (yl »dxldyl. (28) 
'3 '4 "'3"'4 

In these equations, an i subscript refers to the x co
ordinate and an a subscript refers to the y coordinate. 
The two-point tensor field denoted by a f!!, is that 
appearing in Eq. (18), and the four-point tensor field 
denoted by 5 is given by the infinite series of Eq. 
(A20). Both of these fields depend on statistical 
moments of aU orders of the elastic moduli tensor 
and on the nature of the boundary conditions of the 
problem to which the equations are to be applied. The 
equations for a bounded solid are complicated by the 
appearance of surface integrals. These equations for 
a bounded solid are readily obtained by making use of 
the expressions in the Appendix. 

We consider some additional manipulations of the 
derived formulism in the next section, in which we 
investigate the weakly inhomogeneous solid and the 
two length scale problem discussed in the Introduction. 
We end this section by presenting the following dis
cussion on the usefulness of the derived formulism. 

The infinite series prescriptions for the various 
kernels prevent the derived formulisms from repre
senting an end product that has computational value 
except for the special cases that enable our either 
truncating or summing the series. It would appear, 
therefore, that it should prove more fruitful to view 
the derived formulisms as intermediate steps that 
have been achieved without recourse to any physical 
approximations or restrictions,!l To achieve formu
lisms that will have computational value we engage in 
some phenomenology and accept the derived formu
lisms, without the series prescriptions for the kernel 
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functions, as starting points. That is, we view the 
kernel functions as formulation parameters that are 
to be determined by physical experiments under lab
oratory conditions just as the elastic moduli tensor 
of the classical theory is to be determined. One dis
tinction is to be noted between the kernel functions as 
formulation parameters and the elastic moduli tensor 
as a formulation parameter and that is that the former 
are not identified as material parameters. The nature 
of the boundary conditions of the problem to which the 
formulism is to be applied enters the infinite series 
definition of each of the kernel functions via the 
Green's function matrix G. (See Eq. (AI).) While it 
would be very desirable for our kernel functions to be 
dependent only on the material properties of the solid, 
this is not a requirement of a useful computational 
formulism. We do note that the dependence of the 
kernel functions on the boundary conditions is the 
same for a class of boundary conditions and that the 
class is identified by a canonical condition. We 
further note that it can be argued, for the class of 
materials to which we intend to apply the formulism 
(see the Introduction), that the dependence of the 
kernel functions on the boundary conditions will be 
significant only if the pair (or quartet) of points on 
which the functions are defined lie within a thin layer 
of the bounding surface. The reader is referred to 
Ref. 2 for these arguments. We might assume that 
any error that results from ignoring the boundary de
pendence of the kernel functions will similarly be 
limited to field points that fall within such boundary 
layers. Thus, we can argue that formulisms can be 
achieved for making predictions over much of the 
solid based on the kernel functions being viewed as 
material parameters. The regions in which the pre
dictions made by such formulisms break down will be 
seen to be regions in which it is extremely difficult 
to make or interpret predictions. 

The next step in the direction of obtaining a useful 
computational formulism is to place restrictions on 
the kernel functions.1 2 This step is of obvious im
portance since it would take a nondenumerably in
finite number of physical measurements to completely 
determine a kernel function. Some obvious restric
tions on the kernel functions will be supplied by in
variance requirements, causality requirements, etc. 
Care must be taken in this regard that one doesn't un
critically extrapolate some of the like reqUirements 
of the classical theory. For example, it is erroneous 
to conclude that the average increment of work done 
by the internal forces in a region is a region integral 
of (Tij ) d(Eij ). After satisfying these general restric
tions' we further limit the degrees of freedom in the 
kernel functions by delineating classes of problems to 
be analyzed. A specific class is to be defined by the 
nature of any additional restrictions we place on the 
kernel functions. (Again, we refer to Ref. 12.) The 
usefulness of a particular class will ultimately de
pend on the degree of coincidence of the predictions 
made by a given restricted formulism and experi
mental data. 

We intend to consider the results of postulating some 
restrictions in a future work. 

WEAKLY INHOMOGENEOUS SOLID 

It proved convenient to carry out the derivation pro
cedure leading to the Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter equa-
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tions using a matrix notation. Once the procedure 
has been accomplished, however, it is just as con
venient to switch to a tensor notation. The material 
properties of the solid are given in the tensor nota
tion by C ijke' which is termed the elastic moduli ten
sor. The relationship between the elements of this 
fourth rank tensor and those of the a22 matrix are 
readily obtained by comparing the equations given by 
(A5) and (A6) of the Appendix. 

The infinite series prescriptions for the kernel func
tions that appear in the general formulisms are 
arranged in increasing powers of C;'kl' the randomly 
fluctuating part of the elastic modulI tensor. This 
suggests that, for a weakly inhomogeneous solid, we 
can obtain approximations to these kernel functions 
by truncating these series prescriptions. Retaining 
terms up to and including second order in powers of 
C;jkl , we have the following expressions: 

ei iii (x, Xl) 
123~ 

= [(C . ... > + A. ... (C . .. (x)C' ... (x)] 
'I'2'3~ '5'6 '7 '8 '1'2'5'6 '7'8 !3'4 

Each of the terms are defined in the Appendix. Sub
stitution of these into the general formulisms results 
in what might be termed the weakly inhomogeneous 
formulisms. It is to be assumed that the solutions of 
the weakly inhomogeneous formulisms converge to the 
solutions of the general formulisms in the indicated 
limit. However, we might suspect that the conver
gence will probably be an asymptotic convergence and 
that, further, it will not be uniform. 

We might parenthetically remark here that although 
the case of a weakly inhomogeneous solid is of limited 
practical significance, it is of great theoretical signi
ficance since it is a case for which the general formu
lism is completely defined without resorting to any 
phenomenology. Thus, it provides us with a means to 
physically verify the derived formulism. This is of 
interest because of our present inability to rigorously 
justify all of the mathematical steps of the derivation 
procedure. In addition, the weakly inhomogeneous 
solid might provide forms for the kernel functions, 
which have a wider range of applicability. 

Consider a weakly inhomogeneous solid of the type 
discussed in the Introduction. For such solids it is 
reasonable to assume that the statistics of a material 
property that is measured at two points in the solid 
are independent if the distance between the paints 
exceeds some limiting value. We denote this limiting 
value by 1 and expect that, for a poly crystal, 1 is of 
the order of a linear dimension of a single crystal. 
For a composite, if the locations of the fibers are to 
be statistically independent from one another, then it 
is expected to be of the order of a characteristic 
fiber dimension. Statistical independence requires, 
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among other things, that <c: . .. (x)c: ... (Xl) = O. 
'1'2'3'4 '5'6'7'8 

Referring to Eq. (29), therefore, we immediately con-
clude that the kernels are zero if the pair (or quartet) 
of points on which they are defined fall outside a 
neighborhood, of linear dimension l, of one another. 
Further, upon making reference to Eq. (18), we note 
that the surface integral appearing therein offers a 
contribution only if the field point falls within a layer 
of linear dimension 1 of a bounding surface. In what 
follows, we shall not attempt to make predictions of 
the response measures for pOints within the boundary 
layers. 

The smallest characteristic dimension of the overall 
geometry of the solid and of all forcing mechanisms 
is denoted by L, and we restrict attention to problems 
in which l/ L « 1. We now assume that the variations 
in the average response fields with a change in abso
lute position is likewise measurable only on the L 
scale. This assumption is supported by a self-con
sistency argument between the assumption and the 
predictions of the approximate formulism that re
sults from the assumption. We note that the self-con
sistency argument breaks down in the vicinity of 
boundary surfaces and forcing mechanisms. As a con
sequence of the assumption, the averaged strain field 
that appears in the integrals in Eq. (18) are taken to 
be constant over the region within which the inte
grands are nonzero. Thus, Eqs. (16)-(19) reduce to 
the classical elasticity formulism over much of the 
solid. Within the boundary layer discussed in the 
preceeding paragraph, there exist some differences. 
As already stated, we intend to ignore the boundary 
layers in this paper. For a further discussion see 
Refs. 2 and 3. 

We now turn to the Bethe-Salpeter formulism and 
introduce both the weakly inhomogeneous prescrip
tions and the two length scale assumptions. In doing 
this we ignore all boundary layers of the type dis
cussed. 

By direct substitution of Eqs. (29) into Eqs. (27), we 
obtain a set of integro-partial differential equations 
that contain spatially varying coefficients, on the 
correlation of the displacement field. It is to be ex
pected that this set of equations will present severe 
difficulties to even a numerical approach to the prob
lem. It is to simplify this formulism that we intro
duce the presence of two length scales. Using the 
arguments of the preceeding paragraph, the integral 
operators that appear in the equations become dif
ferential operators. We write 

o 0 [(C* .. c* - r. . . . (x y)) 
2.2 ct 2 '1221.31.4 a l IX 2Q 3ct4 Zl1. 2

Z3 Z4 ct l ct 2Cl 3 a4 ' 

X 0; 0cl < U; (x) Ucl (y)] 
3 3 4 4 

= hl(X)!ClI(y), (30) 

where 
C'* . .. = je . ... (x x')dx1 

1-1'21.31.4 1.11.21.31.4' 

and 
rili2i3 i4 Cl I Cl

2
Cl3Cl4 (x, y) = <C:li2i3i4 (X)C~I Cl

2
Cl3Cl4 (y). 

In this equation, Cti i i is termed the effective 12 3 4 

(31) 

elastic moduli tensor. For homogeneous statistics, 
Cti i i is a constant and r i iii cl cl cl cl depends only 1234 12341234 
on difference coordinates. 

A further simplification of Eq. (30) is possible. To 
accomplish this it is convenient to introduce a series 
of integrations and differentiations of Eq. (30) to 
obtain an integral equation formulation on 
(Ei i (X)ECl cl (y). First we obtain from Eq. (30) the 12 I 2 

following integro-differential equations on the corre
lations of the displacement field: 

<Ui/x) UClI (y) = (uil (x) (ucl/Y) 

+ jJV* (x Xl)V* (y y1)0.(1)0(1) (32) 
1. 11.2 ' ct1 Ci 2 ' 2.3 Cl3 

X [ri iii" cl cl a (X1,y1)oP)0~1)(ui (X1)UCl (y1)]dx1dyl, 23452345 4 4 5 5 

where V;: is the displacement Green's function tensor 
12 

for the effective modulus formulation. It is the analog 
of Vi i (x, Xl), which is given in the Appendix, as it 

12 
applies to the effective modulus formulation. Equation 
(32), in turn, leads to the following integro-differen
tial equations on the correlations of the strain field. 
[See Eq. (28)]. 

(Ei i (X)ECl cl (y) = <Ei i (x) (Ea cl (y) 12 1 2 12 I 2 
+ jjE'* . . (x x1)E* (y yl)o.(l)o(1) (33) 

'1'2'3' Cl1Cl 2cl 3 ' '4 Cl4 
X [r. . . . (Xl yl)(E. . (Xl)E (y1)]dxldyl 

'3'4"5'e Cl 3Cl4Cl5Cle' '5'e Cl5Cla ' 

where Eti i (X,X1) is the strain Green's function ten-123 
sor for the effective modulus formulation. [Equation 
(33) represents 81 equations on the 81 components of 
(E i i (X)E Cl " (y). Of course, only 21 of these equa-12 I 2 
tions are different from the remaining, and there are 
only 21 distinct functions of x, y that are defined by 
the components. A reference to an inversion or a 
partial inversion of Eq. (33) implies an inversion or 
partial inversion of the 21 different equations.] 
Finally, upon making use of Green's theorem as dis
cussed in the Appendix, the following integral equa
tions are obtained on the correlations of the strain 
field. 13 

[Oi i 0 .. 0cl cl ° -A* ... A* r.. . . (x y)] 13 "2'4 1 3 Cl 2a4 '1'2'5'e a1a2a5Cle '5'e'3'4 Cl5Cl eCl 3 Cl4 ' 

X <Ei i (X)ECl cl (y) 
3 4 3 4 

= <E; i (x) (ECl cl (y) 
12 j 2 

+ j j Fi:i2i3i4(X, xl )F:jCl201.3a4(y, y1 )~3i4i5ie0l.301.401.501./x1, y1) 

X (Ei i (X1)EOI. a (yl)dxldyl, (34) 
5 e 5 e 

where At;; i and.z;;~ ; i are the analog of A. ... and 
123:.:1 1234 'it2t3 t4 

.z;; i ; i given in the Appendix, as they apply to the 12 3 4 

effective modulus formulation. 

We now make use ofthe facts that r. .. . (xl y1) 
'3'4'5'e0l.3 01.4 "501.6 ' 

is nonzero only for y1 with a neighborhood of Xl, of 
linear dimension l, and that F* (y, y1) varies 

Cil a 2 Q:304 

little with a change in y1 over a distance of order 1 to 
approximate the double integral in Eq. (34) by14 

As a consequence of this approximation we can solve 
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Eq. (34) in stages. First we solve for 

8. . (x) = Jr. . . . (x y)k . (X)E (y) dy 
'1'20:1 0: 2 '1'2'3'40:1 0: 20: 30:4 ' '3'4 0:3 0:4 ' 

(35) 
and, then, for (Ei i (X)Eo: 0: (y). To obtain the equations 

12 1 2 

that govern 8; i 0: 0: requires that we introduce the 
1 2 1 2 

inverse of 

which we denote by Bi iii 0: 0: 0: 0: (x, y). We note that 
12341234 

it will depend on difference coordinates alone for the 
case of homogeneous statistics and make reference 
to a previous comment for how it is to be interpreted. 
With this algebraic inverse and the above approxima
tion of our two-fold integral, we obtain from Eq. (34) 

(Ei i (X)Eo: 0: (y) = Bi iii 0: 0: 0: 0: (x, y)(Ei i (X)(Eo: 0: (y) 
12 12 12341234 34 34 

+ Bii2i3i40:10:20:30:4 (x, y) J F;:i4i 5i 6 (x, xl) 

X Fo:* 0: 0: 0: (y, xl )8i i 0: 0: (Xl )dxl. 
3 4 5 6 56 5 6 

(36) 

Finally, by multiplying Eq. (36) by Ii iii 0: 0: 0: 0: (x, y) 
12341234 

and integrating over y we obtain an integral equation 
formulation on 8; i 0: 0: (x): 

1 2 1 2 

where 

For homogeneous statistics, Di iii 0: 0: 0: 0: is a func-
123.41234 

tion of difference coordinate alone. 

Equation (37) requires the solution of a system of one
fold integral equations to determine 8; i 0: 0: (x). 

12 1 2 

Equation (36) is a system of integral formulas that 
allows the direct calculation of (E i i (X)E 0: 0: (y) once 

12 1 2 

8i ; 0: 0: (x) has been determined. In these equations, 
12 1 2 

B. . . . and D. . . . are uniquely deter-
z 1'2132.4C( 1 C(2 ct3 ct4 t 1'213 t4 ex. 1 ct 2 ct 3ct4 

mined by the material properties of the solid. The 
tensor field F* .. (x, xl) depends on the Green's func-

'1'2'3'4 

tion of the Dyson operator and, thus, depends on the 
boundary conditions of the problem. 

The two-stage solution procedure offers two advan
tages over a direct attack on Eq. (34). The first advan
tage is that it only requires the construction of in
verses of an algebraic operator and a one-fold inte
graloperator. Equation (34) requires the inversion 
of a two-fold integral operator. The latter task is 
expected to be a good deal more complex. The second 
advantage is that the two-stage procedure is intui
tively satisfying since it separates the two length 
scales. Equation (37) is defined on the L scale; Eq. 
(36) determines 1 scale variations in (E; ; (X)Eo: 0: (y). 

1 2 1 2 

Still, it is to be expected that obtaining solutions of 
Eqs. (35) and (36) will be a nontrivial task, probably 
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requiring a numerical algorithm at some point in the 
analYSis. We shall investigate some solutions of these 
equations in a future paper. 

We conclude this section with two comments. The 
first applies to the strongly inhomogeneous solid in 
the presence of two length scales. For the strongly 
inhomogeneous solid, the analytic prescriptions 
given by Eqs. (29) cease to be valid. One can, how
ever, present arguments that suggest that several 
important features of these prescriptions are still 
valid. The first feature is that the surface integrals 
that appear in the mass and intensity operators offer 
contributions only for field points that fall within a 
layer of the boundary surfaces. The second is that 
the remaining kernels ~; iii (x, xl) and 

12 3 4 

9i iii 0: 0: 0: 0: (x, Xl; y, yl) are nonzero only if the pair 
12341234 

(or quartet) of points on which they are defined fall 
within a neighborhood, of linear dimension l. Based 
on these arguments we still obtain Eq. (30) as the 
governing equation over most of the solid. The dif
ference is that now we do not have useful prescrip
tions for ct; ; i and r i i ; i 0: 0: 0: 0: (x, y), but, instead, 

1234 12341234 

view these quantities as formulation parameters to 
be ascertained by experimentation. This was dis
cussed in the preceeding section. 

The second comment is that the weakly inhomogeneous 
solid could be approached using a classical pertur
bation approach. That is, we could construct a 
Liousville-Neumann perturbation series for ui(x) 
using the ensembled averaged medium as the base 
solution. This series could then be truncated, and any 
statistical average desired could be formed using the 
resulting approximation. This was done by Molyneux 
and Beran. 15 It can be shown that the solution of the 
weakly inhomogeneous Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter 
formulisms contain selected subsets of infinite series 
expreSSions for the appropriate averages obtained by 
making use of the Liousville-Neumann series in cal
culating these averages. Thus, as a weakly inhomo
geneous approximation, it can be expected to have dif
ferent convergence properties than that obtained 
using a single term of the Liousville-Neumann 
series. In addition, there does not exist the possi
bility of extending the classical weakly inhomo
geneous solution by accepting terms as formulation 
parameters as is present by first constructing the 
Dyson and Bethe-Salpeter formulisms. 

SUMMARY 

Using an iteration procedure termed the method of 
smoothing, mathematical formulisms were derived 
that govern the one- and two-point moments defined 
on the stress, strain, and displacement fields in a 
random linearly elastic solid. These formulisms are 
given by Eqs. (16)-(19) and by Eqs. (27) and (28). The 
kernel functions of the integral operators appearing 
in these equations are given in terms of infinite 
series. A truncation of these series is possible for 
the special case of a weakly inhomogeneous solid. 
The truncated expressions are given by Eq. (29). 

In addition, we investigate the simplifications intro
duced in the formulisms for problems involving two 
distinct length scales. The weakly inhomogeneous 
version of Eqs. (16)-(19) reduce to an effective elas
tic moduli formulation. The weakly inhomogeneous 
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equations on the two point moments lead to Eqs. (36) 
and (37). It is speculated that, for a strongly inhomo
geneous solid, one obtains similar equations. For 
strongly inhomogeneous solids, however, we do not 
have useful analytic prescriptions for the effective 
elastic moduli tensor or for the formulation para
meters that appear in Eqs. (36) and (37). 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we carry out the manipulations re
quired to obtain explicit expressions for the Dyson 
and Bethe-Salpeter equations as they apply to the 
elasticity example. 

The operator (A) is a differential operator. Thus, its 
inverse is an integral operator, the kernel of which is 
termed the Green's function matrix. We denote the 
Green's function matrix by G(x,x1) and formally 
write that G(x, xl) satisfies the operator equation 

(AI) 

where (A)+ denotes the adjoint to the (A) operator, 
o(x) denotes the Dirac function, and 115 is the 15 x 15 
unit matrix. It is convenient to express the Green's 
function matrix as 

(A2) 

The submatrixg31(x,xl ) is the displacement Green's 
function matrix for the homogeneous, mean medium. 
In terms of our matrix notation, it satisfies the field 
equations given by 

(A3) 

where 13 is the 3 x 3 unit matrix. The elements of 
the g3 1 (x, Xl ) matrix can be identified with the com
ponents of a second rank tensor referred to a carte
sian coordinate system. We denote these tensor com
ponents by Vij (x, x l ) and write the following set of 
equations as the tensor counterpart of Eq. (A3): 

(A4) 

Here 0im is the Kronecker delta and Cik1 is the elas
tic moduli tensor, Le., in tensor notati6n, 

(A5) 

The relationship between the elements of the C jjk1 
tensor and those of the a22 matrix are readily obtain
ed by comparing the equations given by (A5) and those 
given by the matrix equation 

(A6) 

The appropriate boundary conditions required for a 
unique prescription of the g3l (x, Xl) submatrix are 
discussed in the main body of the paper. 

The remaining submatrix elements of the Green's 
function matrix G(x, Xl) are given by the following 
formulas: 

g2l(X,x1) = a33g31(x,x1), 

gl1(X, Xl) = (a22)a33g31(x,x1), 

g32(X,x1) = j g 3l(x,x2)ai2{[o(x2 - xl)]dx2, 

g22(x,x1) = ja33g3l(x,x2)ai2{[o(x2 - xl)]dx2, 

gl2(x,xl ) = j(a22)a33g3l(x,x2)al2{[o(x2 - x1)]dx2, 

g33(x,x1) = jg31(x,x2)ai2{(a~)[o(x2 -xl )]dx2, 

g 23(x, Xl) = j a33 g3l (x, x2)ai2{ (a~~) [O(x2 - xl) ]dx2, 

g13(x,x l ) = J (a22)a33g31(x,xl)a?i(a~~) 
x [O(x2 - x1)]dx2. (A7) 

The superscript (2) attached to an operator matrix 
indicates that the operation is to be applied at the 
point located by x2. It is seen for Eq. (A7) that some 
of the gj) (x, xl) are defined in terms of symbolic 
functions. 

In terms of G(x, xl), the inverse operation (A)-lcp, 
where cp is a 15 dimension column matrix with scalar 
fields as elements, is written 

J G(x, xl )cp(Xl )dxl, (A8) 

where the integration is over the extent of the solid. 
We shall not use the integration symbol in what fol
lows with the understanding that the appearance of a 
gij always requires an integration. 

We are now ready to obtain expanded expressions for 
the individual terms of the mass operator matrix. 
Immediately we note that we may write 

o 
(A9) 

where the dimensions of m 22 are that of g22' Le., a 
6 x 6 matrix. We use 

(A10) 

to denote the generiC element of the space on which 
M is defined. The dimension of the CPl submatrices 
are 6 x 1,6 x 1, and 3 x 1, respectively. Thus, 

(All) 

where m 22 CP2 is given by an infinite series. We write 
the first few terms as 

m 22 CP2 = [(a Z2 (x)g22(x, xl)a~dxl» 

- (aZ2 (x)g22(x, x2)aZ2(x2)g22(x2, Xl )a'22(xl» 
+ (a Z2 (x)g22(x, x 2 )a'22(x2)g22(x2, x3 ) 

x aZ2(x3)g22(x3,x1)aZ2(xl» 

- (a 22(x)g22(x, x2)aZ2 (x2» g22(X2, x3 ) 

x (a22(x3)g22(x3,x1)a22(xl» + . ··]CP2(xl ). 

(A12) 
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The operations in this symbolic expression are to be 
carried out from right to left. We recall that the 
appearance of g22 implies an integration, and also 
note in its definition, Eq. (A7), the presence of the de
rivatives of the Dirac function. Thus, the above pre
scription for m 22 is in the form of an infinite series 
of integro-differential operators of all orders. 

The elements of the CfJ2 matrix and the matrix given 
by m 22 'P2 can be identified with the components of 
two symmetric second rank tensors referred to a 
cartesian coordinate system. See Eq. (3). We intro
duce, here, I/Ii/x) to denote the components of the 
tensor defined by CfJ2(x) and present the following ex
pression as the tensor counterpart of (A12): 

In this expression, Eijk(X, Xl) is the tensor counter
part of the Green's function submatrix g22(x, Xl). It 
is given in terms of the tensor Vij (x, xl) by the fol
lowing formula 

(A14) 

Thus, Ejjk(x,Xl ) may be termed the strain Green's 
function matrix for the homogeneous mean medium. 
Further, in (A13), a superscript attached to 0 indicates 
that the derivative is to be applied at the point lo
cated by the like superscripted position vector. The 
series of integro-differential operations required by 
this prescription are to be carried out from right to 
left. We can obtain a more convenient form than (A13) 
by noting that the integro-differential operations 
occur in pairs as illustrated: 

J Ejjk (x, Xl )ollJ[ C:t(xl )]dXl, 

where C:t (Xl) denotes a general tensor function of Xl. 
This suggests that we might apply Green's theorem 
and express this combination as 

in (xl)E .. (x x l )(1,(x l )dxl - J(o<1>E .. )(1, (xl)dxl 
y 2 S IJk 'S s s I IJk • 

Care must be exerted in interpreting this expression 
since the singularity that is introduced by ap) Ejjk at 
the point located by xl = x is too strong for the 
second integral to exist in an absolute sense. If, how
ever, (1, (x) is such as to approach a value as Xl 
approaches x that is independent of the direction of 
the approach, then, we can interpret the second inte
gral in a "Cauchy principal value" sense. In this view 
the surface integral represented by J is over the 
bounding surface of the solid and over a vanishingly 
small sphere surrounding the point located by Xl = x. 
The contribution over the vanishingly small sphere 
can be calculated once an expression for E ijk (x, xl) 
has been obtained. We write 
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C:t(X)Ajjkl + §nl(x~)Eijk(X,X~)C:t(x~)dx~ 
+ J F;jkl (X, Xl)C:t (Xl )dxl, 

where Ajjkl is obtained by the integration over the 
vanishingly small sphere, the second integral is over 
the bounding surface 

and the last integral is interpreted in a "Cauchy prin
cipal value" sense. 

Using the above for each of the integro-differential 
and assuming we can interchange the order of per
forming the integrations operator pairs, we can write, 
in place of (A13), 

fDijkl(X,X~)l/Ikl(X})dx~ + JSijkl(X,X l )l/Ikl(x l )dxl, 
(A15) 

where the first integration is over the bounding sur
face. We note that the infinite series of (A13) are 
collected in the two kernel functions and that the con
tributions such as C:t(x)Aijkl have been incorporated in 
Sijkl by introducing the Dirac function. It is the form 
of the operator given by (A15) that is used in Eq.(14) 
to obtain the tensor Eqs. (16)-(19) on (Tij)' (Eij ), and 
(u i ). For an explicit expression for the first few 
terms of the infinite series definition of S ijkl for the 
case of an infinite, locally, isotropic solid, the reader 
is referred to Ref. 2. 

Turning to the Bethe-Salpeter equation, we wish to 
obtain an explicit expression for the intensity oper
ator IXY that is defined by Eq. (24). It is convenient to 
express IXY as a 9 x 9 matrix with elements given by 
submatrices that have dimensions that conform with 
those defined by aij(x) @ akl(x). A complete expansion 
of ixy would result in a 225 x 225 matrix of scalar 
operators. We immediately note that the only sub
matrix of i xy that is not identically zero is the i55 

matrix. This matrix contains 36 x 36 scalar oper
ators. We write the following expression for the first 
few terms of i55 acting upon a generic 36-dimensional 
column matrix: 

i55CfJ5 = {(a~dx) @ a 22(y)o(x-x l )o(y_yl) 

- ([a22(x)g22(x,xl)a22(xl)] @ a 22 (y)o(y - yl) 

- (a 22 (x) @ [a 22(y)g22(y,yl)a22 (yl)])o(x - xl) 

+ ([ a22(x)g22(X' Xl )a22 (x l )] 

@ [a 22(y)g22(y, yl )a22 (yl)]) 

- (a 22 (x)g22(x, xl)a 22 (xl) 

@ (a 22 (y)g22(Y' yl )aZ2 (yl) 

- (a Z2 (x) @ a Z2(y)[g22(x, Xl) 

@ g22(y,yl)](aZ2(x l ) @ a Z2(yl) 

+ ([ aZ2(x)g22(x, x2)aZ2(x2)g22(x2, xl )aZ2 (xl)] 

@ aZ2 (y)o(y - yl) 

- (aZ2(x) @ a Z2(yl )([g 22(x, x2) 

x (aZ2(x2)g22(x2,xl)aZ2(xl) @ ])o(y - yl) 

- [(a Z2(x)g22(x, x 2)az 2(x2)g22(x2, Xl) 

@ i](az 2(x l ) @ a Z2(y) o(y - yl) 

+ (a Z2(x) @ [aZ2 (y)g22(y, y2)aZ2 (y2) 
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X g22(y2, y1 )a22 (y1 )])6(x - Xl) 

- (a22 (x) ® a:dy) (I ® [g22(y, y2) 

X (a 22(y2)g22(y2,y1)a22 (y1»])6(x - Xl) 

- (I ® [(a 22(y)g22(y, y2)a22(y2) 

X g22(y2, y1)])(a22 (x) ® a 22(y1)0(X - Xl) 

+ o(a2~)} CP5(X1, y1). (A16) 

The operations in this symbolic expression are to be 
carried out from right to left. The appearance of 
g 22(X, Xl) or the Dirac function implies an integration. 
As was the case for the mass operator, the above pre
scription for the intensity operator is given by a 
series of integro-differential operators. 

The elements of the CP5 matrix as well as the matrix 
given by i 55 CP5 can be identified with the components 
of two fourth rank tensors that are obtained from the 
product of pairs of symmetric second rank tensors. 
We introduce, here, !J;i '"B(x, y) to denote the compo
nents of the tensor defined by CP2(x, y) and present the 
following expression as the tensor counterpart of 
(A17): 

{C; iii (x)C~ " " " (y)6(x - Xl )o(y - y1) 1234 1234 

X (C' ( )C' (l)C' (X) 
"1 "2"5"6 y "7"S"3"4 Y ;li2i3i4 

+ E . .. (X xl )a.(l)E a(l) 
'5'6'7' 's "5"6"7 "s 

[(C;N5i6(X)Cf7isi3i4(X1 )C~1 "2"5,,/y)C;'''S''3''4(y1) 

- (C; iii (X)C; iii (xl )(C~ " " " (y)C~ " " " (y1) 1256 7S34 1256 7S34 

- (C; iii (X)C~ " " " (y)(C; iii (X1)C~ " " " (y1)] 1256 1256 7S34 7S34 
+ E .. . (X x2)a.(2)E. .. (x2 x1)a.(1)0(y - y1) 

'5'6'7' 's 'g' 10' 11 ' '12 

[(C; iii (X)C; iii (X2)C; iii (X1)C~ " " ,,(Y» 1 2 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 3 4 1 2 3 4 

- (C; iii (X)C~ " "3" (y)(C; i i-.i (X2)C; iii (Xl» 1 2 5 6 1 2 4 7 S " 10 11 12 3 4 

[(C' (X)C' ( )C' ( 2)C' (y1) 
ili2i3i4 "1"2"5"6 Y "7"a"9"10 y "1l"12 "3"4 

- (C:lihi4(X)C~1 "2"5"6 (y)(C"7"S"9"1O (y2 )C~ll "12"3"4 (y1) 

- (C;li2i3i4 (X)C~ll "12 "3"4(yl )(C~I"2"5"6 (y)C~7"S"9"1O(y2) 
+ ... }.'I (Xl yl) (A17) 

'l'i3i4"3"4 ' . 

The i indices go with the X coordinate, and the C\! in
dices go with the y coordinate. Thus, all), for 

S 
example, is the partial derivative with respect to xl . 

S 

As in dealing with the mass operator, we note that the 
integro-differential operations occur in pairs sug
gesting the application of Green's theorem. Based on 
the reasoning already presented we can now write, in 
place of (A17), 

J J fJii2i3i4"1 Ci
2

Ci3Ci
4 
(x, xl; y, y1 )!J;i

3
i
4

Ci
3

Ci
4 
(Xl, yl )dx Idyl 

+ J ~fJi~}:i3i4CilCi2a3Ci4(x, x~; y, yl )!J;ii4a3Ci4(x~, yl )dx~dyl 

+ § f 9d;~2a3Ci4iN3i4 (y, y~; X, xl )If,i3i4Ci3a 4 (Xl, y~ )dx
1
dy} 

+ § § fJi~:i3i4Cil"2"3"4 (X, x~; y, y~ )!J;i3i4"a"4 (x~, y~ )dx~dy~. 
(A18) 

As before, J indicates an integral over the bounding 
surface. We can write the following expressions for 
the kernel functions: 

\i2i3i4"1"2 a3"4(X' Xl, y, y1) = {[ (C;li2i3i4 (X)C~1 "2"3"4 (y» 

- A. ... (C! ... (X)C! ... (X)C' (y» 
'5'6'7'S '1'2'5'6 '7'S'3'4 "1ct'2"3"4 

- A"5 "6"?"a (Cfl i2i 3i 4 (X)C~1 "2"5a6(y)C~7"S"3"4 (y» 

+ ... ]o(X - X')O(y - y') 

- [(C;li2i5i6(x)C;N3i4(x')C~I"2"3a/Y» + ... ] 

X Fi5i6i7iS(X, X1)O(y - y1) 

- [(C:N3i4(X)C~I"2"5"6(y)C~7"S"3"4(y1» + ... ] 

xE (yy1)O(X_X1)+ ... } 
"5"6"7"a ' , 

In these expreSSions, we have retained only terms up 
to and including third order in powers of the stochas
tically varying portion of the elastic moduli tensor. 
This is done in the interest of brevity. Incorporation 
of higher order terms would result in the appearance 
of integrals of correlation functions. We note that the 
lowest power of C; iii to enter the definition of 12 3 4 

fJ/~)i . " " " is the fourth. 12 3'4 1 2 3"4 
By introducing the form of the mass operator given 
by Eq. (A9) and the 9 x 9 matrix, with all elements 
save the i55 element equal to zero, for the intensity 
operator into Eq. (22) results in a system of nine 
operator equations. Upon performing a sequence of 
operator manipulations, one can then conclude that 
these equations will be satisfied provided the correla
tion functions on the displacement field satisfies Eq. 
(25), and the correlation functions defined on the 
stress and strain fields are given by the correlation 
functions on the displacement field according to Eq. 
(26). We might note that Eq. (25) can be derived, per
haps more directly, by first obtaining a stochastic 
operator equation on the displacement field alone and, 
then, by forming the Bethe-Salpeter equation for this 
stochastic operator equation. If we choose to use the 
form of the Bethe-Salpeter equation given by Eq. (26), 
we need first construct the inverse of the Dyson 
operator. This can be done, at least symbolically, by 
introducing a Green's function matrix. This matrix is 
the complete analog of G given by Eq. (A2). In Eqs. 
(A3) and (A7), we simply replace (a 22) by (a22) - m 22 • 
Equation (26) form of the Bethe-Salpeter equation 
leads directly to a system of integral equations on the 
correlation functions defined on the strain field. [See 
Eq. (34).] In addition, a set of formulas that allows the 
direct calculation of the remaining correlation func
tions are obtained, once (E(X) ® E(Y» has been deter
mined. 
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Properties of general latt~ce syste~s are investigated using the group properties of such systems. The duality 
trans~ormatlOn IS generallzed and IS exp:essed .in terms of exact short sequence between the groups associa
ted ~lth one lattice ~nd the groups aSSOCiated WIth the dual lattice. A general method is given for constructing 
expllcltly a dual lattice for any lattice system and is illustrated with some two- and three-dimensional models. 
In particular It IS shown that the two-dimensional triangular lattice with three-body forces is self-dual. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent article F. Wegner l has established a dual
ity relation for generalized ISing models. In particu
lar he has shown that there exist dual Ising models to 
any generalized ISing models with positive interac
tions. However, his claim is based on an existence 
theorem-existence of solutions for a system of 
linear equations-and does not provide a simple 
method for explicitly constructing these duals. 

In this article, we shall present another derivation 
of such a duality relation, which is not restricted to 
positive interactions and which gives a very simple 
method for constructing dual lattices. Moreover, the 
definition of duality which we shall introduce gene
ralizes the definition usually adopted. 

The duality relation is a relation between the "high 
temperature expansion" of the partition function (and 
correlation functions) and the" low temperature ex
pansion" of some other system, called the dual of the 
first system. This duality reflects some symmetry of 
the system under conSideration, and it was, therefore, 
expected that such a relation could be derived using 
only the group structure which can be associated 
with spin-t lattice systems. 2 The purpose of this 
article is to show that general properties of lattice 
systems (spin-t), as well as the duality relation, can 
be discussed USing only the properties of the groups 
defined on the lattice. The interest of such an 
approach, beside its Simplicity, lies in its possible 
generalization to systems with higher spin.3 

In Sec. 2 we shall discuss the group structure asso
ciated with any lattice system (spin-t) and derive 
from it some general properties of the system (Sec. 
2B). This group formalism will then be used to ex
press the high and low temperature expansion of the 
partition function in such a way that the definition of 
duality emerges very naturally. In particular, if we 
consider the usual definition of duality, then the dual
ity transformation can be expressed as the existence 
of an exact short sequence (Sec. 2D). Those group 
properties will then give us a general method to con-
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struct dual lattices (Sec. 3), and we shall illustrate 
this technique with some simple models (Secs.4-6). 
Let us mention that all known duality transforma
tions can be obtained very simply using the general 
method of Sec. 3. 

In particular, we shall show that the two-dimenSional 
triangular lattice with three-body nearest neighbor 
interactions is self-dual, property which can be used 
to discuss the location of the zeros of the partition 
function and phase transition. 4 This model is very 
interesting since it is the only self-dual system, 
other than the Ising model, in two-dimensions and 
without external field. 

2. GROUP STRUCTURE ON LATTICE SYSTEMS 
(SPIN-i) 

The duality relation for general lattice systems will 
be derived using the group structure which can be 
associated with the systems; such a structure was 
introduced by Ginibre2 in his derivation of Griffith's 
inequali tie s. 

In this section we shall first recall some of the pro
perties of the group associated with any finite set of 
pOints (Sec. 2A); we shall then describe the model and 
the general framework (Sec. 2B) from which we shall 
derive the duality transformation (Sec. 2C). Finally, 
we shall summarize the connection between the 
duality transformation and the group structure of 
the system (Sec. 2D). 

Although some of the results which we shall derive-
like the symmetry group of the system-have already 
been obtained by Wegner, 1 it is intereSting to derive 
them using only the group properties of the system; 
it is indeed expected that a similar group structure 
can be introduced to study systems with higher 
spins,3 and therefore the results obtained could be 
generalized to these models. 

A. Group Associated with Set 

With any finite set m of order 1m 1 ,we can associate 
a group CP( 9() defined by 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent article F. Wegner l has established a dual
ity relation for generalized ISing models. In particu
lar he has shown that there exist dual Ising models to 
any generalized ISing models with positive interac
tions. However, his claim is based on an existence 
theorem-existence of solutions for a system of 
linear equations-and does not provide a simple 
method for explicitly constructing these duals. 

In this article, we shall present another derivation 
of such a duality relation, which is not restricted to 
positive interactions and which gives a very simple 
method for constructing dual lattices. Moreover, the 
definition of duality which we shall introduce gene
ralizes the definition usually adopted. 

The duality relation is a relation between the "high 
temperature expansion" of the partition function (and 
correlation functions) and the" low temperature ex
pansion" of some other system, called the dual of the 
first system. This duality reflects some symmetry of 
the system under conSideration, and it was, therefore, 
expected that such a relation could be derived using 
only the group structure which can be associated 
with spin-t lattice systems. 2 The purpose of this 
article is to show that general properties of lattice 
systems (spin-t), as well as the duality relation, can 
be discussed USing only the properties of the groups 
defined on the lattice. The interest of such an 
approach, beside its Simplicity, lies in its possible 
generalization to systems with higher spin.3 

In Sec. 2 we shall discuss the group structure asso
ciated with any lattice system (spin-t) and derive 
from it some general properties of the system (Sec. 
2B). This group formalism will then be used to ex
press the high and low temperature expansion of the 
partition function in such a way that the definition of 
duality emerges very naturally. In particular, if we 
consider the usual definition of duality, then the dual
ity transformation can be expressed as the existence 
of an exact short sequence (Sec. 2D). Those group 
properties will then give us a general method to con-
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struct dual lattices (Sec. 3), and we shall illustrate 
this technique with some simple models (Secs.4-6). 
Let us mention that all known duality transforma
tions can be obtained very simply using the general 
method of Sec. 3. 

In particular, we shall show that the two-dimenSional 
triangular lattice with three-body nearest neighbor 
interactions is self-dual, property which can be used 
to discuss the location of the zeros of the partition 
function and phase transition. 4 This model is very 
interesting since it is the only self-dual system, 
other than the Ising model, in two-dimensions and 
without external field. 

2. GROUP STRUCTURE ON LATTICE SYSTEMS 
(SPIN-i) 

The duality relation for general lattice systems will 
be derived using the group structure which can be 
associated with the systems; such a structure was 
introduced by Ginibre2 in his derivation of Griffith's 
inequali tie s. 

In this section we shall first recall some of the pro
perties of the group associated with any finite set of 
pOints (Sec. 2A); we shall then describe the model and 
the general framework (Sec. 2B) from which we shall 
derive the duality transformation (Sec. 2C). Finally, 
we shall summarize the connection between the 
duality transformation and the group structure of 
the system (Sec. 2D). 

Although some of the results which we shall derive-
like the symmetry group of the system-have already 
been obtained by Wegner, 1 it is intereSting to derive 
them using only the group properties of the system; 
it is indeed expected that a similar group structure 
can be introduced to study systems with higher 
spins,3 and therefore the results obtained could be 
generalized to these models. 

A. Group Associated with Set 

With any finite set m of order 1m 1 ,we can associate 
a group CP( 9() defined by 
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Le., <P(W) is the set of subsets of W together with the 
product defined by the symmetric difference. 

In the following we shall denote by a capital letter 
A,B,'" the subsets of 9{ and by IA I the order of A. 

This group is Abelian, of order 2 1911 , and is genera
ted by 1 w 1 elements which are the subsets contain
ing one point, Le., the points of Ware the generators 
of <P(9{). 

Moreover, any element A is of order 2, and any sub
group of <P(W) is of order 2N (N = nonnegative inte
ger). 

With any A EO: <P(~{), we associate the function O"A de
fined on <P(W) by 

O"A(R) = (- l)IAnRI V R EO: <P(W). 

This function has the following properties: 

O"A (R) = O"R(A), 

O"A(R)O"A(S) = O"A(R.S), 

O"A(R)O"B(R) = O"A'B(R). 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Therefore, the functions O"A are the characters of the 
group <P(W), and the mapping A --) O"A is the isomor-

phism between <P(~O and its character group ~. 

Lemma 1: Let (\', be a subset of <P(W) and 

S = {sIO"s(B) = 1 V B EO: (\',}. 

Then S is a subgroup of <P(W), which is isomorphic to 
<p(w)/ffi, where ill is the subgroup generated by the 
elements of (\'" Le., 

S ~ <p(2[)/ffi. 

Moreover, ill == {A 1 O"A(S) = 1, V S EO: S}. 

Prooj5: (i) S is a subgroup of <P(A) (trivial). 

(ii) V B EO: ill (= subgroup generated by (\',),0" s(.B) = 1 
V S EO: S [follows from Eq. (2.4)] 

/'::,. -
(iii) With (<P(~l)/B) the character group of <P(W)/(\'" we 
consider the mapping 

~ 
S --) (<p(w)/ill) 
lJ) lJ 

S"'7 

where 
Xs' 

x s : <P(90/ ill --) It w lJ) 

[R] O"s(R). 

This mapping is well defined since R' EO: [R] implies 

O"s(R') = O"s(RB) = O"s(R)O"s(B) = O"s(R). 

As one can checked easily this mapping is an iso
morphism. 

To conclude the proof it is sufficient to notice that 
/~ 

(<P(~r)/(\',) is isomorphic to <p(9{)/ffi. 

Therefore, S ~ <p(W)/ffi. 

(iv) Let 11 = {A 1 O"A (S) = 1 V S EO: S}, then 11 ~ <P(~)/ S. 

Moreover since 11:J ffi and 1111 = 1 ffil , we have 
11 = ffi. 
B. General Framework and Properties of Lattice 

Systems 

Let A be a finite set of points called sites and denot
ed by small letters x ,y, ... ; with each site x EO: A is 
associated a spin variable o"x taking the values ± 1. A 
configuration of the system is then uniquely defined 
by the subset X C A conSisting of those sites x where 
o"x = - 1; therefore the configuration space is <P(A). 

The Hamiltonian of the system is then defined by 

H = - ~ J(R)O"R' (2.6) 
RcA 

where J(R) is a function on nonempty subsetR C A 
describing the many-body interactions, and O"R was de
fined by Eq. (2. 2). 

To simplify the notation, we introduce 

K(R) = (3J (R), where (3 = l/kT. (2.7) 

A general lattice system is therefore defined by 
{A, K}, where A is a finite set of points describing 
the sites and K is a function on <P(A) describing the 
interactions. 

We introduce two subgroups of <P(A) which will be 
the main concepts in the duality transformation. 

Let (\', C <P(A) be the support of the function K(R): 

(\', = {B IK(B) '" O}. (2.8) 

Since 1> ¢. (\'" (\', is a subset of <P(A) and not a sub
group. 

1 . Interac tion Subgroup ill 

Let ill be the subgroup of <P(A) generated by (\',; it is 
a subgroup of order 2Ni where Ni is the number of 
generators of ill. 

We then have 
p -

<P(A) =.$ Rj (\'" P = 2IAI-Ni, 
)=1 

CR = {Rj } ~ <p(A)/ill. 

2. Symmetry Subgroup S 

Let 
S = {S 1 o"s (B) = 1 V B EO: (\',}. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

S is a subgroup of <P(A) of order 2Ns, where Ns is the 
number of generators of S. We have 

q 

<P(A) = .111 T).S, q = 2 IA1- Ns, 
)=1 

<f = {Tj } ~ <P(A)/S. 

Properties: 

(1) ffi== {xIO"x(S) = 1 V S EO: S}. 

(2) S ~ cp(A)/ill ~ CR, ill ~ CP(A)/S ~ T. 

(3) Ns=IAI-N;. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2. 14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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(4) If K(B) > 0 for all B E <B, then any element S E S 
defines a ground state: The ground state is 2N

s de
generate. 

Properties (1) and (2) are just those expressed by 
Lemma 1; Property (3) follows from Eq. (2.15), while 
the last property is a consequence of the definition of 
S. 

3. Unitary Group of Symmetry U 

With all element S E S we associate the unitary 
operator Us defined on the configuration space by 

Us = IT Ux' XES 

where 

Properties: 

ify = x 
ify '" x· 

(5) UsaxUsl = ax (S)ax V X E CP(A). 

(6) {uS}SES is a symmetry group oUhe system 

(2.17) 

[US,H]- = 0 VS E S. (2.18) 

(7) With (a) = Tr(e-BHoy )/Tre-BH , 

then for any finite system 

(a) = 0 if Y ¢ ffi • 
Proof: 

(5) UsaxUsl = (-l)lxnSl ax = ax(S)ax' 

:. USa x Us 1 = ax (S)ax • 

(6) USaBUsl = aB (from the definition of S), 

UsHUsl = H (from the definition of <B). 

(7) If y ¢. ill, Eq. (2. 14) implies that there exists 

So E S such that ay (So) = - 1, 

:. USo ayUS-ol = - ay 

and [Uso,H]- = 0 yields (ay> = - (ay> = O. 

4. Character Table of CP(A) 

The properties derived above are simply expressed 
with the help of the character table of the group CP(A). 

73:f 79 .J 
~~ 

i{~I! [(I[t f [t 

"pi 1111-,- .. 
FIG. 1. Character table of (\'(1\). 

g = 2 Ni, Ni = Nb of generators of ill 
= Nb of generators of (\'(1\ )/S. 

p = 2 N
,. N5 = Nb of generators of 8 

= Nb of generators of (\,(I\)/ffi. 
IAI =N, +Ns,'f={T

J
}'" (\'(1\)/8 '" m,m ={R)'" (\'(I\)/ffi", s. 
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Using the isomorphism A -7 a
A 

and the relation 

for any B E ffi, ajj (TiS) = ajj (Ti) V S E S, 

for any S E S, aRjB(S) = aR/S) V B E ill. 

The character table has then the form given in Fig. 1. 

C. Duality Relation for the Partition Function 

The partition function Z{A, K} being defined by 

Z{A,K} = '0 exp '0 K(B) aB (X), (2.19) 
XcA BE(Jl 

one obtains the High Temperature Expansion 2: 

Z{A,K} = 21AI IT coshK(B) 
BE(Jl 

x '0 IT tanhK(B). (2.20) 
B=(B

1
, •• Bn)C(Jl BE(Jl 

ITBi =</> 

On the other hand, we can obtain a low temperature 
expansion from 

Z{A,K} = '0 IT expK(B)[aB(X) - 1 + 1] 

Let 

XCI\ BE (Jl 

= IT eK(B) '0 IT 
BE(Jl XcII. BE(Jl 

x exp - 2K(B) HI - aB(X)). 

= IT eK(B) '0 2Ns IT 
BE(Jl TET BE(Jl 

x exp- 2K(BH[1- aB(T)]. 

y(T) = {B !aT(B) =- I} E CP(<B). 

We thus obtain the low temperature expansion 

(2.21) 

Z{A, K} = 2Ns IT eK(B) '0 IT e- 2K (B). (2.22) 
BE(Jl TET BEy(T) 

A duality relation is a relation between the high tem
perature expansion of Z for a general lattice system 
(A, K) and the low temperature expansion of Z for 
another general lattice system (A *, K*) which will be 
called a dual lattice of (A, K). 

By inspection of Eqs. (2. 20) and (2.22), we are led to 
establish the following lemma. 

Lemma 2: The mapping 

y : CP(A) -7 CP(<B) 
l!J l!J 

X ..." Y (X) = {B I ax (B) = - I} 

is an homomorphism whose kernel is the symmetry 
subgroup S and thus y(7) = y(CP(A). 

Proof: (i) homomorphism: y(XIX2 ) = 
{B I ax x (B) = - I}, 

1 2 

but ax x (B) = ax (B)ax (B) ::::;> B E Y(XI) U Y(X2) 
1 2 1 2 

- Y(XI) n Y(X2) 

:. Y(XIX2 ) = Y(Xl)'Y(X2) [product in CP(<B)]. 

(ii) kernel of the mapping Y: 

kery = {si aB(S) = + 1 VB E <B} = S 

since 
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7 = <P(A)/S, 

y(7) = y(<P(A}). 

Corollary 1: The mapping l' defines an injective 
homomorphism of the subgroup 7 C <P(A) into <P(ffi) 
and 171 = 11'(7) I . 

Lemma 3: The mapping 7T 

<P(ffi) --)(Bc <P(A) 
l!J l!J 

(3 = (B l • • . Bn) -> B = ITBi 
i 

is surjective homomorphism of the group <P(ffi) into 
the subgroup ill c <P (A). 

Proof: (i) surjective: by definition. 

(ii) homomorphism: (31(32 = U Bi - n Bi -> B12 = 
B1·R2 since B? == <p. 

Corollary 2: The kernel :.re of <P(ffi) --) ffi is a sub-
1(\\1 1'/,. 

group of <P(ffi) of order 2 '. 

Using these mappings, we obtain the high tempera
ture expansion 

Z{A,K} = 21AI IT coshK(B) ~ IT tanhK(B) (2.23) 
BE(\\ SEX BES 

and the low temperature expansion 

Z{A,K} == 2Ns IT eK(B) ~ IT e- 2K (B), (2.24) 
BE(\\ SEY(T) BES 

where :.re is the subgroup of <P(ffi) of order 2 1
<llI-Ni 

kernel of 1f and 1'(7) is the subgroup of <P(ffi) of order 
2IAI-Ni == 2Ni image of 1': 

From Eqs. (2. 23) and (2.24), it is clear that we shall 
obtain a duality relation between two lattice systems 
{A,K} and {A*K*}, if we can find a mapping between 
ffi --) ffi* such that the induced mapping <P(ffi) --) <P(ffi*) 
is a bijection between :.re and y* t 7*). 

The usual definition of duality assumes the existence 
of a bijection between ffi and ffi* such that :.re is mapped 
onto ,),*(7*). However, this definition is not suffi
ciently general since it is possible to find dual trans
formation such that ffi -) ffi* is not a bijection (Sec. 
5C and Sec. 6). 

Therefore before we define the duality transforma
tion, we shall establish one more result. 

Lemma 4: Let (A, K) and (A * ,K*) be two lattice 
systems and 9 be a subgroup of <P(ffi). If there exists 
a surjective mapping 

d:ffi --7ffi* 
l!J l!J 

B ->B* =dB 

such that the induced mapping 

D: <P(ffi) --) <P(ffi*} 
l!J l!J 

(3 = {(3} -> $* = {B*} 

satisfies the condition Eq. (2. 25) below, then D re-

stricted to the subgroup 9 is an injective group homo
morphism. 

Condition: With (3;J.' ..• (3n a subset of 9 generating 
g, then (3; == D-l(D(3j), where D-l(3* = {B I dB E (3*}, 
Le., B E {3 i implies that (3 i contains the whole fiber 
over B. 

(2.25) 
Proof: 

Let f3t =: D(3i = {Bi~}j =1. .. n.· 
z 

For all f3 E g, we have: (3 = IT f3i , where I C {I, ... , 
} i8 n . 

Equation (2.25) implies that 

(3 = IT {d-1Bi~}j=1"'n. =: {d- 1B:}, 
i EI ' 

where B: are those Bi'j which appear an odd number 
of times in {B;j}iEI . 

Moreover, 

therefore, 

D( IT (3;) = IT (D(3) 
iEI iEl 

and thus Dig is a group homomorphism. It is injec
tive since from Eq. (2. 25) follows that 

implies (3.* "" (3* , J • 

Corollary 3: The induced mapping D: <P(ffi) --) 
<P(ffi*) is a group isomorphism if and only if the map
ping d: ffi --) ffi* is a bijection. 

Definil ion 1: With {A, K} a general lattice system, 
then {A*,K*} will be called a duallatlice for {A,K} 

if there exists a surjective mapping d: ffi --) ffi* such 
that the induced mapping D: <P(ffi) -7 <P(ffi*) satisfies 
the following conditions: 

(i) The subgroup :.re C <P(ffi) satisfies the condition 
Eq. (2. 25) above. 

(ii) The image of:.re is 1'*(7*), Le.,D/J<: is a group 
isomorphism of J<: onto y* (T*). 

(iii) e- 2K*(B*) = n tanhK(B). (2.26) 

The mapping {A, K} -~ {A *, K*} will be called a 
duality transformation. In general, the duality trans
formation is not unique; moreover, in most cases the 
mapping d: ffi --) ffi* will not be injective. 

Theorem 1: 

If {A * ,K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K}, then 

ICEI -Nj =N;*. (2.27) 

Proof: This result follows immediately from the 
definition of duality and the properties 

Let us derive the relation between the partition func
tions of a system {A, K} and its dual {A *, K*}. 
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If {A * , K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K}, then 

~ IT tanhK(B) = ~ IT 
SEX BEB B*Ey*( *) B*ES* 

( IT tanhK(B» 
BEd-IB* 

= ~ IT e-2K*(B*). 
a*Ey*(r *) B* Ell * 

We obtain therefore 
-N* 

Z{A K} = 2lAI IT coshK(B)2 s 
, BE<ll 

X IT e-K*<B*)Z{A*,K*}. 
B* E <B* 

Via Eqs. (2. 16), (2. 26), and (2.27), we then have 

Theorem 2: If {A * ,K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K}, 
then 

Z{A, K} = 2 (I A I+N $)/22 -(I A 1*+ Ns )/2 

X IT .Jsinh 2K(B) Z{A~K*}. (2.28) 
BE<ll 

Corollary: If {A *, K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K} 
and if the mapping d: (B -'> (B* is a bijection, then 

2(IAI+NS)/2 IT .Jcosh2K(B) 

Z{A,K} BE<ll {} * Z A*,K* , 
2(IA I+N~)f2 IT .Jcosh 2K*(B*) 

B*E<ll* (2.29) 
where e- 2K*(B*) = tanhK(B). 

The relation (2.28) will be called the dU£tlily relation 
for the partition function. In the literature one usu
ally defines the relation (2.29) as the duality relation; 
however, as we mentioned above, in most cases, the 
mapping d: <B -'> (B* is not a bijection. 

To construct explicitly dual lattices for {A,K}, we 
shall make use of the following result. 

Theorem 3: {A * ,K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K} 
if and only if: 

(i) I<B! - ~ = Nt; (2.27) 

(ii) There exists a surjective mapping d: <B -'> <B* 
such that the subgroup X satisfies Eq. (2. 25) and the 
image of generators of X are generators of y*(r*); 

(iii) K*(B*) is related to K(B) by means of Eq. (2. 26). 

Proof: Lemma 4 implies that D /X is a group iso
morphism between X and its image in <P(ffi*); the num
ber of generators of X being equal to the number of 
generators of y* (T*), Eq. (2.27), then the condition 
(ii) concludes the proof. 

To conclude this section, we shall mention another 
definition of duality which is also useful to study pro
perties of lattice systems. 

Definition 2: With {A,K} a general lattice system, 
then {K, K} will be called an inverse-dU£tl lattice jor_ 
{A, K} if there exists a surjective mapping d: ffi -'> ffi 
such that the induced mapping D: <P(ffi) -'> <P(ffi-) satis
fies the following conditions: 

(i) The subgroup yeT) C <P(<B) satisfies the condition 
Eq. (2. 25) above. 
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(ii) The image of y (T) is X-. 

(iii) tanhK-(B-) = IT e- 2K (B). 
BEd-1B-

(2.30) 

Theorem 1': If {A -, K-} is an inverse-dual lattice 
for {A, K}, then 

Ni = !ffi-I - Nt. 

Theorem 2': If {A-,K-} is an inverse-duallaUice 
for {A,K}, then 

Z{A,K} = 2-(IAI+Ns)/2 2(!A-I+NS>/2 

X IT .Ji7"(s-c""in-=-h-:2K=-7:(B:-:C_77) )-::1-:-:::/2 Z {A -, K-} . 
B-E<ll-

Corollary 5: If the mapping d: <B -'> <B- is a bijec
tion, then the condition that {A ~ K-} is an inverse-dual 
lattice for {A, K} is equivalent to the conditions: 

Y n-D 
(i) 0 -'> T -'> <P(ffi) ~ ill- -'> 0 is an exact short 
sequence. 

(ii) tanhK-(B-) = e-2K(B). 

Indeed d: ffi -'> ffi - is a bijection implies that D: <P«B) -'> 
<P(<B -, is a group homomorphism. 

Moreover, the condition of inverse-duality is that the 
image of T coincides with the kernel of the mapping 
rr-, which concludes the proof. 

Remarks: 

(1) If the mapping d: <B -'> <B* is a bijection, then 
{A * , K*} dual lattice for {A, K}, implies that {A, K} is 
an inverse-dual lattice for {A *, K*}. 

(2) We could also introduce a relation between the 
high (resp., low) temperature expansion of {A,K} and 
the high (resp., low) temperature expansion of another 
system {A I, K'}. Those relations are obtained by 
means of a bijection between the subgroups X and X' 
[resp., yeT) and yl(T')] in the same manner as above 
and are useful to compute the partition functions of 
some systems.4 Moreover such relations are also 
obtained directly as the product of a duality transfor
mation followed by an inverse-duality transformation. 

D. Summary of Group Structure and Duality Relation 

A general lattice system (spin-i) was defined by 
{A, K} where A is a finite set of points and K a func
tion on <P(A) with support ffi(ffi 1J ¢) with 3 C <P(A) , the 
symmetry subgroup of the system and T C <P(A), the 
subgroup isomorphic to <P(A)/3; we have obtained 

T ~ <P(A)/3 ~ ill 
y 

0-'> T -'> <P(ffi) 
l!J l!J 

T ~ yeT) = {B I aT(B) = - I} is an exact 
sequence 

<P(ffi) is an exact sequence. 
l!J l!J 

{3 = (Bl" 'Bn)~ ITBi 

{A * , K*} will be a dual lattice for {A, K} if there 
exists d: <B -'> <B* such that Eq. (2. 26) holds and such 
that 
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CP(ffi) -----~-----~ CP(ffi*) 

tu u\ 
/ W isomorphism 

cf> ~ X ( ) 1'*(7*) ~ 7*,\ 
o 0 

-----------~ is not a homomorphism. 

{A -, K -} will be an inverse-dual for {A, K} if there 
exists d: ffi -) ffi* such that Eq. (2. 30) holds and such 
that 

D 

-----------~ CP(ffi-) 
V-

U ffi-

isomorphism W\ 
( ) X- -) cf> 

o 

If there exists a bijection d: ffi -) ffi - such that 

tanhK-(H-) = e- 2K (B), 

then r "-cD _ 
0-) 7 -) CP(ffi) ----7 ffi - -) 0 

is an exact short sequence if and only if {A -, K-} is 
an inverse-dual for {A,K}. In this case {A,K} is a 
dual for {A -,K-}. 

3. GENERAL METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING DUAL 
LATTICES FOR {A,K} 

In this section we shall give a method of constructing 
a dual lattice for {A,K}; repeating the argument we 
can then generate several dual lattices for the given 
lattice {A, K}. 

To construct a dual lattice {A *, K*} we shall make 
use of the following remarks. 

Remarks: 

(1) For any lattice {A *, K*}, the mapping 

1'*: CP(A *) -) CP(ffi*) 

is an homomorphism of CP(A*) into 1'*(7*) (Lemma 2). 
Therefore the image of a subset generating CP(A *) is 
a subset generating 1'*( T*) and, thus, the elements 

y*(x*) = {B*IB* :3x*} 

generate 1'* (7*). 

(2) If {A *, K*} is a dual lattice for {A, K}, then Eq. 
(2.26) gives 

1 A * 1 = 1 ffi 1 - Ni + Ns* . (3.1) 

Construction of the Lattice 

Using the above remarks, with each lattice {A,K}, we 
associate another lattice {A *, K*} defined in the 
following way. 

Let {3j = (Hjp ... ,Bjnj ), j = 1 ... n be any subset of 
elements generating X. With each element (3j' we 
associate a point r; E A*, and we define the mapping 

J 

d: ffi -) ffi* 
l!.I l!.I 

ffi ~B* = {r;. l{3j :3B}. 
J 

(3.2) 

Lemma 5: With {A *, K*} and d: ffi -) ffi* defined 
above, then the induced mapping 

D: CP(ffi) -) CP(ffi*) 

is such that the subgroup Xc CP(ffi) satisfies condi
tion (2.25), and therefore D 1 X is a group isomor
phism between Xc CP(ffi) and D(X) C CP(ffi*). 

Proof: 

D: CP(ffi) -) CP(ffi*) 
l!.J l!.J 

{3j = (Bjp ..• ,Bjn) ~ {3/ = (Btl'" ,Bfrnj), 

where Bta = {r~ 1 {3i :3 Bj a}' 

Since 11 :3 Bja , Bfa :3 rB~' therefore, 
J 

B* E (3* :=::;:> B* :3 r;. (3.3) 
J j 

Conversely if B* = dB :3 r;, then {3j:3 B [(Eq. 3. 2)] 
andB* E {3j. J 

Therefore B* :3 r~ ¢:;> B* E {3t, and 

{3/ = D{3j = {B* IB* :3 r;}. 
J 

Finally the implications 

B* E {3.* :=::;:> B* :3 r* :::::> B E {3. 
J Bj J 

gives {3j == D-l{3t and Eq. (2. 25) is satisfied. 

(3.4) 

Lemma 6: The mapping D induced by (3.2) is an 
isomorphism between X and 1'*(7*). 

Proof: From Remark 1 above, 1'*(7*) is genera
ted by the elements 

1'*(7*) = {B*IB*:3 r*}. 

But from Eq. (3.4), those elements are the images of 
a subset generating X. Finally, with K*(B*) = 
- 1ln IT tanhK(B .), we have 

B. ~D-lB* J 
J 

Theorem 4: The lattice {A *, K*} defined above is 
a dual lattice for {A,K}. Moreover, Ni = n -
(I ffil - Ni ). 

Proof: Consequence of the construction, defini
tion of duality, and Lemmas 5 and 6. 

Remarks: 
(1) From the high temperature expansion equation 
(2.23), it follows that without any restriction on the 
generality of the method, we can assume that for all 
B E ffi there exists {3 E X such that {3 :3 ffi, and, there
fore, ffi* does not contain the empty set. 

(2) It should be noted that choosing different sub
sets of X generating X, one can obtain with the above 
method several dual lattice systems for the given 
lattice {A, X}. 

4. DUAL LATTICE FOR SYSTEM WITH EXTERNAL 
FIELD 

In this section we conSider the special case where 
the lattice system {A,K} is such that 
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K~) 7' 0 V x EA. 

In this case ffi :::) A and we have 

ffi = <P(A), Nj = IAI, Ns = 0, 

S = {<t>}, T = <V(A). 

Moreover :K is generated by I ffi I - I A I elements, 
and we can take as generators for :K the elements 

{3 = {B,x1 , ••• ,xn}, where 
and 

BEffi,IBI ~2 

{xJ = {xiB :3 x}. 

Construction of {A * , K*} 

The lattice {A *, K*} is defined in the following way: 
With all B E ffi such that I B I ~ 2 we associate a point 
r; E A*. 

The mapping d: ffi -7 ffi* is then defined by 

d: x ~ B: = {rB*IB :3 x}, 
d:B"'S>r; ifIBI~2. 

Moreover, 

K*(B*) = - iIn n tanhK(B). 

This mappin~ associates with each generator (3 = 
{B,xI , ••• ,xn } of:K a point r! = r; E A* and with 
each B E ffi, the set B* = {r: 1(3 :3 B}. 

Using the result of the previous section, we conclude 
that the lattice {A * ,K*} so constructed, is a dual lat
tice for {A, K}. 

Remark: This dual is easily constructed if we 
consider the lattice A * defined by the barycenters of 
the interactions B E ffi, IB I ~ 2; the interactions B* 
are obtained by considering with each x E A, the set 
of barycenters of the interaction B containing x. 

5. XPPLICATIONS-MODELS WITH EXTERNAL 
FIELD 

In this section we shall illustrate the method dis
cussed in Sec. 4 and construct a dual lattice for some 
specific lattice systems with an external field. In 
particular, these examples will show what kind of 
situations can occur: for some models the mapping 
d: ffi -7 ffi* is a bijection (Secs. 5A- 5D), while for 
others it is not injective (Sec. 5E). Moreover, for 
some of the models, the dual lattice is identical with 
the original lattice (Secs. 5B and 5D), and we shall 
briefly discuss in Sec. 5F, the consequences one can 
draw from this self-duality for models with external 
field. 

A. Square Lattice with Two-Body Interactions and 
External Field (Ising Model with External Field) 

Let A be a square lattice with periodic boundary 
condition and K be defined by 

K(r) = h V rEA, 

K(rl'r2 ) = K 

K(rI ... r n ) = 0 

if r I ,r2 are nearest neighbor, 

otherwise. 

The barycenters of the two-body interaction defines 
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the dual lattice A *; the dual lattice is, therefore, a 
square lattice with periodic boundary condition; each 
pOint x E A, belongs to four two-body interactions 
and, therefore, the dual lattice system is a square 
lattice with alternating four-body nearest neighbor 
interaction (Le., the four barycenters of the interac
tions containing x) and external field. (See Fig. 2.) 

B. Square Lattice with Four-Body Interaction and 
External Field 

This model has been studied by Hintermann6 using 
other techniques; however, within our formalism the 
dual lattice can be obtained directly. Let A be a 
square lattice with periodic boundary conditions and 
K be defined by 

K(r) =h V rEA, K(r I ,r2,r3 ,r4 ) =K 

if (rI , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) are nearest neighbor, 

K(rI ••. r n ) = 0 otherwise. 

The barycenters of the four- body interactions de
fine the lattice A*; each point x E A belongs to four four
body interactions and, therefore, the dual lattice sys
tem is again a square lattice with periodic boundary 
conditions and four-body nearest neighbor interac
tions plus external field. (See Fig. 3.) 

Cone lus ion: In this case the lattice system {A, K} 
and the dual lattice {A *, K*} are identical: We shall 
say that such a model is "self-dual" and discuss the 
properties of such system in Sec. 5F. 

C. Triangular Lattice with Two-Body Forces and 
External Field 

Let A be a triangular lattice with periodic boundary 
conditions and K be defined by 

FIG. 2. Dual lattice for the square 
lattice with a two- body forces and 
external field. 

. points of A;YJ.--:2 two-body interac
tion B, 

t. points of A*; four-body interac
tion B:, 
K*(r*) = ··1In tanhKV 1'* fC A*, 

K* (1':- .. rt) = - ~ In tanhh 
'II (ri' .. rn E Br*' 

4>- - - "1'- - - 't- --1 FIG. 3. Dual lattice for the 
square lattice with four- body 
forces and external field. 

I I I 

I I 
b- - - -b>- - - ~ - -.i. 
I I I 

I 

I I ,;,.- __ -+ ___ -+_ -A. 

I 

• paints of A; r 1 four- body 
interaction B, 

t. pOints of A*; t:.,~ four- body 
interaction B: !',. L, 

I I tanhK*(r*) = - ~ In tanhK 
J.- - - '" - - J.- - - -J, 'II r* E A*, 

tanhK*(vt, r;, 1't, ,.;) = 
- i In tanhh 'II B:. 

FIG. 4. Dual lattice for the triangu
lar lattice with two- body forces and 
external field. 

Y1 Y2 
• point of A; ~ two- body forces 
B, 
t. point of A*; ~ six-body 
forces B: ' ~. 
tanhK*(r*) = - ~ In tanhK, 

tanhK*(rt·· .r~) = - ~ In tanhh. 
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K(r) = h V r E: A, 

K(r1, r 2) = K if (r1, r 2) are nearest neighbor, 

K(r1 ... r n) = 0 otherwise. 

Repeating the construction, we find that the dual lat
tice is a "triangular" lattice with diluted six-body 
interactions and external field. (This is shown in 
Fig.4.) 

D. Triangular Lattice with Three-Body Alternating 
Forces and External Field 

Let A be a triangular lattice with periodiC boundary 
conditions and K be defined by 

K(r) = h V r E: A, 

K(r 1r 2r3) = K if r l' r 2' r3 are the vertices of one 
of the shaded triangles (Fig. 5), 

K(r1 . .. rn) = 0 otherwise. 

Repeating the same construction, it is easily seen 
(Fig. 6) that this lattice system is self-dual. 

E. Hexagonal Lattice with Six-Body n--·.Jted Forces 
and External Field 

In all examples given so far the mapping d: ffi -7 ffi * 
was a bijection. This model is intended to give an 
example of a situation where d: ffi -7 ffi* is not injec
tive. 

Let A be a hexagonal lattice with periodic boundary 
conditions and K be defined by 

K(r) = h V r E: A 

K(r1 ... r s) = K if (r1 ... r s) are the corners of 
one of the shaded hexagons of 
Fig. 6 below, 

K(r1 ••• rn ) = 0 otherwise. 

The dual lattice is, therefore, an hexagonal lattice 
with two- body nearest neighbor interactions and ex
ternal field. 

See Fig. 7 for more on the mapping d: ffi -7 ffi*. 

The mapping is thus not a bijection, and the dual 
interaction is given by 

tanhK*(x*) = - ~ In tanhK 

tanhK*(xi,x;,) = - ~ In [tanhhJ2 = - In tanhh 

F. SeH-Duality for Systems with External Field 
The models discussed in Secs. 5B and 5D are self
dual, in the sense that 

{A,K} == {A*,K*}. 

For such models the duality relation Eq. (2. 28) be
comes 
Z A (h, 1<) = (sinh 2h)N/2 (sinh 2K)N/2 

x ZA(- ~ln tanhK,- ~ In tanhh), 

whereN = IAI. 

Therefore introducing the variables 

z = e- 2h and x = tanhK, 

we obtain 

Z~(z,x) = [(liz) - Z]N/2 [- X + (1/x)]-N/2 Z~ (x,z) 

FIG. 5. Dual lattice for 
the triangular lattice 
with three- body altern
ating forces and exter
nal field. 

• point of A; 

~;,. three- body interac-

tions B, 

D. point of A*; 

D.t;, 
\",' three- body inter-

actions B:. 
FIG. 6. Dual lattice for the 
hexagonal lattice with six-body 
diluted forces and external field. 

• points of A; 

• six-body interactions B, 

D. points of A'; 6--6 two- body 
interactions B:. 

FIG. 7. mapping d; 
()', .... ()',. for the hexa
gonal lattice with six
body diluted force. 
(rl ·· 'rs) -'x;, 

r l -, (x;,x~), 

r 2 .... (x;,x~). 

relation which can be used to discuss the locus of 
the zeros of the partition function, the Singularities 
of the free energy, and the possible phase transition 
of the system.4 

Moreover for those models the thermodynamic limit 
for the free energy is easily computed in the special 
case where h -7 O. 

Indeed from the self-duality follows that 

Ni = Iffil -Ni . 

Moreover,Ns = 0 implies then I A I = N;, and 

Iffil = 21AI. 

If we consider the special case h = 0, we then have 
Iffiol = A and 

(where ffio, J{~, •• " corresponds to the h = 0 case). 

Therefore if 

we will have 

lim (All A I) InZ = In coshK· 2, ' 
1 A 1->00 

K = K(B) V B E: ffi O• 

In the particular case of the model Sec. 5B, we re
cover the expreSSion computed explicitly by Hinter
manns for the free energy. 
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6. APPLICATIONS-MODELS WITHOUT EXTERNAL 
F1ELD 

In this section, we shall apply the general method of 
Sec. 3 to construct the dual lattice for some specific 
models without external field. For some of those 
models (Secs. 6A, and 6B), we shall obtain a self
duality which is not as strong as the self-duality 
obtained for systems with external field; in fact 
those models will be self-dual only in the thermo
dynamic limit. Besides the well-known Ising model, 
we shall show that the two-dimensional triangular 
lattice with three-body nearest neighbor interactions, 
is self-dual in the thermodynamic limit. 

Finally in one case (Sec.6C) it will be possible to 
compute explicitly the partition function using the 
duality relation. 

A. Two-Dimensional Ising Model 

Let AN be an N x N square lattice and K be defined by 

x . ~ 

ITij- -~ -

I 
I 

I 

@i-- - .A-
I 

I 
, 

I 

~ - - &-
I 

I 

@j- -~ -

2 

-lj -
I 
I 

-& -
I 

I -. -
I 

I 

-~ 

-{@1 
I 
I 

-~ 

I 

@ 
I 

I 

~ 

FIG. S. Construction of 
the generators of :K for 
the Ising model. 

FIG. 9. Dual lattice for 
the Ising model. 

6---6 two-body inter
actions: K*(ri,r;) = 
- ~ In tanhK, 

!ill one-body interac
tion: K* (r*) = - ~ In 
tanhK, 

N-/ 

FIG. 10. Dual lattice for the triangular lattice with three body
forces. K(r i , r z , r 3 ) = K(r i , r 2 , r 3 ) are nearest neighbor,K(r i , •.• , 

rn) = 0 otherwise. 
• point of AN' 

b, V; three-body interactions. 

x . ~ FIG. 11. Construction of the 
generators of :K. 
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K(r 1> r 2) = K if (r l' r 2) are nearest neighbor, 

K(r1 ' • 'rn ) = 0 otherwise. 

We shall construct a dual lattice {A *, K*} chOOSing a 
set of NK generators of J(, From 

NK = I <B I - Ni = I <B I - I A I + Ns 
and 

I <BI = 2N(N - 1), 

we have NK = (N - 1)2 = number of generators of X. 

With each point x E AN-1 , we associate an element 
(3x = (B1>B2,B3 ,B4 ) E J( in the following manner 
(Fig. 8). 

We obtain in this way (N - 1)2 element of Je, which 
are independent as one can easily see, i.e., there 
exists no subset XC AN- 1 such that {3y = n {3x 
except x = y. xEX 

We then proceed with the general method of Sec. 3. 

With each generator {3x we associate a point r; E A*, 
which we will take to be the center of the squ~re de
fined by {3x' (See Fig. 9.) 

To define the dual interactions, to each B E <B we de
fine B* as the set of r*, center of the squares con
taining B. The dual interactions are therefore two
body nearest neighbor interactions and an external 
field on the boundary of A *. Moreover by construc
tionN: = O. 

As is well known 7 the ISing model with an external 
field on the boundary has the same thermodynamics 
(for the free energy) as the ISing model without field. 

In conclUSion the ISing model is self- dual in the 
thermodynamics, and we recover the result obtained 
by Wannier.8 

B. Triangular Lattice with Three-Body Forces 

Let AN be the N xN triangular lattice and K defined 
by Fig. 10. 

In this case 

I<BI =2(N-1)2_2, Ns =2. 

Again to construct the dual we need a set of NK 
generators for the subgroup X of cp(<B), from NK = 
I <BI - Ni' we have NK = (N - 2)2. 

With each x E AN - 2 , we associate the elements 
{3x = (B1 " ·B6 ) E X. 

We obtain in this way (N - 2)2 element {3x E X and 
as one can easily see those are independent: The (3x 
so defined can thus be taken as generators by means 
of hexagons constructed with the centers riJ of each 
B (Fig.11). 

Following the general method we associate with each 
generator f3x a point r; E A * , and we shall choose 
r; = x: A* is, therefore, a W - 2) x (N - 2) triangu-

x 
lar lattice. 

To define the dual interaction, for each B E <B we 
define B* as the set of r* pOints associated with all 
generators {3 containing B, Le., B ~ rlJ (E hexagonal 
lattice) ~ B * = {r* 1 center of hexagon containing 
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r~}. The dual interactions are thus three-body 
nearest neighbor interactions, together with a field 
and two-body forces on the boundary. Moreover, by 
construction N; = O. We therefore obtain the same 
result as in the case of the ISing model: In the 
thermodynamic limit this model is therefore self
dual. 

C. Three-Dimensional Ising Model with 4-Spin 
Interaction (Suzuki9) 

Let AN be a N x N x N square lattice and K be defined 
by 

K(r1r 2r 3r 4 ) = K if (r1r 2r 3r 4 ) are four-nearest neighbor 
in a plane II to (z ,y) plane. 

K(r1r 2r 3r 4 ) = K' if (r1r 2r 3r 4 ) are four-nearest neighbor 
in a plane II to (x, z) plane. 

~~_~ FIG. 12. CO""'",,,," ,nh, ,,",,",",, ,IX. 

// 

" 

-6 

I 
6 

.a 
I 

I 
I k. 

/( 

fr-----tl. 

FIG. 13. Definition of the mapping d: ffi -, ffi*. 

1 F. J. Wegner, J. Math. Phys.12, 2259 (1971). 
2 J. Ginibre, ClIl"gi'se Ll'cllll"c ill Physics (Gordon and Breach, New 

York, 1970), Vol. 4, p. 95. 
3 W. Greenberg (private communication). 
4 To appear in collaboration with A. Hintermann and F. Wegner. 
5 The authors are indebted to W. Greenberg for the proof of the 

This model has been studied by Suzuki 9 using a non
linear (f-T transformation of the spin variables. As 
we shall see the dual lattice associated with this 
model is the product of noninteracting two-dimen
sional Ising models, and therefore the partition func
tion can be obtained without further computations. 

In this case 

I<EI = 2N(N-1)2, Ns =N2 +N-1 

and therefore Nk = W - 1)3. 

To construct the dual we need the Nk generators for 
X; with each x E AN- 1 we associate (3x = (B1,B2,B3 , 

B4 ) E X (as shown in Fig. 12). 

We obtain in this way (N - 1)3 elements of :Je, and as 
one can easily see the (3x so defined are independel.t 
and can be taken as generators of X. 

With each (3x we associate a point r; E A *, and we 
x 

shall take rB* to be the center of the cube defined by 
x 

(3x' A * is, therefore, a (N - 1) x (N - 1) x (N - 1) 
cubic lattice. 

To define the dual interactions for each B E <E, we 
define B* as the set of r* associated with the (3x con
taining B. (See Fig. 13.) 

In conclusion, the dual lattice is the product of (N - 1) 
two-dimensional Ising system with an external field 
on the boundary. 

Finally, using the self-duality of the ISing model we 
conclude that 

Z = [Zrsing (K,K')]N-l. 
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Remarkable Connection between the Multi-Veneziano Integrand and the Character of Special 
Unitary Groups 

T. S. Santhanam * 
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. (Received 10 May 1971) . 

The remarkable connection that exists between the multi-Veneziano integrand at a fixed point of the external 
momenta and the character of special unitary groups is exhibited explicitly. Some remarks are made on such a 
connection for arbitrary external momenta. 

The remarkable connection that exists between the 
integrand of the multi-Veneziano amplitude (of scalar, 
equal mass particles) at a fixed point of the external 
momenta and the character of special unitary groups 
is shown to result from the evalution of partition 
functions, when one projects the positive root lattice 
on the simple (or primitive) root lattice. This con
nection is established using several different forms 
known for the characteristic in terms of the coordin
ates of the maximal toroid and in terms of the posi
tive roots. Some remarks are made on such a con-

nection for arbitrary external momenta and the pro
blem of multiplicity in such a case. 

The root system 1 of the group SU(l + 1) ~ A I is 
given by e i - et, i,j = 1, ... , 1 + 1, where the e's are 
the unit vector III (l + I)-dimensional space and lis 
the rank of the group. The H(l + 1) positive roots are 
e i - e j , i < j. It is well known that, for the group of 
rank l, there exists only 1 independent roots (called 
simple or primitive) which form a linearly indepen
dent basis in a l-dimensional space. For the group 
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r~}. The dual interactions are thus three-body 
nearest neighbor interactions, together with a field 
and two-body forces on the boundary. Moreover, by 
construction N; = O. We therefore obtain the same 
result as in the case of the ISing model: In the 
thermodynamic limit this model is therefore self
dual. 

C. Three-Dimensional Ising Model with 4-Spin 
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by 
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This model has been studied by Suzuki 9 using a non
linear (f-T transformation of the spin variables. As 
we shall see the dual lattice associated with this 
model is the product of noninteracting two-dimen
sional Ising models, and therefore the partition func
tion can be obtained without further computations. 

In this case 

I<EI = 2N(N-1)2, Ns =N2 +N-1 

and therefore Nk = W - 1)3. 

To construct the dual we need the Nk generators for 
X; with each x E AN- 1 we associate (3x = (B1,B2,B3 , 

B4 ) E X (as shown in Fig. 12). 

We obtain in this way (N - 1)3 elements of :Je, and as 
one can easily see the (3x so defined are independel.t 
and can be taken as generators of X. 

With each (3x we associate a point r; E A *, and we 
x 

shall take rB* to be the center of the cube defined by 
x 

(3x' A * is, therefore, a (N - 1) x (N - 1) x (N - 1) 
cubic lattice. 

To define the dual interactions for each B E <E, we 
define B* as the set of r* associated with the (3x con
taining B. (See Fig. 13.) 

In conclusion, the dual lattice is the product of (N - 1) 
two-dimensional Ising system with an external field 
on the boundary. 

Finally, using the self-duality of the ISing model we 
conclude that 

Z = [Zrsing (K,K')]N-l. 
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connection for arbitrary external momenta. 

The remarkable connection that exists between the 
integrand of the multi-Veneziano amplitude (of scalar, 
equal mass particles) at a fixed point of the external 
momenta and the character of special unitary groups 
is shown to result from the evalution of partition 
functions, when one projects the positive root lattice 
on the simple (or primitive) root lattice. This con
nection is established using several different forms 
known for the characteristic in terms of the coordin
ates of the maximal toroid and in terms of the posi
tive roots. Some remarks are made on such a con-

nection for arbitrary external momenta and the pro
blem of multiplicity in such a case. 

The root system 1 of the group SU(l + 1) ~ A I is 
given by e i - et, i,j = 1, ... , 1 + 1, where the e's are 
the unit vector III (l + I)-dimensional space and lis 
the rank of the group. The H(l + 1) positive roots are 
e i - e j , i < j. It is well known that, for the group of 
rank l, there exists only 1 independent roots (called 
simple or primitive) which form a linearly indepen
dent basis in a l-dimensional space. For the group 
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SU(Z + 1), these are given by e i _1 - e i' i = 1, "', 
[+ 1. If we denote the system of positive roots by {3 
and simple roots by a, then we have 

{3 = Ca, 

where the i[ (Z + 1) x [-dimensional rectangular 
matrix C; is given by (~ denotes transposition) 

c= I 

1 0 

1 1 

o 1 

a a 

o a 
a a 

---7il (1 + 1) 
a 1 0 

o 1 1 

a 1 1 

o 0 1 

100 

1 a 0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

(1) 

(2) 

where lis the (Z x l) unit matrix. This matrix C is 
typical of the group SU(Z + 1). The multiplicity of a 
weight m belonging to the irreducible representation 
with highest weight A is given by Kostant's formula 2 

MA(m) = 6 0sP[S(A + Ro) - (m + Ro)], 
SE:W 

(3) 

where the sum extends over the Weyl group which for 
the case of S U(l + 1) is simply the permutation group 
S IT1 of the components of the weight and is therefore of 
order (Z + 1)!. Os is the signature factor ±1 depend
ing on whether the permutation is even or odd, respec
tively. Ro is half the sum of the positive roots. P(M) 
is the ordered partition function which is the number 
of ways M can be expressed as 

1(/+1)/2 

M = 6 a i{3i' (4) 
i~ 1 

where the a i are nonnegative integers. From the 
definition, it follows that pea) = 1 and P(M) = 0 for 
M < a. Since M is defined in an [-dimensional space, 
we also have 

I 

M=6 K i ai' 
i c 1 

(5) 

where the K's are again nonnegative integers. Hence, 
for a given s, the value of the partition function is 
simply the number of solutions of the equation 

I 1(/+1)/2 

6 Kiai = 6 a j {3j' (6) 
i~ 1 j~l 

Since the a's are related to the (3's by Eq. (1) and 
since the a's form a basis, it follows that Eq. (6) re
duces to the diophantine equation3 

K = Ca. (7) 

The problem is therefore finding the number of solu
tions of Eq. (7) for a given K. Equation (7) can be real
ized as simply the projection of ~l(Z + 1) -dimensional 
positive-root lattice on the l-dimensional simple root 
lattice. The number of solutions of Eq. (7) can be 
easily realized to be given by the coefficient of 
Xl K 1 ••• X I KI of the generating function4 defined by 
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Ixl<l, 
I I j 

= Il Il 1 - Il x· ) -1 (8) 
j~l i=j k=l .-k+ 1 . 

In the following,j(x 1> ••• ,xI) will be shown to be just 
1/6 where 6 is the characteristic of the unit repre
sentation. The character X of an irreducible repre
sentation with highest weight A of a compact group is 
given by the trace of the representation matrix in its 
generic form. It is given by Weyl's formulaS: 

X = ~/ 6., (9) 

where ~ is the alternating elementary sum (character
istic) 

~ = 6 Os exp{21Ti[S(A + Ro),</l]}, 
SEW 

(10) 

where the </l' s are the coordinates of the maximal 
toroid. The eigenvalues of the representation (in the 
diagonal form which can always be achieved for a 
compact group) are given by Ej = exp(21Ti</l;), a ~ </l ~ 
1. 6 is simply the characteristic of the unit repre
sentation. There exist several equivalent formulas 
for 1/6. The first is in terms of the toroid parame
ters 

1/6. = n. (Ei - E
J
.)-1, i,j = 1, ... ,1 + 1, 

'<J 

= det (EI, ... , El, 1). 

The second is Weyl's formula 

1/ 6 = (.6 Os exp{21Ti [SR 0' </l ]}\.1 
sew ~ 

(11) 

(12) 

P is the permutation group S 1+ l' The p' s are the 
components of Ro. The third is in terms of positive 
roots6 

1 Z<Z+ 1 )/2 

t." = exp[ - 21Ti(R o, </l)] [21 {1- exp[ - 21Ti ({3i> ¢)]}-1. 

If we set 

Xi = exp[ - 21Ti(ai' ¢)], 

then Eq. (13) reads as 

= 1, ... ,1, (13) 

(14) 

where f is the generating function defined in Eq. (8). 
Thus the generating functionj is simply 1/6. shifted 
by exp[ - 21Ti (R 0' ¢)]. The geometrical meaning of 1/6. 
as the sum over all the points in the positive domain 
of the infinite lattice formed by the positive roots is 
already well known.7 Thus finding the coefficient of 
x~1 • .. X~z of j(x 1> ••• ,x I) simply means projecting the 
lattice (of positive roots) Em' m = il (l + 1) on the 
lattice (of simple roots) Ez• The origin of the multi
plicity structure of the weights of irreducible repre
sentations directly comes from this projection. 

The remarkable point now is that the multi-Veneziano 
integrand for the (l + 3) external particles is identi
cal to 1/6 at the unphysical point when the exponents 
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are equal to -1. The x acquire the meaning of the in
tegration variables corresponding to the nondual 
channels of the dual diagram (nonintersecting diagon
als). Equation (11) is the Koba-Nielson form 8 and 
Eq. (14) is the Bardakci-Ruegg-Virasoro9 form. 
Equation (12) is yet another equivalent form which 
comes out of our analysis. This remarkable connec
tion need not surprise one since the residue of the 
multi-Veneziano (1 + 3)-point amplitude expressed 
in the obvious notation 10 

1 [ [[ [( 

l IT dx ·x· -,,,,(1 ..... i+1)-1 X IT IT 1 
o i =1 " . j =1 i = j -

where 
ll'(l, ... i + 1) =: ai +1 +.J (1, ... ,i + 1), 

",(1, ... ,i + 1) =: f?1 + ... + Pi+1)2, 

Yi.j = - 2 P i - j+2 • P i+ 2 - C j , 

C
j 

=: aj - 2aj _1 + aj _2 , j;o? 4, 

C2 = a2 + 2m 2 + 1, 

C
3 

=: a 3 - 2a 2 - m"L., etc., 

m =: common mass of external particles, 

when a chain of resonances occur simultaneously for 
0'(12) =K1 , ..• ,0'(1, ... ,1 + 1) =: K[ is given by the 
coefficient of x 1 K1 • .. xfl in the product of factors 
given in the paranthesis, which can be realized to be 
simply the positive-root lattice of SU(Z + 1), and the 
fixed point where the connection is made is whenY,.j =: 1. 

Encouraged by this remarkable connection, we make 
the following remarks for arbitrary Yi,i' In this case 

• On leave of absence from MATSCIENCE, The Institute of Mathe
matical Sciences. Madras. India. 
See for example E. B. Dynkin. Am. Math. Soc. Trans!. 6.353 (1957). 
B. Kostant. Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 93,53 (1959); P. Cartier, Bull. 
Am. Math. Soc .67 228 (1961). 

:l P.A. MacMahon, COIil/liJ/a/o}"\' AJ/({Irsis (Chelsea, New York. 1960), 
Vol. II, Sec VIII, 

4 T, S. Santhanam, J, Math. Phys. 10, 1704 (1969). 
5 H. Weyl, Th" (,hlssinll (;roll/)s (Princeton U.P., Princeton, N.J.), 

p.201. 

also, the paranthesis can still be envisaged as the 
sum of points on the positive domain of the lattice 
but the points having multiplicities given by the re
spective binomial coefficient depending on the trajec
tory functions in the dual channels. The projection 
physically means that we allow chain of resonances 
only in the nondual channels. 

The SU(Z + 1) structure can be seen to result from the 
invariance of the Hamiltonian of the system under the 
permutation of variables Xl, .. ,x [. The situation is 
quite analogous to the SU(3N) invariance of the N
particle system in a three-dimensional oscillator 
potential. 11 The chain of subgroup considered in this 
case is SUf/'n x 0 (3). The only change in our present 
case is that the 0 (3) group is replaced by its relativi
stic counterpart. We also believe that the generali
zation of the multi-Veneziano amplitude when the 
external particles are nucleons can come from such 
a group analysis (for instance, we know that SU(Z + 1) 
has spinor representations only for 1 =: 1 and 3 when 
there exist isomorphisms with orthogonal groups, 
but orthogonal groups have always spin representa
tions). We have been able to show that at this fixed 
point, the factorization of the multi-Veneziano ampli
tude 12 simply amounts to expreSSing 1/ t.. of SU(Z + 1) 
in terms of its normal subgroups. The details of this 
calculation will be presented elsewhere. 
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In a recent paper [J. Math. Phys. 8, 423 (1967)], Dyson and Lenard gave a lower bound of the N -particle Hamil
tonian, Coulomb interaction, which was quadratic in N. An essential step in their proof is the fact that the one
particle Hamiltonian with Yukawa potential ---r-1e-"r is nonnegative if IJ. is not less than some value. The aim 
of this paper is to improve this positivity result and thereby improve the lower bound of Dyson and Lenard. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, 1 Dyson and Lenard investigated the 
lower bound for the spectrum of the N -particle Ha
miltonian with Coulombic interaction. The charges of 
the particles were of equal magnitude but of unspeci
fied signs. In particular the authors were interested 
in obtaining the best asymptotic behavior of the low
er bound as N -7 <fJ. As a simple preliminary result 
they proved the following. 

Theorem (Dyson-Lenard): The minimum energy 
E m1n for the N -particle Hamiltonian satisfies the 
inequality 

E min > - [N(N -1)/J2]Ry. (1.1) 

Here Ry is Rydberg's constant Ry = me4 /2h 2 ,m is 
the mass of each particle, e is the magnitude of 
charge, and h is Planck's constant. 
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a group analysis (for instance, we know that SU(Z + 1) 
has spinor representations only for 1 =: 1 and 3 when 
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In a recent paper [J. Math. Phys. 8, 423 (1967)], Dyson and Lenard gave a lower bound of the N -particle Hamil
tonian, Coulomb interaction, which was quadratic in N. An essential step in their proof is the fact that the one
particle Hamiltonian with Yukawa potential ---r-1e-"r is nonnegative if IJ. is not less than some value. The aim 
of this paper is to improve this positivity result and thereby improve the lower bound of Dyson and Lenard. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper, 1 Dyson and Lenard investigated the 
lower bound for the spectrum of the N -particle Ha
miltonian with Coulombic interaction. The charges of 
the particles were of equal magnitude but of unspeci
fied signs. In particular the authors were interested 
in obtaining the best asymptotic behavior of the low
er bound as N -7 <fJ. As a simple preliminary result 
they proved the following. 

Theorem (Dyson-Lenard): The minimum energy 
E m1n for the N -particle Hamiltonian satisfies the 
inequality 

E min > - [N(N -1)/J2]Ry. (1.1) 

Here Ry is Rydberg's constant Ry = me4 /2h 2 ,m is 
the mass of each particle, e is the magnitude of 
charge, and h is Planck's constant. 
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Inequality (1.1) is far from ideal in its asymptotic be
havior. A later and much deeper theorem in Ref. 1 
shows that E min > - AN 5/3 Ry. But since the constant 
A is on the order of 50, it is clear that if N is not too 
large, the lower bound (1.1) is actually better. One 
goal of the present paper is to improve (1.1). 

Dyson and Lenard IS proof of (1. 1) is based on the fol
lowing Lemma concerning the one-particle Yukawa 
Hamiltonian. We normalize units so that e = 1 and 
h 2 /2m = 1. 

Lemma (Dyson-Lenard): The one-particle 
Hamiltonian 

is nonnegative if 

IJ. ?: 1/..[2. 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

Now for those values of IJ. which make (1. 2) nonnega
tive it is proved in Ref. 1 that 

(1.4) 

For IJ. = 1/"f2 ,inequality (1.1) is found. It is clear 
that any sharpening of the condition (1. 3) leads to a 
corresponding sharpening of (1.4). 

This improvement in the lemma is the goal of the 
present paper. We state the result as a theorem. 

Theorem: The one-particle Hamiltonian 

(1. 2) 

is nonnegative if 

In Sec. 2 the problem of the positivity of (1. 2) is re
duced to the problem of determining a lower bound 
for the spectrum of an ordinary differential operator 
in a weighted L2 space. In Sec. 3 this determination 
is made using a method of Weinberger. 2 A Rayleigh
Ritz computation then is made to determine the error. 

2. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

By making a scale change r ~ IJ.r it is clear that (1. 2) 
is nonnegative if and only if the operator 

- 6. - (1/ 1J.)(e-r /r) (2.1) 

is nonnegative. Operator (2.1) is nonnegative if and 
only if 

(2.2) 

for all u that are Coo and have compact supports in 
E3. Herex = (X U x 2 ,x3 ) isin E3, r2 = x~ + x~ + x~. 
But finally (2.2) is equivalent to requiring that 1/1J. 
be a lower bound for the spectrum of the operator 

L = ___ 6._ 
(e- r /r) 

(2.3) 
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in the space X = {u I J (e-r /r) lu(x) 1 2dx < ex:.}. 

It is known that the spectrum of L is totally discrete 
since the equation 

6.u + (e- r /r)u = 0 

is unconditionally nonoscillatory (see Refs. 3 and 4). 
Also since e-r /r is spherically symmetric, the eigen
function corresponding to the least eigenvalue is also 
spherically symmetric. When this eigenfunction is 
multiplied by r-l, it becomes an eigenfunction for the 
ordinary differential operator 

u" 
Au = - ---, r > 0, (2.4) 

(e- r /r) 

in the space Xl = {u(r) I J: (e- r /r) I u(r) 1
2dr < w}. By 

reversing the argument it is clear that the smallest 
eigenvalues for (2.3) and (2.4) are the same. Thus 
the problem is reduced to finding a lower bound for 
the first eigenvalue of the problem 

u" + A(e-t/t)u = 0, t > 0, 

u(O) = 0, J; (e-t/t)lu(t) 1 2dt < ex:.. 

3. THE SECULAR EQUATION 

We apply a method of Weinberger to find a lower 
bound. Let the inner product (u, v) be defined by 

(u, v) = .r: et /t u(t)V[ijdt. o 

The first step is to find a function p(t) in Xl and a 
positive constant p such that 

(u,p) = 0 implies that (Au,u)?: p(u,u). (3.1) 

Let w(t) be a positive continuously differentiable func
tion with w(t) :::::: 1. Define the operator A' by 

A'u = - (w(t)u')' /t-le- t . (3.2) 

Now if u is in the domain of A, 

1
00 00 

(A'u,u) = w(t) IU'(t) 1 2dt :::::: J lu'(t) 1 2dt = (Au,u). 
o 0 

Thus 

(A'u,u) :::::: (Au,u). (3.3) 

Now we pick w(t) so that the spectrum of A I can be 
computed. In fact, if w(t) = e-t , the eigenvalue prob
lem for (3.2) is equivalent to 

t 2U" - t 2u I + Atu = 0, t > 0, 
(+) 

u(.O) = 0, 

By standard power series methods the eigenvalues of 
(+) are A = n, n = 1,2,3, ... ,and the corresponding 
eigenfunctions are polynomials Pn(t) with degree Pn 
= nand Pn(O) = O. We will only need the first eigen
function p(t) = Pt(t) = t. Thus because of (3.3) we 
find that (3.1) holds with p(t) = t and p = 2. 

For the second step we derive the secular equation 
for our lower bound. Let q(t) be a real function in 
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the domain of A with (p,q) '" O. Then each function u 
in the domain of A can be represented uniquely as 

u = Ciq + v, (3.4) 

where (v,p) = O. Because of (3.1), where p = 2, we 
have 

(Au,u) 
---> 

ICiI 2(Aq,q) + 2 ReCi(Aq,v) + 2(v,v) _ Q(u) 
(u,u) = (u,u)' (u,u) -

Here the quadratic form Q is defined as 

Q(ul'u 2 ) 

= Ci l a2(Aq,q)+ Ci l (Aq,v2)+ a2(v,Aq) + 2(v l ,V2), 

where 

Thus the smallest eigenvalue of A is bounded below by 
the constant 

M = inf [Q(u)/(u,u)] 
u 

A compactness argument will show that the infimum 
in this problem is attained at a function u = aq + V. 
The eigenvalue equation for Q, 

Q(u,u) = M(u,U), (3.5) 

is then satisfied for all u of the form (3.4). If we 
choose first v = 0 in (3.4), then a = 0, and (3.5) im
plies the equations 

(q,Aq - M)a + (v,Aq - M) = 0, 

(Aq - M)a + (2 - M)V + zp = 0, 

where z is some scalar. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

We can eliminate v from this pair of equations. First 
multiply (3.6) by 2 - M and substitute from (3.7). 
Then take the inner product of (3.7) with p. The equa
tions that result are 

(Aq - 2q,Aq - M)a + (p,Aq - M)Z = 0, 

(p,Aq - M)a + (p,p)z = O. 

Since this system has a nonzero solution a and z, we 
must have 

(

Aq - 2q ,Aq - M) (p,Aq - M)j 
det = O. 

(p,Aq - M) (p,p) 
(3.8) 

This is called the secular equation. It is easy to veri
fy that this quadratic equation has two real roots. 
The smaller of these roots will be our lower bound. 

* This work was supported in part by contracts AFOSR 
883-67 and AFOSR 71-2098. 
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4. DETERMINATION OF A LOWER BOUND 

The secular equation (3.8) takes the form 

AM2 + BM + C = 0, 

where 

(4.1) 

A = (p,q)2, B = (Aq - 2q,q) - 2(p,Aq)(p,q), 

C = (p,Aq)2 - (Aq - 2q,Aq). 

Use is made of the fact that (p,p) = 1. If q is real 
valued, then A,B and C are real valued and B2 2: 4AC. 
So the lower bound we compute is 

M = (-B - .JB2 - 4AC)/2A. 

It is clear from (4. 2) that M 2: b if and only if 

2Ab + B::::: 0 
and 

Ab 2 + Bb + C 2: O. 

Now if 

q(t) = 1 - e- ut 

and 
Ci=1.5, 

we find that 

A = 0.36, -1. 342 58::::: B ::::: -1. 342 56, 

C = 1. 234 375. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

When these values are substituted into (4.3) and (4.4), 
it is found that 

b = 1. 64 

satisfies inequalities (4.3) and (4.4). So if Al is the 
smallest eigenvalue of A, then 

(4.5) 

To give an idea of how good this bound is, we try a 
Rayleigh-Ritz calculation, using q(t) = 1 - e- ut as 
test functions. It is found that Ci = 1. 5 is approxi
mately a stationary value for the function 

f(Ci) = (q,Aq)/(q,q) 

and that 

Al ::::: f(1. 5) ::::: 1. 68. 

Thus we have the following bounds for A l: 

(4.6) 

Returning to the original problem, we see that the 
conclusion of our theorem in Sec. 1 follows. Also, by 
(1.4), a sharper quadratic lower bound for E min is 
obtained. 

3 John Piepenbrink, "Rellich Densities and an Application to 
Unconditionally Nonoscillatory Elliptic Equations," Pacific J. 
Math. 42, No.3 (1972). 

4 John Piepenbrink, "The Oscillation Constant for Second Order 
Elliptic Equations" (unpublished). 
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Fields and energies due to acharged particle and other planar charged configurations, which move with rela
tivistic speed along the axis of finite and infinite cylinders with perfectly conducting walls are obtained. Ex
plicit criteria are derived for modes of zero and maximum energy deposited in a finite cl~sed can by a point 
particle. Infinities of wake fields are discussed vis a vis field energies of particles at rest, enclosed in 
cavIties. The wake energy depOSited in a semi-infinite can with forward target wall is found to include an in
finite self-energy term modulated by the causality factor 1'-1. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The technique introduced in a previous paper1 for 
obtaining electromagnetic fields and energies excited 
by a charged particle traversing a closed finite cylin
der with infinitely conducting walls, is extended to 
other planar charged configurations. These include 
the charged ring and charged disk. For all but the 
latter, total energy in the wake field excited by such 
traversal, suffer divergence in the high transverse 
wavenumbers. 

Energy of the wake field partitions naturally into 
normal modes. The corresponding modal spectrum 
is believed relevant to more realistic configurations 
in which the charged aggregate enters and leaves the 
cavity through finite holes. Such conditions impose a 
natural cut-off on transverse wavenumber summation 
rendering total wake energy finite. Another cut-off 
(in modal frequency) obtains if the finite plasma fre
quency of the walls is brought into play. 

The analysis begins with a short review of the re
sults relevant to the finite closed can. In the en
suing subsections these results are carried to 
various limiting configurations by letting either the 
length or radius of the can pass to infinity. 

The wake energies excited in these various confi
gurations are studied in Sec. 3. The energy accom
panying a particle moving in an infinitely long tube 
is consistent with the relativistic form of Poynting's 
theorem. 2 This is possible since such fields are ob
tained from the corresponding static ones through a 
single Lorentz transformation. If a target wall is 
placed in the infinitely long tube, one obtains the 
generic form of the tranSition radiation problem of a 
particle incident on an infinite plane. 3 This latter 
geometry is realized if the radius of the semi -infi
nite tube goes to infinity. The self-energy singularity 
contained in the transition radiation field is found to 
be modulated by the causality factor y-1. In the limit 
v ---7 c, the source particle does not see its image, and 
this causality factor goes to zero. 

The energy spectrum of the point particle traversing 
a finite-closed tube is obtained explicitly. It is found 
that modal energy varies harmonically with particle 
velocity. It goes to zero at certain critical values of 
mode index numbers, radiUS/length, and particle velo
city. Such properties of the spectrum should be easi-
1y subject to experimental observation. 

An interesting result, representative to this study, ob
tains for the case of a charged particle which has 
traversed the space between two infinite condenser 
plates (Secs. 2D, 3D). Total wake energy is found to 
suffer a larger order divergence than that of the 
static field energy connected to a particle fixed be
tween plates. This static energy is simply renorma
lized via the self-energy of the particle. Owing to the 
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larger order singularity of the wake energy, a similar 
renormalization does not carryover. 

2. THE POINT PARTICLE 

A. Finite Cylindrical Box 

In a previous analysis,1 the exact fields due to a 
pOint-charged particle moving with relativistic speed 
in a closed, perfectly conducting, grounded, cylindri
cal box of finite length are obtained. The only con
straint is that the particle moves with constant velo
city along the axis of the can. The particle enters 
and leaves the cavity through point holes. 

The technique of solution involves Lorentz trans
forming the static solution appropriate to a particle 
in a grounded cylindrical box. This yields the "in
homogeneous" fields. They are Singular at the par
ticle's position and satisfy the boundary conditions at 
the wall, Ell = O. To satisfy the initial condition that 
there are no fields in the box at t = 0, a superposition 
of cavity modes are adjoined to the inhomogeneous 
fields. The resulting cylindrical components of elec
tric and magnetic fields are given by the expressions 

E = 4q ~ Jo{kjr) 

z ra j=1 Jr (ll'j) 

[ 
1 (Sinh njt coshKj[1-{z!L)] ) 

sinh K j - cosh(Kjz!L) sinh{Kj - njt) 

_ ~ Kjnj sinwt COS1TPZ/L] 

p=-oo W[{1Tp)2 + K~] 

E = 4qy 6 !..1 (kjr) 

r ra j J~(ll'j) 

[ 
__ 1_ (Sinhnjt SinhKj (1 - f) ) 
sinhKj sinh(KjZ/L) sinh(Kj - njt) 

6 1T pnj sinwt sin1T pz/ L] 

p W[{1Tp)2 + K~] 

B = 4qy{3 6 J 1 {k j r) 

'" ra j Jr{ll'j) 
Z 

[ 
__ 1_ (COShnjt coshKj (1 - I) \ 
sinhKj cosh{Kjz/L) cosh{Kj - njt)) 

_ 6 K j coswt COS1TPZ/LJ . 

p {1Tp)2 + Kl 

In these formulas, we have written w for wPj ' Le., 

(1) 
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The zeros of the Bessel function J 0 are (\I j: 

Other identities are 

The length of the can is L, while the speed of the par
ticle is v. The column vector notation is such that, 
for example, 

Er = [Er(Z > vt)] = [Er("ahead" of partiCle)] 

Er(z < vt) Er(Hbehind" particle) 

These enter the inhomogeneous contribution to the 
fields, represented by this first j summation over the 
zeros of J o• The hyperbolic factors insure exponen
tial convergence of these summations except at Z = 
vt, where these factors go to unity (as j ---'> 00). Never
theless the following continuity conditions maintain 
in the particle plane 

E; -E; = 47Tq6(r), E; -E; = 0, B~ -B; = O. 

The asymmetric structure of E ~ (where i denotes in
homogeneous) is due to the fact that the image contri
bution to E ~ is continuous across the particle plane 
while the source contribution jumps across this plane. 

The fields given by Eq. (1) are those seen by an ob
server at (r, z, t) and are due to a point charge q, 
moving with speed v which was at Z = 0, r = 0 at 
t = O. These fields are causal so that E = B = 0 
ahead of the light front Z = ct. Furthermore they 
serve as the Green's function for a finite line pulse of 
charge. 1 We wish now to exhibit certain asymptotic 
properties of these fields. 

B. Semi -Infinite Can with After (Ejection) Wall 

The first limit we consider is that in which the far 
wall at z = L is moved to z = 00. In the homogeneous 
p summations, the discrete index p becomes the con
tinuous variable ~ , through the transformation 

so that 

w 2 ---'> c2(k1 + ~2). 

Ahead of the light front the fields vanish. For z < ct 
and with n written for n j , the fields are 

E = 4q I: Ja(kjr) [(e-}kjZ sinhnt ) - uJ 
Z d j J5((\Ij) - e-flt coshykjz ' 

E = 4qy '" J 1 (k j r) [(e-YkjZSinhnt) - J 
r 2 Li 2() flt. V , ra j J 1 (\Ij e- SlllhykjZ (2) 

The homogeneous contributions are 

n 100 coswt cos~z w- - d~, 
7TV -00 ~2 + y2k2 

Let us check that at t = 0 all fields (z > vi) vanish. 
This is trivially true for E. For B the relevant fac
tors become 

B (t = 0) = . .. e-ykz - - J = O. ( 
yk 00 cos~z d~ ) 

</J 7T -00 ~ 2 + y2 k2 

C. Infinitely Long Can and Free particle Solutions 

To obtain the fields appropriate to a charged particle 
moving in a can with no beginning nor end, one takes 
the limit nt » 1 in the above expressions, Eq. (2). 
The ~ integrations (U, V, W) all vaniSh, and one ob
tains 

E 
__ 2q '" Jo(kjr) -yk.lz-vtl ( ) 

z L..J e J sgn z - vt , 
ril j J~((\I) 

E = 2qy I: J 1 (k j r ) 

r ril j Jt((\Ij) 

-yk.lz-vtl e J , 

B = 2qy{3 6 J 1 (kjr) e-ykjIZ-vtl . 

</J ril j Jt((\Ij) 

(3) 

These fields may be Simply obtained through a single 
Lorentz transformation of the static field due to a 
charged particle in an infinitely long tube. The free
particle fieldS emerge in the limit r 0 -~ 00. In this 
limit the k j spectrum goes over to a continuum 
through the transformation (see Appendix A) 

2 00 J 0 (k . r ) 00 

lim - I: J = [ kJa(kr) dk = 27T6(r). 
ro ->00 r~ j=1 J t ((\I j ) vO (4) 

The delta function is represented by both the summa
tion (with finite r a) and integral and obeys the norma
lization4 

j rO 
a 6(r)27Tr dr = 1. 

There results 

E z = qfoOO kJo(kr)e-yklz-vtl sgn(z - vt)dk 

qylz -vtl 
sgn(z - vi), 

[y2lz - vt 12 + r 2]3/2 
(5) 

E = qy [00 kJ (kr)e-yklz-vtl dk 
r 'a 1 

qyr 

These are the fields 5 seen by an observer at (r, z) 
due to a particle at z = vt, r = O. 
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D. Particle between Condenser Plates 

Let us return to the solution, Eq (1), for the finite can 
and again consider the limit r 0 --700. This generates 
the geometry of two plane plates of infinite extent 
separated by the distance L. Using the transforma
tion (4) together with the change to continuum, 

there results 

E z == 2q 10"" dk kJ 0 (kr) 

[ 
1 (sinhQt coshK(l - z/ L) \ - EJ 

sinh K - cosh(Kz/L) sinh(K - Qt} p' 

Er == 2qy 1000 

dk kJ 1 (kr) 

[ 
1 (Sinh~U sinhK(l - z/ L) \ EJ 

sinhK sinh(Kz/L) sinh(K - Qt)} - p , 

B ¢ == 2qyf31o dk kJ 1 (kr) 
(6) 

[
_1_ (COShQt coshK(l - z/L) ) - EJ 
sinhK cosh (Kz/ L) cosh (K - Q t) p' 

The homogeneous p summations are the same as in 
Eq. (1) with the modification that k j --7 k in w, Q, K. 
In the limit that the forward plate goes to infinity, 
L --7 00 and the homogeneous p summations go over the 
U, V, W integrals listed in Eq. (2). One obtains 

E z == 2qlOO dk kJo(kr) [(e-Yk::inhQt ) - uJ ' 
o - e coshykz 

[(
e-YkZ SinhQt) J 

Er == 2qy 1
00 

dk kJ1 (kr) -01 . - V , 
o e smhykz 

(7) 

[(
e-YkZ COShQt) J 

Bep == 2qyf31
00 

dk kJ 1 (kr) -01 - W • 
o e coshykz 

Again, the long-time behavior of these fields is free
particle like (far removed from the plate), and we con
clude that no radiation accompanies a charged par
ticle ejected from a conducting plane. In the domain 
near the plate, the fields of the image are felt and the 
hyperbolic forms must be maintained (for the "be
hind" solution) in Eq. (7). 

E. Semi-Infinite Can with Forward (Target) Wall 

The geometry of this configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
A charged particle moves with constant speed v along 
the axis of a semi -infinitely long cylinder. It begins 
its flight at z == + 00, t == - 00 and is absorbed by the 
target wall at z == 0, t == 0: 

z == - vt, r == 0, v> 0, t ~ O. 

~ E +q \: ~+CXl z=o I 
~~---I-v-tl-~--~!--------~ 

FIG.1. Configuration of the semi-infinite tube with forward 
target wall. Collision occurs at t = O. 
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The fields which accompany the particle are directly 
obtained from the totally infinite can solutions, Eq. (3), 
by superposing source and image solutions. When the 
source is at z == 1 vt I, a negative image is at z == 
- 1 vt I. The resulting fields appear as (with z '" 0 
and t ~ 0) 

E == _ 4q E Jo(kr) (e
Q
/ COShykjZ) 

z r5 J ~ (0' j) e-ykz sinhQjt ' 

E == 4qy E J 1 (kr) (e
Qjl 

sinhykjz ) (8) 

r r~ J~(CI') - e- ykjz sinhQjt ' 

B == 4qy~ E J 1 (kr) (e:j:.zcOShYkjZ). 
ep rfi J~(CI' j) e Y J coshQjt 

At the instant the particle is absorbed by the forward 
plate, only B¢ survives: 

4qy{3 a 
B (t == 0) == - - - E 

ep r~ ar j 

Jo(kjr) 

kjJ~(CI') 

-yk.z e J • (9) 

Along the absorbing wall (z == 0), Bep is singularly 
zero at r == O. In the two-dimensional analysis of Ott 
and Shmoys,3 it is found that this zero in the field ex
pands back into the forward region with the speed c 
with the singularity in the field carried along in the 
wavefront. 

3. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE WAKE FIELDS 

A. The Finite Cylindrical Box 
Consider again the first case (2a) of the point par
ticle. We wish now to obtain the fields in the can 
after the particle leaves, that is, for times vt > L. 
Let G represent that total field when the particle is 
at the far wall. Then, 

G==Gi+Gh, 

where i denotes inhomogeneous and h homogeneous, 
so that 

02Gh == 0, 

we seek a solution to 

vt > L 

which reduces to G at vt == L. Let 

vt == L, 02G == 0, vt > L, 

Then the desired solution is 

GWAKE == G + Gh. 

In this manner we find that, for vt '" L, 

L.'l.,y(3 K
J
. cos1Tpz/L J 1 (k.r) 

B == -- ~ ~ J C. (f). 
¢ ra j P [(1TP)2+KyJ J~(CI'j) Pl 
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The time factors S, C and dimensionless frequencies 
W, w± are given by the following; writing w for Wpj' 

S == sin(wt -- w:.) - sinwt, C == cos(wt - w:.) - cos wt 

W. == w ± rrp, W == wL/(3c. 

They satisfy the relation 

S2 + C2 = 2[1 - cosrrp cosw] = 4 sin2~~ 

which is independent of time. 

The energy 0 in the wake field can be obtained in one 
of two ways, owing to Poynting's theorem. Thus, 

rr rL (E~ + E~ + B~) o = Jr 0 dr 2rrr Jr dt '" 
o 0 8rr WAKE 

rr rL rL/v = - Jo 0 dr 2rrr Jo dzJo dt J·E. (11) 

The second integral involves the fields in the box be
fore the particle leaves. It represents the work done 
by the particle on the fields. The current is given by 

J = e z qv13(z - vt)13(r), 

where e z is a unit vector in the z direction. The 
right equality in Eq. (11) will be used to calculate 0 
for the condenser problem treated in Sec. 3B. For 
the problem at hand we use the left equality involving 
field densities. Toward these ends recall the norma
lization. 

foro J~(kjr)r dr = foro J~(kjr)r dr = ~r~J~(Q'j)' 

Furthermore, a somewhat subtle entry of a factor of 
2 appears in the summations 

r 2:: a cos - dz = 2 2:: a2 r cos2 - dz 
L (00 rrpz) Z 0() L rrpz 

Jo -0() P L -00 P Jo L 

2 L(O() rrpz) 00 L rrpz 1 2:: bp sin- dz = 2 I: b~l sin2- dz 
o -0() L -0() 0 L 

0() 

= L'" b2 
L.J P' 

where a p is even in p and bp is odd. 

We also note the relation 

-00 

Performing the first integral in Eq. (11), using the 
wake fields Eq. (10) together with the above relations, 
one finds that the energy partitions into time-inde
pendent orthogonal modes as follows: 

(12) 

The dimensionless frequencies w± are defined above, 
while the dimensionless frequency w obeys the in
equality 

(13) 

The geometric ratio g is given by 

2g == 2rrr 0/ L. 

The velocity and p dependence of 0pj is entirely con
tained in the factor 

(14) 

and we may set 

(15) 

Owing to the following properties of w., 
~ > 2rrp, w:. = ~ - 2rrp > 0, 

«(3w:. /rr)2 = «(3~/rr)2 = (Q'/g)2 + p2, for (3 = 0, (16) 

(3w:. > 0, for (3 < 1, p < 00. 

A is bounded. The only question of a Singularity in 
the spectrum occurs at large p and (3 "" 1. This can 
be seen from Eq. (13). In this limit w:. -> 0. To exa
mine this case in detail we look at 

which gives 

(3w:. ~ rrpE, E == 1 - (3 

while 

~w. ~ ~rrp[1 + (1/(3)] ~ rrp(1 + ~E). 

Thus, 

sin2(~w.) ~ sin2rrp(1 + ~E) ~ (~rrpE)2 = (i rrp) 2 (1 - (3)2. 

It follows that in the limit (3 -> 1, p -> 00 

~hus we may conclude that 0pj is bounded for all p, 
), and (3. It goes to zero faster than p-2 with increas
ing p. Owing to the asymptotic property of J n' 

we see that 0pj goes to zero as j-l with increasing j. 
Thus, while the sum \ _ 0p . over p converges, the sum 
over j (for fixed p) diverges logarithmically. 

A sketch of Api vs w+ is shown in Fig. 2, while w., w:. 
vs (3 is sketched in Fig. 3. The A curve begins at 
W. = rrp + E and decreases harmonically with increas
ing w., or equivalently, with decreasing (3. 

From Eq. (12) we see that the zeros of 0p ' occur 
when (w.irr) is an even integer while its niaxima oc
cur when this same parameter is an odd integer. To 
guarantee the first inequality in Eq. (16), we set 
~ /rr = 2p + l. This gives the following criteria. No 
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p+1 p+2 

PIG. 2. Velocity dependence of energy in the p - j mode. 

p 

TIG. 3. Dependence of W. on particle velocity. 

energy is excited in the 0pj mode if there is an even 
integer Z which fits the relation 

p2+ (a/g)2=={32(p + Z)2. (17) 

If there is an odd integer which fits this relation, then 
0p ' is maximum. These criteria are graphically 
exhibited by the right triangle shown in Fig.4. As a 
simple case in point, consider a can with 

and (3 "'" 1. For such a configuration, (almost) no 
energy is deposited in the (j,3) modes. 

The maxima of 0pj are 

8 2 a~ 1 
0MAX == _ ~ __ J_ (18) 

PJ 1Tg3 ro J~(aj) (32Z2(2p + Z)2 ' 

where Z is an odd integer as in Eq. (17). 

~ 
FIG.4. For a cylinder with 

~ o(/g) geometrIC ratio g, (no, maxi.) 
energy is excited in the C1] , P 
mode by a particle with speed 
(3c if triangle is completed 

~(p+l) by an (even, odd) integer I. 
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The p == 0 modes (z-independent) are of particular in
terest. These modes also reveal the large a· depen-

• J dence, as may be seen from the followmg. 

W± I. ~ 1TO'/g{3 == ~ (p == 0) == y, y == kL/{3 == K/{3y. 
J->OIJ 

In this limit, 0pj becomes 

81T q 2 1 °0 , ==-
J g ro J!(a j ) 

sin2y/2 
--- , y? 1Ta/g. 

y2 
(19) 

For given kj' these represent the modes of lowest fre
quency [see Eq. (12)] and should perSist longest after 
excitation. In the ideal problem with perfectly con
ducting walls, modes may still escape, owing to (a) 
the presence of entrance and exit holes in the can and 
(b) escape of modes above the wall-plasma frequency. 

In either case one should expect to detect experimen
tally the component of the 0pj spectrum [Eq. (12)] to 
which such perturbation is minor. This would apply 
in the first case to modes with wavelength (k;l) large 
compared to hole diameter 6 (which in turn is small 
compared to can radius r 0)' In the second case, 
energy modes following the 0pj spectrum [Eq. (12)] 
should be present for frequences (wPj) small com
pared to the wall plasma frequency. 

We now proceed to execute the p summation in Eq. 
(12). First we rewrite 

y2 sin2~~ 

-2-2 
W+ W_ 

~ == [y2 + (1TP/{3)2]1/2 ± 1fP, 

(20) 

where y is as defined in Eq. (19). Then (see Appendix 
B), 

OIJ 

6 
p=-oo 

sin2~~ 

w}w_2 

and we obtain 

1 

4y2 ' 

1 
(21) 

This energy is velocity independent and extremely 
divergent. For large j it grows as j. The velocity in
dependence is believed related to the imposed con
straint that the particle move with constant speed 
while in the cavity. As noted by Jackson,7 the time 
integral of v . E for a relativistic particle moving 
with constant speed is independent of v. On the other 
hand, velocity independence of field energy is also 
found to be a property of the closed, finite cavity. If 
either or both walls are brought to infinity, related 
energies become dependent on y, as shown below. 

In passing, we note the close relation between OJ and 
the energy contained in the single p == 0 mode: 

sin2y/2 &j 2 00 

0.0 == S. :( - == - J 00J·dy. 
J J y2 4 1T-00 

Although the energy 0jO goes to zero as fl, for large 
j, its sum over all j sUffers a logarithmic divergence. 
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The divergence of the summation of 0 j' on the other 
hand, is the same as that of the cylindrical delta func
tion 

00 
~ OJ = 21TLo(0) 
j=l 

[see Eq. (4)] 

B. Wake Fields Excited between Condenser Plates 

To obtain the wake fields and energy excited by a par
ticle which has traversed the space between two 
plates of infinite extent, we employ the transforma
tion, Eq. (4), on the wake fields appropriate to a point 
particle in a finite box, as given by Eq. (10). 

There results 

(
1TPZ) ]00 kJo (kr)KOSp(t) 

E = 2q ~ cos - dk, 
Z p L 0 Wp [(7TP)2 + K2] 

. (1TPZ ~ 100 kJ1 (kr)Sp(t) 
E = 2qy ~ TTP sm -- dk 

r p L 0 Wp[(1TP)2 + K2] , 
(22) 

(
1TPZ) ],00 kKJ1 (kr)Cp(t) 

B¢ = 2qy{3 ~ cos - 0 ()2 K dk. 
p L TTP + 

To calculate the energy spectrum we will use the 
right equality in Eq. (11), together with E z as given in 
Eq. (6). Owing to the symmetry of the inhomogeneous 
fields, only the homogeneous component contributes to 
0. With the current given by the expression directly 
beneath Eq. (11), one obtains 

~ 1L 100 JLk C?p = - 0 dz 0 dr 21Tr 0 dt E{ qvo(z - vt)6(r) 

8q2L3jOO sin2(w /2) 
=-- dk k 3 +. (23) 

{3 2 0 -2-2 W+W_ 

We note that this expression may have been directly 
obtained from the spectrum relevant to the finite box, 
Eq. (11), with the aid of the transformation, Eq. (4). 
The divergence of 0p in the high k domain is again 
logarithmic. Summing over all P gives the result 

Q '" 2q2 Joo --
C? = LJ 0p = - dk k, 

p L 0 
(24) 

where k == kL is nondimensional wavenumber. 

It is interesting to compare this energy expression 
with that of a point particle fixed at midplane between 
two infinite parallel plates. The potential due to a 
particle at r = 0, z = z is 

(
¢(Z > .2)) 

¢(r,z) = _ 
¢(z < z) 

dk Jo(kr) (SinhkZ sinhk_ (L - Z)). = 2q J 00 --"---
o sinhkL sinhk(L - z) sinhkz 

It follows that the field energy due to a particle at 
midplane z = L/2 is 

J' qJ' JL 0L = t p(x)¢(x)dx = -2 00 6(r)6(z - tL)¢(r,z)dz 
o 0 

x 2 dr - ~jOO dk- sinh 2 ii/2 7Tr - _ . 
L 0 sinhk 

(25) 

As L --700, one obtains the self-energy of a particle in 
free space: 

q2 ff dz 27Trdr6(r) 6(z) 
0--70--

L 0 - 2 ..jr2 + z2 

q2 
= - fff e- kZJo(kr)6(r)6(z)dz 27Tr drdk 

2 

2 
= '!.- Joo dk. 

2 0 
(26) 

Thus, for a fixed particle between condenser plates, it 
is possible to subtract the self-energy °0 and obtain 
the finite result 

- q2 (1 sinh2k/2) q2 ° = & - ° = _100 dk - - _ = -ln2. 
L 0 L L 1) 2 sinhk L 

(27) 

On the other hand, the total wake energy P; is not the 
same order infinity as °0 nor 0L and is not renormali
zable via these terms. A finite 0p spectrum, appro
priate to a particle which exits t1ie target plate 
through a hole of diameter d, is obtained by cutting off 
the integral in Eq. (23) at 27T / d. 

C. Field Energy for the Infinitely Long Can 

Here we consider the energy contained in a can of 
infinite length, in which a charged particle is moving 
with fixed speed v. From Eq. (3) one obtains 

o = ~Jf(E2 + E2 + B2) 21Tr dr dz 87T z r ¢ 

y2(32) Joo dze- 2 yk;lz-vtl 
-00 

(28) 

The energy °00 is that due to a fixed charge on the 
axis of an infinitely long tube. This result is an exam
ple of the relativistic Poynting expression 2 

0= y f udo - [(y2 - 1)1I2/c]JS·n do. 

Energy density is u while do is an invariant space
like surface element, and n is a unit 3-vector. In the 
rest frame, do = d3x, and the Poynting vector S 
vanishes (for the problem at hand). 

D. Wake Energy for the Semi-Infinite Can with Tar-
get Wall 

Poynting's theorem affords a technique for estimating 
wake energy without knowledge of the wake fields in 
as much as the rhs of Eq. (11) involves the electric 
field while the particle is still in the cavity. This 
term represents work done by the particle against 
fields induced by interaction between the boundaries 
and the particle. It is equal to the energy deposited in 
the fields (bounded or radiant). As a simple example, 
a freely moving particle, in the absence of boundries, 
gives f E· J d 4x = O. No work is done nor is any radi
ation emitted. 

We now apply this technique to calculate the energy 
deposited in the semi -infinite can after the particle 
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is absorbed by the target wall. Using the fields given 
in Eq. (8), one obtains (see Appendix C) 

8 = qvJO dt{odr2rrr [rvtl dzEz(z > Ivtl) + JO 
-00 0 00 Ivtl 

x dzEz(z < I vt I)] li(r)6(z + vt) 

= ~ L; 1 = ! 8 . (29) 
yro a

j
J1 2(a) I' 00 

In the limit that ro ~ 00, Eq. (29) gives the total energy 
in the transition radiation due to a particle absorbed 
in a perfectly conducting grounded plate. It is simply 
related to the self-energy of a stationary particle 80 : 

q2, 2 
8 = _100 dk = - 80 . (30) 

I' 0 I' 

The inverse I' dependence has a simple physical in
terpretation. In the limit that v ~ C, the source-parti
cle does not see its image and, therefore, does no 
work against it. This result is somewhat idealized 
and again depends on the point quality of the source 
as well as other classical properties of the configura
tion. If the particle passes through a hole of diame
ter d, one obtains 

While the self-energy 80 is rendered finite, the modu
lation 1'-1 persists. Thus we may conclude that, to 
within the validity of the stated assumptions, the 
energy decrement accompanying a high energy parti
cle which passes through a hole in a plate (whose 
diameter is small compared to plate dimension and 
initial particle displacement) decreases as the in
verse kinetic energy of the particle. 

4. OTHER CHARGED CONFIGURATIONS 

A. The Charged Ring 

To effect solutions relevant to other planar charge 
configurations, we first recall the form 8 of the static 
potential for a particle in a grounded cylindrical box 
of length L, due to a point charge q, at z, r, e. For 
z < z, 

To obtain the potential for a ring of charge q and radi
us a, centered on axis within a finite closed cylindri
cal box, one makes the replacement 

q ~ J dq = q J 2 7[ de J Yo dr Ii (a - r) • 
o 0 

There results (for z < z) 

4q sinhkj(L - z) sinh(kjz) Jo(kja)Jo(kjr) 
cpR = - 6 _-----t._. ------''-- -=--'----=--'---

ro j smh(kjL) aj J 1 2 (a) 

The only difference between this potential and that 
due to a point charge q, on axis, is the presence of the 
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coefficient Jo(kja). The z dependence of both forms 
is identical. Image locations are the same. The 
Lorentz transformations carried out in Ref. 1 are 
appropriate with the modification that summations 
over j are replaced as follows. 

The Ring 

L; ~ L; Jo(kj a) for fields 
j j 

4 ~ L; J5(k j a) for energies 
J J 

These replacements are made in the equations above 
relevant to a point particle in the various configura
tions analyzed". Thus, for example, E z ahead of a 
charged ring of radius a propagating down a finite 
closed cylindrical box, is 

4q J. (k. a)J, (k.r) (Sinh~t coshES (1 - t) 
ER = _ L; 0 J 0 J 

z r5 j .J~(aj) sinhKj 

_ L; IS OJ sinwt coS(rrpz/L») 

p w[ rrp)2 + KlJ 
The energy-spectrum in the wake field is given by 
[see Eq. (12)] 

8R , =(2rr) 3 ~ aF5(aj a/ro) sin 2(wj2) . 

PJ g ro J~(a) !32w~w~ 

Although the energy in all the p modes 

2rr q2 J 5(aj a/ro) 
L;8R. = 8J!. = -
p PJ J g ro J ~(a) 

(31) 

still gives a divergent sum, the energy in the p = 0 
modes 

(32) 

gives a finite sum (the large j components go as j-2). 

B. The Charged Disk 

For a uniformly charged disk of total charge q and 
radius b < r 0 at z = z centered on axis within a finite, 
closed cylindrical box one sets 

There results 

cp = ~ 6 sinhk/L - z) sinhkjz Jt(kjb)Jo(kjr) 

b j sinhkjL aF~(aj) 

Again, the z dependence is the same as for the point 
particle on axis. To obtain the relativistic fields 
relevant to the disk in motion, one makes the follow
ing replacements in the appropriate equations above. 

The Disk 

6 ~ (2r o/b)6 [J 1(kj b)/aj ] For Fields 
j 

6 ~[2ro/b]26[J~(kjb)/al] For Energies 
j 

(33) 
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For example, Bcp behind a charged disk propagating 
down a semi-infmite can (with an after wall) is given 
by [from Eq. (2)] 

B
D - 8qy{3 .<,..Jl(kj b)J1(kj r ) ( -(2.t h k - W) 
",---LJ eJcosyjz. 

bro j ajJ ~(aj) 

The spectrum of energies excited in the finite closed 
box is [from Eq. (12)] 

8 D. = (2ro)2 (21T) 3 ~ J~(kjb) sin2(~w+). (34) 
PJ b g ro J ~(kjro) {32w;w~ 

This spectrum gives totally finite results. The 
energy in all of the p modes, at fixed j, is 

8f = ~8pj = (8Lq2/b){J~(kjb)/[a1Jf(a)]} • (35) 
p 

This energy goes like j-2 at large j and gives a finite 
sum 

(36) 

This covergence is due to the fact that the fields 
surrounding a stationary, charged disk are every
where finite. Furthermore, a charged disk has finite 
self-energy: 

88 = (8/31T)(q2/b), 

8f! = (31TL) 8 DJ ~(aj b/ro). 
J b 0 a:?J21(a.) 

J J 

(37) 

In the limit that the radius of the disk shrinks to zero, 

(
a.b)2 ~ a.b ) J~(a.b/r ) ~ _J_ 1 + _J_ + ... , 

J 0 2r 2r o 0 
and 

the divergent wake energy associated with a point 
particle which has passed through a finite, closed 
cavity. 

In conclusion, we note that of the results presented 
above, the following two are readily subject to experi
mental corroboration: (a) The wake energy spectrum 
8pj appropriate to a finite, closed, cylindrical box 
(Sec 3A); (b) the y-l modulation of transition radiation 
excited by a particle passing through a hole in a large 
plate (Sec. 3D). In applying this result, measurement 
should find the relative decrement of particle energy 

ETRANS r F /d 
---""1-----, 

Erne y(Y - 1) 

where r F is the Fermi distance,Erne is the particle's 
incident kinetic energy, mc 2 (y - 1), and ETRAN S is the 
particle's final kinetic energy. 

APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC INTEGRAL REPRE
SENTATION OF mth ORDER FOURIER-BESSEL 
EXPANSIONS 

In this appendix we derive a generalization of the 
transformation given by Eq. (4). 

The mth order Fourier-Bessel expansion has the 
generic form 

S ( ) = 2" a(kj , ro)Jm(kjr) = "A. 
mr,rO - -LJ -LJ'''j' 

r~ j Jm+~(kjro) j 
(A1) 

The jth zero of Jm(x) is 

(A2) 

We seek a representation of the above series in the 
limit ro -7 00. In this limit the spectrum of k~ values 
becomes a continuum over the interval (0, (0) 

Thus, only large aj contribute to finite kj values. 
Using the asymptotic expansion for aj gIves 

kj -7 1Tj/ro =k. (A4) 

The related asymptotic structure of Jm+1 gives 

For the special case that a(kj , ro) is a function only of 
kj' one may write 

r-
lim ~ Aj -7 Joo dj Aj =...Q. Joo dk Ak 
Yo"'OO j 0 1T 0 

= Joo a(k)Jm(kr)k dk == Sm(r). (A6) o 

A few applications of this result follow. 

Case b: a(k) = k- 2 • 

lim ~ ~ Jm (kjr) 

Yo"'oo r~ j kJJ~+I(k.ro) 

1 

r 

1 
, 

m 

m>-l, 

m?1. 

[(d2 + r 2)1/2 _ d]m 

r m .Jd2 + r2 

(A7) 

(A8) 

m > -1. (A9) 

Note that Case a follows from the latter if one sets 
d= O. 

ExamPle A is also valid jar m = 1 and J 0 (kjr 0) = 0: 
That is, 

1 
(A10) 

r 

The validity of this result is related to the fact that 
both {Jo} and {J1}, respectively, are orthogonal sequ
ences over the fundamental interval of Jo' 

A corollary of the above (A6) is the following. Let 

(All) 
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Then, if l > 0, 

(A12) 

If l < 0, 

(A13) 

These results are valid providing Sm(r) (see A6) is 
finite. 

APPENDIX B: THE SUMMATION OF Opj 

In this appendix we wish to perform the summation of 
O. given by Eq.(20),et seq. Namely,we wish to 
sCow that 

00 

M== 6 
p=-oo 

y == K/(3y. 

First, rewrite 

sin2w+ /2 
w;w~ 

1 

4y 2' 

M = K4 6 (1 - cosrrp cosw) 

2y4 p [(rrp)2 + K2]2 

(32y 2w2 = K2 + (rrp)2y 2. 

(B1) 

(B2) 

If C denotes a contour of infinitesimal width which 
encircles the Rez axis, then 

- 1 dz (cosz - cosw) 

M = 2rri fc sinz (z2 + K2)2 • 

This integral may be evaluated by separating C at 

(B3) 

± ex) into two parallel segments and then completing 
these segments, respectively, with infinite semi
circles. Two closed paths are thus effected, 9 C 1 and 
C 2 , 

J dz = J dz + J dz . 
C c1 c 2 

The integrand of M is analytic in C 1 and C 2 except 
at ± iK, respectively, where it has second-order poles. 
To evaluate M we take the derivative of Cauchy's 
formula, viz., 

f'(a) = (1/2rri) § [dzj(z)/(z - a)2], 

where a prime denotes differentiation. If we define 

~(z) == cosz - cosw, 
then 

-M 

(B4) 

= [~(z)/sinz(z + iK)2]:iK+ [~(z)/sinz(z - iK)2]~K' 
(B5) 

Since w(± iK) = ± iK, 

~(± iK) = O. (B6) 

One need only differentiate ~(z) to obtain the desired 
result. From the. equality 

~'(z)/sinz= - 1 + (z/sin z)(sinw/w(32), (B7) 
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it follows that this form is even in z, and 

~'(z)/sinz I ±iK = 1/y2(32. 

Also, 

[z ± iK]2 I ±i K = - 4K2• 

Combining these expressions gives 

M = i(32y2K2, 

whence 

M = (K4/2y 4)M = 1/4y 2 

which is the desired result. 

APPENDIX C: THE EVALUATION OF f E·J dz 

(B8a) 

(B8b) 

(B9) 

(BIO) 

In this appendix we establish the integration, Eq. (29): 
2q2 ro _ q2 

OJ = '22- 1 dr2rrrfJ(r)Jo(kj r)o =----
r OJ 1 (a) ° yrOajJr(a) 

(C1) 
The relevant factor is 

"'8 = fO d~ JO 
dz edt- z) fJ(~ + z) + JO d~ 1" dzed<+z) 

-00 +00 -co -00 

X fJ(~ + z) - JO d~ JO dz e-K «+z) fJ(~ + z) 
- 00 !; 

81 + 8 2 + 8;, 
where we have set 

K = yk, ~ =vt 

(C2) 

(C3) 

and ~.2.3 are, respectively, defined. The transforma
tion of variables (~, z) -7 (y, x) 

y = ~ - z, 

x = ~ + z, 

2~ = x + y, 

2z=x-y 
(C4) 

carries a Jacobian of 1/2. The transformation of 
domains is as shown in Fig. 5. The numbers refer to 

x= 0' 

" " 

y 

/ 

x 

FIG. 5. Domains of integra
tion in (~, z) and (y, x) 
planes. 
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the domains relevant to the integrals 82 , ~. There 
results 

"8 = 1 i~ dy eKY i~ dx o(x) 

+ ~ fO dy (10 dx e KX o(x) - P dx e- KX o(x0. (C5) 
-00 -y 0 ') 

Only the first integral survives (work done against 
the image field), and one obtains 

(C6) 

• Permanent address: College of Engineering, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, N.Y., 14850. 
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Usp. 8, 420 (1965)]. 

4 The normalization of the cylindrical delta function used in this 
paper also may be found in W. Panofsky and M. Phillips, Classical 
Electricity and Magnetism (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 

(The Jacobian ~ goes to unity for finite problems, 
e.g., the cylinder of finite length.) 
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A simple example of an aymptotic symmetry group in two dimensions is described. The structure of the cor
responding group for asymptotically flat (four-dimensional) space-times, the BMS group, is given expliCitly. 
The recent result that all induced representations of the BMS group have discrete spins is explained in terms 
of the relationship between this group and the Poincare group. In fact, it is shown that the BMS group is, in a 
sense, the smallest generalization of the Poincare group which eliminates the (physically embarrassing) conti
nuous spin representations of the Poincare group. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, I wish 
to explain to nonspecialists in relativity, by means of 
a simple analogy, how the BMS group arose and to 
describe the structure of the group in some detail. 
Secondly, I wish to explain the "reason" that the in
duced representations of the BMS group do not con
tain, as a subclass, the (physically embarrassing) 
"continuous spin" representations of the Poincare 
group.1-4 What is new in this paper is rather trivial 
(the 2D example, the results of Secs. 4 and 5, and the 
criterion for distinguishing translations from super
translations); but I feel that an easily available re
ference "explaining" the BMS group and giving its 
structure in detail, is needed, especially since the 
only available reference giving the structure of the 
group 5 is very brief and contains misprints (see be
low). In Sec. 2, the idea of an "asymptotic symmetry 
group" is illustrated by deriving such a group in two 
dimensions. In Sec. 3, a simple description of the 
BMS group is given in convenient coordinates, and 
this description is related to the original "spherical 
polar coordinate" description. An "explanation" is 
given in Sec. 4 of the "elimination of continuous spins;' 
and it is shown in Sec. 5 that the BMS group is the 
"smallest" group which performs this elimination. 

2. THE BONDI GROUP OF THE PLANE 

The isometries of a Riemannian manifold are those 
diffeomorphisms which preserve the metric tensor. 
In coordinate language, they are those coordinate 
transformations xi -7 xi(x) which preserve the func
tional form of the metric tensor, gij(X) = gij(x) (co
ordinate indices i, j run over the dimension of the 
manifold). To compute them, it is Simplest to find 
the "infinitesimal generators" ~i(x), given by coordi
nate transformations Xi -7 Xi = Xi + E~i(X) for which 
the "Killing derivatives" J!, ~ g ij vanish, namely 

J!,rgi j == lim ([gij(x) - gij(X))/E} 
, < ... 0 

= gik~jk~' gjk~\ _ gi~ ~k = 0 
t • ,. 

(Killing equation), where commas denote partial deri
vatives' and the summation convention is used. With 
an eye to generalization to the asymptotically flat 
case, I now compute these generators for the plane, 
with positive definite metriC, in polar coordinates 
Xi = (xl, x 2 ) = (r, (J), 0 < r < C(J, 0,,; (J < 21T. Thus 
gij(r, (J) = [~ r~Z]' Solving J!, < gll = 0 and J!, f, g12 = 
J!,~g21 = 0 gives 

p = ~((J), 
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the domains relevant to the integrals 82 , ~. There 
results 

"8 = 1 i~ dy eKY i~ dx o(x) 

+ ~ fO dy (10 dx e KX o(x) - P dx e- KX o(x0. (C5) 
-00 -y 0 ') 

Only the first integral survives (work done against 
the image field), and one obtains 

(C6) 
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of the relationship between this group and the Poincare group. In fact, it is shown that the BMS group is, in a 
sense, the smallest generalization of the Poincare group which eliminates the (physically embarrassing) conti
nuous spin representations of the Poincare group. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, I wish 
to explain to nonspecialists in relativity, by means of 
a simple analogy, how the BMS group arose and to 
describe the structure of the group in some detail. 
Secondly, I wish to explain the "reason" that the in
duced representations of the BMS group do not con
tain, as a subclass, the (physically embarrassing) 
"continuous spin" representations of the Poincare 
group.1-4 What is new in this paper is rather trivial 
(the 2D example, the results of Secs. 4 and 5, and the 
criterion for distinguishing translations from super
translations); but I feel that an easily available re
ference "explaining" the BMS group and giving its 
structure in detail, is needed, especially since the 
only available reference giving the structure of the 
group 5 is very brief and contains misprints (see be
low). In Sec. 2, the idea of an "asymptotic symmetry 
group" is illustrated by deriving such a group in two 
dimensions. In Sec. 3, a simple description of the 
BMS group is given in convenient coordinates, and 
this description is related to the original "spherical 
polar coordinate" description. An "explanation" is 
given in Sec. 4 of the "elimination of continuous spins;' 
and it is shown in Sec. 5 that the BMS group is the 
"smallest" group which performs this elimination. 

2. THE BONDI GROUP OF THE PLANE 

The isometries of a Riemannian manifold are those 
diffeomorphisms which preserve the metric tensor. 
In coordinate language, they are those coordinate 
transformations xi -7 xi(x) which preserve the func
tional form of the metric tensor, gij(X) = gij(x) (co
ordinate indices i, j run over the dimension of the 
manifold). To compute them, it is Simplest to find 
the "infinitesimal generators" ~i(x), given by coordi
nate transformations Xi -7 Xi = Xi + E~i(X) for which 
the "Killing derivatives" J!, ~ g ij vanish, namely 

J!,rgi j == lim ([gij(x) - gij(X))/E} 
, < ... 0 

= gik~jk~' gjk~\ _ gi~ ~k = 0 
t • ,. 

(Killing equation), where commas denote partial deri
vatives' and the summation convention is used. With 
an eye to generalization to the asymptotically flat 
case, I now compute these generators for the plane, 
with positive definite metriC, in polar coordinates 
Xi = (xl, x 2 ) = (r, (J), 0 < r < C(J, 0,,; (J < 21T. Thus 
gij(r, (J) = [~ r~Z]' Solving J!, < gll = 0 and J!, f, g12 = 
J!,~g21 = 0 gives 

p = ~((J), 
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where (e) and 1T(e) are arbitrary (differentiable) 
functions. £ g22 = 0 gives 2r-21T 2(e) + 2r- 3 x 
[( 22(e) + ((e)] = o. This can only be true for all r if 
1T,~(e) = 0 and (,22(e) + ~(e) = o. So the solutions 
are 

p = ~(a,b)(e) == a cose + b sine, 

~2 = K+ r-l~~2,b)(e), 

where a, b, K are constants. So there are three 
linearly independent generators ~i, and, as is well 
known, they describe the infinitesimal group of mo
tions of the plane, a and b corresponding to transla
tions, K to rotations. The full isometry group (ex
cluding reflections) E(2) is well known to have the 
structure of a semidirect product 

E(2) = R2 ®TSO(2), 

R2 and SO(2) being the translation and rotation groups 
in two dimensions. Thus, E(2) has underlying space 
R2 x SO(2), the remaining structure of the semi
direct product being specified by the action T of SO(2) 
on R2 given by rotation of R2 vectors; so the product 
law is 

zero solutions. However, if one requires only asymp
totic isometries, namely, transformations that pre
serve the metric asymptotically, 

£~gl1 = 0, 

and 

there are solutions, which, for large r, are indepen
dent of the O(r-'\) term. Indeed, solving the first two 
equations, one finds 

p = ~(e), 
~2 = 1T(e) + r- 1 (,2(e) + O(r-Il), 1 < f.1.::::: 2, 

( e) and 1T( e) being arbitrary differentiable functions. 
The last equation gives 

Multiplying this by r2 and making r -700, one finds 
that 1T 2 (e) = 0, so that 1T( e) = K, a constant. However, 
since '2 < A ::::: 3, one gets no condition on ( e). So the 
final solutions are 

(vl>R 1 )(V2,R 2) = (Vl + T(R 1 )V2,R 1R 2), P = ~(e), 

where T(R)v == Rv. 

Now consider any positive definite two-dimensional 
differentiable Riemannian manifold, with metric given 
by gij(x) in some coordinate patch 1.Xi}, i = 1, 2. De
fine, in this patch, two differentiable scalar functions 
r(x) and e(x), assumed to satisfy conditions appro
priate to "polar" coordinates, namely 

gijr,i r,j = 1, gijr,i e,j = o. 

Use rand e as new coordinates so that, in the patch 
{Xi}, the metric tensor takes the form gij (r, e) = 
[~f( .. ~e)], where f(r, e) is an arbitrary (differentiable) 
function. Now impose conditions that the manifold be 
"asymptotically flat." A polar form for the coordi
nates has been chosen to facilitate this. The condi
tions are 

(a) that the patch {xi} cover the whole manifold out
side some bounded region, the coordinate ranges out
side the region being r 0 ~ r < 00 and 0 ~ e < 21T for 
some ro > 0; 

(b) that, in these ranges, f(r, e) = r-2 + O(r-'\) with 
2 < A ~ 3; 

(c) that (a/ar)[f(r, e) - r-2 ] = O(r- q ) with q ~ A and 
that the derivative with respect to e satisfy the same 
condition. 

[The order symbol has its usual meaning, h(r, e) = 
O(y-a) if lim rB Ih(r, e) I = 0 as r -7 ro for all e and 
any f3 < a.] By transforming to "carteSians," one 
easily shows that gij -7 [6 £] in cartesians as r -7 ro. 
So the metric describing a wide class of "asymptoti-
cally flat" manifolds is gij = [1 0 ]. Unless the o 1'-2+0(1'-'\) 

O(r-'\) term has certain very simple forms, there are 
no nontrivial isometries, and this is reflected in the 
fact that the Killing equations £ ~ g ij = 0 have no non-
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1 < f.1. ~ 2. 

One sees that the solutions are, for large r, indepen
dent of the O(y-'\) term. Comparing these solutions 
with the solutions for the flat space case, one sees 
that the two -parameter family ( (a, b)( e) have become 
enlarged to an infinite parameter family of arbitrary 
functions ~(e). This is analogous to what happens in 
the space-time case. Note that, if the calculation had 
been performed with A > 3, the solutions would have 
been 

~l = (a,b)(e) = a cose + b sine, 

~2 = K + y-l(a,b)(e) + O(r-Il) ,2 , f.1. > 2. 

Thus, if the metric approaches flatness too rapidly as 
r -7 ro, the (a, b)(e) functions do not become enlarged 
to an infinite parameter family. 

The finite coordinate transformations which preserve 
the metric asymptotically can be computed by a 
method analogous to the original method for deriving 
the BMS group (see references cited in Ref. 1). One 
gets 

r -7 r = r + (e) + ~r-l[(,2(e)]2 + 0(r-2), 

e -7 e = e + K + r- 1 (,2(e) + 0(y-2). 

By performing successive transformations, one veri
fies that the asymptotic symmetry group EB(2) has 
the structure of a semidirect product {(} ®T'SO(2), 
{(} being the Abelian group of differentiable functions 
~(e) under pointwise addition and the action T of SO(2) 
on {d being given by (K is the rotation angle) 
(T(K)()(e) = (e - K). Restricting {(} to the sub
group of functions of the form (a,b)(e) = a cose + b 
sine restricts EB(2) to E(2). I have found EB(2) a 
most useful paradigm for the BMS group. 
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF B 

The BMS group B arises from a similar calculation 
to the above one in the case of asymptotically flat 
(four-dimensional) space-times (see references 
cited in Ref. 1). It was originally derived in "null 
polar" coordinates. Here I first describe it in more 
convenient coordinates. First, recall that the Poin
care group P is a semidirect product of the Abelian 
translation group V in four dimensions with the (con
nected component of) the Lorentz group L, P = 
V®T L, the action T of L on V being given by mul
tiplication of the translations all by 4 x 4 Lorentz 
matrices A~, /.l, II = 0, 1, 2, 3; thus (T(A)a)1l == (Aa) 11 = 
A~ a v (summation convention). Associate with V the 
four-parameter family of functions {f a} defined on 
the future pointing Minkowski null cone N as follows: 

fa (n) = n . a (Lorentz scalar product), 

n EN, a E V. 

Addition is defined in {fa} in the usual way, (fa + jb) 
(n) = fa(n) + fb(n) = fa+b(n). Note that these functions 
are homogeneous of degree 1 in n: 

The action T of L on V induces an action on {fa} as 
follows: 

(T(A)fa)( n) == n' T(A)a = n . Aa = kIn' a = fa(kIn). 

Thus one sees that P may be written 

The BMS group B is obtained from P by replacing 
the four-parameter family {fa} of functions with the 
above homogeneity property by the set {f} of all 
(differentiable) functions with the same homogeneity 
property, the action of L being analogous to that in P; 

B = {f}®TL, f(tn) = If(n) alll > 0, 

and (T(A)f)( n) = f(A-In). 

[Addition is defined in {f} by (f 1 + f 2)( n) = f 1 (n) 
+ f 2 (n)]. Thus B differs from P in that the four-para
meter family of functions {fa} ("translations") be
come replaced by the infinite parameter family {f} 
("supertranslations"). (In the Appendix, a criterion 
for distinguishing homogeneous functions of the form 
fa from other homogeneous functions is given.) Ob
viously, {fa} is an invariant subspace of {f}, and re
stricting {f} to {fa} in B gives P. In the calcula
tion of B, conditions analogous to (a), (b), and (c) of 
Sec.2 are put on a space-time. The analog of (a) is 
the use of null polar coordinates, of (b) are the 
"asymptotic flatness" conditions, and of (c) are the 
so-called "asymptotic smoothness" conditions (see 
references cited in Ref. 1). Again, if the metric of 
the space-time approaches flatness too quickly as 
r ~ <XJ, {fa} is not enlarged to {fl. SoB only arises 
when gravitational radiation is present. To obtain the 
realization of B in the coordinates in which it was 
originally obtained, one may proceed as follows. 
Associate with each line generator of the null cone N 

the point of intersection of this line with the 3-space 
nO = 1 (nO is the zero component of nil). This set of 
points is the unit sphere 5 in 3-space, and, since the 
Lorentz group L takes line generators into line 
generators, this gives an action of Lon 5, the "con
formal" action. Defining the null vector III = 
(l,m I ,m 2,m 3 ),where (mI,m2,m3) =mi is a unit 
3-vector, and associating this unit 3-vector with the 
point P E 5, one finds that the conformal action 
P ~ Ap is given by mi ~ (A~ lll)-I(A~ lll). The "con
formal factor" associated with the action is defined 
as K A (p) = A ~ lll. In view of the homogeneity condi
tion on the functions {f}, every f E {f} may be asso
ciated with a differentiable function 0' on 5, and con
versely' for every differentiable 0' on 5, anf E {f} 
may be found. The action of Lon {f} thus gives an 
action on the corresponding set {O'}, which is easily 
computed as 

(T(A)O')(P) = KA)P)O'(A-Ip). 

This finally gives the original realization of B, as a 
semidirect product of the Abelian groul? {O'} of dif
ferentiable functions on 5 with L, B = {0'1®TL, 
where the action T of L on {O'} is the action just 
given. Historically, this semidirect product structure 
of B was realized by Cantoni (see third reference of 
Ref. 1). As printed, the formula given in Geroch and 
Newman 5 for the action is incorrect (top of second 
column). In the present notations, it would read 
(T(A)O')(P) = KA (P)O' (Ap) , which gives T(A I )T(A 2) = 
T(A 2 AI ). The correct formula is the one given above. 

Henceforth, the Abelian group of supertranslations 
{f} or {O'} will be written as A and the translation 
subgroup as V. It has been noted that V is an invari
ant subspace of A under the action T of L on A (so 
that V is a normal subgroup of A) and that restrict
ing A to V restricts B to P. As noted by Sachs,6 the 
complementary subspace ~ to V in A is not invariant 
under the action. This fact plays a crucial role in 
the representation theory of B. 

4. WHY B ELIMINATES CONTINUOUS SPINS 

In view of the fact that B contains P, some people find 
it surprising that the representations of B exclude the 
continuous spin representations of p.1-4 (In this sec
tion, "representation" always means "unitary repre
sentation.") In order to understand this fact, it is 
necessary to recall the ingredients required for the 
construction of induced representations of semidirect 
products. 7 Let W be a vector space regarded as an 
Abelian group, H a group, and G = W®JH be a semi
direct product specified by an action J of H on W. To 
find the induced representations, one first finds the 
set of all irreducible representations of W. This set 
may be identified with the dual vector space W' 
("momentum" space). The action J of H on W deter
mines a dual action J' of H on W' in the usual way. 
It is the action J' oj H on W' which determines the 
structure oj the irreducible representations. In parti
cular, this action determines the "orbits" and "little 
groups." 7 For example, in the case of P = V ®T L, 
the action T' of L on V' gives rise to the well-known 
orbits and little groups for P. The little groups of 
time like , lightlike, and spacelike vectors are the 3D 
rotation group, the group of null rotations [identifiable 
with the motion group E(2) of the plane] and the 
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(2 + 1) Lorentz group. Of these little groups, the first 
is compact; but the other two are noncompact, con
taining "boosts" arbitrarily close to "speed of light 
boosts." The compact little group gives rise to dis
crete spins; the noncompact ones to continuous spins. 

In the case of B = A ®T L. the action T of L on A is, 
as remarked above, such that V is invariant, but the 
complement ~ is not. On passing to the dual action 
T' of L on A', the subspace ~' dual to ~ becomes in
variant, and the complementary subspace V', which is 
dual to V, becomes noninvariant. 1 (If the complement 
were invariant, V' would be invariant in A'.) Since V' 
is not invariantly contained in A I under T', the usual 
action of L on Poincare momentum space, discussed 
in the preceding paragraph, is not "contained" in the 
action of L in BMS "supermomentum" space A'. In 
particular, there is no reason that the BMS little 
groups should include Poincare little groups. In fact, 
the little groups all turn out to be compact for B .1-4 

One may understand this intuitively as follows. It 
turns out that the action T' of L on A' may be rea
lized in terms of functions ¢ on S as 1 

(T'(A)¢)(p) = K~~I (p)¢(A-1p). 

This action is similar to the transformation law for 
intensity distributions on distant ("celestial") spheres 
under L. (The latter action appears with a K-2 

1\.-1 

rather than K-~ factor; but the analogy works never-
I\. 

theless). The K factor corresponds physically to a 
redshift factor and the conformal action p -7 Ap to 
"aberration." A subgroup Q of L is a little group if it 
leaves a (nonzero) ¢ fixed under the action T'. Now 
one can show2 that Q must be closed, and if it is non
compact, it must contain a sequence of pure boosts 
whose velocity parameter becomes arbitrarily close 
to the speed of light. For an intensity distribution ¢ 
to be fixed under Q, then, it must be such that, when 
subjected to arbitrarily large "blueshifts" over a 
region of the sphere with arbitrarily small comple
ment (the complement is redshifted), it remains the 
same. It is not surpriSing that there are no such non
zero ¢' s, so that there cannot be any noncompact 
little groups. So B spins are always discrete. 

5. UNIQUENESS OF B 

I have indicated that the essential reason that the 
little groups of B do not contain those of P is that, 
though V is invariant under the action T defining B, 
the complement ~ is not. In other words, the repre
sentation T of L on A is reducible (to V), but not de
composable. One may well ask-is it possible to 
generalize the Poincare group by "enlarging" V to a 
finite-dimensional vector space Y in such a way that 
the action of Lon Y was reducible (to V) but not decom
posable? One could then hope that such a finite-di
mensional enlargement of P would eliminate the con
tinuous spins. The answer is no, for the following 
reason. Any finite-dimensional representation of a 
connected semi-simple Lie group is necessarily de
composable. 8 Since L is connected and simple, the re
s ult follows. 

Formulating things a little more precisely, I will call 
any semidirect product of L with a vector space Z, 
in which the action T of L on Z is reducible (to V) a 
superextension of P. The above result then reads-

.J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No. 11, November 1972 

"there are no finite-dimensional superexlensions of 
P which eliminate the continuous spins." I will now 
show that there is a sense in which B is the smallest 
superextension of P which does eliminate the conti
nuous spins. For this purpose, let the (now, necessa
rily infinite-dimensional) vector space defining the 
superextension be Y, so that one is given an action T 
of L on Y, reducible to V. If the superextension is to 
eliminate continuous spins, the complement of V in Y 
cannot be invariant. Now, there is the following possi
bility. Y may decompose into two invariant subspaces 
Y 1 and Y 2' Y = Y 1 EB Y 2' one of which contains the 
invariant subspace V (this one having the complement 
of V in it noninvariant, so necessarily being infinite
dimensional) .. To exclude these Situations, I require 
that Y be irreducible in the usual infinite-dimensional 
sense of the word, that is, operator irreducible. 9 In 
other words, every (closed) operator which commutes 
with all the representations of L on Y must neces
sarily be a multiple of the unit operator. In partiCU
lar, this excludes the splitting Y 1 EB Y 2 mentioned 
above; but it does not exclude the possibility that Y 
contains V with a noninvariant complement. But it is 
shown in the Appendix that there is one and only one 
real, operator irreducible representation of L which 
contains the invariant subspace V, and that is the 
supertranslation space A. 

Hence B is the smallest superextension of P which 
eliminates the continuous spins. 

APPENDIX 

First, I shall identify the representation T of L on A 
with one of the operator irreducible representations 
of L defined by Gel'fand et al. 9 Consider the complex 
space of functions of two complex variables z 1> z 2 

satisfying 

(i) F(z l' z2; Z l' Z2) is (infinitely) differentiable in its 
arguments everywhere except at (0, 0); 

(ii) F(az1, aZ2; aZl> az2) = anc1an2-1F(zv z2; Zv Z2) 
for all complex a ,r 0, 

where n1 and n2 are any complex numbers differing 
by an integer. Define an action of the group G of uni
modular 2 x 2 complex matrices in the space D(n I' n

2
) 

of functions defined by a fixed pair (nl> n2 ) above as 
follows: 

(T(g)F)(Z1, z2; zl> z2) 

== F(az1 + YZ2,/3z1 + oZ2; = aZ1 + YZ2, /3z1 + OZ2), 

where g == [a~] E G. Then9 every operator irreducible 
representation of G is equivalent to one of the above 
form (with a "dense subspace" definition of equiva
lence. 9 ) [The operator irreducible representations of 
G which have a single nontrivial invariant subspace 
are those in which (n1n2) are integers of the same 
sign. The subspace is finite-dimensional, consisting 
of homogeneous polynomials, if (n1 n2) are both posi
tive integers and infinite-dimensional if they are 
negative integers. All others are irreducible in the 
"subspace" sense.] 

Next note that if the well-known homomorphism of 
G onto L, whose kernel is the subgroup Z2 (consisting 
of plus and minus the unit matrix) of G, is employed, 
every statement about L and its representations 
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throughout this paper can be written as a statement 
about G-the representation defining B is unfaithful 
on Z2' (In Ref 1, B is defined as A ® G.) I shall now 
show that the representation of L on A corresponds 
to the representation of G on DC2 ,2)' Write z A = 
(zl, z2) and Z A' = (Zl, z2) for convenience. The well
known correspondence between these "spinors" and 
future pointing null vectors is given by nil = a~A'zAzA' 
(summation convention), nil being the covariant null 
vector, a:A' being the van der Waerden matrices.1o 
Thus, z A' Z A' uniquely determine nil' and nu deter
mines z A' Z A' up to a phase factor z A ~ e Hi z A' 
Z A' ~ e- is Z A" In terms of this corre spondence, the 
homomorphism G ----- L mentioned above is given by 
g = [~~] ----- AtE L with 

nvAt = a~A'(zg)A(zg)AI,(zg)A= (Q'Zl + Y Z2,{3z1+ OZ2)' 

Now, conSider the action (T(A)f)(n) = f(A- 1n) on the 
homogeneous functions f which describes the action 
of L on A in B. By an obvious reformulation of Sec. 3, 
this action may be redefined in terms of an action of 
L on N by right translation, (T(A)f)(n) = f(nA), the n's 
now understood as covariant. Associate with f E {f} 
the function F (z f1) Z N) by writing F(z Ao Z A') = fen 11) 
= f(a~N z A Z A')' Since f has the homogeneity property 
and nil only determines ZA' ZA' up to a phase, one 
finds a one-to-one correspondence between the!'s 
and those differentiable functions F(z A' Z A') satisfy
ing 

F(te iBZ A' te-iBz N)= t2F(z A' Z AI)for real t, e with t > 0 

or 

Further, the action (T(A)f)(n) = f(nA) corresponds to 
(T(g)F) (z A> Z A') = F«zg) A, (zg) A') in this correspon
dence. Comparing with (i) and (ii), one sees, finally, 
the action of L on A is equivalent to the Dc 2,2) repre
sentation (except for the fact that A is a space of real 
functions, so that the DC2 2) here must be understood 
as the real subspace of Gel'fand's complex DC2 ,2)9). 

The penultimate sentence of Sec. 5 is thus proved. 
Using the homogeneity property of the F's, one may 
aSSOCiate, with each such F, an arbitrary (differenti
able) function Q' of one complex variable z (including 
z = ee) according to the scheme 

F(Zl, z2; .2 1 , .2 2 ) = r 2F(zl/r, z2/r; Zl/r , Z2/r ) 

= r 2F(z/p(z), 1/p(z); z/p(z), 1/p(z}) == r2Q'{z, z} 

where r == {lz l l2 + IZ212}1/2, Z == Z1/Z2 and 

p(z} = (1 + Iz 12)1/2 

and conversely. This gives the realization of the ac
tion T of G on A used in Ref. 1. (I feel that the con
siderable detail of the preceding discussion is neces
sary because this important identification A ~ DC 2.2) 

is nowhere proved in the literature. See, however, the 
final remark following Ref. 5. below.) 

* All results below appear in the author's Ph. D. thesis. 3 

1 P. J. McCarthy, "Representations of the 8MS Group. I," to ap
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2 P. J. McCarthy, "Representations of the 8MS Group. II," sub-

Finally, I wish to arrive at a criterion which distin
guishes the homogeneous functions {fa} correspond
ing to translations from the remaining ones (see 
Sec. 3). First, I shall prove the following. 

Theorem: Let h: Rn ~ R be a real-valued func
tion on n -D real space, satisfying h{tx) = tqh{x) 
for some real q and all real t > O. Then, if h is every
where infinitely differentiable, h (x) is a homogeneous 
polynomial in x if q is a nonnegative integer; other
wise it is zero. 

Proof: Suppose first that q is a nonnegative inte
ger. Differentiate the homogeneity relation q times 
with respect to t to give 

Xi1Xi2 •.. xiqh i i2"'i (tx) = q !h{x), 
, 1 q 

where Xi is the ith component of x ERn, the summa
tion convention is used, and commas denote partials. 
Taking the limit t ~ 0 and using the continuity of the 
qth mixed partials at 0 E Rn gives the result. Next, if 
q < 0, multiplying both sides of the homogeneity rela
tion by t -q and taking the limit t ----- 0, using the conti
nuity of h at 0 ERn, gives hex) == O. Finally, if q is 
positive but nonintegral, write q = n - r, where n is a 
positive integer and 0 < r < 1, differentiate n times 
with respect to t, multiply by tT , and take the limit 
t ----- 0 using the continuity of the nth mixed partials to 
give h(x) == O. QED 
[This easy theorem, which was conjectured by Mr. J. 
Pulham in the case q = 1, with the stronger require
ment that h{tx) = tqh(x) for all real t :::: 0 and hex) 
everywhere differentiable, must be well known to 
some people; but I have not seen it anywhere.] Ob
vious generalizations are requirements that h be only 
k times differentiable, for k chosen appropriately for 
a given q, or that there exist a neighborhood of 0 ERn 
for which h is differentiable. Functions satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem differ from homogeneous 
functions in that they are required to be differentiable 
everywhere including the origin 0 ERn. 

To distinguish functions f: N ----- R (notation as Sec. 3) 
of the form fa, with fa (n) = a . n from other homo
geneous functions, differentiate each side of f(tn ll ) = 
tf(n ll ) with respect to t to give nllf, 11 (tn) =f(nll). Iff 
is differentiable everywhere on N including the ver
tex, take the limit t -~ 0 to give f(n ll ) = kono + k1n1 + 
k2n2 + k3n3, where k 11 are constants f, 11 (0). These are 
clearly of the form fa. Thus the translations are 
those!'s in {f} which are differentiable everywhere 
including the vertex. This gives the promised cri
terion. 

It may be of interest to note that the theorem is easi-
1y adapted, by differentiating (ii) with respect to a and 
a and taking the limit 1 a 1 ~ 0, to prove that the finite-
dimensional representations of G (given by homo
geneous polynomials, so that nl and n2 are both non
negative integers) 9 are distinguished from the infinite
dimensional ones in that they are given by homoge
neous functions differentiable in the z's everywhere 
including the origin (0,0). 
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Erratum: Exchange Interaction Model of Ferromagnetism 
[J. Math. Phys.13, 725 (1972)J 

H. H. Chen and R. I. Joseph 
Department of Electrical Engineering, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218 

(Received 9 June 1972) 

(1) The correct name of the second author of this 
paper is R. I. Joseph. 

(2) The numbers given for the coefficients a7 for 
the plane square lattice in Appendix B are in
correct and should be replaced by 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No. 11, November 1972 

- 0.321 825,- 0.700033,- 1. 090470, 
- 1. 205 625, and - 1. 188 391 

for S = ~ - ~, respectively 

(3) The right-hand side of Eq. (15) should be multi
plied by the factor n! . 
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